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PREFACE 

In the following pages an attempt is made to present 
Aristotle’s Ethics in a readable shape. It is not, and 
cannot be made, a popular book. It has not the charm of 

style and the dramatic vivacity of the Platonic dialogues 
which fascinate the reader and carry him, even in a 
translation, through many pages of not always profit- 
able dialectics, but its subject is of universal interest 
and touches human nature on almost every side. 
Courage, self-restraint, liberality, behaviour in society, 
friendship and happiness—these are matters on which it 
is well worth anybody’s while to know the views of a 
man of Aristotle’s attainments. The Ethics is, however, 

something more than a volume of independent essays 
on moral philosophy; it is a systematic treatise on that 
subject forming an integral part of a comprehensive 
system in which logic, physics, psychology, biology, as 
well as the philosophy relating to man are embraced. 
Conduct in life is made to fall into its place as a part 
of Aristotle’s encyclopswdia of the sciences, and its 
principles are shown to depend upon, and are constantly 
referred back to, those on which organic life and mind 
depend. But it is chiefly as a practical treatise or 
manual of daily conduct that the Ethics may be read 
with profit. In it motives are analysed and actions 
described and defined with great skill and clearness. 
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6 PREFACE 

Nowhere, perhaps, within an equal number of pages, can 

more shrewd observations on character be found, neither 

in the Characters of Theophrastus nor in Bacon’s essays, 

a work with which the Ethics, on its practical side, has 

much in common. Notwithstanding some rather serious 

defects of form and arrangement, it is still the best 

general introduction to moral philosophy, the earliest 

and, take it for all in all, the most interesting book on 

the subject. 

Aristotle’s work is, nevertheless, not much known 

outside the limited circle of Greek scholars. At Oxford 

and elsewhere it is a text-book for the Arts degree, but 

it is necessarily imperfectly understood by those who are 
entering upon life, and it is rarely re-read at an age when 
it would be fully comprehended ; to the ordinary reader 

it is a closed book. There are, no doubt, excellent 

translations in our own and other languages, but the 
Ethics cannot be appreciated—it can hardly be made 
intelligible in a translation, however good. Not only is 

the writing frequently abrupt.and the language highly 

technical, but Aristotle assumes his readers to know 

much which only a learned reader does know, and 

explanations, often of some length, are constantly 

necessary. Moreover, its text, arrangement and numerous 

repetitions make its meaning in places difficult and some- 
times a matter of guesswork. A translator is bound to 

follow his original, and his version reproduces the defects 

and obscurities as well as the merits of his author. 

An attempt is' made in this book to surmount these 
difficulties, (@) by a general introduction in which the 
purport of the Ethics is summarily set forth; (6) by 
special introductions to the several chapters, with ex- 
planatory remarks at the end of each chapter; (c) by a 
paraphrase of the text—sometimes full, sometimes con- 
densed, in which repeated passages are left out and some 
liberties are taken in way of omission and transposition ; 
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(d) by the use of modern examples for the sake of 

bringing Aristotle’s meaning home to present-day readers. 
Those who may be inclined to resent the use of homely 
and familiar illustrations to a great classic, may be 

reminded that Aristotle himself is fond of borrowing from 
the common events of everyday life, from the gossip of 
society and the market as well as from his own extensive 
reading, to illustrate his meaning. 

The view taken of Aristotle’s Ethical theory in the 

following pages makes no attempt to soften or explain 
away the fundamental differences between him and Plato 
on the main problems of science. There are many to 
whom it seems intolerable that these two great pillars of 
philosophy should not stand square and even. Still, it 
requires some ingenuity, together with no small faith in 
the ‘“‘idea,” to get over the criticism of Plato’s method 
and principles contained in the Metaphysics, in the Ethics, 
and elsewhere. There are, and always have been, writers 

ready to undertake this task—with what success impartial 
readers, if any can be found, must judge. Plato’s idea of 
“the good” reappears in Kant’s Ethics as the idea of 
Reason formally determining the conception of Duty, and 
hence it is not surprising that the modern advocates of a 
Platonised Ethics are usually adherents of Kant. The 
present writer suggests that neither the Kantian con- 
ception of Duty nor the Platonic one of an absolute 
standard in morals can be reconciled with Aristotle’s 
language, or made to fit in with the political aims which 
dominate the Ethics. Fortunately the value of the book 
does not depend on the way in which these questions are 
answered. It is as a practical treatise that its author 
recommends it to public teachers and statesmen, and on 
its practical side it is undeniably of extraordinary merit. 
Every one must admire the high standard of conduct 

which Aristotle sets up; his sincere love of truth and the 
general excellence of his social and political aims. His 
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assumptions will of course be judged differently by those 
who take a physical or a metaphysical view of moral 
obligation, but there is not room for much difference of 
opinion on the general tendency of his teaching. 

Aristotle’s own language is often clearer and almost 
always more impressive than a translation, and for this 
reason it is pretty freely quoted. From a literary point 

of view he is at his best in the incisive epigrammatic 
sentences with which his works, and notably the Ethics, 

abound, and many of his apothegms will be found in the 
notes to this book. In the art of condensation he has few 
rivals ; of the golden stream of eloquence which Cicero 
so much admired but few examples are to be found in 

the writings which have survived to our time, although 
passages may be found in the Ethics which for literary 
finish and impressive manly eloquence are not easily 
surpassed even in Greek literature. 

December, 1905. 
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NOTE. 

Owrne to causes for which the author is not entirely 

responsible, some of the sheets of this book went to 

Press before they were finally revised, with the 

result that there are several misprints in the Greek 

notes. For these, and for any other inaccuracies 

in the work, the reader’s indulgence is asked. 

Corrigenda. 

Page 218, line 8. For “univocal and not 

equivocal” read “equivocal and not univocal.” 

Page 279, note 12. For “univocal” read 

“equivocal.” 

Page 402. Read note 39 as part of note 387. 



GENERAL INTRODUCTION 

I. 

Tae lectures on which the Nicomachean Ethics were 
founded were delivered by Aristotle at his School in the 
Lykeum at Athens between 335 and 323 B.c., he being 
at that time between fifty and sixty years old. For 
fifteen years before 335 B.c. he had resided at Athens as a 
pupil of Plato. On the death of Plato in 347 B.c. he left 
Athens, returning twelve years later in 335 B.c., when he 
opened a School on his own account in a gymnasium 
surrounded with plane trees attached to the temple of 
Apollo Lykeus in the eastern suburb of the city. 
Aristotle’s reputation as Plato’s most brilliant pupil, 
aided, no doubt, by the known fact that his philosophical 
attitude was in many respects opposed to that of his 
great master, soon attracted pupils and made the 
Lykeum a formidable rival to the Academy, conducted 
at that time by Xenocrates, who had succeeded Speu- 
sippus, Plato’s nephew, as President or Scholiarch. 
Although Aristotle was on good terms with Speusippus 
and Xenocrates and always mentions them as well as 

Plato with respect, his action in setting up a School in 
the city in competition with the one of which he had 
been for many years a pupil, naturally produced some 
irritation and caused charges of ingratitude to be brought 
against Aristotle. The charges are groundless but the 

13 



14 ARISTOTLE ON CONDUCT 

feeling is not to be wondered at, for it had two sources, 
philosophical antagonism and business rivalry. For 
although the managers of the Academy and the Lykeum 
disclaimed any intention of making money by their 
teaching, establishments such as theirs could not be 
carried on without expense, and each School was 
naturally anxious, as well for its reputation as for its 
financial success, to secure as many pupils as possible. 
Their feelings to each other may be inferred from the 
way in which both regarded outside professors like 
Protagoras, Gorgias, Prodicus, and others, who periodi- 

cally visited Athens and not only withdrew pupils for a 
time from the regular schools, but also extracted higher 

fees than their managers were able to obtain. Both 

Plato and Aristotle speak in terms of pungent criticism 
of the practice of these itinerant philosophers in taking 
fees for their teaching—Plato on the principle that 
philosophy has nothing to do with money, Aristotle on 
the narrower ground that payment ought at all events to 
be by results,t and not, as he alleged the practice to be, 
in advance. It is not, however, to be supposed that either 
at the Academy or the Lykeum the practice of free 
education obtained. It is a principle subject to few 
exceptions that nothing is to be got for nothing, and we 
may be sure that whether they studied under Plato or 
Aristotle, pupils paid either in malt or meal. In a 
well-known passage of the Ethics, Aristotle lays down 
what he considers to be the right principle of remunera- 
tion in these cases; “We make no charge,” the 
Master is supposed to say to an inquiring pupil, “the 
value of what you will get here is not to be measured by 
money ; still, we expect you to do what you can; think 
of it as a subscription to a Church, or to the maintenance 

t Eth, 9. 1, 1164, a 28, 
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of your father and mother.’’? Aristotle had not analysed 
human motives for nothing, and he knew perfectly well 
that an appeal to generosity will often succeed where an 
attempt at a bargain would fail. Those who have had 

experience of the higher branche8 of the legal and 
medical professions know how easily payments in theory 
purely honorary and voluntary may settle down into a 
tariff of charges practically as binding and certainly not 
less remunerative than anything which can be secured by 
the most active haggling in the market. Athens, then, 

during the period covered by Aristotle’s teaching was a 
University town with two flourishing Colleges competing 
against each other for public support. The subjects 
taught in both were substantially the same, although the 

Academy was more distinctively a mathematical and 
metaphysical, and the Lykeum a rhetorical and natural 
science school; they differed, however, in their attitude 

towards the subjects they taught in common, and their 
philosophy, and particularly their theory of knowledge, 
rested on a different basis. In the dearth of books, for 

no one except rich men could afford a library, the teach- 
ing was necessarily oral. The circle of hearers comprised 
not only the regular members of the school, but occasional 
visitors as well. For the benefit of the latter, as well as 

of all who required a practical education, lectures more 
popular in form and subject were given; and in the 
Lykeum at least, rhetoric and ethics probably held a 

leading place among the studies which appealed to this 
class—rhetoric supplying the form and ethics the ground- 
work of the art of effective public speaking, without 

2 otrw 0 Zouke Kal Toig ptAocogiag Kotwwrhoaciv’ ov yap 

mpoc xphyal 4 a&ia merpetrar, timh 7 isdppomo¢g ovK av 
v7 2 X 4 © iQ 0a s BY 6. ‘ x ‘ 

yévorro, GAN towe ixavdv, xafdmep Kal mpd¢ Deode cat mpdc 
yoveic, ro évdexduevov. Eth. 9, 1. 1164, b 2, 



16 ARISTOTLE ON CONDUCT 

which no political ambition could be gratified. In the 
twelve years of Aristotle’s active life as a teacher he 

would necessarily have given several courses of lectures 
on these subjects. We may assume that he prepared 
himself in the usual way by making notes more or less 

full for his own use, and that his pupils wrote down for 
their own benefit as much as they could understand and 

retain. Subsequent courses on the same subject would 
follow the main lines of the earlier ones, but with 

additions and change of language and possibly also 

variations in the order of treatment. If we assume as an 

hypothesis that the Ethics we possess has been put 
together either by Aristotle himself or some leading 
member of his School from master’s notes, supplemented 

where defective by the notes of pupils of distinction, and 
that the book so compiled was neither revised by its 
author nor published in his lifetime, most of its 
difficulties of arrangement, repetition, and inconsistency 
will be accounted for. 

II. 

Whatever may be its history, Aristotle’s Ethics is one 
of the books which will never be either forgotten or 
superseded. It is the first attempt in any European 
language to formulate a comprehensive theory of conduct. 
The earliest Greek speculation had been occupied with 
physics, mathematics, and especially with the largest and 
most abstract problems presented by the world of matter ; 
inquiries into the elements out of which, and the causes 
by which, the material universe came to exist. Aristotle 
tells us that Sokrates was the first to quit this field, and 
to insist that the proper study of mankind was man, 
bringing down philosophy, as has been said, from heaven 
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to earth. But Sokrates did not frame, or attempt to 
frame, a Science of conduct. He contented himself in 
the main with trying to give precision to the terms 
in which conduct is described, and with criticising 
current conceptions on the subject. ‘He asked what we 
mean by Virtue, Goodness, the Beautiful, Courage, 

Temperance, and the like? and he had little difficulty 
in showing that these words were used without any clear 
conception of their meaning alike by the educated few 
and the uneducated many. His labours in this particular 
field were a necessary preliminary to a philosophy of 
conduct, and their importance can hardly be over- 
estimated. Plato, although he used freely the material 
collected by Sokrates, did not put it together in syste- 
matic form. There are, indeed, few parts of ethical 
inquiry which he does not either touch or discuss, but he 

deals with the subject in fragments, now from one point 
of view, and now from another, in a manner highly 

suggestive and stimulating, but neither consistent nor 
methodical—‘‘ad impellendum satis, ad edocendum 

parum.”” To Aristotle the speculations of Sokrates and 
Plato were invaluable, and every page of the Ethics 
shows his indebtedness to them, but he was the first to 

build with the material to his hand on a definite plan and 
to supply from his own stock many necessary parts of the 
structure. 

The first question which meets an inquirer into the 
theory of conduct is to ascertain its geography, to deter- 
mine its place with relation to other branches of know- 
ledge. To Aristotle, all knowledge, ‘‘ every exercise of 
mind’’ as he expresses it, takes one of three shapes; it 

is either theoretic, productive, or practical;¢ we either 

3 Met. i. 6. 987, b 1. 
4 Met. 5. 1. 1025, b 25. Eth. 1. 1. 1094, a 6; 10. 8. 

1178, b 20. 
2 



18 ARISTOTLE ON CONDUCT 

think, make, or do. When a state of mind terminates 

in another state of mind without more, we have some- 
thing which falls under the head of purely intellectual 

activity ; when thought, instead of ending in thought, has 
for its result the production of an object outside the 
thinker, we pass into the region of Art; when, finally, 

thought causes us to alter our personal relation to the 
outside “world by t the movement of our body or limbs, this 
result of our activity is called by Aristotle conducts 

(rpaéic). Whatever may be thought on theoretic grounds 
of the distinction between art and conduct, it is strongly 
insisted upon by Aristotle as of practical importance.® 

It is with conduct, then, as one branch of the threefold 

division of human activity that Ethics has to deal. But 
not all conduct falls under its domain or is fitted to be the 

subject of methodical treatment. Much of what we do 
is, or seems to be, so trivial as not to call for either 

criticism or remark. It does not appear to matter, and 
probably it does not matter, either to society or ourselves 

whether we eat one kind of wholesome food or another, 
or which of several harmless amusements we select, 

provided that they are equally within our means and 
physical strength. The only conduct which is ethically 

significant is conduct which is praised or blamed. Praise 
and blameare the-indieations to which Aristotle consist- 
ently appeals on the question of whethér conduct is 3 good 
or bad.7 Any conduct: Which is approved b by the voice of 

5 Met. 5. 1. 1025, b 22. Eth. 3. 1. 1110, a 15. 
6 With. 6. 4. 1140, a 1. 
7 6 piv yap twawvog Tig aperiig’ mpaktiKol yap Twv Kadwv 

aro tabryc. Hth. 1. 12. 1101, b 31; 1110, a 33, b 33. 
trav ewv 8? rac émaiverde aperdc AEyouev. 1108.09. xara 
piv ra 7aOn v7’ travotpuesa ovre WeydueSa—Kard 82 rac 
aperag Kal Tac Kaxlac érawobpeda ij peyoueSa. 1105, b 31. 
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the society in which the agent lives is in some degree 
morally good, and any conduct condémmed by the same 
voice is in some degree bad. LEccentricities of dress or 
manner, or a want of social tact so marked as to be 
unfavourably observed on, are immoral on the same 
principle, although not in the same degree as the most 

flagrant deviations from the accepted standard. The rule 
of right conduct according to Aristotle is thus given by 
the consensus of opinion in the society in which the 
agent lives; by what people actually think and not by 
what the agent or any one else might wish them to think. 
He would not have accepted the proposition that conduct 
cannot be morally right unless we are prepared to will 
that everybody should act on it; it is morally right if 
everybody does act on it; nor would he have admitted 
that kind actions prompted by a good-natured temper 

have no moral value: such actions are praised, not per- 
haps so highly as if they were painful or disagreeable, 
but they commend themselves to the general judgment, 
and that is enough. A good-natured temper is a valuable 
asset in society, and society rightly thinks it desirable to 
encourage it. 

III. 

In making praise and blame the tests of conduct, it is 
necessarily implied that the standard is a variable one. 
This was one of Aristotle’s marked differences from Plato 
who maintained that there were certain typical forms 
of goodness—justice, courage, temperance, wisdom, by 
participation in which the moral value of an act was 
determined and might be authoritatively ascertained. 
This view Aristotle rejected, and he framed a logical theory 
to take its place and to explain how general propositions, 
including those in which our judgment on conduct is 
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aac could be framed by induction from particular 
instances, a view which implies that the general pro- 

positions themselves vary with the particular instances 
they sum up. In making public opinion the test of 
conduct, Aristotle assumed that the suffrage would be 
exercised in accordance with common sense and general 
experience. People have to live in a world made for 
them and not by them, and their opinions must, and in 
the long run do, fit the conditions in which they are 
placed. Within certain limits our conduct is prescribed 
for us by our organisation and by the necessity of con- 
forming to physical surroundings from which there is no 
escape. The judgments of society expressed in terms of 
praise and blame are therefore far from arbitrary; both 
in logic and ethics they are conditioned by facts ;* there 

‘1s a degree of rashness which is condemned almost every- 
where, because were it habitual mankind would disappear ; 
there is a kind of eccentricity which must in time die out. 
A man may, if he likes, adopt the view that fire will not 
burn, that it matters not what he eats or drinks, and that 
diseases may be cured by-faith, but if he habitually acts 

on these opinions he is not likely to leave behind him 
either descendants to inherit or pupils to imitate them ; 
so, too, some degree of truthfulness and some adherence to 

promises made are commended in all societies whatever 

because social union would be otherwise impossible. 
When pirates put out to sea, they do not leave the whole 
decalogue behind them. This is what Aristotle means 
when he speaks of natural virtue ; but within the limits of 
approval of conduct which tends to maintain life and 

LD > t ‘ ane a ” 8 wore adnSeda piv 6 7d Sypnpévon oiduevoc ScaipitcBar Kal 
7d ovykeipevov ovykciobar, Hfevorar O 6 evavriwg Exwv i} Ta 
mpaypnara. Met. 8. 10.1051, b 8. De Inter. 9. 19. a 33.- 
dpotwe of Adyou aAnOeic womep Ta Tpaypara. 
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make social union possible and disapproval of conduct 
inconsistent with those objects, there is room, as history 

and observation teach us, for wide differences of opinion, 

and hence the necessity of ascertainiag how far it is 
expedient that the variations should be restrained—in 

other words, of determining what kinds of conduct it is 
wise to praise and what kinds to blame. This depends on 
circumstances. There are cases in which self-preservation 
requires the constant exercise of an ability to hold your 
own against enemies, and here courage and the robust 

qualities which make for military force demand and 
properly receive encouragement; and there are cases 
where security being assured, a noncombative character 
is developed and praised. Each is good in its special 
condition, and in those conditions neither is better than 
the other. 

4 

IVI 

Aristotle’s theory postulates social union, man being, 
as he insists, naturally a social animal, but it does not 

take account of every form of social union, at all events 
in its details. He does not write a world-ethics or 
treatise on social conduct under the varying conditions 
in which mankind is placed; conduct for Scythians, 

conduct for Persians, conduct for Macedonians lie 

outside its scope, which is limited to a consideration 
of the conduct proper for the citizens of an Hellenic 
city state. Its aim is practical, and directed to his 
own time and country. Moral virtue and vice are 

analysed, and the conditions of the good life are described 
for the behoof of the statesmen of Athens and other 
Hellenic cities, and as instructions to them to draft a 
good education Bill. The application of Aristotle’s 
principles to what he considered to be the true end 
of statesmanship presupposes conditions which neither 
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existed in monarchies like Persia, with a vast extent 

of country inhabited by races of various languages 

and creeds, nor are to be found in any considerable 

modern State. He assumes a limited territory with 

a small population and a disposition on the part of 

its people to acquiesce in the exercise by Government 

of paternal compulsory powers of a very extreme kind. 

The statesman is supposed to be at liberty to prescribe 

not only what studies are to be followed, and what 

arts exercised in his state, but to fix how far individual 

citizens are to be at liberty to pursue these studies and 

arts. He is to regulate conduct both on its positive and 

negative sides, commanding both what is to be done and 

what refrained from.9 That it is possible by disciplinary 

training under the sanction of law to create almost 

any desired type of character, and that men, either 

willingly or unwillingly, can be got to acquiesce in the 

necessary discipline, is assumed both by Aristotle and 

Plato as the groundwork of their political theories. It 

will therefore be apparent that when Aristotle speaks 

of political science he does not mean the wide subject 

which we call Sociology. He had a considerable ac- 

quaintance—probably greater than that of any man of 

his time—with the various forms of political life; but 

when he made his collection of constitutions and advised 

politicians to study them, it was in order that they 

might legislate wisely for Hellenic communities and not 

for the purpose of instructing them in the philosophy 

of history. 
This detracts less than might be supposed from the 

value of Aristotle’s teaching to us. The chapters on 
courage, temperance, liberality, and the social virtues 

contain, indeed, little or nothing that would not be very 

9 Kth, 1. 2, 1094, a 28, 
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generally accepted as sound advice in civilised European 
society at this day, but even if the practical conclusions 
of the Ethics were held not to apply to ourselves, its 
principles unquestionably do. The iystincts, feelings 
and emotions which determine conduct are pretty much 

the same all the world over; habits are contracted and 
character is formed in the same manner everywhere, and 
those parts of the Ethics in which motives are analysed 
and the genesis of conduct explained,—by no means 
the least interesting and important parts, are of universal 
applicability. 

V. 

Having ascertained in a general way the nature and 
limits of the inquiry pursued by Aristotle in the Ethics, 
it becomes necessary to state the theory itself: What does 
he mean by good and bad conduct? What are the actions 
which a wise statesman would encourage or forbid ? 
This forms part of a larger question. Aristotle assumes 
that every form of human activity,—art, speculation and 
conduct are each and all pursued for an object which 
either is or is thought to be good. This good object, or 
an object immediately resulting from it, is usually treated 
by the agent as if it were ultimate. If an artist paints a 

picture, or a mathematician solves a problem or an 
ordinary person goes out for a walk, the direct object is 

profit, reputation, health, or as the case may be. But it 
does not often happen that these direct objects are the 
final ones. Money, health, and even honour are all 

desired for something beyond them, and in the last resort 
for the sake of happiness. Happiness is the name which 
men give, or would give if they thought about it, to the 
final goal of all their endeavours. All conscious deliberate 
action is undertaken for its sake. Happiness is the word 
expressing the highest good realisable by conduct and by 
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every other form of human activity. On that point 
Aristotle assumed universal agreement. But as he points 
out, men are by no means at one on what they mean by 
happiness, if we may infer what they think from what 
they do. There are many who spend their whole life 
on objects which are obviously proximate, on the 
immediate gratification of their senses, on accumulating 
money or seeking honour. It cannot be denied that 
honour is a worthy end; but at the best, and when it 

is evidence of the appreciation of good work by those 

whose opinion is worth having, it is the gift of others, 
and those who give may take away. This chameleonlike 

quality is inconsistent with the notion of happiness, which 
always includes the element. .of.stability or permanence. 
Ant-yet what is said and thought on such a subject by a 
great number of people must not be too summarily 
dismissed ; they may chance to be right, and it is to be 

remembered that in speculations on human affairs there 
is no such thing as certainty; all we can do is to 
accumulate probable evidence from as many quarters as 
possible. Now the sciences of life, biology—especially 

comparative biology—and psychology are sources from 
which information on this head can be derived. ‘“‘It is 
the province of the physicist to speculate on life and 
mind, thought being closely implicated with our bodily 
structure.” 7° To biology and psychology, therefore, 

Aristotle turns for light on the question wherein true 
happiness consists. He considers that he cannot do 

better than take Nature for his guide; she does not always 
attain the best, but she always tries to do her best, and 

would succeed were it not that independent disturbing 
forces intervene. It is a general biological principle that 
whenever we find the relation of organ and function, or of 

70 De anima i. 1. 403, a 16, 27. 
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power and action, we must look to the function or action 
if we would know the value of the organ or power.?! 
This holds good alike in physiology, in conduct, and in 

art. Nature makes organs with a view fo their functions. 
In all cases we have to look to the work done or the thing 

made as an index of the excellence of the instrument, 

agent or producer. If, therefore, we can assign to man, 
as man, any definite function or work in life, then, in 
knowing whether he performs that function well or ill we 
shall know the end of his being—in other words his 
happiness or good. But what definite function can be 
assigned to man? He is a composite being, with many 
‘organs and consequently many functions, for it is to be 
noted that Nature does not care to be economical in her 
work; she does not attempt to make the same instru- 

ment do two things, like the ingenious ironmongers 
of Delphi? If there is a thing to be done she con- 

structs a separate instrument to do it; one organ 
one function, one man one vote. On what principle, 

then, are we to deal with a highly organised animal 
like man? Are we to consider all his functions as 
jointly co-operating to a common end, and assign a 
separate value to each with reference to that end, as 
judges do at an agricultural show; or are we to find 
out the characteristic function, and measure him by 
that one? The latter course is the right one. In ascer- 
taining the end of anything made up of parts, of any 
‘‘system,’’ whether it be an organic body like an animal 
or an organism like a state, you must look, Aristotle says, 

11 §\we ov éorlv Epyov te Kal moakic, tv TH tpyy Soxet 

rayabov civa kat 7d ev. Eth. 1. 7. 1097, b 26. 

12 odfiy yap } pioicg moet ToLoOvTOY oiov XaAKoTimoL Tiv 

Adguciy paxaipav twevixpac, add’ tv mpd tv. Polit. 1. 2. 

1252, b 1. 
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not to the sum of the functions of all the organs or parts, 

but to the single function of the special and characteristic 
organ or governing part; that which is special or dominant 

_in a thing being always the end for which it came into 
being.t3 Now the special and characteristic faculty of 
man is his ability to draw inferences by the aid of middle 
terms; he shares with many other animals the physical 

powers of sensation and of a certain degree of intelli- 
gence," but even the animals which come nearest to him 

are only capable of drawing immediate inferences; he 
is capable of ratiocination or of mediate or syllogistic 
inference.ts The correctness with which it is possible 

313 76 8 (Wid gore rd sExdorov rie yevésswe téXoc. De 

gen. animal. 2. 3. 736, b 4. Eth. 9. 8. 1168, b 31. 
%4 As to the moral and intellectual position of the lower 

animals, see Hist. animal. 8. 1. 588, a 16, and following 

note. 

15 The view, common to Plato, Aristotle, and their 
contemporaries, and to not a few people at the present 

day, is that no animal but man can form a general con- 
cept; the lower animals cannot, it is thought, combine 

many experiences of sense into a proposition, formulated 
either by language or in any other way which includes 
them. Plato says ov yap % ye [puyh] ph wore iSovca rv 
arjsaay sic Td8e Ea To oxia. Set yap avépwrov 

auvtévat kat’ eidoc AEydmevov, ix TOorAADY 
idv aicOhcewy sic fv Noytoum cuvacpobpmevor. 
Plato, Phedr. 249 B. This opinion rests on two assump- 
tions, neither of which has yet been proved, or indeed 
is capable of proof; one is that neither generalisation 
nor ratiocination is possible without language, and the 
other is that the lower animals have no language. 
Aristotle, in the course of his studies in natural history, 
found it necessary to modify the view which elsewhere 
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to perform this process of mediate inference depends, so 

Aristotle considered, on the nature of the subject matter 
of thought. He supposed truth to be a quality of things, 
something extracted from the raw magerial supplied by 
nature, like gold or coal from a mine. Some objects are 
capable of yielding complete certainty, other objects can 

supply conclusions only approximately true. In Aristotle’s 
language the former constitute the region of necessary 
matter and are the subject of investigation to the 
theorising mind; the latter are the sphere of contingent 
matter, the region of things which sometimes go one way 
and sometimes another and are never long in one stay. 
Matter of this kind—the realm of probability, was thought 
by Aristotle to be apprehended and reasoned upon by a 
different mental faculty to that engaged upon necessary 
matter, in conformity with the psychological truth that 
generically different things are apprehended by generically: 

he undoubtedly appears to hold, of the incapacity of the 
lower animals to reason. ‘‘ There are,’ he says, “in 
many even of the other animals traces of the psychical 
characteristics which are most clearly to be distinguished 
in the case of man—courage, cowardice, fear, anger and 
the rest, and in many animals there is what looks like 
mind and understanding :—for as in man we find art 
and wisdom and intelligence, so in some animals do we 
find some other kind of natural power resembling these.” 
Eveott yap év Toig TAsiototc Kal TwY dAXAwWY Cow TxXvy TOY 

wept Thy Puxiv trpdTrwy, arep emt tov avOpdrwv 
tye gavepwrépac tac diapopac’ Kal yap—avopia kat deAia, 

kat @6Bor cat Oappn—kal rig mepl THv Siavoiav ovvécewe 
Evo év woAXolc avtwy dpoidrnTec. we yap wv avOowrw 
réxvn Kal copia Kat cbvecic, otTwe eviowg ToV Sewy éori Tic 

érépa rocabrn pvacky Sbvaucc. Hist. animal. 8, 1. 588, 

a.18; 29, 
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different faculties.° But each kind of inference, both 
necessary and probable, is special to man, no other animal 

being able to perform either the one or the other. Man’s 

work, therefore, or special characteristic function, is 

twofold. One branch consists in the exercise of theo- 

rising mind, and the other in the exercise of practical 

intelligence. Man has, therefore, two ends, goods « or forms 
of happiness, each corresponding to the exercise of his 
special power of reason on its appropriate subject matter. 
The application of pure reason to the data of necessary 
truth produces “complete happiness,” a state regarded by 

Avistotle as exceptional, whilst the exercise of practical 
intelligence on things immersed in matter and-subject to 
the disturbing and incalculable influence of necessity 
and chance and to the refractory nature of matter itself, 
constitutes ‘happiness for man’’ regarded as a compound 
| being obliged to workin.the sphere of probability. This 
‘lower and purely human happiness is the end of conduct 

or practical life; perfect happiness is the end of the 

76 Kth. 6.1. 1139,a8. mpde yap ra ry yéve Erepa kat 

tav tig Wuxiic popiwy Erepov Tw yéver TO Tpdc EKaTEpOV 

mepuKde, Elmep ka? émodryTa Twa Kal oiKEdTHTAa 7 Yvuoc 

UTapXe avTOTC. 
This general statement is modified when Aristotle in 

the De Anima examines more closely the mode of cog- 
nition. We are there told that the mind is not like the 

thing which impresses it, but that it becomes like it 
when the impress has been received, as in the case of 

wax which has been sealed. De anim. 2. 5. 418, a 4. 

TAGXEL Miv Ov OVX’ Suoov dv, weToVvOd S Suolwrat Kat Zortv 
oiov éxeivo. “Like to like” is no more a scientific 
generalisation than “‘like to unlike.’ Whether we say 
“birds of a feather flock together,” or “two of a trade 

never agree,” is partly accident and partly temperament. 
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theoretic life, an ideal corresponding to what we call the 
religious life. 

VI. 

And yet, although in any given society good conduct 
is that which is praised and bad conduct that which is 
blamed in that society, and although a man -who is 

careful to adapt himself to the current standard is, so 
far as moral philosophy has anything to say to him, 
a good man, it does not follow that all social judgments 
are equally suited to secure happiness. The subjective 
standards vary, but there is an objective standard by 
which they can be measured and rectified, and in defining 

the conduct which is “‘ best,” z.¢., adapted to secure the 

happiness of his citizens, the intelligent legislator must 
have regard to this standard, which is given by the facts 
of physical science. If it be true, as ing 
that_a psychologist must be a physiologist, it is no less 
true, as he also maintains, thatthe. politician must_be a 
psychologist. 

This, however, is not sufficient for practical guidance. 
It must be shown how we are to act in the concrete cases 
which arise in daily life so as to secure the results 
indicated by theory. In laying down rules, it is to be 
remembered that rigid formule are inapplicable to the 
case of conduct. Probability is the guide of life; to 
expect a politician to be accurateis as absurd as to 
tolerate an appeal to our feelings from a chemist, 
exactness depending in each and every case on the nature 
of the subject matter. In this difficulty Aristotle has 
recourse to the experience of the doctor and trainer. 
The connection between health in the body and health 
in the mind had been insisted on by Sokrates, and 

Aristotle as a practical physician was convinced of its 
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truth. It is common knowledge, he says, that gymnastic 
exercises to be effectual must be moderate, and the same 
is true of food; both too much and too little destroy 

health and strength. So, with regard to navigation: if 
you are in an unknown channel you should average your 
‘risk by steering a middle course. The middle course is 
not necessarily, it is not often, that which is equidistant 
from the extremes. It is a middle with reference to 
the individual agent, his temperament, constitution and 

circumstances; it is that which in the given case is 

neither too much nor too little; (#7) in a word it is a 
relative and not an absolute mean, and hence can never 

be exactly defined. Practically there are limits of 
variation in what is called the middle course, and 
all that can be said is that you must trust to your 
intelligence to discover and keep within them. The kind 
of intelligence you must employ for this purpose is 
prudence, a faculty whose function is to discover the 
means by which what is expedient for you may be 
compassed. But, although no rules for prudent conduct 
can be given, Aristotle is able to supply some hints: (1) 
resist your personal tendencies ; you will know what they 
are by noticing what you like; (2) of two evils choose 
the least, remembering that a lesser evil is a relative 
good; (3) be on your guard against pleasure; she. is a 
very dangerous siren, It will often happen that even 
with these aids and after giving the best consideration 
possible you will be in doubt what course you ought to 
take. In that case, you must seek the advice of an 
intelligent friend ; two heads are better than one, and he 

4 i ~ by ti 17 Néyw O& rou pi pdyparoe Hésov 76 icov azéxov ag 
e , by! it EkaTépov TWY akpwr, OwEp zoriv ev Kal TO ato wast, ™mpoc 
co > aw  » , os a mac 82 6 pire wAcovala pire tetra’ rovro Y ovxX &, ovd? 
ravrov waow. Eth. 2. 6. 1106, a 29. 
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will at all events be free om the personal bias which 
must to some extent Warp your own judgment. 

But the law-giver for whose use these rules are chiefly 

designed will require his citizens not only to act rightly 
in the particular case, he will want some security that 

they will continue to act rightly. Conduct to be adapted 
to its end must be such as can be relied upon; it must 

exhibit, not an occasional tendency merely, but a 
settled tendency to moderation. Such settled tendencies 
are called habits. Aristotle does not attempt to explain 
how actions become stereotyped into habits; he states 
as a fact of experience that they are so; the repetition of 
actions of a given kind producing a tendency, strong in 
proportion to its frequency, to the recurrence of actions 

of the same kind. This tendency when confirmed is 
called habit. Actions therefore proceed from habit, and 
when repeated they strengthen it; the habit is the end 
as well as the source of the action, and is therefore qud 
end good." The formation of moral character depends 
on the fact that nature has made the acquisition of habits 
possible, and therefore, although good conduct is not a 
natural gift, it is with the assent of nature that it is 
produced in us. We are so constituted as to be 
capable of good conduct, and we are perfected therein 

by habit. 

VII. 

It has been ascertained that the end of conduct is 

Happiness, and that good conduct consists in habitually 
acting under the guidance of a practical faculty called 

18 rédoc 82 waong évepystag éori.td Kata tiv Fw. Eth. 

3. 7. 1115, b 20. 
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prudence in a manner roughly described as “ aiming at 

the mean.” But what sets the agent in motion and 

causes him to act at all? Not prudence, for no mental 

process by itself can cause motion of any kind,79 and 

inasmuch as all conduct implies overt acts, that is, @ 

movement of the body or limbs, any rational account of 

conduct must include an explanation of the phenomenon 

of animal motion. It is first of all to be noted that the 

cause of this motion is to be sought in the animal itself, 

inasmuch as motion impressed from without is not a 

kind of motion with which the theory of conduct is 

concerned, being, as regards the body moved, involun- 

tary. 

Next, there must be a definite limit (wépac) to self- 

initiated motion—an object or end to which it is directed. 
The various powers in man which are assumed capable 

of causing him to move towards such a limit, object or 
end, are reduced by Aristotle to two—appetency (desire), 
and a mental faculty which he calls intuition, a power 
of apprehending the individual objects presented to 
consciousness by the senses, qualified as practical, in 
order to distinguish it from another intuition by which 

the highest generalisations of science are made known 

to us. Appetency (or desire) and practical intuition act 
conjointly, yet so that the actual moving principle is 

appetency,2° in the absence of which intuition would 

be incapable of starting motion, its function being 

19 Eth. 6. 2.1139, a 35. Sidvora & abry ovbiv xivei. 

20 olrwe piv ody emi 7rd KveicAar Kal mparrav Ta CHa 
Oppwat, Tie wiv toxdrne aitlac Tov KveicAa dpéEewe ovonc, 

raitne Of yivonévnc 4} Ot alcOhcewe 4} did gavrasiacg Kai 

vonsewc. De motu animal. 7. 701, a 33; xara piv ovv rov 
Adyov Tov Aéyoura Thy alriav Tic KiVhoEwWE ativ bpetic TO 
péo ov, 6 Kivel Kwwodpmevov. ibid. 703, a 4. 
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advisory merely and not executive. The object to which 
appetency or desire directs the motions of the body is 

always something which gives pleasure; it may be 
wholesome or pernicious, a good or only a fancied good ; 
on that, desire, being irrational, cannot pronounce, it 

belongs to intuition as an act of intelligence to ascertain 
the value of the object sought as an end proper to be 
attained or avoided. When the two partners are agreed, 

when intelligence approves what desire suggests, we have 
as the result good. moral choice or “truth in corre- 
spondence with right desire.” By “right desire” 
Aristotle understands desire listening to the voice of 
reason, as a son listens (or ought to listen) to his father’s 
advice, and in so far as it does so he considers it a rational 
faculty, just as in the case supposed we might speak of 
a sensible son. Man, regarded as the efficient cause 
of his moral actions, may be reduced to these two 
principles.2t 

Objectively considered, pleasure-giving objects, by their 
action through the senses on the desires, may be regarded 
as the final cause of animal motion towards such objects, 
and pain-giving objects as the cause of motion away from 
suchlike objects, and hence the importance of pleasure 
and pain as factors in conduct; a point strongly insisted 
upon by Aristotle, who says that to.feel_pleasure. and 
pain at the right things is a chief determinant in 
morals.22 The subject of pleasure is very fully dealt 
with in the Ethics, both from the practical side and also 
by way of psychological analysis. Here, as bearing 

on the matter in hand, it is enough to say that the 
harmonious co-operation of the critical and appetitive 

2t 816 } dpexrexdg vovc 1 mpoatpecte 7 dpskic Suavontixh, 

kal % rovabrn 4px avOpwroc. Eth. 6. 2. 1189, b 4. 

22 Hth. 10. 1. 1172, a 21. 

3 
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faculties is always attended with pleasure—a feeling 

“which, indeed, accompanies all healthy function and is 

therefore a powerful incentive to action, both physical 
and moral, 

It happens, however, not infrequently, that appetite 

and reason do not coincide; the impulse towards some 

pleasure or apparent good being so strong as to over- 

power the suggestions of reason. Hence results a state 
of anarchy or revolt—an anomalous condition discussed 
at some length in the seventh book of the Ethics, and 

which had given rise to much dialectical subtlety. It 
seemed so difficult to suppose that in a contest between 
a higher and a lower part of man’s nature the lower part 

should prevail, that the tail should move the head, that 

Sokrates for one denied the fact. Aristotle accepted the 

fact, not unknown in modern experience, and endeavoured 

to explain it. His explanation will be found in the 
introduction to the eighth chapter of this book. In 

practice, however, the exercise of choice is not so simple 
as, for the sake of describing the process, has been 

assumed. Rarely only is the end indicated by desire 

reached directly and by a single path. Most often there 

are several ways to it and these ways devious, often 

doubtful and necessitating a good deal of deliberation 

as to the one which is best to be taken. The faculty 
employed in thus selecting a means to an end is 

Prudence. Prudence is essentially the faculty of means 
and is incapable of pronouncing on ends. Desire selects 
ends, but neither it nor intuition can devise means. 
There are thus two executive ingredients in moral 
choice, desire and intuition, and one advisory ingredient, 
Prudence. Prudence is defined by Aristotle as “the 
deliberate and correct selection of means to an end 

within our power which we ought to desire to attain.” 
What we choose, in this sense, to do, is a better test of 

' character than the acts which give effect to our choice. 
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The observation of an action gives no certain clue to the 
character of the agent. What outwardly seems to be 
courage may really be fear of something else; what 
seems generosity may be only a form ofeselfishness; we 

must know what a man intends to do before we can form 
a moral judgment on what he does. 

It is apparent from what has been said that moral 
choice is not what we call ‘“ Will.” It is a deliberate 
process of selecting out of many things we are able to 
do some one thing as fitting to be done, but this pro- 
cess does not include the sense of difficulty in exerting 
the power of self-determination, The exercise of will 
as usually understood implies a consciousness of some- 
thing to be overcome, of an obstacle interrupting our free 
action in a given direction, and this consciousness is 
different from the consciousness of the difficulty in fixing 
on an end or in selecting the means of attaining it. 
These is no word in the Ethics or elsewhere in Aristotle 
which corresponds exactly to ‘‘ Will” so understood. 
He did not analyse that particular mode of consciousness. 
He contents himself with saying that moral choice is 
voluntary, and with defining ‘‘voluntary”’ as being “a 
self-initiated movement by an agent who knows the 
circumstances in which he acts.”’ 23 

VIIi. 

Aristotle’s scientific writings have often been criticised 

for their neglect of the method of verification. That can- 
not be alleged against his Hthics, fully one-third of which 

23 70 Exovotoy OdEELEV Av eivar ov  apxH év avT@ clddrt 

ra Kal tkacra iv ol¢ H awpak&e. Eth. 3. 1. 1111, 

a 22, 
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is given up to testing the definition of good conduct by 

examining the various kinds of it, in order, as he says, “ to 

strengthen the proof that the virtues are mean states by 

showing that all of them are so.”24 Courage, self-re- 

straint, justice, liberality and other kinds of praiseworthy 

conduct are accordingly examined and described, and it is 

made to appear that in all of them the action which is 

praised is that which avoids the opposed extremes of too 

much and too little. There is, it must be confessed, some 

little difficulty in bringing justice within the rule, for 

although we are blamed for having too little justice, we 
are never blamed for having too much, and the errors of 

injustice do not refer to the same subject matter as the 
just acts which are set over against them, as in the case 

of courage or liberality. Justice is therefore said to be 
a kind of mean, or “‘ to have to do with amean,” but not to 

be one.?5 Indeed, the characteristic of justice is. shown to 
be equality and not moderation. In order to explain the 
application of the notion of equality to the cases where 
justice endeavours to redress wrongs, Aristotle is obliged 
to have recourse to the simile of a divided line; when the 
whole is so divided that one part is made equal to the 

other part, both the injurer and the injured are said to 

have their own, and then justice is assumed to be done. 

But this is the material mean, the mean ‘‘ of the thing”’ 

which Aristotle had before declared to be inapplicable to 

conduct,26 the middle point of which is always relative 
to the agent. In this essential respect justice departs 

24 With. 4.7. 1127, a 14. 

25 9 Ot Suatoobvn peadryc tle tory, ov Tov abrov Ot 

tpémov taic ada aperaic, add’ bre pwécov iorly' 4 & 
adula tov dxkpwv. Hth. 5. 5. 1188, b 382. 

26 ro St mpdc nuac ody’ ovrw Anmréov. Hth. 2. 6, 1106, 

a 36. 
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from the rule to which other virtues of conduct 

donform. 

_ Friendship is even more difficult to deal with. It is not 
only a kind of good conduct, but both socially and politi- 
cally almost the most important kind, and Aristotle shows 

plainly by the manner and elaboration of his treatment 
that he so understands it. Yet it cannot be brought 
within the four corners of the definition of good conduct 

given in the second book of the Ethics. We do not praise 

our friends for the skill with which they steer a middle 

course between hating and loving us—a moderate friend- 
ship is scarcely worthy of the name, and Aristotle in his 
picture of the perfect friend has shown conclusively that 

the avoidance of too much does not in his view enter 
into the conception of the true relationship. These 
cases illustrate the difficulty of finding a single formula 
which will embrace all social relations, a difficulty of 
which Aristotle was perfectly aware and which he has 
repeatedly pointed out. On the whole, however, and with 
regard to the simpler kinds of conduct, the doctrine of 
the mean gives an intelligible rule and is a sufficient 
guide. 

It is needless to say that this rule does not commend 
itself to everybody. No convinced Platonist could accept 
it, and it is repugnant to modern metaphysicians. Kant 
objects that it makes the difference between Virtue and 

Vice a matter of quantity instead of being, as it ought to 
be, a matter of quality. To protect Aristotle against 
what they consider an injurious imputation, some of his 
modern commentators deny that he makes the difference 
between good and bad conduct a question of degree. But 
his language is precise ‘and definite. Not only does he 
say in terms that ‘ Good conduct is a mean between the 

two errors of excess and defect,” but he devotes a 
book and a half to the inductive verification of the state- 
ment. The passage relied on to show that Aristotle does 
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not mean what he says hardly serves the turn. “If wye 

look to the substance and formal cause of good Conduct, 0” 

he tells us, “it is a mean, but if we look to its final causd? 

it isan extreme.” 27 He then goes on to mention that 

not every action can be properly said to be a mean; when 

an act has once been ascertained to be an extreme the 

doctrine of the mean no longer applies: you cannot 

whitewash a vice by saying that itis not as black as it 

might be, nor can you improve a virtue by saying that it 
might be better than it is; both the middle and the 
extremes are points, and cannot therefore have limits of 
variation. 28 

This is one of those pieces of logical ingenuity with 
which Aristotle sometimes amused himself and his 

hearers; it would no doubt be an excellent subject for 
discussion after the lecture, ‘‘Can you be moderately 
immoderate or unpunctually punctual?” 229—but itis little 
more than a game of words. Everybody recognises dis- 

tinctions of more or less in conduct admittedly bad or 
good. Whatever may be thought of the doctrine of this 

passage on its merits, it is hard to see how it can be made 
use of to prove that Aristotle did not consider good con- 
duct a mean state. It is,on the contrary, an emphatic 

and even exaggerated re-assertion of the doctrine: “An 

extreme is an extreme and a mean is a mean, and there is 
an end of it.” 

27 Ow Kara piv THY Ovolay Kal Tov Adyou Toy TO Th Hy Elvat 
Aéyovra peadtn¢ éotiv 7 apeTn, Kara 62 TO dptotov Kal TO £U 

axporne. Eth. 2. 6. 1107, a 6, 

28 With. 2. 6. 1107, a 8—27. 
29 It is like the point raised in Eth. 1. 7. 1097, b 16, 

whether happiness would be more desirable if some other 
blessing were counted in with it. Scarcely a practical 
question ; what does it matter so long as we are happy ? 
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IX. 

Moral conduct is accordingly defined as a habit of 
acting as we choose to act, the habit being the result 
of repeated actions of the same kind, the essential 
character of those actions for each individual agent 
being that they are neither too much nor too little, 
leaving it to practical sagacity to determine what is 

too much and too little. Aristotle thought that a 
tendency to act in this way could be created as a rule 
in all men by force of law and custom—the exceptions 

being a few unhappily defective natures incapable of 
right training. Whether our actions are determined 
by us by the exercise of our will, or whether they are 
determined for us by our organisation and personal 
history, is a question which Aristotle nowhere formally 
discusses. So far as moral judgments, including in that 
term legal punishment, are concerned, he pronounces 
decidedly for the view that the will is free: man is a 
voluntary agent if he knows what he is doing and is 
not subject to external physical restraint ; he is free if he 
can do what in any particular case he desires to do, and 
he is consequently responsible for the habits which are 
built up of those successive single acts, or, to speak with 
more strictness, he is ‘‘a contributory cause of his 
habits,” 3° his organisation and inherited disposition 
being responsible for the rest. He admits that a formed 
habit may come to be beyond control; 3* nevertheless, 

and so far as the judgment of society and of the law is 

concerned, all acts which are the result of habit must 

be treated as voluntary, because the single acts composing 

30 rwy ew ouvatriol we avrol zouev. Hth. 3. 5. 1114, 

b 22. 3t Hth. 3. 5. 1114, b 30. 
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them are so. But, although Aristotle undoubtedly con- 

sidered that we are free to do what we desire to do, 

it is not so clear that he held our desires themselves 

to be within our power.3?_ The analysis of animal motion 

shows desire to be its real efficient cause and desire 
to be connected with its object by a movement of 
attraction, a physical propension over which it does not 
appear that Aristotle supposed that we have any direct 

control ; his solution of the puzzle why we act contrary 

to our better judgment rests on the assumption of the 
force of this impulse. Speaking as a physiologist he 
may well have thought, for anything he has said to 
the contrary, that we are what our history and orgaiisa- 

tion have made us, and that our actions are so far 

determined for us; speaking as a man of the world 

and a practical politician he treats our actions as 
determined by us; only on the hypothesis of personal 

responsibility can either praise, blame or legal punish- 

ment be justified. 

X. 

Aristotle’s eminence is so great and many of his 
scientific apergus are so striking, that it is perhaps natural 
to try to interpret him in the familiar language of 
to-day.33 Thus, his ethical mean becomes “that which 
enables a person to correspond successfully with his 
social environment,” 34 his moral character “a definite 

3? See his carefully balanced opinion as to whether 
there is or is not “a natural object of desire,” a pboe 
BovAnrév. Eth. 3. 4. 1113, a 17. 

33 See G. H. Lewes, “ Aristotle,” chap. x., for instances 
of this. 

34 Stewart, Notes to the Nicomachean Ethics, i. 194. 
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form which maintains itself as such ; the mean, so-called, 

being that course of action which is best fitted in the 

circumstances to secure its continued maintenance.” 35 
And it is said that correspondence with environment 
is the ultimate object of the moral judgment. Such 
language is, however, misleading, even as an illustration, 

for it implies on the part of Aristotle a point of view 
which he had not and, on the facts known to him, could 
not have reached. That expressions are occasionally 
to be met with in his writings which point to evolution, 
which recognise the force of circumstances and even 
of natural selection as a means of forming fit organs 
is not denied ; 36 but to hint at a doctrine is one thing, 

and to establish and adopt it as a working theory is 
quite another. In another direction the ‘‘ideas” of 
Plato are said “to answer in part to what we now call 

35 Stewart, Notes to the Nicomachean Ethics, i. 195. 
36 See a remarkable passage in the Physics where, 

discussing the question ‘‘ Why nature does not appear 
always to act of set purpose and for the best,” he 
observes, ‘‘It does not rain that the corn may be spoiled, 

this is an accident,” and then goes on to say ri xwAdea 
a . ba ta ww > in ti i % > 7. > 

ouTw Kal Ta Peon EXELY Ev TH HUGE, lov TOC 6ddvrac 2% 

avayeng avareihae Tove piv tumpocBioucg d&eic, emitndstouc 
a BN 5 4 ‘ ob , Xr ~ s , 

Tpo¢ TO talpelv, TOUC € yougtoug WAQATELC Kat XPnatpouc 

mpoc TO Asaivey tHv tTpopnyv, Ewet oF TOUTOV EvEKa 
4 ? x ” {2 , Ns . s ve: yévec9ac GAXAa oupTEcEtv. Smolwe 0: Kai wept THY 

” led 2 iv4 ~ ft af ‘ a La a 

GdAwy pepav, év Score Soxel UrapxXev 1d Eveyd Tov. drrov 

Hav obv aravta cuvéBn Wowep Kav si Evexd Tou eyévero, TavTa 
piv 2060n ard Tov avromarou cvotavra émitndeiwg’ doa Se MH 

otrwe amwAsro Kat amdAAura. Phy. 2. 8. 198, b 23. 

This points to natural selection, to the preservation of 
favourable variations and the destruction of injurious 
variations, but Aristotle does not adopt the principle. 
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Laws of Nature.” 37 The correspondence, if it can be 
said to exist, is so partial that readers of Plato would 
be put on an entirely wrong track by thinking of it. 

Not only was the kind of uniformity which we call a 
law of nature undreamed of by Plato, but Aristotle 
himself had no conception of it. He looked on nature 
as only one of several agencies, called by him chance, 

necessity, and man, each of whom had a hand in deter- 

mining the course of things. In Aristotle’s mind Nature 
had not altogether ceased to be a person contending 
against mysterious powers, much as the gods are repre- 

sented in Homer as struggling against the Fates; she 
appears as a thrifty and well-meaning house-wife whose 

efforts for the orderly and economical management of 
her household were liable to be disturbed by the un- 

expected visits of Chance, by the Necessity of making 

both ends meet, and by the constant and not always 
intelligent interference of Man. This is far from what 

we call ‘laws of nature.” 

XI. 

When Aristotle describes his treatise as a branch of 

political science, he means literally what he says; good 

conduct, as he conceived it, could not be realised, nor 

could happiness in either of its branches be attained 
except in a politically organised society. But he is 
careful to point out, when describing the life of in- 
tellectual activity in which alone complete happiness 
is to be found, that the virtues of conduct must supple- 
ment those of pure thought. The philosopher must 
live in the world, and he will require an adequate supply 

37 Stewart, Notes, i. 71. 
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of those goods which men who are not philosophers 

value ; a life of poverty or of ascetic self-denial, starving 
and enfeebling the bodily powers and making it impos- 
sible for a man to do active work or to take his place 

in society, is inconsistent with the Aristotelian notion 
of virtue. Moderately comfortable living must accom- 
pany high thinking; life in a monastery cannot under 
any circumstances be a good life, and if limited to the 
object of securing future happiness for oneself by the 
eare of the individual soul, Aristotle would have described 
it with but little qualification as bad. 

The Ethics is avowedly a practical treatise for the 
behoof of practical politicians in what Aristotle calls a 
constitutionally governed state. Public education, as he 
conceived it, does not depend on the acquisition of 
knowledge, but on training in conduct; men must be 

habituated from their youth up by the power of law 
and the influence of custom to practise courage, self- 
control, and regard for the rights and feeling of others. 
Aristotle’s view is marked by the sobriety and knowledge’ 
of the world which distinguished him. Where human 
nature is concerned he was always inclined to compromise, 
being too profoundly convinced of the impossibility of 
arriving at anything like certainty, to dogmatise. What 
every one says on such subjects he considered to be as 
true as anything of the kind can be; there is a strong 
prima facie probability in favour of the opinion of the 
instructed minority ; where opinions differ there is much 
to be said on both sides. 38 

In endeavouring to ascertain the nature of Happiness 
as a practical question, Aristotle followed the path of 
physical, not of metaphysical inquiry. It is to biology, 

38 Kth. 10. 21172, b 36; 7. 1. 1145, b6; 1. 8. 1098, b 
28. 
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physiology, and the allied science of psychology that he 

turns for an answer to the question, “ What is that 

function of mind the right performance of which makes 

ushappy?” Plato puts the same question, but answers 

it differently. He thinks that “The Science of good 

and evil whose work is to help us’’39 is only within 

the reach of those who have been long disciplined in 

endeavouring to disengage absolute forms of goodness 

from their concrete material envelopes, for which purpose 

the physical sciences are a hindrance and not a help. 

But both Plato and Aristotle considered that statesmen 

who understood what they were about would endeavour 

to shape the lives of their citizens on their own plan. 
The object of the modern politician in self-governing 
countriesis differerit. His business is not to theorise, but 

to keep his party together ; to pass such measures as are 

possible, and to administer affairs in general so as 

to please the greatest number of voters. As Burke 

puts it, “To follow, not to lead the public inclination ; 

to give a direction, a form, a technical dress and a 
specific sanction to the general sense of the community 
is the true end of legislation.” 4° That is definite and 

intelligible; whether it is the true answer to Aristotle’s 

question, ‘‘ What is the aim of politics?’ every one 

must determine for himself. 

39 Plato, Charm. 174 D. 

40 Burke's letter to the Sheriffs of Bristol. 



CHAPTER I 

THE END OF ALL CONDUCT 

ri tory ob Aéyouev THY ToATIKHY epiecOat kal tl TO ravTw 

axpératoy tay mpaxrwv ayaQov. Ethics i. 4. 1095, 

a 16. 





ARISTOTLE begins his formal inquiry into the theory of 
conduct by asking what is its end. 

There must, he says, be some end or final goal of 
human endeavour. In conduct, as in art, as well as in 

every speculative inquiry, we are bound to have an object 
in view. This object may be either proximate or final ; in 
practice we are usually concerned with proximate objects 
—most men seem exclusively so concerned—but whether 
we realise it or not, there must be a final end to every- 

thing; we cannot always be doing something for the sake 
of something else. It is of great practical importance, 
says Aristotle, to know what is our ultimate object in 
life, for if we place it clearly before us we shall be able 
better to regulate our subsidiary actions, and, like archers 
shooting at a mark, hit off that which is right; if we 
know the end of conduct we shall know the highest good 
realisable by conduct. 

But under which of the various kinds of knowledge or 
sciences does this inquiry fall? It must obviously fall 
under that which is most comprehensive, that to which 
art, conduct, and speculation are all alike subordinate. 

There is only one science which fulfils these require- 
ments—the science of politics. Nature made man a 
social animal, and it is only in social life that his various 
powers can be realised, and only in the highest form of 
social life—conceived by Aristotle to be a constitutionally 
governed city—that they can be completely realised. 

47 
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Thus, at the beginning of the Ethics, Aristotle 
strikes the keynote of his Philosophy relating to Man 
by announcing the subordination of all forms of human 
activity to the political end. 

It is to be observed that he always identifies the end of a 
thing with its good. To know for what purpose a thing 

came into existence is to know not only a fact about it, but 
the most important fact—that which determines all else in 
relation to that thing. If we know that a knife is intended 
to cut with, we can infer within certain limits its material, 

its shape and the nature of the processes which caused it 
to take that shape; if we know the object of a law, we 
have a guide to its interpretation and also an indication of 

the state of society in which, and of the character of the | 

men by whom, the law came to be made. The final end 

of conduct is, therefore, not only the last but the highest 

step of the actions comprised in conduct—it is the 
Summum Bonum or Sovereign good for Man. 

The doctrine of ends is a cardinal point in Aristotle’s 

system, and it must be confessed that he sometimes 

misapplies it. He asks the question, ‘‘ What is the last 
reason of a thing ?”” not only when he is dealing with things 
human—with Ethics and Politics, where the question is 

important and legitimate, but also in inquiries into 
natural phenomena, where it is frequently misleading 
and has often misled him. There are, it is true, cases 

even in physical science where this question can be 
properly put and answered. We are fairly certain that 
eyes are intended to see with, and the knowledge of this 
their end helps us in following the anatomy of the eyes 

and is of practical value to opticians. But if we ask 
what is the final cause of the rainbow or the trade 
winds, or of the saltness of the sea or of the elliptical 

path of the planets, we ask questions which we cannot 
answer; and to guess at the answer and then to reason 
from the guess, as Aristotle often does, is obviously 
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misleading. To this extent Bacon’s criticism of the 
doctrine of Final Causes, that it not only does not 
advance but corrupts the sciences, is quite just.1 But 

when we come to deal with human conduct, the teleo- 

logical inquiry, as Bacon himself admits, is both legitimate 
and pertinent. What is the object of a political change 
or institution? Why do we act in this way rather than in 
that? These are questions which we can answer wholly 
or partially from our own consciousness or experience, 
and, as Aristotle says, the knowledge of the right answer 
has great influence on life. 

As a preliminary to answering the all-important 
question—What is the final end of Conduct? Aristotle 
begins, as is usual with him, by stating current opinions 
on the subject. \ 

Examining the matter from this point of view, he finds 
that almost every one is agreed on the name; they all 
call it Happiness. But their agreement is only verbal ; 

each man forms for himself a different conception of 
what the word Happiness denotes—so at least we must 
infer from the lives they lead; some men make the 
accumulation of wealth the end-all and be-all of exist- 
ence: Aristotle calls this life ‘‘contrary to nature;” 2 

t Causa finalis tantum abest ut prosit, ut etiam 

Scientias corrumpat, nisi in hominis actionibus. Bacon, 
Nov. Org. ii. 2. 

2 Biade ric éortv. Eth. 1. 6. 1906, a 6. Michelet 
(Eth. 1. 32) quotes Dante, “Inferno,” xi. 109-11: 

“Hi perché |’ usuriere altra via tiene, 
Per sé natura, e per la sua seguace 
Dispregia, poiché in altro pon la spene.” 

In Dante’s view nature and her follower art were both 

opposed to wealth derived from interest, because man had 
4 
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others expend all their energies and submit to no little 
personal inconvenience in the pursuit of pleasure; the 

hardships and sufferings of politicians for the sake of 
honour are well known, and form, indeed, one of the most 

painful chapters in the book of human misery—Aristotle 

does too little justice to them when he distinguishes the 
political life from the life of enjoyment ;—of the athletic 
life it is unnecessary to speak; the end is indeed pleasant 

—the record, the cheers, and the cup, but what men 

undergo for the sake of it is known only to themselves.3 
These proximate ends, wealth, honour, reputation, 

which are in fact pursued as if they were final, Aristotle 
examines and rejects as insufficient and superficial ; none 
of them satisfy the tests to which Happiness as the goal 
of conduct must conform, the tests of permanence and 

completeness. From popular opinion Aristotle turns to 
the views of philosophers, and especially to Plato’s theory 

of an absolute objective good by participation in which 

whatever is called good has the quality of goodness. 
Assuming there to be such a thing, which Aristotle 

greatly doubts, he dismisses the consideration of it as 
irrelevant to a practical treatise like the Ethics.4 

If the idea of good is the Sovereign good and participa- 

been directed to earn his bread by the sweat of his brow, 
and the unearned increment of money was opposed to 
this. Aristotle agreed with him, but for a different reason, 
namely, that money does not naturally beget money— 
interest is ‘“‘a breed for barren metal.” 

3 role yap wixratc ro piv rédog Od, ov EveKa, 6 orépavoc 

kat ai rysal, ro 82 rémrecBat adyavdv, elmep cdpxwvor 
Eth. 3. 9. 1117, b 3. 

4 el yap Kal Bor fy re rd Kowy Karnyopobpevoy ayabdy jj 
Xwptorov avrd tu kal avrd, SHAov we odK av ein Tpaxrov 
ov8? kryrov avOpw7w. Eth. 1. 6. 1096, b 33. 
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tion in it makes men happy, the question still arises, How 
is it to be got? It may be real happiness in the sense 
that it is the mysterious cause of real happiness, but 
it is a reality which eludes one’s grasp* A statesman 
legislating for the good of his citizens would not be at 

all helped by the knowledge of such a cause as Plato 
has described in a cloud of metaphor in the sixth book 
of the Republic. 

Dismissing ontology, the true end of conduct for the 
practical inquirer must be something ultimate, not proxi- 
mate, and it must also be something which in and by itself 
realises the aspirations of men and fills their life; there 
is no end but Happiness which satisfies these conditions. 
These generalities, however, do not suffice, and we require 

a nearer and a clearer view of the nature of Happiness. 
This view is gained by remembering that in animal 

life generally and in all the separate parts constituting a 
living thing there is a function or work to be done in the 
doing of which the end, good, or happiness of the thing 
is to be found. Nature never works idly or in vain, she 
always has a purpose in view ; and this purpose discovered, 
we know the end, good or happiness of the subject 
of our inquiry. In the case of man, Nature evidently 
did not create him merely to live a life in common with 
other animals ; she made him for a special work, which 

can be no other than that which distinguishes him from 
the rest of the animal creation, namely the exercise 

of reason—the exercise, and not only the possession of it. 

If, therefore, the work of man consists in the exercise 
of a rational function of life, and if we are at liberty to add 
to this statement the notion of excellence in doing the 
work, it results that ‘‘ Happiness for Man” will be found 
therein. ‘‘If,” Aristotle says, ‘“‘the work of man is a 
function of life, and if there is no difference in kind 
between doing a thing and doing it well, then the highest 
good is an active exercise of the powers of life in their 
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best and completest form; and if their exercise be possible 
in more ways than one, then in the best and most 

complete way of which they are capable—in @ life, 

moreover, which affords full scope for the exercise of 

all the powers in question.” 5 This definition may be 

put more shortly thus: ‘“‘ Happiness consists in living 

the best life that your powers command in the best way 

that your circumstances permit.” To many modern 

readers this will seem an insufficient description of 

the end of existence. But it must be remembered 

here and elsewhere that the sanction of religion, which 

so deeply colours our conceptions of conduct had no 

place in determining Aristotle’s theory of life and conse- 

quently in fixing its end. It is true that he appeals at 

the close of the Ethics to what might be supposed to be 

the life of the Gods, as corroborating his own views, 

thinking it probable that their life would not be unlike 
his own notion of what the very highest life could be, 
but he did not begin as many moralists now do, azo rov 

Qeov. The theology of the day sat very loosely upon him. 

He dealt with the problem of life, so far as its end is 

concerned, on its positive and scientific side, constructing 

his system on the basis of the physical sciences as he 
understood them. Plato’s Ethics, so deeply tinged with 
mysticism and resting for their ultimate sanction on a 
psychology involving a belief in future rewards and 
punishments, seem to many at the present day truer and 

more satisfying than the cold Aristotelian system. But 

5 Eth. 1. 7. 1098, a 16. 
James Harris, the author of ‘‘ Hermes,’’ gives Aristotle's 

definition in these words: ‘The Sovereign Good is 
therefore agreeable to our nature, conducive to well-being, 

accommodated to all times and places, durable, self-derived 
and indeprivable.” 
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without attempting to determine which is the truer, it 
should be remembered that Aristotle’s Ethics may well 
stand sideby side with Christian morals—to which, indeed, 
they tend powerful support. For man centuries the 

authority of Aristotle in the Church stood as high as that 
of St. Paul. So far as orthodoxy is concerned, most 
people ought to be content to believe as much as St. 
Thomas Aquinas believed, and he had no difficulty in 
accepting Aristotle’s view of Happiness.® 

Aristotle is at some pains to show that his definition of 
Happiness sums up everything that is said on the subject, 
at least by those whose opinion is entitled to any weight. 
He insists that the happy life must be a complete life ; 
that it must be reasonably furnished with external goods, 
although there will be necessarily ups and downs in it: a 
life of severe suffering or of crushing misfortune such as 
happened to Priam would not satisfy the definition. But 
if so, where are we to draw the line? Must we, as Solon 

advised, wait for the end? Must our life be completed 
before we can safely call it happy? Aristotle examines 
this thesis and points out several difficulties. If Happi- 

6 *Toutefois, remarque Saint Thomas, la condition la 

plus heureuse, méme ici-bas, est celle du sage qui se voue 
& l’étude de la vérité.—Saint Thomas se monire ici le 
disciple fidéle du Stagyrite, et, pas plus que lui, il ne 
cache son gofit décidé pour la contemplation. Cette 
préférence n’était pas sans exemple en théologie, et pour la 
justifier, les autorités les plus hautes ne manqueraient pas. 
Mais, chose remarquable, le témoinage que le saint 
docteur invoque est celui d’Aristote, comme s’il voulait 
indiquer les origines philosophiques de sa doctrine, et le 
lien qui la rattache en morale comme en métaphysique 4 
la tradition péripatéticienne.” Jourdain, “S. Thomas 
d’Aquin.” i. 350. 
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ness ig an active exercise of our powers, death cannot 

be the beginning of it. Why should not a man be 

called happy whilst he is so? Why wait for the end? 

Even if you do, the difficulty is only adjourned, for you 

cannot draw a line at death without assuming complete 
insensibility on the part of the dead to the fortunes of their 
living children, descendants, and friends. This would be, 
he says, a very unkind supposition, and one which few 
would care to make.7 

Aristotle, therefore, inclines to the opinion that the 
dead are not wholly unconscious of or indifferent to the 
fortune of the living who are near and dear to them, but 
that the impressions produced on them, being feeble and 

indistinct, are not enough to alter their state and make 

the happy dead miserable or the miserable dead happy. 
He here assumes that view of the after-world which is 
found in the Homeric poems, and which formed part of 
the orthodox theology of the day, the view that the 

unseen life was a shadowy and feeble continuation of the 

life on earth. The “ unsubstantial images of the dead,’’8 

flitting like a dream in the twilight of the lower world 
would be naturally incapable of the feelings which 
moved them in their vigorous life upon earth. 

It is important to bear in mind that Happiness as 
defined by Aristotle is the end of all forms of human 
activity, not of conduct merely, but of art and speculation 

as well; it is the end of that all-embracing political 
science which was wide enough to cover the whole range 
of intelligent life. 

7 rac 8 rev amoysvwv rbxac Kal Tw piiwy amravrwy 
To” wey pndoriovy cupPadAEcOa riav apirov galverae Kai 
taic dd&ae évavriov. Eth. 1. 11.1101, a 22. 

8 Bporwy cidwAa kapdvrwv, Odys. 11. 476. 



TEXT 

BOOK I, 

THE first three chapters of this book are a preface or 
introduction to the whole work. They show, first, the 

object of the science of Conduct, and its relation to other 

practical sciences and especially to Politics; secondly, 

the degree of certainty which may be expected in an 
investigation of this kind; and thirdly, the difficulties, 

arising from age and disposition, which beset the inquirer 
or student. 

It has already been mentioned that Aristotle considered 
human activity in general to fall under three heads: it is 
either speculative, productive, or practical; either thought, 
art, or conduct. In the opening words of the first chapter 
of the Ethics he points out that these three varieties of 
action must one and all be directed to an end. 

CHAPTER 1.—‘“‘ All art, every rational inquiry, everything 
that we do, as well as everything which we deliberately 

choose to do, aims at some good ; consequently that which 
is the object of universal effort may well be called ‘the 

Good.’”9 Ends, however, differ; sometimes the action 

itself, without more, constitutes the end; sometimes there 

9 waca Téxvn Kal waca péYooog, duolwe St mpakic re Kal 

mpoaipecie, ayabou tide tdicoOar Soke * did KaAwWe aTEpivavTo 
rayabdv, ov wavr’ éplera. 1094, a1. 

55 
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is something beyond, which has to be accomplished by 
the action, which is the thing sought, or ulterior object: 
we pursue the art of medicine for the sake of health, 
the art of war for the sake of victory, and there are other 

arts which issue in a definite external product, such as a 
ship or a house. Wherever an ulterior object is sought, 
that object is more final and consequently better than the 
actions which produce it. So too when, as often happens, 
there are a variety of acts all subsidiary to a governing 
object, that object is more final and therefore better than 

anything which subserves it.!° 

CHAPTER 2.—If, therefore, it can be shown that there 

is an end of all the things we do which is desired for its 
own self, all other things being ancillary to it, this will 
clearly be the Sovereign good. Some such final object of 

our endeavours there must be; we cannot always be 
doing something for the sake of something else; there 
must be an end of ends, or our desires would never be 

satisfied. To know this is important, as it will greatly 
influence our life; we shall be more likely to hit off the 
right thing if, like archers, we have a mark at which to 

shoot.!2, Now the science under which the final end of 
human action falls is political science, the most com- 
prehensive of all sciences, its function being to determine 

in the case of any political community what kinds of 

10 ty amaoae O& [mpdkeow] Tra Twv apyiTeKroviKwy TéAN 
mavrwy éorty aiperwrepa twv Un’ avTa. 1094, a 14. 

tr gi Of te TéAog zorl THY mpakrwv 6 SC adTd BovAdueSa, 
radAa 8 Sia tobro, Kat pi) wavra Ot Erepou aipodueda (mpderct 

yap obrw y’ sic Arepov Hor’ civar kev kal paralav rv spew), 
SiAov Ge Tov’ av ein Taya kal rd Gprorov. 1094, a 18. 

12 kaDdrep roEdrar oxordv Exovtec maddov av ruyxavouev 
Tov Séovrog. 1904, a 23. 
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knowledge may be pursued, and by whom and how far 
they may be pursued. Moreover, the most valued of the 

arts—military, economic, and rhetorical—are merely 

ministers to politics, which also regulates conduct by 
law ;3 the endof political science is therefore identical with 
‘the good for man.” For even assuming this good to be 
the same for a political community and for the separate 
members of it, it is higher and more final in the 
case of a community; it is all very well to be able to 
attain individual good, but it is far better to secure what 

is good for a nation or a state. Our process of inquiry 
therefore, although it aims at the good of the individual, 
is but a branch of the science of politics which looks to 
the good of all.’’ ™ 

CuartrerR 3.—Having briefly indicated the scope of 
Ethics, Aristotle proceeds to show its inherent difficulties. 
They arise from the nature of its subject matter. The 
finish (axp{Bea) which can be obtained by working in 
sandstone, marble, or wood, the quality of sound produced 
by the voice or by instruments of wood or brass, is quite 
different; so, too, ‘‘ the conception of what is honourable 

and just varies in different societies, and to such an extent 
that it seems to be merely conventional.ts Without 

13 Bre O8 vouoOcrovong ri Set wpatrav Kal rivwy améxecBa. 

1094, b 4. Conformity to the rule of conduct fixed 

in a political community by law and custom is ‘‘ complete 
goodness.” See Eth. 5. 1. 1129, b 25. 

%4 dyamnrov piv yap kat Evi pdvy, KadALov OF Kal Serdrepov 
ZOver cal wéAcow. % piv ovv péI0d0¢ TobTwy epieral, TOALTIKH 

tic ovoa. 1094, b 9. 

15 ra St KaAd Kal Ta Olkata, wept Wy H woATiKy okoTEtTaL, 

moddjy Fe Siagopdav Kal wAdvyy, Hote Soxetv vduy pdvov 

elvat, pice S? py. 1904, b 14. 
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discussing whether it is so or not, Aristotle says that the 
doubts and difficulties on this subject are such that the 

exact truth can never be arrived at. The propositions 

with which the theory of conduct has to deal are expressed 

in terms of probability only, and therefore the conclusions 
can never be more than probable,—with this we must be 
content.%6 ‘Educated people will not require more, 

for they know that precision in any kind of inquiry 

depends on the nature of that inquiry, and they will 

as little think of demanding demonstration from a 
public speaker as of allowing a mathematician to deal 

in plausibilities.”’ 17 
“The learner has to contend with other difficulties 

besides those arising out of the subject matter of morals. 
If he is young he will have no experience of the facts of 
life which furnish the groundwork of the subject, and in 

any case the passions and feelings incident to youth will 
unfit him from profiting by what he hears, and it is 

conduct and not knowledge that the philosophy of 
conduct seeks to produce. So much by way of 

preface.” 

The foregoing remarks warn the reader not to expect 
any absolute truth or peremptory canon on such a subject 
as morals. As a branch of political science, it is subject to 

all the qualifications, doubts, and difficulties which beset 
investigations into human nature and human affairs. He 

16 ayamnrov ovv tept Tootrwy Kal tk TowtTwy Aéyovrac 

maxvrcc kat romp TadrnSic évdetkvuabat, kal wept rwv we emt 

To TOAD kal tk ToLovTwY AéyouvTac ToLavTa Kal cupTepatvecBar. 

1094, b 19. 

7 wapatAhoov yap galverac paQnuaricov re wMavodo- 

youvrog amodéyecOa Kal pnropidy amodetEae amairetv. 
1094, b 25. 
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will not find any standard except a variable one to guide 
him; no essential forms of goodness such as Plato 
imagined, nor any moral sense universally present on 
which to rely: the analogies and modes*of reasoning 
applicable to the case are supplied by such arts as medi- 
cine, gymnastic training, or navigation—all essentially 
relative, whose precepts vary in different circumstances. 
Approximations to the truth such as these arts supply 
will be valuable in practice, though they may not satisfy 
the requirements of exact science. 

CHAPTER 4,—‘‘To resume the question of the highest 
good. What is the end of political science; in other 
words, what is the highest good realisable by conduct ? 78 

“As to the name, most people, gentle and simple, are 
agreed; they call it Happiness, meaning thereby living 

well and being prosperous, but there is much difference 
in the meaning they attach to those words; some 
thinking of such obvious things as pleasure, wealth and 
honour, and others of other matters, and often the same 

man will change his mind, when he is ill, thinking health 

to be happiness, and when he is poor, riches. Conscious 
of their ignorance, men look up with wonder and 

admiration to those who describe what is beyond their 
reach. ‘And some have thought that beyond the many 
goods which we all recognise, there is an absolute good 
which causes them all to be good.’ 19 

‘‘ Of these opinions, we will examine those only which 
are most in vogue or seem to be supported by some 

18 zi totly ov Aéyouey THY ToArTiKiy eplecDar Kal ri Td 

mavtwy akpératov tw mpakrov ayavav; 1095, a 15. 
19 Evo. 0’ MovTo Tapa Ta WOAAG TavTa ayaa aAAo Te Kad’ 

atré civat, & kal rovrowg maoww airidy gore Tov siva ayabd. 

1095, a 26. 
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good reason. We must proceed from the known to the 

unknown. But that which can be known is of two 

kinds, knowable by us and knowable absolutely.?° We 

of course must begin with what is knowable by us. Now 

in morals we have to start with the fact that some things 

are approved or sanctioned, and others are not. This 

must be presupposed—it is not necessary to inquire 

why ; a well-trained learner will easily grasp the reasons 

of conduct. Those who will neither accept the fact 

nor inquire into the reasons should remember Hesiod’s 

lines— 

“<The best is he who for himself reflects ; 
I count him good who follows a good lead ; 

But he, who knowing not himself, neglects 

The counsel of a friend, is bad indeed.’ ” 

CHaPterR 5.—‘This, however, is a digression. To 

return to the question of Happiness; if we look, as we 

fairly may, at the lives men lead, we find that they propose 

to themselves three main objects of pursuit—pleasure, 

honour, and intellectual activity, corresponding to three 
lives which may be classed as the life of pleasure, public 

life, and the life of contemplative leisure. The first 
cannot be defended on any rational grounds; all that 

can be pleaded in its favour is that many powerful and 
wealthy men prefer it. Honour may be considered the 

final cause of the life of politicians, who are no doubt 
practical men with some education, but it is too super- 
ficial to be happiness.2! For in the first place it depends 

? t ‘A ? - ~ a 

20 apkréov piv yap avd Tay yuwpiuwy, tavTa O& diTTwC 

Ta piv yap huiv ta 8 atAwe. 1905, b 2. 
21 of Of t ‘ 5 s, - \ x ~ 

Xaptevrec kal mpaxrikol Tiynhy' Tov yap ToXrtKoU 

iov axedv TovTo réA t 8’ émiodad fi x. wro tédog. palverat emimoAadrEepov eivat 
Tov Cnroupévov, 1095, b 22. 
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on those who bestow it; then, men seek honour as a 

proof of goodness—at any rate they like to be honoured 
by men of sense and in their own circle and for good 
conduct. This might lead one to suspect that moral 

excellence was the end of the political life; but even 
moral excellence appears to be somewhat wanting 
in finality,2? for a man may possess it and yet sleep or 
do nothing in life, and no one would maintain such a 
one to be happy except he were defending a paradox.?3 

We will speak hereafter of the speculative life. A life 
devoted to money-getting is contrary to nature,24 and 
moreover wealth is sought for what it procures. Honour 
and pleasure are more truly ends than wealth, for at 
all events they are sought for their own sakes; but 
although much argument has been thrown away on 
them, they do not appear to be real ends.’’ 25 

22 dalverar Ot areeorépa Kal avrn. 1095, b 31. 

23 ci pr Oéow Scagvddrrwv. 1906, a 2. Oéore dé torw 
brdAntic tapadotoe TOV yvwpimwv Twde Kata pirocogiav. 
Topici. 11. 104, b 19. 

24 See p. 49 ante. 
25 xalrot woAXol Adyor mpoc avta Kata BéEBAnvra. 1096, 

a9. It has been suggested by a writer in the Classical 
Review (vol. iii. p. 196) that this metaphor is taken 
from the original legal use of xaraSadAcv as a term 
meaning “to file, deposit among the public records,” and 
that hence it means ‘‘to publish or make known.” If 
this be the true explanation, the Greeks must have been 
unusually fond of consulting their records. As a rule, 
if one wishes to consign a document to oblivion it is a 
good way to file it in a public office, where only those 
who are sufficiently interested to find out where it is 
and will take the trouble to go and look for it have the 

opportunity of seeing it. 
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Aristotle’s reason for good conduct, being wanting in 

finality, is not satisfactory. If a man literally “ does 

nothing all through life” he cannot be said to conduct 

himself in any sense, or indeed to be a human being; 

but why is the life of a man who divides his time fairly 

between action and inaction wanting in completeness 

because he is not always at work? The distinction 

between having a thing and using it is here only valua- 

ble as an argument against idleness. 

Cuapter 6.—As it would have been impossible to 

discuss the Sovereign good without noticing Plato’s ideal 

theory, Aristotle devotes a chapter to the subject, with an 

apology for his criticism, which has every appearance 

of being sincere.26 

«The theory of ideas,” he urges, ‘‘is not applied by 

Plato to things which are related as prior and posterior, 

and hence there is no idea of numbers. But things are 
called good in the categories of existence, quality, and 

relation. Now asa thing must exist before it can stand 
in relation to anything else, it follows that if the relation 

of prior and posterior be excluded, the idea of good 
cannot be common to a good substance and to any good 

property of that substance. Then, both actual existence 

and whatever may be predicated of it may be called 
good: for example, God and mind exist, and as mere 

existences are called good; virtue is good as a quality, 

moderation good as a quantity, expediency is relatively 

good; we speak of ‘a good home’ when thinking of 

26 xalwep mpocdvroue tic Totattng Snrhoswe yivopévng did 

Td pidove avdpacg tisayayév ta cidn. SdEee 8 av tows 

BéArov civar at Seiv emi awrnpla ye ric GAnSelac Kal ta 

oixeta avaipsiv, GAAwe TE Kal g@iroadpove svtac. 1096, 

a 12. 
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place 27 and so on, but the Platonists thought good to 

be so absolute a unity as not be capable of being looked 
at from more than one point of view—in other words, 

as not referable to more than one category. Inasmuch, 
however, as we do speak of it in all the categories, it 

cannot be that common property of all, universal and 
absolutely one, which Plato conceived.78 

A third point is, that since things falling under the 

same notion are dealt with by the same science, if good is 
‘‘one”’ as asserted, there would be one science applicable 
to all good things, whereas we find many distinct sciences 
even of things falling under the same category; take the 
category of time, for example—the proper time in war is 
regulated by the science of strategy, the proper time in 
disease by that of medicine. 

Then, it is not clear what is meant by ‘‘ the real thing.” 

It is admitted that the definition of the real man is the 
same as that of man,—qud man there is no difference ; but 
if so, how is there a difference gud good? If it be said that 
the real man lasts for ever, that does not make him more 

‘good; white which lasts for a long time is not whiter 
than white which lasts for a day.”29 Aristotle remarks, 
by the way, that the Pythagoreans carry more conviction 
when they place the One in their list of good things,3° 

27 kal év Témy Siaira. 1096, a 27. 
28 Sfrov we ovK &v ein Kowvdv Te KaOdAov Kat Ev’ ov ydp 

av’ édéyer’ tv waoae tale Karnyopiac, add’ tv pid pdvy. 

1096, a 27. 
29 A good debating point; snow which has been lying 

for a week is not whiter than snow which has just fallen. 
3° The Pythagoreans arranged things good and bad by 

placing them in pairs, one against the other. In the 
row of good things Unity stood opposite to Number, 
whilst Good was placed opposite to Bad. 
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and that Speusippus 3! appears to agree with 

them. 
“ Dismissing this point, Plato’s arguments seem ques- 

tionable because his language does not apply to every 
kind of good: he puts things ‘good in and for themselves’ 
in a distinct class, and things productive or preservative of 
them, or which prevent their contrary, in another class 
as being good merely on account of the former 3? ‘ useful 
goods.’ Adopting the distinction between goods in them- 
selves and goods useful, let us see if they fall under one 

Idea. What do we mean by goods in themselves? Do 
we not mean those things which are sought even where 
they stand alone, like thinking, seeing, honour and some 
pleasures, or do we mean nothing but the ideas? If we 
mean merely the ideas, then the class of essential good 
will contain nothing.33 If, on the other hand, useful 

things are essential goods, then the definition of ‘the 
good’ ought to appear whenever we can say that things 
are useful; but the definition of honour, thought, or 

pleasure, is not the same, and the same good does 

not appear in all. ‘The good’ is therefore not a single 
Idea common to everything. Whence, then, does the term 
arise; why do we predicate ‘good’ of so many various 
subjects? It can hardly be one of those cases in which 
different things get the same name by chance.3+ Is it 
because they are spoken of with reference to one subject 
from which they are all derived or to which they all con- 
tribute—the ideal theory ; or is it not rather because they 

3 Nephew of Plato, and his successor as head of the 
school, B.c. 347-839. 

32 Sid ravra AfyesOar Kal rpdwov dAXov. 1096, b 12. 
33 Wore waratov tara ro eidoc. 1096, b 20. 
34 adda wie OF Aéyerar; od yap Zoe Toic ye amd TixNG 

opwvbpoc. Eth. 1. 6. 1096, b 26. 
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stand to each other in a relation of analogy, as sight is to 
the body, so is reason to the mind?325 But the exact 
treatment of this question and of the subject of Ideas 
generally belongs to Ontology, and may now be put aside. 
For present purposes it is enough to say that, even assum- 
ing ‘the good’ to be either a common predicate of things 
or an absolute something apart from things, it is neither 
obtainable nor, if obtainable, useful, and we want some- 
thing which is both.36 It may possibly be said that even 
if this be true, yet the knowledge of the absolute good 
helps us to acquire and to practise what is good, for that 

with the absolute as a pattern before our eyes we shall 
better know both what is good for us and, knowing this, 
be more likely to attain it. The facts of practical science, 
however, make against this argument, for although all 

those sciences aim at some good and seek to supply any 
deficiency in it, they one and all neglect to acquaint them- 
selves with the absolute. It is not likely that handicraft- 
men would ignore so valuable an aid and, indeed, make no 

effort to inquire into the subject if it were of practical use. 
We may well doubt how a weaver or carpenter would be 
helped in his art by knowing this absolute good, or how a 
man would become a better doctor for contemplating the 
‘idea’: the doctor does not look at ‘health in itself,’ or 

even at health in mankind, but at the health of his 

patient; his business is to cure individuals.”’ 37 

35 GAN’ dpa yeT@ ag’ Evoc eiva h mpdc Ev arava ovvreXely, 

fj maAXov Kar dvadoylay; we yap ev odpart duc, tv poyp 
voug. Hth. 1. 6. 1096, b 27. 

36 SHAov we ovK av ely mpakrov ovd: Krynrdv dvOpwTy' 

voy 88 rowotréy tt Gnreirae. Eth. 1. 6. 1096, b 33. 

37 gatverar piv ydp ovdi tiv byleav obrwe emioxoreiv 6 
larpde, GAAd tiv avOpwTov, waddAov & iswe rijy rovde' Kal’ 
kacrov yap iarpéva. Eth. 1.6.1097,a 11. This argument 

5 
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This chapter is one among others 3¢ in which Aristotle 
has criticised and dissented from Plato’s theory of ideas. 
In view of the practical objects of the Ethics and of the 

bearing which the idea of good as an end of action has 
upon those objects, Aristotle’s criticism here appeals much 

more to ordinary experience than is usual with him when 
dealing with this subject, although he brings forward other 
and more recondite reasons for his dissent. Those to whom 
the ‘‘idea” commends itself as an object of belief, and 
who therefore desire to show that Plato’s theory had some 

other basis than Plato’s imagination, see in his “ ideas” 
something corresponding to laws of Nature, or to objects: 
of scientific knowledge, and Aristotle has been blamed for 
taking Plato literally and criticising him as if he meant 

what he certainly says. 
Aristotle rejected the attempt to solve the problem of 

universals by a process of reduplication,39 and the argu- 

ments in his sixth chapter are some of those he employed 
against it. Although they may strike modern readers 
as technical and verbal, they were of a kind usual in the 
Schools, and such as would be understood and appreciated 
by Aristotle’s hearers. They would not influence, nor 
were they probably intended to influence, a convinced 

has been called unfair and irrelevant. It does not seem to 
be either, when we remember that Plato claimed for the 

absolute good that it was requisite in art as well as in 
speculation ; ovxodv Kal cidDayev Aéyev Bre. 5 Sncovpyde 
Exatépou Tov oxebovc mpde rHv idfav Brtwv obrw mort 6 

pév rac KAtvac, 6 St rac tpaméEac, alc tpeic xpepucBa, cat 

radAa kara tavTd; Plato, Repub. 10. 596 B. 

38 Met. i. 6. 9. 987, a 29; 990, a 33. 12. 4. 1070. b 7. 
39 Worep El Tie apOuRoar BovrASusvoc, tAarrévwy pv dvTwv 

oloiro py SuvvhceoOa, wrElw 8? worhoae apcOuotn. Met. i. 9. 
990, b 2. 
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Platonist, but they might well stiffen the back of a young 
Peripatetic who was inclined to have an open mind on 
the subject of Ideas. As to so much of Aristotle’s 
criticism as is founded on the categories, a Platonist 
would be justified in saying that a philosophy of realities 
could not be bound because Aristotle had chosen for 
logical purposes of his own to divide modes of Being 
into ten classes. The theory impugned was that of 
Plato himself and not of Speusippus or the School, 
although it is quite likely that the Academy in Aristotle’s 
time had given greater precision and prominence to the 
doctrine than its original author. 

CHAPTER 7.—‘The good of which we are in search 
is not Plato’s ideal, nor is it any general kind of 
good; it is one thing in medicine, another in strategy, 
differing in fact in different pursuits, but in every 

case it is that for the sake of which all else is 
done; in other words it is ‘the end.’ If, therefore, 

any single end can be assigned to all our actions, 
this will be the good of conduct; and if more ends 
than one can be assigned they will be its good. The 
highest good must also be more complete than any 
subsidiary goods. But a thing which is pursued for its 
own sake is completer than one which is wanted for the 
sake of something else, and we call a thing complete 
without any qualification when .it is wanted at all times 
and for ttself alone.4¢ More than this, the complete good 
must be self-sufficient, and by that is not meant sufficient 

for a man living a solitary life, but sufficient for parents, 
children, wife, friends and fellow-citizens, for man is 
naturally a social animal. Of course there must be a 
limit ; a man is not bound to consider every one connected 

4° Bth. 1. 7. 1097, a 30.. 
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with him or every one who knows his friends; by self- 

sufficing is meant that which, taken by itself, fills life and 

makes it worth having. Happiness is that thing; it is 

complete and self-sufficing and is the final end of every- 

thing we do.” 4 

“ An additional point is that we should choose happi- 

ness above all things even if we took no account of 

anything else; but if we count it in with other goods, 

the very smallest addition of those other goods would 

prove its superior desirability, for the addition would make 

an excess of goods, and of two goods we always choose 

the greater.” 

This will hardly do; what Aristotle says amounts to 
this: ‘Put happiness by itself into one scale and all 
other good things into the other scale, and happiness will 
outweigh them all’; then he adds—‘‘ for if you take the 
very smallest good out of its own scale and put it in the 

scale with happiness, there would be a preponderance in 
the scale of happiness.’’ Doubtless there would, but as 

there was that preponderance before, the statement does 

not advance matters. There is a long discussion on the 

passage in Rassow. (Forschungen, 112.) 

“Assuming it to be conceded that happiness is the 
highest good, some light may be required to be thrown 

upon its nature, and this will be done if we consider 

what is the function of man. For, as in the case of 
artizans and in fact of all who have work to do, it is in 
doing that work that their chief excellence is found, so it 
will be with man, if indeed he has a work in life. But can 
we suppose acarpenter and acobbler to have their proper 

work to do but man not, and that he is born to idleness ? 
Must we not conclude that as the eye and hand and all 

41 rédov Of Te paiverat Kal avrapKkec 7) evdamovia, TaV 

mpaxtwy ovea téXoc. Eth. 1. 7. 1097, b 20. 
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the other members have their work, so the whole man 
has some work distinct from all these parts. Butif so, what 
is it? Life he shares with plants; we must therefore 
put aside the vital powers of growth and ‘hourishment; 
the life of sensation comes next, but this is common to 

man with all animals; there remains the life of rational 
conduct—this life has two sides, of which one may be 

regarded as subservient to reason and the other as 
possessing and exercising it. Moreover, the life which 
consists in the exercise of reason may be regarded as 
either potential or actual; it will therefore be in the 
actual exercise of reason, this being the highest form 
of man’s activity, that we must look for his work. And 
if there is no difference in kind between work and good 
work—the notion of excellence being always added to 
that of work (as when we say it is the business of a 
musician to play, and of a good musician to play well), 
the result will be that ‘Good for man is a function of 
life in that mode in which man’s distinctive excellence 
is manifested, and if such excellence be manifested in 
more modes than one, then in that mode which is at once 

the most distinctively excellent and the most complete ; 
in a life, moreover, affording full scope for the exercise of 

his activities.’ ’’ 42 
“ Let this suffice for an outline; it is better to rough it 

out to begin with and fill in details afterwards, for if the 

outline is correct any one can carry the work on by 
completing the parts, this being only a matter of time. 
It must nevertheless be borne in mind that, as has been 

already pointed out, the same degree of finish cannot be 
attained everywhere,—in each particular case it depends 

~ ? > 

42 75 avOpwmvov ayaldv Wuxiicg evépyea ylverat Kar 
‘A + > 

aperhy, ct O02 wAslove al aperal, card tiv aplorny Kai TEAs0- 
rarny' ere 8’ év Bly teAciw. Eth. 1. 7. 1098, a 16. 
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on the material on which, you work, limited also by the 

method proper to be employed; a straight line is not 

the same thing to a carpenter and a geometrician: one 

requires what will be useful in his work, and the other 

seeks to know what a line is, or what its properties 

are. Nor should we press the inquiry into principles with 

equal insistence in all cases, for sometimes it is enough to 

know the fact without knowing the reasons. Speaking 
of principles, however, observe that some are gained by 
induction, others are presentations of sense, others result 

from some kind of habituation and others are derived from 
other sources. "We must endeavour to follow up each 

principle according to its natural character and take care 

to define each properly, for the principles from which we 

start have great influence on the subsequent inquiry. A 
good beginning is more than half the whole work, and 
throws much light on what has to be investigated.” 43 

CHarrer 8.—‘‘ But we must look at happiness not 
only from the point of view of the principles from which 

the inquiry begins and of the conclusions reached, but 
also with reference to what is said about it; if a thing 
be true everything will harmonise with it, but there is 

always discord between truth and falsehood. 
‘A threefold division of goods has been made—external, 

mental, and bodily; and of these, mental goods rank 
highest and are most truly ‘goods.’ Happiness has 
been called a function of rational life ; our view coincides 
with the ancient and universal opinion that it is one. 
We were right, too, in defining our end as a kind of 

conduct and an activity, for this refers it to the class of 

mental, and not to external goods. The opinion that 

43 Soxel yap wAciov 7} tyucv Tov Tavroc elvar H apxt, Kal 

TOAAG cuupary yivecDar Si adrig Tov Zyrovpévwv. Hth. 1. 

7. 1098, b 7. 
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the happy man must be prosperous and enjoy himself 
is also in harmony with our definition, for we called 
happiness a kind of prosperity and enjoyment. It 
appears that the results of all the inquiries which have 
been made into the nature of happiness find a place 
in our description: for some think it to be good conduct, 

others prudence; some a kind of wisdom, and others again 

some one of the above with, or at least not without, 

pleasure; whilst there are still others who, in addition, 
take in the notion of external well-being. Of these 
views some are popular and of old standing, and others 

are held by the eminent few; it is not reasonable to 
suppose either party to be wholly wrong,—in some one, 
or even in many points, they are probably right.44 Now 
our definition agrees with that of those who make 
happiness excellence in general or some kind of it, for 
‘a function of life according to excellence’ is a kind 
of excellence. But it makes not a little difference 
whether we conceive happiness to lie in possession or in 
use, whether we think it to be a state or the function 
of a state; a man may be in a state—say of sleep or other 
utter inactivity, and do no good whatever: this is of 
course impossible if happiness be a function. Just as at 
the Olympic games not the strongest or handsomest of 

those present are crowned, but only some of those who 
enter the lists, so only those who conduct themselves 

well get what is best worth having in life.4s The life of 
such men is, moreover, in itself pleasurable. Pleasure is a 

44 robrwv O& Ta piv woAAol Kal waAalol Aéyouoww, Ta OF 

dAfyou kat EvdoEo. avdpec’ ovderépovg 82 robrwy siAoyov 

Stapapravew totic dAdo, GAN ev yé te H Kal ra wAéiota 
karopyouv. Hth. 1. 8, 1098, b 27. 

45 olrw Kal Tov ev TO Bly Kalwy Kayadwv ol TparTovTEC 

bpi%w¢ éhPoro yivovra. Hth. 1. 8. 1099, a 5. 
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state of consciousness; every man feels a pleasure in what 

he is said to like: a man fond of horses takes pleasure in 

horses, and in the same way good actions are pleasurable 

to a man who likes doing them. To the mass of man- 

kind the objects of pleasure are inconsistent one with 

another, but that is because what they like is not 

naturally likeable ; to those who like the right thing, their 

pleasure is nature’s pleasure and good conduct being a 

natural pleasure is liked for itself alone.4¢ Pleasure, 

therefore, is not something hung on to their life; it is an 
essential part of it.47 We may add to this that a man is 
not really good who does not take pleasure in good actions, 

and if so, good actions must be in themselves pleasurable. 
Happiness is therefore at once the best, the noblest, and 
the most pleasurable of all things, and there is no such 

distinction as the inscription at Delphi implies.4% Still, 
as we have said, external goods are necessary, for admired 

actions cannot be done without means; much of our 

best conduct is done, instrumentally as it were, by friends, 

wealth, and political influence, and some things there are 
the want of which clouds our happiness, as, for instance, 

gentle birth, beauty, and children who turn out well: a 
man who is hideous or ill-born or childless can hardly be 
called happy; much less can he be so called if his children 

turn out badly, or are good and die. Happiness, therefore, 

requires that things should go well with us, and for this 

48 roic piv obv ToAXolc Ta Hoa payeTar Oia TH pI) HboEL 

rowavr sivat, Toig O& PiAoKdAore éotiv Hdka Ta Hboe Hota’ 

rowavrat © ai kar’ apernv mpdtec. Eth. 1. 8. 1099. a 11. 
47 ovdty 01) mpocdeiral Tie Ndoviic 6 Blog adToy @omep TEpt- 

arrov tTiw6e, GAN Exe THY HSoviv év éauTy. Hth. 1. 8. 1099, 
a 15. 

48 “Tt is noblest to be just; it is best to be well; it is 
pleasantest to get what you desire.” 
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reason it is by some identified with prosperity and by 
others with good conduct.” 

CHAPTER 9,—‘ The identification of h&ppiness and 
good conduct has raised the question whether happiness 
can be acquired by teaching or by habituation or by any 
other kind of exercise, or whether it is not something 
apportioned to us by the Gods or is even a matter of 
chance.49 If there is anything which the Gods give us we 
might expect happiness to be that thing, and by so much 

as it is the best of all human goods is this probability 
increased. This is a question of theology, but even 
assuming happiness to come to us through good conduct, 
teaching, or practice, it bears the stamp of a heavenly i 
origin, for the prize and end of good conduct must needs ~ 
be something which is of the best, nay divine.se It would 
seem, moreover, to be something largely shared in, for all 
may attain it who are not unfitted by faulty teaching 
or practice. And if it is better that happiness should 
result from good conduct than that it should be a matter 

49 See Plato, Menon 99 E, where this. question is 
raised nearly in these words as to aperq. Aristotle fre- 
quently refers to the Menon; in 7. 1. (1145 a 28) he 
quotes from the immediate context of the passage referred 
to here. Happiness may be identified with good conduct 
because, as stated above (1099, a 5), people who conduct 

themselves well get what is good and honourable in life. 
5° gi piv ovy Kai GAAo ti zore Oewv SHpnua avOpwrore, 

evAoyov kal Tiv evdamoviay Oedadorov eival, Kal uadAtcra TOV 
avOpwrivwr Sow BéAtisToOv. GAAA TobTO uiv Tow GAAne av 

ein axkpews oixerdrepov, palvera Od? Kav ei yr Oedreumrde tor 
GAAG Oi aperiiy Kal tiva paOnow 7 doxnow Tapaylvera, Tw 

Oaorérwy selva’ rd yap tie aperiig ADAOv Kai réAog apiorov 

civat palvera kai Okidy Tt Kai waxdpiov. Hth. 1. 9.1099, b 11. 
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of chance, we may expect that it will so result if, that 18, 

weare right in supposing that what nature ordains tends 
to the best, just as do the productions of art and of all other 

causes and notably of the highest cause, for to attribute 
the greatest and fairest of all goods to chance would be 
out of harmony with probability.s' The conclusion here 
reached clearly appears from our definition of happiness, 
which was ‘ that it is a function of life of a particular kind 
in the way of distinctive excellence.’ 52 As to other goods, 

it was pointed out that some are necessary constituents 
of happiness, and others contributory and naturally 

instrumental as aids to it. And all this agrees with what 

was said in the opening, for we defined the chief good 
as the end of political science, of that science which strives 
above all to make citizens good. It is reasonable, in 
this view, that we should call none of the lower animals 

happy, since none of them are capable of a function of 
this kind.53 For the same reason a child cannot be 

5t ei © éorly otrw BéAriov fj} TO Sa réyny edvdampoveir, 
ebroyov Exe ovTwe, Elep TA KaTa pboww, we oldv Te KaAALOTA 

Exev, odrw wépukev, duoiwe 8? Kal Ta Kata réyvnv Kal wacay 
aittay, kat wadiota Ta Kara tiv aplorny. 7d O? péytoTov Kat 
KéAXotov emirpapar réxy iav wAnupedic Gv ein. Eth. 
1. 9. 1099, b 20. 

52 sionra: yap Wuxing tvépyea Kar aperiy mora vic. Eth. 

1. 9. 1099, b 26. 

53 This is not quite consistent with what Aristotle says 
in his History of Animals, where he tells us that some 

animals have “‘ traces” of courage, cowardice, fear, confi- 
dence, anger, and even of rational qualities. The difference 
is there stated to be one of degree; he does not, as here, 

deny them all power whatever of virtuous activity. Of 

the social capabilities of some animals he was well aware. 
Hist. Anim. viii. 1. 588, a 10-31. See note, p. 26 ante. 
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happy; for his age prevents him from putting forth 
the necessary activities. Children who are called happy 
are so called in anticipation. Full happiness requires 
both full excellence and a life in whfch it can be 
fully developed. Many are the changes and chances 
of life; the most prosperous man may meet with 
misfortunes in old age, as in the Trojan story Priam 
was said to do, but no one would call such a one 
happy.” 

CuapTeR 10.—‘‘ Must we then refuse to call a man 
happy so long as he is alive, and, as Solon advised, wait 
for the end? If so, isa man happy at the moment of 
hisdeath? This is inadmissible, and especially by those 
who, like ourselves, define happiness as an activity. 
But if we mean, as Solon meant, not that a man is 
happy when he is dead, but that he can then only be 
safely called so as being out of the range of misfortune, 
still a difficulty arises; for good and evil may be said 
to happen in a sense even to the dead in the shape 
of the successes and misfortunes of their children and 
issue, just as they do to a man who is alive but insensible. 
And hence a farther difficulty; for a man who has lived 
happily, and died as he has lived, may undergo many 

changes of fortune through his descendants;54 some 
may be good and get the life they deserve, others may 
not, and ancestors may stand in every conceivable rela- 
tion to their issue if we take into account the degrees of 

remoteness in which the issue stand to their ancestors.55 

54 rp yap pakapiwg BeBiwKdri péxpe yhpwe Kal TeAEuTHoavTL 

kara Adyov évdéxerar woAAdG peraPoAde aupPalvey wept TOvC 
zxydvoug. Hth. 1. 10. 1100, a 22. 

58 OyAov & Gr Kal roi¢ amoorhuact mpdc rove yoveic 

jravrocaTw¢ Exe avrove ivdéxeraz, Eth. 1.10. 1100, a 26. 
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Now we can scarcely conceive a dead man changing 

about and being now happy and now miserable; nor 

can we suppose him never at any time to be touched 

by the fortunes of his descendants. But to go back to 

the original question: if we are bound to look to the 

end and call a man happy when he has run his course, 

—not because he is then happy but because he has been 

so,—does it not seem absurd that we may not call him 

happy when he is, from mere unwillingness to call living 

people happy because they are subject to the changes 

and chances of fortune and because we think of happiness 

as a permanent state? Evidently happiness cannot be 

dependent on fortune, for if it were, a happy man would 

be a kind of chameleon and his house would be founded 

on the sand.s6 Is it not, then, a mistake to think that 

happiness follows the changes of fortune? Happiness 
and misery do not depend on that, although, as we 
have said, human life cannot altogether dispense with 
it; what really determines happiness is functional 

activity exercised in the best way.57 
The difficulty just disposed of supports our argument, 

for there is nothing so permanent as the best kind of 
functional activity; it is more lasting than knowledge 
itself; we may forget what we know, but we can never 

forget what we habitually do.s8 The happy man (who 

56 OjAov yap we i cuvaxoAovdolnuev Talc TbyaLC, TOY adTov 

evoaiuova kai wadw a0dov Epovpev woAAaKIC, XapatAéovTa 

Tiva Tov evdaipova arogaivovtec kal calpwe ispupévov. Eth. 
1. 10. 1100, b 4. 

57 Kbptar © sioly ai Kar aperny évépyeae Tig evdarpovtac, 

ai & évavriat rov évavriov. Eth. 1. 10. 1100, b 9. 

58 qept ovdty yap ottwe Umdpye Tov avOpwrlvwy Epywv 
BeBadrng we wept Tac évepysiag Tac Kar aperhv’ povipdrepat 

yap kal Tov émiothuwy avra Soxovew eivac. Eth. 1. 10.1100, 
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is also the good man) will therefore have the desired 
attribute of unchangeableness ; he will always, or nearly 
always, exercise his powers in the best way both in 
thought and action, and will bear the changes and chances 

of life with dignity and good taste like the completely 
fashioned character he is.s9 The accidents of fortune 
are many and various in degree; slight variations will 
not influence his life; great ones, if they make for good, 
will render him happier, and if for evil, will distress 
and mar his happy life, for pain and grief hinder a 
man’s power of acting; but even so, his nobility of 
character will be shown in bearing repeated and great 
misfortune without repining—not because he does not 
feel them, but because he is noble and highminded. 
If, then, right action is what clearly determines the course 

of our life, no happy man can be miserable, for he will 
never act wrongly; he will make the best of things, 
like a good artist, although he can hardly be happy if 
he meets the misfortunes of a Priam. What, then, is 

to prevent our calling the man who lives a full life of 
complete and high activity and who is sufficiently 
furnished with external goods, happy? Must we add 
that he is to end his days so because the future 
is unknown and because we look on happiness as 
something final and complete? In this case we 

b 12. Aristotle does not mean that the good men do 
outlives the truths they discover, but that habits produce 
more lasting results than teaching. This is true for 
the individual, but not for the race: “le bien que 
lon fait aux hommes est toujours passager, les vérités 
qu’on leur laisse sont éternels.” 

59 tag tbyac olae KaANoTa Kal TavTy TavTWS eupedAws 

5 we GAnBde ayabdg Kai Tetpaywvoe avev Ydyov. Hth. 

1. 10. 1100, b 20. 
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shall have to call the living happy, but happy only 

if they close their life happily, so far as man can do 

80.” 

Cuarter 11.—“ But that the fortunes of friends and 

relatives should count for nothing at. all with the dead 

is too unkind a supposition, and is moreover contrary 

to what is generally thought. We need not distinguish 

the degree and variety of the influences which we may 

assume to operate; it will be enough to state the general 

principle. Now, if in the case of the living man the 

things which happen to him or his friends are sometimes: 

important enough to influence life and sometimes produce: 

only slight effects, and if there is a much greater difference 

between a thing which moves one’s feelings happening 

in life and after death than there is between horrors: 

being enacted on the stage and being supposed to have 

happened,® we must take this difference into account; 

perhaps even more than this—we must take note of 

the question which has been just discussed as to the 
extent to which the dead can share the good or ill 
fortune of the living. It would seem that even assuming 

anything, good or bad, to reach them, it will be feeble 

and slight either in itself or relatively to them, and if 

not, its amount and quality will be such that it cannot 
make the dead happy who are not so already, or rob 
the happy of their happiness. The conclusion is 

that the good and ill fortune of those dear to them 

contribute something to the state of the dead, yet 
not so much as to make those happy who are not 

60 Siapéper 8 tov rabev fkacrov wept Covrag i) teAeuTh- 

savrac ovupualvev todd paddov’ } Ta Twapavoya Kat Seva 

mpovTdpxey tv tale rpaywoiac % mpdtrecOa. Eth. 1. 11. 

1101, a 30. 
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so, or to take away happiness from those who possess 
it.”? 6% 

CHAPTER 12.—This chapter is rather an anticlimax. 
Aristotle supports the view of the supremacy of happi- 

ness by an appeal to popular language which does not 
greatly advance the arguments already given. The point 
relied upon seems to be that the Greek word for honour 

(rym), like the English word itself, means generally 
not only the respect paid to a person, but the person 
to whom respect is paid, and specifically a magistrate 
or person in authority. Honour and not praise is the 
proper tribute to such persons, and as happiness is a 
governing end (apx/), honour and not mere praise is 
due to it.% 

* Let us consider,” says Aristotle, ‘‘ whether happiness 
is @ good which we praise or a good which we honour, 
for it is obviously not a mere facultative good. Every- 
thing which is praised is so by reason of some quality 
it possesses or of some relation in which it stands to 
other things. This is manifest from the language in 
which we praise the Gods; such language seems absurd 

when applied to ourselves, because praise is always relative. 

8 gupBddAecOar piv odv te palvovrar Toic KeKunkdow ai 
eirpatla tov dirwy, duoiwe Si kai ai duompatiat, toravra Si 
kal TnAckavra Wore phre Tove evoaiuovac pj evdaiuovag Totsiy 
phe GdXo rev rowobrwr pndév. Eth. 1. 11.1101, b 5. 

62 “Your honour” was a common title of English 
magistrates, as it is now of some judges. ‘If it please 
your honour, I am the poor Duke’s constable, and my 

name is Elbow: I do lean upon Justice, sir, and do bring 

in here before your good honour two notorious bene- 
factors.” ‘‘ Meas. for Meas.” i. 1. 50. 
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This being so, praise is not applicable to things which 
are the very best, but some better and stronger term 

must be used; we call the Gods and men who are 

godlike ‘blessed.’ The same rule applies to goods ;-no 
one praises happiness as he does justice: he honours 

it or calls it blessed as being something superior and 
divine. Eudoxus forcibly advocated the supremacy of 
pleasure on this very ground; he considered that: the 
fact of its not being praised proved that it was something 
superior to praise, like God or the highest good. Praise 
is properly applied to good conduct ; we do what is right 
in order that we may be praised; 63 other laudable 
actions whether of body or mind are the subject of 
panegyric. Clearly, then, happiness is a thing at once 
honoured and complete. And this would also seem to 
follow from its position of supremacy; every one does 
everything for its sake; and that which rules and is 

the cause of other goods is properly called honourable 
and divine.” 

63 6 piv yap Frawvoc Tie aperiig’ mpaKricol yap Tov Kadwv 

amé tabrng. Hth. 1. 12. 1101, b 31. 



REMARKS 

ARISTOTLE’S language at the beginning of his inquiry 
into the supreme and all-comprehensive good leads 
one to expect a specific definition of the highest good 
attainable by conduct. ‘‘ If,’ he says, ‘‘ there is any end of 

things done which we desire for its own sake alone, this 
will evidently be the highest good, and inasmuch as the 
knowledge of it must exercise great influence on life, we 
must try to obtain at least a general notion of it.” But 
the general notion embodied in the definition of happiness 
in the seventh chapter of this book does not in terms 
apply to conduct, although the happiness of conduct is 
implicitly contained in it; it applies exclusively to 
speculative activity; ‘‘if there be more kinds of excellence 

than one, happiness will consist in the exercise of the 
best kind,” and when he resumes the question of happi- 
ness in the tenth book he repeats and enforces this 
view. ‘‘If happiness be an activity manifesting itself 
in what is good, it is reasonable to suppose that it 
will manifest itself in what is best. Now whether this 
be mind or anything else naturally supreme, or whether 
it be something either essentially or relatively divine, 
the function of this our highest power in its proper and 
perfect mode will be complete happiness, and, as has 
already been said, this function is scientific thought.’ 6% 

It is certainly remarkable that a work avowedly 

64 Eth. 1. 1. 1094, a 18. 65 Hth. 10. 7. 1177, a 12. 
6 81 
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dealing with conduct from its practical side and insisting 
on the advantage of knowing the final end of conduct, 
should define the end of human action in general in 
terms which hypothetically exclude conduct itself. The 

explanation is to be found in Aristotle’s teleology as 
applied to organic life. Whenever anything is made up 

of parts having distinct offices, whenever there is what: 
he calls “‘a system” or composite whole with disparate 
elements or organs, the system is summed up in that, 
part or organ which is special to it; is concentrated 
therein, so that the special part stands for, or is, the 

whole.66 And not only so, but the function of the 

special part is the end for which the whole system comes 
into being—it is its final cause or good.67 Now of the two 
forms in which reason is found in man only that which is 
occupied on necessary matter, only speculative intelli- 
gence, is special to mankind in the highest and strictest 
sense. Reason dealing with probabilities, and even in 
that field yoked with irrational feelings and desires, being 
neither the highest nor the exclusive attribute of man—for 
traces of this reason are to be found in the lower animals 

—cannot be his true end or constitute his complete 
happiness, but is at most only a secondary form of it, 

66 Womep 02 Kal TALC TO KUpLMTaTOY MaALoT Eivar SoKéEi Kal 

may GAXo obaTnua, otrw Kat avOpwroc. Eth. 9. 8. 1168, 

b 81. dé&ae & av kat eivat tkasrog rovro (sc. vovc) elaep 
TO Kbpiov kal duevov. Eth. 10. 7. 1178, a 2. 

67 +6 8 tdi6v zoTt TO Exkdoty Tie yevécewe TéAoc. De Gen. 

Anim. ii. 8. 734, b 4. 
68 Td ydp oixsiov Exdorw 7H pice KpdrioTov Kal ioioTéy 

got éExdoty’ Kal TH avOpwrw 8) & Kard Tov vovv Bios, 
elrep TovTo uadiora avOpwroc. Eth. 10. 7. 1178, a 5. 

69 Seuréowe 8 6 Kara Tiv GAAny aperiy [eddaiuwv 6 Bioc]. 
Eth. 10. 8. 1178, a 9. : 
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and it is therefore excluded from the. definition of com- 
plete happiness or the true end. 

But indirectly, so much happiness as ig attainable by, 
good conduct is brought within the definition. Happi- 
ness is not life,7 it is a mode or form of life; but 

it is a form which implies all the lower forms, and 
conduct among them, It may be worth while to point 
out that the word (aperf) commonly translated by “virtue ” 
has in the Ethics and elsewhere in the Aristotelian 
writings both a general and a special meaning. In the 
general sense it means excellence of any kind and of 
any thing; in the special sense it means good conduct. 
Inattention to this distinction, which is not always clearly 

marked by the context, often causes misconception. Mr. 
Herbert Spencer, for instance, criticising Aristotle’s 

doctrines of ends,7' remarks that he cannot properly be 
classed with those who make happiness the final end, 
because he defines happiness in terms of virtue, instead 
of defining virtue in terms of happiness. But Aristotle 
defines happiness in terms, not of virtue but of functional 
excellence.72 ‘‘Itis,’’ he says, ‘‘ an exercise of the powers 
of living in their highest form—the notion of excellence 
being added to that of work.” Aristotle had not, at that 
point of his treatise, defined good conduct, and his definition 

of happiness does not, as has just been said, expressly 

refer to it. It is better to avoid the word “ virtue” 
altogether and to translate aperh by ‘‘ excellence” or 
“perfection” when it is used in the general sense, and 
by “ good conduct ” when used in the special sense. 

The field in which alone practical intelligence can be 

developed so as to work at its best is a political com- 

7° [2 ebdaquovia] wi) word Tie éoriv. Met. viii. 8. 1050, b 1. 

7 Principles of Hthics, vol. i. p. 35. 
72 See p. 69, ante. 
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munity, whose excellence Aristotle states to be summed 

up in its government. But a good government implies 

a good system of education, teaching each citizen such 

things as he is fit to learn, so far as he is fit to under- 

stand them ; and also, more important than any learning, 
forming character by the coercive discipline of law.73 
Thus habituated a man will conduct himself well, and 

good conduct will lead to happiness. The fact that a 
certain measure of external well-being is indispensable, 

raises the question discussed at length in the tenth and 
eleventh chapters of this book: ‘‘ Are we to wait until 
death before pronouncing a man happy ?”’ The manner 

in which Aristotle argues this point is a good example of 
the dialectic reasoning described in the Topics: he makes 

use of the popular and accepted belief as to the state of 

the dead in the afterworld ; he assumes the immortality of 
the personal soul, and he shows the inconsistencies which 
would result on those suppositions from drawing the line 
at death. But the data from which he argues are not 

such as he himself accepted. He did not believe in the 
immortality of the personal soul, or in the possibility of 

the continuance of individual hfe after death. He 
conceived soul and body to be related as matter and form 

are related to the objects around us; each is necessary to 
each, the soul supports the body and the body supports 

the soul, and the non-existence of one involves the non- 

existence of the other. These are the views put forth 
in Aristotle’s formal treatise on life, implied in another 

passage of the KHthics,74 and doubtless representing 
his opinion. But they are not suitable premisses for 

73 Eth. 10. 9. 1180, a 14-28. 

74 poBepwirarov 8 6 Savarocg’ wépac'yap, cat ovdtiy ere TH 

reOvewre Soxet ob7 ayabdv ovre Kaxoy clvac. Eth. 3. 6. 1115, 

a 26, 
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a discussion addressed to a general audience such as 
may be supposed to have listened to his ethical lectures, 

nor would they have any weight in the scale against 
Homer and other accredited poets, to say nothing of 
such a high authority as Solon. Aristotle, therefore, 

here addresses his public as a rhetorician, and appeals to 

popular sentiment and belief in order to carry them with 
him. The teaching of the Ethics, as a whole, goes to 
show that Aristotle found happiness in the world, and 
that he did not think it necessary to fly for peace else- 
where,75 although in its highest form it is given to few to 
attain it. But he is not careful, in this book at least, to 
keep the notion of complete and incomplete happiness 
distinct, and he sometimes speaks of happiness in language 
which cannot be applicable to both kinds of it.76 Usually, 
however, he means ‘“‘ happiness realisable by conduct,” 
and this he regards as part of the general plan of nature 
whereby the normal healthy exercise of any faculty 
causes pleasure; although pleasure is not happiness 
it is inseparable from it, so much so that in possessing 
the one you necessarily possess the other.77 Aristotle 
does not expressly say that good conduct is happiness, 
but he does say that it “commands” happiness; that 

75 GEO. ei wavrac, ® Vwxparec, weifore a héyetc, Gomwep 

zué, wAciwy av siphyn Kai kaka éAatrw kar avOpwrove cin. 

ZQ° ad ob?’ arodécOar ra kaka Suvardy, & Oxddwps’ iwevav- 
tiov yap te Tp ayaby asi sivar avayKn'—O.d Kal TepacBar ypy} 
evOivee éxeios pebyew 8 te raxtoTa. Plato, Thecet. 176 A. 

76 See Eth. 1. 9. 1099, b 18, where he says that happi- 
ness as the prize and end of conduct is a common 
possession—«in av Kai woddKowov,—a statement which 
does not apply to the perfect form. 

77 ouvecevyOa piv: yap tavra galverar Kal ywpiopdv ov 
déxeoOa. Eth. 10. 4. 1175, a 19. 
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happiness is the prize and end of good conduct, and that 

those who conduct themselves well get what is worth 

getting in life.77 And he is still more emphatic, as might 

be expected, with regard to the life of pure thought. 

He states, as is usual with him, the various and often 

inconsistent opinions which were current as to the end 

of human endeavour. But the only one which he thinks 

it necessary to examine in any detail is Plato’s theory that 

above and beyond all the things which we call good, is a 
Good-in-itself, an absolute form of goodness which is the 

cause of goodness in all cases to which the term is 

applied. In the Dialogue in which this hypothesis is put 
forward—for it is put as an hypothesis only, and more- 
over one as to the truth of which the author was 
doubtful 77—it is stated in the form of a simile; as in 

the world of phenomena the sun is the cause of light and 

of the beauties which light enables us to perceive, so in 
the world of thought the Form or Idea of Good is the 
cause of truth and reason, so that whoever would 

really know anything or even act with prudence either in 
private or public life must contemplate this Idea.8° Not 

only intellectual truth but conduct of every kind is said to 
be conditioned by the power to apprehend this hypothetical 
entity, the ruler and mistress in the world of forms. 
Plato’s theory of Ideas in which the Idea of good holds 

78 kbp © sloly ai Kar aperiy évépyea tie evdaoviac. 

Eth. 1. 10. 1100, b 9; rie apering GOAov Kai ré&\oe. Eth. 

1. 9. 1099, b 16; rev tv ry Bip Karey kayabev of rparrovres 
Sp0wH¢ eahBoror yivovra. Eth. 1. 8. 1099, a 5. 

79 Qedc dé Tov olden ci AANSI¢ OVC tuyxavea. Plato, Repub. 

vii. 517 B. 

80 Ev re vonTy avri Kupia GdAOeay Kal voow mapacyouévn, 
kat dre Set rabrny iSeiv rov péANovra tuppdvwe wpdkev % isla 
h Snuocia. Plato, Repub. vii. 517 C. 
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the first place, is variously stated in different dialogues, in 
the Phedo, Phedrus, Republic and elsewhere, and as ‘it 
rests on no evidence except Plato’s imagination, as its 
author puts a trenchant criticism of it into the mouth of 
Parmenides, and as the theory is not alluded to in some 

places where it would be natural to refer to it, attempts 
have been made to show that Plato did not intend it to 

be taken seriously, and that he meant by it nothing more 
than that we require a fixed basis for our mental opera- 
tions—laws of nature or at least scientific data, and that 

it was for the purpose of showing the necessity for these 
presuppositions that Plato spoke of sensible particulars 
as unreal and fluctuating. Aristotle, however, gives a 

different account of the genesis of the doctrine, which 
he states to have been framed to support the logical 
theory of universals and to make essential definition 
possible ; so far from supposing Plato’s assertion, of the 
unreality of objects of sense to have been supplementary 
to the view that the ideas are fixed, he states it to’ have 
one of the two chief reasons which led Plato to frame 
the doctrine itself. 

In the first book of the Metaphysics, Aristotle tells us, 

in language perfectly explicit, how Plato was led to con- 
struct his theory. ‘‘His association with Cratylus made 
him early familiar with the views of Herakleitus that all 

objects of sense were in a state of constant flux, and that 
consequently no exact knowledge of them was possible.” 

Adopting this view and also approving the method of 
Sokrates, who was ever in search for definitions and 
general expressions, Plato was led to conclude that ‘‘ no 
universal proposition could be laid down nor any general 
definition framed of objects of sense, but that it must-be of 

8t See ‘Stewart, Notes to the ‘Nicomachwan Ethics, 
vol, i. p. 72 sqq. 
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‘other things,’ if at all, that either universal predication 

or definition was possible. And hence he called these 
‘ other things’ ideas, and considered all objects of sense to 
be distinct from them and caused by them, inasmuch as 
the individual objects which have the same name or 
definition as the ideas get their reality by participation 
in them.” 8 Aristotle not only dissented altogether from 
this mode of explaining universal predication, but he 
constructed a theory to take its place. “It is. not 
necessary,” he says, ‘for the purpose of demonstrative 

proof that there should be “ideas” or ‘‘ a one beyond the 
many”’; all that is necessary is that it should be possible 
to affirm truly a ‘“‘one of the many.” To talk of 
“ideas” as patterns and to say that other things par- 
ticipate in them, is idle—mere poetic metaphor, says 

Aristotle.83 

82 Swxparove of wept piv ra Oca mpayparevopévon, mept 
8 rig GAne dicewe odfév, tv pévror robroig 7d Kabddov 

Snrovvto¢g Kal wept dpiouwv émtorhsavtog mpwrov Tiv oud- 

votav, Exeivov amodecauevoc [[lAdrwv] o:4 rd rorovroy (2.€., 

because he accepted the Herakleitean doctrine) iréAaBev 
we wept érgpwv TovTo yivdpevov Kal ov THY aicOyTeV TiVdC" 
adtvarov yap civac Tov Kowodv Spov Tav aicOnrwv Tide, asl 

ye peraBadrAdvrwv. otrwe piv Ta Towadra TwY dvTwy idéac 

mpoonydpevas, Ta © aicOyra mapa ravra Kai Kata Tavra 

AéyeoOar wavra’ xara péiOcEw yap sivat ra woAAad Tov 

suvwvipwy toic cideow. Met. i. 6. 987, b 1. _ 
83 dn piv odv eivat f Ev te Tapa Ta TOAAG OUK avay«n, Et 

amddekic tora, elvar pévroe tv xara TodAwy GAnSic eimeiv 

avaykn’ ob yap ora Td KaOdAov, dv pH TovTO HW’ zav OF 7d 

ka0dXov pi} 7, TO wécov ovK Eorat, Mor’ ovs dwédakrc. Anal. 

post. i. 11. 77, a 5. rd 88 Aéyew wapaderypara elvac (rae 
idfac) kal weréxey adriv 7’ddXa xevoAoysiy tori Kal werapopac 
Aéyerv TomTudc. Met. xii. 5. 1079, b 24. 
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Cratylus the friend of Plato was a more convinced 
Herakleitean than Herakleitus himself. He reproved 
the Master for saying that no one steps, twice into the 
same river, as in his opinion no one steps even once. He 

ended by carrying his dislike to positive statement so far 

that he thought it wrong to speak; he used merely to 
wag his finger. Aristotle describes this as the last word 

of Herakleitanism—the full blossom of the doctrine. The 
anecdote comes from the Metaphysics, a work which does 
not ordinarily provide its readers with amusement.84 

The criticism in the sixth chapter, acute, and from 

Aristotle’s point of view conclusive, is chiefly concerned 
with showing the logical and other inconsistencies into 
which the doctrine lands it supporters, although practical 
reasons are also given against it. Practical reasons are, 
however, beside the mark; weapons taken from the 

armoury of sense and experience are powerless against an 
object so impalpable as the Platonic idea; it is as if you 
were to attack a cloud with a broadsword. If Plato had 
desired to answer Aristotle, he would probably have 
done so in the sense in which Hegel replied to Kant’s 
objection to the doctrine of the absolute. “Do you 
mean,” said Kant, ‘‘ that there is absolutely no difference 

between having ten dollars and not having them?” 
‘‘ Philosophy,” answered Hegel, “‘ has nothing to do with 
dollars.”’ 

84 tk yap rairne tie broAHpewc 2EHvOncev y axporatn 
8 , i +] Z. € = 4 € rv r Soe 6Ea rev cipnuévwr, } TOV packdyTwy hpakAuriZew Kal olav 
Kparidoc siyev, d¢ rd reXevTatov ovbiv wero Seiv éyeww adAGa 
Tov SaxruAov éxiver pdvov, kal “HpakAciry émiripa eidvre Bre 
Sle TH abT@ Toray@ ovK tot zuBivac* adToc yap wero ov’ 
aaak. Met. iii. 5. 1010, a 10. 
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mept Of THV Tpdc apeTiy ovdév ctw duoroyodipevov" Kai 
Yap tiv aperiy ov Ti adtiv ravreg Tow, Wor svAdywe 

Sapépovrar mpoc tiv doxnow aire. Arist. Polit. viii. 2. 

1337, b 2. 

THE end of conduct having been ascertained to be a 
function of life, manifesting itself in some form (or 
forms) of excellence, Aristotle now proceeds to inquire 
what the form or forms in question are. This is a 
psychological question in the wide meaning given by 
him to psychology as the science of life and mind. 
And inasmuch as conduct falls within the competence 
of statesmanship, the statesman is bound to know 
something of psychology. He need not be an expert, 
and it is not necessary that he should be acquainted 
with Aristotle’s own work on the subject, which 
practical politicians might find it difficult to understand ; 
it will be sufficient for him to know as much as can 
be gathered from other sources outside that treatise, less 
accurate perhaps, but enough for the purpose in hand. 

The well-known division of the vital principle into 
a rational and an irrational part, is convenient, and is 
adopted as the basis of the inquiry here.t But although 

« It is not certain to whom this twofold division is 
due. It is clearly not Aristotle’s own, almost as certainly 
not Plato’s, whose threefold division into the rational 

93 
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the statesman need not know Aristotle’s views on 
psychology, the reader of the Ethics should do so for 
the light they throw on his method and point of view. 
His psychology was not what is now usually understood 

by the word; it was not an analysis of the facts of mind 
based on an examination of consciousness and treated 

as a subject distinct from physiology; it was the science 
of life and mind, the two being considered inseparable 

both in thought and fact. The soul (Psyché) implies 

a body, and a body is impossible without a soul; one 
gives the matter and the other the form. Aristotle 
refuses, therefore, to dissociate the phenomena of life 
and mind, pointing out that our feelings and even 
our thoughts are all accompanied by physical changes ; ? 
that they are inseparable from the matter of the body, 
that even emotions are material reasons,3 and that on 

this account it is the business of the physiologist to 
consider psychical questions. Differing from Plato, who 
ridiculed the notion of learning anything from the 

lower animals, Aristotle insists on a comparative 
psychology based on a comparative physiology, of 

spirited and appetitive parts was familiar and often re- 
ferred to by Aristotle; perhaps it was a division adopted 
by the Academy in Aristotle’s time. «at od pdvov & rivec 
Aéyovor SwptZovrec AoyaTiKov Kat OuptKdy Kai zriBupnriKdy,, 

of d& 7d Adyov Exov Kal rd GAoyov. De Anima iii. 9. 482, 
a 24. 

* Force Of kal Ta Tie Wuyiic TAO wavra elvar pera cHparoc. 

De Anima i. 1. 403, a 16. padtcra & Eouev idtov (rie 
Wuxiic) T6 voiv’ ci 8 gort Kal rovro pavracta ric 4} ph avev 

pavractac, ovd evdtxorr av ove: rovr’ dvev owparoe ivan 

403, a 7. 

3 dpAov dru ta 7AOn ASyou Evvdol ciow. De Animai. 1. 

408, a 25. 
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which. embryology should be a part. By ‘‘ Soul” 
is meant the realisation of all the powers possessed 
by a living physical organism, without, regard to its 
position in the scale of life. Aristotle has advanced 
knowledge in so many ways that it is hard to say where 
we owe him most, but there is no subject in which his 
originality and scientific acumen are more visible than 
in the field of comparative biology, none certainly 
in which he was more immeasurably in advance of 
his own time. Modern writers, de Blainville, Cuvier, 
St. Hilaire and others, have spoken in terms of high 
and probably exaggerated admiration of the extent and 
accuracy of his anatomical knowledge;5 it is at least 
true that he had examined and dissected more animals 
than any one in those days, and that he generalised his 
knowledge with remarkable scientific prescience. His 
theory of life, in particular, was not only greatly in 
advance of anything which either his contemporaries 
or predecessors, with the possible exception of Hippo- 
crates, had imagined, but it is nearer to modern views 

than anything which had been advanced in Europe until 
comparatively recent times. He was not, strictly speak- 
ing, an evolutionist. He explained the history of life 
on the earth, not by the metaphor of evolution but 
by that of motion, regarding it as a continuous and 

4 voy pev yap of AéyovToc Kai Znrovvrec wept Puxne, wept 

ris avOpwrivng pdvne zoixacw émioxoreiv. evAaBnréov & 

bruce ph AavOdvy wérepov cig 6 Adyoo avrij¢g tort, KaDarep 

Zwov, 7) Kal Exactov Erepoc, olov rou, Kuvdc, avOpwrov, 

Sov. De Animai. 1. 402, b 3. ri rovatrny yap Stivanw 

tie Puxig ev Amat Tol Tpepopévore Dein Tic Gv Kal év Toi¢ 

tuBpbotc, Thy auriy O& TabrHv kal év TOIC TeAElolc, eVAOYwTEPOV 

yap 7 aAAnv teva. Eth. 1. 13. 1102, a 33. 

5 G. H. Lewis, Aristotle, p. 153. 
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ascending series, beginning with the least organised 

plant and ending in man; a series every gradation of 

which was marked by an increasing complexity of 

structure. Nature proceeds, in his view, by steps from 

the inorganic to the organic world, and in the organic 

world from the less organised to the more highly 

organised bodies. We find in the lower animals, he 

says, traces of the moral and intellectual qualities which 

distinguish man.® 
As regards man, ‘‘the powers of the soul,” or, as 

we should say, the functions of life, are growth, 
appetite, sensation, motion in place and thought. These 
five are possessed by man only. Man shares with 
plants the power of growth, and with all animals 

the powers of sensation and appetite; the power 
of motion in space is possessed by him and some 
other animals in common, that of thought is ex- 

clusively his. 
In applying this general theory of life to the investi- 

gation of the special and distinctive excellence of man, 
Aristotle adopts in this book the rough division of the 
functions of soul into rational and irrational which is 
found in “the exterior or outside discourses’ to which 
he refers; he excludes the powers of nutrition and 

growth from consideration, as they do not enter directly 
into conduct,7 thus leaving appetency, motion and reason 

alone to be dealt with. That part of the soul which is 

6 eveort yap év roi¢ TAdloToLe Kal Tw GAWD Zw Tyvy TOY 

rept THY Wuxny TpdTwr, arep evi THV avVOpwTwY Exe pavepw- 

tépag Tac Stapopac—xat tig wept THY didvoray auvésewo 

Eveiatv év TOAAOIC avTwy Ouoldtyrec. Hist. Animal. viii. 1. 
588, a 18. 

7 wat rd Opemrixdy taréov ered) tig avOpwmriKic aperig 

duowpov wépuxev. 1102, b 11. 
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the seat of appetite or desire is here regarded under two 
aspects, under one of which it is irrational and under 
the other rational; it is irrational because appetite or 
desire is a purely physical feeling, and rational because this 
physical feeling is capable of being controlled by reason, 
listens to reason, as a child listens to its father, as is 

proved by the fact of self-control. The irrational part 
may therefore be subdivided into the functions of growth 
and appetite, and the rational part into the functions of 

reason proper and of that kind of reason which appeals 
to, and in favourable cases controls, appetite.2 This, then 
Aristotle concludes, is the division applicable to excellence 
as manifested in conduct, and it gives us a broad 
distinction between intellectual excellence on the one 
hand and moral excellence on the other.9 They differ, 
not only in reference to the parts of the mind to which 
they respectively belong, but also, as a consequence of 
this, in the manner in which they are produced and 
developed ; intellectual excellence being chiefly due to 
teaching, and moral excellence almost exclusively due to 
habit. On what ground is this statement made? Aristotle 
appeals first of all to language, to the derivation of the 
word, as showing that frequently acting in a certain way 
produces a tendency to act again in that way. But 
he supplements this by arguments of a more formal, 
and to those who accept his logical and psychological 
views, of a more conclusive kind. Conduct in general 
falls under the class or group of things classified by 
Aristotle as Qualities. Now of Qualities there are four 

8 ci d& yp Kal rovTo pavar Adyov Exe, Sirrov Eorat Kal TO 

Adyov Exov,/76 pév Kuplwc Kal 2v aity, 7d 8 GoTep Tov warpoc 
akovoriév 7. Eth. 1. 18. 1108, a 1. 

9 dtopiZerar S? Kat 1) apery Kara Th Stapopav rabrny. 

Hth. 1. 18. 1103, a 3. 
7 
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kinds and no more—all enumerated in the eighth chapter. 

of the Kategories—and Aristotle’s proof depends, on 

the completeness of that enumeration. Qualities, the 

properties of the mind or soul (Psyché) by virtue of 

which our physical and mental peculiarities are produced, 

are either— 
(1) Habits, or tendencies to do a thing ; 

(2) Capacities for doing a thing ; 

(8) Feelings, passions, and emotions moving us to do a 
thing,—“‘ those physical states,” says Aristotle, ‘‘ which 

are followed by pleasure or pain” ; 

(4) External form or shape. 

When we qualify a man by describing his character or 

appearance, our description falls under some one or all of 
these heads. Here, where character only is in question, 

Aristotle omits the fourth head, that of form or shape, 

as immaterial, and there are left, therefore, three kinds of 

quality only to be considered, habits, feelings, capacities. 

Now good or bad conduct does not fall under the head 
of feelings, because no one is praised or blamed for 
having feelings, but only for having them in a certain 
way; nor does it consist in having capacities, for the 

same reason—we are not praised or blamed for being able 
to act or feel, but for the mode in which we actually do 
so. But if conduct be neither a feeling nor a capacity, 
it must be a habit or tendency.t° There is a distinction 
between habit and tendency, which is pointed out in 
the Kategories but which is not always preserved in the 
Ethics, where the two words are often used interchange- 

ably.t* Habit is a confirmed or settled. tendency; a 
chronic diathesis. 

to Hith. 2. 5. 1106, a 11. 
11 See Hth. 2. 7.1107, b 16; 2. 8.1108, b 11 and else- 

where, 
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Good conduct is therefore a settled tendency to act in 
a certain way. Now there are three modes in which we 
might possibly obtain such a tendency —@) By nature ; 
(2) By teaching ; (8) By repetition. 

The etymology of the word “ Hithics” points to the 
third mode, repetition, and Aristotle provisionally 
assumes it. But he enforces the presumption from 
language by showing that it cannot arise either from 
nature or teaching. It cannot come from nature,? for if 
conduct were a natural settled tendency we could not alter 

our character, and moral training would be impossible. A 
stone naturally falls to the ground, and you will not cure 
it of that tendency however often you throw it up. 
Moreover, if the tendency to conduct were natural we 
should possess it in a complete form as soon as we are 
born, as we possess sight and hearing, whereas the habit 
of conduct is gradually acquired, and beyond this there is 
a broad distinction between a natural and an acquired 
endowment ; in the former case we have a power which 

we can immediately exercise, in the latter case we 
acquire the power as the result of exercise. ‘‘ What we 
must have learned to do that we learn by doing.’”’3 
Good conduct, therefore, is not the gift of nature. Still, 
we owe her something. Nature has at least assented to 
our being good, in that she has given us an organisation 
capable of good conduct. In the sixth book of the 
Ethics, Aristotle carries this proposition farther. ‘‘ Hach 
of the moral virtues,” he says, ‘is naturally in us in a 

12 When Aristotle speaks of ‘natural virtue,” he 
means only an inherited tendency to conduct, a dcdearc 
ev0de i yeveric—not a settled state or habit which he 
distinguishes as xupia aperf. Hth. 6. 18. 1144, b 3. 

13 & yap Sat pabdvracg Touiv, ravra ovovvrec pavOdvoper. 

“Bth. 2. 1. 1103, a 32. 
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way.” Many people have a predisposition, purely 

physical, to act rightly. Owing to constitutional 

peculiarities, self-restraint, courage, liberality, and other 

forms of good conduct are easier for some men than for 

others, and there are vices which it would be disagree- 

able to persons of a certain temperament to indulge in; 
these “natural habits” may be seen in children and 

even in the lower animals.%4 There is, therefore, such 

a thing as a tendency to goodness which must be 
noted and taken account of in distributing praise and 

blame, but the part which we ourselves contribute is so 
much the more important that Aristotle does not hesitate 

to say in general terms that moral excellence is an 
acquired habit and not a natural endowment. But 
although nature is not responsible for our habits, she is 
responsible for the means by which habits are acquired.ts 
We are physically so constituted that doing a thing once 

makes it easier for us to do it twice; we might have 
been otherwise constituted, and then it would have been 

impossible for ‘‘ use to breed a habit in a man.” 
As the result of certain physiological conditions action 

in a well traversed direction is as much easier than 
action in a new direction as walking on a hard road is 
easier than cutting your way through a jungle. Aristotle 
has fully appreciated the importance of the fact that it is 
with the assent of nature as a co-operating agency that 
good conduct is possible. Hence the importance of early 
education, of taking advantage of the fact that our phy- 
sical structure is so easily modifiable during the period 

™ kai yap Taiol Kal Snpiowg ai gvorxai tmapxovor eae. 
Eth. 6. 13. 1144, b 8. 

15 ovd dpa bos ovre mapa piow zyylvovra ai aperal, 

GAAG mepucdar piv ipiv deEacba airag reActoupévore SF dia 

tov ove. Eth. 2. 1. 1108, a 23. 
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of growth, that early training makes conduct almost auto- 
matic in after-life. ‘‘It makes no small difference how we 
have been accustomed to act from our youth up ; it makes 
a great difference, or I should rather say, the whole.” *6 

The second possible mode by which good conduct may 
be attained (c.e. teaching) is dismissed without much 
argument. Ordinary experience, especially medical 
experience, suffices, so Aristotle thinks, to show that 
character depends on what you do and not on what you 
are told to do, although some eminent men had taken 
the other view. Protagoras used to promise his pupils 
that if they attended his lectures they would become 
better day by day.17 In modern times people listen to 
sermons or read improving books with the same object. 

But as Bacon says, ‘‘ Reading good books of morality is a 
little flat and dead”’ ; it is exactly as if a patient were to 
hear what his doctor had to say but were to take none of 
his medicine and follow none of his advice. ‘‘ People 

who doctor themselves in that way,” says Aristotle with 
true professional contempt, ‘‘ will never get well.’’:8 

There remains, therefore, habituation as the only 
means of obtaining that chronic tendency to do acts 
of a certain kind which is the first condition of moral 
conduct. “It is by doing acts of a given kind and as 

16 oF puKpov ovv dtapépEeL TO OVTWE 7} OVTWS EVIVE ek VEwY 

23iZeoSar, aAAa waurroAv, wadXrov Sd? ro wav. Hth. 2. 1. 

1103, b 28. 

17 “QO, veavioxe, Eorat Toivuv col, eav Euol suvic, } av huéoa 
2 . r4 > v4 ” 8 x , , . 2 ~ 
tuol cuyyévy, amiévar oikade BeAtiove yeyovdtt, Kal tv TH 
e ’ 5S, ~ ar eA Few 4 7s yo ~ ér. vorapala tava ravra, Kal ixdornc’ hepa at emt rp BéATLov 

érdiddvat. Plat. Protag. 318 A. 
m3 ks ve” > om. soa 4 ~ e 6 

dotep ov ovd exeivor ev Eovor 7d copa ovTw Oeparev- 

dpevot, OVS ovroat THY Puy otTw pirocogovvrec. Hith. 2. 4. 

1105, b 16. 
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a consequence of these acts that we become good or 

bad as the case may be, just as in the Arts; by playing 
well you get to be a good player, and by playing badly 

a bad one.’ 99 Statesmen in framing laws proceed on 
this principle, accustoming their citizens by force of 

law to do the acts they desire to encourage. All moral 
education takes this form. 

The analogy just referred to between technical and 

moral action leads, however, to a difficulty. It may 
be said, it had in fact been said, that if you can perform 

virtuous acts you must be already virtuous, just as if 
you can answer a grammatical question correctly you 
are already a grammarian: if this be so, what becomes 
of the theory that repeated acts are necessary? Aristotle’s 
first answer is that you cannot assume a man to be 
an artist because he performs a particular operation in 
art correctly. A schoolboy may be grammatical by 
making a shot, or because the next boy prompts him; 2° 
but that hardly entitles him to be called a grammarian. 
His second answer is that there are wide differences 

between art and morals, and that you cannot argue 
from one to the other. In art, you look exclusively to 

the product and you ignore the motive of the artist; 

in morals, the act itself is indifferent and the motive 
of the agent is all important.2t If a work of art be 

19 Eri && TMV avToY Kal Od TwV aTwY Kal ylverat waca 
? 

apern Kai pretpera, duolwe dé kal réxvyn. Eth. 2. 1.1108, b 6. 
/ ~ ~ " 20 éydéxerar yap ypauparidy tt Totjoa Kai amd TuyXie Kal 

GdAov vrobeuévov. 1105, a 22. 
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good measured by a purely technical standard, that is 
enough ; why the artist made it, whether to benefit the 
human race or to fill his own pocket, ig immaterial; a 
picture is not a better picture because it is painted 
for a Church, nor a worse because the artist intended 
it as a present to his mistress. In estimating the moral 
character of the artist these points would have to be 
taken into account, but not in judging the quality of 
his work. In the acts which go to build up artistic 
excellence the important element is knowledge, but 
knowledge has comparatively little weight in conduct. 

One important fact about moral excellence has now 
been ascertained, namely that it is due to habit; but 

to what kind of habit? Intellectual excellence is partly 
due to habit, although teaching is its main source; we 
acquire the habit of getting up in the morning at a 
certain hour—are such habits similar to those by which 
moral conduct is generated? Aristotle, after repeating 
for the third time the warning that we must not expect 
scientific accuracy on such a subject as human nature,?? 
seeks light from the facts of physiology as embodied 
in the rules of the trainer and the practice of the 
physician. Both these authorities prescribe moderation, 
having found by experience that excessive food or exercise 
tend to destroy both health and strength. This raises 
a presumption that in the closely allied case of conduct 
—closely allied because our feelings of anger, fear, joy, 
hatred and the rest, with which pleasure and pain are 
always implicated, depend on our bodily state—a middle 
course will be the right one. Nature has, in fact, so 

22 éxeivo Of TpodiopoAoyeiaOw, Sri Tag 6 TEpl TWY TpaKTwY 
AdSyog Témy Kai odK axpiBHC dpetrer AéEyecOaL, Wore Kal Kar’ 
apxae cirouev Sre kara thy VAny of Adyot amarnréor. Eth. 

2. 2. 1108, b 34. 
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constructed our bodily organs that they do their work 

to most advantage when neither overtasked nor under- 

worked; more than that, she has placed them so that 

they may counterbalance one another and so arrive at 

the mean. This is a general principle.23 This is the 

argument from physiology. Then comes in the analogy 

of the arts. The art of navigation is in point, for here, 

as in conduct, you have to deal with a fluctuating subject 

matter and with conditions which suddenly arise and 

can never be exactly foreseen. The sailing master 

reduces his dangers to a minimum by steering a middle 

course, or what in the circumstances is equivalent 

thereto; he will take some risk from Scylla for the 

sake of giving a wide berth to Charybdis. But the 

doctrine of the mean is true of all art; ‘“‘Nothing too 
much” is the golden rule; it is a common test of the 
excellence of any work of art to say that you can neither 

add to it nor take from it. By so much as the pro- 

ductions of nature are better and more finished than 

anything which art can do, in that degree we shall 

expect the rule of the mean to be more applicable to 
conduct than even to art. But not only does moderation 

generate excellence, it increases it; the actions to 
which the habit gives rise being themselves moderate, 
tend to increasing moderation in the succeeding actions. 
Habits are not only produced by actions, they react on 
them.74 

23 De part. animal. 2. 7. 652, b 16. éwet 8 daavra 
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The actions by the repetition of which good moral 
habits are generated have thus been shown to be charac- 
terised by moderation ; they are ‘‘ middle actions” so far 
as the varying influences which determine human affairs 
and individual idiosyncrasies allow a middle to be ascer- 

tained; they are in the middle relatively to the particular 
agent, who in cases of doubt must use his wits and do his 

best to find his true course: in other words the middle 
is defined by reason. In general, a man’s own reason will 

tell him where to draw the line. Still, hard cases may 
arise, and where they do, we must act as we act in all 

other cases of difficulty—we must seek advice from a 
prudent friend. 

“‘Good conduct is therefore a habit, the result of 
repeated actions deliberately performed; those actions 
must all aim at a mean relative to the agent; the agent 
must find out where the mean lies by the exercise of his 
own intelligence, or, in case of doubt, by the opinion of 
a sensible friend.” 25 

In the definition just given it will be noted. that the 
acts which form the habit are required to be deliberately 
chosen (te mpoa:peruh). Moral choice has not as yet 
been explained ; it will be considered in the next book, 
and the formal definition in Book II., Chapter 6, is tothat 
extent anticipatory : but that actions should be deliberately 
intended is a condition which must be satisfied before we 

can pronounce them either good or bad. Conformably to 
the practical character of the work, Aristotle has added 
some plain rules which may help a man to find his own 

way in case of doubt. 
(1) ‘‘ Of two evils, choose the least. One extreme is 

25 Eotw dpa 1 aperh eEi¢ mpoaiperich, tv peadryti ovoa TH 

mpoc tac, wplopévy Adyw kal @ av 6 Ppdvmoc dpiceev. 

Eth. 2. 6. 1106, b 36. 
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almost always worse than another.” Do as Circe advised 
Odysseus, keep clear of Charybdis in any case; you may 
fall into the clutches of Scylla, it is true, and lose some 
of your crew, but this is better than that ship, captain, 
and crew together should be swallowed up.?6 

(2) “ Consider in what direction you are most easily led. 
Men are not all made to a pattern.” 27 You can easily 
ascertain your tendencies by noticing what gives you the 

greatest pleasure. If you go to the opposite direction you 

will generally be right. 
(3) ‘Above all, be on your guard against pleasure.” 

Pleasure is like Helen of Troy; she is beautiful, but she 

would be better away.?8 

26 tov yap akpwy TO pév éoTLv auapTwAdrEpoy Td O iTTOV" 

eet OU TO pécov TUXELY AKpwe xadeTOv, Kata TOY SebrEpor, 

gaci, wAovy Ta 2AAXLoTAa Anwriov THY Kaxkw@v. Eth. 2. 9. 

1109, a 33. 

27 oxorrety Ot Set mpde & Kal avrol evkatagopol éopuev’ dAXor 

yap mpoc adda wepixapev. Eth. 2. 9. 1109, b 1. 

28 Orep ovv of Snuoyépovrec Emabov mpocg thy “EXévny 

rouro dei wabciv Kal Hac mpdo¢ THY Hoovhy, Kal dv mace Thy 

ixelvwy emidéyew dwvhy’ obrw yap avtiy aromeumsuevor 
Arrov apaptrnodueOa. Eth. 2. 9. 1109, b 9. 



TEXT 

I. 18—ITT. 5.29 

Boox I. Cuaprer 13.—‘‘ Happiness being the mani- 
festation of vital function in its best and completest form, 
we must consider what that best form is. Itis a matter 
which engages the special attention of the true statesman, 

whose object always is to make his citizens good and law- 
abiding; we have an example of how this may be done 
in the efforts of the Cretan, Lacedemonian, and some 

other legislators. If the consideration of this question 
belongs to statesmanship, our whole inquiry will fall into 
the domain of political science, as was originally sug- 
gested. In speaking of excellence, human excellence must 
be understood to be meant; for the end in view is happi- 
ness for Man. Human excellence is excellence; not of 

the body but of the mind—it will be remembered that 
happiness was defined as a function of mind,—it follows 
that the statesman must have some knowledge of psycho- 
logy, just as the oculist must know general physiology 

29 The important section of the Ethics dealing with 
the production and definition of good conduct and the 
closely allied question of voluntary action extends from 
Book I., Chap. 18, to Book III., Chap. 6. This portion 
of the text is given in this and the next chapter. 
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and anatomy, a subject that engages the attention of all 

good doctors.3° 

“ But although the statesman must for this reason be a 

psychologist, it is with the object I have mentioned and 

only so far as is necessary for that object; for to go into 

further details would be unnecessary. Some questions 

of psychology have been treated sufficiently for the pur- 

pose in lectures given elsewhere, and what is there said 

may be here applied, namely that life has two divisions, 

rational and irrational. Whether these divisions are real, 

like the parts of the body, or notional, like the distinction 

of concave and convex in the circumference of a body, 

matters not for the moment; of the irrational division, 

one part, namely that which causes nourishment and 

growth, is common to all forms of life, including plants ; 

to embryonic life as much as to the life of perfect living 
things, for it is more reasonable to assume this than to 

suppose that there are different powers. The function of 

growth may therefore be put aside as having nothing to 

do with the distinctive excellence of man.3t But there is 

another division of mind (Psyché), which, although appar- 

ently irrational, still has a certain share of reason, for we 

speak of reason in relation to self-control and the want of 
self-control, and we praise the rational part of the mind in 
the same connection. It seems, however, that there is 
here an element which is contrary to reason and contends 

against it; for the desires of those who cannot control 

themselves lead in contrary directions, like the members 

30 OyAov Sre Set Tov ToAuTiKoY Eldévar TWE Ta TEP Wuyiic, 
e x qa - AS x, x 5 - A ape ‘4 =. doTep kal roy d¢daApove Separeboovra Kai wav [7d] cwpa— 

tov © larpwy of xaplevrec ToAAG TpayparebovTat TEpt THY TOU 
owparoe yvwotv. 1102, a 18. 

31 76 Opertixdy taréov, éredn tig avOpwmikie aperiic 

duoipov répuxev. 1102. b 11. 
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of a diseased body whose limbs when they endeavour to 
move to the right are directed to theleft. Possibly, then, 
as in the body so in the mind, we may svfppose that there 
is something which acts against the reason; but even 
this participates in reason, at all events it does so in the 
case of the man who controls himself. The irrational part 
of the mind would appear therefore to be twofold ; one part 
vegetative and having no share of reason, the second 
part the seat of appetite and desire, and rational so far as 
it obeys reason. We speak of a man ‘having reason 
of’ his father and friends, meaning that he pays atten- 
tion to them, where ‘reason’ is used in a very different 
sense from its mathematical sense which is only * propor- 
tion.’ 32, Admonition, blame, exhortation, are all based on 
the assumption that the irrational part of the soul is 
amenable to the rational, and if we may say that this 
‘has reason,’ then the rational part of the soul will be 
twofold—rational in the full, essential sense, and rational 

in the sense of listening to a governor.33 Now human 
excellence is defined with reference to this distinction, it is 

partly intellectual and partly moral; wisdom and prudence 
are intellectual excellences, liberality and self-restraint 
moral ones, meaning by excellences, praiseworthy habits.”’ 34 

32 gatverar 89 Kal To GAoyov Sirrdv. tO piv yap puTiKov 
ovdapwe Kowwvei Adyou, 70 & éwOupnrixdy kai Awe OpEKTiKOV 

METéXEL TWC, 1) KaThKOSY EoTLW avToU Kal TwefapxiKdy’ oUTW Od} 

kal Tov waTpo¢ Kal Twv dirwy papuiv Exe Adyor, Kal ovx 

Gorep tov pabnuatixwv. 1102, b 28. 

33 et O& ypx Kat rovro pavat Adyov Exe, Sirrdv Fora Kai TO 

Adyov Exov, 76 pv Kupiwe Kal év ait, To 8 WorEp TOU TaTpdC 

akxovorikév rt. 1103, a 1. 

34 tov tEewn Of rag émawverdc aperac Aéyouev. 11038, a 9. 



BOOK II. 

CuaptTeR 1.—‘‘ Excellence, then, being of two kinds, 
intellectual and moral, intellectual excellence is produced 
and increased chiefly by teaching, and therefore requires 
time and experience; moral excellence comes to us from 
custom, whence its name ‘customary,’ a slight variation 
of the word custom. This shows that no moral excellence 
can be a natural quality, for nothing which exists 

naturally can be otherwise accustomed; a stone which 
naturally falls downwards cannot be accustomed to fall 
upwards, however often you may try to accustom it by 
throwing it up. Our good qualities, therefore, are not 
due to nature, but neither are they against nature; we 
are so constituted as to be able to receive them, and we 
perfect them for ourselves by use.’’ 35 

** Another reason is that in the case of natural qualities 
we first get the power and afterwards put forth the 
activity, as for example in the case of the senses; it is 

not from repeatedly seeing or hearing that we come 

to possess those senses, it is just the reverse—we have 

them first and use them afterwards. But we get our 

moral qualities in the way we get artistic aptitude, 

eA 

35 ovr apa pice ovre Tapa pibory éyyivovrat ai aperai, adda 
Cc om ~ 

mepuxdor piv tiv dtacbar airac, reAevoumévoig S Sia Tov 

%ouc. 1103 a 28. 
110 
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as the result of previous action; what we must have 
learned to do, that we learn by doing ; 36 as by building 
we become builders and by harp-playirfg harpists, so 
by performing just, temperate and courageous acts we 
come to be just, brave and temperate. Witness what 
happens in a State ; it is by a process of habituation that 
legislators seek to make their citizens good; such is the 
intention of every legislator, and those who fail in it go 

wrong ; the difference between a good and bad constitution 
is measured by their success or failure in this matter.” 

‘Another reason may be given; namely, that it is 
by and through the selfsame acts that every excellence, 
both moral and artistic, is produced and destroyed ; it is 

by playing on the harp that both good and bad harpists 

are made, and unless this were so instruction would be 

useless, for everybody would be either good or bad to 
begin with. This is the rule with good conduct; it is by 
doing business with our fellow-men that some of us 
become just and others unjust; by acting in circum- 
stances of fear and danger and being accustomed to 
be either stouted-hearted or timid, that we become, 
some brave, others cowards; so, too, with regard to 

our desires and angers,—in a word it is by actions 
of a given kind that habits of that particular kind 
are formed: hence the necessity of qualifying our acts, 
for as our acts differ, our habits will differ.” 

“Tt is of no small importance, therefore, how we 

36 aa piv pice tiv wapaylvera, rac Suvapetc TobTwy 
, , a a3 A 2 , 2 YAY 

mpdrepov KoulZousta, torepov O& rag évepystac amodioopev, 
rep int rHv alcicewy SHAov' ob yap zk Tov ToAAdKC iSetv 
fh} moAAaKie akovca tag aicfhoac ~AdBouev, GAN avawadw 

Zyovreg txpnodpsOa, ob Xpnoduevor Ecxouev. Gd yap det 
pabdvrac Touiv, ravTa mTolovvTes pavOavouev. 1108, a 

26-32. 
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have been accustomed to act from our youth up— 

it makes a vast difference, nay it makes all the 
difference.” 37 

CHAPTER 2.—‘‘ The present treatise not being, like so 
many others, merely speculative—our object is not to 
know what good conduct is, but to learn to conduct 
ourselves well—it becomes necessary to consider the 
nature of actions, and how they are to be performed, 
since actions, as we have seen, determine the quality of 
habits. That we should act according to right reason 
is common ground 3° and may be assumed—we will say 

something presently on the nature of right reason and on 
its relation to other kinds of excellence—but let us first 
preface by observing that all statements on matters 
of conduct must be framed in general, and not in 
exact terms, in accordance with what was laid down 

in the beginning of this treatise about demanding 
reasonings adapted to this subject matter; for questions 
of conduct and of expediency are like questions of health 
—they have no fixed point. Such being the nature of 
ethical inquiries in general, statements as to particular 

matters of conduct will be still less likely to be precisely 
true, since they fall under the competence of no art or 
other set of precepts, but the agents themselves have 

37 Ob Sei Tag évepystag Toide amodddvar’ Kara yap Tac 

TovUTwY dtapopag akoAovdovaw ai ac. ov pkpov ovv Orapépet 

Td ovTwWE 7h OUTWE EVD eK véwv BiZecDaL, GAA TaproAv, 

paddov di 76 wav. 11038, b 22. 

38 wroxeicOw. 1103, b 382; if we read depxeioOw it will 

be “‘is a proposition extending over the whole subject.” 
It is at any rate clear that by Adyo¢ Aristotle means the 

rational faculty of prudence, not ‘‘a proportion,” or ‘a 
system ” as sometimes supposed. 
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from time to time to consider what is proper to be done, 
just as in medicine or navigation.” 39 

‘‘ Such. being the nature of the subject inshand, we must 
try to come to its aid. And first let it be noted that 
things resembling conduct are destroyed by too much 
and too little, health and strength for example, for both 
excessive and deficient gymnastic exercises are destructive 
of strength, as too much food and drink are of health, 

whereas the proper amount of nourishment produces and 
also increases and preserves it. The same rule applies to 
self-restraint, courage, and other kinds of good conduct; 
the man who avoids everything and resists nothing 
becomes a coward; the man who affronts everything 

becomes rash; he who enjoys every pleasure without 
restriction becomes dissolute, and he who, like an ascetic, 

turns his back on all pleasures, ends by having no sensi- 
bility. Self-restraint and courage, then, are destroyed by 

excess and defect, and are preserved by moderation. But 
itis not only by the same acts and in the same circum- 
stance that conduct is formed and strengthened ; it is in 

and by those selfsame acts and circumstances that its 
power is increased.4° Take the plain case of physical 

39 éxeivo d? mpodiopoAoyeioOw, Sri Tac 6 wept TWY TpaKTOV 
Adyoe Témy Kai ovK axpiBwe Sethe AéyecOar, HoTEp Kal Kar’ 
2 ‘ ow a x bf vr ¢ xX 6 2 QA 
apxac eimomev Ore kara rhv tAnv of Adyou amarnréot Ta 

7 9 ~ ld GN 2 vOE € Q bg a 
& ay raic wpageor kai ra cuppiporta oddity éotykde Exe, Horep 

ove: 7a vytetva. Towotrov 8 dvro¢ Tov Kabddov Adyov, Ert 

padrAov 6 wept rv Kal Exacta Adyoe ovk Exe TAaKpiBéc’ od? 
yap id réxvny ovf bd Tapayycdiav odseulay winre, Sei 

~ av 

avrove ast rove TpaTToVTac TA Tpdc TOV KaIpdY oKkOTELY, WaTED 

kal mt tiie larouKig Exe Kal Tie KuBepvnricye. 1103, b 34. 

4° aN’ ov pdvoy ai yevioec Kai ad&fjouce Kal ai PIopal x 

Tov abrav kal b7d Tav adrav yivovrat, ddd Kal ai évépyeat 

ty roig avroic toovra. 1104, a 27. 
8 
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strength; it comes from taking full nourishment and 
hard exercise, and the strong man is he who is most 

capable of doing both. Just so with good conduct; 
we become temperate by abstaining from pleasures, and 
when we have become temperate we are more than ever 
capable of abstinence, and the same holds good as to 

courage.” 

CHaprer 8.—‘‘ We may take as evidence of our habits 
the pleasure or pain consequent on our actions; the man 

who abstains from bodily pleasures and derives pleasure 

from abstaining is self-restrained, he who complains is 
dissolute; the man who is firm in circumstances of 

peril and likes it, or at all events does not dislike it, 

is brave, he who dislikes it is a coward. It is 

with pleasure and pain that good conduct has to 
do,4t for it is pleasure which causes us to do what is 

wrong and pain which withholds us from doing what is 
right. For this reason we ought to be brought up from 
our earliest youth (as Plato says) to feel pleasure and 

pain at the right objects, for this is true education. 
Another reason is that conduct is a question of action 

and feeling; and all action and feeling are followed by 
pleasure and pain. Punishment points in the same 
direction, for it is a kind of cure, and cures are usually 

effected by an allopathic treatment.42 

As was said not long ago, the nature of the actions 
which form habits cause the habits to be bad or good,43 

x 
4t rept noovag yap Kal Abwac ézariv H HOuKH aperh. 1104, 

b 8. 
42 unvbovar Sé kal ai KoAdoete yevopsvar did TObTwY" iarpetat 

lA 2 b] € ot > ~ 8 BY ~ 2 , LA yap twig siow, ai O& iarpsian Od TOV évavtiwy TEPbKact 

yivesOar. 1104, b 16. 

43 waca puyxiic tec, Up olwy wéguce yiveaBar xelpwv Kal 
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and inasmuch as itis pleasure and pain which make us 
bad or good, those feelings must have much to do with 
conduct. It is for this reason that sqme define good 
conduct as an insensible or quiescent state, wrongly, 

because they do not distinguish; they ought to say 

‘quiescent when one ought to be so,” ‘“‘insensible to 
certain objects,” and so on. It may be assumed, then, 

that good conduct is a such a habit as has been de- 
seribed—a habit of acting with reference to pleasure 
and pain so as to get the best results, and that bad 
conduct is the opposite.” 

“The following consideration also shows our conduct 
to be determined by pleasure and pain. There are three 

objects. which cause us to pursue or avoid anything—the 
honourable, the expedient, and the pleasurable, with their 
opposites: now a good man is right and a bad one is 
wrong in his choice of all three, but especially of 
pleasure ; pleasure is a motive common to all animals and 
accompanies every act of choice; for both honour and 
expediency are pleasant. Further, pleasure grows up 
with us from our earliest.infancy; it is therefore difficult 

to get rid of a feeling which colours our very life.44 We 
regulate our actions too, some more, some less, by 

pleasure and pain. We may add that, as Herakleitus 
says, it is more difficult to contend with pleasure than 
with anger, and to overcome difficulties is the business 
both of art and good conduct, for excellence is best 
shown by doing this. For this reason, in addition to all 

the others it follows that the whole treatment both of 

BeAtiwv, mpd¢ tavra Kal epi ravra Tiv pbow Eye. 1104, b 

19. The reference is to 1104, a 27. 
44 re S ix vytiov mao tiv ovvriPpamrar’ id yaXerov 

amorpipac8a tovro rd TaBog tyKexpwoputvov ry Biy. 1105, 

a 2. 
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Ethics and Politics must be carried on with reference to 

pleasure and pain.” 

CHaprer 4.—‘ But what is meant by saying that we 

become just or temperate by doing just and temperate 
acts? For if we do those acts we are already just and tem- 

perate, as aman is grammatical or musical if he plays 
correctly or speaks grammatically. But is it so even in 
the Arts? A man may answer a question in grammar by 

making a guess or because somebody prompts him, but he 
can only be called grammatical when he gives the right 
answer from his own knowledge of grammar. In fact, 

there is no similarity between art and conduct. The 
excellence of works of art lies in themselves, it is suffi- 

cient if they are of a certain quality; but in conduct 
it is not the quality of the acts but the motive of the agent 
that is important ; 45 first, he must act knowingly, next 
intentionally, and moreover he must intend the acts 

themselves, the very acts, and thirdly he must act firmly 
‘and consistently. Now these conditions, except that of 

knowledge, do not count in the case of art, and knowledge 

is the condition which in conduct is least important, whilst 
the others are of great weight.” 

“Tt has therefore been well said that a man becomes just 

by acting justly, temperate by acting temperately ; by not 

so acting no’ one will even get in the way of becoming 

45 Er, ovd Omoidy éorw emi Te TWY TEXVOV Kal THY apEToV' 
Ta piv yap Urb TwY TexVaDV yiwdpEva TS Ev EyEL ev avTol’ apxEt 

obv TavTa Twe Exoura yévecOar' ra S? Kara Tac apeTac yivoueva 

ovk av avTa wwe Exn, dikaiwe } swopdvwe mparrerat, aAAG 

kal 2ay 6 mpatrwv Two Exwv mparrn. 1105, a 26. A good 

musician is able to play badly when he chooses, as when 

he desires to amuse his friends, and the more command 

he has over his instrument the worse he can play. 
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good. Most people do not take this course; they betake 
themselves to discussion, and imagine that they are seek- 
ing for truth and that so they will become virtuous 
characters; doing what patients often do who listen 
attentively to what their doctor says, but follow none of 
his directions. As the latter will never get a healthy 

body by such treatment, so neither will the former get 
a sound mind by such truth-seeking.” 46 

CHaPTeR 5.—‘‘ Now what is virtue? There are three 
phenomena of mind: Feelings, capacities, and habits 3 
and of these three good conduct is one.47_ By feelings 
we mean desire, anger, fear, confidence, envy, joy, friend- 
ship, hatred, longing—in a word, states followed by 

pleasure and pain; 4% capacities are the possibilities of 
entering into such states, and habits are dispositions, 
either good or bad, in relation to feelings.49 

46 ed ovy Aéyerar bru ek TOU Ta Oikaia TpaTTEW 6 Sikaoc 
ylverat kal &k Tov Ta owHppova 6 awopwv' ex SF Tov ph 
mparrev TavTa oveeic Av ove? peAAhoete yivecDar ayaldc. GAN 

of woAXol Tavra piv ov mpdrrovow, emi S2 Tov Adyov Kara- 
gebyouteg olovrae pirocogeiv kai ovTwe %oeofar oovoator, 

duowdy te olovvreg TOI Kéuvovaly, ol THY zaTpwY aKovovoL 
piv emmedec, Tooter d& ovdiy TOY TpocTaTTOLévwY oTEp 
ovv ovd éxeivor 0 over 76 cHpa butTw Ozpamevdpevor, ovd 
ovrot THY Puxiv otTw Pirocopovvrec. 1105, b 9. 

47 éaret ovv Ta tv TH Puy yevdusva Tpla éori, Tan Ouvdpetc 

tec, robrwy av re cin H aperh. 1105, b19. It is not easy 

to fix ra év rp Puy yewdueva— things that happen in the 
mind,” ‘‘mental phenomena ’’—perhaps it was not in- 
tended to make it easy. Aristotle knew how to skate 
over thin ice when it suited his purpose. See note 50 post. 

48 Néyw 82 aOn piv erBuuiav—ersov, bdAwe ol¢ Ererat 

Hoovn # Abdwy. 1105, b 21. 

49 1105, b 25. 
4 
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Take anger, for example: we are badly disposed in 
regard to anger if we have the feeling violently or feebly ; 
but if moderately, we are well disposed. Neither good 
nor bad conduct are cases of feeling; for we are neither 
called good or bad nor praised.or blamed because we have 
feelings, but because we have them in a certain way. 
Feelings, moreover, arise unbidden, but deliberation and 

choice are necessary conditions of conduct. It may be 
added that feeling is a case of motion, and conduct a 
case of disposition. For the reasons stated conduct can- 
not be a mere capacity ; and then there is the additional 
point that we get our capacities from nature, but we 
are not made by nature either good or bad, as I have 

already explained. /If, then, good conduct is neither a 
feeling nor a capacity, it must be a habit.” s° 

5° The proof here given cannot be said to be satis- 
factory. It rests on a classification of states of mind— 
ra év ry Puy yewdmeva—which excludes the phenomena of 

cognition altogether, and leaves it doubtful how far those 

of appetition (dpsEc) are included. If the proof is based 

on the division of Qualities in Kat. 8, as it certainly seems 
to be, appetition is excluded. If the division of Qualities 
in Kat. 8 be modified or extended, as it must be so as to 
include appetition, the division ceases to be exhaustive 
and the proof fails. This illustrates the difficulty occa- 
sionally arising from Aristotle’s commendable habit of 
defining and classifying. The phenomena of mind, like 

the facts of human nature, are not easily embraced in a 

formula. Aristotle’s definition of good conduct in this 
book, which is only made applicable to justice by a little 
management, and which is not applicable to friendship 
at all, and his analysis of mental phenomena in Book VI., 
exemplify the difficulties which attend attempts to make 
clear-cut distinctions in variable and fluctuating matter. 
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Cxaprer 6.—‘‘ But it is not enough to show that good 
conduct is a habit, we must show i 
is.. Now it may be laid down that excellence of every 
description puts that which possesses it in a good state 
and renders its work good ; the excellence of the eye, for 
instance, makes both the eye and its function good, for 

good eyes mean good sight, and the same may be said of 
the excellence of a horse. If, then, this holds universally, 

it follows that man’s excellence must be a habit whose 
result is that the man becomes good and does his proper 
work well. How this happens will appear more clearly if 
we consider the nature and essential quality of good 
conduct. In everything that is continuous and divisible 
you can take a larger or a smaller or an equal part, an 
equal part being that which is midway between too much 
and too little. This division may be made with reference 
either to the thing divided or with reference to ourselves. 
If the division be made with reference to the thing, the 
point equidistant from both ends is the mean and it is 
the same in all cases; if the division be made relatively 

to ourselves, the mean is that which is neither too much 

nor too little—and this is not always one and the same. 
For example, if ten is too much and two too little, six 
will be the mean with regard to the thing—the objective 
mean; but if ten pounds of beef are too much and two 
pounds are too little, it does not follow that the trainer 

will order six; six may be too little for a great athlete 
like Milo and too much for a man just beginning training. 
So with running and wrestling. It is in this way that 
every man of accurate knowledge acts ; he avoids extremes 
and seeks the mean,—the mean in relation to himself, be 

it understood, and not the absolute mean. If, then, 

practical science proceeds in this way, looking to and 
adjusting its work to a mean, if good workmen do 

the same, and if excellence (by which we mean moral 
excellence) is (like Nature herself) a better and more 
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finished result than any art product, it will also aim 
at the mean.” 5 

“Good conduct or moral virtue is therefore a kind of 

mean—at all events it aims at being so.5? There are 
many ways of being wrong, but only one way of being 
right; evil belongs, as the Pythagoreans conjectured, 
to the ‘ unlimited’ and good to the ‘limited,’ hence it 
is so easy to miss your mark and so hard to hitit. All 
this shows excess and defect to be distinctive of bad con- 
duct, and moderation to be distinctive of good conduct.” 53 

“Good conduct, therefore, is a habit of acting as 

you choose to act, in a manner subjectively moderate ; 
moderation being ascertained by reason, in effect by the 
reason of the prudent, sensible man. Moderation is some- 
thing between the two evils of too much and too little.” 54 

‘* Hence, if we look to the essence and formal cause of 

St 4 0 aperh waone Téxvne axpiBeorépa Kai apetvwv éorly 

@omep kal 4 pbaic, Tov pécov av ein oroxaornh. 1006, b 14. 

What is the meaning of this? How are we to compare 
a good action (say Alkestis’ self-sacrifice) with a good 
work of art (say a statue by Pheidias)? Comparison 
implies a reference to a common standard, but there is 

no common standard of conduct and art—ov« 6puoldy zort 
éwt re Tov réxvwv Kal Tov aperov. Conduct is certainly 

not so ‘‘exact” as art; is it more finished—axpiSeorépa ? 
52 7d 8? wéoov éraiveirar Kal KaTopSovra’ ravTa S8 augw 

Tie apETic. pecdtne Tic Apa taTiv H apEeTh, oTvXaoTUKh YE OvGE 

tov pécov. 1106, b 26. 

53 kal Oud Tavrr ovv Tie piv Kakiac % bmepBoAn Kal 7 

EAXEupte, Tie e aperinc H pecdtne. 1106, b 88. 

54 torw apa H aperi) Eve mpoaperch, iv peodrynte oven 7 

mpoc nuac, wpiouévy Adyw Kat w av 6 pedsviuoc dpiczev. 

peodtng O& dvo Kaki, Tig piv Kal? drepBodjv’ rie 82 Kar’ 

tdAenfrv. 1106, b 36. 
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good conduct it is a mean, but if we look to its final cause 
it is an extreme.ss Now, not every feeling or action is 
capable of moderation ; there are feelings such as mali- 

cious pleasure and shamelessness, and actions such as | 
adultery or theft, whose very names show them to be 
implicated with vice: 56 in such matters you can never 
be right; correctness of procedure—the right person, the 
right time and place, are out of the question, and the same 

-is true with regard to injustice, cowardice, and self-indul- 
gence’; to suppose that there can be moderation in these 
extremes would imply that there can be an excess of an 

excess and a defect of a defect, and that both excess 

and defect may be a mean.s7 In a word, there is no 
such thing as being moderately excessive or moderately 
defective, nor on the other hand can there be too much or 

too little of moderation.” (1107, a 25.) 

CHAPTER 7.— But it is not enough that this should be 
stated generally, it must be shown to fit in with actual 
facts. In discussions on conduct, general propositions are: 

nearly valueless; it is when you come to particulars that 
you have a chance of getting to the truth, for it is with 
particulars that conduct deals. Statements about conduct 
must therefore harmonise with facts.5’ We may illus- 

55 Ow Kata piv TH ovolav Kal Tov Adyov Tov 7d Th Hv elva 

Aéyovra pecdrne eotiv % aperh, kara St TS dpiorov Kal Td cd 

axpdérn¢. 1107, a6. 

56 %va yap evOdc wvdpuacrat ouverAnupéva pera Tic pavAd- 
tyrog. 1107, a9. 

57 Eorat yap ovTw ye bmepBodAjc Kal zAAEiPewe pecdrne Kal 
umepBoAe trepBoA Kat EAAEnpic AAsibewe. 1107, a 20. 

58 ty yap Tole wepi rac mpdkac Adyorc of piv Kaldrov 

kevirepol ciaw, of © emi pépove aAnOwwrepor’ wept yap ra 

xa’ faora ai mpagec, déov 0 eri robrwv cuppwvetv. 1107, a 29. 
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trate this with the help of a diagram. Courage is a 
middle state between fear and confidence: the man 
who has no fear at all has no name; he who is over- 

confident is called rash; those who are timid exceed- 

ingly and more than usually wanting in confidence 

are called cowards. With regard to pleasure and pain 

—not all pleasures, of course, and still less all pains— 

self-restraint is a middle state and self-indulgence is an 
error in excess; the corresponding error in defect is 
scarcely ever met with, and therefore has no name— 

we may call it insensibility. The mean in the matter 
of acquiring and spending wealth is liberality; the 
excess and defect are respectively called extravagance 
and stinginess. These last states are opposed to one 

another both in the matter of excess and of defect; the 

spendthrift gets too little and gives too much, the stingy 
man gets too much and gives too little. We are 
speaking now quite generally, more exact definitions 
will be given afterwards. 

“There are other habits which have to do with wealth, 
of which knowing how to spend properly—a different 
thing from liberality inasmuch as it deals with expen- 
diture on a large scale—is the mean, and vulgar 
ostentation or inability to spend with good taste is the 
excess ; the defect is doing what should be done, but 

on an insufficient scale. As to honour and dishonour 
the middle state is magnanimity, the excess bragga- 
docio and the defect poorness of spirit. There is, more- 

over, a habit which is to magnanimity in respect of 
being on a small scale, exactly what liberality is to the 
power of spending magnificently, for it is possible to 
be either too eager for honour or to care about it too 
little; and the errors in question are ambition and the 

want of it, the middle state has no name. These 
tendencies (with the exception of ambition) having no 
name, the extremes consider that they have a right to 
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the middle place,59 and in fact we sometimes call the 
man who is moderate ambitious, and sometimes wanting 
in ambition—occasionally we praise bothe There is also a 
mean and an excess and a defect with respect to anger, 
and as these states can hardly be said to have names, let 

us call the mean gentleness and the excess and defect 

violent temper and want of spirit. There are also three 
other mean states which, although they differ, have. a 
certain likeness, being all shown in social conduct and 
speech; their difference is that one of them relates to 
truth in such matters and the other two to pleasure,— 
pleasure referring in the one case to amusement and 
in the other to general conduct in society. We mention 
conduct of this kind in order that it may be seen that, 
without exception, the mean is praised and the extremes 
blamed. Most of these habits want distinctive names, 
but we must endeavour here as in other cases to coin 
names for the sake of clearness and that our meaning 
may be readily followed.6* Now as to the habit of truth- 
fulness; the man in the middle is one who speaks 
truly, the imitation of this on the side of exaggeration 
is boastfulness, and on the other side self-depreciation.6 

59 avevupor St Kat ai SiaBécec, TARY 7H Tov giroripo”U 

prormia. S0ev emidiedZovrar of dxpor Tic péong ywpac. 

1107, b 30. 

6° robrou 82 ro piv tv mada To 8 tv mac Toc KaTa TOV 
Biov. 1108,a18. “rdxard rév Biov” are more accurately 
defined in 1128, b 8 as “‘év rai xard rov adXAov Biov duAlac.” 

6 gioi piv ovv kal TobTwy Ta TAsiw avwvupa, Tepatéor Oo, 

Borep kal it tov aAAwy, abrove dvouoroTouty capnvelac 

Evexa kal Tov evrapaxoAovPhrov. 1108, a 16. 

62 ‘ Self-depreciation’’; the Greek word is ‘‘irony,” 

pretending to less than you know, especially on familiar 
subjects of knowledge. 1127, b 22. 
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With regard to giving pleasure in moments of recreation 
the mean habit is liveliness, the excess buffoonery and 
the defect sourness; as to pleasure-giving in other 
circumstances, the man who is pleasant in a right 
way is a friend; he who overdoes it, if he have no 

motive, is called pleasant, if for his own ends, a flatterer, 

whilst the man who has no agreeable qualities at all 
and is always unpleasant may be called snappish and 

sour.63 

‘“‘ There are also mean states in the feelings. Shame is 

not a virtue, yet the person who exhibits it is praised. 
But here the doctrine of the mean applies; the man who 

is always blushing is called bashful, his oppositeis brazen- 
faced, and the one who is between the two is modest.% 
Rightful indignation is a mean between envy and 
malicious pleasure; these feelings arise when pleasure 
and pain touch one’s neighbour. Rightful indignation 
is felt at undeserved prosperity: envy goes beyond this 

and is always sorry at the good fortune of others; the 
malicious man is so far from being sorry at the mis- 
fortunes of his neighbour that he rejoices in them.§s 
But we shall have the opportunity of speaking of these 

matters hereafter as well as of justice and the intellectual 

virtues, and of showing how they are mean states.” 6 

‘ 

63 dbaspie Tic Kal OboxoAoc. 1108, a 30. 

64 xarawAne 6 Tavta aidobpueroc—avaicyuvroc—aidhpwv. 

1108, a 34. In 1128, b 10, Aristotle says, wept 82 aisevc 
tog Tivoe apEriig ov mpoohkea Aéyev* a0 yap waddAov orev 
i ee. Spilerar yovv pdBog me adokiac. This definition 

would, according to the classification of mental states 

adopted in 1105, b 20, disentitle shame to be called a 
virtue of conduct. 

65 véusorp—pIovoe—émixaipeceaxid. 1108, a 35. 

66 1108, b 8. Aspasius accepted the expression doy:cal 
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CHAPTER 8.—‘‘ There being, then, these three ten- 
dencies,67 one towards excess and one towards defect, 

both bad, and one to the mean, which is good, they 

are all opposed to each other in a certain way; the 
extremes are opposed to each other and also to the 
mean, and the mean is opposed to the extremes. For 
just as the equal is greater with reference to the less 
and less with reference to the greater, so the mean 

habits are more if you look to the defects and less 
if you look to the excesses, as well in the case of feel- 
ing as of action. For comparing a courageous man 
with a coward he appears rash, but with a rash man a 
coward; so a self-restrained man seems self-indulgent 
with respect to one who is completely indifferent, and 
indifferent if compared with one who is self-indulgent ; 

@ generous man seems a spendthrift as compared with 
a niggard, a niggard if compared with a spendthrift, 
Hence the extremes push the mean from one to the 

aperai used here as equivalent to Siavonrixal dperal, and 
by some suspected because Aoycde is said not to be an 
Aristotelian word in this sense. He says rept d«atocbvne 

borepov éepetv emayyéAerae [?ApiororéAnc] Kal mepi tov 
Aoywv aperov. Asp. p. 55. 27; edit. Heylbut. The 
real difficulty is caused by the promise to show how the 
intellectual virtues are mean states. Aspasius does not 

notice this. 
67 When Aristotle speaks strictly he distinguishes a 

SaBecre or tendency, from a tic or habit: a habit is a 

tendency which has become chronic. Occasionally, as 
here, he uses the words indiscriminately. Ad@eore is 
used five times in the Ethics, and in four times out 

of the five it is found in this and in the preceding 
chapter. 
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other,6* and the coward calls the brave man rash and 

the rash man calls him coward, and similarly in 

other cases. This being the general character of the 

opposition, it is most marked as between the extremes, 

for they lie farther from one another than either does 

from the mean. Another point is that there are some 
extremes which resemble the mean, as in the cases of 

rashness and courage and extravagance and generosity ; 

things which lie farthest away from one another are 

defined as contraries, from which it follows that the 

most marked contraries are farthest apart. The chief 

opposition to the mean is sometimes a defect and some- 
times an excess; in the case of courage, not rashness 

but cowardice is most strongly opposed to the mean 

state, and with self-restraint it is not indifference but 
self-indulgence. There are two reasons for this, one 
depends on the nature of the thing, for it is because 

in fact one extreme is more like the mean than the 

other, that the dissimilar one is placed in opposition. 
This is one reason, depending on the nature of the 
thing; the other reason is relative to ourselves; for 

the things to which we have a natural tendency are 
more opposed to the mean state. For instance, our 
natural tendency is towards pleasure, and hence we 

are more easily carried in the direction of self-indulgence 

than of moderation.£9 The things in the direction. 

68 SO Kat amwOovvrar Tov pécov of akpor ExdTEepoc TpdC 
ixarepov. 1108, b 23. A lively and expressive metaphor 

showing how good people get jostled in life. It is a 
companion picture to trav iv re Biy kadov Kayabev oi 
mparrovrec bpswc exhBoro yivovra. 1099, a 5. 

69 wpoc & yap abrol madAov wepbxapév Two, Tavra padAov 

évarvria TH péow paiverar'—ravr ovv wadAov évavria Aéyouev, 

mpog a % emidoorg wadAov yivera. 1109, a 18,16. This 
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of which we tend to move are thus most opposed to 
the mean.” 

CHAPTER 9.—‘‘ What has been said is ‘enough to prove 
that it is a matter of no small difficulty to be good. 
To hit the mean is in every case difficult; not everybody 
can find the centre of a circle, only he who knows 
how to do it; and so, although every one can be angry or 
lavish with his money, it is not easy to indulge your 
feelings or conduct yourself properly in time, place, 
and circumstance. The man who aims at the mean 
should in the first place avoid the extreme which 

happens to be farthest away from it; as Calypso 
advised Odysseus— 

‘Steer well outside the wave and spray,” 

for one extreme is more likely to lead you wrong 
than the other.7° Since, then, it is hard to hit the 

middle exactly, the next best thing is to choose the 
lesser of two evils, which can be best done by following 
the course just pointed out.7? Next we ought to consider 
in what direction we are personally most easily carried, 

broad statement of the natural wickedness of mankind 
does not agree with what we read in Book VI. as to their 
natural virtue: tao. yap Soxel facta -Twv Oar brdpyev 

pica mwc’ Kai yap Sikaroe kal swhpovicol Kai avopetor Kal 
TaAAG| Exomev edOd¢ ek yeveric. 1144, b 4. 

72 trav yap akpwy To pév zor apaptwAsdrepov Td © iirrov. 
1109, a 33, 

7 xara Tov Sebrepov, Paci, TAOUY Ta ZAGXLoTAa AnTTioY Tw 

cacov. 1109, a 34. The dedrepo¢ wrote was the second 

best way of getting the ship along, namely by taking to 
the oars, as sufficiently appears from the Odyssey. 
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for different people have different natural tendencies.7? 
We shall know this by the pleasure and pain we feel, 
and we ought to force ourselves in the contrary direction, 
for if we lead ourselves far away from error we shall 

arrive at the mean, as people do who straighten crooked 
sticks. But always and chiefly must we be on our guard 
against pleasure, for we are not impartial judges of her. 
In the presence of pleasure we should feel as the Trojan 

elders felt in the presence of Helen, and we should 
always repeat their words,73 for thus, as they said, “‘ by 

sending her away,” we shall be the less likely to err. 
If we follow these rules we shall, to put it shortly, 

be best able to hit the mean. It is by no means easy 
to discriminate, with anger for example, exactly how 
much, how long, and with whom we ought to be angry, 

and slight deviations are therefore excusable, but marked 
deviations are inexcusable, for a man cannot make them 
unconsciously. How far blame should go cannot easily 

be put into words, nor can we precisely define any 
object of our sensations; these are particular matters 

and the determination is a matter of taste.74 

72 oxorrely O& Sel mpdg G Kai avrol eixardgpopol zopev * dAdo 
yap mpoc GAXa redixapev. 1109, b 1. 

73 alvic abavarnar Oege cig &ma Fouev’ 

GAXG Kal &e roln Tep zovo’ tv vyvoi vetobw, 

pnd ntv rexécaot 7 daicow mia Alrorro. 

Il. 3. 158." 
74 6 88 péxpetivog kai emi wéaov Wexrdc ov padiov TH Ady 

agpopicar’ ovd? yap aGAXo oddéy rev alaOyrav* ra 82 roLavTa 
év toic caf’ Exacta, kal év rH aicOhoe 7 kplotc. 1109, b 20. 



REMARKS 

Wits the exception of the definitions of voluntary action 
and moral choice and responsibility, both to be dealt 
with in the next book, Aristotle’s Ethical theory has now 
been stated, and we can see its general relation to the 
Sokratic and Platonic systems. Good conduct, is not, 

as Sokrates maintained, simply a question of accurate 
knowledge; still less is it, as Plato thought, a matter 
of transcendental knowledge; it is essentially relative 
and variable, dependent on time, place, and circumstance, 

like the course steered by the navigator or the advice 
given by the physician. It is not so much a matter 
of private duty as of public and political concern, and 
as such is capable of ‘being justified and enforced 
by statesmen from different points of view: its basis 
is physical and physiological; not intellectual or onto- 
logical. 
By virtue or excellence Aristotle means in general 

something as complete as it is in its nature to be; by 
vice he means something which mars that complete- 
ness.75 And inasmuch as the completeness of an organ 
or of an organic compound is judged by the way in 
which its work is performed, the virtue of anything of 

78 GAN’ v piv aperh TeAlwaic r1c—i OF Kaxia PIopa Tobrov 

kai Exoraoig. Phys. 7. 3. 246, a 13-16. 

9 
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that kind, an eye, a horse, a man, a polity, is the 
expression of its functional completeness.7 

To the attainment of this completeness in the sphere 
of conduct several conditions have already been shown 
to be necessary—first, action: we cannot rely on nature 
or teaching, we must ourselves act; next, the action 

-must be habitual; there is a great difference between 
doing a thing once and doing it often. It is a fact 
which we have to accept without endeavouring to 
explain, that repeated acts become easy in proportion 

to their repetition : 

“Refrain to-night 
And that shall lend a kind of easiness 
To the next abstinence: the next more easy: 
For use almost can change the stamp of Nature.” 

Thirdly, the act must be intentional, and lastly it 
must be moderate. Aristotle has embodied the last 
requirement in what is called the doctrine of the mean, 
a rule which he deduces not from any @ priort con- 
siderations but from observing what takes place in 
organic life. He had noticed that the organs of the 
body are arranged, in order as he supposed, to counter- 

balance one another, and ‘‘ everything requires a counter- 
balance in order that moderation and a mean may be 
struck.’’77 He sees that the special senses, like all the 
bodily organs, are unfitted for their work by being 
overtaxed,7® and the experience of the gymnastic trainer 

6 ne ? fo Nn 73 a + i es ot * ”~ y 78 qTaca apeTh, ov av y aperh, adrd re ev EXov amoreAEt Kal 

7d Epyov avrov ev amodiowow. Eth. 2. 6. 1106, a 15. 

77 awavta Oeitae Tie éevavtiag pote, iva rvyxavy Tov 

perpiov kat rov pécov. De Part. Animal. 2. 7. 652, b 16. 
2 3eipe Exaotov UrepBaAdrov. De Anima 3. 2. 426, a 30. 
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and of the medical man confirms this observation. 
Similarly in the higher kind of organisms, in political 
systems. The polity or normal constitution is said by 
Aristotle to be a compromise between the opposite 
defects of oligarchy and democracy, resulting in a mean 
form of constitution by which the excesses of both are 
avoided,79 and these analogies point to the inference 
that in the closely allied matter of conduct moderation 
makes for excellence.¢ 

This conception of moral excellence as moderation is 
spoken of with contempt by Plato, who calls it “ popular 
and political virtue” and ranks it with the conduct which 
is found in communities of social insects like bees, 

wasps, and ants.3* 

79 4 88 obvrakic 6An BotdAcrae piv elvar phre Snpoxparia 

pate GAcyapxia, péon S2 robTwv hv Kadover ToAireiav. Polit. 
2. 6. 1265, b 26. 

So Euripides, of the centre party— 
Tpiwy d& polpwv Hv péow obFer TAL. 

80 The rule in conduct applies, as Aristotle does not 
fail to remind us, to art (1106, b 9), and he has himself 

so applied it in his description of the hero of tragedy 
(Poet. 13. 1453, a 7). He might have pointed out that 
it is shown in the exercise of the senses as well as in 
physical training ; powerful lights or sounds being pain- 
ful and sometimes destructive of the senses, very weak 
ones failing to excite them, and moderate excitations 
giving pleasure and promoting a healthy function. 

81 OvKxovv evdapovictaro, Eon, Kal robrwv sic Kal sic 

BéAricrov rérov idvrec of tiv Onuorucjy Kat Toric aperny 

émirernoevkdrec, Hv Oo Kadovot cwhpoobyyy Te Kal SuKaoobvny 

-2E EOoue re kal pedérne yeyovuiav avev pirocodgiac Te Kai voi ; 

Ilg 84 otro: evdapovéoraro:; “Ore robroue sixde torw sic 
roovroy mwaAdw agexvetoOar woAiriKdy Te Kal Tuepov ‘yévog jj 
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The depreciation of conduct ‘proceeding from habit 
and training” which Sokrates expresses in the Pheedo is 
repeated in various forms by writers who distinguish 

true from what they call habitual morality, much to 
the disadvantage of the latter. The doctrine of the 
mean is criticised by Kant from a different point of 
view, namely, on the ground that it makes the difference 

between virtue and vice merely quantitative. Kant 
has correctly stated Aristotle’s position. That actions 

should be habitual, voluntary and deliberate is a sine 

qua non of moral conduct of all kinds, bad and good, 

but the difference between bad and good conduct is given 
by the degree of the action, whether it is much or little, 
or as Kant expresses it—it is a quantitative difference. 
And why not? it is not on the face of it an untenable 

proposition. For practical purposes differences of quantity 
‘are as important as differences of quality. The middle 
‘course must, Aristotle points out, be intentionally 
taken, taken for the sake of being moderate and for no 
other reason (1105, a 32),—not, for instance, that the 

passions may be more fully gratified. These conditions 
‘given, distinctions of quantity are as good and no 
better than distinctions of quality. Categories are a 

‘TOU MEAITTOY 7 oONKwY 7 pYpunKwY } Kal cig Ta’TdY ye madw 

ro GvOpwrwov yévoc, Kat ylyvecOat 2% abrdv avdpac perplove. 
Plato, Phedo. 82 A-B. The protest against moderation 
here lodged by Sokrates with reference to conduct is 

repeated by Victor Hugo in reference to art, in the shape 
‘of a criticism of the dramatists of the French classical 
‘school. See page 141 post. 

82 tac 82 nal’ dg mpdc ra waOn EXouev eb 4 KaKivc, olov 
-mpoc 7d dpytoOivar, ci wiv opodpic 7 avemévwe, Kaxwc EXouev, 

.l 08 péowe, e0° Suolwe 8? kal mpdc raAAa. Eth. 2. 5. 1105, 

‘b 25. 
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convenience of thought and language, but they are 
distinctions a parte hominis and not a parte universi. 

The category of quality is not a prerggative category. 
No one supposes that nature has stowed things away 
into ten or any other number of watertight compart- 
ments for the convenience of logicians, and labelled them 
in a certain order of precedence. That virtue and vice 
should shade into one another by degrees may very 
well be held by these who, with Aristotle, consider 

physical organisation and transmitted tendencies, the 
result of former physical organisations, to be factors in 
conduct; it will naturally be dissented from by those 
who believe that there are absolute forms of justice and 
injustice, temperance and intemperance, courage and 

cowardice; but Aristotle does not agree with these: 
assumptions, and it has not as yet been shown that he is 
wrong. So, too, those who deny any conduct to be 
good which is not determined by the supreme authority 
of conscience, or which is not under the control of a 

completely fashioned will, or which is not due to a 
change of nature, or which does not follow as the result 
of conversion or of a new heart, may object to the 
doctrine of the mean, but their objection is only 
another way of saying that they think their ethics to 
be better than Aristotle’s, which may or may not be 
true. When it has been settled which among these 
competing theories is the correct one, it will be time 
enough to apologise for saying that the difference 
between virtue and vice is quantitative. 
However the matter may stand on the footing of 

theory, as a matter of practice the doctrine of the 
mean is well adapted to secure the object which | 
Aristotle had in view, which was, not to show how / 
men can be made ideally good, but to teach politicians 
how to draw an Education Bill, a matter in which | 

little help is to be got from absolute morals :—arorov 
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tt wpednOhoerar 6 tiv idéav abriy reDeapivoc. If by com- 

pelling or inducing people to avoid extremes a habit 
of avoiding extremes can be created, a very consider- 

able practical result will have been achieved, and one 
which statesmen and social reformers, and a good many 

moralists besides, may he expected to be well satisfied 
-with. Aristotle’s aim did not go beyond this. If it be 
objected that good conduct cannot be divided into 

sections; that a man cannot be generous and a coward 

or temperate and mean, and that unorganised virtue is 
consequently no virtue at all, it may be replied that 
Aristotle does not admit the fact stated, which is more- 

over contradicted by the ordinary experience of life.83 

Aristotle observes, what is quite true, that extremes 

in conduct are opposed to each other and to the mean; 
but he goes on to advance the more questionable proposi- 

tion that there is no medium in extremes, and that actions 

like theft and murder are blamed as soon as named and 

cannot be either better or worse (1107, a 9). Neither 

proposition is quite true; in some societies they are not 
blamed at all, and even when they are blamed they 

are not always blamed with equal severity, for we very. 

properly allow distinctions of more and less in conduct 
of which we nevertheless disapprove. A highwayman, 

like Claude Duval, who politely requests your purse is 
not so reprehensible as a ruffian who strangles you in 
the street in order to seize it from you. But theft and 
murder are not always blamed: in some communities 

they are tolerated and in some they are even approved. 

Aristotle knew his Homer too well not to be aware that 

in the state of society described in the poems, piracy, far 

83 moddol yap iv piv rotc oixelore rH aperg Sdvavra 

xpicOa, tv dS? roig mpdc Erepov advvarovow. Eth. 5. 1. 
1129, b 33. : . 
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from being blamed, was considered, as Thucydides tells 

us, a permissible and even honourable pursuit ; ®4 and as 

to cattle lifting, it was as much one of the recognised 
pursuits of a country gentleman then as hunting is now. 

Difficult as it is to define the exact point of right 
action, and although some variation either way is per- 
missible, the matter cannot be left open, and the ultimate 

standard to which Aristotle refers us is a personal one; 
the opinion of the prudent, sensible man, the man conver- 

sant with life and affairs, whose advice is, in fact, always 

sought in cases of difficulty. This is what he means 
when he says that the middle point is to be determined 
‘‘by reason and by the reason by which a prudent man 
would determine it.’’85 The ethical standard is not 
intuitively perceived, nor is it furnished by any special 
faculty; it is derived from the general sense of the . 
community in which the agent lives expressing itself | 
in terms of praise and blame; by that common and 

political morality which Plato derides and repudiates. ; 
This social atmosphere, weighing upon us with a force 
which is not less real because it is unfelt, is in most 

cases sufficient to indicate, without more, where the 

line of conduct should be drawn; in cases of doubt we 

must seek advice. The standard is necessarily a variable 
one; as Aristotle tells us, there is no universal agree- 
ment.86 Courage, for instance, is differently estimated 

3 > yv ¥ 2 Ps t+ Lad WwW rs vA 

4 ovk txovTég mw aicybvyy rodbrov Tou Epyou, Pépovroc o£ 

texat dd—ng waddov. Thucyd. i. 5. 8. 
85 , € 4 XAG * “on ¢ fa Leg 

peodrnc—wptopévn Adyw kai @ av 6 Ppdvmoc Spiceev. 

1107, al. 

86 wept te Tw mpd apernv ovOév éotw duoroyobmevor* 

kai yap THY aperiv ov tiv adri evOde wavTeg TyL@oW Gor 

svAdywe Stapépovrat mpde tiv doxyow avrg. Polit. viii. 2. 

1837, b 1. 
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and approved in different places. The Spartan Aristo- 
demus, who owing to severe illness was unable to take 

part in the battle of Thermopyle, was branded by his 
fellow-citizens as a coward, but he would not have been 

thought a coward at Athens or Corinth. In a society 
like that of Lacedsemon, where the chief object of the. 

law maker was to foster the military spirit, a man, 
not to be thought a poltroon, would have to be what 
would elsewhere be considered foolhardy ; and therefore 
among the agencies which go to create the body of 
ethical sentiment Aristotle includes the forms of con- 

stitution; “The virtue of a citizen,” he says, ‘‘is 

necessarily relative to the political constitution.” §7 
Among the qualifications of a good magistrate one is 
that he should have the virtue and justice appropriate 
to the form of government he has to administer, ‘‘ For 

if,’ he says, ‘the conception of what is just is not 

the same in all governments, its practice must neces- 
sarily differ.’’ 88 

87 Oi THY apETiY avayxkaiov sivar Tov woAirov mpd¢ Tv 

modureiav. Polit. ui. 4. 1276, b 30. The goodness of good 
people is not, as Sokrates maintained, one and the same; 
it varies with their circumstances. 

88 rola O€ TLva xpy ExELv Tove péAAOVTac ap~ev Tac Kuplag 

apxac, mpwrov piv girlav tpd¢ tHv Kabeorw@oav ToXrrelav, 

Ereira Sbvamw peylotny tev Epywv Tic apxie, tpirov S 

aperiv cai Sicaoobvny ev éExdory ToXrrelg Tiv mpoc THY 

mwoXirsiav’ ci yap ph TavTov rb Sixavov xara wacac rac 

wodirsiac, avaykn Kal THE Stxatoobyne cévat Stagopac. Polit. 

v. 9. 1809, a 33. 

This variability of the moral standard in different 
societies, the assertion that the just is what is thought 
just in each state, affirmed by Aristotle, is denied by 
Plato. “There are those,” he says (the followers o 
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As conceptions of mght and wrong vary with the 
form of political constitution, they will be better in 
the better forms of constitutions, and in the best, that 
of absolute kingship, where the ruler is of surpassing 
goodness, ‘“‘a god among men,” or in an aristocracy where 
the aristocrats are good men as well as good citizens, 
you have a state of things ideally favourable to virtue 
and the happy life. Such rulers will by wise laws create 
a public training which will turn out citizens as good 
as the materials furnished by nature make possible. 
The ethical sentiment of such communities will be good 
with but little qualification, and the prudent man, the 

embodiment and representative of such sentiment, will 
be entitled to be called not only prudent but good. 

Those who do not attend to Aristotle’s repeated 
warning that in life and conduct we must be content 
with approximate truth, and who expect from moral 

Protagoras) ‘‘who do not hesitate to maintain that in 
matters of justice and injustice, holiness and unholiness, 
it is impossible that there should be any natural and 
essential quality; but, say they, what is commonly 
thought to be true is true, when and so long as it is 
thought so to be.” éket, ob Aéyw, év Tote Sekalore Kal adikorg 

kal édcite Kat avootoc, 2OéAovew ioxupifeoBar @e ovK Eore 

piaa aitav ovdiy ovatay iavrov Exov, adda 7d Kowy SdEav 

Touro ylyverae adnSicg rére, brav SdEn kat dcov av odxy 

xpévov. Plato, Thest. 172 A. The ethical standard 
here repudiated, rs xowy SdEav, is the one relied on by 
Aristotle, and implied in his reference to the arbitrament 
of the prudent man—the man of acknowledged good 
sense, the reflex of the opinions of his time and country. 

See Polit. ii. 4. where the question in Eth. 5. 2. (1130, 
b 29) whether the good man and the good citizen are the 

same is negatively answered. 
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philosophy more than it is able to give, are dissatisfied 
with this theory of conduct. To make the standard of 
right and wrong rest on such a fluctuating element as 
public opinion is to some minds an intolerable proposi- 

tion, obliterating the distinction between virtue and 
vice, and breaking down the fence, never too strong, 

by which men are confined to the right course. The 
question, however, is one of fact. Can any distinct and 

permanent line be shown to exist between conduct 
qualified as good and bad. Does the opinion, even of 
good men, as to what is morally right vary from time 
to time? Suppose an earnest man in Athens in the 
middle of the fourth century to have had doubts whether 
he was justified in keeping slaves. He has been dis- 
turbed by the arguments of the jurists referred to by 
Aristotle in the Politics, who maintained that slavery 

was a Violation of natural law and that the convention 
which sanctioned it was wrong.29 We may imagine 
him to have known that Plato had justified the insti- 
tution, but he decides on taking a second opinion 
and consults Aristotle. Aristotle assures him that 
there is no harm whatever in keeping slaves, unless 
they are Hellenes, and that to do so is equally for 
the benefit of the slave and himself. The institution 
of slavery, sanctioned by Plato, approved by Aristotle 
and defended by him against opposing critics, was 

acquiesced in by St. Paul and tolerated both in theory 
and practice by the Christian Church for many centuries 
after St. Paul’s time; it was practised by the most 
civilised nations of Western Europe until the beginning 
of the last century, in spite of a dissenting minority 
who impeached the custom on the very ground on which 

89 rovro oO TO Oikatov moAAOl TwY ey ToiC vdépoe Worep 
Piropa ypapovrat wapavéuwv. Polit. i. 6. 1255, a 7. 
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it was questioned in Aristotle’s day. But in this matter, 
the arguments for and against which are within the 
reach of every one, public opinion hasenow so changed 
that the first man you meet in the street will tell you 
that to keep a slave is one of the most immoral things 
you can do. 

Take a case simpler still, and more within the range 
of every-day experience. There are now probably not 
half a dozen people in Europe who think there is any 
harm in receiving interest for money. But authorities 
so considerable as Plato, Aristotle, Dante, and Bacon 

have all condemned it: Plato on the ground that it is 
inconsistent with the first principles of statesmanship ; 
Aristotle on the ground that it is contrary to nature, 
interest being the child of money and money being 
naturally barren—‘‘a breed for barren metal’’; Bacon, 
on Scriptural authority, because a man is told that he 
must eat his bread in the sweat of his brow, and also 
because the usurer ‘‘doth plough upon Sundays’’; Dante, 
on the grounds relied upon both by Aristotle and Bacon. 
It is not easy to maintain that in the world in which 
we live any other than a variable standard of ethical right 

prevails. 
Aristotle’s remarks on the relation of art to conduct 

are interesting and deserve the attention of art critics, 
many of whom take a too serious view of their subject. 
Good and bad art, like good and bad conduct, says 
Aristotle, is the result of habit; ‘‘by playing well on 
a guitar a man becomes a good guitar player, and by 
playing ill a bad one.”9° There is, moreover, between 

art and conduct an important similarity which distin- 
guishes. both of them from purely rational activity ; 
they aim at moderation ;—“‘ good artists always keep the 

9 1103, b 9. 
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mean before them and regulate their work with reference 
thereto.” 9 Yet art and conduct are distinct. Art is 
not conduct, nor is conduct art.92 The object of one is 
production, and its excellence is judged by its product 
and by that alone; the end of the other is action, and 

the nature of the action depends on the motive of the 
agent. Conduct to all appearance commendable may 

be in reality neutral or blameworthy if prompted by 
motives non-commendable or blameworthy; the agent 

roust take a middle course for the sake of doing so. But 
in art neither the question of general character nor the 
motive inducing a particular work arises, and a man 
like Benvenuto Cellini, who, if he speaks truth of 

himself, left few crimes uncommitted, is rightly called a 
great artist. 

Aristotle’s observation that all good art is distinguished 
by an absence of exaggeration raises the much discussed 
question of the relative merits of the classical and 
romantic schools). Many modern critics protest on 
principle against what they consider the frigidity and 
formalism of the golden rule in art. Exuberant and 
unrestrained fertility of imagination and language, 
absence of reticence, neglect of proportion, contempt 

for the restraints of probability, are considered to be 
permissible provided they contribute to what is thought 
to be artistic effect. Victor Hugo, whose admiration 
for Shakespeare was sincere if not always discreet, 

91 1106, b 9. 

% rou & évdexouévov GAAwe txew éort re Kal mounrov Kai 

mpakxrév* Erspov & éoti rolnoic Kai mpatic (marebouev O& 

epi avrwv Kai Toic eEwrepexoic Adyorg) * Wore kal 1 pera 

Abyou Frc mpakruc Erepdv zote Tig pera ASyoU TomTIKG 

fEewe. Ord ovod meptéxerar im” GAAhAwY' ove yap 7 mpakic 

trotnaie ovte 1) wolnowe mpakic torw. 1140, a 1. 
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praised him most highly for what many readers consider 
one of his defects. He protests against moderation in 
art, as Plato protested against moderation in conduct. 
He ridicules the notion of a writer keeping within 
bounds. 

“Tl est réservé et.discret. Vous étes tranquille avec 
Jui; il n’abuse de rien. II a, pardessus tout, une qualité 
bien rare; il est sobre. 

“Qu’est ceci? Une recommendation pour un dom- 
estique? Non, c’est un éloge pour un écrivain. Une 
certaine école, dite ‘sérieuse,’ a arboré de nos jours ce 
programme de poésie: sobriété. Il semble que toute la 
question soit de préserver la littérature des indigestions. 
Autrefois on disait: fécondité et puissance; ajourd’hui 
Ton dit: tisane.” 93 
The rule of the mean in art is thus criticised on oppo- 

site grounds to those by which the same rule is attacked 
in conduct; in art, because it unduly restrains freedom, , 
and in conduct, because it dangerously relaxes the bonds’ 
by which free action is confined. 

With one important exception, that of choice, which 
stands over for discussion in the next book, Aristotle’s 

definition of good moral conduct is now complete. It 
is a habit of acting in a way that avoids extremes. What 
are extremes cannot be ascertained by rule and measure ; 

‘you must have regard to time, place, circumstance, and to 

‘the personal idiosyncrasies of the agent; practical reason, 
the general sense and sentiment of the community in 
‘which the agent happens to live, expressing itself in 
terms of praise and blame will give him the standard 
‘to which he ought to conform, and to which, if he does 
‘conform, as the Pythian priestess said, he will be 
right. In cases of real doubt he must get the best advice 

93 Victor Hugo, ‘‘ Shakespeare,” p. 272. 
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he can; he is not bound to be right, he is only bound to 
do his best to be right. And inasmuch as the rule of 
conduct varies in different societies and some societies 

have better political arrangements than others, the best 

conduct will be found in the best constitution, and the 
man who best expresses the rule of conduct in that 
constitution will be the ideal guide. He will be “the 
‘good man” to whom we can look if we want to know 
how we should act. 



CHAPTER III 

Book III., Chapters 1-5. 
(1109, b 27—1115, a 3). 

VOLUNTARY ACTION, MORAL CHOICE, 

AND RESPONSIBILITY 
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TEXT AND REMARKS 

Tus first five chapters of the third book,. to which 

attention will now be directed, complete the definition of 

conduct. Good conduct has been described as a settled 
tendency to choose to act in a certain way, which 
tendency is created by repeatedly acting in that way. 
Of the actions which create the tendency we have 
learned that they must be moderate in degree, not 
too much or too little, and that what is moderate has 
to be settled in the given case by the good sense of 
the agent, with an ultimate reference, in case of doubt, 

to the man of acknowledged prudence as judge. But 
of choice we have been told nothing as yet beyond 
this, that it is an essential part of conduct and one of 
the things which distinguishes conduct from art.? 

The chapters now to be considered supply this 
omission and complete the formal definition of conduct 
by explaining what is meant by choice. The further 

question whether choice is self-determined or forced on 
the agent by external circumstances is separately and 
fully discussed. Now of the requisites of choice the 
first and most important is that the agent should be 
free to act.? 

t Hth. 2. 4. 1105, a 26 sqq. 
2 “Choice,” ‘ preference” or “purpose,” the nearest 

English equivalents of mpoaipecic, have the defect of 
calling attention to the rational side of the process to 

10 145 
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Aristotle accordingly opens the matter with a dis- 
cussion on what he calls ‘‘the Voluntary’’ and “ the 
Involuntary,” terms which he declares to require defi- 

nition both as a matter of ethical theory and for the 
practical purpose of assisting legislators in assigning 
rewards and punishments.3 

This reminder of the purpose of the Ethics, that it 
is a contribution to practical political science, is very 
apposite here, since Aristotle occasionally digresses into 
the path of purely speculative inquiry without notifying 

the reader of the fact, and raises questions which 
neither the politician, the legislator nor the ordinary 

, eitizen would think it necessary to answer. And his 
treatment is often highly argumentative, reminding 

one of the Platonic dialogue with its numerous digres- 
sions, suggested by verbal analogies or casual references. 

‘The definition of voluntary conduct is approached on 
the negative side by ascertaining in the first place what 
actions may properly be called involuntary. Very often, 

as he says in another place, a habit may best be known 
by considering its contrary ;4 it is by this method that 
the habit of justice is ascertained by examining the 

the exclusion of the equally important irrational side. 
What Aristotle means by choice is “impulse” or “‘ pro- 
pension,” which may be unaccompanied by reason (as in 

the case of the lower animals or very young children) or 
may be guided by reason. The latter form is the one 
with which Ethics is chiefly but not exclusively con- 
cerned, unreasoning propension having a large share in 
determining conduct, especially in the case of irresolution. 

3 xphoyov 8? kal roic vopoOsrover mpde Te Tag TYuae Kal 

rac KoAdoae. 1109, b 34. 

4 wodAdKicg piv ovv yvuwpl&era  évavria Ete amd rie 

evavrlac. Eth. 5. 1. 1129, a 17. 
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various senses of injustice,5 and the same plan is adopted 
in dealing with voluntary conduct. Now the word “ in- 

voluntary ” may be used in three senses*, it may mean— 

(1) ‘That which is against your will”; or 
(2) ‘That which is against your wish”; or 
(8) “‘That which is neither wished nor willed,’ and 

which ought to be called, as Aristotle subsequently does 
call it, ‘‘ non-voluntary.” 

Here, the first two cases only are under consider- 
ation; the third is discussed later on.6 

CHapreR 1.—Involuntary conduct in the first sense is 
defined by Aristotle as ‘‘that which is induced by external 
force of such kind and degree that the agent, who should 
rather be called the patient, contributes nothing what- 

ever to it—as if one should be swept out of his course 
by the winds or carried off by brigands.”7 In this 
case, obviously, a man is deprived of his freedom of 

action and absolved from responsibility with regard to 

it. But conduct which is against your wish, things 
which you do although you would rather not do them, 
stand, as regards responsibility, on a very different foot- 
ing, although hard cases leading to doubt on the 
subject not seldom arise. A merchant assents to his 
goods being thrown overboard in a storm; he does not 
like it but he does it, lest a worse thing happen; or a 
tyrant threatens to kill or torture your wife and 
children unless you consent to some criminal or dis- 
graceful act: these are called by Aristotle ‘mixed 
cases.” Still, the action is voluntary, for you can 

5 Kth. 5. 1. 1129, a 31. 6 Eth. 3. 1. 1110, b 18. 
7 Biaov St ob % apyn EEwOev, rorabrn ovca tv  pndéy 

oupBadrXkrae 6 mparrwv 7} 6 Tacywv, olov ei Treva Kopicat 
mov 7} avOpwror kbpiot dv7eg. Eth. 8. 1.1110, a 1. 
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command the motion of your body and limbs at the 
time of action, and you are consequently a free agent.® 
The ethical value of such actions is a different matter ; 
we pity the merchant, and in many cases we excuse 

what is done under extreme and painful pressure, but 
there are some things which no compulsion can justify 

—a man ought to submit to anything rather than 
consent.9 Pleas of moral compulsion are sometimes 

put forward which will not bear examination; the 
reasons given by Alemson for matricide in Euri- 
pides’ play are said by Aristotle to be ridiculous. It 
would appear from the legend that Alcmeon’s father 
had ordered him to do it, and even threatened him if 

he refused; Aristotle suggests that however painful it 
may be to disobey your father, that is not a sufficient 

reason for murdering your mother. All mixed actions 
are therefore voluntary, because, being physically able 
to act, you determine to do so, however distressing or 
disagreeable it may be. The distinction here drawn, 
not in terms but in substance, between being willing 
to act and wishing or desiring to act is important, 
because the confusion between the two is a fertile 
source of misapprehension and inaccurate reasoning. 

8 puxral piv ovv eiotv ai roravra: mpakec, éolkact Of waddov 

Exovatorc’ aiperal yap eiot rére bre mparrovra, ro 2 TéAOE THE 

mpatewe kara tov kapdv tor. Eth. 3. 1. 1110, a 11. 

9 tua 8 towe ovx torw avayxacOnvat, adda padXov 

amoBaveréov rabdv7 7a Sevdrara. Eth. 8. 1. 1110, a 26. 

ambigue si quando citabere testis 
incerteque rei, Phalaris licet imperet ut sis 
falsus, et admoto dictet perjuria tauro, 

summum crede nefas animam preferre pudori 
et propter vitam vivendi perdere causas. 

Juv. 8. 80. 
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Polus, in Plato’s Gorgias, said that despots can do as 
they will, killing, banishing and robbing people at their 
good pleasure. In opposition to him, Sokrates maintains 
that such men are, so to speak, wholly powerless; for 
that if any one does anything, he wills, not the thing 
he does, but that for the sake of which he does it; 
and inasmuch as good is the universal object of desire, 
a@ man who wills that which is bad cannot be said 
to will at all, and consequently must be admitted to 
be powerless. This ingenious piece of sophistry depends 
entirely on the confusion of the two senses of the 
word “will.” The proposition on which Sokrates’ con- 
clusion rests, that a man wills, not what he does, but 
that for the sake of which he does it,!° is proved 
by him on this wise: ‘Do people who take medicine 
‘will’ to take the medicine or do they ‘will’ the 
object of taking it—namely health?” ‘Do merchants 
‘will’ to run the risks and endure the hardships of 
travel, or do they ‘will’ that for the sake of which 
they undergo those risks, namely to make money?” ™ 
This is merely a play on the two senses of “ will.” 
Traders desire to make money, no doubt, but they are 

also perfectly ready to take the risks of a voyage for 
the sake of doing so, however little they may desire 

Lea , , e A nd -” lA oe is 10 2ay ric Te Tparry EveKd Tov, ov TovTO BotAEraL, 5 wparTeL, 
GAN éxeivo ov tvexa tparra. Plato, Gorg. 467 D. 

Ir +? BY br rx -. ‘ BY A . 4 2 tig yap BotAcrar wAkiv Te Kal Kivduvete Kal Tedypar 
Exe; GAN éxeivo, oluat, ov Evexa wAéovot, wAovreiv. Plato, 

Gorg. 467 D. Elsewhere they are distinguished; Pro- 
dicus, described as a precisian in language, is twitted by 
Sokrates for distinguishing them; kai yap ovv kat detrae 
76 Urip Xywridov eéravépSwpua tig oie povorkye, y Td TE 

iA i. ae ” ~ ¢ + > - Me ” BotrAccBar Kat ewtSupeiv Staipeig we od ravrdv dv. Plato, 
Protag. 340 A. 
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those risks; they are free agents in the matter, and it 

is a misuse of language to say that they do not will 

because they do not wish. 
The reasons which have been adduced to show that 

a man acts voluntarily in the presence of pain if he 
can command his bodily movements, apply, mutatis 

mutandis, to the case of pleasure. 
In ultimate analysis all the motives which determine 

conduct are reducible to pleasure and pain: these 
are the two oars by which the human ship is steered. 
If pain does not deprive us of our freedom of action, 
a fortiort pleasure cannot do so. It is not, however, 
quite correct to say (with Aristotle in this place) that 
‘‘ everybody does everything for the’ sake of pleasure,” 12 
for much of our conduct consists, as indeed he had 

just pointed out, in avoiding pain; but with regard to 
so much of our conduct as is motived by pleasure, we 
are no more entitled to say that we are compelled by 

_ its attraction than to say that .we are repelled by 
. the deterrent influence of pain. Aristotle, however, 

thinks it necessary to put this beyond doubt. He makes 
a good point when he says, ‘‘ Do we claim that we are 
compelled by pleasure when we have done something 

we are proud of? if not, we cannot have it both ways; 
we must not take credit to ourselves when we happen 
to be right and throw the blame on pleasure when we 
happen to be wrong.” 13 

The compulsion which is sufficient to deprive an 

12 gt O€ Tic Ta Hoka Kal Ta KaAG pain Biaa sivar—ravra av 

en abr Biaia’ robrwy yap yapw Tavteg wavTa mparrovat. 
Eth. 3. 1. 1110, b 9. 

13 yeoiov O& 7d airiacOa Ta ixrdéc, GAA ph adbrov evOh- 

paroy Gvra trd Tay rotobrwy, Kal TaV piv Kadwy éauTdy, TOV 

& aicypov ra joea. Eth. 3. 1. 1110, b 18. 
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action of its character of freedom and make it involuntary 
in the sense of being “against our will” is accordingly 
limited by Aristotle to the single case of ‘‘ force external 
to the agent, to whose effect he contributes nothing." 
But whenever the cause of movement is in the agent— 
whenever, at the moment of action, he is physically 

able to act and does so, however little he may wish 
it,—the action is involuntary in the sense of ‘‘ against 
his wish,” but voluntary in the sense of “ with his will,” 
for he determines, on a balance of considerations, in 
favour of action. Aristotle expresses this distinction 
by saying that the action is “really involuntary, but 
at the moment and weighing the circumstances volun- 
tary.75 

The actions hitherto described have been assumed to 
be done with full knowledge, but what must we say 
of actions done in ignorance?—are they voluntary or 
not? Before this question can be answered it is 
necessary #o distinguish two very different kinds of 
ignorance: ignorance of general principles (described 
by the word ayvowy), and ignorance of particular facts 
(called 387 &yvoray). 

(1) The former or ‘‘ general ignorance”’ is ignorance 
of the rules of conduct; ignorance of what you ought to 
do and abstain from ;'6 ignorance of the major premiss 

of the practical syllogism. These are things which are 
supposed to be known, and in fact are known, to every 
adulf person in possession of the average measure 

14 Zoue On TO Biaov eivat ov ZEwOev n apxh, wndev ovuar- 

Aopévov Tov BiacBévrog. Eth. 3. 1. 1110, b 15. 

15 cal’ avra piv dxovoia, viv O& Kal avti TwvoE Exodo.a. 
Eth 3. 1. 1110, b 5. 

16 ayvoeiv & Sei mpatrev Kal wv agexréov. Eth. 3. 1. 
1110, b 28. 
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of intelligence. The rules in question vary, no doubt, 
in different times and societies, but they are constant 
in the same society at the same time. Speaking broadly, 

and within the limits of the accuracy alone possible 

when laying down propositions respecting conduct, these 
precepts or principles are known to every one; that they 
are not acted upon is the result, not of ignorance but 
of misconduct or vice,!7 and consequently no one can be 
allowed to plead ignorance for the purpose of saying 
that he was not acting voluntarily, either in the sense of 
acting as he wished or as he willed. 

(2) Ignorance of the particular facts of the case—the 
minor premiss of the syllogism of conduct—may or may 
not entitle a man to be considered an involuntary agent. 

Aristotle gives several examples of cases of particular 
ignorance; the case of the man who only wishing to 
show the action of a catapult, discharged it; of the man 
who, intending to administer medicine, gives poison by 
mistake," and many others. But he draws a distinction 
in these cases; sometimes he who‘acts in ignorance 
of a particular circumstance is sorry ;when he discovers 
what he has done, and sometimes he has no regrets; 

in the former case, we are told he must be considered 
to have acted involuntarily; in the latter he cannot 
be called an involuntary agent, for he was not sorry, 

nor can he be called a voluntary agent, for be did 
not know—he must therefore be called a non*voluntary 
agent.!9 This distinction is not consistent with what 

17 ob yap % év TO mpoatpicn Gyvoia airia Tov akovatov 

adda Tig woxSnpiac. Eth. 3. 1. 1110, b 31. 

18 kal imt owrnpia wioag amoxteivae dv. Eth. 3. 1.1111, 
a 13. 
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has been laid down in an earlier part of the chapter, 
that actions are qualified as voluntary or involuntary 
at the moment when they are done,7g nor is it easy « 
‘to see how the value of any action can be altered 
by the subsequent frame of mind of the doer; the 
proposition is, however, true to this extent, that his 
subsequent frame of mind is some evidence of what his 
state of mind would or might have been at the moment 
of action; some, but by no means conclusive, evidence, 

for much may happen in the interval. A man writes 
a letter respecting the sale of his estate, mentioning 
a price, but not intending to bind himself to sell. When 
subsequently, having received a reply, he learns that 
owing to rules of which he was ignorant he has entered 
into a binding contract, he may be sorry that he has 
written, but he may nevertheless choose to adopt it 
in order to avoid a Chancery suit. But neither the 
fact that he is sorry, nor that he adopts what he has 
done, can alter the intention he had when writing, or 

throw any but a doubtful light on his intention. Even 
if Aristotle’s distinction be accepted, some limitation 
is necessary. A schoolboy puts half a sovereign into 
the plate at church in mistake for sixpence, and is sorry 
when he finds it out. It would not be fair to say that 
he has acted contrary either to his will or to his wish. 

adkwy, ph AuTOMuevde ye’ Tou Yh SC ayvouay 6 piv ev pera- 
pedela dxwv Soxei, 6 OF pi) werapeAduevoc, Eret Erepog, EaTw ov 

&eov. Eth. 3. 1. 1110, b 19. When a man abuses an 

authority given him by the law he becomes a trespasser 
ab initio, for the law adjudges by the subsequent act, 
quo animo, for “acta exteriora indicant interiora 
secreta.”” 8. Rep. 146 b. (The Six Carpenters Case.) 

20 kal To Exototov 0} Kal TO axoboiov, bre mparret, Aexréov. 

1110, a 14. 
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To do him justice we must quantify his conduct, and say 

that, being sorry, he must be assumed to have con- 

tributed sixpence only, but that if he had been glad he 

would have been entitled to the credit of having given 

ten shillings. Aristotle’s final conclusion is that acts are 

involuntary when done under compulsion or in ignorance 

of the particular facts of the case, and voluntary when 

the agent can control his own movements and is aware of 

the circumstances in which he is acting." 

CHAPTER 2.—We now come to the question of moral 

choice (poalpecic), or the subjective side of conduct, said 
by Aristotle to be a more critical test of it than acts them- 
selves.22 The full understanding of the meaning of this 

term is the key to Aristotle’s moral philosophy, but it 
cannot be said that in the Ethics, either here or else- 

where, there will be found a complete or clear account 
of it. The explanation in the Ethics must be supple- 
mented by a reference to the author’s psychological and 
physiological works. Three chapters are here given 
to the subject; in the first (Chapter 2 of Book III.) 
Aristotle marks off choice (preference, purpose) by a 
process of exclusion from other mental faculties and 
operations with which it had been or might be con- 

' fused, and arrives at the conclusion that it involves 

a process of previous deliberation with an implication 
of preference. In the second chapter (Chapter 3 
of the book) the process of previous deliberation 
is illustrated and explained, and we are told what 

21 Gvrog © akovolov tov Big Kai de’ a&yvorav, TO éxobctov 

SdEcev Gv eivar od H apxn ev avTe ciddre 7a Kal’ Exasra év oi¢ = 
n mpage. Eth. 3. 1. 1111, a 22. 

22 > rg ‘ s bY ~ e , - > ~ x. 

oixetorarov yap civar Coxet [y mpoaipecic] TH aperq Kai 

padXov ra 19n kpivev rov mpdtewv. Eth. 8.1. 1111, b 5. 
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choice is:—that it is an effort to obtain something in 
our power accompanied by a preliminary debate as to 
the means of obtaining it. The thirde and final section 
of the subject is contained in the fourth chapter of the 
book, the subject of which is Wish—rational desire or 

appetency. 
‘Choice moves in the sphere of voluntary action, but 

it is not co-extensive with it, for it requires both more 
time and more reasoning than many acts which are volun- 
tary. Acts done without thought and on the spur of the 
moment are voluntary, but the latter are not deliberate 
and the former are not intelligent. We see this by the 
example of children and the lower animals.23 Nor can 
choice be identified, as some seem to have thought, 
either with the impulse of anger (spirit) orphysical desire. 
Nor yet is it wish, although the two lie near together ; 
we wish for what we can never attain, as for immortality; 
and for what is attainable indeed, but not by our own 
efforts, as that a particular athlete may win. A more 
important distinction with reference to the psychology 
of the subject is that wish is directed to ends and 
choice to means.24 Is choice opinion? Probably no one 
would maintain it to be the same as opinion in general, 
but it is not even the same as any particular opinion, for 

our character is determined by our choice, and not by our 
opinions ;25 moreover we are praised for the object of 

23 rou piv yap Exovotov Kal maicee kal TaAAa Zeya Kowwwvel, 
4 Ss ” s A 2 , € , Q ré a 

mpoaipécewe © ov, Kal ra tEalpvne Exobora piv Aéyouev, kara 

wpoaipecty & o¥. Eth. 3. 2.1111, b8. 

24 tre 8 4 piv PodbAnotc rov réXove Eoti paddov, 7 OF 

mpoaipecic THY Tpb¢ 7d TéAOc. 1111, b 26. 

25 Sdwe piv ovv OdEy rabrov tows ovdE Abyer OVSELc. GAN’ 
bot Se ~ ‘ ” 6 ie 6a Nn SN ‘ oe ove: Tivi* tp yap mpoaipeiobar rayald 7H Ta Kaka wotoi Tivec 

zopev, TH O2 SokaZew ov. 1111, b 34. 
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our choice more than for the correctness of the means 
adopted to secure the object; whereas truth is the test 
of opinion.” ‘On the whole,” concludes Aristotle, 
“choice implies some previous deliberation, and is to 
that extent a rational process, and the word itself 
suggests preference.”’ 26 

ye 
From this description we may see, in a general way, that 

choice involves two things, an impulse towards an attain- 
able end and a rational consideratien of the means of 
arriving at it. In the next two chapters he deals, but in 
the inverse order, with these two elements ; he describes, 

first, the deliberative process and next the appetitive one; 

but his account of the latter is so imperfect as to be 
unintelligible without the further explanation which he 
supplies in other works, and notably in the books on 
Mind and Animal Motion. A re-statement of the 

theory may therefore be useful. 
It has already been pointed out that all orders of 

human activity are classified by Aristotle as theoretic, 
productive, and practical. The two last require for their 
exercise movement in place, and are thereby distinguished 
from theoretic activity which does not. The psychology 
of practical action, or conduct, leads therefore to the 

question, ‘‘Why do animals move in space?” The 
answer given in Aristotle’s work on Life is that there 
are two coefficients of local movement in man, Nous 

or intuition, qualified as practical intuition, and appe- 
tition.27 Of these two coefficients the immediately 

26 GAN apa ye To mpoBeBovAcuuevov; yap mpoalpecte 

pera Adyou Kat Stavoiag. droonuaivev & Foe cal Tovvona 
awe Sy mpd sépwv aiperoyv. 1112, a 16. 

27 dupw Gpa tavra KwytiKa Kata Témov, vove Kai Speke. 
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determining cause of motion is appetition, which is 
aroused and called into activity by an external object. 
But inasmuch as this external object*must be presented 
to consciousness, either directly through the senses or 

indirectly by the imagination, before it can affect 
us, intelligence in some form or other is a joint 
cause in originating animal movement; appetition 
is the first and immediate cause, and intelligence in 
the form of practical intuition the second.2® Aristotle 
states the matter succinctly in the sixth book of the 
Ethics when he says that ‘“‘Man regarded as an 
efficient cause of movement in space may be looked at 
either as appetitive intuition or intuitional appetite.” 29 

CHAPTER 3.—To return to the subject of deliberation, 
—the intellectual part of the movements necessitated by 
conduct, ‘‘ we have to examine what we can properly 

intelligent deliberator; such a man would not trouble 
himself about the motions of the solar system or think 

how to square the circle. Nor would he deliberate what: 
the weather was going to be, for this is a variable 
quantity, nor how to find a hidden treasure, for that 

De Anima iii. 10. 483, 2 18. This vote is of the kind 

called by Aristotle votc 6 fvexd rov AoyiZdpevog Kai & 
mpaxrikéc, to distinguish it from that described in 
Eth. 6. 6. 

28 fv Of Te Td Kwovv, TS dpexrév. De Anima iii. 10. 483, 

a 21. mpwrov 8 maévrwy rd dpexrdv (rotro yap Kwei od 
kivobpevov TH vonShvac fj pavracOvar’ apiOug S? wAciw ra 

kwovvra. De Anima iii. 10. 433, b 11. 

29 Ged 7) SpeKtixdg vovg 7% mpoaipecic 7 Gpetic Stavontich, 

kal 7% rorabrn apxn avOpwroc. Eth. 6. 2. 1139, b 4, 

Seen ane ttt 

be said to deliberate about. We must assume an 
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is pure luck.3e If, then, neither nature, necessity, nor 

chance are proper subjects of deliberation, he must 
deliberate about the things which fall within the range 
of human power, and can be effected or modified by 

man.3t And as a matter of fact, says Aristotle, ‘Men 

deliberate about things which can be done by them- 
selves,’ 32—- in other words they deliberate on conduct 

and art, the two subjects which are uncertain, indefinite 
and probable at the best, and where, consequently, in 

matters of importance, we seek advice.33 ‘The process 
of deliberation does not inquire what end is to be 
attained; it assumes an end given by desire and con- 
siders how it can be compassed. ‘This process is 
described by Aristotle as bringing the inquiry down by 
a successive selection of means to the point where the 
inquirer, either by himself or his agents, can act effec- 
tively to the attainment of his proposed object. At that 

point deliberation ceases.” 

Suppose a man to have trouble with a tooth. He 
considers whether he shall go to a regular practitioner, or 

3° vd? wept Tw GAAoTE GAAwe, oiov adypwv Kai duBpwr. 

ove’ mepi Tw ard ToxnG, olov Sncavpod eipéaewo. 1112, 

a 26. 

3t The causes of any change whatever are reduced by 
Aristotle to four: Nature, Necessity, Chance and Man. 

airta yap Soxovow iva pbotc Kal avayKn Kai Tbxn, Ert 88 voUC 

cai wav To Of avOpwrov. 1112, a 31. 

32 BovAcudpeba o? wept Tov ép Hiv Kal wpaxrwy* Tavra 

ot kai tore Aora. 1112, a 80. 

33 ro BovAgbecOar 8? tv Toig we iwi Td ToAb, adhArorc SF 

wag amoBhoera, Kal 'év ofc adidpictov. ouuBotAove St 

mwapadapPavapev cic Ta peyada, amicrovvTee tiv abtoic we 
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try some infallible remedy. Not without hesitation he 
decides on the dentist, and makes an appointment accord- 
ingly. The surgeon suggests varioug ways of dealing 

with the case, for each of which something may‘be said. 
After weighing the alternatives, the patient™decides that 
the most honourable course will be to have jthe tooth out. 
But shall he postpone the operation, or submit to it at 
once? This leads to a perplexing self debate, but at last 
he takes the chair and the instrument is adjusted. Then 
deliberation ceases and action begins. Aristotle calls 
this coming to the first cause, and says that it resembles 
the process of geometrical analysis.34 

Deliberation, being a process directed to a practical eal, 
cannot go on indefinitely, it ceases ‘‘ when the starting- 
point of action has been brought down to the agent 
himself or to some one on his behalf, or rather to the 

ruling part of him,’ 3s that is to say to the part most 
immediately concerned with action, explained in the 
work on Life to be appetition correlating with its 
object, and this object always something attractive 

ovK ikavoi¢ Siayvivat. BovAcvducba S ov mepit rwv réwy 
andra mp TWY mpoc Ta réAn. 1112, b 8. 

34 6 pev yap Bovdevdpevoe EOUKE Snreiv kat dvadvean Tov 

elpnuévov Tpdmrov omep Say papypa—kai TO Eoxarov év TH 

avarice mpwrov iva tv 7H yevéor. 1112, b 20. 
35 maberar yap txactog Cyrwv wHg wpaka, Srav sic avrov 

avayayy Thy apxhy, Kal abrov cig Td tyobuevov" TovTo yap 
TO mpoapotpevov’ 1113, a 5. This ‘ruling part” is 
what we mean by “will” in the distinctive sense of the 
word; the consciousness that we are ourselves capable of 
causing change, either in or outside ourselves; the recog- 
nition of ourselves as an apy) Kiwhoewc. ‘7d ayobmevov ” 

(only used in this place) is the nearest single Aristotelian 
equivalent to “‘ will.”’ See note 63. 
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or repulsive, inducing either pursuit or avoidance. 
Pleasure and pain are therefore the penultimate ends 
of conduct, and happiness is its ultimate end. Appeti- 
tion is the moving cause which starts the human 
machine in the direction of things pleasurable and away 
from things painful, and deliberation is the rational 
process ascertaining the means by which a given end 

can be reached. This last process, consisting as it does 

in suggesting and rejecting successive means of action 

until we come to a point where we are ourselves able 

to act, might seem to be the same as choice ; it differs, 

‘however, in that choice ascertains its own end with the 
aid of appetition, and deliberation does not ascertain 
ends but has them given.36 

Aristotle illustrates the whole process by a reference 
to the ancient political constitutions described by Homer 
in which the chieftains deliberated in council and then 

laid their conclusion before the people in the assembly 
for execution. The assembly could not, or at least 

did not, alter the decision of the council; the council 
could not give effect to its own policy without the aid 
or co-operation of the people. The chieftains therefore 
represent the consultative, and the people the appetitive 
side of choice, which Aristotle finally defines as “a 

deliberate appetition of things in our power,” 37 “for,” 
he adds, ‘‘when we have arrived at a decision as 
the result of deliberation, we give effect to our desires 
in accordance with our decision.” This definition 

36 BovAcurov O& kal mpoaperov 7d aird, TARY adwpiopévoy 
On 7d mpoaperdy* rd yap ek Tie Bovdtc Kpisiv mpoatperdv 

gorrv. 1118, a 2. 

37 4) mpoalpeaic Gv etn Bovreuriy dpette Tuy 2p Hiv’ EK 

tov BovrsbcacBbat yap Kkplvavrec dpeydmedsa 

kara tHv BPobAevorv. 1118, 210. 
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assumes it to be already known what appetition is; 
the deliberate process has been explained, not so the 
appetitive one. But the latter is notethe least, but the 

most important part; the chieftains would have dis- 
cussed policy to little purpose unless they had had an 

army at their back. It is one of the many anomalies 
of the Ethics that it gives no adequate account of 
appetition. For anything which appears to the contrary, 
the only appetitive impulse operative in moral choice is 
the purely rational one of wish; Aristotle does not discuss’ 
the irrational appetitions which are responsible for so 
large a part of human conduct. 

CHAPTER 4.—In the fourth chapter of the book we have 
a short account of wish (BoéAnsc). What is wish? We 
have already been told two things respecting it; that 
it is not the same thing as moral choice, and that it 
is directed to ends.3® If we turn to the book on animal 
motion we find wish classed, together with spirit (Ovudc) 
and physical desire (ém:Oupia), as a constituent of appe- 
.tency (8psEc),39 and from the De Anima we learn that 

of these three constituents wish belongs to the de- 
liberative and rational part of the mind, and the other 
two to the irrational part. 4 Aristotle introduces what 
he has to say here 4" on the subject of wish by noticing 

two views held as to its object; ‘‘there are some,’ he 

38 GAAG pv ovde BotAnaic ye [n mpoaipeare]. 1111, b 19; 
ire 8 yey Bobdnewe Tov rédoug tari paddov, 7 S? mpoatpecic 
TwOV Tpd¢ TO réXoc. 1111, b 26. 

39 De Motu Animal. 6. 700, b 22. 
4° ty re TH AoytoTeKH yap 1H. BotAnoic yivera, Kai ev 

te addyy 7 erBupia «at 5 Suudc. De Anima iii. 9. 
432, b 5. © 

4t In Chapter IV. 1113, a 15. 

11 
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tells us, ‘‘ who consider that we wish for ‘the good,’ 

and others who think that we wish for what appears 

to be such, ‘the phenomenal or apparent good.’ Now 
the result of holding the first opinion must be, that 
those who wish for the wrong thing do not wish at 
all; and the result of holding the second is, that there 
is no natural object of wish but that each man is in 
this respect a law to himself. But if, he adds, neither 
of these alternatives is satisfactory, had we not better 
say that, simply and truly, the object of wish is ‘the 
good,’ but that to each one it is what appears good 

to him, ‘the phenomenal good’ ?” 42 
The expression “simply and truly good” does not 

refer to an absolute standard—a metaphysical or Platonic 
ideal. We are in the region of conduct, that is, of 

things variable and contingent, and the only good in 
that sphere is relative. ‘Truly good” means, as 
Aristotle explains, ‘‘ good in the opinion of the prudent 
or good man”’;43 “apparent good” is what appears 
such to the imprudent~or bad man. Just as in matters 
of dietetics or sensation we take the man in good 
health as the standard of what is wholesome, cold, 
hot, bitter, sweet, so in conduct, in determining what 
is proper to wish for, we have to be guided by & 
standard to be ascertained by referring to the wishes 
of the good or prudent man.4+ In this chapter as in 

42 ct O8 ravra pa} apécket, dpa garéov amdwe piv kcal Kar” 

adfSeav BovAnrov etvat rayabdv, Exdorw O& TO parvdpevor. 

1113, a 22. 
43 6 omdudaiocg yap Exacta kpivei dpSuc, Kat ev Exdoroc 

radnbic abr paiverar. 1118, a 29. Soxci & tv Gract roic 

rotobrore [-yAdbKeot, Osppoic evexrixoic] elvac rd pawdpevov TY 

oroveaiy. Eth. 10. 5. 1176, a 15. 
4 ry piv ov omovdaly rd Kar adnOeav elvat, TY 
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many other places, “good” and “prudent” are terms 
referring to the same person looked at under slightly 
different aspects; when his general’ moral character 
is being considered, the representative of the best 
type in any society is called “good”;45 when his 
practical intelligence is in question, as when he is 
called upon to advise what is too much or too little, 
he is called prudent; in either case his judgment is 
conditioned by circumstances never exactly the same, 
and “‘ good as appears to him” is a relative, phenomenal 
good. Still, his opinion is of value as correcting indi- 
vidual bias; every one, according to his habit and 
disposition, has his own views of what is right; the 
“good” man is more able than common men to see 
what should be done in given circumstances, and is 

consequently to be accepted as a rule and measure of 
it in those circumstances.46 The errors of ordinary 
people, Aristotle reminds us, arise from the disturbing 
influence of pleasure which makes things appear good 
when they are not.47 In the fifth chapter of Book X. 
in discussing pleasure Aristotle repeats the views here 
expressed. ‘‘A healthy man and a man in a fever have 
different feelings of what is hot, and a man who is 
ill and one who is well have different tastes of. what 
is sweet—in all these cases the standard is given by 

oe patly to ruxdv, Worep Kal emi rev gwpdrwv roicg 
piv ev Sraxeysévorg eee tore ra kar GAQaay roiavra Sura. 

1118, a 25. 
45 rp aperny Exew ae ve Agyerar. Kat. viii: 1068. 
46 Seapéper mAsiaroy icwe 6 -amovdaioc TO TaAndic iv 

Exdorog épav, woTep. Kavwy kal meee atrev ov. 1113, a 
32. & 

47 iv rote moAAaic 83 4 4 amwary Sta rH eatin Zouxe shinai 
ov ydp ova ayabéy gaiverar. 1113, a 33. on 
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what appears to ‘the good’ (i.e. to the normally healthy) 

man; the good man, consequently, in so far as he is 
good, is the measure of conduct, and pleasure is that 

which he considers to be such.48 
‘Aristotle’s use of the word ‘‘ measure” in the two 

passages above referred to make it probable that he 
is thinking of the well-known saying of Protagoras 
that ‘‘Man is the measure of all things,” or, as it is 
more accurately expressed, ‘As things appear to me, 

so they are to me, and as they appear to you, so 

they are to you.” 49 
From the way in which Aristotle criticises this 

dictum in his Metaphysics, it appears that he understood 
Protagoras to mean that each person’s assertion 
respecting the external world is true of that world; 
that things are as every one supposes them to be.s° 

If Protagoras held such a view, it would follow that 
contradictory propositions respecting the same thing 
aight be true at the same time, and in this case (as 
Aristotle points out) the difference between truth and 
error would disappear and reasoning would become im- 

48 ov ydp Ta ara Soxel ry mupérrovrt Kal Ty bytaivovTt, 

ove Oepyov clvar rq aoOevel nai to evexrixep—OoKel 8 ev 
Grace rovg rovobroig clvat ro parvdpevoy ry crovdaly* ci S2 

touro kadwg Aéyerat, kaBarep Soxei, kat Eorv Exdorou pérpov 
a apern Kat ayabde, G rowovroc. 1176, a 13. 

49 ovxovy obrw mwe Aéyer [pwraydpac]..d¢ ola piv &xaora 

zuot patverae roraira pév zor iuot, ola 82 col, roradra 2 

av col. Plato, Thest. 152.A. 
5° gire yap Ta SoxovvTa wavra éoriv GAnOA Kai ra palvopeva, 

avayKn ravra dpa adnOy Kai pevdy elvat. rodAoi yap ravavria 

SroAauBavovaw adAjAolg, Kat rob py raira SofdZovrac 

éabrovg SiepevoBa voulZovaw" bar’ avaynn rd, alta sival re 

xat py civac. Met, iii. 5. 1009, a 7. 
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possible. But if Protagoras merely meant to assert the 
relativity of knowledge, which not every one even now 
appears unreservedly to accept, 5+—that we know nothing 
of the world outside us except through our own minds, 

and that consequently every statement we make about 
things is necessarily only a statement about things as we 
think of them, and is therefore always relative and never 
absolute ; 52—if he meant this, he was only maintaining 

what Aristotle himself together with many other people 
at the present time believe. ‘‘ Our knowledge of things,” 
says Aristotle in the De Anima, “is either a knowledge 

of things: in themselves, or of things as presented to 
us in the shape either of sensible impressions or of 
concepts. It cannot be a knowledge of the things 
themselves, for the stone which I see is not in my 

head; it must therefore be a knowledge of the image 

st I extract from Mr. Stewart’s note to this chapter in 
his valuable commentary on the Ethics the following 
passages :— 

“In all creatures there is a Ociév 7 which directs 
their efforts towards that which is naturally good. This 
instinctive tendency to conform to the objective law of 
the environment is often thwarted by influences of sub- 

jective origin; but the continuance of life proves it to 
be the strongest principle—ré xpariorov. ‘It rules the 
world,’ because, after all, it ‘has might as it has right.’” 

Stewart, ‘‘ Notes on the Nichomachexan Ethics,” 1. 270. 
“ Right and wrong are ‘in things,’ not in our feelings,” 

p. 271. 
“There is an objective good, a gtce PovAnrdy, or 

aya0dv, which aperh, man’s true giore or perfection, dis- 
closes,” p. 271. 

52 See Grote’s “‘ Plato,” i. p. 327 sqq., where the subject 
is clearly and fully discussed. 
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of the stone, and consequently in one sense all 
existence is subjective.” 53 
We may take it, therefore, that Aristotle, speaking in 

the fourth chapter of this book of the true object of 

wish, meant nothing but ‘‘an object conceived by us as 

53) puxh ra SvtTa wwe tote TavTA’ 7 yap aicOnra ra dura 

he vonrd, tore & 4 emiorhun piv ra emiornta mwc, 4 8 

alcOnowc ra alo@nrd* moc S& rovro, Oct Enretv. réuverar 

ov 1 émorhun Kat 7 atoOnoe sie Ta mpaypara, H piv 

Suvdpue cic ra Suvape, 4 8 evredeyela sic ta evreAcyela * 

tig 88 Yuxiig 7d aicOntixby Kat Td emornnoviKdy Suvdper 

tabiréyv tort, ro piv emornrov rd 8? aicOnrdv. avaynn © 

Habra 9 ra cidn elvac* aira piv yap 84 od" ov yap 6 Aloe 

év 7 puxy, adda 7d eloog* worr 4 puyxn Gomwep H xElp gor" 

kat yap 7) yelp dpyavdy torw dpyavwv, kat 6 votg doc 

gidwv. De Anima iii. 8. 431, b 21; 26. 
In Plato’s Charmides the question is raised whether 

there can be any knowledge which is not relative; know- 

ledge (it is suggested) must be knowledge of something, 
it cannot be its own object; absolute knowledge is im- 

possible ; add’ tmtorhpny, we Eouxe, papév tiva eivar Torabrny, 

free paOhparog piv ovvevde tori emioThun, avrg S2 Kal rev 

G\Xwv emisrhpwv emriorhn. Payiv yap. Ovxovv dromoy, si 

apa kat torwv; After many examples have been given of 
knowledge necessarily involving, or at least seeming to 

involve a subject, as well as an external object, such as 
hearing, sight, motion, the discussion is wound up with 
the usual Sokratic doubt : peydAou 84 riwoe, & gids, avdpde 
Sei, Borie Tovro KaTa TavTwy ikavwcg Staiphoerat, méorEpov 

ovddy Tév SvTwy Thy abrod Sivauw adtd Tpd¢ éauTd wéguKev 
Exe, GAAd mpdc addo, f Ta pév, Ta S ob* Kat ci torw ad 

drwa abra mpd¢ iaura Exe, ap’ tv robrog éotiv émorhun, iv 

8} hpeic cwppoobyyy papiv elvar. tye piv ob morebw iuaurge 
ixavoe clvat ravra SueAécOar. Plato, Charm. 168 A.; 169 A. 
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desirable.” The difficulty to which he alludes, that 
if this should be true, there would be no security that 
different people using the same word are thinking of 
the same thing, is not a real difficulty in practice, either 
in matters of sensible perception or of conduct. In 
matters of sensible perception many independent tests 
and corrections can be applied to the personal or sub- 
jective standard. We do not know whether the colour 
which we agree to call red produces the same impression 
on any two minds; it is quite likely that it does not. 
But if a lamp which we agree to call red be placed on a 
railway and engine-drivers are told to stop when they 
see it, and ninety-nine out of one hundred do stop, 
we conclude from their actions that they agree as to the 
name of the colour although its qualities may appear 
different to each of them. The hundredth man, however, 

whose impression varies so widely from that of the others 
that he runs past the signal, is called ‘colour blind” 
and considered unfit to be an engine-driver. 

So with regard to conduct. In the case of objects of 
desire we cannot know whether they are ‘‘in them- 
selves”? the same,—in Aristotle’s language, whether they 
are “natural objects of desire” or not; all we know is 
that men have been taught by the various corrections 
that personal experience and social judgments apply to 
act, on the whole, in the same way with regard to them, 
and so long as they do so it matters not whether they 
are “real” or “apparent” objects of desire.s4 

CHarTeR 5.—In the last chapter of the section 
devoted to moral choice, Aristotle turns to the ques- 
tion of moral responsibility. ‘‘Good conduct as well 
as bad is in our own power; whenever we can do 

54 Stolaee & ovdev" EoTar yap TO BovAnrov pavdpevor. 
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; we can forbear; if we can say ‘Nay,’ we can say 

‘Yea,’ ’?55 This is the fundamental proposition on the 
‘truth of which the whole practical value of the Ethics 
turns. Aristotle analyses motive and traces conduct to 
the springs from which it flows, partly for the sake of 
the analysis, but chiefly in order that statesmen may 

know how to act when they undertake the difficult 
but necessary task of public education, and also in 
order that legislation may be directed to the punish- 

ment of wickedness and vice and the maintenance 
of public order and virtue. But education would 
be impossible if those who are to be taught could 
truly say ‘‘ We are unable to pay attention; it is not 
our fault, we are made so’; 56 and there could be no 
settled administration of justice if the plea of uncon- 
trollable impulse were to be freely admitted. Such 
excuses are common enough, and the ground of them 

was as familiar to Aristotle and his contemporaries as 
to us. The puzzle of predestination is set forth quite 
clearly in Homer, and all readers of Aischylus knew 

what it was for a man to put on the ‘‘ yoke-strap of 
necessity.” But Aristotle does not trouble himself with 
these metaphysical niceties. ‘‘If,” he says, ‘‘we can 

assign no other cause for our actions except ourselves, 
then those actions of which we are the cause are 

within our power.57 That this is so is proved both 

55 ep’ tiv oy Kal 4 aperh, duotwe O& Kat 7 Kaxia. év oi¢ 
. > > © Q A “x S. + la Q > a Q ta 

yap tp tiv 75 mparrev, cal rd pH mparrev, Kal év oi¢ Td Mh, 

cai 76 val. 1118, b 6. 

56 GAN iowe rowirdée éorw Gore pH eryeAnSiva. 1114, 
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57 el pr) Exouev sic Gag apxde avayayely Tapa rag év 
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by our practice in private life and by the action of 

law makers; wrong-doers are punished unless they can 
show that they acted under physical restraint, or through 
some ignorance for which they are not responsible.” 
Ignorance which is a man’s own fault, like the ignor- 
ance of drunkenness, is no excuse—no one obliged him 
to get drunk; ignorance which is the result of want of 
ordinary care and attention is no excuse: a man who 
throws a bottle out of a carriage window and kills some 
one on the railroad deserves to be punished for man- 
slaughter. If he says, “I am sorry, but I am naturally 
careless,” Aristotle replies, ‘‘ Careless habits are the 

consequence of careless acts and perhaps of an irregular 
life, and you are responsible for both. In the same 
way, if you live too freely and neglect the advice of 
your doctor, you will become ill by your own act.5* But 
you must remember that it does not follow that you can 
get well by your own act; if you let yourself go you may 
not be able to retrace your steps, any more than if you 
throw a stone you can recall it.” . 

' “The analogy between mental and bodily habits extends 
to their corresponding defects. We do not reproach 
those who are maimed or deformed by accident, disease, 

or congenital malformation, but if the defect can be 
traced to neglect of exercise or to their own mode 
of life, they are justly reproached. Alike, therefore, on 
the ground of ethical theory, of practical convenience, 
and of the analogies supplied by Nature, we are bound 
to maintain that man is as much the parent of his 
character as of his’ ehildren.s9 It is useless to talk of 
wish and to say with Sokrates that no one wishes to 

58 cai si oUrwe Eruxev, Ex@v vooEl, akpaTw>o Broreéwv Kai 

ameBuv roic iarpotc. 1114, a 15. 

59 1118, b 18. 
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be dishonest; the point is not what you wish but what 
you will, and if you will act dishonestly it is the same as 

if you wished to be dishonest.” 6 . 
“‘Qne point remains to be considered. Conduct is 

directed to ends, and its value is determined thereby. 
These ends are not external to the thinker but subjective, 
something imagined; and inasmuch as imagination 
depends on sensation and is caused by it, it may be 
said that our imaginative concepts of the ends of 
conduct are a matter of physical organisation for which 
we are no more responsible than for our senses, and if 

so, then that we are not responsible for the essential 
part of conduct, namely its end and object. Aristotle 

replies that habits are just as much a matter of organisa- 
tion as imagination is, and that if, notwithstanding, 
we are responsible for our habits (which he assumes 

himself to have proved), we are responsible in the same 
degree and kind for our imagination. On any other 
view, he says, there would be no moral responsibility 

for misconduct; every one might say that he had acted 
for the best, but had merely mistaken the end, and 

that his concept of ends being due to his organisation, 
he is no more responsible for it than for the correctness 

of his vision.6t Such an apologist might add that the 

60 ir. © GAoyov Tov adikovyta pH BobAccOar adixov civar 

fj rov axoAacralvovra axoAaoroy, 1114, a 11. 
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Imagination (pavrasia) is the power by which impres- 
sions of sense are reproduced in the mind and there 
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possession of this gift of imagining what one ought to 
do is moral beauty and as much due to nature as physical 
beauty, with which it is, in fact, closely allied. But 
if this reasoning be admitted, it will folfow, says Aristotle, 
that virtue is as little voluntary as vice, for both depend 
on our conception of the end. But if good conduct 
be voluntary—which it is, for we are ourselves co-operating 
causes in the formation of our character, and it is our 

character which fixes the end of our conduct—bad 
conduct must be voluntary too, for the same reasoning 
applies to both.” 6 

indirectly contemplated. The argument of those who 
maintain that we are not responsible for what we 
imagine to be the ends of conduct amounts to this: our 
eyes enable us to see where we are going, and our 
imagination enables us to see where we are going in 
matters of conduct, and one is as much a matter of 

physical organisation as the other, and equally beyond 
our control. If we have bad eyes we cannot find our 
way, and if we have a defective imagination we cannot 
determine what we should do—i 8 rov réXoug Epecte ovK 

avOaiperoc, GAAG pivat Sei Gorep Sy Exovra. 1114. b 6.— 
Aristotle replies that a man is as much responsible for his 
imagination as for his habits—ei piv obv xaoto¢ Eaurep Tic 
ewe tori wwe aitiog, kal tig pavraciacg tora Twe avroc 

airtoc, 1114, b 1—and that the argument, if valid, 
would prove good conduct to be involuntary. 
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REMARKS 

In the five chapters just summarised Aristotle opens 
out some of the most perplexing problems of moral 
philosophy,—those connected with will, choice, and 
responsibility. He treats all these in a common-sense 
way, content to reach conclusions which will work in 

practice and commend themselves to the judgment of 
those who do not think it necessary to push their beliefs 
to their logical consequences. His reasoning is, however, 
frequently technical, and it asstmes that his hearers 
have a general acquaintance with his psychology, and 
especially with that part of it which deals with animal 
movement. The important chapter on voluntary action 
is made more difficult to follow than it otherwise would 
be, by reason of the fact that there is not in the Ethics, 
or elsewhere in the writings admitted to be his, any 
word exactly equivalent to our word “ will,” in the sense 
of ‘‘ the consciousness of our ability to initiate a change 
either in our own minds or in things around us.” He 
has a word (SotAnoic) which means “ wish,” but he 

has no recognised word which means “will” as dis- 
tinguished from wish.63 The abstract term ‘the 

63 rd syyobuevoy seems to be such a word, but it is only 

used in 1113, a 6. See note 34. 76 SéAnua is used in 

De Plantis (815, b 20), but the authenticity of this 

treatise is doubtful. 
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voluntary” is applicable only “‘ where the cause of 
motion is in the agent who knows the circumstances 
material to his action.6+ That definition includes the 
case of a man who, being a free agent, does what he 
wishes to do, but it excludes the case of a free agent 
doing something not contemplated by him at the time 

of action. Aristotle has no word to express the state 
of consciousness of a person acting under such circum- 
stances, who would, nevertheless, certainly be said. to 
“will.” .If a man shoots at a rabbit and hits him, 

Aristotle calls him a voluntary agent; but if he shoots 
‘at a rabbit and hits a keeper, Aristotle will not allow 

‘him to be a voluntary agent—éxov piv od wérpayev & ye 
wy} G8et,55 nor will he allow him to be called either 
an involuntary or a non-voluntary agent, unless and 
until he afterwards finds out what he has done, in 
‘which event he is an involuntary agent if, he is sorry, 
and a non-voluntary agent if he is not; yet some word 
is wanted to express the state of mind of the sportsman 
when he pulled the trigger. It is rather remarkable 
that Aristotle, usually so prolific in ‘‘ coining words 
for the sake of clearness,” should not have earmarked 

aterm to distinguish will from wish, especially as there 
was a word ready to his hand if he had thought of 
availing himself of it. 
With the question of the freedom of the will, as a 

practical question, Aristotle does not concern . himself. 
He assumes (with the rest of the world) man to be 
the uncontrolled cause of his own actions, bodily and 
mental. Necessity, nature, and even chance are con- 

sidered by him as also capable of initiating change, 

64 1111, a 22. 65 1110, b 20. 
66 ri SéXnua Kai ro rou tperépov 8? OeAhuarog réAog mpd¢ 

tiv aicOnow aroorpéperar. De Plantis 815, b 20. 
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but they are agents who act independently of man; our 
free power is not taken away by their action, although 
it may be limited or neutralised by it. The Peripatetics, 
and, with the exception of the Stoics, the Greek Schools 
do not seem to have occupied themselves with the 
problem of free will, which was not raised as a serious 
difficulty until the theological controversies of the fifth 
century on predestination gave prominence to it. It 
took another shape many centuries later when the 
advance of the physical sciences had extended and 
developed the theory of causation, and when our actions 
came to be regarded as the necessary consequence of 
antecedents from which, if completely known, it was 
assumed that our conduct could be unerringly inferred. 
Aristotle admits nature as a partner or joint cause 
with man in the evolution of conduct,£7 but he does 
not infer that, even in theory, we are thereby deprived 
of any part of our free initiation. He holds a firm 
hand over such excuses as, “I could not help it, it is 

my nature;” ‘I am very sorry, but I was blinded by 
passion :”’ ‘I was drunk.’ He answers, ‘‘ No one obliged 
you to get drunk or to get in a passion; if it is your 
character to do wrong, it is your fault for having such 
a character ; you have been living a loose life and not 
attending to your doctor.” 

Madness is, of course, an excuse, but we may judge 
that Aristotle would have looked askance on the plea 
of monomania. His psychology led him to consider 
the mind as a whole, and he would have doubted 
whether in fact one part of that whole can be diseased 

when the remainder is sound; he would have been 

likely to deal with the plea of uncontrollable criminal 
impulse by asking, with a modern judge, whether the 

67 1112, a 32. 
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impulse would have proved uncontrollable if a policeman 

had been looking on. “ 
The freedom of the agent assumed, tle next question is 

what determines him to act at all, or to act in one way 

rather than in another? This is the problem of moral 
choice, but as the Ethics is not a self-contained work we~ 

have to go outside it in order to find the answer. All 
conduct involves the essential element of movement 
in space. Speculative activity, and even some forms of 
Art, are possible and are best carried on without 
locomotion. An oyster in the fixed solitude of its shell 
might conceivably occupy itself meditating on “ things 
as they are,” might compose poetry or music, and, 
given vocal organs, recite or sing, without moving 
from its native rock, but it could not possibly conduct 
itself. 

An accurate analysis of conduct involves, therefore, an 

answer to the question, ‘‘How does an animal move 
itself in space?” In the Ethics Aristotle states that 
it does,®® but he does not explain how, although the 

modus operandi is very relevant to his theory of choice. 
We have to turn to the treatise on animal motion and 
to the book on Life for an explanation of the process, 
without which the account of moral choice is hardly 
intelligible. 

In the former of these works the question is stated 
in these terms: ‘“‘How does the vital principle (vx) 
move the body, and what is the cause of animal 
motion ?”’ 6 

68 xai rd Exobatov Oy Kal Td aKxoboioy, dre mparrer AeKTEdv. 
mparre: 52 Exwv* Kal yap 7) apxi Tov Kvelv rd dpyaviKd péon 
dv ratc rorabrac mpdkeow év abr éoriv. 1110, a 14. 
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‘Now the cause of every kind of animal motion, 
whether in space or otherwise, is to be found in the 
animal itself. Life implies self motion; it is one of 
the chief distinctions between animate and inanimate 
bodies, that whilst the latter can only be moved from 

without, the former can be moved from within. But 
the movement. of an animated body in space must 
be definite and directed to some end or purpose.7° 

Such end is either an external object towards which 
animals are moved by an irrational impulse directing 
them to that which seems to them good, or it is an 

object which, appearing hurtful, repels them from it. In 
the case of man this impulse—to which Aristotle gives 

. the general name of appetition (épe&c)—is also present,7! 
and is controllable, although not always controlled by 

‘ practical reason. There is, between the self-originating 
impulse, common to all animals, and its object a bond 
of connection, not very clearly stated by Aristotle and 
perhaps not clearly conceived by him, which we may 
represent by the metaphor of attractive force. The 
object of desire, as being the end of movement, is to 

_ be regarded, in accordance with Aristotle’s general 
' doctrine of causation, as its final cause. 

Appetition in man is a more complex impulse than 

7° wavra yap ra Ewa Kal xivet kat xeveirar [kara rérov] 
Evexa tivog, Gate Tour’ Eartv abroig magne THe KIWhCEWS wépac, 

7d ov Evexa. De Motu Animal. 700, b 15. 

7 Why the irrational impulse of appetition, which is 
operative in the lower animals and in children, as well as 
in adult mankind, should point to what the creature 
takes to be good, Aristotle explains no further than by 
referring us to the intelligent and benevolent action of 
nature; in reasoning man practical intelligence assists 
and directs physical desire. 
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in animals of lower organisation. It includes, in addi- 

tion to the wholly irrational impulse of the lowest 
organised animals and to the irrational desire of those 
higher in the scale, a rational form of appetition called 
wish (BobAnotc).72 

The object of wish, whether positive as of something 
desired or negative as of something avoided, may be 

apprehended by man ‘in two ways—it may be directly 
presented to him by his senses or represented to him 
by his imagination; but however apprehended, it is the 
final cause of his movement and will ultimately be found 
to be something pleasurable or painful, or, which comes, 
to the same thing, conceived so to be.73 All forms 
of appetition, both the irrational propension, the half 
rational desire and the wholly rational wish, may be 
ultimately reduced to two, distinguished by Aristotle, both 
in the Ethics and elsewhere, as practical reason (vote) and/ 

appetition (dpeéc) ;74 imagination and sensible perception 
are included in Nows; spirit, desire and wish are included 

in appetition. The cause of conduct, so far as Man is 
concerned, is therefore (1) an object presented by the senses 
as something to be pursued or avoided, or (2) an object 
represented by the imagination as fit to be pursued or 
avoided, and in each case conceived as desirable or the 

reverse, as to the mode of attaining or avoiding which, 

72 BobAnatc SF kat Oude Kat emiOvuia wavra dpskic, 7 
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practical reason makes suggestions. Tracing the various 
steps by which conduct is produced, we find them 
to be: an external object causing a mental state of 
perception or imagination; feelings of desire or dislike 

aroused by the object perceived or imagined; emotions 

of pleasure or pain consequential on the feelings experi- 
enced ; and, finally, motion of the body or limbs. Had 
Aristotle been acquainted with the nervous system, his 
explanation would probably have differed little from that 
given by modern physiologists. Speculative intellect has 
nothing to do with this process ; it has nothing to say on 
the point whether this object is fit to be obtained or 
that fit to be avoided; even were it to consider such 

things it would refrain from pronouncing ; it is not its 
business.75 

This, then, is moral choice, the appetition of some 
object within our power which we wisli to possess, or 
the avoidance of some object within our power which 

we wish to avoid, under the guidance and direction of 
‘practical calculative reason. 

The following illustration may serve to illustrate the steps 
which lead to moral conduct. Iam walking in the country, 
and I am made aware by my senses of various external 
objects—a thunder shower, and, at different distances, 
a tree, a shed, and ahouse. As the result of previous 

experience I wish to take shelter: this is the orectic 
or appetitive side of my action. I proceed to deliberate 
whether I shall go 50 yards to the tree, 100 yards to 

the shed or 500 yards to the house: this is a question 

75 6 piv yap YewpnrKde [vote] ovbiv vost mpaxrdv, over 
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of practical intelligence involving several pros and cons. 
As the result of deliberation I arrive at myself as the 
cause of motion, and seeing no other way of giving 

effect to my intention, I determine to run, attracted by 
the shelter which seems most desirable. This is moral 
choice, which Aristotle says has a great deal to 
do with good conduct and is a greater test of my 
disposition than the act of taking shelter itself.76 But 
then the act itself requires to be judged. I may leave 
the shelter before it has ceased raining and get wet, or I 
may outstay the shower and be late for dinner. I ought 
to remain just the right time—the exact quantitative 
difference between precipitation and delay, this difference 
being that which makes my action good. Upon whether 
I stay the right time will depend the question whether 
I shall be praised or blamed, and this again will depend 
on the kind of people I am living with. If I am in a 
society of hardy men living an outdoor life, accustomed 
to exposure and caring for punctuality, they will blame 
me for being late with no better excuse than the desire 
to avoid a wetting ; but with people of different habits, I 
should be praised for taking every precaution to avoid cold. 

The process of choice is therefore one thing, and the 
value of the act done in pursuance of it another thing. 
The moral goodness or badness of what is done on the 
dictation of choice is not determined by choice itself or 
by its intellectual constituent, practical reason; it is 

fixed by custom, by the approval or disapproval of the 
society in which the agent lives. Aristotle’s ethical 
imperative is therefore, ‘‘Do as others would wish you 
to do”; Kant’s is, ‘‘Do as you would wish others to 
do.” In the long run there is, perhaps, not much. 
difference, but the Aristotelian rule seems the more 

7 1111, b 5. 
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social way of putting it, and more free from the im- 

putation of the heresy of making oneself the measure 
of things. 
From the nature of the case, responsibility for our 

actions cannot be directly proved. It is a case of 
circumstantial evidence, and the weight of the evidence 
depends chiefly on the fact that inferences from many 
independent sources all point in the same direction. 
Aristotle groups the arguments in the following 
manner :— 

1. General consensus of opinion that we are responsible 
agents, as shown by the universal practice of rewards 
and punishments. All private exhortation, all positive 
law, proceeds on the assumption that those to whom it is 

addressed are able to obey; when they are physically 
unable to obey, or when their disobedience can be traced 
to a cause over which they have no control, they are 
excused, otherwise not. "Where obedience is known to 

be impossible, no orders are ever given, but that is the 

solitary exception to the otherwise invariable practice of 
advising, encouraging, directing people to a certain course 
of action. “We cannot suppose mankind to be universally 
wrong in the assumption on which this practice of theirs 
is founded. 

2. The reasons given by those who plead irrespon- 
sibility are insufficient for the purpose. They say, ‘‘ We 
did not make ourselves; there is, as you admit, such a 

thing as natural virtue, from which it follows that there is 

such a thing as natural vice. We are naturally vicious.” 
Aristotle replies, ‘Do you deny that you are voluntary 
agents? if not, you must admit that, subject to the 
exceptions I have mentioned, the single acts which go to 
make up moral habits are within your power, and if so 

you are responsible for the habits. If you put it that 
you pursue the ends represented by your imagination and 
that you cannot command your imagination, I must 
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remind you that you can command your imagination as 

much, and for the same reasons, as you can command your 

habits. If you are epileptic or insarfe, that is another 
thing, but I can hear no arguments founded on a 
peculiar mental disposition.” 

It will be noticed that the question of determinism, of 
the necessary sequence of actions from physical causes is 
clearly raised. Aristotle answers it by saying, ‘‘ I do not 
see the necessity.’’ 77 

3. The argument of irresponsibility proves too much. 
Ti is put forward to excuse misconduct, but if there is 
anything in it, it would prevent our praising good 
conduct. For it would not be reasonable to allow a man 
to say, ‘‘ I am responsible when I do right, and irrespon- 
sible when I do wrong.” The same rule must apply 
both to virtue and vice. 

At this point Aristotle concludes the formal part of his 
theory of conduct. He has defined good conduct as a 
habit—the result of repeated acts; the acts constituting 
it must be freely and deliberately chosen with reference 

77 Although Aristotle says definitely that we are free 
to do as we like, he does not say explicitly that our 
likings are within our power, and he had probably not 
considered this particular point. His language in the De 
Anima and in the De Motu Animalium implies, however, 
that the ultimate efficient cause of action, namely ap- 
petency, is a purely physical propension over which we 
have no control. It was not necessary for him in the 
Ethics to consider this question, for social judgments, 
and in particular legal judgments, are bound to proceed 
on the assumption that (subject to the exceptions noted 

by Aristotle) we are free agents. 
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to an end suggested by our desires, but our choice is 

limited in two directions: we must not choose too much 
or too little; exaggeration and eccentricity, not per- 
missible even in art, are unpardonable in conduct. The 
limit within which moderation lies cannot be exactly 
fixed, practical good sense must decide; by practical 
good sense is meant the current opinion of the particular 
society in which we happen to live, to be ascertained in 

case of doubt by reference to the best advisers we can 
procure. 

This definition is Aristotle’s answer to the question so 
frequently asked by the Platonic Sokrates, ‘‘ What is 
virtue?” ‘‘ What is the common characteristic of the 
separate acts called ‘ virtuous’ by reason of which the 
general name is given to them?” In the Menon and 
elsewhere Sokrates declares that he does not know what 
this common characteristic is; the single virtues he 

knows, but he does not know any general expression 
predicable of each and all of them, and he avers moreover 

that he never met any one who did know.78 Nor do we 
find anywhere in Plato a complete and comprehensive 
answer to the question put in the Menon. Various attri- 
butes are assigned to virtue in different dialogues—“ Virtue 
is the best tendency”; “Virtue is praised for itself 

alone”; 79 ‘‘ Virtue is a habit by which its possessor is 
called good?” But a precise definition marking off the 
habit of good conduct from other habits and pointing out 

7 adAG ob, & Bwxparec, adnOwe od 8 mm aperh torw 
oia8a ;—M7 pdvov ye, & Eraipe, GAAd ods” Aw tw évérvxoy 
elddrt, we tot Soxw.—modAAde av evphkapev aperac pilav 
Cnrovvres—7 jv S? pilav, § Sid wavrwy robrwv 
zariv, ov duvaucba avevpeiv. Plato, Menon. 71 C; 74 A. 
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the origin and nature of the acts constituting it was first 
given by Aristotle. In framing this definition he pro- 
ceeded partly on psychological and phYsiological grounds, 
and partly on direct observation of the opinions of 
mankind. That it is a habit and not either a faculty 
or a feeling he derives from an analysis of the functions 
of the mind; that it is a habit determined by choice he 
gets also by psychological analysis with some assistance 
from the judgments of society; that it is a habit which 
aims at the middle course he deduces as well from 
physiological data and from the practice of technical and 
practical arts as from what is commonly said on the 
subject. 

These conclusions he proceeds inductively to verify by 
a detailed examination of the chief kinds of conduct 
extending from Book ITI., Chapter 6, to the end of Book V. 

It will be useful, he observes, to do this for two reasons, 

‘We shall learn more of the nature of moral disposition 
in general if we examine the special cases of it, and we 

shall strengthen our proof that virtue is a mean state if 
we see that each of the virtues is so.’’ 8° 
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CHAPTER Iv* 

Book III., Chapters 6-12. 
(1115, a 4—1119, b 18). 

SPECIAL KINDS OF GOOD CONDUCT 

COURAGE AND SELF-RESTRAINT AND THEIR 

OPPOSITES 

® pitrou, avépec Eore cai GAkiyov Frop kAscbe, 
aAAfAove 7° aidsiobe Kata Kparepac vopivag 

aidouévwv avdpwv wéovec odor H2 wépavrat’ 
Fd ‘> wo>smn wy La > ie pevydvtwv & ovr Gp KXéog dpvurat ore Tig GAKh. 

Tl. v. 529. 

> a ~ oN 2 ? HrX 
ov yap Tt OTUYEPY EML YaOTEPL KUYTEPOV a oO 

EaAsro.— Odys. vii. 216. 

The virtue of prosperity is temperance; the virtue 
of adversity is fortitude, which in morals is the more 

heroical virtue. 
Bacon, Essay on Adversity. 





THE kinds of conduct described in the third, fourth and 
fifth books of the Ethics do not exhaust all the cases of 
good and bad conduct, nor were they intended so to do. 
They are conspicuous examples only, considered to be 
sufficiently numerous and varied to warrant the inference 
that all praiseworthy conduct is moderate and all 
blameworthy conduct excessive. 

With the exception of courage and _ self-restraint,? 
whose place is justified by considerations to be presently 
mentioned, no clear ground can be assigned for the order 
in which the several virtues are discussed; nor is there 

any reason beyond that of arrangement, not very material 
for Aristotle’s present purpose, and not in truth a 

t Notwithstanding the statement to the contrary in 
1115, a 4 (simwpyev tiveg siot cal wepi wota Kat Two’ Gua 

& tora: SyAov cat wéca eiciv); single texts cannot be 

pressed. 

2 The words ‘‘ Temperance” and ‘‘ Intemperance,” by 
which sw¢poctvn and axoAacia are usually and naturally 
rendered, have been so much abused by controversy as to 
be unfit for rational purposes. It is practically impossible 
to avoid the associations connected with the misuse of 
the words, and the best course is to present them at once 
to the disputants on the drink question for their own 
exclusive use, and to find some such substitutes as self- 

restraint and self-indulgence. 
187 
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conspicuous merit of the Ethics as a whole, why a logical 
order should have been observed. Modern readers are 
apt to expect more systematic arrangement of details 
than ancient writers in general, and Aristotle in par- 
ticular, thought necessary. 

Aristotle opens his review of the special kinds of 
conduct with courage and self-restraint, virtues which 

he closely connects and considers to form the basis of 
moral character. Without accepting the psychological 
theory which caused Plato to give such prominence to 

them, he had reasons of his own for placing them at 
the head of his list. It is his usual plan in biological 

and sociological inquiries, first to examine the simpler 

elements out of which a compound whole is formed— 
the parts of an animal before the animal itself, the 
family before the State—the parts being simpler, there- 

fore more general, therefore prior in the order of nature 
to the more complex wholes.3 The natural course of 

investigation 1s thus to watch things as they develop 
from the beginning. Following this plan in his 
psychology he proceeds from growth to sensation, from 

sensation to intelligence, from the intelligence which 
grasps individual objects to that which combines many 
kinds of knowledge in the sciences relating to man. It 

would have been an inversion of this process to discuss the 
complex altruistic virtues which are developed in social 
life, before the simple self-regarding ones on which life 
itself depends. Now the two physical and deeply seated 

3 ov yap ravroy mpdrepoy Ty pice Kal mpde Hua wpdrepov- 

Aéyw OF Tpde Hpac piv TpdrEpa Kal yuwpywrepa Ta eyybrEpov 
Tig acOhcewe, awAwe S8 TedrEpa Kal yuwpywdrEpa Ta TOppW- 
tepov. Anal. Post. i. 2.71, b 34. 

4 2& apyng Ta mpdypatra pudueva PXrErav. Polit. i. 2. 
1252, a 24. 
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feelings called spirit or anger, and appetition or desire,5 
both belonging to the irrational side of our nature, are 
in a greater degree than any others necessary to existence.® 
But the considerations which justified Aristotle in 
selecting courage and self-restraint as fundamental, 

would have induced him, one would have thought, to 
give the first place to self-restraint. Self-restraint, 
in the limited sense in which it is considered in this 
book, is conduct in relation to the pleasures of touch 
and taste.7 Now touch is the sense which appears 
earliest in the history of animal life, being the only 
one possessed by all animals without exception.2 It is 
the most general and physically the most important; its 
perversion is fatal.2 Other senses serve intelligent life, 
but this subserves life itself. The bodily movements 
initiated by objects which produce the pleasures resulting 
from touch and taste demand, therefore, a stricter control 

than conduct of any other kind, both for reason just 
given, and also because the pleasures excited are in an 

s The two Greek words for anger and appetition 
or desire are etymologically connected. Their root 
signifies a strong rushing movement (Ou-yéc¢; ér-Ou-pia ; 
so aixyh (aicow) in the sense of spirit, quick move- 
ment, a confident, sanguine disposition. (Alschy. 

Agam. 483.) 
6 guowrarn & Fousv 7 [avopsta] dua Tov Ouudy eiva. 1117, 

a4. a piv rig Tpopiig puowKh. 1118, b 9. 

7 1118, a 23. 
8 xowordrn 8) Tov aicOhcewy Kal? iv 4 akoAacta’ Kat 

SdEaev av Sxatwe troveldiorog eivat, Ste ody G avOpwrot 

opev vrapxe, aAN y Sya. 1118, b 1. 

9 dvev yap aging SédaKrar dre adbvarov eivar Zpov. 86 7 

Tov anrtov orepBoAy ov pdvoy Td alcByrhpioy Petpet, ada 

kai ro Zpov—. De Anima ili. 13. 435, b 17. 

ee 
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especial manner direct and powerful, being produced, in 
* Aristotle’s view, by the immediate contact of the object 

of sense with the bodily organs; whereas the impressions 
on other senses are mediate only, being effected by the 
agency of air, water, and in the case of sight, by a trans- 
parent medium. Appetition or desire is therefore simpler, 
and covers a wider ground than any other feeling. 
In its most general sense it is considered by Aristotle 
as ‘‘a striving after what is pleasant ’’; a physical want 

(food, for example) has to be satisfied, its satisfaction is 
accompanied with pleasure, and animals satisfy the want 
for the sake of the pleasure and would not otherwise be 
led to do so. Appetite extends over the whole range 

of animal life, which anger presumably does not. We 
have no reason to think that jellyfish are ever angry, 
but it is probable that they are hungry. Appetite, there- 

fore, is at once the simplest and the most general of the 
impulses, being the sine qud non of animal life; regarded 
as an element of conduct, it differs from anger in that 
its exercise is pleasurable, whilst anger is attended with 
pain; for this reason Aristotle thinks that it is easier 
to be right with regard to this feeling than in the case 
of anger. ‘It is more difficult,” he says, ‘to bear pain 
than to abstain from pleasure.” !° That, however, is a 

doubtful statement, depending as it does on an incal- 

culable element, the quantum of pain or pleasure in a 
given case and the relative weight of the two influences. 
There are many animals, and some human beings amongst 
them, to whom the gratification of appetite is the one 
sincere pleasure of life; how great it must be we can 
only guess from observing the severe and continuous 
labour which the lower animals undergo for the sake 

10 yaderwrepov yap ta Avmnpa bropévav } rov Wlwv 
arixecOa, 1117, a 34, 
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of it, a labour which, in some cases, absorbs almost the 
whole of their conscious activity. Homer has described 
in many vigorous passages what animals will do and 

endure in order to satisfy the cravinB for food; how 
the lion will leap even into the closely fenced fold, 

and how the ass will allow sticks to be broken on 
its back rather than forego its pasture. ‘‘There is 
nothing more shameless than the horrible feeling of 
hunger.” ?2 The proper regulation of this appetite ! 
is self-restraint. It is easy to see why Aristotle begins | 
with courage and self-restraint. The feelings which these | 
two virtues control are more ingrained, they have a wider , 

range and are more necessary to animal life than any 
others which can be named. If we look to their relative 
importance in biology we should have expected pre- 
cedence to have been given to self-restraint, but from 
the ethical point of view we can guess why Aristotle gave 
the first place to an active virtue like courage, rather 
than to a passive one like self-restraint, the superiority 
of action being always strongly insisted upon by him. 
Anger is the positive impulse which gives rise to the 
most energetic forms of bodily motion, and both Plato 
and Aristotle require and insist on this quality of for- 
wardness, especially in the presence of danger, as 
distinctive of it.73 

11 we 8 br Svocg wap’ Gpoupay iwy EBijcaro matoac 

vwOhc, @ dy woAAG epi pdranr’ augic tayy, 

ketper 8 siceAS@v Bald Agjiov* of dé re maidec 
"2 c Zz ‘< s dé 2 XX # roémrovew pomdAot* Bin O€ re vain abrav. 

IL. xi. 558. 
12 ob yap tt arvyepy éwi yaotépt Kbvtspov GdXo 

rAEro.— Odys. vii. 216. 
13 IrytuKwrarov yap 6 Juudg mpde Tove kwodbvoug. 1116, 

b 26. sdrepov rode avdpeioug Sappadéoug Aéyetc, } GAXO TL; 
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Anger is, then, a rapid, unreasoning, and instinctive 

: feeling, and it would be useless for its main purpose, that 
of self-preservation, if it were not. If you come into the 
neighbourhood of a tigress with cubs or tread on the tail 
of a rattlesnake, those animals do not pause to reflect ;. 
they act at once and without distinguishing, and other- 
wise they might just as well not act at all. Their 
preservation and that of their kind depends on the 
feeling of anger being suddenly excited, and upon the 
rapidity and effectiveness of the movements which it 

starts. To man in the uncivilised state anger is almost 
as necessary to self-preservation as to the lower animals, 
and even in the civilised state occasions often arise 
when safety requires that full scope should be given to 
it; if you wait for the resources of civilisation you may 
wait too long—‘“ ante pena injusta luenda quam justa 
repetenda erit.” 

“The reason and end,” says Butler," “ for which man 
was made liable to this passion is that he might be better 
qualified to prevent and likewise, and perhaps chiefly, 
to resist and defeat sudden force, violence, and opposition 
considered merely as such and without regard to the 

fault or demerit of him who is the author of them.” 
Now this feeling, educated and properly directed, or, as 

Aristotle says, ‘‘ with the addition of deliberate choice and 
an end,” becomes courage.5 Pending the time when 
we can safely rely on nations settling their differences by 
some other arbitrament than that. of» war, anger, and 

courage as a modification of it, is” mndispensable to states. 
a 

Weg age ar : i 

kal trac yé, En, 2p’ & of rodXol ere igvat. "Plato, 
Protag. 349 BE. ee 
4 Serm. viii. 
13 pvouwrdry 8 Fouxev 7) Ord rdv Oupdv elvat, kal mpocda- 

Bovoa rpoaipeow Kat 70 ov fvexa avdpela lva. 1117, a 4. 
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If men are to exhibit the altruistic virtues they must first 

possess the selfish ones; if a society is to be wise and 
just, it must exist, and its existence, éven under present 

arrangements, and still more clearly under those in force 

in the ancient world, requires the masculine energetic 
virtue of courage. 

Aristotle discusses courage, self-restraint, and other 
kinds of good conduct separately, without giving any 
hint that he considers them to be necessarily con- 
nected. There is one exception, that of magnanimity. | 
In that single case it is said that all the virtues 
must meet. The man of lofty mind and high aspira- 
tions, to whom all that other men count great is 
little, if he is to justify his title must possess in the 
fullest degree all the excellences of conduct. He is so 
much above the ordinary motives to misconduct that he 
has no temptation to do wrong: he gives distinction to 
the virtues instead of receiving it from them.17 This is 
obviously a fancy picture describing an impossible ideal, 
and in no other instance, although courage, self-restraint, 
liberality and other good qualities are described at great 
length and with more detail than is bestowed on 
magnanimity, is there any indication that they require 
to be accompanied by excellences of other kinds as a 
condition of their existence. 

Some commentators on the Ethics,!8 however, insist 

6 kai Sdfeaev Gv sivar weyadoybyou 7d ev éxdoTy aper® 
péeya. 1123, b 29. 

17 Eouxe utv ovv 4 peyaAduguyia olov Kdopog Tic eivar Tov 
aperov. 1124, a1. 

18 Stewart, Notes to Nicomachxan Ethics, pp. 201-2. 
«The various virtues, although for greater clearness they 
may be treated separately, are not separately existent, 
but each exists only as the others exist, and form an 

13 
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that Aristotle’s theory is that the kinds of good conduct 

described in the third and fourth books are related as 
indivisible parts of one whole; courage, for example, 
implying the qualities of self-restraint, justice, liberality, 
social agreeability and the rest, and each of these in turn 

involving courage. Readers of the Ethics will search 
in vain for any authority for this proposition, which is 
neither consistent with Aristotle’s account of the genesis. 

of conduct nor with his own statements in the chapters 
before us. He tells us that a man becomes just and 

brave by acting justly and bravely, and in no other 
way,'9 and so with other kinds of good conduct—that it. 

is by habituation in definite and distinct directions, and 

6p0bc¢ Adyoc, or system, which is different (within limits) 
for each man” (p. 202). avdpeta implies all the other virtues, 
being a member of the indivisible organism of the moral 
character; not a fitful principle of action, but mediating 
acts ultimately determined by the man’s whole moral 
nature, and not by the accident of the moment which 

might arouse his Suude. A man’s avopeta is not a feel- 

ing which is born on the battlefield, but the spirit shown 
on the field by one who, not only has had experience 

of danger, but has cultivated the peaceful virtues of 
swoppocdyn, Sukaocbvyn, zAevIepidrne, peyaAdompérea, and 

similarly, the spirit of avdpeia is necessary to these peace- 
ful virtues’’ (p. 201). ‘‘ The one vice of cowardice or of 
rashness would amount to the demoralisation of the 
whole nature. We cannot conceive of the magnificence 
of the rash man or of the temperance of the coward” 

' (p. 202). 
19 eb ov Aéyerar Ore ek TOU Ta Sika mparrav 6 Stkaoc 

. 2 ~ N , ¢ , . 2 N ~ N 
yiverae kai && Tov Ta Gwopova & awdpwv' zk SE TOU py 

mparrew Tavita ovesic av ove: pedAqose yivecOa ayabdc-. 

1105, b 9. 
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not by having an “indivisible organism,” that the par- 
ticular virtues are produced and maintained ; but he gives. 
no hint that before a man can control His animal passions. 
he must have become accustomed to face things terrible 
in war, or that it is necessary that he should have been 
accustomed to be liberal before he can acquire the habit 
of self-restraint. It is said that “‘it is impossible to 
conceive of the temperance of the coward,” but Aristotle 
himself had no difficulty in conceiving the liberality of 
the coward,?° and he expressly says that it is wrong to 
imply that the vice of reckless extravagance is associated 

with other kinds of misconduct.2t In discussing justice, 
he says that many people can be virtuous so far as 
they themselves are concerned, but are unable to do 
their duty to their neighbour.22 These statements are 
inconsistent with the supposition that the unity of the 
virtues is the doctrine of the Ethics. The question was 
one with which Aristotle was quite familiar. It forms. 
the chief topic of discussion in the Protagoras, a work. 
which he frequently cites or refers to. In that dialogue, 
Protagoras as the representative of the ordinary experience: 
of mankind, on being asked by Sokrates whether it is 
possible for a man to have only a part of virtue, or 
whether it necessarily follows that if he has one virtue: 
he must have all, replies that this is by no means. 
necessary, for that many men are courageous and unjust, 

20 Eyoe yap év totic moAsuekoic Kivdbvorg SeAoi SyTEc 
> , oA Sy QA Fd >’ ‘A > ~ 

ZAevOépioi iow Kal mpdoc ypnuatwv amoBodjiy wWOapcw¢ 

Zxovow. 1115, a 20. 

2x 1119, b 80. PBodtrAcra: dowroe var 6 fw KaKov Exwv. 

6. 34. 

22 qoddol yap év piv Toic oixeloie TH apery Sbvavrae 
xpicOa, év St rotc mpdg Erepov advvarovow. Eth. 5. 1. 

1129, b 33. 
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and just without being wise.23 Sokrates denies and 
argues against this statement. His proof of the unity of 

virtue is based on the assumption that things having a 
common name must have a common nature,?4 and on 

that assumption, by a chain of reasoning which Aristotle 
would certainly not have approved, he succeeds in 
reducing all good conduct to the common term of 

knowledge.25 That is the proof. In the sixth book of 
the Ethics Aristotle, commenting on this very dis- 

cussion, observes that Sokrates went too far in saying 
that Virtue was a kind of reason, he prefers to say 

that it is ‘‘accompanied by reason,” 2° the truth being 
that all virtues fall under the domain of Prudence,?7 

the relation of various kinds of good conduct to know- 

23 Plato, Protag. 329 HE. 
24 Plato, Protag. 331 sqq. Aristotle is careful to 

point out the distinction between names which imply a 
community of nature (similarity of essential definition, 
Synonyms), and those which imply no such similarity 
({Homonyms). Kat.1.l.a1. The distinction had not 
been before marked by distinctive words. 

25 Plato, Protag. 354 H—357 EH. 
26 Swparne piv ovv Adyoug Tag aperdg wero sivat 

{émathuag yap civar wacac), hycic Of pera Adyov. Eth. 

6. 13. 1144, b 28. 
27 &pa yap TH ppovhoe mua oven aca tmaptovow. Eth. 

6. 13. 1145, al. drdpyev often indicates not only that one 
notion contains another, but also that one notion is con- 
tained in another. The words dua rp ppovice waca vrap- 
Eovow here mean that all the virtues will be found to 

stand to prudence in the relation of species to genus; they 
do not mean that if you have prudence you will have all 
the other virtues as well. Aristotle puts his own point 
clearly when he says, “‘ You cannot be good without 
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ledge, or to speak accurately, to prudence, being that 
of species to genus. This comment is completely in 

accordance with Aristotle’s view elsewhere expressed of 
the function of prudence and of its relation to the other 

virtues; it implies that each kind of good conduct 
retains its specific difference, although they all have 
the common property of being prudential. 

But Aristotle considers that although Sokrates was. 
wrong, Protagoras was not quite right. It will not do, 
he remarks, to say with him that the various kinds of good 
conduct are wholly unconnected; this may be true of 
natural good qualities which are independent of prudence, 
but as to moral qualities, prudence is a connecting link, ~ 
being the distinctive excellence of the rational side of our 
nature, and to that extent, therefore, they are bound up 

together.28 This is Aristotle’s view. Metaphysicians, 
theologians and others who construct systems of absolute 
morals may insist that moral character is an indivisible 

organism, that a man who offends in one point is guilty 
of all, and that before he can be credited with any single 
virtue there must be what Plato called a conversion of 
the soul—in more modern language, a change of heart or 
a rectification of will. In moments of fervour moralists 
may say these things, and even believe them; but 
Aristotle’s Ethics is not concerned with absolute or 
ecstatic morals. Out of the lecture-room we all admit. 
that a brave man may have his passions under little 
control without ceasing to be brave; that a man may be 
temperate and yet not liberal, and we should be thought 

being prudent, or prudent without being good.” 1144, 
b 26. 

28 rovro yap Kara piv Tac puolKdg apeTac évdéyerat, kal” 

dic 88 dmAGe AEyerar ayaOdc, ovd« evdéxeTaL* aua yap TH Ppovijcs 

pug oven waca brapEovow. 1144, b 35. 
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uncharitable and censorious if we did not make these 
admissions. Theories of conduct, as Aristotle has more 
than once said, are to be accepted so far only as they 
agree with the facts of life, and of those facts, one of the 

most familiar is that no one is either wholly good or 

wholly bad. 



COURAGE 

TEXT AND REMARKS 

ARISTOTLE’S chapters on courage are exceedingly well 
written, and form a model essay on the subject. They 
are clear, full of matter, and free from exaggeration and 
sentimentality. They are, moreover, better arranged and 
read more consecutively than most other parts of the 
book. 

The subject had been a good deal discussed in the 
Platonic dialogues, and doubtless also in lectures and 
conversations in the Academy and elsewhere. The word 
“courage,” whose literal meaning is ‘‘manliness,’’ was 

originally used in Greek with reference to manliness in 
war, but like all general words, it had acquired in course 

of time a variety of secondary, or as Aristotle calls them, 

metaphorical meanings. Thus, men were said to be manly 
who were firm in resisting pleasure, or in bearing pain, or 
who faced poverty, disease, or death in any shape with 
fortitude.22 Nor did popular language discriminate 
between cases in which evil, pain, or danger were met 

in ignorance, and cases in which they were fully realised. 
The Platonic Sokrates in the Laches, seeking a common 
expression for these various senses, found it no easy 

29 Plato, Lach. 191 D-E. 
199 
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matter to frame one.3° It was suggested that courage 
might be the same thing as intelligent endurance, that 
it was the knowledge of things terrible in war and in 

all other matters. The Athenian general Nikias, who 

is one of the interlocutors, denies that wild animals are 

courageous, because they have no intelligence; he calls 
them “bold.” Sokrates points out that this definition 

implies that courage is the knowledge of good and 

evil. 
The point that courage is essentially a matter of 

knowledge is more fully worked out in the fourth book 
of the Republic and in the Protagoras. Courage is 
defined in the former place as “‘ the power of holding 

fast a right conventional opinion concerning things to 
be feared and not to be feared in all circumstances; 3! 

the ‘right opinion” in question being conceived as “‘ the 
opinion created by law through education in the citizens 

of the state.” 32 
Plato here makes all fearful things the subject matter 

of courage, everything without exception of which man 
may be said to be afraid.33 But in the Protagoras a 
distinction is drawn; courage is called ‘‘ wisdom about 

3° calroe Husic jpwrapev dAnv avopetav 6 te eln—ri bv 

ty race rovroie ravrév torw. Lach. 199 C; 191 EK. 

ovk dpa evphxouev, @ Nexia, avdpela 6 me ¥orev. Lach. 

199 HE. 
3! gwrnplav dia mavrdcg ddEne dpSi¢ Te Kal vouipov Saver 

mepi Kai py avepelav Eywye Kade Kal riMeua. Plato, Repub. 
430 B. 
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things terrible and not terrible,” 34 and it is laid down 
that there are dangers which a courageous man should 

not and would not affront, and that jt is in being able 

to know and distinguish these things that the virtue 
consists. Readers of Plato’s dialogues would have found 
it difficult to frame a clear view of the quality of courage 
from these statements; they would have been unable 

to answer the question in the Laches, “‘ What is courage 
as a whole? What is the definition which covers each 
and every act which we call courageous?’ and they 
would probably have acquiesced in the confession of 
ignorance and hopelessness which Sokrates in that 
dialogue professes, rather than in the confident answer 
he gives in the Republic and Protagoras. Aristotle 
does not accept those answers; he dissents from the. 
identification of courage and knowledge, and points out 
that it is precisely where he has no knowledge that the | 
truly brave man best exhibits his quality.3s 

He deals with the matter in his own way; he does 
not attempt a definition which will include all the 
various and sometimes misleading applications of the 
word. Such definitions as ‘‘ Courage is knowledge,” 
“Courage is wisdom,” ‘Courage is endurance,’ are so 
wide as to be useless. If praise and blame are to be 
consistently and intelligently applied to conduct, we 
must know what we are talking about; to say ‘‘ Courage 

34 ovkour 4 TwY devov Kai pH Sevav auaBia deAla dv cin; 
+ a > -~ € ~ ~ x i: nore - 4 , 

Erévevoev.—Odxodv 7 rev Seva kai py Sevov copia évarria 
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is knowledge” would make any rational social judg- 
tment about it almost as impossible as to say that it 
implies all other good qualities, and that a man cannot 

be brave on the field of battle unless he has cultivated 

‘the peaceful virtues. 

CHaPTEeR 6.—Putting aside, then, for the moment the 

derivative and figurative senses of the word which are 
examined later on, Aristotle defines courage properly and 

, distinctively so named, as ‘‘an habitual mode of action 
‘lying between over-confidence and fear in the face of 
‘death in war.3° It keeps, however, to the side of con- 
‘fidence, or, as it is otherwise but not so clearly expressed, 

“it has more to do with objects of fear.” 37 Fear is 
the field in which courage exercises itself; Aristotle 

‘adopts the definition of fear given in the Laches, ‘‘ The 
expectation of evil,” but he points out that there are many 
evils with which a brave man as such has no concern; 

such as loss of his good name, poverty, disease, things 
which he is rightly afraid of in the sense that he would 
rather avoid them, but not in his capacity of a courageous 

. man; the fearful thing which, as such, he is always ready 

to meet is the King of Terrors, Death, for death is the 

end of all things, and beyond it there is nothing either 
good or bad.3®@ And inasmuch as the value of all conduct 

i is determined by its end, the highest courage is shown 
in affronting death in war, where danger in its most 

honourable form is to be found, and in being fearless 
in the sudden emergencies which occur on the field of 

36 1115,a6; 1115, a 24; 1115, a 30. 

37 1117, a 380. 

38 qépac yap, kal ovdey Ere Te reOvewre SoKet ovr ayaboy 

wovre kakoy elvat. 1115, a 26. 
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battle and which seem to have death as their con- 
sequence .39 

It is not the business of a brave man as such to meet 
death by drowning or disease, and although he will 

as a matter of course be perfectly cool and collected when 
these accidents occur, he will be annoyed at having to 
die under circumstances which bring him so little credit.4° 
The language of Odysseus when he was shipwrecked 
exactly expresses Aristotle’s meaning; he was not in 
the least afraid, but he was irritated and disappointed 
at the prospect of being drowned, when he might have 

done so much better by falling under the Trojan spears 
over the body of Achilles.4 

What is often called moral courage is therefore, in 
Aristotle’s opinion, not courage at all; and war, which 

according to some views is an unmitigated evil, was 
regarded by him as the proper and exclusive field for 
the exercise of this important virtue. Aristotle’s opinion 
of the relation of peace to war must be kept in mind in 
connection with his theory of courage. Peace is the end 
and object of war; without peace there can be-no leisure, 
and without leisure neither the necessaries nor the refine- 

ments of life can be obtained, nor will there be room for 

39 Kupiwe 87 Aéyour av avopetog 6 epi Tov xadbv Odvarov 

adehe, kai dca Oavaroy imipipe tadyua OvTa. 1115, a 32. 

4° 1115, a 35. 

4° we On 2yd y Sedov Oavéav Kal wérpov emoreiv 
huare TH, STE por wAEioror XaAkhpia Sovpa 

Tpwece trépprpay epi TnAsiwv Oavdvre* 

Tw K EXaXov Krepiwy, kal pev KAéoc iyov “Ayxaiol* 
viv Of pe Asvyadéy Oavary civapro adova. 

Odys. 5. 308. 
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the intellectual activity in which the highest life consists.4* 
The existence, therefore, of the state as the field of 
exercise for the virtues of conduct, depends on its ability 
to resist aggression and to hold its own against alk 

comers 43—“‘ $i vis pacem, para bellum.” War, moreover, 

has its own virtues. It exercises an elevating effect 

on character; it compels people to be just and moderate, 
whereas peace and prosperity tend to make them over- 
weening.44 There was yet another reason which led 

Aristotle to exclude from his ideal that passive endurance 
which is often thought to be the highest form of courage. 
It affords no room for action. You are powerless, and. 

can do nothing to help yourself; true courage is active; 
in order to play the man, there must be circumstances 
which permit you to put forth your powers and to fight for 
your hand.45 Courage in man is the feeling which causes. 
wild animals to attack those who wound them, but. 

42 rédoc yap, Worep cipyrat ToAXakic, eiphvn piv woAéuov, 

sx0A7n 8 aaxoAlac. yphowo d? rHv aperov sical mpd Tiv 
sXoARY kal Saywyhy, wv te ev TH sXoAD Td Epyov Kal Ov ev 

ty aoxoAla. Polit. iv. (vii.) 15. 1834, a 14. 

43 of 8 pi Suvdpevor Kevdvvedav avdpewo SovAor TOY 
éridvtwyv siaiv. Polit. iv. (vii.) 15, 1834, a 21. 

44 6 pev yap TéAguog avayKae Sicatoue civat Kai owppovety,. 

y 88 rie evruxlac amédXavaic Kai rd oyoAdZew per siphync 

bBpiarac wot waddrov. 1.c. 1834, a 25. 

45 dua O& Kai avdpiZovra év oi¢ zoriv GAKh # KaAddv Td 

arogavety. 1115, b 4. Aristotle calls teeth, tusks, 
horns, claws, and other natural offensive weapons ra 

mpoc adxhv. Hist. animal. iv. 11. 538, b 15. Aga- 
memnon, exhorting his soldiers to be men, reminds 
them that if they run away they will get neither 
reputation nor safety—gevydvrwy 8 ovr’ dp Kd~oc bpvurae 
ovre tic aAKy. Il. v. 582. 
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civilised and directed to a proper end46 Its basis is, 
however, purely physical, and its real justification is 
self-preservation, and ultimately the “preservation of the 
species. The lowest orders of animals do not possess, 

because they do not need, courage; the race is pre- 
served by other means, by an exuberant fertility or by 
their power of eluding the observation of enemies, but 
in many of the higher orders, and in man the highest, 
means of offence and defence are absolutely necessary. 

To do and to endure in war, to be ready to meet death 
on the field of battle, with a full knowledge of the dangers 
encountered and a full determination to meet them and 
for an adequate end, is Aristotle’s conception of courage 
in its strict sense. But the object must justify the 
sacrifice. To make your quietus with a bare bodkin 
in order to escape the law’s delay, or the pangs of 
despised love, is not courage.47 

CHAPTER 7.—The brave man has already been said 
to preserve a mean between fear and confidence. 
Aristotle points out in the seventh chapter some of the 
distinctions which must be taken before this definition 
can be correctly applied. There are some things so 
overwhelming in their force and consequences, that 
every reasonable person dreads them; to defy the storm 

like Lear, “not to fear waves or earthquakes, as 
is reported of the Kelts, is mere rant and folly.” 48 

46 avopeion yap sivae SoKover Kal of dia Yuudv wows Ta 
Onpia iwi rove rpwcavrac pepdueva. 1116, b 24. 

47 75 8 aroOvhoxew pévyovra reviav 7} Epwra 7H Tt AvTnpoy 

ov avepetov. 1116, a 15. 
48 cin © av tic patvdpevoc 7 avdAynroe, ei pndiv poPotro, 

pare ceopov pyre kbuara, kabamep pact rode KeArobc. 1115, 

b 26. 
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The brave man is undismayed so far only as a reason- 
able human being can be, and no farther.49 Aristotle 
would have disapproved of the exaggeration of repre- 
senting the good man standing unmoved amid the ruins 
of a broken world; 5° that would be folly, and although 
the good man may have faults he is not a fool.st 

On the opposite side of this excessive fearlessness. 
there is the extreme of timidity, and of what Aristotle 
distinguishes as deficiency in confidence, in reality only 
two aspects of the same thing, either of which amount 
to cowardice. On the other side there is over-confidence.. 
The rash or over-confident man is distinguishable from 
the brave man, by his habit of rushing eagerly into. 

danger and then holding back; the brave man is keen 
in the moment of action and quiet beforehand.s2 

Although the brave man does not wish to be killed or 
wounded, he will take the risk of these things for the sake. 
of honour or to escape disgrace.53 ‘‘It is not always 
pleasant to be virtuous,” says Aristotle, ‘‘ except in so far 
as the end is reached.”’54 This end, as we have already 

49 avéxwAnkrog we dvOpwroc. 1115, a 10. 

50 Si fractus illabatur orbis 
Impavidum ferient ruine. 

Hor. Od. iii. 3. 

5’ rwv Kar’ aperny ovdeic HALStog 0d avdnroc. 1123, 

b 3. 

5? kal of piv Opacsic wporercic, kal BovAduevor zd TOY 
xivdbvwv év aurotc 8 agioravra, of § avopeio: év Toic Epyous 

d&cic, mpdrepov & jobdxio. 1116, a 7. 

53 6 piv Odvarog kal ra tpavuara AvTnpa Ty avdpely Kat 

akovrt toral, Umopevel Ot avra Sri kaddv 7} Bre aioxpov 76 jh. 

1117, b 7. 

54 ob OF év amdoae Taic aperaic TO Hotwe ivepyeiv Urapyxel, 

wAnv 2¢’ cov rov réAovg éparera’ 1117, b 15. 
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learned, is happiness. Courage, therefore, has the: 
peculiarity that its highest exercise may lead to death, 
which cannot be happiness, because it*is the end of all 
things and beyond it there is nothing to look forward 
to.55 It is on this ground, and because it is more 
meritorious to do what is painful than to abstain from 
what is pleasant, that courage is justly praised.” 5® 
Aristotle has here got into a difficulty, which he seeks to 
evade by saying, ‘‘not but that the end is pleasant, but 
it is obscured by its surroundings, as in boxing, where. 
the end, the crown and the honour, is pleasant, but. 

the punishment is painful.”57 It is thus that he 
reconciles the two statements that death is painful to- 
the brave man, and that death, the end which he is 

specially prepared to face, is pleasant. 
Aristotle is, in fact, misled by his assumption that. | 

ultimate ends always influence conduct. Men do not. . 
generally act with those ends in view, nor are they , 
usually praised and blamed with reference to them. Nor- 
does he sufficiently allow for the influence of several 
proximate ends acting together. Many a man voluntarily 
leaves his comforts and pleasures and takes the certainty 
of the hardships of war, and the chance of being killed, 
from the feeling that it is expected of him, that he would. 
not be well thought of if he did not, or purely from. 

animal spirits and a love of adventure, or from all these: 

motives combined. It does not necessarily occur to him. 
to consider whether he will be happier if things turn out 
badly and he is killed. Even where a man faces certain 
death, the operative motive, could it be analysed, would. 
probably be found to be compounded of the innumerable 

55 1115, a 26. 
56 1117, a 33. 

57 1117, a 35. 
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influences which are the result of the social atmosphere 

in which he has lived. These are the motives which 

chiefly regulate all conduct, and the ethical right— 

7s ép0sv tov 7OKev—both in courage and in other 

cases is determined by them rather than by a conscious 

appreciation of ultimate ends. Aristotle correctly 
describes the aggregate of such influences by such 
phrases as “it is the right thing to do” (we 8), 
““it is honourable to do it,” ‘it is dishonourable 

not to do it,” (8re xadév 4 Ste aicypov 7d ph); it 

is only when we reflect upon conduct and seek to 
justify or criticise it from a wide point of view that 

we pass from considerations of this kind and think of 

final ends. 

CHAPTER 8.—Courage in its true sense having been 
described, Aristotle proceeds to mention five modifica- 
tions of it.58 He had already distinguished several 
cases in which the word “courage” is used metaphori- 
cally, such as fortitude in bearing pain or sickness, 
fearlessness in perils of the sea, or in spending 
money,59 but the five cases to which he refers are 
not metaphorical; they have a real and not a fancied 

similarity to true courage, inasmuch as they all arise 
in war, the only field on which true courage can show 

itself. 

58 Lore piv ovv 1) avopela ToLovrdy TL, Aéyovtar OF Kai Erepar 

cata wévre tpdmove. 1116, a 15. 

59 Emoe yap év Toic woAgutKoig Kivdbvorg detAoi Svrec éAev- 

Oépiol ciot kal -mpde xXpnudtwv awoBorjy eOapowe Exovow, 

1115, a 20. This illustration is taken from Plato, Lach. 

192 E: ei te xaprepet avadicxwy apyipiov ppovipwe, idwe 

dre avaddoacg wA~ov éxrihoerar, ToUTOv avopsiov Kadoic av; 

Ma A? ovk Eywye. 
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(1) “The first of the five modes, and the nearest to true 
courage, is called by Aristotle political courage.© It is a 
readiness to meet danger in war frong the consideration 
of what people, and especially fellow-citizens or friends, 
will think, and from the desire to escape the disgrace or 
legal penalties which in many societies, and especially in 
military states, attach to the name of coward. Hach of 
these motives, both the wish to be well thought of, and 

the wish to avoid reproach, is honourable.” The 
expression “political courage” is found in the Laches, 
from which dialogue, like so many other illustrations in 
these chapters, it is doubtless borrowed. Aristotle 
illustrates it by a quotation from the well-known passage 
in the Iliad where Hektor determines to go out and meet 
Achilles, influenced by the thought of what Polydamas 
will say.63 He distinguishes, however, moral from 
physical necessity ; to be brave on physical compulsion, 
because you are placed in a position from which retreat 
is impossible, or owing to the threats or blows of your 
officers, is not political courage, although some might. 
think it to be so; its motive is not an honourable dread 

of reproach. Political courage differs, therefore, from. 

60 rowrov piv 1 woAuTiKh * paAtoTa yap Eoxev. 1116, a 17. 

@poiwrar © atry padtora TH TpdTEpov sipnuévy, Ore OC aperny 

yivera. 1116, a 27. 

8 80 aide yap [% modurik} avdpeta] Kat did Kadov dpebw 

(rune yap) cat pvyjy dvetdove, aisxpov dvroc. 1116, a 28. 

62 kal mpdc Ta roXurika avopeio. Lach. 191 D. It is 

also found in the Republic, 430 C. 
63 TlovAvddauacg po mpwroc eeyxelnv avalhcet, 

bce w éxéAeve Tpwot wort mrédw ryyjoacba 

vixP bd rhvs dAohv, bre 7 wpero Stog AyiAAsic, 

GAN ?ye ob miOdunv. 
Il. xxii. 100. 

14 
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true courage, not in kind but in degree. Both are 

grounded on social opinion created by law and custom, 
but in one case the opinion is supported by the just 
admiration of conduct recognised as self-sacrificing, 
whilst in the other the motive of the action is prompted 
by inferior although still laudable considerations. 

(2) “The second modification of true courage is ex- 

perience, for which reason, says Aristotle, Sokrates 
thought courage to be knowledge.®+ Old soldiers often 
seem braver than they really are; sometimes they know 
that there is no real danger—many of the dangers of war 

are more apparent than real,6s and even when the risk 
is serious they rely on their ability to extricate them- 
selves.66 But the man whose fighting power depends on 

his superiority is very likely to run when he sees his 
superiority vanish. There are cases in which trained and 
experienced mercenary soldiers are better than citizen 
levies ; they know how to use their arms in the best 

64 bOev cal 6 Swxparne @hOn emiothuny eivar thy avepetav. 

1116, b 4. Sokrates considered all virtue to be know- 

ledge. 1144, b 28. His opinion in the separate case of 
courage may be learned from Xenophon. Mem. iv. 6. 
of piv yap émiordpevor rotc Sevoi¢g Te Kat erixdivore Kado 
xpioba avepeol slow of Ot Stapapravovrec robrov SeAoi. 

65 Soxet yap sivae woAAa Kevd tov woAguov, & pdAtoTa 
ouvewpakacty ovro. 1116, b 6. 

66 add’ év roAfuy Kaprepovyra avdpa kai 20éAovra payeoZat, 
ppovinwe AoyiCopevov, ciddra piv Sr BonPhaovow GAXou are, 

mpoe tAdtrouc 8 Kal pavAorépoug paxsirar } pel? Hv adréde torw, 
re 88 xwpia Eye kpelrrw—, rovrov rov psta rie rotabrne 

ppovicews kal Tapacxeviig KaprepovvTa avopetdrepov av gaing 
} tov tv Ty évartiw orparom’dy 2édAovra trouévew re Kai 

kaptepeiv ; Tov év rq évavrin’ Zuovye Soxel, & ewxparec. 
Plato, Lach. 193 A. 
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way; they are professionals and the others are amateurs. 
But they also know only too well how to take care of 
themselves; when they see that the game is up they fly, 

whilst the ignorant militia die at their post. It is some- 
times a disadvantage to know too much, and this shows 

that courage is not knowledge.” 
(3) ‘‘ Physical courage is a third variety. It is the 

groundwork of all courage. The sentiment which leads 
a brave man to face death in war for his country is at 
bottom the fierce instinct which man shares with wild 
animals—the courage of spirit.6£7 Physical courage when 
properly motived and properly directed becomes real 
courage.68 The true soldier is roused and incited to 
action by animal spirits. His blood boils, he feels the joy 
of contest and this prompts the higher motive which 
actuates him.£9 But the man who acts on the impulse 
of anger often seeks merely to gratify his passion by 
injuring those who have roused his anger. ‘‘ Revenge is 
sweet,” but revenge is no part of the motive of courage, 
nor does it actuate the warrior as such. It is more akin 
to the feeling of a wild animal who has been wounded or 
disturbed. It is therefore not even a mode of courage, 
and should be distinguished as combativeness, although 
the two are somewhat parallel.’ 7° 

67 avdpsion yap sivae Soxovow Kal of dia Ovpov womsp 7a 

Onpia imi tode tpwaavrac depdueva, Ste Kal ot avopetor 

Bupoedsic * irntudrarov yap & Suude mpd rote Kwwdbvouc, 

1116, b 24. 
68 pvowrarn & Zouxev 4 did Tov Oupov sivas, Kal mpocda- 

Bovoa rpoaipeow kai 7d ob Evexa avedpela civac. 1117, a 4. 

69 of wey ody avdpsion Sia TH Kadov TpaTrove, 6 Ot Supde 

ouvepyei avroic. 1116, b 380. 
7° paxiuor pév, OK avdpeior dé ‘—TrapawAhotov 8 Exovai TL. 

1117, a7. 
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(4) ‘A fourth modification of courage arises from 

\ temperament. It is the hopefulness of the constitution- 
ally sanguine man; not even this satisfies our notion 

of true courage,7* because a disposition to dwell on the 
chances in his favour causes him to think he will get the 
better of the enemy without loss to himself. Calculation 

of results therefore influences his conduct, whereas the 

man of genuine courage acts without thinking what will 
happen and from habit. Still, the two kinds have this 
point of similarity that both depend on confidence.” 
Wine warms the blood, and those who have taken 
enough acquire a temporary courage. This by-form is 

mentioned but not discussed by Aristotle. 
(5) “Nearly related to the courage of temperament is 

the courage of ignorance. It is, however, inferior in that. 
the man who is brave because he does not know what is 
before him acts not from the opinion he has of himself 
but on his estimate of the danger he has to meet. When 
such men discover their error their boldness vanishes, as 
it did with the Argives who attacked some Lacedemo- 
nians in mistake for a body of Sicyonians.” 

In describing each of the above five cases, distinguished 
as ‘“‘modes of courage,” Aristotle has used words referring 

to war; they all, like courage itself, refer to conduct 

exhibited on the field of battle and share that essential 

part of the definition of the genuine virtue.72 They 
are synonyms of courage, although not courage itself.73 

7¥ ovo: Oy of evéAmioec Svreg avdpeiow. 1117, a 9. 

72 Sd&ee 8 Av ove: wept Oavarov tov év wavri 6 avdpeiog 

slvat, olov év Oadarry 7 vdcorg. ev riow ovv ; 7 év Totg KaAX- 

arog ; ToLovToL OF Of év woAgUy. 1115, a 28. 

73 Aspasius says, Aéye: O2 kal dAAag wévre avopetac dvopud- 

ZeoOa Suwvipwe ry kuplwce Aeyouévy avépely. Aspa- 

sius 83. 30. I conceive this to be wrong. The five 
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To go out to meet your enemy from fear of losing your 
reputation is not the highest courage, but it is right 
and is what a brave man would do;eto endure poverty 

or disease or drowning or loss of civil reputation fearlessly 
is no part of a courageous character, and consequently 

endurance in these matters is called courage only by 
a metaphor;74 there is, some, likeness but not an 

equveca] univocal 
and not eqsuxeest essential one; they are 

expressions. 
This, then, is Aristotle’s definition of courage, his 

answer to the question put but not answered in the 
Laches, “‘ What is the whole of courage? What is the 
one common quality discernible in all the circumstances 
to which the word is applied ; in war, in poverty, in pain, 
in disease?” His answer is that there is no essential 
attribute predicable of all these cases. There is true 
courage and there are five varieties or modifications of it, 
having some, but not all the essential attributes of true 
courage ; there are also kinds of so-called courage which 
are not courage at all, in which the word is used in as 
pure metaphor as when we talk of the foot of a mountain 
and the foot of a man. 

modes are év rq a’rp yévee With courage proper, and are 
therefore synonyms. 

74 kara usrapopav’ Exe yap te duorov TH avopeiy—Kal 
édpodryra. 1115,a15, 19. These are homonymous, not 

synonymous, equivalents for courage. 



SELF-RESTRAINT 

Cuaprers 10 and 11.—Self-restraint is discussed by 
Aristotle from the point of view adopted in treating 
courage. He begins by distinguishing the various senses 

of a word of many meanings in order to arrive at a 
definition fundamental and precise enough to be reasoned 
from without confusion. 

Discussions on conduct, he remarks,75 cannot be 

properly carried on by the use of terms of wide general 
significance. The acts which are the subject of such 
discussion are particular acts with a limited scope, and 
our language must be adapted to their limitations. If no 
appropriate terms are in use, we must coin them for 
clearness sake and in order that our meaning may 
be followed. Both the warning and the advice are 
required in the case of self-restraint. The meaning 
of the word had been much discussed in the Platonic 
dialogues, now from one point of view and now from 

another ; it had been called ‘‘ the mastery over pleasures 
and desires,” “‘a mastery over some pleasures and 

75 gv yap roic epi tag mpd&ac Adyoe of piv Kabddov 
, yo? € Se ros , ar tA ‘ S x ‘ kevorepol ciow, of 0 emi wépove aAnSivdrepor* wept yap Ta 

ka’ &aora ai mpdéac. Eth. 2. 7.1107, a 29. weparedv— 
Gvopatamouiv capnvelag Evexa Kal rod evTapaxoAovPhrov- 
1108, a 19. 
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desires,” ‘‘doing all things in a quiet and orderly way,” 
‘doing your own business,” and, more comprehensively 
still, ‘a general agreement of all classes in the state with 
respect to government.” “Self-resttaint in the state 
is the unanimity with which all classes recognise and 
respect the proper functions of each; in the individual, 
it is the subordination of angry feeling to reason.” 7° It 
is not to be supposed that in a systematic treatise 
on morals, Plato would have admitted this variety of 

meaning, much of which is avowedly tentative and 
dialectic only, but it was not the less confusing that 

so many significations should have been attached to 
a much used word on his authority. Aristotle therefore 
endeavours to fix its use and to give it a meaning, 
conformable to prevailing language and ideas. He 
defines self-restraint as good conduct with regard to 
those desires which are necessary to animal life; 4 mean 
between self-indulgence and the unnamed and almost . 
unknown quality of pure indifference to physical 
pleasure.77 In its relation to pleasure and pain it stands 
in contrast to courage ; pain is the sphere of courage, 
( pleasure is the sphere of self-restraint ; as Bacon puts it, \ 
\ one is the virtue of adversity, the other of prosperity ; 
‘and inasmuch as it is easier, in Aristotle’s opinion, to 

abstain from pleasure than to endure pain, self-restraint 
is less meritorious than courage and self-indulgence more 
culpable than cowardice. ‘‘ Self-restraint is not, how- 

7 ro Kpately jOovwy Kal émByuav. Plato, Conv. 196 C. 
H aowppoobvyn gore Kal HOovev Tiwwy Kal emOuwev eyKparea. 

Plato, Repub. 480 E; Plato, Charm. 159 B; 161 B; 

Repub. 432 A. 
77 et O€ Tw pndey zor HOU pd? Stapépa Lrepov érépov, 

wéppw av ey tov avOpwrog elvac” ob rérevxe 8 6 ToLovTOC 
évdéporog Sia 7d pr) wave yivesOar. 1119, a 9. 
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ever, exercisable with regard to all pleasures even of the 

body, but only to those which are bound up with the 
exercise of the senses, and not even all of these. It has 

nothing to do with the intellectual senses of sight and 
hearing. People who are fond of form and colour are 
neither praised for their moderation in these things nor 
blamed if they enjoy them immoderately. ‘And yet,’ 
Aristotle says, ‘it seems possible to take a right pleasure 
even in such matters;’78 so with music and acting—a 

man may be a musical fanatic or immoderately fond of 
going to the theatre, but he could not therefore be 

accused of self-indulgence.” 79 
Aristotle’s remark on the fine arts deserves attention ; 

' «Even in such things,” he says, ‘“‘it seems possible to 
‘take a proper pleasure.’”” To a modern reader, ac- 
customed to the language in which fine art is spoken 
of, this seems singularly tame and unsympathetic. But 
we must remember that although the Greeks, and 
especially the Athenians, had a cultivated feeling for 

beauty and a natural good taste as well as a mastery 
over technical details which made them excellent judges 

' of what is right in art, the fine arts held a very moderate 
' place in their esteem. They made no fuss about the 

architects and sculptors whose works now attract the 
attention and compel the admiration of the world, 
looking on them, indeed, as little better than skilled 
mechanics. The language of enthusiastic critics and 
amateurs in our own day in speaking of art and artists 
would have seemed to a contemporary of Pheidias or 
Ictinus silly talk. They were too familiar with the best 

7 xalroe Odteev av eivae Kal we Set xaipav Kat robroic. 

1118, a 5. 

79 rove yap brepBeBAnuévwc yalpovrag péAcow 7} brroxpiost 

ovdelc axoAdarouc Aéyer. 1118, a 7. 
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art to gush about it. Its function was to give pleasure, 
or as Perides, speaking in the culminating period of 
Greek art, preferred to put it, ‘‘ to driye out painful feel- 
ings ;” 8 but to occupy the best part of one’s time in 
gazing at sculptures, pictures, or buildings, still more 
to write books about them, still more to represent them 

as ennobling agencies for the education of mankind, would 
have seemed nonsense to an educated Athenian of the 
fifth or fourth century. To admire art is not vicious ; 

it is a permissible relaxation; it relieves moodiness 
and low spirits,—so Aristotle and Pericles seem to have 
thought, but their admiration did not go much farther. 
To Plato the imitative arts were, one and aill, an 

abomination. 

““To return to the subject of self-control; the intellect- 
ual senses of sight and hearing having been eliminated, 
there remains that of smell. This sense may or may 
not come within the field assigned to self-control 
according to circumstances. If it is so associated with 
the objects on which self-control is exercised as to 
raise the desire of them, it is not to be distinguished 
from those objects, and the same might be said of the 
intellectual sense of sight. A hungry boy staring into 
a cook-shop window, feasting his eyes on the dishes 
‘and sniffing their odour, may indulge himself almost 
as immoderately (in imagination at least) as if he sat 
at table with the dishes before him.” ® 

80 jv kal” qpuépav 4 Tépyic TO AUTNpdy éxrAHoon. Thucyd. 

ni. 38. 

8: {dor & dv ric Kal rove adXove, bray Tevwor, yaipovrac 

ratc Tov Ppwpatwv dopaic* 7d 6? rovobroe yalpev axodarou. 
1118, a 13. 
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But self-indulgence is not a proper term to apply 
to the man who exercises a critical taste in what he 
eats or drinks; the nice discrimination of flavours, a 
correct judgment of the character and age of wine, 
require gifts which raise the man who is fortunate 
enough to possess them to the level of a lover of the 

beautiful. Moreover it is quality, not quantity, which 
he cares about. “But subtract this element of intelligent 
appreciation from the case, and suppose no higher feeling 

than the filling of a void—feeding and not dining,— 
appetite then loses its intellectual character and, sinking 
to the level of pure physical desire, becomes a matter 
of culpable self-indulgence., This is clearly observ- 
able in the case of wild animals. If a lion sees or 
hears a stag or wild goat or a flock of sheep, he is 
pleased, but not in the way in which an artist is pleased ; 
they are not to him an agreeable feature in the land- 

scape; he rejoices merely because he sees his way 
to a meal.82 This is an adventitious and accidental 
use of the nobler senses, distinctive only of the lower 

animals, or of men who resemble them. Abstraction 

made of the four senses of sight, hearing, smell and 
taste, there only remains the sense of touch,—the sense 
which has the most extensive range in life and belongs 
to us in virtue of our purely animal nature.”®3 In 
Aristotle’s biological system the possession of this sense 
marks the line of division between vegetal and animal 
life. We see in the scheme of nature first, unorganised 
and lifeless matter, then things which live in the 
sense that they grow, and lastly things which grow 

82 ove 6 Aéwyiry wry Tov Bode adda 7H 2owoH [xatpec]— 

dpoiwe 8 odd idav EAapov 7 aypiov aiya, add’ dr Bopav 
#€a. 1118, a 20. 

83 cowordrn 0) Tov aicAjoewv. 1118, b 1. 
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and also possess special senses. Of these special senses 
the one which first emerges as we pass from vegetal 
to animal life is touch—‘‘ the sense of food.’ 8 All 

animals, even the most rudimentary, such as molluscs, 

possess this sense at least, and they are enabled by 
it to make distinctions between injurious or non-profitable 
objects and their contraries. In more highly organised 
animals taste, which is a kind of touch, enables animals 
to make the farther discriminations which their organ- 
isation requires between objects which will or will not. 
serve for food, giving a kind of seasoning.’8 That 
is the broad distinction drawn in his physical works. 
Here he contents himself with pointing out that its 
immediate purpose is to supply a want of which the 
organism is conscious,®6 and that it does this by means 
of the pleasure which contact affords, not to the body 
as a whole, but to certain portions of it.87 This being 
its function, the right exercise of it is limited by the 
physical needs of the body; such things, and so much 
of those things, as contribute to health and strength, 
may be enjoyed, and to enjoy them with due regard 
to one’s means and with the restrictions which the 

84 4 yap apy tne TpOPHC aic@noic. De Anima ii. 3. 414, 

b 7. 
85 6 8 xupde oiov Hovopa Te TobTWY éoTiv. Siacagpnréoy 

OS: wept avrwv torepov, viv 62 él tosovroy siphobu, bre ror 

Zowv Toig Exovoww agny kai dpstc brapya. De Anima ii. 8, 
414, b 13. roic 8 Cyore, 4 piv Cwov Exacrov, avayKn Urapyew 
ducOnow * robry yap rd Cwov civar kal uy Gyov SopiZopev. 
De Sensu 1. 486, b 10. 

86 gvarAhpworc yap Tie evoeiag 7H puotky éxOupia. 1118, 

b 18. 
87 ov yap Tepl wav Td] cwua % TOU axoAGoToU aph, GAdAG 

mepl twa pépn. 1118, b 7. 
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‘judgment of society imposes is self-restraint.88 Usually 
Aristotle remarks, men only err in one direction, that 

of over-enjoyment,89 hence there is no word for the 
intemperance of under-enjoyment. But to take too 
little is as well a defect, although probably a less 

serious and certainly a less common one, as to take 
too much. The man who injures his health by fasting 
is nearly as reprehensible as the man who does s0 
by over-indulgence; society does not blame him so 

' much because the tendency is the other way, and the 
discouragement is not so much required. Our language 

in regard to conduct is always governed by facts rather 
than reasons; a railway train which is five minutes 

early is as unpunctual as one which is five minutes 
late, but we do not say so, because it scarcely ever 
happens—ov rérevxe 8 dvdpuaroc dia rb ph wavy yivecba. 

But Aristotle does not allow the sense of touch to 
be a proper subject of self-control unless it serves the 
lower and absolutely necessary needs of the body. The 
more refined pleasures of touch, warm baths and fric- 
tion after gymnastic exercise, things that animals and 

uncivilised men do not indulge in, are excluded; it 
is only certain parts of the body that lend themselves 
to over-indulgence.s9° Even the desires so called forth 

88 Joa Of mpdc vyledy gory 7 Tpdc eveElav Hdéa Svra, 
- > 4 £. , vv Ly € -~ x hg 

tovtwv dptEera [6 cwppwv] perpiwc Kal we dei, cal Tov 

GdAwy pwr po uTodiwy robroc dvtwy Hh wapa Td Kadov 7} 

trip Thy ovctav, 1119, a 16. 
8 ? x s ~ ”~ 2 6 , ee > e s 
9 ty piv ovv taic puoaic émBuptare dALyou ayapravovow 

kal ep év, éwi rd wAsiov. 1118, b 15. 

9 kal yap ai eAsvOepdrarar tov Sia THe adic Hoover 

apypnvra, oiov ai év roic yuuvaciog dia tplibewo Kai rie 

Ozpuaciacg yivdpevar* od yap wept Tav Td cwUA y TOV aKoAd- 
orov apn, adda epi twa pépy. 1118, b 4. 
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require to be distinguished; some are universal, like 

the craving for food as such, and some are personal 
and acquired, like the taste for food of a particular 
kind or prepared in a way to suit individual liking.9 
Over-indulgence in the desire of food as such is con- 
sidered by Aristotle to be rare, and confined to the 
one mistake of taking too much, for to eat or drink 
anything without discriminating its nature or quality 
and merely for the sake of ingesting something is un- 
natural, and a defect which none but the lowest natures. 

would be capable of. Aristotle treats this as outside 
the scope of his inquiry. In the virtues of conduct. 
we are not concerned with extraordinary deflections. 
from the usual standard, either in the direction of ideal 

goodness or of unusual vice.93 That has already been 
pointed out in regard to courage. Absolute morality, 
the complete goodness which the Lacedemonians ex- 
pressed by the phrase ‘‘A godlike man,” 9 equally with 
the vices of disease, barbarism, or the action of brutalised 

men, is not within the field covered by Aristotle’s dis- 
cussion on conduct; he is thinking only of things: 
as they usually are. For this reason he puts aside 
here, and subsequently in the seventh book, the grossest.. 
forms of self-indulgence, and considers only those which 
are commonly met with and which depend on individual 
proclivities. Self-indulgence so limited may be either 

3 rov & ixOuutwy at piv cowal Soxovow sivat, ai 8’ 1801 
kai ériSerot xré. 1118, b 8. ; 

9 7b yap éobiav ra TéxovTa Ewe Gv imepTANOA, UTEP BaA- 

Aew ori rd Kara THY Pbow TH TAHSE* avaTAhpwore yap Tic 

zvdelag 4) voy ewiSuuia. 1118, b 16. 

93 kal yap Wotep ove? Inplov zoti Kaxia ovd’ aperh, obrwe 

ove: Seov. 1145, a 25. 
94 1145, a 29. 
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in the things desired, or in the degree in which they 
are indulged in—excessive, being as Aristotle is careful 

to point out, “that which is more than usual” 95 either 
in amount or in the mode of enjoyment; many are 

the opportunities of error, and the self-indulgent man 
is not slow to avail himself of them. 

The practical necessity of guarding against those 

departures from the standard which are most usual 
has led Aristotle in these chapters to dwell on self- 
indulgence rather than on self-restraint, as for the 
same reason he has described courage more fully than 
cowardice. He does not here consider whether a man 
indulges himself of set purpose, or whether he yields 
to the pleasure of the moment because he is not strong 

enough to resist; he reserves these questions for sub- 
sequent treatment in the discussion of self-mastery in 
Book VII. Self-control is looked at as the contrary 
of self-indulgence; the man who has it does not take 

pleasure in what gratifies the self-indulgent man, but 
on the contrary dislikes it, nor does he yield to any 
of the multiform excesses which distinguish such an 
one; his pleasures are confined to the satisfaction of 
simple and necessary physical wants within the limits 
of health and strength and the bounds of his pecuniary 

means. Equally he avoids the opposite extremes of 
self-privation and asceticism—assuming them to be 
carried to a point injurious to vigorous life; good sense 
and reason is his rule.97 

CHAPTER 12.—Self-indulgence is said to be a greater 
fault than cowardice, for there is less difficulty in resisting 

95 76 wadXoyv H wool woAAC. 1118, b 23. 

96 xara wavra 8 of axdAacror brepBdAAovsrv. 1118, b 24. 
97 1119, a 16-20. 
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the attraction of pleasure than in bearing pain, which, 
at least when severe, alters the physical nature and 
throws it off its balance.%® By way of emphasising 
the difference between cowardice and self-indulgence, 

Aristotle draws a distinction between them more inge- 
nious than real: ‘‘The habit of cowardice is not so 
voluntary as the acts which go to make a coward; 
the habit is unattended with pain, but the acts, such 
as throwing away your arms, are only done under 
the disturbing influence of pain—they seem forced on 
you. On the other hand, the acts which produce the 
habit of self-indulgence are voluntary, being indeed 
things which one keenly desires to do, but not so 
the habit itself; no one wishes to be self-indulgent.”’ 99 
This passage it not consistent with what we have 
been told about voluntary action in the first chapter 
of the present book. ‘‘ Wherever the cause of action 
is in the agent and he knows the circumstances in which 
he is acting, his act is voluntary.” 1° A distinction is 
here drawn between more and less voluntary action, which 

is doubtful, to say the least, as a matter of fact, and of 

which no hint has been given in the long chapter dealing 
with the subject. Moreover, one may ask whether 
a person is not quite as unwilling to be called a coward 
as to incur the reproach of self-indulgence? Aristotle 

8 y piv Abay eElarnor Kal PIelpe THv Tov Exovroc pba, 

HO HOOV OvSEY TOLOUTO Trotet. 1119, a 23. 

99 SdEae 8 av ork dpotwe ixobaiov % deAta civat Totc Kal? 

¥caorov * avry piv yap GAuToc, ravra St dia Adv zElornow, 
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is probably right in indicating self-indulgence as the 
more subtle and dangerous of the two excesses; ‘‘if 

it is not kept in check it will know no bounds, for 
the desire of pleasure is insatiable and comes from all 
kinds of quarters to those who are not blessed with 
good sense.” 1°r 

“That part of our nature which is the seat of desire 
requires, therefore, to be under the rule and guidance 
of reason, just as boys are made to obey their tutors.” 102 

Aristotle’s chapters on courage and self-control amount 
to an assertion of the superiority of power over endurance 
as the basis of moral character; the active and the 

. passive qualities correspond in his ethical scheme to 
, form and matter in his psychological scheme; each is 

a sine qud non, but doing and not suffering constitutes. 
the excellence of man. *93 

Self-control is the negative, resisting side of those 
powerful impulses on whose exercise life depends; the 

Tol gi obv pn Eorae evTretBic Kal bd Td Gpxov, emt WOAD HEE” 

dadnotog yap 7 Tov Hdtog Speke Kal wavraydDev tH avogry. 

1119, b 7. 
to2 1119,b 18. The simile of boys under the guidance 

of their tutors (which does not appeal very forcibly to us) 
would have seemed apposite enough to an Athenian. 
Boys of good family were not allowed to go out without 
their leader or tutor (generally a slave), and they were 

expected to obey him. There are many references to 
this in Plato, and a striking one in the Lysis. 

103 rig yap aperig wadXov 7d ed Toei 7 TO ey Taye, Kat 

Ta KkaAd mparrew paddov i} ra aicypa wh wparrev. 1120, 
all. 
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tendency ‘‘to be unmoved by passion” answers to 
anger as self-control does to desire, and, therefore, 

although in the genetic order the ympulses regulated 
by self-control are prior to those regulated by courage 
and should therefore come first, Aristotle, viewing 

human nature in the Ethics critically as an already 
constituted whole, was acting on his own principles 
in giving to courage the leading place. 

Modern readers of the Ethics are disposed to complain 
of Aristotle’s definition of courage on the ground that 
it exalts military virtue and finds little or no place 
for moral courage. This is true, but he provides a 
counterpoise in what he says as to the necessity of 
keeping your temper,7°5 and also by insisting on 
rational deliberation and an adequate object as essential 
to courage. Here as elsewhere the end crowns the 
work, and the end is the integrity of the individual 
and of the state. Self-defence and the maintenance 
of the inviolability of the state territory are the limits 
within which courage is properly contained. A war of 
unprovoked aggression would offer no field for this 
virtue. How Aristotle would have dealt with the question 
“* What aggression is unprovoked?” in the complicated 
struggles of modern states under the influence of the 
countless motives which actuate them, we cannot 

say. He might have thought that there was no justi- 
fication for the Crusades, and we may think that there 
was some justification for the Persian War. 

104 1125, b 33. 
105 1125, b 26 sqq. 
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CHAPTER V 

Book IV. 

SPECIAL KINDS OF GOOD CONDUCT 
(continued) 

CONDUCT WITH REGARD TO WEALTH AND 

HONOUR ; CONDUCT IN SOCIETY. 

ov xeipov O& Kal Tag TovabTac émeADeiv* padAdy Te yap av 
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Zyov oumddvrec. Eth. 4. 7. 1126, a 14. 





THE conduct reviewed in this book falls into two main 
divisions, conduct in public life and in private society : 
the former comprising the right use of wealth, magni- 
ficence, magnanimity, and proper spirit, and the latter 
friendliness, straightforwardness, social tact, and modesty 

of demeanour. It may be assumed that neither these 
names nor any which can be substituted for them give 
the exact meaning intended to be conveyed by Aristotle. 
No word which describes a type of character retains. 
its meaning for long, because the character it describes. 
soon changes with the changes of national and social 
life, and as the same process takes place in any language 
into which the original may be transferred there is a 
double liability to error, and the correspondence of the 
word and the thing can never be more than approximate, 
sometimes with wide variations. 

The object of the description of the kinds of conduct 
reviewed in this book is clearly stated. It is to show | 
that good conduct in general is a mean state by proving | 
even the slighter kinds to be so.2, But Aristotle could 

* Right use of wealth (éAcvOepidrnc); magnificence 
(ueyadorpérea); magnanimity (ueyadofvyia); proper 
spirit (mpadrne); friendliness (p:Aia); straightforward- 

ness (aA#Sea); social tact (cirpamedia); modesty of de- 
meanour (aidwe). 

2 ov xeipov St Kai rag rorabracg éeASeiv’ wadddv Te yap: 

Gy sidsinusy ta wept ro 400c, xa’ Exacrov SuASdvrec, Kai 
209 
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never have intended to examine all cases of conduct, 
because it would have been an impossible task. He 
took certain selected instances out of a wide field, and 

was content to rest his case on them. His selection was 
not made at haphazard. Courage and temperance claim 
the first place for reasons already given; then he re- 

members that wealth and honour are considered by 
many to be supreme ends of conduct, and although this 

is a wrong view, it is not the less true that it is acted 
upon, and that these motives influence a large, and 
perhaps the largest part of conduct as a whole. But life 
is not confined to endeavouring to achieve distinction or 
make money ; the claims of society and of necessary re- 

jaxation have to be satisfied: conduct in these matters 
is therefore considered, and forms the subject of this 

book. Conduct with regard to wealth and honour may 
conveniently be distinguished as conduct in public social 
life, and the remaining kinds as conduct in private 
social life. 

pleadryrac Elva Tac aperac ToTEboammeED av, emi ravTwy oUTwWE 

Exov ovviddvrec. 1127, a 14. Although these words 

introduce the account of straightforward conduct only, 
their application is not limited to that case; ‘“‘ Even 
conduct in private life is worth attention”’—ov xzipov 
kai rade rocabracg étmeASeiv—a fortiori, will conduct 

in public life be so? 



TEXT 

CHAPTER 1.—Of the good qualities shown in public 
social life, the first to be examined is the right use of 
wealth. ‘‘ Wealth is everything which has a money 
value, including money itself,3 and its proper use includes 
as well acquisition as expenditure, although it is chiefly 
shown in expenditure.” 

Our word “liberality,” which points to the spending 
side only, does not express Aristotle’s full meaning, 
although for convenience it must sometimes be employed. 

3 When things having a value of their own are used 

for currency they are still, with respect to that value, 
wealth, and their intrinsic value being variable affects 
their value as media of exchange. Aristotle knew this 
(1133, b 13), although the ancient world in general did 
not. Aspasius commenting on the text, unnecessarily 
amends Aristotle’s definition through a misapprehension 
on the point. doxet d& un wavy ixavocg arodsddc0a 6 rav 

ovrw Aeyouévwy Xpnuatwv Spioude* Td yap vdpiopa avTo Kal 
TO apybplov ov peTpEirar vomuopaTt. oyédov ovv 6 évreATC 
Gpiopoe ovrdc tore’ xpiua & fh vdmopa tori FH ov 7 abla 

voulopart perpsira. Aristotle had said ‘‘ Wealth is every- 
thing whose value is measured by money” (1119, b 26) ; 

in his discussion on currency in Book V., Chap. 5, he 
notes that money itself, varies in value. Aspasius denies 
this, and says that money is not measured by money. 
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In civilised society, behaviour with regard’ to getting and 
giving or otherwise disposing of things of money value 
constitutes a very large part of conduct in general,+ 
whilst “politically, well adjusted fiscal regulations are 
essential to stability and well-being, and occupy a large 
share of the wise legislator’s attention.”’5 These considera- 

tions serve to explain the great and apparently dispropor- 
tionate length at which the subject of wealth is treated. 

Liberality being ‘‘ moderation in the acquisition and 
disposal of wealth, or rather in its disposal,® the 

extremes which mark its abuse are extravagance and 
stinginess, and it is to be noted that each of these 
extremes is capable of abuse in two directions; the 
stingy man shows his illiberality in grasping as well as 
in not parting with money, and the spendthrift is some- 
times as careless about his receipts as his expenditure. 
There is, however, this difference between them, that 

in common language stinginess (or illiberality) is always 
confined to its proper subject, wealth, whilst the word 
‘ spendthrift’ is often used with an implication that the 
money is spent on vicious indulgence; this is unfair to 
the spendthrift, who is not necessarily bad in more 
directions than one.” 7 

“ Right conduct with respect to wealth lies, however, 
more on the positive, active side of giving than on the 

4 Swareive emt woAd. 1121, b 16. 

5 Soxet yap riot 7b wepi Tac oboiag civar péytotoy TeraxSar 
Kade wept yap Trobtwy TotioAal pact Tag ordaee mavrac. 

Polit. 11. 7. 1266, a 36. 
6 1119, b 23-25. 

7 rv © dowrlav emiptpomev évidre cuuTAéKovrec* Tove aap 
axpareic Kai sic akoAactay Saravijpoug aawroue kadovpev—ov 

8} olkeiwe tpocayopsbovrar. PobAsrat yap dowroe sivar 6 tv 
Kakov Exwv, TO pveipe tiv ovolav. 1119, b 30. 
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negative side of receiving,? and this whether the rightness 
be shown in receiving from proper sources or in declining 
to receive from improper ones.” Aristgtle considers every | 
form of receiving to be passive, whereas the grand 
characteristic of virtue is action. Moreover, ‘‘it is 

easier,” he thinks, “not to take than to give: mankind 
being in general less disposed to give away what belongs 
to themselves than not to take what belongs to others.” 9 
“The liberal man, moreover, gets more thanks and 
praise, being of all good people the most liked.” *° He 
must of course give in the right way and for worthy 
objects in order to deserve his popularity, and if he does 
this he will find pleasure in giving—pleasure being the 
accompaniment of all virtuous action, hence those who 
part with their money grudgingly are not entitled to 
the name of liberal.* To those who know how to 
use it wealth is not valued for itself, but in order that 

it may be given away; they do not beg; their proper 
moneys are the source of their income, and of these 
moneys they will be careful, so as not to starve their 
virtuous action; they will be circumspect in giving, 
so that they make the best use of their means.” 72 

On these sections (1120, a 15-27) we notice how greatly 
praise and the good opinion of society are relied on as 

8 Receiving is negative, because Aristotle is assuming 
the moral agent to live on his means and not to make 
money by business or manual labour. The “ working 
man” is not a moral agent. 

9 7d yap oikstov rrov mpotevrar paddov 7} ov AauPBavover 
To GAXdrpiov. 1120, a 17. 

10 gidovvra S& ayeddv padtoTa of eAevbépioe TOV aw 
aperig. 1120, a 21. ir 1120, a 26. 

12 9vd? Tol¢ TvxovGr dwoe [6 eAevBépioc] iva Exy Sddvae 
ole Sei cai bre kai ob Kady. 1120, b 38. 
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tests of conduct, and also the assumption that conduct 

which satisfies these tests brings its own reward in 
the form of pleasure. We must take Aristotle’s word for 
it that getting money is a negative and passive process ; 
but this is not a modern experience, and against it may 
be set Bacon’s remark that it is as hard to be rich as to 
be virtuous.?3 Another difference between the ancient 
and modern world appears in the statement that liberal 
persons are not in the habit of begging; that liberal 
persons do not ask for themselves is true, but they 
are usually the most persistent and successful beggars 

for others; people who give themselves being naturally the 
most interested in the objects they support, and the claims 
of charity being inexhaustible. Aristotle notices that the 
merit of liberality on its spending side does not depend 

on the amount expended, but on the proportion it bears 
to the means of the giver. ‘It may well be that the 

man who gives less than another is the more liberal 
_of the two, if he gives from a smaller fund.” “ Asa 
‘rule, those who inherit property are more free-handed 
than those who make their money themselves: they do 
not know what want is, and their fortune not being their 
own creation they are not tempted to overvalue it, like 
parents and poets; men of this stamp will obviously not 
grow rich.”’ ‘ A generous man is easy to have to do with 
in money matters; it is always possible to get the 

better of him;?5 he would rather give where he ought 

13 “The things required to procure fortune are not 

fewer or less difficult than those to procure virtue.” 
Bacon, Advancement, viii. c. 2. 

14 otOiv oy KwAde eAevOepwwrepov civac rov Tra 2AdTTwW 

SWdvra, gav am’ 2Aatrévwy Sidy. 1120, b 9. 

5 kal evkowwvytog 8 iotiv 6 édevbéproc sic Xphpara * 

Sbvarar yap a8iccioOar, uj Tyswv ye Ta xphuara. 1121, a 4. 
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not, than not give where he ought; he makes a good 
use of his wealth according to his means, and is careful 
not to draw his funds from a tainted o,corrupted source.’ 

Stinginess and extravagance contrast at all points with 
this: the fault of the niggardly man is giving too little 
and getting too much; the extravagant man is just the 
opposite, but ‘his characteristic efforts are not commonly 
conjoined—at least for long: it is not easy to be per- 
petually giving unless he looks after his income.*6 A 
private fortune is soon run through in such circumstances, 
and it is only of private persons and limited fortunes that 
we are thinking when we use the words “ stingy” and 
“extravagant.” Despots and others with practically 
unlimited means at command must be criticised from 
a different point of view.17 The spendthrift is a better 
man by far than the niggard; his faults are on the right 
side, and they are remediable: age and want will bring 
him to his senses.'*® But age and want only increase the 
original defects of the penurious man, who is practically 
incurable.t9 Moreover there is much to admire in a 
free-handed, generous disposition: the man is perhaps 
foolish, but he is not unamiable.7° 

16 ra piv ovv Tie dowrlac ov Tavy cuvdvaZerar’ ov yap 
pPddvov pndaudSev AapnBavovra wast Siddva. 1121, a 16. 

17 rove yap Ta peyada pH SOev 8? dei AauBavovrac, pHde 
G@ Sei, ob Aéyouev avedevBépove, olov Tode Tupdvvouc wéAELC 

wop0ovvracg Kal ispa cuvdwyrac, adda Tovnpotc paddov kal 

accBeic— 1122, a3. 

18 eviarde Te yap gore Kal wd THE HAckliac Kal b7d Tic 

amopiac. 1121, a 20. 

19 4 8 aveAcvOepia aviarde tore. 1121, b 12. 

20 $16 cat Soxei ovk Elvae pavrAoc 7d 700¢* od yap poxSnpov 
US ayevvove To UmrepBadAAav SiddvTa Kal pj} AapPavovra, 
AABiov dé 1121, a 25. 
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“Many spendthrifts are obliged to supply their wants 
in a way of which the moralist must disapprove; they 

go to money-lenders or sell their family portraits.2* Nor 
are their benevolences really liberal, for they give to 
the ministers of their pleasure, and as a matter of fact 

often become thoroughly depraved in their tastes. 
Without guidance this is likely to be their fate, but 
should they chance to be looked after, they will not 
improbably turn out well;22 their disposition is at 

bottom not bad.” 
“Stinginess in its complete form consists, as has 

been said, in excessive getting and defective giving, 
but im practice it is very often not complete, and 
we see men who hoard without coveting their neigh- 
bours’ goods. Two different motives operate to produce 
this—a genuine indisposition to do wrong, and a 

fear of consequences; they think that if they were 
to lay hands on what belongs to others, others might 
do the like by them, so they indulge their taste 
for acquisitiveness by the safe course of neither giving 
nor getting.” 23 ‘‘ Stinginess in the shape of avarice 
‘generally shows itself in low forms of making money, 
‘such as lending out small sums at a high rate of 
_interest,24 or In engaging in occupations which are not 

fit for gentlemen. The true opposite of right conduct 
as to wealth is stinginess and avarice, not extra- 

21 avayKkaZovrat ovy éripwSev wopitav. 1121, a 34. 

22 ruxwv 8” emsdsiag sic To pécov Kal sic TO Slow adikorr” 
av. 1121, b 11. 

23 of piv Oia Tiva émetkeray Kai evAdBeav Tov aisxpwvr— 
of 8 ad dia PdBov améxovrae Tov aAAoTpiwy we od pqdioy: 

avrov piv ta érépwv AauBavev, ra 8 adrov érépouc wh. 1121, 
b 24. 

24 roxtotal Kara puxpa kal éxtwoAAw. 1121, b 34. 
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vagance; not only are these two vices worse in them- 
selves, but the general tendency of conduct is more in 
their direction.” “ 

CHAPTER 2.—‘‘ The subject of magnificence naturally 
follows: it is also conduct with respect to wealth, but 
it is confined to the case of expenditure—expenditure, 
too, on a much larger scale than any we have been 
considering ; it may be defined as “lavish expenditure ° 
within the limits of good taste.’’25 ‘‘ Size is, however, 
a relative expression and so is good taste; what is 
becoming depends on the person who spends and 
on the circumstances and object of the expenditure.?6 
‘To give to a tramp,’ like Odysseus, may be kind, 
but it cannot possibly be magnificent, however ap- 
propriate in every respect the gift may be.27 The 
errors here are, on the side of defect, want of 

proportion, and a desire to do things cheaply 
(uxpompérea), and on the side of excess, vulgar and 

tasteless ostentation (amepoxaAfa); the magnificent man 
avoids both, ‘he spends like one who knows.’ 28 Also -. 

he spends habitually and on principle—habit is deter- 
mined by the nature of its constituent acts and by the 
objects of those acts.29 The habit of magnificence 
accordingly consists in a large and becoming expenditure 

25 éy meyéOer tpérovca Saravn ioriv. 1122, a 23. 

26 76 St péyslog mpdg¢ m* OF yap TO avTo SdaTravnya 
Tpmpapxw kai apyOewpy. To Tpérov On Tpdc avTdy, Kal 
év @ Kal wept 6. 1122, a 24. 

27 6 8 gy muxpoic 7 év perptoe Kar a&iav Saravev ov 

Aéyerae peyadorperic, olov ro “mwoANaKe SdcKxov adjry.” 

1122, a 26. 
28 tmiothmov Eouxey. 1122, a 34. 

29 ¥ tic raic évepystac OpiGerat, kai @v toriv. 1122, b 1. 
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resulting in a work which answers to it; there must of 
course be the motive found in all good conduct—the 
motive of doing the thing well.3° The value of the 
expenditure of a man who knows how to spend is 
not measured by a money standard; taste, skill, and 
proportion count for infinitely more than material value.”” 

“The objects which the magnificent man chiefly selects. 
for the exercise of his gifts are those to which honour 
is specifically attached, offerings and sacrifices to the 

gods and to the whole world of spirits, and services of 
a friendly and honourable kind to the state,3? such as. 

public banquets or the discharge of the duties of Trierarch 
or Ambassador on a brilliant scale. In all these cases 
we refer to the man who undertakes the duties, to his 

means, and to the duties themselves, which ought alk 

to be proportionate to each other. Hence a poor man 
cannot be magnificent, and he would be foolish to 
attempt it.” 

‘‘Public duties and benefactions do not, however, 

exhaust the opportunities of spending on a grand scale. 
Private life may once in a way claim the attention 

of the millionaire—a marriage or some occasion of 
the sort,3? the reception and entertainment of a private 
or public guest, or the building and furnishing of his own 
house in a manner suitable to his fortune and position ; 
here he will aim at something solid and enduring—‘ the 

3° Saravioe 82 ra ro.avra 6 peyaXorpemij¢g Tov KaAov Evexa * 

kowwdy yap Touro Taic aperatc. 1122, b 6. 
3% Fort Of rev SaTavnudtwy ola Aéyouev ra rimea (1101, b 

10 sqq.) ofov ra rept Ozobc, avafhuara cai xaTacKeval Kat 
, ig , x ‘ s bed pS CA , oo bs ‘ 

Suata, duoiwe d? kai wept wav 7d Saiudmov, kat baa mpde To 

kowdv evpiroriunra éoriv. 1122, b 19. 
32 rv 0: idlwy bea eicamwak yiverat, olov yapog Kal & Te 

towovrov. 1122, b 35. 
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things which last longest are the most beautiful,’ remarks 
Aristotle.33 In whatever is done, design and ornament 
must be subordinate to the purpose of the work—you 
must not treat a shrine as you would a mortuary tablet.3+ — 
“The aim of the magnificent man in whatever he does, ° 
great or small, is to do it as well as it can possibly be _ 

done appropriately.” In these words Aristotle sums 
up the character.35 Extravagant and misplaced ex- 
penditure is purely vulgar. A vulgar man 36 wants to 
show off his wealth, being under the impression that 
his money will bring him credit, and ‘“‘he generally does 
it badly, spending much on trivial or secondary objects 
without any sense of harmonious proportion, as, for 
example, entertaining his club companions on the scale 
of a wedding feast.” 37 In the other direction, to make a 
cheap show, and even then to grudge the money, is as 
bad or worse. Although this defect is not wholly un- 
known, we have no word for it. ‘‘ These habits,” says 

33 dca mwoAvypévia twv Epywv, Kadota yap ravra— 
1123, a 8. 

34 Nothing strikes a visitor to Athens more than the 
beauty, simplicity, and refinement of the mortuary 
tablets. To go from the Street of Tombs to Kensal 
Green is a lesson in taste. 

35 éorl rou peyadorpeTouc, iv @ av Tom yével, ueyadoTpeE- 
mag Touty (rd yap ToLOUTOY OvK EvuTépBANTOV) Kal ExOV Kat’ 

aéiav tov Saraviparog. 1123, a 16. 

36 6 8 brapBadAwy kat Bavavooc. 1128, a 19. Aspasius 

says zAfArvOe S& 7b dvoua ard THY Tpd¢ Tip ipyaZouévwr* 
Batvouc yap txadoby rac kapivac, évrevOev S8 kal ravrac rove 

xEporéxvac Bavatcovc wvdpacav. Asp. 104. 22. 
37 vy Toig puxpoic trav Sawavnudtwy woAAG avaXloxe Kal 

Aapmpiverat tapa pédoc, oliov ipaviorac yauKwc éorav. 

1123, a 20. 
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Aristotle, ‘‘ are wrong, but they are not severely blamed, 

because they do no harm to one’s neighbour, nor are 
they very bad form.’ 3° It is the fact that they are 

blamed which makes them in any degree morally 
reprehensible. 

The two chapters on the right use of wealth on the 
moderate and on the grand scale are carefully written 

and worked out, and it is evident that Aristotle attached 
considerable importance to the subject. To make the 
best use of money, neither squandering nor mis- 
applying it, counts for much in a good life as he 
understood it. Whatever may be the scale of expendi- 

“ture, proportion as an element of excellence is prominent. 
The man of moderate means must not pauperise himself 

either by giving or not receiving ; one is as bad as the 
other. Vows of poverty, if kept, are inconsistent with 
a good life, for how can one who has nothing and who 

is ashamed to ask hold his place in the world and help 
his friends? To starve your means of action is as 
reprehensible as to reduce your bodily powers below the 
level of healthy efficiency. Although wealth honestly 
gotten is an advantage, it is not a necessity; a poor man 

or one of moderate means may be as liberal as any one 
else—it is a mere question of the relation between what 
he can do and what he actually does. The end, however, 

‘ is more important than the means, and Aristotle has 
caught the true meaning of liberality in describing it 

as “giving for the pleasure of giving.”” An ungenerous 
man could scarcely have written this chapter. The 

38 siot piv ovv ai ec avrat Kakiat, ov py dveion Y erepé- 

povot did 76 pre BAaepai rH Tédrag civar pre Alav aoxhuovec. 
1123, a 31. 
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portrait of the spendthrift is excellently drawn, although 
his bad features are too much toned down; careless, 

extravagant, good-natured Charles Surface does more 
harm to society than Aristotle allows when he contrasts 
him with the saving illiberal man by saying that “‘he 
helps many, whilst the other helps no one, not even 
himself.”” The expenditure of the spendthrift is at the 
best unproductive, whilst savings prudently invested in- 
crease the national wealth. 

The chapter on magnificence—the esthetics of con- ' 
duct—is interesting quite as much for what it omits | 
as for what it contains. The question propounded is, 
“‘ What is the best use which a very rich man can make 
of his money?” We learn that he ought to live in 
a style suitable to his fortune and position, and that 
public objects have a strong claim on his benevolent 
attention. Aristotle mentions the objects which were 
recognised by opinion in his time as proper for such 
expenditure; the discharge of the liturgies or public 
services which fell to citizens of means in the ordinary 
course, or which were voluntarily assumed by them, 
such as the furnishing a chorus for the plays, the 
maintenance and pay of those who were in training as. 
competitors in the great athletic contests, feasting the 
tribes, the celebration of festivals and sacrifices and. 

giving costly ornaments of a lasting kind to the temples. 
To expend large sums on these things both gratified the: 
religious and artistic feelings of the Greek public and 
tended to the honour of the state, and was accordingly 
considered the mark of a generous and noble character. 
But although princely generosity for] the benefit of the 

community is commendable, Aristotle was aware that 
it might be abused, and in the/ Politics he advises 
that in democratic states the desire of rich men 
to undertake expensive and useless services, such 
as providing choruses and torch races, should be 

16 
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_ checked.39 And although he was much alive to th 
| dangers arising from poverty, he does not suggest publi 
charity as a proper outlet for magnificent expenditure 
a public banquet is permissible, a public soup kitchei 
certainly is not. Even the liberal man would not reliev 
poverty as such—he would give to the right people, bu 
they would have to show some better claim than want 

To cure disease or alleviate physical suffering by: 
erecting and endowing hospitals was a way in whicl 
neither Aristotle nor Plato would have encouraged : 

rich man to spend his money. Poor citizens who wer 
too ill to be cured by the summary methods of thx 

parish doctor ought not, according to those authorities 
to be artificially kept alive. Even Hippocrates considerec 
the treatment of patients quite overcome with sicknesi 
not to fall within the province of the medical art. O. 
vulgar ostentation and cheap magnificence Aristotle doe: 
not think it necessary to speak at length; he indicate: 

' types which are but too well known; bad art is dis 
‘agreeable, but, as he says, it hurts nobody; it is bac 

‘form (acxnuootvn) and therefore pro tanto bad conduct 

but not of a vicious type. 

CHAPTER 3.—Magnificence, or the habit of doin 

things on a great scale in the matter of expenditure 

leads to the consideration of a habit in which a lordl 
spirit is shown in another direction—namely in thi 

.... pursuit of honour, ‘‘the greatest of external goods.” 4 

39 BAriov St Kal BovdAopuévovc KwArdew eroupysiv Ta 
OaTavynpac piv wy xpnaipoue oF Aeroupyiag, oiov xopnyia 

Aapradapxlac kat Goa aAAa rowtvra. Polit. vii. (v.) 8 

1309, a 17. 

49 7b it roic KaAXarog abAov* sowovroy & H ryuh 

péytatov yap oy TuiTO Tw ekrog ayaDGv. 1128, b 19. 
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Aristotle embodies this habit concretely by describing one 
whom he calls ‘‘the magnanimous or the great-minded . 
man.” This character is defined shortly as “a man who © 

values himself highly and with good reason,” 4" and out 
of this general description his qualities are evolved. It 
is obvious that he must have sound sense—he must have 
the gift of seeing himself as others see him, for to form 
an exaggerated estimate of one’s own merit is foolish, 

and whatsoever else he may be no good man is a fool.4? 
“Tf then,” so Aristotle continues his argument, ‘‘ his own 

opinion of his supereminent excellence is justified, he 
must be worth something considerable, and there is 
one thing and only one thing considerable enough to 
be the measure of his value, and that is honour—the 
greatest of external goods. He will therefore conduct 
himself as he ought in the matter of honour and dis- 
honour.” 43 Aristotle proceeds to show what is proper 

4° Soxet On 6 peyadrdwuxog sivae 6 peyddwy adrov ako 

azioc my. 1128, b 1. 

426 yap ph Kar a&lav aro rowy HAO, rHv dF Kar 

aperny ovoet¢ HALIo¢ ovS’ avdnroc. 1123, b 2. 

43 Aristotle’s repeated statement that the object of the 
magnanimous man is honour (see 1124, a 4 and 12) sur- 

prises Aspasius, ric obv airy oxomde ; ov pa Aia ro ryacBau’ 

sin yap av ovtwe ew ddXolc, GAA TH Tapéyew EavTov aEvov 

b7d TwY arovoaiwy TmacBat Kal cuVEdévat EavT@ apioTy Kal 

atiw tig mapa THY wyabay TYG Kal oTrovdTC. Aspasius 

109. 6. But the great-minded man lives in society, and 
although honour is not the summum bonum, it is in the 
opinion of accomplished men of the world an adequate end 
of social life. (oi 82 xapievrec Kat mpaxrixol Tyuhy’ Tov yap 

moXiriKov Biov cxedov Touro Tédoc. 1095, b 22.) Aristotle 

in these books is not dealing with happiness in its highest, 
but in its secondary form, and (Sevrépwe 8 6 xara rip 
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conduct for a highly placed man with a due, but not over- 

due sense of his own merit, who lives up to his own 
conception of honour and to whom'dishonour is the 
thing of all others to be avoided. Having elected to 
describe a man rather than a bundle of attributes, 

he sketches his appearance and demeanour ; “‘ his move- 
ments are slow, his voice is a deep bass, his manner 
of speech deliberate.’’44 He never gets excited or hurries 
himself or speaks in a high key; these are signs of 
caring about petty things. A man so formed and 
endowed, and whose mistress is honour, cannot belong 

to the humble or middle class or earn his livelihood 
by commerce or labour; he must be well-born, powerful 
and rich, advantages always winning respect,45 but which 
he values only on that account. His actions are on a large 
scale, reminding us of physical beauty, to which size is. 
essential.4¢ Jealous of superiority in others, he avoids. 

GAXnv aperiv [eddainwy]. 1178, a9) so far as it is attain- 
able by the virtues of conduct, and of that form honour 
is an end. It is not the end of conduct, but it is an 

end always highly spoken of; it is one of the many 
shapes of that indefinite attribute called 76 caddy. It is 
‘‘the prize of virtue and attributed to good men.” 1123, 
b 35. 

44 kat kivynac 82 Bpadia tov peyeAopiyou Soxei eval, Kat 

pwr Bapeia, cat AéEre ordomoc. 1125, a 12. 
45 ai yap Suvaoreia kat & TAoUTOg Sia THY Tinhy zoriy: 

aipera—q@ & Kal 4 Tym puxpdy éort, rourw kat raAAa. 1124, 

a7. 

4° ey peyO yap j-peyadopuyta, Wowep Kai rd Kaddog tv 

Meyady odmart, of puxpot 8 aorsion Kat cbuperpot, Kadot & ov. 
1123, b6. The connection of size and beauty is natural 
to military nations whose mode of fighting gives an 

advantage to physical strength, and where the king is a 
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placing himself in circumstances where he will meet men 
who are better than himself; exertion and competition 
except for some stipreme object are foreign to his nature. 

In great matters he condescends to receive the homage 
which is probably less than his due, but only if it is 
tendered by people of superior worth; he ignores 
altogether that which is offered in small matters or 

by commonplace people.47 
‘Caring little about anything, he does not court danger 

except on great occasions, and then he is unsparing 
of his life, as becomes a man to whom life is a thing of 

warrior. To emphasise this, courtly artists took care to 
represent the king on an enormous scale relatively to his 
subjects, and especially to his enemies. In Egyptian art 
the monarch is a giant among dwarfs; in the more ad- 
vanced Assyrian sculpture he is only head and shoulders 
taller than his subjects, and Greek sculpture, which 
reproduces the characteristic feature of the Assyrian, 
namely low relief, follows it also in avoiding the 
extreme exaggeration of Egyptian art. The Homeric 
gods and kings are taller and bigger than other men, 
but not unnaturally so. Ajax was— 

BEoxoc "Apysiwy kepadhy re kal ebpéacg wpouc 
(Il. 3. 227), 

and Nausicaa— 

masdwy & Umip i ye Kapn Exe Hoe pérwra. 

Odys. 6. 107. 

Now, when kings do not fight, it is more by dress than 
size that the court painter distinguishes them. 

47 Kal émt piv raic peyaAa Kal Urb TMV oTOVoalwy pETpiwG 

joOhoera, we Tw oikeiwy TYyXavwv 7 Kal EAaTTévwY ‘—rij¢ OF 

mapa TaY TYX6vTWY Kal emt puKPOic TauTay dArywphoe. 1124, 

a 5, 10.. 
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little worth. This attitude would be ridiculous unless 
supported by sterling and exceptional merit, and Aristotle 

does not hesitate to attribute to him full and complete 
good conduct ; he goes farther and says that such a man 
ennobles virtue itself by lending to it the charm of his 
own great nature.48 But he has the defects of these 
merits; he is proud and overbearing with his equals; his 
just consciousness of his own good qualities causes him to 
look down on his fellow-creatures in general; 49 he will 

do a favour because that is a mark of superiority, but to 

receive one would be disagreeable to him, for only inferiors 
put themselves under an obligation ; it is not more blessed 
to give than to receive, it is more honourable. ‘ Should 
any one by chance have done him a good turn, he will 

forget both the benefit and the benefactor; great people 
do not like to be reminded of their obligations, as Homer 

well knew when he described the interview between 
Thetis and Zeus.”5° He possesses the social virtues 
in a very moderate degree, being both proud and 

48 Zouxe piv ovv 1 peyadopuyia olov Kdopog tig svat THY 

aperwy * peiGoug yap avrac wot. 1124, a 1. 

496 piv yap peyaddpuxoc Sixaiwe Karappovel [rev 
GArwy] (80€aSa yap adnSec), of SE woAAol TuxdvTWe. 

1124, b 5. 
58° Soxover 8? Kai pvnpovebey ob av rorhowow 2, Ov 8 av 

wéQwow ov—Kai ra piv Adkwe axodbev, TA 8 andwc’ 86 Kat 

Thy Oérw ov Aéyew Tag eepyeciag TH Au, ovs of Adkwvec 

apog tovc A@nvaiouc, GAN a werdvOccay ev. 1124, b 12. 

Aristotle’s memory is at fault here; Thetis does speak of 

the favours she rendered Zeus. She says— 

Zev warep, el wore Of oe per ADavarorow Svnoa 
AW Aw 58 UA 2 
fh Ere H Epyw, Té0e por Kpivov eéAdwp. 

Il. i. 503. 
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reserved, and taking no pains to hide his likes and 

dislikes— 

‘‘An honest mind and plain, he must speak truth 
An they will take it, so, if not he’s plain.” 

He avoids general society, and can only live with 

intimate friends. He is not given either to praise or 
blame, and he has the particularly irritating quality of 
being astonished at nothing. As it is disagreeable to 
him to be in the wrong, he is careful not to speak off the 

book, but he sometimes pretends to know less than 
he does; this makes for effect. One great social merit, 
albeit a negative one, he possesses; he does not talk about 
himself, nor indeed about others; ‘‘ he does not talk about 

people’”’—he is not avPpwiroddyoc.5t The possession of 
all the virtues is thus seen to be not inconsistent with a 
good deal that is socially irritating and disagreeable. 

5! ob0’ avOpwrordyog, obre yap Tepi avrov ip ovTE rept 
érépov. 1125, a 5. Aspasius belongs to the serious 
school of critics; he says, ‘If the magnanimous man 
does not talk about people, what does he talk about? 
We shall scarcely be wrong in saying that he talks chiefly 

of theology and the physical sciences; but if he talks 
about human matters as well, it will be of some virtue or 
other and the mode of exercising it.” rivec ovv ai row 
peyaroyiyxov omrcar kat Adyor, zred7 GvOpdrwy abty Adyoc 
ovK Lory; ij ovK av TiC apapTavor simwy TEept Tobrov bri TO 
piv dAov Beodsyor go7t kai wept robrwv Kat poe Tove 

mwoAXove Kai ap gboswe erearqpion 5 a 8 dpa «at rep 
avBpemiven, mept GAAng Twoe aperig Kal TOV Kar’ auTiy 

évepyeiwv. Aspasius 114, 24. If the virtues are the 
only subjects of human interest on which the magnani- 
mous man will converse, we need not wonder that he has 

few friends. 

we et 
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Such is the remarkable and strongly drawn character 
presented to us by Aristotle under the title of the great- 
minded man. His mistress is honour— the greatest of 
external goods.” To win honour is the object of his 
life— 

“By heaven, methinks it were an easy leap 
To pluck bright honour from the pale-faced moon 

Or dive into the bottom of the deep, 

Where fathom line could never touch the ground 
And pluck up drowned honour by the locks, 
So he that doth redeem her thence might wear, 
Without corrival all her dignities.” 

From this root both his good and bad qualities spring ; 
he is virtuous, for it would be alike dishonourable and 

inconsistent with his pretensions to be otherwise; he 

must be brave for, as Aristotle says, ‘it would never do 
for him to run away, swinging his arms.” 52 

From the consciousness of his own worth expressed in 
terms of honour, proceed his unsocial peculiarities, his con- 

tempt for his inferiors—that real contempt which is shown 
by ignoring them—his stand-off manner and disregard of 
the feelings of others, his morbid desire always to be first, 
his dislike of being reminded of what he owes to others,— 
all due to the self-consciousness and false pride of a nature 
to whom position and the opinion of the world count for 
so much. 

We are sometimes invited to see in this picture an 
ideal creation and the presentation of a great philo- 
sophical truth ; even more than this, the representation of 
a man of the highest speculative power, to whom “ the 

52 ovdauac 7 Gv apudgo peyadroiyy pebyew wapaceoavrt. 
1123, b 3]. 
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ever-present spectacle of the moral law within,” by its 
sublimity, exalts his mind.s3 If such was Aristotle’s 
intention, he has not been successful ig conveying it. In 
this chapter, as in the whole of the book, he is dealing 
with the virtues of conduct, with that lower and 
secondary form of excellence which he expressly and 
repeatedly distinguishes from the ideal life of speculative 
activity, and accordingly there is no word in the whole 
description of the great-minded man to suggest that he 
possesses speculative power in any, much less in the 
highest degree. Prudence and good sense are indeed 
given him; they are necessary ingredients in all good 
conduct, and without them his high opinion of himself 
would be unjustified and ridiculous, but the highest 
powers of reason are nowhere attributed to him. That 
Aristotle has ‘‘undertaken to picture the ideal of moral 
autonomy ”’ is scarcely likely, for it is doubtful whether 
that expression would have conveyed anything to his 
mind. If we wish to know what Aristotle meant by a 
great-minded man it will be safer to refer to his own 
writings than to Kant. In the Posterior Analytics he 
discusses what it is to have a great mind; what is the 

53 ‘* He is an ideal creation in philosophy, as Philoctetes 
or Antigone is in tragedy. He is Aristotle’s concrete 
presentation of that @wpia which is essential to human 
excellence. He ‘contemplates’ the xéopoc or beautiful 
harmony of his own nature, and allows nothing external 
to it to dominate his thought or conduct. He thus 
realises avrdpxea or autonomy, and ‘possesses all the 
virtues’ in a-fuller sense than other virtuous men, who 
are conscious of the moral law merely through their 
ppdvnore or practical insight and self-knowledge. The 
peyaddpuxog is a man of the highest speculative power.” 

Stewart, Notes to Nicomachzan Ethics, i. 335. 
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common characteristic of those who are said to possess 
one. For this purpose, he tells us, ‘‘We must look at 
some of the men whom we know to be great-minded, 
and see what attribute they possess in so far as they are 

so. For example, if Alkibiades or Achilles or Ajax have 
great minds, what characteristic feature have they in 
common? It is this, that they will not endure to be 
slighted ; it was by reason of this that the first carried on 

a war, the second became angry, and the third killed him- 
self.’’ 54 It is more likely that Aristotle was thinking of 

great heroic chieftains like Ajax and Achilles, animated 
by the reputable, if somewhat superficial ideal of honour,5s 
than that he wished to represent a truth in philosophy. 
‘What we actually see in his description is the figure 
of a proud and powerful noble moving among the 
lesser men around him with a haughty and supercilious 
indifference, a man for whom the hopes, joys, fears and 
interests of the world at large are scarcely existent; a 

Manfred, without his mystery and gloom. For one so 
constituted the virtues of conduct which are written in a 
minor key, humility, forbearance, patience under injury, 
self-sacrifice, are not virtues at all. To be poor and 

to labour with your hands doing that which is good is, 
in view of this ideal, not only not meritorious; it is 

\not respectable. The virtuous working man did not 
‘enter into Aristotle’s moral scheme. “It is not possible, 

54 ei rt tore weyoAopuyia Cnroipev, oxerriov emi rwwv peya- 
Aopixwy, od¢ oper, ri Exovow ev Tavrec y ToLWvTOL. lov Et 
AAkiBiadne peyaddpuyoc 4 6 AxAAgbc Kal 6 Alac, ri tv 

arravreg ; 76 py avéxeo Oar bBorZduevor’ 6 piv yap troAéuncev 

6 8 éuhvoev, 6 8 awéixravev iaurdv. Post Anal. ii. 13. 

97, b 15. 
55 paiverac 8 imemoAadrepov elvae [1 Tyuh| tov Cnrov- 

pévov. 1095, b 23. 
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he says, for one who lives a mechanical or servile life to. 

practise the virtues of conduct.” 56 
It is not easy to guess why so mugh pains has been 

taken with this portrait ; 57 it is possible that he desired 
to show by a concrete example that the sentiment of 
honour enters largely into conduct of the best kind,s8 and 
that the man who keeps it consistently before him will be 
preserved from most of the grosser errors and from all the 
meannesses of life. Why this truth has been embodied 
in the shape in which we see it is another and a more 
puzzling question. We cannot suppose this strange figure 
to have been drawn from the life, still less to have been 

proposed as a pattern which the practical statesman 
should endeavour to follow in educating his citizens. It 
looks as if Aristotle has worked out the character by 
deducing the moral consequences which would result from 
the assumption of a highly gifted person, very conscious 
of his superiority and not without reason. It is largely 
a fancy portrait. As a fancy portrait it cannot be 
considered one of Aristotle’s happiest efforts, nor does he. 
usually succeed with the ideal. He had studied in the 
school of Dionysius and not that of Polygnotus ; he could. 

56 ovx olov 7 émirndsdoat Ta Tie aperiic Zeovra Biov 

Bavavoov fj Onrudv. Polit. 4. 5. 1278, a 21. 

57 Zell sees no difficulty: ‘‘Quod hance virtutem 
Aristoteles nostro loco tam copiose et accurate pre multis 
et aliis describit, haud dubie eo pertinet, quia eadem 

veterum Atheniensium imprimis proprie habebatur.” 
To which Michelet adds: ‘Quin et ipsi Aristoteli 
propria fuisse videtur.’”’ Michelet, Commentar. ad Arist. 
Eth. Nicom. p. 140. 

58 of O& xaplevreg Kal mpakrikol tiyuhv’ [vroAauPavover 

rayabov civa] rov yap wodiriKov Biov oyeddv TovTo Tédoc 

1905, b 22. 
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' paint men as they were better than as they may be 

‘imagined to be.59 

The deviations from this standard are easily described ; 
some men, from an over-modest distrust of themselves 

and their powers, are habitually retiring, they take a 
lower place than that which rightfully belongs to them ; 
“‘this is a mistake and does them harm, for it not only 

prevents them from doing many things which it would be 
good to do, but it deprives them of the chance of getting 
on in life and consequently diminishes their opportunities 
of action.” The man with too good an opinion of 
himself, who takes a too liberal measure of his powers, is 

criticised and sometimes laughed at. ‘‘ He affects a loud 
dress and bearing, talks of himself and his successes in 

the belief that the world will take him at his own 
valuation.& till, it is a less fault than the other; for 
one thing, it is less common, and it is all in the direction 

, of active life.” But neither the over-retiring nor the 
ostentatious pushing man can be called vicious; their 

faults harm nobody but themselves; their conduct is 

| morally wrong, but not in a high degree, and in each case 
there are compensating good qualities. 

59 [lodbyvwrog piv yap xpeirrovc, Tlatawy 82 yxelpoue, 
Atovictog 82 buotove eixaZov. Poet. 2. 1448, a 5. 

6° ¥ rotabryn St Sd~a Soxei Kai xElpove Totty’ Exacroe yap 
2 ‘, = ? he ? , LY ef a: tA ~ éplevrae THv Kar’ a&lav, apioravra d? Kai Tov mpdkewy Tov 
xaXdov kal rev emirndeypatwv we avdtwor dvrec. 1125, a 24. 

6 kat tori Koopovvra: kal oxhuare Kai Toig ToLobrorc, Kat 
) rN . 9 5 . oF eo . \z Pobdovra ra evruyhpara kai pavepa sivar abrov, kat éyovor 

trept adrov we dia robrwv rynOnoduevor. 1125, a 30. 
62 1125, a 32. 
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CHAPTER 4.—It has already been shown in the case of | 
magnificence and liberality how quantitative differences, 
differences in size and scale, may give rise to qualitative 
differences in conduct. Precisely the same thing happens 
with regard to honour. The man of lofty mind and 
commanding personality is entitled to conduct himself in 
society in a way which would be inappropriate and 
reprehensible in a man of inferior qualities and social 
position. Conduct with regard to honour must there- 
fore have a code adapted to men of moderate and even 
small merit, a difference founded on amount, as in the- 

case of money expenditure. Every one has his place in 
the world which he ought to know and be prepared. 
to maintain. His qualities, whatever they may be, have 

, @ certain value, more or less. ‘‘ We recognise this, some- 
times by praising men for allowing no liberties to be- 
taken with them, and sometimes by praising them for 
not insisting unduly on what they consider to be their 
rights.” 63 This shows that there is a right kind of 
conduct with regard to honour in ordinary life, difficult as. 
it may be to fix it. Obviously we do not always use the 
expression ‘‘fond of honour’”’ in the same sense; when. 
we use it as a term of praise we mean “ fonder of it than 
most people,” and when we use it as a term of reproach 
we mean “ fonder of it than he ought to be,”’ and this is. 
true when we speak of a man being fond of anything 

which, like honour, is itself commendable.6+ The middle,. 

63 tore O Ore Tov PiAdriysoy zrawovpsev we avdpwon Kal 
pirdkarov, rov 0 agirdriyov we pérpiov kal cHppova. 1125,. 
b 11. 

64 Spdov & Ste TAEovaywe¢ Tov PiArorotobrou AEyouévou ovK: 
zt ro adrd pépomev ast rd PiAstyov, aAN eratvovTEg piv ert 
ro padXdov 7 of wodXol, Yéyovtec S éwi rd paddov 7 Set. 

1125, b 14. giAcrofovroc does not mean “fond of any-- 
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‘and therefore the right point exists somewhere, although 
it is not easy to mark it, as is proved by the fact that we 
blame those who care too much as well as those who care 
too little for honour. There is no word, Aristotle remarks, 

which exactly meets the case; the true habit has no 
name, and for this reason, just as if two men in a theatre 
were to find a disengaged seat between them each would 
desire to annex it, so the blamable extremes, finding the 

middle place unoccupied by a name, each claim a right 
to it.6s All we can say is that when we compare this 
anonymous virtue with an excessive love of honour it 

thing,” but ‘fond of such a thing,’ here, such a thing 
as honour. We do not praise a man for being fonder of 
gambling than the majority of men are. The expression 
“more than he ought” means ‘‘more than the majority do.” 
The ‘ ought ”’ is arrived at in cases where the action is 
good, by taking the common standard of excellence; any- 

thing which rises above that average standard is praise- 

_ worthy, anything which falls below it is blamable. We 
Ao not praise a man for being no better than the rest of 
the world. 

65 avwvipov 8 ovenc ric peadrnroc, we Ephunc Forcev 

augiopnreiv ta daxpa. 1125, b 17. It is sometimes 

‘supposed from the use of the word ‘‘ empty’’-here, that 
Aristotle was thinking of what was called in Attic pro- 
cedure ‘‘an empty action,” one in which a plaintiff signs 
judgment in default of appearance by the other side. 

If so, the illustration was badly chosen. "What is wanted 
is a simile in which two persons are disputing as to an 

empty space between them; but if the illustration is 
taken from the suggested procedure in law there is no 
‘dispute; there is only one person who does anything, and 
he, instead of seeking to occupy a middle place, simply 
takes the place which his opponent has abandoned. 
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seems to be deficient, and when compared with back- 
wardness or over-modesty, it appears excessive. But this 

principle applies to all kinds of good conduct. 

The virtue above described would be called in English 
“proper pride.” Some of Aristotle’s ancient commen- 
tators, thinking it beneath the dignity of virtue that 
conduct on such a subject as honour should be called 
virtuous, hesitated to allow it the title. They conceived 
an object which they called ‘‘the beautiful,” and they 
would not allow conduct which did not aspire to this 
ideal to be called virtuous. To behave well in minor 
matters was not thought by these critics to deserve the 
name of good conduct. Aristotle was wiser than his 
commentators; he knew how much depends on the 

humbler virtues both in the formation of character and 
as helping to make social life tolerable. 

CHAPTER 5.—Aristotle in discussing courage indicated 
the highest form of conduct to which anger or the 
spirited element in man gives rise. But anger is a 
feeling which may be aroused in many ways, and its 
power is by no means exhausted in enabling us to meet 
danger. In this chapter we have some examples of the 
way in which it influences conduct when no danger is to 
be apprehended or perils faced, when, in short, anger 
becomes temper, and finds vent in private life. In 
these circumstances the man we praise is the man 

who keeps his temper (mpaoc), and the men we blame 

66 ’ , 8 tad x dow > > Cae % a 
aTOPNGELE av Tic Téepl auTnc, & EoTLV apEerTn & yap 

- ? A A 10. a x 4 ha ot . lA 7 
Waoa apETy OKOTOY TLUETAL TO KAAOV, AUTH OF THY TINY, OUK 

Zorw ivaperoc. Aspasius 117, 29. See p. 259. 
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are those who are too poor-spirited to have any temper 
to lose,67 and also those who, being unable to check 

their feelings, are called bad-tempered. He who avoids 
these extremes and is able to keep his temper is said 
by Aristotle to be ‘‘imperturbable, not led away by 
passion, but angry only when, and so long as, it is. 
reasonable for him to be so.” 6 He must, however, be 

capable of anger, otherwise he would be despised, and he 
must give the rein to the feeling of indignation, when 
circumstances require it; not to do so would show a want 

of sensibility and an incapacity for being annoyed which 
are morally wrong; the man who is never angry will never 

defend himself or prevent insult, wrong, or injustice to 

himself and to those whom he is bound to protect. So to 

act is the mark of a fool. 
It appears from this description that there is much in 

common between the brave man and one who keeps. 
his temper. Both are habitually unmoved,7° but both 
have a fund of anger on which to draw, and both are 
ready to use it in self-defence or for the sake of others to- 

whom they owe a duty. Spirit or anger is in both cases. 
present as a mainspring of action, but it is held in check. 
in both, and only released when either physical or moral 

harm. are to be apprehended. Courage corresponds to- 

what Butler distinguished as anger, ‘“‘a passion whose. 
end is to prevent and resist physical force and violence; ” 

67 4 O EAAEufic, er aopynoia tic éorw iO 6 te Shore, 
péyerar. 1126, a 3. 

68 Botdserar yap 6 mpaog ardpayog eivae kal pH ayeoBac 
brs tov waBouc, GAN we av 6 Adyoo TaEy, obTW Kai emt 

tobvroie Kal émt rocovrov ypdvov xadgeraivev. 1125, b 33. 

6 of yap pr dpyEduevar 2g ofc Sei HALBtor Soxovow elvar- 
1126, a 4. 

7° 1117, a 19; 1125, b 34. 
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the virtue here described nearly corresponds to what he 
called resentment, “a feeling whose end is the prevention 
not of natural, but of moral evil.’’ 7! But Aristotle gives 

a greater latitude to the exercise of anger than Butler, 
and he does not so precisely define its scope. 

The errors to which an excess of anger leads are as 
various as the occasions which give rise to them. 
Aristotle notes three typical cases :— 

(1) The fault of quick temper (6py:Adrnc). Some men 

get into a towering passion without any real reason,7? and 
on the most trivial provocations; not infrequently they 
vent their anger on the wrong people; their excitement 
is quite out of proportion to its real or supposed cause. 
The storm, however, subsides as quickly as it arose, and 

the reason of this is that they do not restrain their anger, 

but allow it free and open play.73 
(2) Bitterness of temper. The bitter man (apde), on 

the contrary, nurses his anger, nor does he allow it to cool 

until he has got satisfaction by reprisal.74 He silently 
broods over his grievance and therefore no one can assist 
in persuading him to be reasonable. He has to get rid of 
his anger by the slow process of digesting it, as he would 
a bilious attack. He is a nuisance both to himself and 
his nearest friends.75 

7: Butler, Sermon on Resentment. 

72 So Herodotus says of Kyaxerés, jv yap dpyiv axpdc. 
i. 73. 

73 of piv obv dpytdo taxéwe piv dpyiZovra Kai oi¢ ov Sei 
kal 2¢’ oi¢ ob Sei at paddAov F Set, wavovrar & taxéwe ” 8 Kai 

BéAriorov Exovow. aupBaive S adroic rovro Sri ov Karéxovst 

tH dpyhv. 1126, a 13. 

74 qwavAa O& yivera drav avrawodidy. 1126, a 21. 
75 stat © of Towovror éaurotc 6xAnpéraro. Kai Toic padioTa 

pido. 1126, a 25. 

17 
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(3) Harshness of temper.7° This is the most distinct 

opposite to the commendable habit. The man who has it 

(xaAeréc) is worse than any of the others to live with ; 
nothing will satisfy him but redress and revenge, and his 
ill-temper has no justification ; unfortunately it is a very 
human failing. What has been said on the subject of 
temper shows how difficult it is to assign precise limits to 
conduct and to say what amount of deviation on one side 
or the other is blamable; much depends on the particular 
circumstances of the case, and the determination of what 

is right is frequently a matter of taste.77 Small errors. 
are therefore pardonable, and all that can certainly be said 
is, ‘‘ Avoid extremes, and remember that the greater the 

extremes, the greater the error.’’ 78 

CHAPTER 6.—In this and the two succeeding chapters 
, Aristotle describes conduct in family life and amongst 
| friends and in private society generally, under three aspects; 
that of making yourself agreeable, of being truthful, 
and of contributing to the charm of conversation with- 
out being either vulgar or ill-natured. When we remem- 
ber how much time is spent in society it will be obvious. 
that right conduct in these matters has a good deal 
to do with making life pleasant, and that wrong conduct 
goes far to make it unbearable. But there are, and 
have been from the earliest times, exponents of the 
Ethics who do not admit that conduct right in the 

76 1126, a 26; 80. 

77 6 8h wécov Kal THe TapEKBalvwv Pexrde, od pddoY TY 

Abyy amosovva’ ev yap roic Kal” fkacta kav TH alcOhoe * 
kptowc. 1126, b 2. 

78 ai S imepBodat Kal edehpec Wexral, cat ert puxpdv piv 
yevdpevac hpiua, ert mAéov OF wadXdov, eri odd 82 apddpa. 
1126, b 7. 
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above respects ought to be called virtuous; that word, 

it is assumed, belongs only to conduct of a serious 
kind, such as justice, courage, or self-control, and 

is misapplied to the superficial excellences which 
may he shown in the social or family circle. Such 
was not Aristotle’s view—he drew no such line of separa- 
tion; all conduct which is praised is in some degree 
virtuous, and all that is blamed is in some degree vicious, 
the moral difference between one kind of conduct and ; 

another being measured by the greater or less approbation 
and disapprobation of society. He gives moreover, a 
reason for mentioning qualities like social agreeability 
which clearly shows that he drew no such distinction 
as his commentators have drawn for him. ‘‘ Conduct 
of this kind must be considered,” he says, “in order 

to complete my inductive proof that all virtue is a 
mean state.” 79 

If, then, every kind of social conduct be in some degree 

or other virtuous or vicious—and unless it were so it 
could not be brought into the induction—it follows 
that eccentricities of dress, such as that attributed to 

the Laconians,®° buffoonery and swagger are as really 
immoral as cowardice or peculation, although not in 
so high a degree. That conduct moves on an inclined 
plain is as true as that nature’s biological changes. 
are continuous and imperceptible.8: 

Aristotle endeavours to arrive at the correct attitude 
in social life in speech and action by considering how 
far one is morally justified in making oneself agree- 
able. It is clear that to proceed on the principle of 

79 1127,4a14. 

80 1127, b 28. 

81 4 pborc peraBalve cvevyao awd TOV apixwy sig ra Zpa. 

De Part. Animal. iv. 5. 681, a 12. 
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never saying or doing anything which will give pain 
or annoyance is as bad as to pay no regard at all to 
other people’s feelings. The right line must be drawn 

somewhere between extreme complaisancy and habitual 
surliness. There is no name for this middle state, but 

‘it is something like friendship—it is ‘‘ friendship minus 
affection.” 82 
He who possesses the rare social quality of always 

saying and doing the right thing, does so naturally 
and without thinking, as he would walk, and not because 

he cares one way or the other for the people with 
whom he is thrown. ‘It makes no difference to him 

who they are,—friends, strangers, or acquaintances, he 

has the knack of being pleasant to them all from pure 
tact, whilst preserving the shades of distinction which 
relationship or intimacy require.” 83 But feeling no more 
actuates his mode of treating people than it actuates 
the manner in which he moves or dresses; he does 

the right thing for his own sake and not for theirs. 
Although his behaviour is perfectly correct, sacrifices 
must not be expected of him. He would help a friend 
in distress so far as tactful sympathy and good advice 
go, but he would not play the part of a devoted and 
unselfish friend. To put itin a word, he treats people 
so far as manner goes, as they ought to be treated, 
and other things equal, he always prefers to give pleasure 
rather than pain. His natural good taste prevents him 
from taking part in social conversation or action which 
would seriously annoy others; rather than do this, 

82 Youe O& wddioTa giria'—Cragpéper 8? Tie. piAlac, Ore dvev 

7aDovc tori Kal Tov orépyev ofc dmAsi. 1126, b 20-22. 
83 duotwe yap mpd¢ ayvarac kal yvwpipouc cal cvviOac 

Kal aovvnveac adrd Torjoe, rA}v Kal ev Exdorowe We apudce. 

1126, b 25. 
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he would risk giving offence. Conduct which would 
bring harm or discredit on the author of it, he will 

always reprobate. His dislike of giving pain does not 
go so far as to make him tolerant of what may hurt — 
others or offend good taste.24 His manner is different © 

with distinguished and ordinary men, with bare acquaint- | 
ance and with those whom he knows well, and he adapts 
it to other distinctions with the constant object of 
rendering to every one his exact due, in principle endea- 
vouring to make social life pleasant, and to contribute 
to pleasure of others, without giving unnecessary pain. 

CuaPTeR 7.—A good chapter on truthfulness. It 
is shorter than Bacon’s essay on the subject and 

perhaps not so well written, but there is a great deal 
more in it and it avoids the confusion between falsehood 
and error which runs through Bacon’s essay,—a tract 
whose celebrity is due more to its literary finish than 
to the positive value of its contents. Although Aristotle’s 
immediate purpose is only to describe the man who 
is simple and sincere in social life and does not pro- 
fess to be other than he is, he goes to the root of all 
truthfulness when he says, ‘“‘As a man is, so he lives, | 
eyrinnenaisinniacietess 

speaks, and acts, unless some motive supervene.®5 
In fact every one moves in the line of least resistance, 

and as it is easier to state what has occurred, as it has 

occurred, than to invent, every one would iell the truth 
with the innocent directness of a child if there were 
not some reason in the way, but inasmuch as there 
is always some reason, and frequently many, in the 
way, the absolutely truthful man may be said not to 

84 1126, b 33. 

85 fkaorog 8 olde zor, roavTa Aéyee Kai mparre Kai OVTW 

Zh, eav ph tivog Evexa mpatry. 1127, a 27. 
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exist. Nor would he be long tolerated if he did 
exist; society would suppress a habit which made social 
life unendurable. No one can afford either always to 

tell or always to hear pure truth unless he has never done 
anything to be ashamed of. There are many things 

which are concealed even from those near to us, and we 

have Lord Bacon’s word for it that this may properly be 
done. ‘Set it down,” he says, “that a habit of secrecy 
is both politic and moral. And in this part it is good that 
@ man’s face give his tongue leave to speak.” To apply 
the principle of truthfulness with the modifications that 
mundane life requires, we approve the man “who is truth- 
ful in speech and act, who represents his circumstances, 
merits and demerits as being what they really are, neither 

more nor less.’ 86 Aristotle explains that he is only speak- 
ing of truthfulness in cases where its obligation is that 
which the rules and observances of social life impose, 

and not in cases where sanctions of a different kind 

apply, in contracts for instance, or business obligations 
or judicial oaths.87 Although there is no distinction in 
principle between stating facts in a drawing-room and 
in a witness-box, society metes out different degrees of 
disapprobation for departing from fact in the two 
cases: one is a serious offence and the other may be 

only an innocent misrepresentation. But the same 

86 6 O& pécoc avOékacrig Tic Ov aAnDevteKde Kai Tp iy Kat 

Tp Adyw, TA VrapxovTa Suoroyav eivar wept abrdv, Kal ovTE 

met obre 2AGtrw. 1127, a 23. Mankind have a “ sufficient”’ 
natural tendency to truthfulness, says Aristotle, of avOpw- 

mot mpoc Td adnbic repixaacww ixavoc. Rhet. 1. 1855, a 15. 

87 ov yap mepi Tov év rai¢g Suoroylac adnSebovrog Aéyouev, 

00d boa sic adikiav ij} Sicaoobyny cuvretver (AAAne yap av 

ly tavr aperng) ad ev ol¢ pndevde roodbrou Stapépovroc. 

1127, a 33. 
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habit regulates conduct in all cases—love of truth. 
““The man who has this habit will speak truth when | 
it does not matter, and when it does.” a The intellectual 

habit of accuracy has a good deal to do with the moral 
quality of truth. Vagueness or exaggeration in language 
make deceit easy and often lead to it. A man who 
is not telling the truth invariably protects himself. by 
the use of loose general terms: ‘‘ dolus latet in general- 
ibus.” But if accuracy were insisted upon we should 
have no poetry—‘ Poets,” as the proverb reminds us, 
“tell many lies.”—xara riv wapomiav rodAa pebdovrat 
aowol. (Met. 1. 2. 983, a 3.) 

Such is the character of the man who conceals nothing 
and neither exaggerates nor diminishes anything, who 
in Homer’s phrase does not ‘‘ hide one thing in his mind 
and say another,” 89 who holds himself out to the world 
as being what he is, with a leaning, however, on the 
score of good taste, to self-depreciation.2° On one side of 
him stands man, who talks large and habitually magnifies 
himself and what belongs to him. When this is done 
without any motive but self-glorification, although it 
is reprehensible as being a departure from accuracy, 
“there is not much harm in it; it is empty vanity rather 
than vice.’ 9: ‘‘ Nor ought a man to be severely blamed 
who boasts only for the sake of honour or reputation, as 

88 ty Adyw kal ev Piy aAnOebe ry THY FEw roLovTog civat. 

1127, b2. 
89 8x Opdc yap mor xeivog duwe Atdao rbAnow 

de x’ Erepov piv KebOn evi ppsciv, adAo OF Elzry. 

Tl. 9. 312. 
9° émt ro EXarrov 82 paddov tov adnSovc amoKAtve’ 

zupedéotepov yap galverar Oia To eraySeic Tag UmepBoAdc 
siva. 1127, b 7. 

9 paraoc palverar wadXov H kaxdce. 1127, b 11. 
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these are not disreputable objects, but it is bad form to do 
so for money or money’s worth.” 92 There is the same 

distinction in swaggering as in lying; some people lie 

for the pleasure of it, and others for gain or honour.93 
‘As a rule, those who pretend to know more than they 
really do for the sake of gain select subjects in which 

knowledge is of advantage to others and in which 
their ignorance cannot well be detected—such subjects. 
as medicine or divination, into which a good deal of 

guesswork enters.’’ 94 
The extreme in the other direction is self-depreciation, 

making yourself out to be worse than you really are, 
especially in matters of common belief. This is what 

Sokrates used to do,95 and it is in better taste than the 
other fault ; the motive is not gain or any sort of advan- 
tage, but dislike of sententiousness.9° When, however, 

self-depreciation is on unimportant and obvious subjects, 

such as the Laconian affectation in dress, it is a 

‘form of pretentiousness. ‘‘ But a moderate use of 
irony, not too obvious or glaring, sits gracefully on a 
man.’ 97 

Irony, in the sense in which it is now commonly taken, 
as meaning an affectation of ignorance, is here attributed 
to Sokrates. The expression occurs in Plato, where 

92 ei S Evexa toe, 6 piv ddéne 7 Tye Ov Alay Wexrde, 6 8 

apyuptou, 7 dca sic apybpiov, acxnpovéctepoc. 1127,b 11. 

93 1127 b 15. 

94 of 88 Képdouc, Gv Kai amdAavolc tort Toic méAac Kal 

Stadabetv Fort pn) SvTa, olov pavrw copor iarpdv. 1127, b 19. 
95 1127, b 25. 
9% pebyovrec To Gyxnpdv. 1127, b 24. 

97 of 62 perpiwe xXpwpevor 7H cipovelg, Kai wept ra yo) Alar 
EuToowy Kal pavepa eipwvevdpevor xaplevtec palvovrar. 1127, 
b 29. 
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Thrasymachus speaks of “ Sokrates’ usual irony.” 9° The 

authority of Aristotle has had a good deal to do with 
fixing the present meaning of the word, It was not used 
by Plato, except in the one passage above quoted; the 
thing is common enough, but in its extreme form of 
pretending not to know what everybody else knows, it 
is now chiefly used by judges on the bench, and when 
well managed is both effective, and as Aristotle says, 

graceful. It is not a serious moral fault. 

CHAPTER 8.—“‘ Since life requires relaxation, and since 
social conversation of a light and agreeable kind is one 
form of relaxation, there must be a way of taking part 
in such conversation without jarring on the feelings of 
others;99 a knack of saying what ought to be said 
rightly and also of listening, although there is a differ- 
ence between the two. As there is a right way, there 
will also be wrong ways in the form of excess and 
defect. Those who are always trying to raise a laugh 
are buffoons;'©° they care more about setting on their 
hearers to laugh too, than about the propriety of what they 
say or about avoiding to give pain to the objects of their 
mirth. Those on the other hand who are incapable of 
saying anything amusing themselves and who are dis- 
pleased with others who make the effort, are morose 
and boorish. Those who have the gift of ready and 
appropriate wit are called versatile, meaning that they 
adapt themselves easily to the occasion ; this is in reality 
a movement of the mind, and you may judge character by © 

8 avrn ixeivn 7 slwovia Ywxparove, cipwveia. Plato, Rep- 

337 A. 
99 duiAia tig gupedAhe. 1127, b 34. 

100 oj piv ovv Ty yeAoiw vrepf3adAovTEC BwuoAdyxor SoKovorr 
etvat kal poptixol. 1128, 2 4. 
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its movements just as well as you do the body. But 
inasmuch as the things which cause laughter lie on the 

surface and the majority of people enjoy childishness and 
ill-natured jokes more than they ought, even buffoons are 
called versatile, being taken for men of refined wit; 102 

it is, however, unnecessary to point out how widely they 
differ from the versatile man in the true sense. The 

man who would avoid the extremes must have tact; 

the tactful man says and listens to the things which 
-are fit for the ears of a good man and a gentleman, for 

there is the opportunity, even in the lightest conversation, 
for such things to be said and listened to, and the amus- 
ing talk of an educated man differs from that of a vulgar 
ignorant person. We see this difference in the old and 
mdern comedies ; in the old comedy, coarseness of expres- 
-sion made the spectators laugh, but in the new comedy 

it is innuendo ;73 there is much difference between the 

two in the point of good taste. 
“ Ought raillery of the right kind to be defined as saying 

what is not unbecoming a gentleman, or as not hurting 
the feelings of a listener, or as giving pleasure to the 
hearers? or are points of this kind indefinable? The 
rule, whatever it may be, extends to listening, for what 

Tor of 0 zupeAw@e mwailovrec evtpameAor zposayopebovra, 

oiov evrpomo.’ Tov yap Hove ai roravra SoKovor Kwhoec 

séivat, Gowep O8 TA owMATA eK Tw KWhoEwY KplvEral, OUTW Kal 
ra 73n. 1128, a9. 

102 tmuoAdGovtog St rov yeXolov, Kal tav mAsloTwy 
- — 8 ~ iY - , avr na 8 - x c XaipdvtTwy TH Tada Kal TH oKwTTEv paddrov 7H Sel, Kal of 

Pa 3 s Ff c a 
PwporSxor eirparedor tpocayopebovtrar we yxapievrec. 1128, 

-a 12. 

103 (Oo. 0 av Tic kal Ek TOY KWUWoLOY TOY TaawY Kal TOV 
Kava * Toic pév yap hv yeXoiov 1) aisxpodoyia, roic 5 uaddov 
an Umrdvora. 1128, a 22. 
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‘@ man will bear to hear he does not forbear to imitate." 
It follows that he must put some restriction on what he 
‘says, for a gibe is a kind of abuse and the law forbids 

certain kinds of abuse, and it would be well if it forbade 

certain kinds of gibes also. The witty man who is a 
gentleman will act on the principle described, being, so 
to speak, a law to himself, whether he be called a man of 
tact, or simply versatile. But the buffoon cannot resist a 
joke, sparing neither himself nor others for the sake of 
a laugh, and saying what a man of refined wit would 
never say, and sometimes what he would not like to hear. 

‘The boor is useless in society; he contributes nothing to 
it, and his gaucherie is an annoyance to every one.” 

“The mean in social life, then, takes the three forms 

which have been mentioned. They are all concerned 
with talk and demeanour in society of a special kind. 
The subject of the first is truthfulness, that of the second 
is pleasure in our moments of relaxation, and of the 
third, pleasure in our intercourse in other circumstances 

of life.” 

Aristotle’s remarks about the old comedy show little 
‘appreciation of the great writers of that school and 

period. He seems to have been disgusted with the 
coarseness of their jokes and language and indignant 
:at their licence of personal invective. But one wonders 

that he saw nothing worth noticing in Aristophanes 
except this side of him; no appreciation of his wit, 
humour and great poetic gifts. Humour, however, is 

104 @ yap tropéver Gxobwy Tavta Kal woulv Sox. 1128, a 
‘28. moviv has probably here the sense of “‘ to compose”’ 
as a poet does; ‘to speak in the way in which we hear 
others speak.” 
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not Aristotle’s strong point, and he may possibly have 
resented Aristophanes’ caricature of philosophy in the 

Clouds. From whatever cause, he scarcely mentions. 
him either in the Poetics or elsewhere. His attitude 
to the early Greek comedy is as one-sided and unjust as 
that of Horace to the early Latin comedy : 

‘At vestri proavi Plautinos et numeros et 
laudavere sales; nimium patienter utrumque 
ne dicam stulte mirati, si modo ego et vos 
scimus inurbanum lepido seponere dictum.” 

Aristotle does not mention that greatest of all social 
pests—the bore. Perhaps they were not so common in 

Athens as elsewhere; perhaps the opposing habits did 
not seem obvious; but that boredom is an immorality 
to be reprobated and, were it possible, suppressed, is not 
doubtful. 

CHAPTER 9.—‘‘ Shame can scarcely be called a virtue ; 
it is a passion rather than a habit. Anyhow, it is defined 
as the fear of being badly thought of, and its effect is 
somewhat like that produced by fear in circumstances 
of danger,t°s for people who are ashamed blush, and 
people who are in fear of death turn yellow-green. Both 
these results are due to the body, hence they are feelings 
rather than habits. The feeling does not suit every age, 

but it is proper to youth. Young people ought to be. 
susceptible of shame, because, living as they do under 
the influence of their feelings, they would often be led 
into error but that shame restrains them; but no one 

105 aworeAgirat Ty Tepl Ta Oewa Ody TapaTAhatov. 

ZovOoalvovrat yap of aicxurvdpevor, of 82 roy Sévarov doob- pulp 
pevor wxptwov. 1128, b 12. 
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would commend an elderly man for blushing, for he ought 
not to do anything to be ashamed of, nor is shame 
an attribute of the good, seeing that the bad have it. 
To be so constituted as to be ashamed if you do wrong 
and for this reason to imagine yourself to be good, is 
absurd, for you only feel shame when you have acted 
voluntarily, and no good man ever voluntarily does what 
he ought not to do. Shame may therefore be called 
‘hypothetically good; if a man does wrong he will be 
ashamed’; this is a contingency which does not arise in 
good conduct.t% Nor does it follow that if shamelessness 
is a vice and if we blame one for not being ashamed 
when he does wrong, that it is a virtue to be ashamed 
when you do wrong. For the same reason self-mastery 
is not a virtue, but a mixture of virtue and vice.” 

Although conduct of every kind, however important 
or however trivial, is theoretically the subject of one 
and the same science, yet much of what we do is to 
all appearance so indifferent in its results to ourselves 
and to others as not to be worth considering in laying 
down rules for practical guidance in life. It is probable 
that nothing said or done is wholly without some 
influence on character, but for the practical purposes 
of ethics it would be endless to take everything into 
account, and that science therefore confines itself to 

conduct important enough to excite attention in the 
shape of praise or blame. 

The varieties of conduct which have been examined in 
the sixth and succeeding chapters of this book bring us 
near to the boundary which separates actions important 

106 sin 8 ay 7) aldwc 2£ wrobicewe imteic’ ét yap mpaczat, 

aloxbvorr av * ovk tort Of ToUTO wept Tac aperdc. 1129, b 29. 
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enough to be ethically cognisable from those which are 
not. It will have been noticed how frequently Aristotle 
seems to hesitate whether he shall condemn or approve. 
“Tt is frequently not easy,” he remarks, ‘‘to say on 
grounds of reason whether an act is blamable or not, 
it is a matter to be determined by individual taste ”’ ; 197 

and when he descends to particular cases he often feels 
obliged to say that ‘“‘such and such an act is not very 

wrong,’ which probably means that there are two 
opinions as to whether it is wrong at all. The fourth 
book is interesting for another reason; it shows how 
much there is in common between Greek life in the 
fourth century and our own, how permanent are the 

motives which actuate conduct in general, and how 
similar on the whole that conduct is. With some not. 
very numerous exceptions, what Aristotle has written 

on the subject of liberality, proper pride and demeanour 
in society might have been written, it may almost be 
said, has been written, by Addison and Thackeray. 

107 § $) mécov kal mae mapekBaivwy Wexrdc, ov pdciov Ty 
s ~ rs ~ ea 

Adyy amodovvat’ tv yap toig xa’ Exacta Kav TH alcOhoe i 

xplowe. 1126, b 2. 



CHAPTER VI 

Book V. 

SPECIAL KINDS OF CONDUCT (continued): 

JUSTICE 
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Ce que la politique conseille, la justice l’autorise. 
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JUSTICE receives a more elaborate treatment than any 
other virtue of conduct, nor are the reasons far to seek. 

Of the four great virtues—Courage, Self-restraint, 
Wisdom, and Justice, it is the only one which is. 
distinctly altruistic; hencefit is the political virtue 
par excellence, the virtue comprising man’s duty to his. 
neighbour as a member of the state, as distinguished 
on the one hand from his duty to himself, and on the 
other from his obligation to be agreeable in private 
life} As such it is the key to many constitutional 
problems, and differences of opinion with regard to it: 
frequently arise, causing political unrest and not seldom 
revolution. Unfortunately, too, it offers a conspicuous. 
example of the errors which arise when a word is. 
used in many senses, and especially when (as in this 
case) the senses are so various that it is sometimes. 
hard to trace their relationship. Frequently the word 
expresses nothing but personal preference or private: 
opinion; ‘‘ Give me justice: I want nothing but what is. 
fair and right; ’’—that is a phrase commonly used by 
contending parties: it simply means, ‘“‘I want a decision: 
in my favour.” MRhetoricians of all kinds—advocates,. 
public speakers, and even serious politicians appeal in 

I iy Tw Tpog Erepov Exe THY Séivauw. 1180, b 1. 
2 ~ £ Xt LS me ~ x ra 4 Fi 

2 dy raic Omiriac Kat TH ovciv Kal Adywv cal TpaypaTwv 

xowwvev. 1126, b 11. 
18 273 
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every mood and tense to justice in support of the views 

they happen to be advocating; justice here means “‘ My 

policy,” “ the principles of my party,” “‘ the interest of my 

client ’’—every one is anxious to do business under such 

an attractive trade mark. Aristotle, with his analytical 

mind and fondness for precise verbal definitions, had here 

a wide field for the exercise of his powers in endeavouring 
to bring this chaos into some order and to fix the 

meaning of “just” and ‘unjust’ in the cases to which 
they can be legitimately applied. He had, moreover, to 
bring justice within the doctrine of the mean. Obviously 

a cannot say that justice is a mean between the defect 

aving too much of the quality of justice and the 
defect of having too little as you can say that courage 

is a mean between having too much and too little of 
the quality which constitutes courage. The extremes 

between which justice lies (if it can be said to “occupy 

such a position at all) are not two opposite states, but one 

and the same state, namely injustice, or the habit. of 
getting ‘too much of that which is good and too little 
of that which is bad>) Some care and ingenuity were 

required before this awkward corner could be safely 

turned, and it will be seen hereafter in what way 

Aristotle dealt with the difficulty. 
But there was another and special reason why justice 

should have been comprehensively handled and _ its 
meanings fixed, if possible, once for all. It had formed 

the avowed subject of Plato’s greatest, and with one 
exception, his longest dialogue. ‘‘ To search for justice ” 
is expressly said to have been the object for which 

the interlocutors in the Republic came together and 
which determined the whole scope of the inquiry.3 

3 ov 8) Wwexa ravra Cyrovpev—Sicaocbvn. Plato, Rep. 

430 D. aparov piv yxpy réd— avauvnobava, Sri Hpac, 
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According to the view put forward in the Dialogue, 
justice, regarded as a quality of the indivi man, 
is ,a@ condition in which his reasom, passions, and 
desires are in harmony, each performing its separate 

function without encroaching on the functions of any of 
the others ; whilst regarded in its political aspect, as a 
necessary Sondition of the well-being of the state, it is to 
be found under constitutional arrangements which secure 
the harmonious co-operation of the governing, military, 
and mercantile classes. According to the theory of the 
Republic, therefore, justice is not a habit inducing a man 

to act in a certain way towards others, but a psycho- 
logical condition in which certain functions of his mind 

or soul, assumed to be separate, or at least capable of 
acting separately, are so adjusted that each performs its 
own distinct duties in correspondence with the duties 
of the others. Such a conception of justice gives no 
assistance in practice: it does not in the least help the 
legislator, judge or juryman, concerned as they all are 
with what goes on outside them, to know the “ conduct 
within ’’ which Plato declares to be justice in the only 
true sense of the word+ The Republic therefore, 
notwithstanding its extraordinary merits as a compo- 
sition, might as well never have been written so far as 
practical teaching on the subject professedly discussed in 
it is concerned. But it occupied a place in the field of 

~ iA es + %. > la ~ e 

Lnrovvtec Suxaocbyny oidyv tote cal adixiav Setpo fikopev. 
Ibid. 472 B. 
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discussion and added one more to the numerous dicta 
on the subject. It isremarkable, therefore, that Aristotle, 

after having announced his intention of following his 
usual method,5 should not have discussed this celebrated 
opinion, and indeed should only have discerned it in 
the last chapter of the book. Notwithstanding this 
reticence, it is hard to suppose that the memorable 
conversation in the house of Kephalus was not present 
to his mind and that he did not intend to displace the 

Platonic theory by his own. That he should have 
made no direct allusion to it is matter for remark, but 
nothing more. Of Aristotle in relation to Plato it is 
more than commonly true that the names we forget. 

are those which we remember only too well.7 

5 4 8 oxéfic tiv torw Kata tHv avriv péBodov roic 

mpozpeuévorc. 1129, a 5. 

6 xard perapopay o& Kal duoidrnta EoTw ovK aiTy mpdc 

abvrov Stkaov adda THV adrov ticw, cri. 1188, b 5. The 

whole of Chapter 11 deals with the subject. 
7 ‘On n’oublie que les noms dont on se souvient trop.” 

Mme. de Stael. 



TEXT 

CHAPTER 1.—Aristotle begins, as has already been said, 
by announcing his intention of treating the subject of 
justice according to his usual plan—that is, by first 
considering current opinions about it. But, although 
justice is a word of very various meaning, and one on 
which many half-truths and some no-truths had been 
said by poets, public speakers and teachers, he does not 
state and review opinions in the manner we are led to 
expect,—not in the way, for instance, in which he 

catalogues opinions about happiness, pleasure, or 
friendship before discussing those subjects. He begins 
by observing “‘ that everybody understands by justice, the 
habit which causes men to do and wish just acts.” 8 

This popular definition leaves open the essential 
question what acts are just, a point on which neither 
theorisers nor ordinary people were agreed,9 but the 
question so often debated in Plato, and which both the 

8 dpwpev On Tavrag THy ToLabrny LEw Bovrdopévoucg déyev 

Sucaocbvyy, ap fig mpaxrixol tw Stxalwv siot Kal ad’ fic 

Suatompayover cat BobAovra 7a Sixaca. 1129, a6. 

9 Justice is variously described by the speakers in the 
Republic as “telling the truth and restoring what you 
have taken” (aAnOq te Aéyewy Kal & Gv AGBy Tic aToddvat. 
Rep. 331 D); ‘doing good to your friends and harm to 
your enemies” (rd rove pidoug eb wolew Kal Tove 2xDpodc 

an 
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historic “and the Platonic Sokrates answered in the 
affirmative, is also raised: ‘“‘Is justice a matter of 
scientific knowledge, or not?” Aristotle therefore opens 
the subject by pointing out the distinction between 
habits on one hand and knowledge atid capacity on the 
other.\ “‘ Knowledge and capacity may be exercised in any, 
and éven in contrary directions, but we are determined 
by habit only in one.” 7 (‘This distinction, suggested 
partly by his having just described justice as a habit 

and partly by the statement that wishing to do just acts 
‘is a part of the definition, was necessary to be kept in 

| view in consequence of the confusion arising from the 
\ Sokratic contention that virtue is knowledge.) In the 
Hippias Minor (which seems to be here rred to) 
Sokrates maintains that justice must necessarily be 
either a capacity or a science, or both, and he concludes 
that the man who willingly acts unjustly cannot be 
otherwise than a good man.™ A paradox of this kind 
is of course not to be taken seriously, but the want of 
a clear view of the difference between conduct and 
artistic or professional skill has been at all times re- 
sponsible for a good deal of loose thinking and senti- 
mental writing, and Aristotle did well to remind his 
hearers of it at the outset. He adds another warning. 
‘‘ Both justice and injustice are words used in many senses, 

kaxkwe. Rep. 332 D); ‘minding your own business and 

not being meddlesome” (ré ra abrov wparrew Kat pr) woAv- 
mpaypoveiv. Rep. 433 A); “benefit to others, loss to 
yourself” (GAAdrpiov ayabdy, oixeta Cnuia. Rep. 392 B). 

10 Sbvamc piv yap kal émorhun Soni Tov evavtiwy 4 adr 
sivat, tic 88 4 évavria Tov ivavtiwy ov. 1129, a 13. 

11 6 dpa iov auapravev Kat aisxpa Kat aKa rowy, & 
‘Inia, earep tic 2oTw ovroc, obk &v &AAoe eln ht 6 ayabdc. 

Hip. Min. 376 B. 
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but inasmuch as their respective meanings lie near to one 
another the confusion arising from the use of the same 
word is liable to escape notice and js not obvious, as 
in the cases in which the difference is considerable.?? 
It is not like those cases of equivocation where there 
is a visible difference in the things described by the 
common name,?3 as in the case of the key bone of the 

neck and the key of a door, or the foot of a mountain and 
the foot of a chair, which are so far apart that no 
mistake can possibly arise.” ™ 

If now we examine what is really meant by “just 
acts’ we find the various senses are reducible to two— 
conformity to law, and equality in dealings with others. 
Consider what conformity to law implies. The scope of 
law in an Hellenic State was almost coextensive with 
conduct in general; the object of the law being ‘the 

common weal,” whether the community might happen 
to be a democracy, an aristocracy, an oligarchy or any 
other form of government.5 

12 Zoue O& wAEovaywc AéyeoOat 7) Stkatoobvy Kal 4 adikia, 

GAXa oa To obveyyuc eivat THY Suovuptay adrov AavOave Kat 
ov @oTep ext Twv Téppw Shrn paddrov. 1129, a 26. In 

dhs 2, Ehysics (vii. 4, 249, a 23) Aristotle points out that 
words (homonyms) sometimes so nearly resemble 

the thing whose name they bear as scarcely to be real 
homonyms but synonyms. cist d? rev éuwvumov ai piv 
word améxovea, ai oe Exoveai riva duotdryra, ai & tyyic h 

yévee i avadoyla, 85 ov Soxovow spuovupta sivar ovaar. 
That is the case here. 

3 Stapopa TOAA 4 Kata THy idéay. 1129, a 29. 

4 obk Gomep eri tov méppw OHA padAov. 1129, a 28. 
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Koy cuupipovToc Tasty, 7H Toic Kuptoic, | Kat GAXov Tiva 

tpérov toovrov. 1129, b 14. 
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/The science regulating this common weal is the science 
of Politics, which, as we were told in the very first 

chapter of the Ethics, prescribes what we ought to do 
and what forbear from doing so that if happiness 
depends, as it does,.on. conduct, “things. just” in this 

which produce happiness, assuming always laws to be 
well and intelligently framed), 
Tustice, therefore, in this sense is coextensive with 

Ethics, in other words with the whole of that large 
department of human conduct which is praised and 

blamed.) ‘Laws, with few exceptions, are the ex- 
pression of good conduct in its widest sense, for the 

law directs us to live in obedience to the dictates 
of the moral virtues and forbids the corresponding 
misconduct.?7 Justice is therefore complete _ virtue, 
since its possessor will not only do his duty to himself 
by being temperate, brave and so on, which many people 
can do, but will also do his duty in these and all other 
respects to his neighbour, which is infinitely harder,® 
for as Bias well said, ‘ authority will show the man.’ 79 

The view that Justice is ‘the good of others’ confirms 

this altruistic view of the virtue, for the just man does 

16 vouoberovene rt det mparrew Kai rivwy améxecOa. 1094, 

b 5. 

17 gxsd0v yap Ta ToAAa TOV vouluwy Ta awd THe SAnc xe8bv yap el 
apetiic wpoatarroueva tot Kal’ ixdorny yap aperiv mpo- 
orarret Civ Kai kal Exdornv pox Onplav kwAbe 6 vdpoc. 1180, 

b 22. 
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what benefits others irrespective of their station, whether 
they be rulers or fellow-citizens.”’ 2° 

CHAPTER 2.—‘‘ We now come to justice and injustice 
in the see and proper sense of the words, as signifying, 
not good or bad conduct in general) but that variety of 
conduct which implies fairness or unfairness in dealing 
with others. By a fair man we oe who does not 

ae ae 
attempt either to secure for himself or to give to 
others more than a proper share of goods or other 
benefits, or (which comes to the same thing) less than 

a proper share of evils or disadvantages) That this 
is a special form of conduct is obvious: it is not 
involved in our notions of courage or self-restraint or 
magnanimity or generosity, but that it is a virtue of 
conduct is proved by the fact that we blame any de- 
parture from it.” 2? 

“‘ Justice, when used in the wide general sense of 
conformity to law, has much in common with justice in 
its special and limited sense; they are both referable 
to the same kind of conduct, namely conduct to others; 
they are synonymous inasmuch as both fall under 
the same genus, but one implies dealing with others 
in a spirit of fauness or equality, and the other implies 
dealing with others in a manner of which society 
approves, with or without the implication of fairness 
or of equality.” 22 

20 GdAw yap Ta suupipovtTa TparTTEL, 7} ApxovTt 7} KoWWwWYY. 
1180, a 4. 
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Of justice used in the special sense there are two 

kinds :— 
1. Distributive justice (Scaveunredy, veuntixov Sikacov), 

the habit of dealing fairly in the division of honours, 

wealth, or whatever else may be shared by those who are 
partners in the State.23 

2. Regulative justice (StopSwrKov Sikaov), a habit of 

dealing fairly in questions arising out of the various. 
transactions between man and man, whether partners 

in the State or not.24 
As to (1); the assumption made by Aristotle is that. 

there is a common fund for partition,?5 and that those 
entitled to share it are the persons described as “‘ partners. 

in the State,” in other words citizens. 

The Greek, or at least the Athenian conception of a 
citizen, was that of a. a shareholder ; he was looked on as 

no doubt, but so had Coihers We were not citizens ; it 

was not considered a self-evident proposition that the 
payment of taxes involved civil rights, representation and 

taxation did not go together. The fund in which as. 
a partner the citizen was entitled to share was not 

only money or the material property of the State, 
but included any advantages which a citizen might 

Tov képdouc, hot TEpt amavra mept doa 6 orovoaioc. 1130, 

bl. 
23 rb éy rate Stavopaic tyne 7} ypnuatwv 7) Tov GAAwy 

Goa peptoTa Tote KoLvwvoUa Tig ToAcreiac. 1130, b 31. 

24 8 yivera év roig ovvaAdaypact Kai roic Exovolog Kat 

roic¢ axwoloc. 1131, b 25. 

25 7b piv yap Suavepnrixoy Olkatov Tw Kovwy act. 1181, 
b 27. 
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be entitled to;26 such as honours, rights, privileges 
as well as other benefits. If we look to Aristotle’s. 
definition alone it would seem that distributive justice 
was limited to the case of citizens. But if we ex- 
amine the cases he gives in illustration of this form 
of justice, it is obvious that he means more than 
this. He says that the State holds together by 
the observance of the rule of reciprocal proportion,?7 
which is the rule applicable to distributive justice, 
and the cases of reciprocal proportion given are those 
between builders, shoemakers, doctors and others 

who wish to exchange the products of their skill and 
labour, the majority of whom would certainly not be 
citizens, but resident aliens or strangers. The common 
fund, therefore, which is always the subject matter of 
distributive justice must be extended to mean the aggre- 
gate fund available for the purchase of commodities from 
whatever sources derived, as well as State property 
strictly so-called and other advantages. 

(2) Regulative justice, applied for the purpose of 
adjusting any inequality which may arise in business or 
other transactions between man and man independently 
of their status, is said to have two divisions according 
as the transactions are voluntary or involuntary. Aris- 
totle gives as examples of the former, sale and purchase, 
loan of money at interest, pledge, lending without interest, 
deposit of goods kept for the use of depositor, letting: 
goods for hire; and as examples of the latter, theft, 
adultery, poisoning, procuring, enticement of? slaves, 

‘ 

26 Goa pepioTa Tolg KOtvwvoUGt The ToXTelac. 1130, b 82. 

27 rw avtimouty yap avadoyov ouppéivee  wédtc. 1182, 
b 33. 
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murder by secret means, false witness (all secret acts), 

and assault, forcible detention, murder, rape, maiming, 

criminal libel and slander, all open acts.78 
The former class, or voluntary transactions, are all 

cases of contract ; the latter, or involuntary transactions, 

are all cases of wrongs. The examples given by Aristotle 
are illustrations merely, and not a complete enumeration 
of the cases in which transactions would require to be 

adjusted by law. 
(Rights of property arising otherwise than by contract 

are not mentioned or alluded to, nor does the enumera- 

tion include any wrongs arising from negligence} Yet the 
ownership of land, houses, and mining leases must have 
conferred other rights which would require to be enforced, 
and damages must have been recoverable in many cases, 

at all events, where negligence caused loss. The justice 
which regulates business affairs must have had in 

practice a wider scope than is indicated by Aristotle’s 
examples. 

One more remark on the two main divisions of justice 
has to be made. In the case of distributive justice 
the parties amongst whom the partition has to be made 
may be, in the eye of the law, either equal or unequal, 
but when an appeal is made to regulative justice the 
law-assumes everybody to be equal, whether they are so 

or not. 

equal or unequal merit ought to share in a common 
fund; the function of regulative justice is to fix the 

- 28 1181,a1. Aristotle does not mention the criminal 

offences of treason (zpodocia), perjury (evdomaprupia), 
usurpation of civic rights—a most serious offence punished 
by slavery—or sacrilege (aceGia), one scarcely less so. 
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penalty properly payable in the shape of damages or 
punishment for the infraction of rights or the commission 
of wrongs, everybody concerned being supposed equal. 
How is this to be done? To answer this is to answer the 

question asked at the beginning of the book, ‘“‘ What kind 
of a mean is justice, and what are the extremes between 

which it lies ? ” 29 
First as to the rule in distributive justice. Take the case 

where the common fund is state property or the honours. 
which the state has to bestow, and the question is how 
two citizens ought to share them. We have four things: 
to consider ; two persons and two shares. Now “ every 
one agrees that the distribution should be according to 
merit of some kind.3° What ts merit is a question: 
Which, in the case supposed, will be differently answered 
under different forms of constitution.3* In a pure de-- 
mocracy it is thought that to be free is a merit, and 

all being equally free, every one would be entitled to share 
equally in property and honour. 

That is the democratic idea—everybody to share: 
equally because everybody is equally free. One man to- 
count for one, and nobody to count for more than one. 
“In an oligarchy, wealth, in other cases noble birth or 
virtue, are considered meritorious.” But whatever the 

test applied, the just rule is in all cases the same, viz.:— 

As A is to B in point of merit, so must the share of A be 

29 rola peodrng éoriv 4 Stkatocbyy, Kal Td Slkacov tivwy- 

péoov. 1129, a 3. 
4 BY , 2 ~ -~ e ~ vA >- 

3° r5 yap Sikaiov év talc vopaic duodoyovet wavrec KaT 

aélav twa osiy civa. 1181, a 25. 

3! rhv pévror d&iay ov thy adr Aéyovor TavTec, AAN’ oF 

piv Snuoxparixol éhevdepiav, of 8 dAryapxixot wAovTOY, of Oo” 

evyévetav, of 8 aptotokparikol aperhv. 1181, a 26. 
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to the share of B in point of value. This is a case of 

geometrical proportion, and the formula of distributive 
justice is therefore given by the formula A: B:: a:b, 
where A, B are the persons, and a, b their respective 
rewards. It will follow that A :a:: B: b, or that 

A’s merit together with his share will or ought to be 
proportionate to B’s merit together with his share.33 

When this rule is not observed there is dissension and 
complaint. 

Take next the case where the common fund is con- 
stituted by the wealth of the country available for 
distribution amongst producers and consumers, and not 

merely by state property. The principle here is the 
same; as A is to B in respect of skill, labour and ma- 
terials expended on his work, so will or ought to be the 
value receivable by A for his work out of the common 
fand of the country’s wealth by the medium of exchange 
to the value receivable by B for his work out of the same 

fund by the same agency.34 This case is complicated by 
the necessity of having to consider a medium of exchange, 

but the principle is the same.35 

w mM” ig La @ a 4 a ec a %. 33 Eorat Gpa we 6 a Spoe mpoc Tov , ovTwE 6 y Mpoc Tov 
8 so ANG ” c € ‘ x € ‘ X 8 a , kai évadddE dpa, we 6 a mpdc Tov y, 6B mpdg Tov 8. wore 

‘ er . . 
kal 7d SAov mpde 7rd 6Aov’ Sep 7) voun ovvdvaZa, Kav 

eo 04 } , BY , ec oo ~ av oe airw ovuvteOg, dSuatwe cuvdvaza. 1 apa tov a spov To 
es a E 

y kai 4 Tov B rep 8 obfevétc 7d tv Savouy Sixady tort, Kat 

pésov 76 Sixacov rovr éorl, xré. 1181, b 5. 
‘ a ~ 
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N . . 2 2 % 
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11381, b 16. 
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The rule by which equality, and therefore justice, 
is arrived at in the case of wrongs. and contracts is 
different. In the former, the person who has committed 

the offence is said by a convenient stretch of language to 
be the gainer and the person who has been injured the 
loser,3° and the law is said to endeavour to equalise 
matters by (taking from the offender by way of penalty 
what he is supposed to have gained by his offence and 
giving it to the injured one in the form of a recompense 
for what he has suffered.37 This process is described by 
Aristotle as arriving at a mean between the greater 
and the less by the rule of arithmetical proportion.38 

A line is supposed to be divided into unequal parts 
by the acts complained of, and equality is effected by 
taking from the larger part the exact amount by which 
it exceeds the lesser part and adding it to the latter. 
Aristotle admits that in the case of redress of wrongs it is 
straing the meaning of words to talk of gain and 
loss; but the difficulty is more than a verbal one. It 
(would be impossible to work with such a rule in any 
tolerable system of criminal justice. A man tries to 
break into your house and is caught in the act. The 

metovdoc yévnrat, Zorar TO Aeydpevov. «i S? ph, OvK toov, 

ove’ cumpéver. 1133, a 8. 
36 Nézyerar ydp we amAwe sitiv tml Tole Tovobrole, KAY & 

ih iow oiketov dvoua ein, TO Képdoc, olov r@ warakavrt, Kai % 

Cnuta rp waOdvre’ GAN Grav ye uerpnOy 70 waB0c, Kadsira TO 

piv Cypia 7d SF Kepooc. 1132, a 10. 

37 kal ydp drav 6 piv TAnyy 6 8? wardkn, fj Kat Kreivy, 
6 8 arolavy, Sujpnracto aoc Kat 4 mpakic cig dvca’ 

GAG Teipara 7H Cnpig icdZev, apapwv rov Képdovc. 1132, 

a 7. 

38 75 0’ Icov picov éoti Tig pelZovoc Kai éAdTrovog Kara 
thy apOunruny avadoylav. 1132, a 29. 
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burglar has gained nothing and you have lost nothing, 
and if, as Aristotle says, the law looks merely to the 

difference created by the injury,39 it would have nothing 
to say in such a case.) But Aristotle must have recog- 
nised that in the case of wrongs with violence the 
law goes beyond attempting to put the persons imme- 
diately affected in statw quo, and that the real injury 
to be redressed is that created by the insecurity of 
life and property which would result from crimes of 

violence going unpunished. A thief picks your pocket 
and extracts a handkerchief worth a shilling; is his 

punishment to be measured by your loss, and if so by 
what rule? (What Aristotle says on this subject is the 
more surprising because the true theory of punish- 
ment had already been clearly and excellently laid down 
in one of the Platonic aepeue) not as a new theory 
but as one generally known and acted upon. ‘‘ Male- 
factors are not punished,” says Protagoras in the dialogue: 
of that name, ‘“‘ because they have done wrong, since what 
is done cannot be undone,—they are punished with a. 
view to the future, in order that neither the same man 

nor others who see him punished may again be guilty of 
similar wrong. {Punishment is for the sake of age 
and this is the view which everybody holds both as to 
public and private punishment ;”’ 4° you are not hanged 
for stealing a horse, but that horses may not be stolen. 

39 poe Tov BAaBoue tiv CLapopav pdvov BAégme 6 vdpoc. 

1182, a 4. 
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Nor is the rule of arithmetical proportion more 
applicable to the case of contracts than to wrongs. 

A contracts to deliver so many y bushels wf wheat to B 
at a certain price and at a certain date, and breaks his 
contract. Aristotle assumes A to be a gainer by the 
breach and B a loser, and what the law ought to do is, 
he says, to take from A what he has gained and give it to 
B, and so make things equal. (But A is not necessarily 
a gainer by the non-performance of his contract to deliver ; 
the movement of the Athenian corn market may have 
been such that he is a loser by his inability to complete 
the transaction at the date fixe In this case, there 
would be nothing for B to receive as damages for his 

broken eonteace under Aristotle’s rule. But put it the 
other way and{s suppose A to have made money by failing 
to carry out the: agreement; on what principle can his 
gain be considered the measure of B’s loss? B may 
easily have lost more than A has gained, and we can 
scarcely believe that in a great commercial city like 
Athens any court or arbitrator would say: ‘‘A has 
broken his contract it is true, and he has gained 
10 mine by doing so; it appears also that B has lost 
20 mine by the breach, but that is irrelevant. Let A 
pay 10 mine to B and then justice will be done.y 
This would be the justice not of a court, but of a 
comic opera. 

Aristotle concludes by observing that the words “ gain 
and loss” applied by him to involuntary transactions are 
derived in fact from voluntary ones; to have more than 

you had at first is called “ gain,’ and to have less is 

rovrov iswv KoAdacQévra. Kat ro.abrny diavolay Eywv dcavo- 

gira, watseuThy elvat apeThy’ awotpotiic youv ivexa KoddZet. 
rabrnv ovv tiv Sdav mavrec Exovoy, dcoirep 

Timwpovvrat kai idig kal Snpooly. Protag.324ABC. 
19 
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called “loss”; the expression is derived from business in 
the market—frodm cases where the law allows everybody 

to have a free hand—i.e. to make what he can.) When, 
as the result of this freedom of action, the parties have 
neither more nor less than they had at first, they are said 
to have their own—they neither gain nor lose.4* But, 
(he implies without saying so here) gain and loss may 
also be considered to result from those involuntary trans- 
actions in which the law does not allow people to do as 
they like. Justice is, therefore, a mean between a kind 

of gain and a kind of loss, both in matters which are 
outside voluntary transactions and in those within it; it 
means “‘ equality first and last.” 42 

CHAPTER 5.—This important chapter is opened by 
examining the view, attributed to the Pythagoreans, that 

justice is retaliation simply, that it consists in making the 
doer suffer the same kind (or the same degree) of injury 
as he has inflicted. But Aristotle soon passes from 

criticism of the Pythagoreans to consider the principles 
which govern justice in its other aspect as regulating the 
distribution of commodities, and thence to examine the 
function and value of currency in facilitating such a 
distribution. There are few chapters in the Ethics which 

41 ehnduble 88 ra dvdpuara ravra, 7} Te Snuia Kal ro Képdoc, ek 
~ € , > ea x Y 3 f4 yw n ‘ € ~ tig Ekovotov addayncg" TO piv yap wréov ExELY 7 Ta avTOV 

kepdalvew Aéyerat, TO 8’ Barrov rwv 2 apxnc Cnuovoba, 
a 2 ~ > ~ 0 i ny - ae a HA ao oiov év rq wvetcba Kal wwAkiv Kal év dcorge adAoig adsay 

dédwkey 6 vonog* Srav St wre TAgov pir EAaTTOV GAN avra 
> ~ é ~ es ~ a 

de avrwv yévnra, Ta avTov gaily Exew Kal ovre CnuovoBar 

ovre kepoaivev. 1182, b 11. 

42 Wore kepdoug tivog kai Enulac pécov 7rd Sixady zore TOV 

mapa TO éxobaiov, 7 icov Exe kal mpdrepov Kal Uorepov. 

1182, b 18. 
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better repay a careful reading, or which require to be read 
more carefully. 

Aristotleonsiders the rule of retaliatign in relation to 
his own two‘ttvisions of justice, regulative and distributive, 

and decides that it will not fit either}3 
If we look to regulative justice, at least to that side of 

it which deals with what Aristotle distinguishes as 
involuntary transactions,44 the rule that the wrong-doer 
should get what he has given, either in kind or amount 
(for that is what is really meant), will not do. If A has 
injured B by stealing his purse, no one would pretend 
that justice would be done by B injuring A by stealing his 
purse in return. Nor would the rule work out right if 
the principle of retribution were applied more generally. 
‘Tf a magistrate orders a prisoner to be flogged,” says 
Aristotle, “he ought not to be flogged himself; but if 
the prisoner thereupon assaults the judge he deserves 
to be flogged and something more.” 45 We observe 
here that the law does not deal with the persons 
equally. 

gain, it makes some difference whether an act be 

voluntary or not, but the Pythagorean rule does not 
allow for this.46 So much for the application of the 
simple rule of ‘suffering in return)’ (dvrurerov0éc) to the 
involuntary side of regulative justice, on which it is to be 

As > > 4 > = v 2 Aw A 4 

43 70 8 GUTITETOVIOG OVK EepapuorTrEt OVT ETL TO VEUNTLKOV 

Sixaiov, ovr eri To StopIwridv. 1182, b 23. 
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1182, b 28. 
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observed that Aristotle expresses no opinion on the 
theory of punishment or its adjustment to particular 
offences, confining himself to pointing out that the rale 
of simple retaliation is inapplicable. Nor does he say 
anything about the application of the principle to that 
branch of regulative justice which deals with voluntary 
transactions,47 considering probably that the principle of 

tit for tat is so obviously out of the question here as to 
require no comment. But although retaliation will not 
do, a rule of justice based on the idea of retaliation (rd 

rolovrov dikacov)—namely proportionate (not simple) reci- 
procity—will answer the purpose, both in cases of volun- 

tary and involuntary transactions, and also in the case 
of distributive justice. ‘‘It is by reciprocal action that 
political communities subsist.”48 ‘As to wrongs; if an 

injured person can get no proportionate redress, he is a 
slave.49 As to benefits; without proportionate reciprocal 
action there can be no exchange.’’s° 

“Tt is by observing such a proportion whenever there 
comes to be a distribution out of a common fund or out 
of the equivalent of a common fund, whether the dis- 

tribution be of commercial values or of honours, that 
states are preserved.” 5! 

47 8 yiverat tv roic cuvaAAdypact Toi¢ éxovolog. 1181, 

b 25. 

48 rp avriroiv: yap avadoyov ouupéver 4 mode. 1182, 
b 383. 

49 | yap 7d xaxWc Cnrovow' et Of wh, SovAsia Soxei eivat [et 
py avrerojon]. 1132, b 34. 
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If such a distribution were sought to be made on other 
principles there could not be that exchange of commodities 
which is absolutely necessary,. e 

“In matters of exchange, then, in other words when the 

question is how persons unequal in respect of capacity or 
labour are to get what they deserve for the labour and 
capacity expended by each out of what may be regarded 
as a common fund, i.e. the wealth of the state—the 

total product of the labour and capacity of every member 
of it—in such a case the geometrical principle of reciprocal 
proportion is just. Ifit cost more to build a house than 
to make a pair of shoes, any fair exchange between a 
builder and a shoemaker will require, to begin with, that 
the product of their respective labours be equalised; and 

so of everything that is exchanged; they must first be 
reduced to terms which will enable them to be measured 
and compared,s? and then, and not until then, can their 

products be exchanged. Hence the use of money as a 
common measure; money, however, is merely the expres- 
sion of demand; it is demand which gives to money its 
value as a medium of exchange, or, to put it in another 
way, “money is something conventionally exchanged 
against demand.’’53 If no one wanted anything, there 

would clearly be no exchange of commodities. But the 
demand for commodities, and therefore their value, varies. 
If there is no market, or no market in which the seller 

‘ 

52 édv ovv Tpwrov y TO Kara THY avadoylav ‘cov, cira TO 
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and buyer choose to deal, commodities would be worth- 

less,’’ 54 
“From this arise two important functions of money. It 

is something which can be exchanged against a present 
demand, and it is something which secures to its possessor 
the power of supplying his demands in the future.” ss 
Money is therefore a conventional measure of value, 7.¢. 

of wealth ;5° people might agree on anything for the 
purpose—cowries, copper discs, pieces of iron or paper, 
anything definite and reasonably portable, but the con- 
venience of having something of intrinsic worth has led to 
the very general use of gold and silver, which, inasmuch 
as they are portable and pass readily from hand to hand 

(ciperayeipiorwe), and are not liable to extreme fluctua- 
tions in value, are the best media for the purpose. These 
points—that money is a commodity with a value as such, 
that it must be easily transferable, and that it tends to 

have the same value—are duly noted by Aristotle.s7 He 

54 Ore 8 4 xpela ovvéxer Womep Ev te dv, Sndoi Sre brav pH 
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was well aware that money is not wealth unless the 
substance selected happens to be valuable for some useful 
purpose. ‘. 

But not only or principally is money useful as a 
measure of value, it is necessary as a medium of exchange 
in all but the rudest societies. Without it, the doctor 
would not be able to exchange with the shoemaker, 
nor the housebuilder with the tailor: Aristotle illus- 
trates this use of money at some length, and he 
points out that the rule which governs, or should 
govern it, is one of reciprocal proportion. As A is 
to B in skill, labour and materials expended in his 
work, so must their respective products be valued 
against each other for purposes of exchange. To take 
Aristotle’s own illustration, if a house reduced to the 

common measure of money is five ming, and a bed 
similarly reduced one mina, five beds will exchange for 
one house. It is only by the device of having a medium 

of exchange that commodities of unequal value can be 
compared and the demand for them satisfied.s8 With 
what is here said on the subject of currency Aristotle’s 
remarks in the first book of the Politics should be 
compared.s9 On his views there was no great advance 
until the eighteenth century. 

It appears, then, that justice is a kind of mean, or to 
speak more correctly, ‘‘that it has to do with a mean,” and 
that injustice has to do with extremes. For we under- 

38 rp piv ovv adnBeia addvatoy ta rocovrov Siapépovra 

cipperpa yévecDar, mode St rHv xpelav évdéyerar ixavac. 
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stand by a just man one who allocates to himself in 
relation to others, and to others in relation to others, ¢.e. in 

the two cases of distribution and adjustment, that which 
is proportionately equal,—equal in point of desirability—a 
less evil being a relative good; and we understand by an 

unjust man one who will assign to himself too much of 
that which is desirable and too little of what is undesirable. 
Injustice is therefore a kind of excess, that is, it has to do 

with too much and too little. Justice is, however, not a 
mean in the sense that courage or temperance are so; it 
is a middle between two fixed points, not an intermediate 
oscillating between opposite relative defects; it is a mean 
only in the sense that its extremes are given by its 
contrary, but it is certainly an equality, and there are 

cases, as when a definite thing can be halved, when 

equality and mean are the same thing. 

Formally defined, justice may be said to be ‘a habit of 
mind causing a man deliberately to do what is fair as 

between himself and others, and also between others when 
he is not himself concerned—assigning in each case what 
by the rule of proportion he finds to be equal, neither too 
much nor too little.” & 

CHAPTER 6.—Justice being a virtue of conduct, it 
is possible for a man to do an unjust thing without 
being unjust, as a man may be carried away by passion 
or circumstances to violate any other moral rule without 
being really immoral. But the acts which are called 
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mhéov abr tAarrov 8 rH TAotov, Tov BAaBEpov & avaradw, 
adda Tov toov Tov Kar’ avadoyiav, Suoiwe 8 Kat aAdw mpoc¢ 
dAdAoy. 1184, a1, 
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just and unjust vary greatly in character; we call a 
man who does not restore a deposit unjust, and we apply 
the same term to a thief or a highwayman. Does this 
make any difference? 6 Aristotle says No; the rule 

already laid down for conduct in general—that its ethical 

value is determined by intention— applies to each and 
every case of injustice; to murder, robbery, adultery, as 
well as to breaking a contract or making an unfair dis- 
tribution. Acts are in all cases morally valued by their 
intention. This premissed, he goes on to remark on a 
case of so-called justice which is not the same with 
justice in its proper sense, because an unjust intention 
is from the nature of the case absent—the case, namely, 

of justice between father and son, and master and slave.®3 
For we must not forget® that the subject of our 

inquiry is not only justice simply, but justice as we find 
it in the state, that which is civily just.6s This must 
be kept in mind, for there is another kind of justice 
determined by other rules than those which have been 
laid down and which may be called domestic justice. 

Civil justice regulates conduct between those who live 

62 6 roia aduhuara adic Hon aducde gorw Exdotnv adrlay, 

oiov KAémrng 7 porxdc 7 Anorhe; 7 otTw piv oddiv dolce; 

1134, a 17. 
63 7h 88 Seororudy Sixaov Kai rd warpiKov od TavTov 

robroig add’ Suoov—aitov & ovdelg mpoapeizar PAamrew. 

1134, b 8,11. The connection, not obvious at first sight, 

between the first three paragraphs of this chapter and 

the rest, is to be found in the mpoatpectce of 1134, a 20 
and the ovdsic rpoapsira: BAdwrev of 1134, b 12. 

64 Sei 2 py AavOavew Sri 7d Cyrobpevdy tort kai 7d aTAWS 
Slkatov cal 7d ToAurtkoy Sikacov. 1184, a 25. 

65 Sections 1-3 of this chapter, 1134, a 17-24, relate to 
the subject of Chapter 8, 
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together with a view to a complete and self-sufficing 
life—free men equal either in number or in propor- 
tionate merit ; 6 those of whom this cannot be said are not 

within the sphere of civil justice, but of a kind of meta- 

phorical justice hereafter described. Justice, strictly so- 
called, is applicable to those whose lives are regulated 
by law, and law applies to those who break it; man- 

kind requires some authority to discriminate between 

the habit of giving themselves too much of the good 
things, and too little of the bad things, of life.67 The 
tendency to do this is so strong that no one can be trusted 

66 émt kowwvwv Biov mpd¢ 76 eivar avTapkeiay, éAevfipwv 

kal iowy 7} kar’ avadoyiav 7 kar apiSudv. 1184, a 26. 

67 1134, a 380. ort yap Sikatov, oi¢ Kat vouog moc 

avroic’ vépoc 8, év oi¢ aduia. Sensitive persons are 

pained by the suggestion that the function of law is to 
correct wrong; they say that social order is not a system 
of police; Aristotle, however, is here dealing with that 
portion of social order which is represented by positive 
law, and as a fact positive law is, not exclusively, but 

greatly and perhaps principally, occupied in redressing 
the inequalities arising from the failure of the members 
of a society to discharge their duties to society. or to one 
another. Criminal law is wholly so occupied; it is 
impossible to say to what extent law which does not 
deal with crime has this object, as there are no statistics 
on the subject, but undoubtedly most civil litigation is 
remedial. 

“ Queritur ut crescunt tam magna volumina legis? 

In promptu causa est—crescit in orbe dolus.” 

The experience of practical lawyers would probably bear 
out Aristotle’s view that if there were no injustice there 
would be very little positive law. 
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with absolute power, for he will be sure to abuse it. The 

ruler must therefore rule according to law, and if so, justly, 

and if so, equally. Justice has therefore keen called ‘the 
good of others,” because “the just ruler does not make 
use of his power to give himself more absolute goods than 
proportionately belong to him, and hence may be said to 
work for others.” 6 

‘What has been called domestic justice—justice exer- 
cised by a master towards his slaves, or by a father to his 
children, differs from this, for no one intentionally hurts 

himself, and his property is part of himself; now a slave 
is his property, and so is his child until he is of an age to 
be independent.69 There can be no civil justice in this 
case, for as has been said, civil justice rests on law, and 
this implies an equal right to take part in government— 
to rule and be ruled.7° The wife has some share in 
management of the house and family, and therefore the 
justice between husband and wife is more like justice 
between citizen and citizen than the other kinds of family 

justice ; still it is not the same: it may be called ‘‘ House- 
hold justice.’’ 77 

CHapTER 7.—Aristotle in the preceding chapter having 
divided justice in the proper sense of the word, %.e. 
justice as it exists between the members of a state, into 

68 ov yap véuse tAEOV TOU aTAGE ayafod aiTy, ci pH TpPdC 

avrov avadoydv torw* 816 érep@ wovet. 1134, b 3. 
69 ob ydp torw aoucta mpog Ta abrov amAwe, Td 82 Kriya 

kal TO Téxvov, Ewe av y wnAlkov Kal ywpicO), woTep pépoc 

atrov, avrov 8 ovcsic mpoapeirar BAdmrev. 1184, b 9. 
7° xara vopov yap jv, Kat év ol¢ éwepixee eivar vdpoc, 

ovror © iaav ol¢ twdpye iadrng Tov apxew Kal apxecOa. 

1134, b 18. 
7 1184, b 16. 
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civil justice (moAcrixov Sixacov) and justice in the domestic 
relations, now proceeds to subdivide civil justice into 
two parts. He says that one part is ‘‘ natural,” that is, 
having the same force everywhere and not resting on 

custom, whilst the other part is conventional, that is, 
originally indifferent, but becoming authoritative when law 
or custom have pronounced it.72 ‘‘ Some have thought,” 

he adds, ‘‘ that all civil justice is conventional because they 
see that that which is natural is unchangeable and has the 

‘same force everywhere, just as fire burns both here and in 
Persia, whereas ‘ things just’ are liable to be changed.”’ 

Aristotle proceeds to deal with this_statement. As his 
reasoning is somewhat difficult to follow, it will be better 
to give it in his own words. This is how he puts it: 
‘This will not hold, still it is true with a modification ; 73 
with the gods perhaps it is never true, with ourselves there 
is such a thing as natural justice,—still all justice is vari- 

able; yet for all that there is such a thing as natural 
justice as well as justice which is not by nature. Of 
things contingent, what kind exists by nature and what 

does not, but depends on custom and convention, if indeed 

both are similarly variable, is obvious. In other cases, 
too, the same distinction will apply; naturally the right 
hand is the stronger, although every one may become 
ambidextrous. 

“Things conventionally just, things which depend on 
convenience, are like weights and measures; the measures 

of wine and corn are not everywhere of equal capacity— 

72 rou Of TodutiKov Salou TO piv puosKdy tore 7d SE vourKdy * 
puarkoy piv TO TavTaxou THY av’Tiy Exov Sbvauv, Kal od To 

Soxety 7} wh, vopucdy Od? d 2E apyiic piv opdty Stapp otrwe 7} 

ddAwe, bray 8 Odvrar, Siagépex. 1184, b 18. 

73 rovro © ovK Eotw ovTwe Eyov, GAN Forw He *—1134, 

b 27. 
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where retail dealers buy they are larger, and where they 
sell smaller ; 74 and similarly the justice which depends not 
on nature but on man is not everywhere, the same any 
more than political constitutions are the same, although 
there is one form of constitution, and only one, which is 
according to nature and is everywhere the best.75 

“General conceptions of what is just and according to 
law stand to the cases falling under them as universals 
to particulars—things done are many but things just are 
one, for they are universal propositions.” 76 

Such is Aristotle’s demonstration of natural justice as 
we find it in the text, and every reader must be left to 
make what he can of it. It is probable that when Aris- 
totle was lecturing on the subject he did not express him- 
self as clearly as might be desired, and that the reporter to 
whom we are indebted for what he said, not understand- 

ing him, has made confusion twice confounded. But if it 
be thought necessary to extract a definite meaning out 
of the passage, we had better accept Heliodorus’ way of 
putting it. ‘If men live good and wholesome lives,” he 

74 ov yap mwavraxou ica ra olvypa Kal ornpd pérpa, GAN 

ov piv wvovvrat, welZw, ov St TwArovow, éAdrrw. 1135, a 1. 

75 This assertion of one natural and universally best 

constitution is not consistent with the theory of the state 
developed in the Politics. There, the best constitution is 
said to depend on circumstances; if the question arises 
how the justest and best laws are to be framed, we are 
told to look to what is expedient for the state as a whole 
(rpd¢ rd. rig wWéAEwWE SAnc cbupepov. 1283, b). But that 
which is expedient is neither invariable in a given case, or 
applicable universally to all cases. 

76 rov dé Sixaiwy kal vouluwy Exastov we Ta KaOdAou mpdc 
ra kal’ Exaora Eyer’ Ta piv yap mparrdpueva TOAAG, ixetvwn St 
txaotov Ev’ kaOdAov ydp. 1135, a 5. 
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says, “there is a justice which is always the same and 
this is called ‘natural justice’; nor is it less entitled to be 
so called because men of perverted natures do not follow 
or accept it, but have a conventional justice of their own 
suited to their inferior dispositions. Honey is not less 
sweet because diseased palates do not find it so. That 
justice which profits all good men and which prevails in 
the one perfect civil community is natural or absolute, 
any other is conventional. People may if they choose use 

their left hand instead of their right—but the right hand 
is nevertheless naturally stronger.’’77 Aristotle may per- 

haps have meant this, but he has certainly not said so. 

Readers who remember what was said in the first 
chapter of the second book of the Ethics as to the genesis 

of moral virtue,—that it comes to us through habit and 
that no one of the moral virtues is naturally inbred in us, 
because that which exists by nature is not to be modified 
by habit,7®—will be surprised to find Aristotle in this 
chapter assuming the existence of a natural justice whose 
characteristic is that it is always and everywhere the 
same ; of a justice which does not conform to that part of 

the definition of good conduct which asserts it to be a 
habit produced by repeated acts and therefore taking its 
shape and colour from those acts. Nor is there anything 
in the Ethics which explains the inconsistency. It is 

77 Heliodorus, p. 182. 9; edit. Heylbut. The assump- 
tion that the right hand is naturally stronger, made by 
Aristotle (pice yap 4 S&ta xpeirrwv. 1184, b 83) and 

repeated by Heliodorus, gives a measure of the argument 
for natural justice.. 

78 SHrov Sri ovdeuta Tov HOO apeTov ioe nuiv éyyiverat. 

1103, a 18. 
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true that in the passage referred to Aristotle says that 
although the virtues of conduct do not arise by nature 
they do not arise against her will; that we have a natural 
capacity to receive them, but that they are brought to 
their full growth as the result of habit.79 It is also true 
that in the thirteenth chapter of the sixth book where 
natural virtue is spoken of in relation to complete virtue,® 
that we are told that the universal opinion is that each 
one of the virtues of conduct belong to us “in a way” 
by nature. But in both passages the same thing is 
meant, although in the former it is negatively and in the 
latter positively put—namely that we are so constituted 
by nature as to have the capacity of forming habits, and 
that we have an inbred tendency towards habits of a 
particular kind.2t But neither passage suggests the 
existence of a completely developed virtue of conduct as 
the result of an effort of nature and distinct from a 
virtue of the same kind as the result of habit. But if 

we turn to the Rhetoric it would seem that Aristotle 
must have meant what he certainly appears to say in 
the chapter before us, namely that there is a natural, 

universal and invariable justice as well as a conventional, 
partial and changeable one. We read “there is by 
nature a universal ‘just’ and ‘unjust’ divined by every 
one and existing in the absence either of civil life or 
of convention,” ®? and he cites as an example of this 

79 ovr dpa gvoe ovre rapa pboww eyyivovra ai aperal, 
GAAd wepukdor piv juiv déacOa airac, TeAcoupévoic 88 Sid 
rov EBove. 1103, a 23. 

80 7 puatky) apeTi mpdc THY Kupiav. Eth. 6.18. 1144, b 3. 

81 GAXor poe aAAa Tepixauev. 1109, b 2. 
82 tort yap & pavrevovral Te Tmavrec, pice Koiwdy Sikalov 

kal Gdikov, Kav undeuia Kowwria mpoc addfhAoug 7 undé cuvOh«n. 

Rhet. 1. 18. 1378, b 6. 
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universal law of justice the case in the Antigoné of 
Sophokles of the duty of blood relations to bury their 
dead ; ‘‘ this,’ he says, ‘‘is by nature just.” 

It is remarkable that Aristotle, who has traced quite 

correctly the genesis of moral conduct, should have 
been carried away by the poetic fiction of a natural 
justice, and still more so that he should never have 

inquired whether the case which he cites possesses any 
authority or not. That the members of a family should 
bury their dead is an obligation deeply felt and widely 

spread, but it is very far from being universally recognised 

as a duty, and it is in no possible sense a law of nature. 
Aristotle cannot be blamed for not knowing the numerous 
instances of its violation which have been collected by 

modern travellers, but he might well have known the case 

cited by Herodotus. It appears that an Indian tribe 
called Kallatiea used to eat their dead relations instead 

of burying or burning them. Now when Darius was 
king he summoned some Greeks who happened to be 
present and asked them ‘‘for what sum they would eat 
their fathers after death’; to which they replied that 
“they would not do it for any sum he could name.” On 
which he asked some members of the tribe named, and 
in the presence of the same Greeks asked them ‘‘ what 
money they would take to burn their deceased fathers 
with fire,’ and the Indians, with a cry of horror, 
begged him to hold his tongue. Herodotus adds 
the following comment: ‘It appears to me _ that 
Pindar was right when he said that custom is king 
of all.” 83 

If Aristotle, contrary to his own principles, has lent 

83 auPdoavtec péya, evpnuéev puv ikéXevov. ovTW pév vv 

ravra vevdmiorat ’ Kal 6pdwc jor Soxée Mivdapog rrorjeat, vopov 
mwavrwy Baciréa pioag civa. Herod. 3. 38. 
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his authority to the belief that in morals there is some- 
thing always and everywhere right, we must excuse him 

for supporting a fiction which some writers even in the — 
present day have not been able to get rid of. But — 
those who maintain the doctrine of natural justice may 
fairly be asked to point out any single rule of conduct, 
positive or negative, on which the whole world is and | 

has always been agreed.®4 Until that has been done, 
justice may be allowed to keep its place with the other 
virtues as an indefinite right taking its shape, like the. 
leaden rule of the Lesbian builders, from the nature of: 

the circumstances in which it is applied. 

CuarteR 8.—In discussing the distinction between 
voluntary and involuntary actions in the third book 
Aristotle had pointed out that the difference was one 
which not only the moral philosopher was bound to 
bear in mind, but which the legislator would find 
useful when he had to assigh rewards and punish- 
ments.85 It will be remembered that an involuntary 
act, properly so called, was defined as one due to 
external force ;® neither moral compulsion, however 

strong, nor the influence of anger or desire sufficing 
to bring acts done under their influence within the 
class of involuntary actions. But it was also pointed 
out that acts might be classed as involuntary if done 
in ignorance of material surrounding facts which the 
agent was not bound to know, provided the act is after- 

84 rd ravTaxov TH ari Exov Sbvauv. 11384, b 19. 

85 avaykaiov Siopicat roic mepl aperiig émisxoTovar, xphomov 

S& Kal Toig vouoderova mpdc TE Tac Tiuac Kal Ta¢ KoAdceC. 

1109, b 33. 

86 éadr av 4 airia év roig éxrog Kal 6 mparrwy pndty 

oupPadrAnra. 1110, b 2. 

20 
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wards regretted ; 87 voluntary acts on the other hand being 

those proceeding from the agent himself acting with full 
knowledge of all the particular circumstances in which he 
acts.88 But reprehensible ignorance—ignorance of what 

all reasonable people know, or might know but for their 

own fault—is morally the same as positive knowledge. 
All these distinctions Aristotle tells us apply to the case 
of justice to the same extent and with the limitations 
applicable to the other virtues of conduct. Notwith- 
standing that the rule of justice is stated in mathematical 
formule, if a man acts involuntarily he cannot be said 

to be either just or unjust.29 The test of moral conduct 
in general—praise or blame—must therefore be applied 

to justice; if an act be voluntary and also blamed it is 

unjust without more.9%° An act induced by force is not 
one which a criminal court would punish; an act the 
result of misapprehension would be punishable or not 
according to the nature of the misapprehension. Aris- 
totle’s language also implies that an involuntary act would 
not, or at least ought not, to give rise to a civil remedy ; 
and that neither the distribution of honour, money or 
other goods whether by the public authority or in the way 
of commercial exchange, nor an act of regulative justice, 
can be called just, even if satisfying the rules of geometrical 
and arithmetical proportions, unless those acts are also 

87 1111, a 19. 
88 76 Exoboioy SdEeev Gv eivar ov 1) apyn ev airy elddri TA | 

ka? Exaora év ofc y woaeic. 1111, 223. “va 

89 dvtwy S? rev Sicaiwy Kai adikwy THV sipnuévwn, aOrKel 

pv kal Stkaompaye Srav éxwv tic avra mpatTy* Srav O° 
dkwv, ovr adiet ovte Sikatompayel GAN 7} Kara cuuPEeBnKde. 
1135, a 15. 

9° Sray Exoborov 7, Wéeyerat, Gua d? Kat adtknua rér zoriv. 
1135, a 20. 
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voluntary ; that is the dividing line.st For purposes of 
justice, therefore, an act not intended is not an act at all. 

How far this is really true will be presently considered. 

He adds that a further distinction is to be made between 
voluntary actions which are the result of previous deliber- 
ation and those which are not. On the basis of these 
distinctions, actions occasioning loss in the general inter- 
course of mankind 9? meaning, it would seem, actions 
which by violating the rules either of distributive 
or regulative justice occasion loss in the wide sense 
given to the word, may be placed in the following 

classes :— 
1. Accidents (arvxhpara); where the act is non-volun- 

tary and its consequences contrary to expectation, 

and where the cause of the damage may therefore be 
said to be something outside93; as where A injures B 
by the accidental bursting of a gun which he was 
properly using and had good grounds for believing to 

be safe. 
2. Mistakes (auapriyara) ; where the act is non-volun- 

tary and free from any bad intent, but its consequences 
are or ought to have been foreseen; where consequently 
the cause of the damage may be said to be the person 
occasioning it 94; as where A injures B by the bursting of 

a gun which he had overcharged. 
3. Unpremeditated wrongs (aduhpara) ; acts voluntary 

in the strict sense of the word but not deliberately 

9 adlknua St Kat SiKaidmrpaynua Gpiorar TH Exovolw Kai 

akovoiy. 1135, a 19. 

92 BraBai év ratc kowwviag. 1135, b 11. 

93 drav Tapaddywe 7 BAaBn yévnra—xKai 4 apxn Tic 

airiag %EwOev j. 1135, b 16-19. 

%4 Srav pr mapaddsywe, dvev 8? Kaxlag, Kal  apxn év avTy 

9 the airiag. 1185, b 17. 
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planned,95 as where A kills B in a sudden fit of anger or 

jealousy ; manslaughter. 
4. Premeditated wrongs (uox@npia) ; as where A lays 

his plans to kill B and does so; murder.% 
All these distinctions must be attended to by the legis- 

lator if his laws are to be just, and also by those who 
apply the rules of geometrical and arithmetical proportion 
to the cases falling within those respective rules. For 
instance, in the case of unpremeditated wrongs justice 
requires you to take into account whether an admitted 
injury has been done under the influence of anger or not; 

anger is a protest against a seeming wrong, and it would 
hardly be just not to make allowance for resenting an 

apparent injustice. Deliberate injury, however, is inex- 

cusable, and in every sense unjust. 
Allowance must also be made for accidents and mistakes; 

except that in the latter case if your ignorance be of a 
kind for which you can be properly held responsible you 

are not to be excused.98 

CHAPTER 9.—‘‘ Now if, as we have seen, a man cannot 

be said to do injustice unless he act voluntarily, does it 
follow that when an injustice is done to him it is, as re- 
gards him, voluntary too? Then, is having injustice done 
to you necessarily either voluntary or involuntary in every 
case, or may it be either,99 and so of having justice done to 
you? it is only reasonable that what is true of the one 

95 sidwe piv ui} mpofovAcbcac Sé. 1185, b 20. 

9% grav 8 ix mpoutpécewe, adixoc Kai woySnpdc. 1135, b 25. 

97 ial pavouévy yap adikia h dpyh tov. 1185, b 28. 

9 ayvoovrtec piv Sia TaD0¢ SE pre puorkdy phr avOpw- 
mivov, ov ovyyvwuovixa. 1136, a 8, 

99 dpa wav ovtwco 7 éxelvwo H Td piv Exobaiov Td Oo 

akovc.ov; 1136, a 16. 
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should be true of the other.*%° But as there are certainly 

cases in which justice is done to you without your con- 
sent, if what is true of the one is true ef the other, there 

will be cases in which injustice is done to you without 
your consent. Next, is every person who suffers a 
wrong wronged? Or is the rule the same when 
you are passive as when you are active? If so, then 
as you may accidentally do wrong without being a 
wrong-doer, so you may accidentally suffer wrong 
without being wronged. If we can say without 
qualification that doing injustice consists in knowingly 
inflicting harm, we can also say that the man who 
knowingly suffers harm from his own acts, has injustice 
done tohim. But can we say this without qualification ? 
or must we not add ‘contrary to his wish’? for no one 
desires to be harmed; he does things which injure him 
contrary to his desire.t°2 Nor is the case of Glaucon and 
Diomedés in point; no injustice was there done; there 

must be some one to inflict the injury, and this was 
certainly not Diomedés, nor was it Glaucon himself, for 
Glaucon parted with his own property voluntarily as he 
had a right to do. It may have been foolish, but it was 

not unjust. The conclusion must be that no one can be 
injured with his own consent.” 

This discussion has no practical value except for the 

purpose of sharpening the wits by dialectics; it may be 

109 eiAoyov avrikeiaba duoiwe Kal’ Exarepov, 76 7 aduKei- 

oOar Kai Sixaovtabar 4h Exobciov 7 axototov silva. 1186, a 19. 

10t card aupPESnkoe evdexerat éw’ apporépwv peradayPaverv 
tov Satwv. 1136, a 25. 

102 pooQeréov tw PAdmrev <iddra Kal dv Kal @ Kal Oe 
rd mapa Thy ékeivov BovAnov. 1136, b 3. 
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doubted whether it have any value at all. It was one of 

those debating society questions which the clever and 

talkative Greeks were so fond of. Asa rule people are 

annoyed when their conduct causes them harm; they also 

very much dislike to be wronged by others, and this dis- 
like furnishes a large part of the litigation of countries 

fortunate enough to possess courts and lawyers. But the 

rule is not invariable. There are people who deliberately 
elect to have what they consider an injustice done to 
them; they court and enjoy it in order that they may 

appear to be martyrs and by this means attract sympathy 

for themselves or their beliefs—especially if their own 
money expenditure is small and the reputation they gain 

considerable—ei puxpa avadrwoavreg peyada xrhowvrat. 

Aristotle proceeds: ‘‘ Two points were mentioned for 
consideration ; whether the man who allocates to another 

more than fairly belongs to that other, or the receiver of 
the unequal share is really the unjust man, and whether 
it be possible for a man to be unjust to himself? As to 
the former ; if the distributor who does less than justice 
to himself and more than justice to another be a wrong- 
doer, then he who voluntarily gives up what strictly 
belongs to himself is unjust. But this is exactly what a 
moderate and equitable man will do; he is always on the 
losing side.°3 But it is too absolute a way of putting it 
to say that the man who gets less than his share is a 
loser ; it may happen that he gains some other good— 
reputation or something else of value. Even if this were 
not so, it is like the case of Glaucon, he is a consenting 

party, so that at the most itis a damnum absque injuria.t4 

103 6 yap émuetkye éAarrwrikde éorv. 1136, b 20. 

104 jj} ovd? TOTO amAovY;—ovdty yap Tapa THY avTov 
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Remember, too, the distinction between doing an unjust act 

and being unjust; a judge who gives an unjust decision, 

meaning by that a decision which canaot be supported 

on the facts of the case, may have done so in ignorance 

of those facts (ayvowy expwev); if so the decision may 
be strictly right, for it is the duty of the parties to bring 
the facts before the court; what is right in law being 
often wrong in reality, if you look to undisclosed evi- 
dence.”’ 15 

“But the way to test whether the man who makes 
an unfair distribution or gives an unjust decision 
is unjust or not is to suppose him to have acted 
on full knowledge; for in a civil suit he will be pretty 
sure to have got consideration of some kind from the 
party for whose benefit he has deliberately judged 

wrongly, and in a criminal prosecution he may have had 
the satisfaction of gratifying his feelings by giving an 
excessive punishment.1% He will get more than his 

wacxet BobrAnaww, wore ovK adiceirar Oia ye TOUTO, AAN Elrrep, 

BAarreva pdvov. 1136, b 21. 
105 Ere et. tv ayvowy Expivev, OvK GdiKel KaTa TO VOMIKOV 

Sixacov—tore 8 He adude* Erepov yap rd vouiKdy Sixasov Kai 

ro mpwrov. 1136, b 82. 7d rpwrov is sometimes translated 
“natural justice”; but the distinction is not between 
legal and natural justice, but between justice on the facts 
as presented, and justice on the facts supposing them to 
have been fully presented. rd mpdrov refers to ayvody, or 
rather to the distinction implied in ayvowv, between 
imperfect and perfect evidence. A decision right on the 
facts may be wrong, but it is not unjust, for it is the 

business of the parties to get up their case. 
106 gi O82 yrywokwy Expivey adikwe, wAEovekTel Kai ad’ro¢ 7} 

Xapirog 7} Tyswplag. Horep ovv Kav el tic peploatro Tov 
adkhparog, kat 6 did Tavra kpivac adixwe wAgov Exe" Kal yap 
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share in one way or another. It is sometimes thought 
that it is an easy thing to be just. This is an error.*°7 
Justice is in part a matter of technical knowledge and in 
part a matter of habit and disposition.” 

“To refer toits technical side; itis easy enough to give 

a haphazard decision, but to weigh the circumstances, to 
apply the law—some people go so far as to say that it is 
not hard to understand the law—is even more difficult 
than to write a good prescription or to decide on the 
proper operation and perform it.'° But although justice 

involves and requires art it is not merely an art.19 If it 
were it would follow, as Sokrates argued, that a perfectly 
just man would make a good thief; much more important 
is the habit of justice, and this can only be acquired by 
constant practice in doing it. Notice, finally, that the 
sphere of justice lies amongst those with whom it is 
possible to have too much and too little of things which 
are in themselves desirable. We may conceive those 

im’ éxelvy Tov &ypov kplvac ovK &ypov add’ apydpiov EAaPev. 

1136, b 34. In Athens the jurors—the members of the 

Heliastic assembly—were judges both of law and fact, 
and they determined the punishment or damages. 

107 of. & a&vOpwro ig’ éavroic olovrae eivar TO adixetv’ 

06 Kat 7d Sikaoy eiva padiov. 7d 8 ov« Eorw* 1187, 

a 4. 
1088 G\\d THC mpaTropEva Kal THC veuspeVa Olkata, TOUTO OF 

mAcdv Epyov i) Ta Uylewa cidévar’ eet KaKet péde Kal olvov 

kat 2AAEBopov Kal kavow kal rouny cidévar padiov, adAAd THC 
det veiuae mpd Vyleav Kal tive kal wéTe, ToVOUTOY Epyov Scov 
Yarpov iva. 1137, a 12. 

109 add TO SeAalvey Kal aduciv ov TO Tadra Totty éoTI, 

mA Kata oupBeBnkdc, GAAG TO Wel ExovTa Tavra Tov, 

Gorep kal TO larpevew Kal 7rd bytaZev ov TO Téuvery FH TEE 

A pappakedev 7 pr) papwakevev zoriv, GAAG 7d Wot. 1187, a 21. 
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(possibly the gods) who cannot have too much of absolute 
goods, and there are those (as for instance the hopelessly 

bad) who can have no good at all, but whg are harmed by 

everything; ordinary human nature lies between these 

extremes and this is the true sphere of justice.” 1%° 

Aristotle’s object in the ninth chapter is to advance 
the argument already urged in the eighth that justice, 
notwithstanding its apparently scientific and technical 
character, is neither a science nor an art, as Sokrates 

supposed, but a moral virtue to be judged, like other moral 
virtues, by intention and uniformity of action, and not by 
conformity to technical rule. A magistrate is called just 
in two senses; he is just if he knows the law and applies 
it correctly and impartially to the facts before him. That 
is the Sokratic sense, but not the moral one. Aristotle 

insists that he is only just if, technical qualifications 
supposed, his habit and mental attitude is to be fair quand 
méme, for the mere sake of being so. Take an imaginary 

case. Suppose a magistrate to do his best always to 
keep his temper, always to listen to evidence and argu- 
ments and to be right in his law, but suppose also that 
his object is to increase his reputation so that he may 
get promotion ; he would be seeking more than his due 
share of advancement, he would be looking for his 
reward, not indeed to the suitor, but to the public in 

the form of a better and more lucrative position, and 

he would be, in a sense, an unjust judge. This is 
perhaps to set a standard which human nature cannot 

110 Zor, O& ra Olikaia év rovrolg ol¢ péreote TwY amAwe 

ayabay, Exovar 0 tmepPoAnv ev robroe kal Aer. 1187, 

a 26. 
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be expected often to reach; it is an approach to absolute 
morals. 

CHAPTER 10.—We now come to that form of justice 
called equity. The general conception of justice is that 
it is according to law and that it is equality, but the 

two do not always coincide; what must we say when 
they differ? ‘‘ When we are not comparing equity with 

law we call equitable conduct ‘good’ by a metaphor, 
clearly implying that equity itself is good.7* But when 
we compare equity with law we see that it differs from 
it, and this creates a difficulty, for it seems to follow 

either that law is not good or that equity is not law, or 
if we call both good, that they are the same thing. But 

there is really "2 no difficulty and no real opposition ; law 
and equity are species falling under the same genus, they 

are varieties of that kind of conduct which we call by the 
general name of justice; they differ no doubt, and so far 
as they differ equity is better than law, but that difference 

does not disentitle both to be called by the generic name; 
it is not as if equity were better than law and different in 
kind—in that case the common name ‘just’ would not 

be properly applicable.3 If we look to the nature 
of law we shall see how the difficulty created by the 

difference between law and equity arises. Law has 
to express itself in general terms; now there are cases 

11 ql ra dAAa eawvourtec perapépouev avri Tov ayabou, To 

émenéorepov Ore éATLov SnAdowvrec. 1187, a 35. 

112 ¥ye. 0 Gmavra Tpdrov Twa dpsw¢ Kal ovdey brevavTiov 

iavrote. 1187, b 7. 

113 76 re yap emeic duxaiov Tiwoe dv PBéAridv zore Slkaov, 

kal ov we aAXo Tt yévocg bv BéATidY éozt TOU Sikalov. 1187, 

b, 8. 
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to which those general terms are inapplicable, as the 
law maker well knows, but he takes the majority of 

cases and legislates for them,!™% and he is justified 
in so doing, for it is not his fault that human conduct, 

the subject matter of his art (i) rév mpdxrwy bAn), is so 

complicated that it cannot be covered by general rules. 
When cases of this kind occur it is only right to correct 
the defect arising from the excessive generality in which 
the law is expressed—in fact to do what the law giver, if 
he were on the spot and knew the circumstances, would 
himself have done.t!s It is the function of equity to 
do this; its nature is to correct the law where the latter 

fails owing to its universality. It is for this reason 
that everything cannot be provided for by law and that 
sometimes we must have a decree or a resolution ; 

indefinite circumstances require a flexible rule like the 
leaden one used by Lesbian builders,"!7 adapted to the 
shape of the stone used. This being the nature of equity, 
we see at once the character of the equitable man. He 
will not insist on his legal rights where it would be hard 
to do so, but will make concessions although the law 
is on his side.” #8 

114 7Q we intro mAgov AauPaver 6 vouog, OK ayvowy To 
Gpapravéuevov. 1187, b 15. 

115 gravopsouv To tddAupsiv, 6 Kav 6 vopuolérne avric 
nw cs 2 ~ - a > wv $ iP: € 

av cimev éxet mapwv, kal ei Woe, eévouobérnoev. 1187, 

b 22. 

116 Kal Lory ain  pvatc TOU émtEKOvC, twavdprwua VoLoU, 

9 eAXglre dia 76 KaB6Aov. 1137, b 36. 

117 tov yap aopiorov adpioroc Kat 6 Kavav éotiv, Ware yap dop p , bomep 
kal rie AsaBlac olkodoulac 6 poAlBSwoe xavév. 1137 U] fe pe ’ 

b 29. 

18 6 pH axptBodikatog emi Td yEipov GAN édaTTwrIKds, 

kalmep Exwv Tov vopov BonOdv, érexhe éort. 1138, al. P EX fe ’ ? 
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The difficulties mentioned by Aristotle as to the 
relation between law and equity do not strike a modern, 
and especially an English, reader to whom the distinction 
between legal and equitable principles is perfectly 
familiar, and who is accustomed to consider those 
principles, although differing in many respects, both 
equally just. But we have only to turn to the Sokratic 
discourses to see how natural and real the doubts cleared 

up in this chapter were to the majority even of educated 
men in the fourth century. It seemed a difficulty that 
law and equity, which were recognised as unlike in 
many of their practical applications, should both be called, 
as in fact they were, by the common name “just”; for 
it was argued, if they are different they ought not to 
have the common name, and if they have the common 
name they cannot be different. This objection, serious 

only when taken by a Platonist, depended on the belief 
that things denoted by a common name are so denoted 
because they participate in a common substance which, 
together with its properties, was believed to form a part 
of everything to which the common name was given. 

On that view law and equity could not both be called 

just, because they did not share in all the properties of 
the thing called justice. Aristotle meets the difficulty 
by a theory of predication which a Platonist adversary 

would reject, but which his own followers accepted. 
He points out that the relation of law and equity 
to justice is that of two species falling under one 
genus, and that the generic term ‘‘just” is properly 
predicable of both; “they are not exactly the same, 
nor do they appear to be generically different when 
you look at them.” 179 

a - ~ 
119 o¥re yap we TavTov aTAwe OVO we Erepov THY yévet paiverat 

oxoroupivoic. 1137, a 33. 
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The sense in which equity is called just is explained 
and expressed by Aristotle in language which can hardly 
be improved upon. Equity is just becausg it remedies 
the inequalities which often arise from the application 
of general rules to unforeseen cases. Habet aliquid ex 
iniquo omne magnum exemplum. Equity does that which 
the law maker would do were it possible for him to 
make orders ex tempore to fit each particular combina- 
tion of circumstances. It does that which an order in 
an action often does and always tries to do where there 
are numerous parties and complicated interests -~it 
applies the leaden rule. This view, which looks s0 
simple and reasonable, is in fact difficult to put into 
practice without results which rob it of much of its 
theoretic excellence. For either the application of 
equitable principles is governed by rules or not; if it 
is not, justice is deprived of one of its most valuable 
attributes—uniformity ; if it is, equity in no short time 
becomes consolidated into a system nearly as inflexible 
as law itself; in the one case the leaden rule becomes 

so soft that it can hardly be used, in the other so 
rigid that you might as well have taken the iron one 
to begin with. 

CHAPTER 11.—In the ninth chapter the question 
“Can a man act unjustly to himself?” was asked, 
but not answered. The answer is given in this 
chapter. We may inquire why the discussion on 
equity is thrust in between the question and its 
answer, but we cannot with any certainty say more 
than that a lecturer is not always logical in his order 
of treatment. 

‘There are two senses in which a man may be said 
to act unjustly; when he violates current conceptions of 
what is right expressed either in terms of positive law or 
in the unwritten rules of custom—unjust in the general 
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sense of the term,'2° or when he acts contrary to 

some specific rule,—unjust in the limited sense.72* In 
neither case,” says Aristotle, ‘‘can a man be unjust to 
himself. The opponents of this view take the case of 
suicide and argue as follows: the law does not expressly 
direct a man to kill himself; what law in such cases 

does not direct, it forbids, it therefore forbids suicide 
and the man who kills himself acts unjustly; he violates 

rules of conduct which both law and public opinion 

forbid.’ 122, Yes, replies Aristotle, ‘‘but to whom is he 
unjust? Not to himself, for he acted voluntarily, 
but to the state, and the proof is that the state treats 
him as a wrong-doer, and public opinion condemns him 
too.” 123 

“Tf we limit injustice to the specific sense of the term, 
it is clear from the very definition given of regulative 
justice that a man cannot be unjust to himself, for this 
would require the same thing to be added to and sub- 
tracted from the same person, whereas the conception of 

justice and injustice always involves more persons than 

120 ra piv yap gore Tov SiKaiwy Ta KaTa Tacav apeTHy UTd 

Tov véunov tretaypéva. 1138, a 5. 
t2t Ere al’ & adicog pdvoy 6 adiKwy Kai pu) OAwWS paidroc. 

1188, a 13. 
122 ixwv ToUTO Opg Tapa Tov avTov vépuoV, 6 ovK éa 6 vépog* 

adixei dpa. 1138,a10. ‘ Was aber von solchen Dingen 
das Gesetz nicht gebietet, das verbietet es.’ Stahyr, 

p. 194. He adds in a note: “Ich habe hinzugesetzt 

‘von solchen Dingen,’ d.h. wie schon Donatus Acciaiolus: 

bemerkt, von solchen Dingen, die augenscheinlich und 

nach dem Urtheil der einfachen Verrunft Uebel 

sind.” 
123 Od Kal n méALC Cnuoi, Kal Tic atyula MpdoeoTt Ty EauTOV 

SapSelpavre we rHv wéAW adikovvTt. 1188, a 12, 
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one.7*4 Again, an unjust man acts voluntarily and 
deliberately and he is the first to begin, a man who 
merely retaliates is within his rights ;?25 if then a man 
is unjust to himself, he must be at once ‘the aggressor 
and the aggrieved. Moreover, the supposition implies 
that a man can voluntarily submit to injustice, which 
has been shown to be impossible. Add to this that 
injustice as a general term covers the particular acts 
called unjust,'26 but no one burglariously enters his own 
house or swindles himself;%27 the arguments used to 
prove that a man cannot be wronged with his own 
consent are applicable here. To do injustice and to 
suffer injustice are both wrongs, but the former is the 

greater wrong. Although suffering injustice is absolutely 
less bad than doing injustice, accidentally it may well 
be the greater evil. A doctor would say that a pleurisy 
is worse than a stumble, yet the latter might accidentally 
be worse if through having stumbled a man should 
be killed.” 

“‘ Metaphorically, indeed, we may speak of justice—not 
indeed as between a man and himself but as between 
a man and certain parts of himself; but even in this 
sense we cannot use the word justice in its full meaning, 

but only in the sense in which we speak of justice 
between master and slave. All these arguments about 
a man doing himself injustice and suffering injustice 

124 act év mAstoow avaykn eivat ro Sikatov Kal Td GdLKov, 

1138, a 19. 

125 6 yap Oirt Erabe Kai TO avTO avTiTOLwY Ov CoKEt aduKEtY. 

1188, a 21. 
126 Gvev Twv KaTa pépog adiKnaTwy ovdeic aduxei. 1138, 

a 24. 

127 woixebet 0 ovdsic tiv s~avTov oVdE TOLXWpPUXEL TOV 

gavrov rolxov ove: KAémre Ta avTov. 1138, a 25. 
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assume a divided personality—a rational part of him- 
self and an irrational part, each capable of acting 
and suffering independently. Plato’s view of justice in 
the Republic is founded on this assumption, and if 

we make it, then injustice by a man to himself 
becomes possible because it is possible for him to be 
in a state in which reason and desire conceived as 
separate agencies are in conflict.?28 In these two divisions 
of the soul there may therefore be the same kind of 
metaphorical justice as exists between ruler and ruled.” 

The whole of the eleventh chapter is directed against 
Plato’s account of justice in the Republic. It is only by 

a metaphor or a metonym,'?9 says Aristotle, that we can 

speak of justice, where the same person is agent and 
patient, or where we assume “parts of his mind” and 
conceive them to act and react upon one another as if 
they were different persons. 

128 gy rovroie yap Toic Adyoc (in the Republic) Siéornke 
To Adyov Exov pépoc tie Wuyxiig mpde Td Gdoyov" ig a 8H 

PAérova (the Platonists) cai Soxet civar adicia poe avrdv, 

dre év Tobro1g EoTt TaoyEWW TL Tapa Tac ~avTwv [zavTOV F] 

épéEas. 1138, b 8. év rodrore (cf. cat robrore. 1188, b 12) 

refers to the immediately preceding division of the soul 

into the Adyov Exov pépoc and the dXoyov pépoc, and the 
conflict is between reason and desire. gavrov seems right, 
as you cannot speak of the dpeEc of the Adyov Eywv pépoc. 

129 kara perapopav Oo? Kal duoidrnra. 1188, b 5. 



REMARKS 

ARISTOTLE’s book on justice deals with a difficult matter 
much talked about by inquirers like those who were the 
companions of Sokrates, much lectured on by professional 
teachers, and which had formed the subject of an elaborate 
treatise from the hand of no less an authority than Plato. 
A plain man wishing to know what the word “ ‘justice ” 
meant and to what acts the epithet “just” should be 
applied would have been greatly embarrassed in attempt- 
ing to co-ordinate what he had heard from these quarters. 
He would remember having been told that justice was a 
kind of wisdom ;729 that it was something which did 
good to others and harm to himself; 13° that it might be 
described as speaking the truth and restoring what you 
have received ; 13" that it consisted in doing good to his 
friends and harm to his enemies ; '32 that it meant doing 
his own proper work and not being a busybody,733 that a 
man was to be considered just when his reason and the 
appetitive and spirited parts of his nature each did their 

duty, and that a state was just when its constituent 

729 Plato, Repub. 351A. 
130 Plato, Repub. 348 C. 
131 Plato, Repub. 331 D. 

132 Plato, Repub. 332 D. 

133 Plato, Def. 411 D. 

21 
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classes refrained from encroaching upon one another’s 
functions and privileges. To an inquirer puzzled by 

these different views Aristotle’s account of the matter 
would be a welcome relief. It was at least intelligible 
and sufficiently comprehensive. It enabled him clearly to 
distinguish the general sense of the word “just” as “law 
abiding” and ‘‘conforming to custom” from the more 
special senses fin which a man was said to be “‘ straight,” 

to act ‘‘on the square” in business matters, or to be just if, 
as magistrate or politician, he was called upon to decide 
between parties, to inflict punishment or to allocate 
honours or rewards.) Aristotle’s account of justice is 
indeed far from being either complete or consistent, 
but it was a great advance on anything which had been 
before said on the subject, and those who became 

acquainted with it for the first time must have felt 
that they were passing, like the prisoners in Plato’s cave, 
from shadows and gloom into the clear light of day. 

Aristotle, generalising the acts called in the Greek 
language “‘ just”’ finds them to fall under the two notions 
of conformity..to law.and.equality.. To conform to law 
is to be a good man and a good citizen; law itself is only 
a fixed universal custom— 

‘“‘___vir bonus est quis? 
Qui consulta patrum, qui leges juraque servat?”’ 

whereas the habit of dealing equally as between. yourself 

and others is a special form of good conduct, and not good 
conduct in general. Much confusion has arisen and still 
arises from not attending to this distinction which 
Aristotle insists upon and puts clearly in the first chapter 
of this book. 
; Equality is the governing characteristic of that special 
virtue called ‘justice’? which alone forms the subject of 
Aristotle’s inquiry in this book. There are (wo cases in 
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which a just or equal man may be called upon to act; he 
may have to distribute something among those entitled 
to a share in it, he himself being possibly one of the 
sharers; or he may be called upon to set things right, 
to redress a grievance, to remedy an unequal distribution, 

to punish a crime, or to enforce a contract) In the former 

case, that of distribution, he will look #6 the respective 

merits of the sharers, by whatever standard that merit is 
determined in the particular case before him—good con- 
duct,?34 hard work, public services or what not, and he will 

letermine the shares by applying the rule of geometrical 
proportion) and not otherwise. In the latter case, where 
justice is femedial, he will produce equality by(Considering 
what the person causing the injury or breaking the con- 
tract has gained by the transaction, and giving that gain 
to the sufferer, he will arrive at equality by the rule of 
arithmetical proportion. This view of justice, which is 
Aristotle’s own contribution to what had been said on the 
subject, is both ingenious and acute, but it must be ad- 
mitted that its defects are almost as obvious as its merits.*35 

134 Good conduct is considered to be a merit only in 
aristocratically governed societies; under other constitu- 

tions it would appear from Aristotle’s language (1181, a 
25) that justice does not require it to be counted in 

ascertaining merit. Plato in the Laws makes virtue an 
essential in ascertaining ‘‘ the best equality.” riv oc: 
aAnbecrarny Kal aplorny iodrnra ovdkére paciov mavti idsiv. 

Atse yap 8) Kplowg éoti—ry piv yap pelZou mwrsiw, ro 8 
zXarrovt opukpdtepa véuel, pérpia Sidovca Tpd¢ THY avTov 

pvow éxaripy, kal 8% ripadcg pelZoor piv wpde 

aperiy aet pelCove «rd. (Plato, Laws vi. 757C D.) 

135 The idea of making justice depend on geometric 
proportion is not Aristotle’s own. In the Gorgias, Plato 
had spoken of geometric equality (not proportion) as 
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In the first place there are fnany cases in which law was 
habitually invoked which do not fall under any of the heads 

to which Aristotle reduces all instances calling for the 
application of a legally just rule Examples of such cases 
are, indictments for impiety (Sokrates’ case) ; indictments 
for proposing an improper and unconstitutional law (Timo- 
crates’ case); actions of ejectment; actions to recover 

damage for diverting streams of water; actions for failing 
to support houses, land, or mines whereby the complain- 
ant is injured; actions of trespass to try the title of a 
mortgagee; actions of exchange ;—all cases of which 
examples are to be found in Demosthenes.. But 
supposing that Aristotle’s division was not intended 

to be exhaustive and without criticising it on that 

account, there is the further objection that the rules he 
gives for arriving at equality are inapplicable to the 
cases which are expressly stated to fall within the 
Aristotle’s rule for ascertaining the measure of damag 
in a civil action, namely that you look to the difference 
occasioned by the injury and redress it by taking from 

the wrong-doer what he has gained and giving it as 
compensation to the injured person, would lead to 
consequences so absurd that we may be sure that it was 
not acted on. Athens was a great commercial and 
financial centre—the London of the Greek world—and 
she had a very large foreign trade. The cases which 

came before her Courts (there was a special court with 
special jurors for the rapid trial of commercial cases) 
were nearly as complicated and technical as those which 

powerful with Gods and men (ji isdrn¢ 4 yewperpiKi Kal dv 

Seoic kat év avOpwroie Sbvara. Plato, Gorgias, 508 A). 
But he nowhere refers to arithmetric proportion, nor 
does he mention the rule by which geometric equality 
is applicable to justice. 
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engage our own tribunals; (busiriess would have been 
speedily brought to a standstill if they had not had some 
better way of adjusting differences than By applying the 
rule of arithmetical proportion.) Then, it ncaa to see 
why the law should look to gain and loss in the case of 
regulative justice and should exclude the consideration 
of those elements from the case of distributive ee) 

hen something is taken out of a common fund a 
given to one of several to whom that fund belongs, the 
recipient gains by what he receives and every one else 
loses» If it is proposed to give a successful general a 
hundrtd thousand pounds, the Chancellor of the Exche- 
quer ought to have something to say. Here is evidently 
a case of distributive justice, but it does not fall within 
the formula. of geometrical proportion; you cannot say, 
“As is the merit of the person to be rewarded to the 
merit of those out of whose pocket his reward comes, so 

should be the money he is to receive to their money.” The 
truth of the matter is that Aristotle’s classification was 
framed mainly for the purpose of bringing justice within 
the rule of the mean. He was partly right and partly 
wrong ; justice is a mean, but just_acts are not always in. 
the middle. Subjectively considered, it it is a habit of mind 
which resi: resists’ the deflecting influences of fear, favour, or 
self-interest in our relation to others, and hence may be 

said _to aim at_a middle course; but the path of justice, 
like the path of safety, i is not always i in- the centre of the 

channel ; 136 we must consider merits it is ‘true, but_th the 

merits are_sometimes all on one side. 

Now this subjective and personal aspect of the case is 

136 adda pada SKbAAne oxowéAw TeTAnpEvocg wka 
= , ron Fs N , or) 

vija mapseeAdav, tel i TOAD péprepsy tori 
e esr > i 4 no 2 
&& Erapoue év vy wodnpévac 7 Gua wavrac. 

Odys. 12. 108. 
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ignored in Aristotle’s rules. The desire. for a neat 
formula which guided him in his attempt to show that 
justice was a mean state, also caused him to forget the 

important distinction (between equality in relation to 
things and equality in rélation to persons) to which he 
had called attention when describing the moral mean.137 

In proving justice. to be a mean in the fifth book, he 
says, ‘‘In whatever action there is too much and 
too little there is also that which is equal” ;(if he had 
added, “but we must remember that the mean in 

conduct is not necessarily a point equidistant. from the 
extremes,” we should probably not have heard of arith- 

metical proportion and the divided line, and many of 

the practical difficulties in which Aristotle’s theory is 
involved would not have arisen 

There is a farther difficulty’ Aristotle’s rule requires 
fi tobe _differently applied in different political circum- 
stances. Justice being essentially the social virtue, must 
take its colour from society. The justice of an oligarchy 
‘will not be the justice of an aristocracy; ‘‘ merit” is 
differently judged in the two communities, and justice 
in one of its two great departments is a distribution 
according to merit. 

The application of the just rule is therefore fluctuating 

and justice itself relative. Yet we are told that one part 
of political justice is natural and one part conventional, 
and that the natural part is always and everywhere the 
same.'3° If we ask which partis natural we get no answer. 
It can hardly be the distributive part, for that depends 
on the variable element of merit; nor can it be the 

regulative part, for to say that the way in which crime 
is punished and voluntary transactions are adjusted is 

137 1106, a 26. 
"38 Chap. 7. 1134, b 18. 
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the same all over the world is too obviously to contradict 
plain facts,—augisBnret rote pawopévorg évapyec. It is no 

easier to suppose that Aristotle meant to,say that justice 
as the expression of law and custom has everywhere 
the same force, for nothing differs more than custom. 

In the Gorgias of Plato (482 C-492C) there is a long 
discussion on the contrast between natural and conven- 
tional justice, Kalliklés maintaining against Sokrates that 

the law of nature is the law of the stronger; that the 
wiser and more capable rightly overpower the weaker 
and worse,?39 and that the rules.of non-natural or con- 

ventional justice were framed by the weak with the object 
of muzzling the strong. Kalliklés is made to state the 
theory in an offensive manner and to maintain, contrary 
to fact, that it necessarily involves giving unrestrained 
rein to the passions and appetites of mankind.4° There 
is, however, little doubt that the law of nature is sub- 

stantially what Kalliklés contended for, although he was 
ignorant of its reasons and limitations—namely, that the 
better and more capable individuals live and thrive at 
the expense of the worse and more incapable, and that 
in civilised communities at all events, laws are framed 
largely in the interests of the weak in order to repress 
the encroachments of the strong. 

Aristotle’s observations on currency are highly inte- 
resting, and show that he fully understood the functions 
of money, both as a measure of value and as a medium 
of exchange. 

He points out the impossibility of changing commodi- 

139 apxev tov Bedriw TwVv xEIpdvwy Kal TA~ov EyEW Tov 
apetvw Tov pavAorépov. Plato, Gorgias, 488 B. 

14° rovro yap oima éyW TO Sixaioy civa pice, To Bedriw 
dvTa kai ppovipwrepov Kal apyxev Kai wAgov Exe Tov Pavro- 
tépwv. Plato, Gorgias, 490A; 491 E. 
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ties until a common measure has been fixed upon. He is 
assuming, of course, the case of a complex and full-grown 
community with many wants and a market for a supply 

of them. In an early stage of civilisation barter is the 
mode in which commodities are exchanged, but under a 
social system of any complexity some common measure 

of value must be fixed upon. In theory, anything that 
can be handled and carried about may be selected as this 

common measure, but in practice some valuable com- 

modity, and especially the precious metals, is so much 
more convenient as always to be used when this is 
obtainable in sufficient quantity, and is assumed by 
Aristotle as the measure of value. 
Any community, therefore, possessing a currency, i.e., 

some one thing that has been agreed upon as that by 

which commodities may be compared (véwoma), has in 
its hands an instrument by which commodities may be 

exchanged. As Aristotle is careful to point out, exchange 
implies demand, for if no one wanted anything there 
could be no exchange, but a person possessing this 

conventional standard of value has that which can be 
exchanged against any demand, present or future. The 
maker of a bed is not obliged to wait until he finds some 
one who wishes to exchange two pairs of shoes for half 
a bed; he sells his bed for money, and buys the shoes 
with half of it. Or if, not being in immediate want of 
shoes, he has a bed and sells it, he knows that he can buy 

shoes whenever he happens to want them.*4! 
As Aristotle says, anything may be selected as the 

measure of value, and if a thing having no intrinsic 
value should happen to be selected it could be changed 

141 gmrip Ot Tic meAAobone adAayie, Ei viv pndey Selrar, Ore 

Zorat av denfy, to vdutopa olov eyyuntie taf tiv. 1188, 

b 10. 
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and made valueless at the will of the community.™? 
Not so in the case of the precious metals; the currency 
may be depreciated, but it can never be made worthless. 
Men having fixed on something intrinsically useful, 

easily dealt with, and possessing exchangeable value 
available for the purposes of life,™43 have as their medium 
of exchange a commodity subject indeed to variation in 
value like any other, but tending to be uniform.744 

This is true of gold and silver currencies, for both are 
more valuable in proportion to bulk than any other 
articles that are procurable in quantities sufficient for 
use; their level of value does actually tend to be uniform ; 

they are not liable to the extreme fluctuations of price 
of other commodities, and for this reason are more 

suitable for the purpose for which money is required. 
Aristotle’s views on currency were those of a sound 
political economist. 

In Athens with its extensive foreign trade, and where 
most of our methods of carrying on business (with the 
exception of bills of exchange) were in constant use, 
there must doubtless have been many who knew and 
acted on the principles laid down by him, but they would 
probably have found it difficult to explain why they did 
so. No other writer until modern, and indeed until com- 
paratively recent times has seen so clearly the essentials 
of a good monetary system or has expressed them better 
than Aristotle has done in the fifth chapter of this book. 

142 ov pice GAAd vouw zorl (rb vdpioua) Kal ed’ Hiv pera- 
Badkty cat rotioa aypnorov. 1133, a 30. 

143 8 trav xpnoiuwy avdro dv lye THY xpElav ciperaxelpicroY 
mpoc To Cav. Polit. i. 9. 1257, a 36. 

144 qaoxe piv ovv Kal rovro [rd vdpicpa] "rs avtd* ov 
yap ast icov divara, duwe dé PobAgrar elvar waddrov. 1133, 
b 18. 





CHAPTER VII 

Book VI. 

INTELLECT IN RELATION TO CONDUCT 

WISDOM AND PRUDENCE 

Aéyouev yap avtév [roy dperov] tac piv Stavonticde Tda¢ 

St HSuKac, coptay piv Kat obveoty Kat ppdynow Sdtavonrtikde, 

ZAevOepidrnta St Kat cwhpooivyv 7Ouac. Eth. 1. 13. 1108, 

a 4, 





In this book we have to do with intellect under two 
aspects; on its practical side, in relation to conduct, 
and on its theoretic side, in relation to the exercise of 
the highest powers of which we are capable. Man's 
special work having been ascertained to be a function 
of mind, and mind having been found to operate under 
two different conditions, either as implicated with the 
feelings and desires common to man and other animals 
or as freed from those conditions, there is a resulting 
difference in the excellence (aper#) of the two special func- 
tions of which man is capable; one of these excellences 
is one of conduct and the other one of thought. These 
accordingly are the subjects of the sixth book, and they 
are dealt with so far, and so far only, as is necessary 
to fill in the rough sketch of happiness in the first book, 
and in fulfilment of the half promise there given that 
a fuller account would afterwards be supplied.? 

This inquiry takes us into psychology, a subject which 
we have already been told legislators must know some- 
thing about—enough at least to enable them to under- 

r SiopiZerar 8? kat 1 apery Kata: THY Stapopav rabrny * 

Aéyouev yap abrav rac piv Suavontixag tac O88 jOuKac, Eth. 

1. 13. 1103) a 3. 
2 mepryeypagOw piv odv rayabdv ratty’ Set ydp tows 

Urorur@cat mpwrov, &8 torepov avaypapa. 1. 7. 1098, 

a 20. 
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stand the nature of moral conduct,3 but we are not led 
by Aristotle to expect such a description and analysis 
as would be proper in a work on psychology, nor do 
we find any such description. The subject of the book 
is Wisdom and Prudence; the other ‘‘modes by which 
we arrive at truth’? are summarily described in order 
to distinguish them from these two, but not farther or 
otherwise, and, as might be expected from the practical 
scope of the Ethics, especial care is taken to bring out 
the meaning of prudence and distinguish it from other 
allied mental processes.4 

The psychology of the book, as of other parts of the 

Ethics, is not that of Aristotle’s own formal treatise 

on the subject; which the practical politician might 
perhaps not have found it easy to understand. He 
contents himself with what has been said elsewhere, 

in discourses which he calls ‘“‘ exoteric,” and which he 
considers will be sufficient for the purpose.s What these 
discourses were we do not know, but they were certainly 

not the book on Mind. We hear nothing either here 
or in Book I. of form and matter, or of life and mind 

3 Hth. 1. 18. 1102, a 28. 

4 See Chaps. 9, 10, 11. 
5 Néyerae OF wept avtig (rig Wuyiic) kai év roic eEwrepixote 

Adyoug* oiov Td piv Groyov avrijg eivat, rb S? Adyov Exov. 
1102, a 26. This is not Plato’s own division; he made 

three parts, not two. Aristotle in the De Anima pointedly 

attributes it to others, but without saying who they are; 
perhaps he refers to Xenocrates. tye 8? amoplav ewbic 
mag Te Set pdpia Aéyew rie puxiic kal wéoa. rpdmov yap 

tTiva Grepa palverar, kat ov udvov &@ Tivec A~EYOVGL 

ScopiZovres, Noytotikdy Kat Supexdv cai 

imtOupntixor, of d? rd Ad yo Exov Kai 7d ddoyov. 

De Anima iii. 9, 482, a 26. 
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being an entelechy; we start, not with any account of 
the nature of rational life but with a description of 
its divisions—a point of view inconsistent with Aristotle’s 

own theory, in which its divisions were not admitted. 

The psychology of the Ethics is based on the view 
favoured by the Academy, but not directly referable to 
Plato, that the vital principle is divided into two parts, 
rational and irrational, and on the subdivision of the 

rational part into states and conditions (zaffuara) corre- 
sponding to the four different grades of certainty in our 
knowledge, namely, reason, understanding, belief and con- 

jecture. This is the view which, as we are told in the 
passage just cited, was adopted in the exoteric discourses. 
It is therefore not improbable that the discourses to 
which Aristotle refers were lectures in which the theory 
of two vital principles and the division of the rational 
principle into four parts were described and we may 
be sure criticised. However this may be, it appears that 
Aristotle considered it enough for merely ethical purposes 
to assume a twofold division of mind corresponding to 
the nature of the subject matter with which it comes 
into contact, and to the degree of certainty resulting 
therefrom. 

Although not strictly necessary for the understanding 
of the Ethics, it is yet interesting to know something 
of Aristotle’s own views of the nature and functions of 
life; for of the manifold subjects which he has treated 
there is no one in which his originality and great in- 
tellectual and scientific eminence are more shown. 
A certain principle called life (Psyché) is in his view 

the efficient but not the material cause of the various 
activities put forth by organised bodies. The processes 
of growth, nutrition, reproduction, sensation, phantasy 

and reason are all due to the union of this principle with 
the body, in which union life is the active, formative 

agent and body the passive and material recipient. Body 
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and life are related as matter and form are related in 
the objects we see around us; neither part can exist 

or be conceived without the other ; form without matter, 
or matter without form, are expressions which we cannot 
realise in thought. It is therefore incorrect to say as 
Plato said, that there are three kinds of life. Life is 
the realisation of the various potentialities of matter; 
the compound varies as the elements vary, but there 
is but one life or formative element throughout nature 
and by it matter is called into functional activity in 

various ways, or aS we may express it, has various 
manifestations. 

The simplest and at the same time the most general 

way in which this active principle manifests itself is 
in the phenomena of nutrition and growth, in which 
form it is common to all living beings. The distinction 
between animate and inanimate bodies is the distinction 
of having or not having the power of nutrition and 
growth. This power, called by Aristotle the vegetal 

soul or principle, is distinctive of all plants ;® they have 
it but they have nothing else; it is the simplest form 
of life. A fuller and more complex manifestation of 
the vital principle is found in those bodies which, pos- 
sessing the power of nutrition and growth, including 
that of reproduction, add to it the simplest of all the 
senses, the sense of touch. Touch is peculiar to animals 
and is the difference which parts them off from the 

vegetal world.7 The lowest and simplest animals have 

6 brdpxe 8 roig utv putoic ro Operrixdy pdvov. De 
Anima il. 3. 414, a 33. Physiologists at the present day 
consider that there is evidence that plants possess 
definite sense-organs. 

7 rd piv yap Cwov aicOhoe &piora. De Part. Animal. 
iii, 4. 666, a 34. This statement would not now be 
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the sense of touch only, but the higher members of 
the class gradually add other senses to this until the 
full and, as Aristotle believed, the final number of 

five senses was reached. But man alone of all living 
things possesses, in addition to the functions of life 

common to him with plants and animals, the special 
manifestation of psychical energy known as reason. 

But reason (or to use the expression which Aristotle 
adopts in the Ethics, the divisions of rational life) takes 
two distinctive forms, each special to man and character- 
istic of him as compared with other animals; the faculty 
by which contingent matter is apprehended and reasoned 
upon—called by Aristotle practical intellect, and the 
faculty by which necessary matter is apprehended and 
reasoned upon, theorising mind or speculative intellect. 
The soul therefore, although indivisible, and indeed 

incapable of being conceived as divided, may yet in its 
operation, in the manifestation of its activity in con- 
junction with various forms of matter, be regarded from 
four points of view :— 

1. The life of growth, nutrition and reproduction ; 
2. The life of sensation, involving as a consequence 

that of appetite and desire; 
3. The life of practical intelligence ; and 
4. The life of pure reason. 

Looking at these four manifestations of psychical 
energy from the point of view of ethical inquiry, the 
first is put aside altogether, as in Aristotle’s opinion 
contributing nothing to conduct. Excluding purely 

acquiesced in; plants, or at least some plants, seem to 
have the sense of touch. On all subjects the advance of 
knowledge tends to modify sharp distinctions. 

8 kal ro piv Operrexdy éaréov, ereLon The avOpwriKhe apeTiic 

dpowpov wépuxev. Eth. 1. 13. 1102, b 11. 

22 
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physical life, there remain the sensory life, the life of 

practical intelligence and that of pure reason. 
The combination of sensory life with that of practical 

intelligence gives rise to moral conduct, and when rightly 

combined, to so much happiness as man, regarded as 
a being compounded of appetites, passions, and practical 
reason, is capable of.9 Sensory life when combined with 

speculative reason gives us happiness in its unadulterated 
and highest form, unmixed with baser matter, and ac- 

cording to Aristotle’s view of what constitutes supre- 
macy, supreme.t° For the end or final cause of any- 
thing, identified by him with its happiness, is ascertained 
by considering not only what is the special excellence 
of that thing, but that which is the highest of its various 
special excellences.1* 

In the case of man his highest special excellence is 
the intellectual faculty by which he ascertains truth 
in the field of necessary matter—in other words, wisdom 
(copia) which accordingly forms one of the two subjects 
with which this book is concerned. But the lower faculty, 
brought into play in contingent matter and in practical 
life (ppdvnorc), is also special to man and, in an ethical 
treatise, at least more important even than wisdom, since 
it does what wisdom does not do, determines the true 

9 ouvnprnuévac & avrar [ai rov HOove aperai] kal rote 
£0. x ‘ , 0 n wv 7 € ot = - b iY 

waco wept r6 obvGerov av siev’ ai O& Tov cuvOérov aperat 

avOpwmrkai’ Kai 6 Blog 84 6 Kara rabracg Kat 4 evdamovia. 

Eth. 10. 8. 1178, a 19. 

10 rO yap olkelov ixdotw TH pbae KpaticTov Kal joioTSv 
° ¢ ; x ~ 3 6 , 87 € ed «: ~ , ” 
éotiv ExdoTw* kal T@ avOpwry Oo) 6 Kata TOV vouv Pioc, ElTEp 

rovTo paAtoTa avOpwroc. ovrog dpa Kal evdamovésraroc. 

Eth. 10. 7. 1178, a 5. 

tt i Ot wAsloue ai dperal, kara rijv aptorny kat reAgiorarny. 

Eth. 1. 7. 1098, a 17. 
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point of action, always, as the review of the virtues of 
conduct has.shown us, a matter of difficulty and doubt. 

Prudence as the faculty in question is accordingly the 
remaining and indeed the chief subject of interest and 
discussion in the sixth book.' 

The account which is given in Chapters 4, 5 and 
6 of this book of the other three ‘‘ modes by which 

™2 Hinsichtlich der Zahl der dianoétischen Tugenden 
stimme ich in der Hauptsache Prantl bei (iiber die 
dianoétischen Tugenden, Miinchen, 52). Wer vorsichtig 

urtheilen will, wird anzuerkennen haben, dass im 

sechsten Buche nur die cogfa und die ¢pdvnae wirklich 
mit diesem Namen belegt werden und das Anfang und 
Schluss der Untersuchung es wahrscheinlich machen, 
dass der Verfasser des Buchs nur diese beiden als 
Tugenden des émornuovixndy und AoyoriKdy angesehen 
wissen wollte. Cap. 2. 1139, a 15 heisst es: Anmréov dp’ 
txarépou Tobtwyv tic h BeAtiorn ttc" atrn yap aperh Exarépou 

und am Ende des Capitels: ayuporépwy 8) tev vonrikay 

popiwy adfPea rd Epyov. Kal ac obv paArora eee GAnPebou 

ixdtepov, avra aperai augotv. Betont man, wie es nothig 

ist, das padiora und die BeAriotn ttc, so ist die Vermu- 

thung nicht abzuweisen, dass im Folgenden nur zwei 
dianoétische Tugenden aufgestellt werden sollen. Und 
dieser Vermuthung wird durch die Recapitulation Cap. 
12. p. 1148, b 14, bestiitigt: ri piv obv éoriv 7 dpdvnare Kat 
n copla, kat wept riva éxdrepa Tuyxavet ovoa, Kai Grr GAAoVv 

the Puxig poplou aperh Exdrepa, eipnrat. Auf andere Stellen 

des sechsten Buches, aus denen dasselbe gefolgert werden 
kann, lege ich nicht Gewicht, weil mir ihre Authenti- 

citaét zweifelhalf ist, aber die angefiihrten sind auch 
volikommen ausreichend, um die gewdhnlicher Ansicht 

als unhaltbar erscheinen zu lassen.’ Rassow, Forschun- 
gen uber die Nicomachische Ethik, p. 124 (note). 
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the mind arrives at truth in the way of affirmation and 
negation” (art, science, intuition) is merely ancillary 
to this main purpose, and is undertaken in order to 
limit the spheres of wisdom and prudence with more 
precision. On this some remarks will be found at the 
end of the book. It is only necessary to add in this 

place that the faculty called intuition (Nofs) is used 
in the second chapter to describe the faculty by which 
individual objects of sense are perceived, and in the 

sixth chapter to designate the faculty by which the 
ultimate data of science are apprehended. Its use in 
other places has to be determined by the context, but 
if these two senses are kept in mind there is usually 
little difficulty in doing this. 

The fifth, sixth and seventh books are suspected by 
some critics. Without going into the reasons for their 
doubts, on whose validity equally competent authorities 
pronounce differently, a general remark may be made. 
It is not unusual for the same writer to question the 
authenticity of the books and to quote them as evidence 
of Aristotle’s teaching — Rassow in the passage just 
quoted avoids this error—but if there is sufficient doubt 
about their genuineness to warrant their being referred 
to some unnamed and unknown author, they should not 

be relied on as evidence either for or against Aristotle ; 

if they are relied on as evidence they should not be 

doubted. It is not fair to discredit your own witness. 



TEXT 

CHAPTER 1.—‘ Moral virtue has already been defined. 
It is a habit which leads us to a certain course of action 
which can seldom be exactly fixed, but of which it may 

be said that it lies between the opposite extremes of 
too much and too little. It is the function of reason 
to fix the true point of view, or, to speak precisely, it 

is the reason of the man of prudence or practical intelli- 
gence which has to fix it. But the true point of view 
determining action, although a mean, is not an absolute 
or objective mean which can be ascertained by rule 
and measure; it is relative and subjective, now on one 
side of the true middle and now on the other, according 
to the nature of the action, the particular circumstances 
of the case and idiosyncrasies of the agent.%3 Still, 
there are limits to this variation if, as the fact is, the 

mean in action has to be determined by the rule of 
reason.’’ "4 

13 Tov mpaypuarog pécov—rmpoc tac pécov. 1106, a 29. 
4 rie tor Sp0g THY pecoThTwy ac peraks papev iva The 

trepBorjne Kal tie éAAcipewe, Bvoag Kara Tov dpdov Adyov. 

1188, b 28. The word époc has hitherto not occurred in 
the Nicomachexan Ethics, although it is found in the 
Eudemian. This is used as an argument against the 
Aristotelian authorship of Book VI. But épo¢ is common 
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“ Just, therefore, as an archer aiming at a mark has to 
calculate his distance, to allow for the wind and adjust 
his strength accordingly, so the intelligent man of action 

endeavouring to arrive at the mean must make allow- 
ances for tendencies which may carry him in one direction 
or the other, and moderate or increase his efforts accord- 
ingly.1s 

in Aristotle, and we find 6 rijc¢ tmepBodne dpo¢ in the 

Politics, 7. 12. 1826, b 12. 

18 ¥ort Tic okoTrO¢ Tpd¢ Sv awoBAerwy 6 Tov Adyov Exwv 
émiretvee kat avinow. 11388, b 22. éaere(veew—avievai—the 

regular expressions for tightening and relaxing any strings 
or cords, here applied by a common metaphor to human 
action. Plato uses the words of the tendons by which 
the limbs of the body are moved; odyxerrai pou 76 cua 
e& doréwy kal vetpwr, kal Ta piv dora foTia oTEpEd Kal Oapuac 

Exe xwpic am’ adAhAwy, ra 8 vevpa oia emeretvecOar Kat avisoOar, 

mepiauméxovta Ta dora pETa THY capKwy Kal Sépparog KTA. 

Phedon 98CD. Aristotle explains animal motion in 
the same way; the bones correspond to the iron or 
wooden framework of a machine, the tendons to the ropes 
by the stretching or relaxation of which the animal is 
moved. De Motu Animal. 7. 705, b 7. If it be thought 
necessary to explain the use of the metaphor here, it 
probably means that as an archer draws the string of his 
bow with more or less force according to the distance of 
the object he aims at, so the judicious man exerts himself 
more or less according to circumstances in order to arrive 

at his object. We call a man ‘“‘slack” or “intense” 
when he is wanting in bodily or mental energy or the 
reverse. Aristotle has already used the metaphor of the 
mark at which an archer aims to indicate the true end 
of conduct: xabamep ro&dra: oxomdv Exovreg paddov av 
Tuyxdvomev rou déovroc (1194, a 28), and Plato in the 
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“All this is true enough, but it is not definite enough. 
In every pursuit it is true to say that you must be neither 
too strenuous nor too slack, but if you only know as 
much as this, you have no useful rule“of action. In 
a case of illness you want to know the exact treatment 
to be applied, and it is not to the purpose to tell you 
to do what a careful doctor would do. We must there- 
fore try to describe exactly what is the kind of intelli- 
gence called into play in moral conduct, and how it 
is to be defined. This leads us to an examination of 
mind and its functions. 

‘The vital principle (Psyché) consists of two parts, one 
rational, the other irrational. The rational part is again 
subdivided, according as it operates upon those objects 
whose data are changeless and consequently necessary, 
or upon contingent matter. There must be a clear 
separation between these two parts of the rational soul 
because their objects are different, if indeed it be true 
that it is by virtue of a similarity between the appre- 
hending faculty and its object that cognition takes place.?7 

Gorgias used the same metaphor: otroc euorye Soxei 6 
oxoTroc sivat, mpd dv BAgwovra Set Cv, cal wavra sic TovTO 

Ta avrév ouvtetvovra kal Ta Tice WéAEws, KTA. (Gorgias 507 D). 

16 Od Sei Kal wept Tac Tie Wuxiic Eee pw udvov adnBac 
sivai Tour’ sipnuévov, adda Kal Siopicpévov Tic gorw 6 dpHd¢ 
Adyog kal Tovrov Tic Gpoc. 1188, b 32. 

17 mpoc yap Ta TH ‘yéver Erepa Kal THY Tie Pvyi¢g popiwy 

trepov TH yével TO Tpde EKarEpov TEpuKde, simep KAP SpuoidryTa 
Twa Kal olkedryta 4 yoo tmapya adroc., 1139, a 8. 

Aristotle puts it in this cautious way because he has 
elsewhere (De Anima ii. 5. 416. 635) pointed out the 
difficulties which the view that like is perceived by like 
involves. He evades those difficulties, as he evades so 
many others, by distinguishing Potentiality (Sévamc) and 
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‘‘Now, let one of these divisions of the rational soul be 

called scientific and the other calculative or deliberative: 

For the purpose of our inquiry we ought to select the 
best habit of each, for the value of each is measured by 

its best, and the value of that best can only be ascertained 

by a reference to the work which it properly has to do.78 

CHAPTER 2.—“ There are three functions of mind which 

determine conduct and speculative truth—sensation, reason 
and desire.19 We may put sensation out of the question, 
for it is not a principle of moral action and therefore does 

Realisation (évreAeyela). 1d 8 aicOnrixdv Suvaue toriv oiov 
ts aicOnrov dn évredeysla—waoyxer piv obv ovkK 

Smotov bv, weTmovbbc 8 wuolwrat kat Eorev 
olov éxsivo. 418,43. 

18 \nmréov ap’ Exatépov Tobrwy tic 4 Bedriarn etc’ a’rn 

yap aperh éxatepov, » 8 aperh mpdc To Epyov 7d oikéiov. 

1189, a 15. 
19 rpia Of éorw év TH PuyD Ta Kipia mpakewe Kal GdAnOetac, 

aisOnoie voc dbps&ic. 1139, a 17. vote is here mind in 

one of its forms (intuition), not vov¢g as defined in Chapter 

6. Intuition is divided by Aristotle into the faculty by 
which we apprehend the facts of contingent matter, 
“practical intelligence’’ (apaxricd¢ vove), and that by 

which we apprehend the data of necessary matter 
“theoretic intelligence’? (Sewpnrmnde vovc). The com- 

bination of practical intelligence with desire gives rise 
to conduct; the combination of theoretic intelligence 

with dialectic reasoning leads to speculative truth; the 
former is the substratum of prudence, the latter of 
wisdom—the two intellectual faculties to whose explana- 
tion and definition this book is devoted. Both these 

faculties are here described by the common designation 
youve. 
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not concern us. Confining ourselves to the other two, it 
may be stated that reason in the region of affirmation and 
negation corresponds to pursuit and avgidance in the 
region of desire. Good conduct is the result of choice, 

and choice is a compound of deliberation and desire; if 

our choice is to be good, each of the elements composing it 
must be good; the reasoning process must be correctly 
performed and the desires must be directed to right 
ends: this is the process by which truth in practice is 
reached.?° 

“‘The rational part of this process is calculative or 
deliberative; the function of mind employed is practical 
intelligence,2* whose sphere is contingent matter and 
which attains its measure of truth when acting in 
correspondence with healthy impulses; theorising in- 
telligence on the other hand, which is the distinctive and 
highest excellence of the other part of the rational soul, 
has for its end and object the attainment of truth per se. 

“Mind alone cannot cause any movement, practical 
intelligence can, because it acts together with desire; it is 

the cause both of conduct and art!22 Every artist works 
for some end; his product is not his absolute end, for he 
generally produces with an ulterior object, but in conduct 
the act itself is the end and desire is directed to this end. 
Moral choice is therefore the result of practical intelligence 

20 arn piv ovv 4 Savoia Kal 7 GAHOea mpaktech. Tie Ot 

Oewpnriciic Siavotac Kal uj TpaxriKic Mnde Tromrtiuie TO eb Kal 

kaxwe TaAnGée zor Kal Wevdoc—rov 8? mpaxrikov Kai Stavon- 

riKov adhBea Gpor(Sywe Exovoa 7H Speke TH OpSH. 1139, a 26. 
2t Called elsewhere vovc 6 Evexa tov AoyiZdpuevoe Kat 6 

mpaxrixdc. De Anima iii. 10. 433, a 14, and see 1139, 

b 4. 
22 Savoia 8 avry ovbév Kivel, aAN 7) Evexa Tov Kal mpaktikh * 

avrn i Kal Tig Tomiie apxe. 1139, a 35. 
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stimulated by desire, or (to put it the other way) of desire 

regulated by practical intelligence, and such a principle of 
action is man.” 23 

CHAPTER 3.—‘ Let us resume and repeat this matter 
from a more general point of view. There are five modes 
by which the mind arrives at truth in the way of 
affirmation and negation: art, science, prudence, wisdom 
and intuition; for assumption and opinion are sometimes 
false. To take science first: we all adopt the view that 

the conclusions of science must be necessary; as to 
contingent matter, when it does not fall within the field 
of direct observation, we cannot be sure whether it exists 

or not.24 The object of science being necessary is con- 
sequently eternal; it is moreover teachable, being a 
conclusion from antecedent knowledge, as was pointed 

out in the Analytics. Such previous knowledge is gained 
either by induction or by deduction ; induction supplies 
a starting point even for universal propositions, and 

23 Sib 7) dpEKTiKdc vous % mpoalpeatc 7 Spec StavonTiKh, 

kal 4 TotatTn apy? avOpwroc. 1139, b 4. apxh here means 

efficient cause (apxf tii¢ kvhoswc), the impulse which 
causes a living being to move, and by moving to act. 
See De Motu Animal. 6. 700, b17. dpwpev 8 ra kwodvra 
ro Zeov Siavoiay kal pavractav Kai mpoalpeow Kat BovAnow kal 

émOuutav. ravra Ot wavra avayerat tic voy Kat 
dpeEcv—and line 23, 4 8: mpoalpeaic Korvdy Stavolag xab 

dptEewe’ Hore kivet Tpw@rov Tb Spextoy Kcat Td 
Stavonrdy. ov wav & 7rd Stavonrdv, adda 7O Tov mpaKrov 

réAdog. 
24 ra & évdeydueva GAAwe, Grav FEw Tov Sewpeiv yévyrat, 

AavOdva ci Zorw jj wy. 1139, b 21. In matters of sense, 

what we don’t perceive we don’t know. For Oewpsiv = 
sensible perception, see 1169, b 33. 
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deductive inference is a process of reasoning from such 
propositions.25 

“There are, therefore, principles from which de- 
ductive inference proceeds which are not the result 
of any deductive inference, and which must therefore 
be gained by induction. Science, to put it shortly, 

is a habit of demonstration from such principles; 
what has to be added to this definition will be found 
in the Analytics.” 26 

CHAPTER 4.—‘‘To turn to contingent matter ; both 
things made and things done fall within it, but making 
and doing are different, so that a rational habit of conduct 

will be different from a rational habit of making. We 
may call art ‘‘a habit of making things on rational 
principles.” 27 

“Hivery art has to do with production, and the exercise 

of art consists in studying how something which may 
either be or not be can be made to come into existence— 
the “‘something”’ referred to must beof course one of those 
things whose principle of motion is not in themselves but 
in their maker.28 

“Chance and art apply to the same subjects, and are 
to a certain extent, as Agathon says, friends.” 

‘\ 25) piv yap emaywyi apxn tore Kal Tov KaOdAov, 6 & 

avAXoyiopos ék TWY KaDdAOv. 1139, b 28. 

26 piv dpa émorhun éoriv tre amoderun cat dca adda 

mpoadiopiGopucba év roic avadvurixoic. 1139, b 31. 

27 ravrov av ein Tex Kal Fic pera Adyou aAnBove womriKh. 

1140, a 9. 
28 Zor O& TéxvN Taca TEpl yéveow Kal Td Texvatew Oewpeiv 

brwe av yévyral tt Tov evdexouévwy Kal eivat Kai py iva, Kal 
@v y apxn ev TH ToovvTe GAG ph ev TH ToLovpévw. 1140, 

a 10. 
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CHAPTER 5.—‘‘ We now come to prudence, and we must 

first consider who are the men who are called prudent. 

It is an attribute of such men to deliberate well as to 
what is good and expedient for them in reference to their 
general happinesss in life,29 not to their health only or 
their strength or to the other things which contribute to 
happiness, but to each and all of them. People are called 

prudent when they act rationally with regard to an end 

not falling within the scope of art. To speak in general 
terms, a deliberating man is prudent,3° and prudence is 

neither a science nor an art; it is not a science, for 

its object is contingent, and the object of science is 
necessary, and it is not an art, because conduct and 

production are generically distinct.3* It must therefore 
be a correct habit of rational action directed to human 
good and evil. The end of production is external to the 
act of production, but good conduct is its own end. 

“ Statesmen like Perikles are thought prudent because 
they are able to consider what is good for themselves and 
others; politicians and economists are thought to be 
prudent for the same reason. Self-restraint is so called 
because it ‘keeps a man prudent ’—it certainly preserves 
the attitude of mind we are considering; not every way 
of looking at things is perverted by pleasure and pain; 
pleasure and pain do not interfere with our apprehension 
of geometrical truths, but only with our conceptions of 
conduct.32 The reason is that it is the end of conduct 

29 mpdc Td ev Cav dAwe. 1140, a 28. 

3° Ware kal Awe Gv ein ppdvipog 6 PovAcutixdc. 1140, 

a 30. 
3° obk Gy ein tmiorripun piv bre evdéyerar 7d TpaKrov GAAwE 

exe, téxvn 8 Sri GdAo 75 yévog mpdkewe Kat rorhoews. 

1140, b1. 
3? ob yap dmacav brdAn pw SiapSelpe odd? Stacrpéper Td 
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that determines the principles of conduct, and if a man 
is warped by pleasure and pain he can neither apprehend 
the determining principles nor see the true end; vice 

destroys his principles.” 33 
It results from this that prudence must be defined as 

“a true habit of conduct guided by reason and directed to 
what is good for man.” 34 

“Observe also that there is good art and bad art, but 
there is no such thing as good prudence and bad prudence. 

In art the man who makes a mistake on purpose is better 
than a man who makes one because he cannot help it, 
but this can scarcely be said of prudence or of any other 

virtue of conduct.” 35 
Of the two divisions of rational life, prudence is the 

highest function of the lower or deliberative division; it 

is a habit and therefore superior to opinion which also 
belongs to the same division; you may forget an opinion, 

but it is not possible to forget a habit. 

CHAPTER 6.—‘‘Since science is a conception of universals 
and of necessary matter and must start from principles of 
scientific demonstration, neither art, nor prudence, nor 

science itself can apprehend these principles; art and 
prudence cannot do so because the matter of science is 

something capable of scientific demonstration, whereas 

nov kal AuTnpdy, olov bre Td Tplywvov dbo dpOd¢ Exe, adda 

rac wept To mpaxrév. 1140, b 18. 

33 rep 08 SuepOapuévy OL HSoviv  AbmHv evOdo ov paiverat 
a 2 yor Ost 7 a YS BY A vf Cow 6 lA pxnh, ovee deiv robrou Evexev ove? dia tov aipeiobar wavra 
kal mpdrrav—tort yap 7 kakia pOaprin apxnc. 1140, b 17. 

34 avayKn thy ppdvnow Ew eivar pera Adyou adnOy wept 
ta avOpwrwa ayala mpaxtuhv. 1140, b.20. 

35 Kal éy piv réxvy 6 éxav auapravwy aiperwrepoc, wept S 
Ppovnow irrov, WomwEp Kal wept rac aperac.. 1140, b 22. 
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they work in the sphere of contingency ; 3 science itself 
is excluded by the fact that it assumes, and therefore 

cannot either apprehend nor prove, its own principles. 
Nor can even wisdom do so, for there are cases in which 
wisdom has to use the methods of science. But since 
principles must be apprehended by some faculty or 
other, if neither prudence, science nor wisdom can 
apprehend them, it follows that they must be appre- 
hended by the only remaining function of the rational 
mind, namely by intuition.37 

Demonstrative science, with which Aristotle is here 
dealing, takes the form of syllogism and deduces its 
conclusions from propositions which are true, immediate 
(that is not resulting from any previous demonstration) 
and of higher evidentiary value than the conclusions 

which result from them. These indemonstrable propo- 
sitions are called by Aristotle Axioms.3® Axioms, of 

which the proposition that a thing cannot be and not 
be at the same time, may serve as an example, are 
indispensable to the acquisition of knowledge of any 
kind whatever; hypotheses and definitions are only 
indispensable to knowledge of a particular kind, such as 

-~-geometry or arithmetic. Axioms require for their appre- 

hension an appropriate faculty, which, for want of a better 

36 76 pév yap émioTnTOV aTodEKTOY, ai O TUYXaVOVEL OvGAL 
mepl ra evdexdueva GAAwe Exe. 1140, b 35. 

37 Xelarerat vouv elva tov apyov. 1141, a 7. 
38 auécov 8 apxne avAAoyoriKie Oéow piv Aéyw iv ph 

yw ~ ‘\ ? ? 4 ot a #: Pf e J Fore OciEar, py 8 avayKn Eyew tov pabnodpevdy me Hv 8 
avaykn Exe Tov Sriovy paOnoduevov, atiwua. Anal. Post. i. 

2. 72, a 14. 
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term, may be called intuition (Nofs). Wisdom (co¢ia), 
inasmuch as it sometimes uses demonstrative science, is 

dependent, like science itself, on intuition.39 
In the seventh chapter Aristotle deals with wisdom, the 

highest of the five modes by which truth is arrived at. 
An introduction to this chapter is furnished by the 
following passage from the opening of the Metaphysics. 
“We have described,” says Aristotle, ‘‘in the Ethics the 
difference between art and science and other faculties of 
the same kind (prudence, intuition, wisdom). We refer 
to the matter now because every one assumes what is 
called wisdom to be occupied with first causes and 
principles, so that an animal with experience is wiser 
than animals of any kind whatever who merely rely on 
the presentations of sense and memory, and an artist is 
wiser than an empiric, and the master workman than the 
labourer, and the theoretic than the productive sciences. 
Wisdom is, then, a science concerned with certain causes 
and principles.’’ 4° . 

CHAPTER 7.—‘‘ Wisdom is exact and comprehensive 
knowledge. We only really know a thing when we 
know both its cause and that the cause assigned must 
be the cause.4¢ This is the strict meaning of the word. 
But in ordinary language wisdom is not confined to 
scientific generalisations, it deals with conduct and even 
with art as well. When we talk of wisdom in art we 
imply the perfection of art, the highest degree of 

39 rou yap adpov rept éviwy Exe avodaEiviotrw. 1141, a 
2. ln av 4 copia voic kal émorhun. 1141, a 18. 

49 Met. i. 1. 981, b 25. 
4 Grav tiv 7” airlay oiwpeOa ywookev Sei ro mpayya 

éorw, Ore éxelvou aitia tori, kal pn évdéxecOar Tovr’ aArAwWCS 

tyev. Anal. Post. i. 2. 71, b 10. 
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accuracy and finish resulting from the union of manual 

dexterity and scientific knowledge.4 
The wise man must know the reasons of things, but he 

must also be able to draw inferences. If he is to know 
the reason in the full sense of knowing, he will require 
the faculty described in the last chapter called intuition ; 
if he is to infer correctly, he must be acquainted with the 

methods of science. The subjects which should occupy 
him should be those which are most worthy to exercise 

man’s highest powers. Wisdom is, in short, ‘‘a union of 

science and intuition—science crowned with the knowledge 

of the things best worth knowing.” 43 
This definition marks it off from both prudence and 

political science. It cannot be prudence, because prudence 
deals exclusively with particular cases and knows nothing 
of first principles; it cannot be political science, for 
politics is not the highest subject that can exercise 
human intelligence. Nor does it make any difference 
that man is the highest of animals, for there are other 
things in the world of a higher nature than man, namely 
those most conspicuous objects of which the kosmos is 

made up.44 
“Common language supports this view ; men like Thales 

and Anaxagoras are called wise, but no one calls them 

prudent, for they are seen to neglect their private interests 

42 rv Of coplav tv te Taig Téxvaic Tog axpiecraroc Tas 

réxvag amodidouev. 1141, a 9. 
43 wor’ ein Gv 7 copia vovc kal émothun, Gomep Kepadny 

Exouea émioThun Tov ryuwratrwv. 1141, a 18. 

44 ei 8’ 6re BéArioTov avOpwroe tov GArAwY Zywv ovdev 
Siapéper” Kal yap avOpwrov adda woAd Oelorepa rHv piow, 
olov pavepwrara ye 2& dv 6 Kdopoc cuviotnxev. 1140, a 33. 
These are what Aristotle calls elsewhere ra Qcia owpara 

kara tov ovpavdv. Met. 11.8, 1074. a 30. 
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and to occupy themselves with out-of-the-way subjects, 
difficult and full of nice distinctions, but useless.45 This 
shows how different wisdom is from prudenge. Prudence 
deals with matters of human interest about which it is 

possible to deliberate ; it would be idle to deliberate about 
what can only happen in one way, and purposeless to 
deliberate at all unless you have an end in view, and that 

end some practical good. 
“When we speak of a man as of good counsel without 

qualifying the expression, we mean he is able to make a 
rational guess at what is practically best fora man to do.46 
Although a prudent man acts on general rules, what is 
chiefly necessary for him is particular knowledge, and 
hence some men with no general knowledge succeed in 
practice better than those who have it, as, for instance, 

empirics. If you know that light food is wholesome and 
easily digestible, but do not know what food is light, you 
cannot produce health as well as a man who knows simply 
that poultry is wholesome. Prudence has to deal with 
conduct ; it must have general rules and empirical rules— 
and of the two, the latter are more important to it.47 But 
even in the case of prudence, largely as it is guided by 
particular and empirical considerations, there is a master 
art to which all its considerations are subordinate, namely 
politics, whose function is to prescribe what men ought 

to do or abstain from doing.”’ 48 

45 mepirra piv kat Oavyaora cai xaAera Kat daydvia eidévar 
avrobc pacw, axpnora dé. 1141, b 6. 

48 6 & awAwc evBoudog 6 Tov dpiorou avOpwTyw Tav TpaKTOV 

aToxacTiKocg Kata Tov Aoyopdv. 1141, b 12. 

47 4 8 ppdvnatg TpaKriKh’ Gore Sei dup Exe, 7} rabrnv 

paddrov, 1141, b 21. 
4 cin S av ric kal évravOa dpyirexrovuxy. 1141, b 22. 

Cf. 1094, b 2 sqq. 
23 
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CHAPTER 8,—‘‘ Although politics and prudence are the 
same habit of mind they are not the same thing. If we 

consider politics we find in it the divisions that have 
just been pointed out in prudence; there is a generally 
regulative or architectonic side called legislation, de- 
termining the end of politics in the widest way and 
saying what men ought to do and what they ought to 

refrain from,49 and there is a practical and deliberative 
side, usually known by the common term ‘“ politics,” 
which gives specific orders in particular cases; a re- 
solution of the Assembly for instance, or a vote on 
account, pointing to a definite something to be done 
which does not require to be followed by any other step.s° 

In the same way prudence is popularly conceived to 
be chiefly occupied with the individual, and indeed to 
prudence of this kind the name is usually assigned ; but 
there are other kinds of prudence which have to do 
with the household or with legislation, or with what 
is specifically called politics, and of politics there are 
the deliberative and judicial branches.5st‘ It appears, 
therefore, that to know what is good for oneself is but 
one kind of that knowledge which has been called 
‘knowledge of what is good for man,” or prudence. 

But much difference of opinion has arisen on the point, 
and some have thought that he who looks after his own 
affairs is the really prudent man, and that politicians 

49 [wodurixije | vouoberoteng tt dst mpatrev kal tive 

améxecOa. 1094, b 5. 

5° arn O& mpaktiKi kal BovAguTiKh * TO yap Wigiopa mpaxrov 

we 7d toxarov. 1141, b 26. 

St Soxel d& kal ppdvnoic pdALor elvat 4 wept avTov Kal Eva‘ 
x. Ld x oy ” , i >» 8 e x kal Exe adtn 7d Kowdy Svoua ppdvynoic™ ekefvwy OF 7H piv 

oixovopia 7% 8& vouobecia 7% O& woAdtTuKH, Kat Tabrne 7 piv 
5: 

BovAcurixy h 8? StxaoreKh. 1141, b 29. 
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are busy-bodies; so Euripides says, ‘“‘How can I be: 

thought prudent when I could have got my share, merely 
as one of the army, without troubling myself?” 5? Men 
who act in this way, seeking their individual good, con- 
sider that they are right in doing so, and they are 
accordingly known as prudent; and yet perhaps it is 
impossible for a man successfully to advance his private- 
interests without considering the interests of his house- 
hold or of the state.s3 Moreover, it is not always plain 
how one’s own separate interests are to be promoted ; 
some consideration is necessary. Hence, whilst the 

young may be geometricians and mathematicians, they 
are not wise or prudent. The reason is that prudence: 
requires a knowledge of particular facts which can 
only be known by experience, and young people 
have no experience, for this only comes in course 
of time. 

“Tf we ask why a boy may become a mathematician 
but cannot be wise or understand physics,5¢ the reason 
is that the principles on which wisdom and physics. 
depend are derived from experience, whilst the principles. 
of mathematics are abstract ; in the former case principles. 
are not realised, in the latter their truth is not matter 

of doubt. Again, mistakes in deliberation arise either 
in general or particular propositions, and prudence is. 
exclusively concerned with the latter; prudence is not 

52 mac 8 av ppovolny, @ mapay dmpaypudves 
év roiot ToAXoic npiOunuévy otparov 

igov peraoxyav; 1142, a 3. 

53 xalroe iowe ovK ~ott TO avTOU ev avEV olkovouiacg ov” 

avev wodurelac. 1142, a 9. 

54 Physics here means what we should understand by 
natural philosophy; it is not the subject which forms one: 
of the branches of the first philosophy. 
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science; it is the knowledge of the specific facts which 
regulate conduct.55 

“Prudence is therefore the antithesis of scientific 
intuition; scientific intuition apprehends an ultimate 
fact, a scientific datum for which no reason can be given; 
prudence apprehends an ultimate fact, but one which 
is not a datum of science but of perception, not, however, 

of the perception of the special senses, but of that per- 
ception by which we are conscious of number, figure, and 

suchlike, for here, too, we shall get to a point beyond 
which we cannot proceed; this, however, is more 

properly perception than prudence—it is another species 
of prudence.” 56 

55 dre O 1H Hpdvnote ovK ExtoThuN pavepdy" TOU yap toyarou 
gotlv, Wows sipnrac’ TO yap mpaKxroy rovovroy. 1142, 

a 23. 

56 dytixerrar piv On TH vy’ & piv yap Vode TwY Spur, oY 

ovx Eat Adyoc, H OF TOU ~éxxGrou Ov OvK EoTW emorhun GAN 

aicOnotc, oik ) Tov idiwv, GAN ola aicBavdpeda Sri 7b ev ToIg 

paOnpartkoic tocyatov tplywvov' othaerat yap Kaxet’ GAN 

aitn paddrAov aicOnoe 7 ppdvnotc, éxeivng 0 GAAoO sidoc. 

1142, a 25. poe, in Aristotelian logic meaning the 
term of a proposition, here signifies a proposition 
itself (Bonitz, s.v. 530, a 40). The propositions which 
it is the business of scientific intuition to apprehend 
are the ultimate propositions of demonstrative science 
which, admitting of no proof, must, if knowable, be 
immediately known (decor dpyxai). dpécov apxic¢ ovAXo- 
ytorixiic, Oéow piv Aéyw i pH Fore SeiEar, phd avayen Exew 

tov pabnodpevdy tu’ v 8 dvayKn Exew Tov driovy wabnod- 

pevov, a&liwua. Anal. Post. i. 2. 72,214. The facts 
with which prudence as a practical faculty has to do are 
also ultimate, but ultimate in the other direction ; they 

are the result of an analysis which, as explained in Book 
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Prudence and wisdom have now both been defined, 
and with regard to wisdom it has been shown how it 
differs from other faculties with whick it might be, 
and with some of which it is, occasionally confused. 
It remains to perform the same service for prudence, 
which, as being a process of inquiry, was liable to be 
mistaken for other similar processes from which it really 

III., Chapter 3, brings you to a point beyond which you 
cannot go, where you must cease to reflect and commence 
to act. This point is called 75 wpwrov airiov, 6 tv rH 
euphoe toxarov tor. 1112,b19. The last presentation 

of sense to which deliberation has brought you—the 
consciousness of a fact which so far as your action is 
concerned is ultimate—is in the passage before us likened 
to that form of the ultimate proposition of demonstration 
distinguished by Aristotle as hypothesis, an assumption 
that a thing is or is not (76 civat re} 70 py cival 7. Anal. 

Post. i. 2. 72, a 20): this is also a point beyond which 
you cannot go. The consciousness of the first cause in 
action (1112, b 19) is of course not prudence ; it is a fact 

which prudence recognises and with which it must deal 
(uaAAov alaOnare 4 ppdvnare, éxelvng Addo eidoe (1142, a 29). 

It is an intuition which furnishes the starting point of 
action, just as the intuitions of science are the starting 
points of demonstration. Hence vovc is used of both 
kinds of intuition; it apprehends what is ultimate in 
both directions. kat 6 vovc rev toydtwy én’ aupdrepa’ Kat 
yap tov mpwtwv Spwv kal rwv éoxatwv vovg oti Kal ov 
Adyoe, kat 6 piv Kara Tag amodeiEac THY axhTwv dpwv Kal 
mpwrwy, 6 © éy tale mpakrixalg Tov taxarov Kal évoeyouévow 

kai tie érépac mpordoewce. 1142, a 35. This passage fixes 

the meaning of dpo: and Adyoc in 1142, a 26 (6 piv yap 
vou trav Spwv wv ov Fort Adyoe), ‘“‘ intuition apprehends. 

those propositions for which no reason can be given.” 
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‘differs. And first of the habit of taking good counsel 

4ebBovdia). If we turn to Plato’s Protagoras we find 

that a very wide meaning was often, and we may infer, 
popularly given to the word. It was supposed to include 
the ability to manage well both a man’s own private 
affairs and those of the state, a signification as extensive 
as prudence itself considered as a master art (apxirexrovecy 
gpovnore. 1141, b 25). ‘If Hippocrates comes to me,” 
‘says Protagoras, ‘‘he will learn what he wants to know, 
that is, how he may best be able to manage his own 
household, and in public affairs, too, how he may become 

most capable of speech and action.’ 57 

Aristotle accordingly begins by considering the faculty 
of taking good counsel, and distinguishing it from 
prudence. 

CHAPTER 9.—“ What, then, is the power of counselling 
or deliberating well? Is it science or opinion or the 
knack of making good guesses, or is it generically different 

to any of these? Obviously it is not science, for science 
knows, she does not inquire; nor is it good guesswork, 
for this is done rapidly and without reflection, whereas 
deliberation takes time; nor is it even that variety of 

happy guessing which is called acuteness or shrewdness 
(ayxivora), and which enables you to hit off the reason 

of a thing at once; 5° nor is it opinion of any kind. To 

57 ro O& paOnua tore cdBovdrta wepi rE Tov olkelwr, 
Srwe dv apiora tiv abrov oiktay Stool, Kal wept rig wéAEWwS, 

Stw¢ ta tie wédAewo SuvaTwrarog av cin Kal mparrew kal 

Aéyew. Plato, Protagoras 318 E. 
58 Aristotle defines acuteness as making a good shot at 

@ middle term without hesitation (cvoroyta rig tv aoxérrw 
xpdvy tov pésov), ¢.g., ‘‘ You are talking to a rich man 
and you see at once why he is borrowing money ; or you 
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counsel well implies a kind of rightness, not however 
of science, because science never makes mistakes, and 

people who give good counsel sometimes do; nor of 
opinion, because rightness of opinion is truth and not 
probability, and also because everything on which you 
form an opinion is by that very process defined, whereas 
good counselling is a process of reasoning which has 
not yet arrived at a definite result.s9 

It follows that good counselling must be the correctness 
of a mental process; a mental process affirms nothing, 
and good counselling affirms nothing.® 

Good counselling is, then, a kind of correctness in 

deliberation, but to which of the many kinds of correct- 
ness should it be assigned? The man of feeble purpose 
and the vicious man may both obtain the ends they 
propose to themselves by correct deliberation, although 
those ends are bad and harm and not good is the result. 
It would seem that to counsel well implies the attainment 

of a good object, but even a good object may be attained 
by an incorrect process; one or both of your premisses 
may be false, and yet you may conclude rightly in spite 
of them; this will not do, both the end and the means 

must be right.6¢ Another limitation must be added. 

guess why A is your friend—he hates your enemy.” 
Anal. Post. 1. 34. 89, b 10. 

59 Gua 2 kat prota Hoy wav ov Od&a éotiv. adda wn 
0vd avev Adyou H evPovria. 1142, b 11. 

60 Stavolac dpa Aélmerar* a’tn yap [eiPovAXla] ovrw pacic. 
1142, b 12. ‘‘Cogitandi actio, que cavoia vocatur, 
precipue cernitur in notionibus vel conjungendis vel diri- 
mendis: rd Wevdoc Kal 7d GAnOi¢ ovk év Toic mpaypacw, aAX’ 

év davolg. Met. 5.4. 1027, b 29.” Bonitz, s.v. p. 186, a 52. 

6 gvd abrn ov evBovdAia, Kal jv ov Sei piv Tvyxave, ov 

pévrot Oc ov Edn. 1142, b 24. 
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Deliberation may be too protracted; counsel cannot be 

said to be good unless it is in time to be useful.© 

Finally, the end of good counsel may be either absolute 
or relative, and if it is one of the qualifications of a 
prudent man to be able to counsel well, prudence must 

have something to say to the ends in view. Good counsel 
may therefore be defined as ‘‘a correct and useful kind 
of deliberation directed to an end of whose expediency 
prudence forms a true conception.”’ 6 

CuapTeR 10.—This chapter farther limits prudence 
by distinguishing it from good sense (wepi ta avra piv 

TH ppovioe zariv, ovK Fore O2 TO avTd aivectc Kal Ppdsvnate. 

1143, a 6). 
‘*Sense and good sense as usually understood have 

nothing to do either with opinion, nor with science 
generally, nor even with any special sciences such as 
medicine or geometry; the terms are not applicable to 
things which are eternal and unchangeable, nor yet 
to things which happen according to no rule; their 
subject matter is whatever we feel difficulties about 
and deliberate upon. They embrace therefore the sub- 
jects with which prudence deals, but good sense is not 
prudence. Prudence is directory, good sense is merely 

62 SpOdrnc 1) Kara TO WHeAmOov. 1142, b 27. 
63 ebBovAla cin dv dpOdrn¢ 7 KaTa TS oUUpepov TpdE Td TéAOC 

ov 7 ppdvnore GAnDijc droAnpic zorw. 1142, b 32. Prudence 

does not fix the end, and strictly speaking, cannot form a 

true conception of it ; the end is said (in 1145, a 5) to be 
given by mpoalpsoic : 1} piv yap [mpoatpscic] rd réXog, 7} St 
[ppdynorc] ra mpdc rd Tédog woul mparrav. Ppdynare is 

here loosely used for the combination of gpdévnoe and 
vovc, which both selects means and fixes ends; prudence 

in the person of the prudent man. (See p. 375.) 
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critical. By a sensible man we do not mean one who 
acts prudently, but one who uses his critical faculty 
rightly, as a listener, on subjects with which prudence 
deals. Just as ‘‘to understand” often means ‘“‘to be 
aware of,” or “ to be sensible of,” when a man is using 

his scientific faculties, so when a man makes use of his 

opinion as a hearer to form a correct judgment on the 
matter with which prudence deals, he is said to understand 
or be sensible. Hence the word sense.” % 

CHAPTER 11.—An important chapter, showing the care 
with which Aristotle discriminates the various circum- 
stances in which the prudent man is called upon to act. 
He may have to act upon his own account, or as an 
adviser or critic of others. At Athens it would be chiefly 
as a Dicast or as a member of the General Assembly that 
his critical faculty would be called into play. What he 
requires in those capacities is the kind of intelligent 
opinion described in the last chapter. But Aristotle 
recollects that this will not be in all cases enough; a 

critical judgment may require to be modified by looking 
at the matter from the point of view of the person 
criticised, and the quality called in this chapter 
“Thoughtfulness ’’ will in that case be brought into play. 

Thoughtfulness is to prudence what equity is to justice ; 
it corrects, by a sympathetic attitude, the harshness of 
what may be on the facts a perfectly justifiable opinion. 
The equitable man says, “These are my rights, but if 
I were on the other side I should think it unfair that 
they should be enforced against me, so I will abate 

6 Gorep ro pavOaveav éyerae ouviévar, Srav xpatra Ty 
tmorhun, oUrwo tv TH xpioOa rH OdEQ emi Td Kpivew mept 
tobrwy Tepi av 4 ppdunote zor, GAO AéyovToS, Kai Kpivew 

KaAwe—kai tvrevSev EAHA rotvoua 7 cbvectc. 1148, a 12. 
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something.” The thoughtful man, where as a listener 

or critic he has to form an opinion on private or public 

matters of conduct, endeavours to put himself in the 

place of those whom he judges and modifies his view 
accordingly ; he is ‘‘ thoughtful for others” (svyyvopwr). 

But Aristotle properly insists that feeling must not be 
allowed to get the upper hand, by adding “ The correct 

judgment is the judgment of truth”; the sympathetic 
view must not overlook the plain facts of the case. 

Where no duty to form a judgment is involved, 

‘‘ondmé” may be translated ‘“ thoughtfulness,” and 

“‘synoné6mé”’ “ thoughtfulness for others.” 
Aristotle’s own words are these: ‘‘The faculty called 

thoughtfulness, by the possession of which people are 
said to be thoughtful for others, is the correct judgment 
-of the equitable man; for it is a special attribute of the 
-equitable man to consider others, and it is equitable to 
have this feeling on certain subjects and in certain cases. 
Thoughtfulness for others is accordingly the critical and 
correct view of the equitable man; by correct is meant 

true.®5 
‘“‘ All the habits mentioned above, point, as we might 

expect, in the same direction; we speak of thought- 
fulness, good sense, prudence and intuition as attributes 

-of the same persons; all these faculties deal with ultimate 
and particular facts, and it is because he forms a critical 
judgment on the matters on which the prudent man has 
to act, that a person is called either sensible or thought- 
ful for others. The equitable point of view is common 
to all good men in their relations to others.” 

65 € of , a, el x “ - 2 “ > be H OF ovyyveun yvwpun tori KpiTiKH TOU zrueKote 6004 

.6p0} & 7 rou GAnSovc. 11438, a 23. 

66 ra yap émtetkyh Kowa Tov ayabev aravrwy iotiv iv TY 

mpoc aAAov. 1148, a 31. 
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“All conduct is about particulars, and the faculty 
ealled Nos or intuition has to do with particulars 
in both directions, for it is intuition and not reason 

which apprehends as well first as last propositions.°7 
In the former case, when used for the purpose of 
demonstrative science, it apprehends the first principles 

of necessary matter; in the latter case, as the faculty 
used in conduct, it apprehends the lowest propositions of 
contingent matter—the minor proposition of the practical 
syllogism.®8 It is from such particulars that rules of 
conduct are generalised; they are, therefore, very 

necessary to be perceived, and Nods is the faculty which 
perceives them.69 The power of perception would seem 
to be a natural gift, and hence thoughtfulness, sense, 

-and intuitive perception are gifts of nature, which wisdom 
cannot be. It may be adduced in proof of this that 
‘the qualities of thoughtfulness and sense, and intuitive 
perception vary with age, pointing to the fact that they 
are due to nature.7° For this reason we ought to attend 
to men of age and experience, as much when they give 
opinions which cannot be proved as when they speak 
what they know; such men see straight, for experience 
has given them an eye.” 77 

67 me ~ ~ + - x 9 2 as . x 2 et co 

kal 6 voug Tey éoyarwv én’ aupdrepa’ Kal yap Tey Tpw- 

tw Spwv Kal Tv éoxaTwy voug zoTi kal ov Adyog. 1143, a 35. 
68 oe nN AY 4 > py vi fa 2 , a s kal 6 piv xara tac amodsitac Tov axwhtwv dpwv Kat 

mwpurwv, 6 0’ év talc mpaxtikaic TwY toyarwv Kal evdexouévw 
kal tie érépag mporacewe. 1143, b 1. 

69 Goyal yap Tov ov evexa avrar’ x Twv Kal Exacta yap 

ra kabddou" Tobrwy ody dei Exew alaOnoww, airy 8 tori vove. 

1148, b 4. 

7 we Tie Pboewe aitiac ovenc. 1148, b 9. 
~ # ~ - 

7 Sia yap TO Exe tx Tie twreplac dupa, dpwow dpDec. 

1148, b 13. 
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CHAPTER 12.—Aristotle has now described prudence 
and wisdom, and shown the subjects with which they are 

respectively concerned, and he has pointed out that each 
is a distinctive excellence of the rational part of the mind. 
If so, they must be useful as conducing to happiness. 
Doubts had, however, been raised as to their utility, and 
it is expedient that such doubts should be removed. The 
first eight paragraphs of the twelfth chapter deal with 

this matter. The remainder of the chapter distinguishes 
prudence from cleverness. 

“Some one may raise a doubt as to the usefulness of 
wisdom and prudence. It may be said that wisdom does. 
not consider the things which produce human happiness, 
for it has nothing to do with production in any form. 
Prudence can do this, but why, it is urged, do we need 
it?72 We do not need it, if it be that prudence is the 
faculty which is concerned with things just and honour- 
able and good for man; for these are the very things 

which a good man does, and mere knowledge does not 

make him more likely to do them,73 the virtues being 

settled tendencies to act in a particular way. The acts 
follow naturally from the habit as in the case of health, 
and in all other cases where the question is, not how a 
habit should be created, but what will be the result of the 

habit when created.74 If however we think, not of the 

72 4 iv yap sopia ovory Sewpet & Ov Fora evdainwr 

avOpwroc—ovdepiag yap zott yevécewo—r 02 pedvnoic TovTo 

piv Eyer Ada tivoc Evexa Oct adri¢g; 1148, b 19. 

73 mpdc O& 7b Tac apErac TO piv Eldévae OVdEY F pKpOV ioe. 
1105, b 2. 

74 dca wi TH Touiv adda Tw awd THe LEewe sivar Aéyerat. 

1148, b 26. 
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results of prudence but of how men may be made prudent,75 
it may be urged that prudence is useless to those who are 
already good, for they can dispense with it; and useless 
also to those who do not possess it, for’it makes no 
difference to them whether they are themselves prudent 
or whether they follow the lead of some one who is. 
What suffices in the case of our bodily health will suffice 
here; if we want to be well we do not read medical 

books, we go to a doctor.76 
‘* Another argument is, that it would be out of place to 

put prudence before wisdom, which would be the result 
of saying that prudence makes us good, for the faculty 
which acts is in every case the dominant one.77 

‘“‘The answer to these various objections is—(1) pru- 

dence and wisdom are necessarily and in themselves 
desirable possessions, even if they produce no effect, each 
being the excellence of a different division of rational 
life; then, (2) they do in fact produce an effect, for 

wisdom produces happiness, not indeed in the way in 
which medical treatment produces health, but in the way 
in which a healthy habit of body produces it,78 for wisdom 
being a part of goodness as a whole, makes a man happy 
by the mere fact of being possessed and used. Again, 
wisdom accomplishes its special work in conformity with 

75 ci O& uy TobTWY Xap Ppdvipov pyréov aAAG Tov yiveoBaL. 
1143, b 28. 

76 BovdrAduevor yap vyalvev Suwe ov pavOavopev iarpechv. 
1134, b 32. 

77 &rorov av eivae Oder et xelpwy tig copiac ovca Kupiww- 

répa avriig Eorat’ 4 yap Toovea dpxet kal éwirdrre wept EkacToV. 

1148, b 33. 
78 Wisdom makes a man happy much as pleasure does, 

ovK we 4 etc évuTapyovca, aAX’ we emrywopevdv tt TédoC, 

oiov rote akpatore % Opa. 1174, b 82. 
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prudence and moral goodness; goodness places the mark 
aright, and prudence takes a good aim at it.79 (There 
is no virtue of this kind in the fourth part of the soul 
which regulates the processes of growth.) (8) As to the 

objection that prudence does not make us more capable 
of acting rightly, let us take a somewhat higher point 
of view and look at the matter from that point: 8 
now, exactly as we say that people may do what is just 

without being just, as when they discharge duties imposed 
on them by law unwillingly or through ignorance or 
from any reason other than the simple desire to obey 
the law, so it would seem possible for a man to have 

a disposition to do the things that are right for the sake 
of doing so.8t Now itis goodness which makes his purpose 
right, but to take the steps which are necessary to effectuate 
his purpose belongs, not to goodness but to another 
faculty.82 To understand the point requires a little 
mental application.83 There is a certain faculty called 
cleverness, whose characteristic is that it is capable of 
doing whatever may be necessary to secure any end, 

good or bad, which may be proposed. If the end be good 
the faculty is laudable; if bad, it is mere unscrupulous- 
ness. Hence, prudent people are sometimes called un- 

79 4 piv yap apern Tov oxdrov Toil OpIdv, 7 & Ppdvynoic 
Ta mpoc rourov. 1144, a 7. 

80 yuxpdv dvwOev apxréov, KaBdvTac apxry rabryv. 1144, 
a 12. 

81 fort TO THC ExovTa TpaTTEV EkaoTa War’ Elva ayabov, 

Aéyw & oiov Sia rpoalpeow kal adrwy Evexa TOV mparropévwv. 
1144,a18. The inference is not obvious. 

82 ray piv ovv mpoaipeow dpOiv Toei 4 aperh, TO 8 doa 

éxelyng Evexa wépuKe TparrecBat OvK zoTi Tig apETAG GAN Erépac 

Suvapewc. 1144, a 20. 
83 Nexréov tmiaticact capéotepoy wept avTwv. 1144, a 22- 
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scrupulous. Of course, prudence is not to be identified. 
with this faculty, but it shares the quality which the 
faculty possesses of devising means to anend. To have 
the habit of seeing what ought to be done, to use the 
mind’s eye, so to speak, is clearly a good quality, as. 
has been already pointed out.24 Now the reasonings- 
employed in conduct assume an end of some kind as 
the best end—any end will do, so far as the argument 
is concerned—but the true end does not occur to any one 
but a good man, for vice warps the nature and causes. 
him to make mistakes in the principles of conduct. It. 
is evident, therefore, that a man cannot be prudent. 
except he be good.” 

CHAPTER 13.—‘‘ We will now resume the subject of 

virtue. Virtue corresponds in its distinctions to the 
difference between prudence and cleverness, natural 
virtue standing to complete virtue in a relation similar- 
to, although not the same as, that in which cleverness. 

stands to prudence.85 Our moral qualities, as every one- 
agrees, are in a certain sense natural attributes. We are 
just, temperate, brave and so forth, from the moment 
of our birth; and yet we seek something beyond, namely: 

84 The metaphor as well as the distinction here 
taken is borrowed from Plato, Repub. vii. 519 A. 7 ot7w- 

tvvevdnac, Tov Aeyouévwyv Tovnpwy piv, copa Oé, wo SpyLd~ 

piv BAéra ro Yuyapiov kai bEfwe diopa ravra ip a 

térpamrat, we ov pavAnv Exov riv ou, Kaxia o HvayKacpévov - 

banperciv, Sow av O&brepov PAéTy, TooobTw TAsw KaKd. 

épyaCdpuevov ; 
85 Kal yap 1 apeTy maparrAnsing Exe we Hh ppdvyncic Tpdc- 

tiv Savérnra—ov ravrd uév, duoiov dé—oviTw Kal H pvorKny; 

apeTrh mpd THY Kupiav. 1144, b 2. 
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complete virtue, recognising that the natural virtues 

come to us in a different way.86 For the natural dis- 
positions just spoken of are found both in children and 
in the lower animals, but without prudence they appear 
hurtful; this much at any rate is clear, that just as a 
strong body blindly moving itself often falls heavily from 
want of sight, so natural dispositions lead to great errors 
from want of judgment, but if practical intelligence 
be present it makes a difference, and the natural dis- 
position which before only resembled complete good 
conduct will in that case be identical with it.87 As, 
therefore, the deliberative division of the mind has two 

forms, cleverness and prudence, so there are two forms 

of moral conduct, the natural and the complete, and to 
the latter prudence is indispensable. 

“This fact, that the intellectual quality of prudence 
‘is an essential condition of good conduct, has led some to 
maintain that all virtue is prudence; Sokrates was on 
this point partly right and partly wrong; he was wrong 
in thinking that all virtue is prudence, but he was right 
in saying that it could not exist without it.88 It is some 
evidence of this that every one defining virtue says not 
only what its objects are, but adds that it is a habit 
in accordance with right reason, meaning by right, 
prudent. Let us make a slight change in the above 

86 cbr’ apa pice ore Tapa plow zyyivovrat ai aperal, adda 
mepukdot piv nuiv dé€acOa aitac, reAsvoupévorc 82 Sid rov 

ove. 1103, a 28. 

87 4 8’ te duola ovea Tor ora kupiwe aperh. 1144, 

b 18. 

88 Swxparng rH piv dpsec eWhra Th 8 ayudpravev * 

bre piv yap gpovicecg ero eivae wacac Trac dperac, 
ipapravev, Ste 0 ovk avev ppovhaewe, Kaw Aecyev. 1144, 

b 18. 
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definition, and say that virtue is a habit of acting, not. 

only in accordance with, but in conjunction with, right 
reason, and that in matters of conduct, right reason 
means prudence.%9 

“‘Sokrates, as I have mentioned, was of opinion that 
the virtues are modes of reasoning, for he called them 
sciences, but we say they are accompanied by a special 
mode of reasoning, 7.e. prudence. All this shows that it. 
is impossible to be virtuous in the full sense without 
prudence, and that prudence is inseparable from moral 
virtue.’’ 9° 

“‘T may add that the dialectical argument about the 
virtues being separate 9* may be answered by what has 
been said above; it is said that the same man has not a. 

good natural disposition to each and every virtue, and 
may therefore be considered to have one and not to have: 
another. This is possible in the case of natural excel-. 
lence, but if we look to the excellence with reference to- 

89 Set Of puxpov peraBivar. Fort yap ov pdvov % Kara Tov 
Oprov Adyov, GAA’ 7H pera TOU SpIou Adyou Ete aperh. 1144, 
b 25. 

9° 1144, b 28. 

9t The dialectical discussion as to the unity or plurality 
of the virtues here referred to is no doubt that in the 
Protagoras, 330 E sqq.: mérepov ovv, fv 8 tye, kai 
peradauPBdavovow of dvOpwrot robrwy TaY Tic apeTig poplwy 

of piv dAdo, of St GAXO, 7} avayKn, tavrep tic ev AaBy, 

Gmav7’ Exev ; ovdauwc, tpn, wel modXol avopsiol sicw, 

Gdixor 8£, Kal Sixaror ad, copol & ov, xré. The argu- 

ment by which Sokrates proves the unity of virtue 
is purely verbal—Aristotle thinks it a better argu- 
ment to say that the virtues are brought under one 

head by their common possession of prudence. See 
page 195. 

24 
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which a man is called simply, ‘ good,’ it is not possible, 
for if he possess the one attribute of prudence all the 

excellences of conduct will be attributable to him.” 
“‘ But even were we to grant prudence to be inoperative 

in conduct, it is a necessary part of it, both as being 

the characteristic excellence of one division of rational 

life, namely the deliberative, and also because moral 
choice cannot rightly be made without it, nor indeed 
without a virtuous disposition, for the disposition fixes 

the end and prudence causes us to do what conduces to 

92 rovro yap KaTd piv Tac pvaiKac evdéxerar, Kal? ac dé 

amie Nbyerat ayalde, ovK ivdéxerar’ Gua yap ppovhoe mwa 

oven Tacat braptouow. 1144, b 35. ‘‘ Natural virtue,” 

being a matter of physical constitution, does not require 
prudence for its exercise; ‘‘ moral virtue” cannot be 
exercised without prudence. This does not mean that 
if a man be prudent he will be brave, just, and liberal as 
well; this would make good conduct a mere matter of 
intellect; it means that prudence is a predicate under 
which all kinds of good conduct fall. As to the expres- 
sion, Urdpxev tux is often used by Aristotle in the 
sense of falling under the predication of a thing. See 
Bonitz (Met. v. 15. 1040, a 14), ‘‘Commutatam esse 
apparet vim voc. trapxev, ut non significet esse in com- 
plexu (Inhalt) alicujus notionis, sed contineri in ejus 
ambitu (Umfang), quod alibi v. -eréyew significatum 
legimus, cf. Top. iv. 1. 121, a 12”: ra pév cidn peréye 
tov yévwv, ta St yévn tov cidwy od. The virtues are 
thus pera Adyov; they participate in the common 
attribute of prudence as a rational quality. See p. 197 
ante, and Eth. 10. 8, 1178, a 16, where it is said that 

prudence and moral goodness are “‘ yoked together,” that 
@ man cannot be good unless he be prudent, nor prudent 
unless he be good. 
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the end.93 Prudence is not, however, the mistress of 

wisdom nor of the better part of the mind any more than 
medical art is the mistress of health. Medical art does 
not make use of health as an instrument, but only looks 
how it may be produced ; it gives orders, not to it but for 
it; we might as well say that politics rule the gods 
because they regulate everything that the city does, 
including what is done for the honour of the gods.% 

93 dmAov O£, Kay et pp mpakrucd Hv, Sre Fee Gv adriig Oa 7d 
~ ? 

Tov woplou aperiy civat kal Sri ov« Eorat  mpoalpectc OPS 
Uj Land . avev ppovhcewe ov8 aveu aperiig’ i) piv yap 7d réAog H 2 Ta 

mpog To Tédoc wot Tparrav. 1145, a 2. 

94 dxelune obv Evexa imiratrel, GAN’ ovK éxelyy* Ere Spotov 
An ” ‘ >v ‘ ’ v ~ 6 ~ a 2 id 

kay ei tig THY TodmiKhy pain dpyev Twv Oewr, Ore emirarre 

wep wavra Ta tv rH wéAn. 1145, a 9. 



REMARKS 

THE psychology of the sixth book, as has already more 
than once been said, is not that of Aristotle’s special 
work on the subject. He adopts the view taken in 
what he calls exoteric discourses, where, as here and 

in the second book,95 the parts of the mind or soul were 
described by a divided line after the manner of Plato 
in the sixth book of the Republic. This is a simple 

and convenient way of pointing out to an audience 
the various functions of mind, and letting them see on 
a diagram how they stand related to each other. But 
it is a purely artificial device, and it assumes the mind 
to be divisible into distinct parts, in direct opposition 
to Aristotle’s own theory; it leads, moreover, to the 
inference that the portion of life distinguished as mind 
or reason can be resolved into a definite number of 
independent faculties capable of acting separately from 
each other. Where scientific accuracy is not an object and 
it is wished merely to distinguish one kind of knowledge 

95 1102, a 26. 

9 kal por éwi Totc rérrapat Tuhpact Térrapa Tavra TaOhuara 
tv th Pox yeyvdpueva AaB, vojow piv eri ry avwrary, 
Siavorav 8? imi ry Sevrépw, TH tpiry OS? wlotw amddog Kal TH 
teXevraiy sixactav. Plat. Repub. 509 D. 
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from another in respect of its exactness or subject matter, 

the assumption of independent faculties may be made 
without serious objection and with some advantage as 
regards clearness of exposition. But the case is different 
when, as in this book, the analysis is conducted with the 
view of explaining conduct. No one knew better than 
Aristotle that man is a compound being, with tendencies 
natural and acquired, passions, appetites and intellectual 
qualities, all acting and reacting on each other in such a 

way as to make it impossible for practical purposes to 
disentangle them. Health, to take his favourite illustration, 

depends on a consensus of the various structures and 
organs of the body. The anatomist, for the purpose of 
demonstration, may and does examine these parts severally 
and describes as well as he can their independent use and 
function. But the physician endeavouring to produce 
health is compelled to consider the body as a whole— 
he does not think of the parts and mentally compound 
the action of such of them as he deems to be involved 
in the case before him; he treats a concrete case, caf” 

#kaorov iarpebe. Now in this book Aristotle proceeds, 
not on the physiological, but on the anatomical api 
“‘The modes by which the mind arrives at truth” 
separately enunciated and examined. The appetitive 
part of the mind (psyché) is described. Then, having 
placed his finger on the particular intellectual function 
which has most to do with determining moral conduct, 
Aristotle endeavours to explain how it works in practice. 
He leaves out of view all the emotions, feelings, and 

intellectual powers which in theory do not directly con- 
tribute to the result, and looks at man for the purpose 
of ethical inquiry, as if he were constituted solely of 
special kinds of reason called practical intuition and 

97 1102, a 18. 
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prudence and of certain selected impulses called 
desire.98 

The result of this procedure is not satisfactory. The 
analysis of the rational part of the mind, conducted 
on Platonic lines, leads to prudence being fixed on 
as the intellectual faculty chiefly operative in conduct. 
Prudence is found to be a faculty of means only. 
Conduct, we are told, is a habit produced by a 
repetition of deliberately selected acts; the process 

of deliberate selection involving an irrational impulse 
to act, accompanied by rational processes pointing out 
the objects towards which action should be directed, 
and good conduct requires that both the irrational 
impulse shall be “right” and the rational process 
** true.”’ 99 

But how is the rightness of the one and the truth 
of the other to be ascertained? Obviously only by 
considering the end to which they are severally directed, 
for the final cause is in every case the determinant. 
But we are nowhere told in this book in clear and 
unambiguous language what fixes this end, or, as it is 
sometimes called, ‘point of view” (oxéwoc). Various 
statements are made, but they are not consistent, and 

often not intelligible. In one place prudence itself is 
indicated as the faculty which points to the end.t> 

98 eo» x ~ © , vy ov 8 lA , oc 
 OpeKtixdc vovg % Tpoaipecic h Spsttc SuavoyteKh, Kai 1 

roabrn apxy avOpwroc. 1139, b 4. 

99 8:0 our avev vou Kat Stavolac ovr avev WOuie torly 

ewe 7 mpoalpecie. 1139, a 33. % yap mpoatpsorc pera 

Adyou kai Cravoiac. 1112, a 15. 
100 .S ‘ Saad tdi ow [ee ‘ 4 sy kal yap viv wavrec, drav dpifwvra tiv aperhv, Tpoott 

Oéacr, riv Ew siwdvreg Kai mpdc & gor, THY Kata Tov dpbv 
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Elsewhere we are told that good character makes the 
point of view right whilst prudence assigns the means,'°* 
which is as much as to say that virtue dgtermines what 
acts are virtuous. In a third place we are referred, 
not to good character, but to a predisposition to good 
character—to ‘‘ natural virtue ”—as fixing or at all events 
helping to fix the end. This confusion arises from 
explaining conduct by analysing and defining its con- 
stituents, or what are assumed to be such, instead of 

looking at the actual living persons by whose actions 
conduct is shown; looking at the separate parts of 
the instrument instead of observing the instrument 
in operation. Now in the earlier books of the 
Ethics this mistake is avoided. We are there referred, 

not to prudence but to the prudent man;*3 things 
just and temperate are said to be such things as 
a just and temperate man would do, a_ personal 
standard and not an instrument fabricated in the 
workshop of thought is taken as the measure and test 
of conduct. 

Aristotle’s remarks on natural virtue in Chapter 18 
are interesting because, had he pursued that line of 

inquiry, he might have arrived at a theory of conduct 
which would have embraced, not merely the Greek 
world but mankind in general, together with all sentient 

beings as well. ‘Hach of our moral qualities,’ we 
read in the chapter just referred to, ‘are in a sense 
nature’s gift; we are just and brave and temperate as. 
soon as we are born, and these habits and dispositions 

Tor 4) pay yap apern Tov oxdrov Tot dpIdv, H 8? Ppdvnatc 

Ta mpoc rouvrov. 1144, a 7. 

102 ovK oldv Te ayaldy sivar Kuplwe avev ppovicewe, OvdE 
gpdvimov avev rig HOHE apernc. 1144, b 31. 

to3 1107, a 1. 
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are found in the lower animals as well as in our- 
selves.’? 104 

Holding these wide and scientific views of the natural 
development of moral characteristics, and believing also 
that nature, who always tries for the best, although she 

does not always succeed, has given to every plant and 
‘every animal the constant desire to produce “ another like 
itself,” %°5 Aristotle might easily and legitimately have 
concluded that acts which tend to the preservation 
of the species, and enable its members to do their 

special work well, are universally good. He does not, 

1044 1144, b 4. See Hist. Animal. 8. 1. 588, a 17, 

pp. 27, 96 ante. The passage is important enough 

to be repeated. ‘‘The life and conduct of living 
beings differ as their habits and food differ. In most, 
even of the lower animals, traces of the mental and 

moral characteristics which distinguish man may be 
found; they are savage and good-tempered, brave and 
cowardly, and some of these qualities are possessed by 
them in greater, and some in less measure than by man- 
kind ; in other cases the likeness is one of analogy ; man 

has art and wisdom, and animals have a natural capacity 
something like these. The analogy is most plainly seen 
in children, where we may observe the traces and seeds 

of future habits, and in truth the vital principle in man 
differs scarcely at all at that age from the vital principle 

in the lower animals, so that no wonder that some 
human characteristics are the same, others similar, and 
others corresponding to those we see in animals. For 

“nature proceeds from things inanimate to living beings 
by gradations so slight and continuous that we cannot 

‘gee where the boundary lies.” 
105 yevvav Erepov olov avtd* TovTo yap Tavroc pice TEdslov 

Zpyov Kai Cwovu kai gurov. De Gener. ii. 735, a 18. 
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however, draw that conclusion, and so far as the Ethics 

‘are concerned he relies on the consensus of opinion in 

@ given society as expressed in praise and blame, with 
an ultimate reference in the case of doubt to the opinion 
-of a selected person—‘“ the prudent man,” to determine 
the end of conduct. 

On the whole it cannot be said that the sixth book 
fulfils its announced purpose of informing us how to 
arrive at the precise point in the mean at which we 
-ought to aim. That question is answered, so far as it 
is answered at all, in the second book, by a reference, 

not to prudence, but to the prudent man. If, however, 

we turn to Plato’s Protagoras we find a clear and ex- 
plicit answer to the question. It is ‘‘the science and 
art of measurement,” we are told, ‘‘ which determines 

the choice, on the correctness of which our whole 

happiness in life depends.'%® We call things good which 
procure either pleasure or a surplus of pleasure over 
pain: we call things bad which give pain or a surplus 
of pain over pleasure; there is no other standard by 
which we regulate our conduct than this,” '7 and as it is 
assumed to be incredible that any one would knowingly 
and deliberately take a lesser good in preference to a 
greater, the intellectual faculty called by Plato in the 

106 qrecOn Ot HOovAG Te Kal AuTIC tv OpIH TH alpéce Epavn 

Huiv 4 owrnpia tov Biov ovca—dpa mpwrov piv ov peTpYTLKH 
patvera, vrepBorjje Te Kai évdeiac ovca Kal isdtnroe mpd 

Gddfjrac oxefic; add’? avayeh. “Eee 82 perpnreKh, avaynn 

Shrov réxvn kat éxiornun. Plato, Protag. 357 A-B. 

107 rayra Of aya0a gore Ov GAAO rt Sri cle HOovae amore- 

Aeurg Kai AvTev awaddayac Te Kal amotpomwdc; 7H Exeré Te 

aAXo réA0c Aéyew, sic 6 amoPAgpavrec avra ayaba KaXzire, 

aAN f iSovae re cal Adtrag; ovK Gy gaiev, we Ey@ua Plato, 

Protag. 354 B-C. 
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Protagoras the ‘‘science of mensuration,” which is the 
instrument by which alone we can precisely ascertain on 
which side the balance of pleasure and pain lies, is the 
real arbiter of conduct and supplies the test by which in 
any given case we can know whether what we are doing 
will result in a preponderance of pleasure or of pain, 
in other words, of good or ill. People who go wrong 
do so, we are told, because they are ignorant of this. 

saviour art of mensuration; a teachable knowledge 

therefore determines the end of conduct. This is a 
clear and intelligible statement by the Platonic Sokrates. 
identifying virtue with knowledge.18 

That good conduct is to a great extent the result of 
knowledge and bad conduct the result of ignorance is 
undeniably true: some of the limitations of this doctrine 
will be considered in the succeeding book. Here it is only 
necessary to say that Aristotle’s observation that Sokrates. 
thought all the virtues to be science,'°9 and the statement 
in the Eudemian Ethics that he thought that it was the 
same thing to know what justice is and to be just,1° are 
fully warranted. 

The sixth book contains more than its share of diffi- 
culties and inconsistencies. It opens by saying that it 
is necessary to define the rational faculty by which we 
perceive ‘‘the limit of the mean” or true point of 

action.7#* But when we come to the description of pru- 

108 gi wiv yap GAXo tT Hv 7 emiorhun H apeTh, Gorep Tpw- 

raydpag émxeiper éyetv, capwe ovK av jv Sdacrdv' viv ot 

el paviaoerar iniotrhpn bAOv, we od omrebduc, & 

LoHxparec, Javudorov ora wi Stdaxrdv dv. Plato, Protag. 
361 B. 

109 1144, b 29. 

tro Hud. Eth. 1216, b 7. 
I Sei kal wept rac rie Yuxic Fac ph pdvov adnduc elvac 
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dence, the faculty in question, we find that it tells us not 
what to do but how to do it. We expect to hear of a 
kind of reason which will answer practical qnestions, such 
as ‘‘ How often should I forgive my brother? Seven, ten, or 
how many times?” and we learn in effect that we should 
take time and consider how best to negotiate the matter, 
whether to write, or call or send a friend to pave the way’ 
for a reconciliation. This is useful and doubtless prudent, 

but it is not the kind of answer the reader was led to 
expect. 

The distinction between art and prudence is obscured 
by the statement that although there may be good and 
bad art, there cannot be good and bad prudence." 
Bad art is not art at all, but the negation of it (arexvia) ; 3 
art is defined in terms which exclude bad art with 
precisely the same stringency as the definition of pru- 
dence excludes imprudence.'4 

Then, the account of prudence leaves unsolved the 
question asked in the twelfth chapter, ‘‘ What is the use 
of prudence if it is the faculty concerned with things 
good for man, and if these are the very things which a 
good man does?’’ The question, already asked in the 
fourth chapter of the second book, is more important 
than Aristotle seems disposed to admit, and it is. 
not answered by referring to the difference between 
conduct and art,™5 or by saying that virtue places 
the mark aright and that prudence shows how to aim 

Tour’ cipnuévov, GAAG kai Swptopévor tic tot 6 dpsb¢ Adyoc 

kal rovrou tig époc. 1138, b 32. 

12 ara pny réxvng piv Eorw aperh, Ppoviaswe 9 ovK 

tore. 1140, b 21. 

113 1140, a 21. 

114 1140, a 20; 1140, b 20. 

15 1105, a 21. 
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at it. Still less is the difficulty removed by the 
observation that prudence is valuable as being the dis- 

tinctive virtue of the deliberative side of mind, even if 

it does nothing."*7_ A faculty which is inoperative can- 
not, on Aristotelian principles, be a virtue in a real sense. 
What is said in Chapter 13 on cleverness increases 
the original difficulty. We there learn that cleverness 
enables us to do the things which tend towards a given 
object, and that, assuming the object to be good, it isa 
praiseworthy faculty. But this is exactly what pru- 
dence is and does; given a good end, it points out the 
means of attaining it. It is true that cleverness may 
be misapplied and that prudence may not, but this 
does not affect the question so far as prudence is con- 
cerned; on the subjects common to both there is no 

reason why cleverness should not take the place of pru- 
dence. 

Then with regard to the end: it is good character 
(virtue) which is said to point it out,?9 or as it is otherwise 

and better stated, it is the good man who is the rule and 
measure of rectitude.72° If we ask how men are made 
good, we are referred to the creation of habit by public 
training inducing a character which feels pleasure and 
pain at right objects. Public training must, however, 
be initiated and directed by statesmen knowing the 
true end, and therefore ex hypothesi good. The pro- 
duction of good conduct thus assumes good conduct as 

116 4 piv yap apery Tov oKoTov ToL dpIdv, 7} OF Ppdvyare 
ta mpdc rovrov. 1144, a 7. 

7 1144,41. 
118 1144, a 23. 
119 4 piv yap ape? Tov oxomov Tout OpOdv, 7 St ppdvncc 

ta mpo¢ rouvrov. 1144, a7. 

tzo0 1113, a 29; 1176, a 15. 
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already existing in the teachers, for mere knowledge is. 
not enough.!2" The puzzle of how things come to exist 
presents itself elsewhere than in the Ethics and in many 
shapes. We might say that the more efficient members. 
of society maintain themselves in competition with and 
at the expense of the less efficient, and that our notion 
of moral goodness is that of efficiency. But although 
Aristotle adopts the latter proposition,'?? he is silent 

as to the former. 
Bearing in mind the restricted office of prudence, we 

see on how slender a foundation the argument in favour 
of the so-called essential unity of the virtues rests. They 
are said to be united by the common attribute of pru- 
dence,?23 and it is true that the various kinds of good 
conduct imply an ability to devise means for arriving 
at their various ends, but this does not support the 
proposition that a man cannot be brave unless he be just, 

or liberal without being temperate. 
Of the five modes by which the mind arrives at truth 

the faculty called intuition (Nofis) is the only one, except 
prudence itself, which has relation to conduct. By it 
the mind is brought into immediate contact with things. 
The modern word “intuition’’ expresses the mode of 
relation by the metaphor of sight; Aristotle explains it 
by that of touch.124 It acts, as we are told in this book, 
in two directions: in one, apprehending the ultimate 
data of science—facts whose truth is perceived at once, 

121 1105, b 2; 1148, b 24. 

122 1106,a15. See Plato, Repub. 353 B. 

123 Gua yao Th Ppovice pia oven waca Vraptovow. 1145, 
al. 

124 aurov d2 vost 6 voug Kara meraAnWw Tov vonTov’ vonroc: 

yap yiyvera Suyyavwv Kai vowy, dare ravrov voug Kal vonrdv.. 

Met. 11. 7. 1072, b 20. 
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as that two straight lines cannot enclose a space, or 

that A cannot be at once A and not A—in the other, 

taking cognisance of the individual objects of conscious- 
ness with which we have to deal in conduct; and in 

neither direction admitting of error. In the latter 
sense, and in that alone, is it relevant to ethical questions, 

and it is therefore surprising that what is said about 
it in the sixth chapter calls attention only to its use as an 
instrument of scientific truth. 

In modern psychology intuition means any act of 
consciousness of which the immediate object is an 
individual presentment under the condition of distinct 
existence in space or time. Aristotle’s use of the word 
differs from this only in not being so wide. 

It is scarcely necessary to say that Aristotle does not 
imply by the use of the word Nods what modern intuitional 

moralists assert, the existence of a special faculty capable of 
immediately deciding what ought to be done by a given 
person in given circumstances. What is called in modern 
systems ‘‘ the moral faculty ’’ does not exist for Aristotle 
as a single faculty ; it is constituted of three separate parts 
—intuition which perceives an object, desire which moves 
us towards it, and prudence which points out how our 

desire may be realised consistently with correct ethical 
judgment. 



CHAPTER VIII 

Book VII.—Chapters 1-10. 

IMPERFECT CONDUCT 

SELF-CONTROL AND WANT OF SELF-CONTROL 

Si possem, sanior essem, 

Sed trahit invitam nova vis, aliudque cupido 
Mens aliud suadet: video meliora proboque 
Deteriora sequor. 

Ovid. Met. vi. 18. 





Goop conduct has hitherto been described as conduct 
wholly good. The just, brave, temperate or liberal man 
has been defined as one who acts always “‘ as he should” 
in the circumstances in which he is placed, this ‘‘should ” 
being determined by him or for him by the faculty of 
prudence by whose opinion he is supposed invariably to 
abide; he is not only virtuous, but he does not desire to 
be anything else; his reason and inclinations are so 
harmoniously adjusted that there is no friction between 
them, and he takes the prudent course not merely because 
it is prudent but because he likes itt Bad conduct 
is represented as the exact opposite of this, not a 
deviation from it, more or less, but its contrary in all 
respects. Where the reason of a good man says ‘‘ Yes”’ 
that of a bad man says ‘‘No”’; when the good man is 
convinced that he ought to go to the right, the bad man is 
convinced that he ought in similar circumstances to go to 
the left. He acts with full intention and has no regrets; 
vice gives him pleasure. These sharp antitheses, use- 
ful for the purpose of fixing a standard, are not usually 

X ob0’ zoriv ayabdc 6 pi xXalpwr raic Kadaic mpakeoww* obre 

yap Sixatov ovBeic av cio: Tov uh xalpovra TH SuKaoTpayeiv. 
1099,a 17. onpeiov 62 Sei routoOar rev ewv rv eavyouévny 

qoovny 7H Abmnv toig Epyou’ 6 piv yap amexdpevoc tov 

swpatikoy ovav Kai ad’t@ roity xalpwv cddpwrv, 6 F 
axSdpuevog axdAactrog. 1104, b 3. 
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realised in practice. They are model forms, convenient for 

exhibiting the shapes and colours of virtue and vice, but 
not like the figures which move in the world. They 
represent the best and perhaps not wholly unattainable 
standard of good conduct and the habit of deliberate 
wickedness. On one side of these lines there is an ideal 
or godlike virtue which transcends common experience ; 
and on the other side there is a brutal vice which is 
beneath it—the result of an abnormally depraved nature 
like that of Phalaris, or of mutilation, disease or external 
circumstances so unfavourable as to force men below 
the ordinary level. Just as godlike virtue is rare, so 
brutal vice is rare, being chiefly met with in barbarous 
countries, the savages in the neighbourhood of the Black 

Sea having a particularly bad record.2 These extremes,. 
however, are not of practical importance, and Aristotle 
does little more than allude to them. Having in the 
preceding books described conduct as it should be within 

the limits imposed by human nature, he starts afresh 
in the seventh book by describing it as it commonly is— 
average conduct, worse than the best and better than the 
worst, and not strictly entitled to be called virtue.3 Con- 
duct of this kind arises from the conflict already alluded to4 
between man’s reason and his unreasoning desires. For 
the rational and irrational parts of the soul—in a practical 
treatise like the Ethics Aristotle adopts the familiar 
Platonic expression “parts of the soul,” although in his 
own psychology he rejects it—are not so sharply divided 
but that they are able to react upon one another, and 

2 clog xalpev paciv éviove Tov amnypwwytvwy epi TOV 

IIldvroy, 1148, b 21. 

3 1128, b 33. ob« Zor: & od Hh eyxparea aperh, adAG Tie 

pUKTH. 
4 1102, b 16. 
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this gives rise to a phenomenon like the disease which 
manifests itself in a loss of power to co-ordinate the 
muscles into harmonious action, and whigh we should 

call motor ataxy, but which Aristotle calls paralysis.5 
The bodily disease prevents voluntary motion from 
being properly effected, and the psychical state which 
corresponds to it produces a check or interference with 
the co-ordination of reason and appetency constituting 
good conduct. The man who overcomes this check by an 
exercise of will, Aristotle calls self-controlled or resolute ; 

he has power over himself; he overbears the resistance 
which his passions offer to his reason ; he does not like 
doing it, but he conquers his dislike. He differs, there- 
fore, from the self-restrained man who has no bad desires 

and is so constituted as not to take any pleasure in act- 
ing against his better judgment; the self-controlled or 
resolute man feels the influence of the Siren pleasure 
but does not yield to her; he isa less perfect character 
than the self-restrained man, but more interesting and 
deserves more credit. Against him Aristotle sets the 
irresolute man, the man with no mastery over himself ; 
in him the conflict between reason and inclination usually 
ends in favour of inclination; he sits on the hedge 

but generally comes down on the wrong side of it. 
How does this happen? Why does a man disobey 
his highest faculty? How is it that a man of sound 
judgment is not master of himself?® The obvious 
answer is, because his feelings and inclinations carry 
him away. 

But this answer requires explanation. It is not easy 

S atexvwg yap KxaBdwep ta mapadsdupéva Tov awpatog - 
popia sic ra SeEtad poaipoupévwy Kuvjoa tovvarriov cic ra 
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to reconcile in theory with Aristotle’s account of moral 

choice and his belief in the hegemony of reason. If 
man, regarded as an efficient cause of his own actions, is 
a compound of reason and desire, why should desire 
conquer reason instead of reason conquering desire? 
This is a psychological problem with which Aristotle 
was called upon to deal, and all the more because 

Sokrates had formally denied that any such conflict 
was possible. According to Sokrates, ‘‘if any one knows 
what is right and wrong, nothing can prevent him 
following the course which his knowledge prescribes ; 
prudence is quite strong enough to help him,’’7 and 
therefore if he errs it can only be from ignorance. 
This paradox let in a variety of questions; what did 

Sokrates mean by knowledge? Did he mean “ Science” 
as then generally understood—knowledge of something 
which we cannot conceive to be otherwise than it is ;8 
or something less than this—belief, opinion, or even 

@ strong suspicion? Then, if misconduct is due to 
ignorance, what is the nature of the ignorance? For it is 
a significant fact that ignorance does not come in until 
the feelings enter upon the scene.9 Aristotle examines 

the statement of Sokrates with care and acuteness. 

Nothing turns, he says, on the difference between exact 
knowledge and opinion, for some persons are as cer- 

tain of what they think as others are of what they 

7 tavrep yeyveoky tig rayabd Kal Ta KaKd, wy av Kparn- 
Ojva iwd pndevdc, Gore GAN Arra tpdrrav 7 a av emorhun 

KeAsén, GAN ixaviy svat THY ppdvycw BonBeiv TH avOpwry. 

Plato, Protag. 352 C. 
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vyevicOa, pavepdv. 1145, b 29. 
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know.’° Take it that a man is persuaded, whether on 
good grounds or not, that he ought to do or not to do 
a certain thing, how are we to account, for his acting 
contrary to what in the circumstances is his knowledge? 

Aristotle suggests several explanations. In the first 
place, he says, we must distinguish between the knowledge 
we possess and the knowledge we command. Much of 
what we are said to know is latent in the mind and must 
be searched for before it is found. We have it as the 
owner of a fishpond has fish which he cannot see and 
must catch before he can make use of; there is no 

difficulty in supposing a man to act against knowledge 
which is not available for use.1 

Then, there is another case in which we cannot com- 

mand our knowledge, and may therefore be said not to 
have it; it is when our passions take such strong hold of 
us that we are like men mad or drunk; our reason is 

overpowered, and although we may talk rationally and 
even enunciate good maxims of morality, we do not 
realise what we say; this is very like the case put by 
Sokrates. 

The real answer, however, is to be found by examining 
what most commonly takes place when a man acts 
against his better judgment. He does not, Aristotle 
maintains, traverse his judgment directly; he does not 
attack it in face; he turns it by a flanking movement. 
His reason tells him that A is B. He does not attempt 
to argue that A is not B; he says ‘‘True, but then X is Y, 
and I am going to act on the latter proposition.” A 
sum of money is entrusted to a man to take care of; 

10 Eo. yap TisTEvovaty OvoEY hrrov Ole OoLaZovat Hh Erspoe yop p' 
oi¢ irtsravra. 1146, b 29. 
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presently he becomes pecuniarily embarrassed. He 
knows perfectly well that he has no right to apply the 
deposit to his own use nor does he attempt to argue 
with himself that he has; but he says, ‘There is no harm 
in borrowing; I will borrow this money and replace 
it.”” What determines him to act on the latter proposi- 
tion instead of the former, is doubtless his need of money 

and his strong desire to have it, still he appears to act ona 
rational rule. The two maxims ‘‘ You must not take that 

which does not belong to you” and ‘‘ There is no harm in 
borrowing ’’ are separately true, and as mere statements 
can stand together, although, as Aristotle justly remarks, 

“ accidentally’ they may prove to be inconsistent. “‘ And 
so it happens,” he continues, “that in a kind of way 
@ man may do what is wrong under the guidance of 
reason.”’ 12 

There is little doubt that this is what usually happens 
when a man is said to act against his better judgment. 

He can always find some reason, good, bad or indifferent, 
to justify what he wants to do. 

There is yet another explanation. In the last case 
desire carried its point by tampering with the general rule ; 
it often succeeds by attacking the particular case—the 
minor premiss of the syllogism of conduct. A man 
knows that sugar is unwholesome for him—he is forbidden 
to take it in any form. Grapes are on the table, and 

being fond of grapes, he says to himself, ‘‘Grapes are not 
sugar.” Aristotle considers that in this instance, too, 

desire causes him either to overlook the fact that grapes 
contain sugar, or if he does not overlook it, to know it 

12 More oupPaive vd Adyou mwe Kai SdEne axparebecOai, 

vx ivavriag 8 Kal airhy, GAA Kara cupfseBnndc—h yap 
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only in the imperfect way in which a drunken man knows 
what he is about.13 

And this, he says, is a second solution of the difficulty 

which Sokrates tried to get over by denying the fact 
of acting against knowledge; the knowledge which is 
overborne by desire is frequently not that which Sokrates 

would have recognised as knowledge; not the concept 
of a general proposition, but only the consciousness of a 
particular presentation of sense, the minor premiss of one 
of those inferences which lead to conduct. 

Aristotle’s belief that moral action is always ac- 
companied by a process of syllogistic inference may be 
right or wrong; it is wrong in the sense that we con- 
sciously go through such a process—but his explanation 
of misconduct, irrespective of the technical form in 
which it is presented, is undoubtedly correct. In all 
buta small minority of cases people err, not from want 
of knowledge, but because their desires cause them to 
act against such knowledge as they have. As he himself 
says, ‘‘ With reference to conduct, knowledge has little 
or no power.”"4 The sophistry of passion takes many 
forms, and in all of them desire in some shape warps the 

judgment. 
The phenomenon of irresolution or want of self-control 

is discussed by Aristotle in this book in one of its aspects 
only—that of the conflict of reason with the pleasures of 
bodily sense. He admits that other feelings followed by 
other pleasures may cause it also, but irresolution in these 
cases is considered by him to be usedin a metaphorical or 
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analogical sense. Of the irresolution caused by the clash 
of inconsistent desires or the balancing of reasons against 
one another where no emotions are involved, he says 

practically nothing. And yet conflict of duties, of 
inclinations, and even of views purely intellectual, may 

create a barrier to action which requires as great an effort 
to overcome as the opposition of feeling and reason. 
Aristotle did not address himself to these points, because 
his immediate purpose was to deal with a Sokratic 

paradox which did not raise them. This consideration 
determines the place of the discussion—immediately 
after the explanation of the nature and function of 
practical reason and immediately before the chapters 
on pleasure; emotions in general being defined by 

Aristotle as psychical states followed by pleasure or 
pain.?s 

15 1105, b 21. 



TEXT 

CHAPTER 1.—We will now start afresh by pointing 
out that things morally to be avoided take three shapes 
—vice, irresolution, and brutality. The opposite states 
to two of these are obvious, namely virtue and self- 
control; the most fitting opposite of brutality would 
perhaps be that superhuman and heroic virtue attributed 
by Homer to Hektor when he makes Priam say of him 
‘that he seemed like the son, not of a mortal man, but 

of a God.” So that if, as is said, men become Gods by 

perfection of virtue, their perfection would be the true 
opposite of brutality. And just as godlike men are rare, 
so the brutal character is seldom met with, being chiefly 
found among barbarians and sometimes as the result 
of disease or maiming; and we are accustomed to mark 

excessive vice in mankind by applying to it this oppro- 
brious name.'6 This tendency will be alluded to later.?7 
Vice has been already spoken of—our present subject is 
want of self-control; feebleness and effeminacy on one 
hand, and resolution and steadfastness on the other—not 
that we are to assume these dispositions either to be 
the same as virtue and vice, or different in kind. "What 

we should do here and elsewhere, is when we have 

16 kai rode dia Kaxiav O& Tov avOpdrwv imepBadXOvTAG 

ovtwe éridvapnuouuev. 1145, a 32. 

17 See Chapter 5. 
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‘stated the facts and gone through the preliminary of 
examining the difficulties, then to exhibit if we can all 
the views which command assent about these states, 
‘and if this be impossible, the greatest number and 
most important of such views, for if the difficulties 
are explained and a residuum of probable opinion left, 
the matter may be considered sufficiently proved.%8 
Now the qualities of self-control and steadfastness are 

generally regarded as good and praiseworthy, and want 
of self-control and feebleness as bad and blamable. The 
man who controls himself is thought to be the same as 
he who abides by reason, and he who cannot control 
himself to be one who does not; the latter does wrong 
knowingly under the influence of his passions ; the former, 
knowing his desires to be wrong, does not yield to them 
-on the ground of his reason. Then, some identify the 
self-restrained and the resolute or self-controlled man; 

some maintain the latter to be self-restrained in all things, 
while others deny this. Similarly the man of confirmed 

self-indulgence is by some thought to be indistinguishable 
from the man who is wanting in the power of self-control, 
while others insist upon a distinction. Like questions 
arise as to prudence—some denying that a prudent man 

can ever be irresolute, others saying that some prudent 

18 Sci 0, Womwsp emi rav addwv, rMivrac Tra pawdueva Kal 

<TpiTov Swarophoavtac ovTw Sekvivae padtora piv Tavra Ta 

Evdoka repi ravra ra 70h, ci O2 pH, Ta TAEioTa Kal Kuplwrara’ 

gav yap Xbnral re ra Suvoyeph Kai KaraAsirynrar ta Evooka, 

Oederypévoy Gv ein ixavoc. 1145, b 2. And see Topics i. 2. 
101, a 34, where the use of the syllogism from Zvdoga in 

discussions of this kind is described—zpidc¢ 8? rd¢ xara 
prooopiav emoriuac [xphomoce  tpaypareta] dre Suvapevor 

mpoc apupdrsepa Statopijca pdov iv ixdororc xaropdueba 
radrnOéc re Kai 70 Wevddoc. 
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and clever men are irresolute.9 Again, men are said to 
‘be unable to command themselves in respect of anger, 
honour, and wealth. These are the assertions made. 

a 

CHAPTER 2.—Why does a man with right views 
fail to carry them out?2° This is a question of diffi- 
culty. If his right views amount to knowledge, there 
are some who deny the possibility of his doing so. It 
would be strange, thought Sokrates, for knowledge 
-to be overcome and dragged about like a slave,2" and for 
this reason he contended that such a thing as want of 
‘self-control did not exist; no one with right views, he 

‘said, will act contrary to that which is best in him; if he 
does, it can only be from ignorance. This state- 
ment is plainly contrary to fact, and it will be necessary 
to examine the affection in question and to consider, if 
ignorance be alleged as the cause of it, what is the nature 
of that ignorance; for it is obvious that the man who 
acts against his judgment does not think of doing so 
until he is under the influence of passion.?3 

9 See Chapter 10 post. 
20 amophoue 8 av ric THC brokapBavwy dpIw¢ axpareberal 

‘mee. 1145, b 21. 

21 Soxet Of Toic woAXoicg wept eEmorhung rowourdy TL” OvK 

laxupov od iyysuoviKoy 000 apyiKoy civar . . . GAN évobone 

woAAaKic av0piry EMLOTHUNC, OV THY EmaTHENY adToU dpyew 

GAN ado Te. . . atEexveg Siavoobpevor wept Tig emorhung 

Gorep wept avopardoou, mepteAkopévng U7 Tov aAdAwy aravtwr. 

Plato, Protag. 352 B. 

22 Zwxparne piv yap Gwe imadyeto mpde Tov Adyov He ovK 

banc axpaciac’ obBiva yap brokauPavovta mparray Tapa TO 
Barorov, adAd 8 a yuo: 1145, b 25. 

23 Ore yap ov oleral ye 6 axparcbousvoc amply iv rH réOet 

yevioOa pavepdv. 1145, b 30. 
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Now there are some who make a partial concession 
to Sokrates; they agree that nothing can be more power- 

ful than knowledge, but they deny the impossibility of 
any one going against that which he has merely “‘ opined” 

to be the better course,?4 and hence they consider that to. 
be overcome by pleasure, although impossible in the case 
of aman with knowledge, is possible in the case of one 
who has an opinion only. But if it were merely a feeble 
judgment like opinion and not a strong one like know- 
ledge which stood in the way, allowance would be made: 
for failing to hold to it in the presence of powerful 
desires; but want of self-control is bad conduct, and we 

do not make allowances for bad conduct or for anything 

reprehensible. Is it, then, when prudence opposes that. 
men yield? Scarcely so, for in that case the same 
man might be prudent and yet powerless to control 
himself, and you will hardly find a solitary disputant2s- 

who would contend that it is the character of the 
prudent man voluntarily to do what is extremely wrong. 
Again, if it is characteristic of self-control to have: 

desires at once powerful and bad, self-control and self- 

restraint must be distinct, for it is no part of the latter 

character to have desires which are either too much 
or bad.26 And yet this must follow on the above: 
supposition, for if his desires were good the habit. 
of resisting them would be bad, so that self-control 

would not in all cases be commendable; and if his. 
desires were weak but not bad there would be nothing 
remarkable in resisting them, and if they were both 

24 mapa To dobav BéAriov. 1145, b 33. 
25 ghosts O ovd av cic ppovisov eiva Td mparrew éxdvra: 

ta gavAdrara. 1146,b6. Plato, Gorgias. 472 B. 

26 ore yap rb dyav awopovog ovre TO pabdAac Exe. 1146,, 

a 12. 
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‘weak and bad there would be no great merit in 
doing so. 

Again, if self-control makes a man hold to every 
opinion, to a false one for instance, it isebad; and if 
want of self-control makes men abandon any and every 
opinion it will be sometimes good, as in the case of 
Neoptolemos in Sophokles’ Philoctetés, who rightly re- 
fused to abide by what Odysseus had persuaded him to 
‘do because he did not like to tell a lie.27 

Then there is the difficulty caused by the sophistical 
argument that a man may believe something really right 
to be wrong, and being unable to hold to his belief does 
the right thing, from which it follows that want of self- 
control when combined with folly becomes a virtue. 
Again, it is said that the man who gratifies his pleasures 
of set purpose is better than one who does so, not because 
he is convinced, but because he cannot control himself; 

the former may be cured because his convictions may 
be changed, but of the latter the proverb holds—‘‘ When 
water chokes, what must you drink after it?’’28 Lastly, 
if self-control and the want of it apply to all cases, who 
is the unqualified irresolute man? We do use these terms 
without qualification, but whom do we designate, for 

27 OA. réAua’ Sixaoe © adic expavodpeba. 

vov 8 sic avedic Tyépac pépoc Bpaxs 

dd¢ pot ceaurdv, kdra Tov Aourov ypdvov 
KékAnco wavrwy svacécrarog Bporwv. 

NE. 2yw piv od¢ av rev Adywv adyo Krbwr, 
Aagpridu mal, robode kal mpaccew orvya. 

Epuv yap ovetv zk réxvne mpdccey Kaxije. 

Soph. Philoc. 82. 
28 stuardtepoc yap oid TO peraTecOiva dv. 6 8 axparie 

Zvoxoc Ty Tapoia tv H papev ‘ 
émimiven;”’ 1146, a 34. 

‘érav 7b bowp rvlyy, ti Set 
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no one has the defects universally? These are the 
difficulties which meet us, and we must find an answer 

to some and leave others alone; to resolve a difficulty 
is to find a truth.29 

CHAPTER 3.—This chapter is not a model either of 
arrangement or of clearness, but it is important and its 

méaning can be made out. After stating in the first 
two paragraphs some preliminary questions which are 

subsequently dealt with, Aristotle proceeds formally to- 
examine the opinion of Sokrates that a man cannot act 
against knowledge, and that when his conduct is foolish 
or wrong it is because he is ignorant. It makes no. 
difference to the argument, he says, whether you call 
it ‘‘ knowledge” or “ true opinion ”’ ; in practice they come 

to the same thing, some people being as confident of 
what they think as others are of what they know.3~ 
Five arguments are brought forward against Sokrates. 
(1) The first is that a man may possess knowledge and 
not be in a position to use it; it may be latent in his. 
mind and he might be able to find it if he had time, 

but he has not got it at his finger-ends. There is nothing 
remarkable in a man acting against knowledge which 
is not available.3t (2) The second argument is founded. 

on the assumption that the knowledge of which we 
make use in conduct—practical knowledge—is arrived 
at by a process of inference in which the particular 
fact which is the immediate antecedent of action is. 
related to a general term. ‘“‘ All things possessing speci- 
fied attributes have specified effects.” That is a proposi-: 

29 4 yap Abate Tii¢ awoptag eipeate tot. 1146, b 7. 

3° Emote yap miorebovaw ovdéy Arrov ofc SofdZovow it 

frepot olc érlaravrat. OnAoit © ‘HpaxAaroc. 1146, b 29. 

3t 1146, b 31 sqq. § 5. Plato, Thextet. 197 B. 
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tion which a man may know, but he may not know 
that the particular thing before him is one of the things. 
of which the specified attributes are predigable. He is. 
told that fish is wholesome; acting on this proposition 
he eats lobster, of which he happens to be fond, under the 
impression that it is fish. He does not act in accordance 
with the knowledge conveyed by the major premiss of 
the syllogism,—general propositions of this kind being’ 
in Sokrates’ view the only true knowledge,—but this is. 
not because he does not know the major premiss, but 
because he does not realise the minor.32 The above 
are two cases in which it is possible to act contrary to- 
knowledge in the proper sense of the word—knowledge 
of a general or universal proposition. (8) But there is. 
still another and a third case in which he may know 
and act against knowledge, that is, where passion and 
desire put him off his balance and affect him in body 
and mind to the extent of depriving him temporarily’ 
of his reason and in some cases of causing actual 
madness.33 Irresolute people may be said to be in 
some such abnormal condition as this. (4) Fourthly, 
the matter may be regarded psychologically, with 
reference to the manner in which the reasoning 
which is the immediate antecedent of action is carried 
on. The general statement which serves as the major’ 
premiss of the syllogism of conduct is a maxim or 
rule; the minor premiss is a statement with regard 
to a particular fact of sense. With these two proposi-. 
tions before him the agent, unless prevented, acts at 

32 Ere Eree Sho TpdToL TwY MpoTacEWwD, EXOVTA piv auporépac: 

ovdiy kwAdber mparrev mapa Thy émoThuny, XpwpEvov pévror 
~ s > N . ~ N ’ # N 4 N ad tH KaOédov adda pH 7H Kara pipoc* mpaxra yap Ta Kal 

éxaora. 1146, a 35. 

33 1147, a 10 sqq. § 7. 
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once.34 Now if he happens to realise a rule of this 
kind forbidding him to act, and at the same time to 
realise another equally general rule which, although 
not contradictory of the former, would logically justify 
him in acting contrary to it, and if in these cir- 
cumstances desire, the immediate cause of action, 
steps in and brings the fact of sense under the 
second rule instead of the first, then action in 

obedience to the second rule results.3s Here is a 

case of rational conduct, not in terms, but in effect, 

opposed to a dictate of reason. The opposition is 
effected by the agency of desire which ranges the 
minor premiss under the wrong major; it is not owing 
to any contradiction between the two competing majors 
themselves. 

Aristotle reverts in the two closing paragraphs of the 
chapter to his second point, that a man may be wrong 
by failing to realise the particular fact of sense which 
constitutes the minor premiss of the practical syllogism. 
He adds (5) as a fifth argument to what was there 
said ‘‘that the minor premiss is both an opinion on a 
fact of sense and also the opinion which is mainly 
operative in conduct,” 36 and that it is possible to have 

34 Ere kal Woe Puoikwe av Tic ewe BAPee Hv airlav. 1 piv 
yap kafdrXov ddéa, 1) 8 Erépa wepi rov Kal’ Exacta éorw, Ov 

wy 6 He yo. ot ot , 2 b] > > 2 ‘ aicOnotc Hon Kupia® Grav O& pia yévytae 2 avtwv, avayKn Td 
62 we 0 s Ea ‘ , 2 BPS - - ouurepavbiv EvOa piv pavar tiv Yuyiy, iv 88 rai¢g womrixaic 

mparrey Oc. . . . 1147, a 24, § 9. 

35 drav ovv 7 piv KaBdAov évy KwAdvovoa yévecOar, 4 Of, br 
wav yAukd 4b, TouTt O& yAuKi (adrn SF évepyet) roxy 8 
émOupia tvovca, ) piv obv riya Hebyev TovTO, 7% O emOupla 

yee" Kwveiv yap tkaorov Sbvara tov popiwy’ ... 1147, a31. 
36 Ere OH TeAcvTaia mpdracic Oda re aisOyTovd Kai Kupia 

tov mpatewv. 1147, b9 sqq. §§ 18, 14. 
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this opinion in the way in which, as explained already,. 
@ major premiss may be possessed by a man mad or 
drunk ; farther that the minor premiss, inasmuch as. 
it deals with a fact of sense and is therefere not general 
in form, is not entitled to be called “scientific,” and 

that Sokrates’ question may therefore be answered. 
affirmatively; it may be said that want of self-control: 
does not arise in the presence of true knowledge, nor 
is what Sokrates would call ‘‘ science” dragged about 
like a slave—that indignity being reserved for the minor 
and inferior proposition which deals with the particular: 
facts of sensible experience. 

Five separate arguments are thus adduced against 
Sokrates ; two of them (Nos. 1 and 3) deal with the major: 

premiss of the syllogism of conduct, and are intended 
to show how a man may be said to know general rules. 
without being able to avail himself of his knowledge ; 
two others (Nos. 3 and 5) deal with the minor premiss,. 
and point out that knowledge of the particular fact 
of sense may be latent in exactly the same way; the 
remaining argument (No. 4), which is the most important 
of all, explains the matter by showing how, when both 
the major and minor premisses are known, it is still 
possible for a man not to act on the inevitable inference- 
because his desires set up another major premiss, true. 
and valid in some cases but not applicable in the par-. 
ticular case, by which the desired action can be justified. 

CHAPTER 4.—‘‘ We now come to a question asked at. 
the beginning of the last chapter, but not then answered: 

‘What are the kinds of action to which the terms. 
resolution and irresolution are strictly applicable?’ 
Speaking quite generally, they must be actions pleasurable 
or painful. Now of the actions which produce pleasure 
some are necessary to life, whilst others are not necessary 
but optional—such as actions which lead to victory. 

26 
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honour, wealth and other goods of the kind. We cannot 

call men who go beyond what they know to be reasonable 
in such matters irresolute—wanting in self-control, 
‘without adding the words ‘honour’ or ‘wealth,’ 
because it is only owing to a resemblance that the name 
is given to them; it is like the case of the man who 
won at Olympia and whose name was ‘Man’; the 
general definition of man applied to the victor in 
question, but he had also personal attributes which 
distinguished him.37 When a man cannot restrain his 
indulgence in necessary pleasures—those depending on 
touch and taste, we call him wanting in self-control and 
blame him—not for having made a mistake, but for 
having committed a fault. This is shown by our calling 

such persons weak, a name not given to those who 
indulge too much in anger or honour. Hence resolute 
and self-restrained, and irresolute and incontinent men 
are classed together, because the same pleasures and 
pains affect them, widely as they differ in their attitudes 
to those pleasures ; 3° yielding to the desire of honour, 
wealth, or success, is a yielding to pleasures of a totally 
different kind. Reverting to the former distinction 
between pleasures and desires, some of which are in 
themselves good and noble, whilst others are ignoble 
and others again lie midway,39 it is only excessive 

37 @otep “AvOpwroc 6 Ta "ONbuMA viKwY" exelvy yap 6 
Kowvde Adyoe Tov idiov puKpov diagepev, GAN’ Suwe Erepoe jv. 

1147, b 35. 
38 of & cict piv wept tadTd, GAN’ odk woabrwe sioiv, add’ of 

itv mpoaipovvra, of & ov mpoapovvra. 1148, a 16. 
39 1148, a 22. Stahr thinks the difference was in the 

pronunciation of the name; ‘‘ Sein Name war zwar von 

der allgemeinen begrifftlichen Bezeichnung nur um ein 
Geringes verschieden.” (Ethik, p. 240). 
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indulgence in good and intermediate pleasures which is 
blamed, and then not blamed as a vice, although of 
course excesses are to be avoided, but want of self- 
control with regard to the pleasures of sense stands 
on a different footing; it is not only to be avoided, it 
is blamed as wrong.4¢ When we call a man a bad 
doctor or a bad actor we do not impute vice ;—we 
use the word ‘bad’ in a metaphorical or analogical 
‘sense, and this shows that there is a real distinction 

between the two cases, and that in the latter we should 

always qualify the word ‘want of control’ by adding 
“in honour’ or ‘in anger,’ or as the case may be.” 

CuapTteR 5.—‘“ Some things 4 are naturally pleasant, 
and of these some are so without qualification and others 
are so only to certain races of men and animals. There 
are other pleasures not natural, but arising either from 
@ maimed or diseased body or from a vicious nature; 
pleasures so arising develope habits which may be called 
brutal. Instances of this are found in the case of the 

woman who was said to have eaten infants, or in the 

things that are reported of the savage races living near 
the Euxine Sea, cannibalism and feasting on one another’s 
children, or the alleged excesses of Phalaris. Such 
things are brutal, the result of mental or bodily disease, 
of habit or natural defect. To those for which nature 
is responsible no one would apply the term * want of 
self-control,’ nor to those resulting from a diseased 
habit ; they are outside the limits of vice, just as brutality 

4° yap axpacia ov pdvov pevktov aAAd Kal Twv WeKrov 
goriv’ 1148, b 5. 

41 Chapter 5 is a continuation of the subject treated in 
Chapter 4, and, like that chapter, deals with the question 

asked in 1146, b 3, ric 6 amAWe axparie 5 
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is, and for a man to restrain himself or not to restrain 

himself with regard to them is not self-control or the 
want of it, but requires some qualifying addition, as. 
in the case of honour and anger.4? 

All abnormal cases of folly, cowardice, cruelty or want 

of restraint, may be considered as due either to brutality 
or to disease; for example, a man who is so constituted 

as to fear everything, even the noise of a mouse, 

has the cowardice of an animal; the man who was 

terrified at a cat was so because of constitutional disease ; 
people of naturally defective intelligence again, who 
live like animals by their senses alone,43 as some tribes. 

of remote barbarians do, are like brutes; those who are 
mad or epileptic are the same. In some of such cases 
it is possible for a man to restrain himself, as if Phalaris. 
were to refrain from some act of extraordinary cruelty 
or vice, and it is possible also to yield to the desire. 
We have therefore to distinguish human vice from other 
cases by using the word ‘vice’ simply, and adding 
the words ‘brutish’ or ‘diseased’ to the other 

instances. It has now been sufficiently shown that 
self-control and the want of it refer, strictly speaking, 

only to the cases to which self-restraint and unrestrained 
indulgence apply, and that outside these limits it is 

only by metaphor that the terms can be applied.” 

CHAPTER 6.—‘‘ We will now consider the point that 
not to restrain your anger is not so bad as not to restrain 

42 roy 0 Exovra Kpareiv 7 KparsioOa ovK 1 aA axpaola 

GAN’ 4 Kad’ Gpuodrnra, Kabawep Kai Tov mept Toe Supode¢ 

Zxovra Tovrov Tov tpdmov Tov waQouc, axpath 8 ob Askréoy 

1149, al. 
43 of piv ex pboewe addyioToL Kal pdvoy TH aiaOhoe Cwvrec: 

Onpwdeac. 1149, a 9. 
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your desires. It looks as if anger heard reason partially 

but mistook it, like hasty servants who rush off to 
execute an order before they have heard it out and 
blunder in consequence,44 or like dogs Who bark when 
any one makes a noise without waiting to see whether 
he be friend or foe; anger is just such a case, for owing 
to natural heat and quickness the angry man, not 
hearing all that reason has to say, rushes at once 
to avenge himself. Reason or imagination suggest an 
insult or a slight; anger drawing the inference that 
slights and insults are not to be endured, flares up 
at once. But desire proceeds to gratify itself on the 
mere suggestion of pleasure. Anger therefore follows 
reason in a way, but desire: does not, and is conse- 

quently worse. 
‘Again, we are more indulgent to those who follow 

natural appetites, and we also excuse desires common 
to every one, and in proportion as they are so; now 
anger and harshness of disposition are more natural 
than the desires which run into excess without being 
necessary,45 and excuses are therefore made for them ; 

witness the excuse which a man made for himself for 
striking his father: ‘My father,’ he said, ‘struck his 
father, and my son (pointing to him) will strike me 
when he grows to be a man, for it runs in our family.’ 
So the man who was dragged by his son and bid him 
stop at the house door, gave as a reason that he had 
dragged his own father so far. Again, the more people 

44 Eouce yao 6 Supde axobew pév te TOV Adyou, Tapakovev 
82, kaBamep of taxeic Twv Staxdvwy, of mplv axovoa wav TO 

AcySuevov &Olovowy, elra auapravovar tic mpootazewc. 1149, 

a 25. 
45 6 O& Supde puarkwrepov Kai  XadEMdryg THY emiSuMLOV 

Tov Tite UmepBorjec Kal TOY wy avayxalwy. 1149, b 6. 
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secretly contrive the worse they are;46 the man who 

gives way to anger is neither secret nor a contriver, but 
those under the influence of desire are both. Hence 
the name of Aphrodité—‘ the wily Cyprian,’ and Homer 
alludes to her embroidered girdle and to ‘woman’s 
wheedling ways which steal away the sense even of close 
thinkers.’ 47 So that this kind of indulgence is lower 

and worse than indulgence in anger; it is self-indulgence 
without any qualification and a kind of vice. 

‘‘ Again, the feeling which causes one to insult another 
is accompanied by pleasure, but every angry man acts 
from pain. If, then, the things it is most right to be 
angry about are the more unjustifiable things, not to 

control desire is worse than not to control anger, for the 
pleasure of insult has no place in anger.48 
“A distinction must be drawn between the desires 

classed above as due to the bodily pleasures ; some are 
natural and human, whilst others are brutish or due 

to disease. It is only to natural and human desires 
that the terms ‘temperance’ and ‘self-indulgence’ 
are applied; we do not call the brute creation either 

temperate or self-indulgent, except by a figure of 
speech, as when any kind of animal differs from 
another in wantonness or voracity,49 for brutes are 

46 Ere aduwrepor of exeBovAdrepor. 1149, b 18. 
47H, cai ard orhSeogw tAbcaro Keorov imavra 

wotxirov, EvOa ré of SeAxthpia wdvra rérvKro* 
w 0 oi x AG 2 Pi e b] . > A EvP Eve piv girdrnc, tv & iywspoc, év 8 dapiatic 
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Tappacic, i T ExAe We voov TuKa Tep PpoveovTwy. 

Tl. 14, 214. 
48 ci ovv oi¢ dpyileoOar padiata Sikatov, Tara aouKwrepa. 

1149, b 20. 
49 kai ei rive Awe GAXo mpdc GAXo Stagéper yévoc tov Fgwr 

EBpe Kai ovapwpia kai TH waupayov siva. 1149, b 32. 
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incapable of moral choice and of reasoning on their 

acts, and, like madmen, have no self-command.s 

“The bad disposition of a brute is not so morally bad 
as vice, but is more dangerous; the better part of the: 

nature is not destroyed as in mankind; it does not exist. 

You might as well compare a lifeless object with a 
living thing and ask which is the worse; the badness 
of a thing which has no principle of action is always 
less mischievous than that of a thing that has; it 
would be much the same as comparing injustice with 
an unjust man; each in a way is worse. But a man 
can do a thousand times more harm than a brute.” 

CHAPTER 7.—A chapter mainly devoted to bringing 
out the meaning of the words employed in the course 
of the previous discussion and placing them in their 
relation to pleasure and pain. But there is some 
repetition of what has been already said, and the distinc- 
tions are here and there too fine drawn. Aristotle begins. 
by stating, what is undeniably true, that ‘‘ both with 
regard to pleasure and pain some people are weaker 
and others are stronger than the average; the man 
who shows more than the average power of resisting 
the allurements of bodily pleasures has been called 
the resolute or self-controlled man, whilst the one 

who has less than the average power in the same case 
is called irresolute, wanting in self-control, one who 
cannot keep himself in hand. There is a correspond-. 
ing distinction in the power of bearing pain; those 
on the weak side being called ‘soft’ and those on 
the strong side ‘enduring.’ Ordinary conduct lies 

5° 2&fornke Tic pboewe, WoTep of parvdpevor TOV avOpwTur. 
1149, b 85. Das Thier ist “nicht bei sich.” Stahr. 
But see p. 376. 
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‘between these extremes, with a tendency to the bad 
‘side.5 

“‘Trresolution and self-command, and softness and 

endurance, stand, therefore, respectively opposed; the 
two former to pleasures, the two latter to pains. Apart 
‘from the fact that endurance and self-command differ in 
respect of the subjects to which they are related, there 
is a further difference between them which fixes their 
position in the scale of good conduct. Self-command 
overcomes ; endurance is only not worsted; and as it is 

@ different and better thing to win a victory than not 
to suffer a defeat, self-command is to be preferred to 
eendurance.”’ 52 

Some characteristic examples of effeminacy and want 
of self-control are given by Aristotle: he describes the 
man who saunters languidly along trailing his cloak 
behind him as though he had not strength to carry it 
properly, ‘‘and who does not know what a poor creature 
he is for imitating an invalid” ;53 he mentions as an 
instance of want of self-control one Xenophantus, who 

while trying to restrain his laughter burst into a loud 

guffaw. These anecdotes illustrate the want of self- 
control on its two sides; for it has a weak side as well 

as a strong side,5+ being due sometime to the overmaster- 

St weraks © 4 Trav wAstorwy fEtc, Kav ei pérovor paddov 
mpoc tac xeipove. 1150, a 15. 

52 ro piv yap kaprepetv zotiv tv ry avréxev, HO eyKparea 
év T@ Kpareiv, Erepov S2 ro avréxev Kal Kpareiv, Womep Kal TO 

pa yrracOae rov vicav * dvd Kal aiperwrepov zykparea Kapreptac 

ézoritv. 1150, a 33. 

53 be EAxee TO iuariov, iva ph Tovhoy TH awd Tov alpev 

Adbwny, Kai pyobpevoe Tov Kapvovra ovxK olerae AOALO¢ svat, 

aOXiy Suotog wv. 1150, b 3. 
54 axpactac of 76 piv mporérea TO 0 acBivea. 1150, b 19. 
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‘ing influence of powerful emotion, when you try not to 
-do a thing and yet cannot help doing it (as in Kenophan- 
tus’ case), and sometimes to mere want of power or to 
being taken unawares, when even a triflihg cause may 
make you lose your balance. Aristotle exemplifies this 
latter by saying that if you prepare yourself beforehand 
_you can prevent yielding to the sensation of tickling.55 
Persons of impetuous disposition or atrabilious tempera- 
ment are most liable to the strong form of want of self- 
-control.’’56 

CHAPTER 8.—‘‘ Both the two kinds of want of self- 
‘control just distinguished agree in this, that those who 
yield to them regret having done so, and they are for 
this reason sharply distinguished from unrestrained 
indulgence properly so called, where regret finds no 
place; the former are acute attacks like an epileptic 
seizure, the latter is a chronic malady like dropsy or 
-consumption.57 And as disease is less amenable to 
treatment in the chronic than in the acute stage, we can 

answer the doubt raised in the second chapter 5° by saying 
that unrestrained self-indulgence is worse than want 
-of self-control because it is less easily curbable. 

‘And for the same reason the strong form of want 
-of self-control is better than the weak form; those who 

55 Emor yap, Bowep mpoyapyaAdicavtec ov yapyadiZovrat, 

.oUTw Kal mpoacOduevor—ovx yrr@vrat bTd Tov waBove. 

1150, b 22. 

56 wadiara 8 of desig Kat psAayxoAcKol Tiv mporerh 
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are thrown off their balance by a sudden attack of passion 

are more likely to recover themselves than those who 
have no balance to recover, but drift back from mere 

feebleness into wrong courses ; weak people are overcome 

by slight temptations, just as some men become intoxi- 
cated with a glass of wine. \ 

“From this it appears that want of self-control is not 
vice, although it may perhaps be called a modified form 

of it; vice proceeds deliberately, want of self-control 
does not; nevertheless it comes to the same thing in the 

end; as Demodocus said of the Milesians, ‘ they are not 

fools, but they act as if they were.’ 59 

“The important matter, however, is a man’s disposition 
and not his actions. The difference between virtue and 

vice is that one preserves a true principle of action 
and the other destroys it. In morals the principle which 
determines right and wrong is given by the end which 
you assume and not by any process of reasoning, just as 
in mathematics it is the indemonstrable assumptions on 
which the correctness of the whole process depends.6& 

“In like manner the principles of conduct are not given 

59 Bamrep ro Anuoddkov sig MuAnaioug ‘ MiAjowe akiveron 

piv ovk sioiv, Spwor 8 oldawep akbveror. 1151, a 8. 
60 gy 88 rate mpdkeot TO ov Evexa apyh, omep ev Toi¢g 

pabnparikoic ai broSécee* obre On Exet 6 Adyoo SidacKadiKog 

TWY apxov ovrE ivravda, GAN apeTh 7H puorxy 7} 20TH Tov 

opYodokctv wept THY apynv. 1151,216. A play on apya; 

“You cannot prove your principles any more in conduct 
than in mathematics. In mathematics you start with 
unprovable hypotheses; in conduct you start with the 
end, and that end is arrived at not by reason but by 
natural good disposition or by habituation, which makes 
you think rightly about the end. The end is the 

beginning.” Post. Anal. i. 2. 72, a 20. 
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by reason, but by habituation or by natural disposition, 
and the man who acts on true principles so given is self- 
restrained, and he who deliberately rejects such principles. 
is incorrigible. ” * 

“A man deficient in self-control is therefore to be 
distinguished from one who makes no effort to restrain 
himself in this, that although he violates true principles 
of conduct he does so under the influence of desire, and 

not because he is persuaded that he is right in abandon- 
ing himself to the pleasures of sense. He cannot be called 
altogether bad, because his better self still remains.” 6 

CHAPTER 9.—‘‘ One of the questions formerly raised 
was whether the quality of self-control was properly 
attributable to a man who resolutely maintains any 
opinion good or bad,® or whether it should be limited 

to resolution in a right opinion; so of the quality of 
irresolution ; is it confined to one who fails to hold true 

opinion or not? The essential quality of resolution, 
replies Aristotle, is the maintenance of true opinion and 
correct choice, although accidentally a resolute man may 
hold opinions which are false. The terms ‘ essential’ 
and ‘accidental’ are used with reference to the dis- 
tinction between ultimate and proximate ends; the 
real end is the ultimate one, and it is this which fixes. 

the character of the acts which lead up to it. 

61 gwCerar yap To PéATioTOV, H apxh. 1151, a 25. 

62 1146, a 16. 
63 si yap tig Tool Oia Tool aipsirar 7} SiwwKe, KaP avbro piv 

Touro duwxKe Kal aipeirar, kata oupPeBnrdOco O& Td mpdrEpov. 
1151, a 35. Aristotle probably does not mean that a man 
is justified in stealing a loaf to prevent his child dying 
from starvation ; but in saying that the object ultimately 
in view is so much more important than objects subsidiary 
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“Resolution, however, must be distinguished from that 

‘obstinacy which refuses to see any reason against the 
opinion which it takes up; to shut your eyes and decline 
to be convinced means that you are actuated by feeling 
.and very often by pleasure ; the resolute man will allow 
himself to be persuaded on a proper occasion, but his 
change of purpose is not due to his desires but to his 
reason. Men who are self-opinionated—the ignorant, 
the boorish—are all obstinate; they take pleasure in 
getting the better of others by not giving in, and are 

sorry when their views, like the unratified resolutions of 
a public meeting, have no effect ;% being thus actuated 
by pleasure and pain, they resemble irresolute men. It 

is not always wrong to stick to your opinion ; sometimes, 
like Neoptolemus in the Philoktetés of Sophoklés, you 
may give in from a proper reason, namely, the pleasure 
-of speaking the truth and the wish to avoid the pain of 
telling a lie.” 

Not every one, therefore, who acts on the impulse of 
pleasure is to be called incontinent or irresolute, but only 
he who yields to reprehensible pleasures. 

“To apply the doctrine of the mean to the states we 
have been considering; we see that the resolute man 

stands midway between the extremes of being too much 
and too little under the influence of pleasure; the man 
on one side fails to hold his opinion because he is too 
much, and the man on the other because he is too 

to it that errors in attaining the subsidiary objects are 

-accidental, whilst errors in attaining ultimate objects are 
fundamental, he virtually concedes that the end justifies 
the means. 

64 yalpovoe yap vKwrreg fav pp petaretOwvrai, Kal 

Avrobvra 2av dxvpa 7a aitav GF Gowep Ynotouara. 1151, 
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little, amenable to such influences; the resolute man 

maintains his opinion, and does not change either for 
one reason or the other. Owing, however, to the rare 
occurrence of a disposition not amenable to pleasure,. 

resolution seems to be the only contrary to irresolution,. 
just as for a like reason incontinence or unrestrained self- 
indulgence seems the sole contrary to self-restraint. Both 
the self-restrained and the self-controlled man are alike in 
this, that on principle both are opposed to acting contrary 
to their conviction of what is right at the solicitation of 
pleasure; the point of difference is that one has, and the 
other has not, evil passions to contend with; the self-- 
restrained man feels no pleasure in acting contrary to. 
his reason; the self-controlled man feels pleasure indeed,. 

but does not yield to it.’ 6 

CHAPTER 10.—“‘ It follows from what has been said that 
the same man cannot be at once prudent and irresolute.. 
Prudence implies moral goodness ; it implies, not merely 
that a man knows what he ought to do, but that he does 
it; an irresolute man is neither good, nor does he act 
up to his beliefs. It is sometimes thought that a man 
may be at once irresolute and prudent, because it is re-. 
cognised that he may be both irresolute and clever. But 
as has been shown in an earlier part of this treatise, 
although cleverness is a necessary condition of prudence,. 
the two qualities do not always coincide, for cleverness. 
may be directed by a wrong choice to immoral ends. If 

65 Guouoe O& Kal 6 aKkparn¢ Kal axddacTos, Erepor piv Svrec, 
Gupdrepor SE Ta owpariKa Hoea SiwKoverv, GAN’ 8 piv kat 

oidpevog deiv, 6 0 ovbK oidusvog. 1152, a 4. 
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we look at the knowledge possessed by an irresolute man 

and compare it with the knowledge of a prudent man, the 
difference between the two is obvious; the latter has know- 

ledge and uses it, the former does not. But when all is 
said, an irresolute man is only half bad, because although he 
acts voluntarily and goes wrong his intentions are good ;® 
he may be compared to a state where the laws are all 
that can be desired but the citizens do not act up to them ; 
@ Vicious man is like a state where the citizens obey the 
laws but the laws happen to be bad.£9 The strong form 
of irresolution—that in which resolve is mastered by 
violent passion (although perhaps in such a case a man 
can be hardly said to have resolved)—is more curable 
than the weak form where irresolution is due to want of 
power ; so, too, irresolution which is the result of habit 

is more curable than irresolution produced by physical 
causes; it is easier to change one’s habits than to change 
one’s nature. 

“So much for resolution and irresolution, steadfastness 
and feebleness.” 

68 4 yap mpoaipsoic émiene* Wo yurdvnpoc. 1152, 
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REMARKS 

THE interest of the discussion on irresolution or want of 
self-control lies, not in the answer given to the Sokratic 
paradox, but in the mode by which the answer is reached. 
It was not reserved for Aristotle to discover that it is in 
consequence of the disturbing action of passion and 
emotion that men act contrary to their better judgment ; 
his contribution consisted in analysing the process and in 
assigning to the various faculties, rational and irrational 
involved in it, their respective parts, and it required no 
little ingenuity to do this consistently with his own 
assumptions. For it was not open to him to question 
the principle on which Sokrates’ argument rested. The 
supremacy of reason was acknowledged by Aristotle as 
fully as by Sokrates and Plato. It is true that reason, as 

Aristotle admitted, like any other faculty may be warped 
by disease or perverted by habitual misuse. But that is 
not the case under consideration. The problem of want 
of self-control, as stated, only arises when the action of 
reason is healthy and normal, when the agent, being 
under no exceptional disadvantages, recognises the obli- 
gation to act in one way and acts in another way. 
Aristotle having resolved conduct into a partnership 
between reason and desire was clearly called upon to 
show why the business was not carried on to the satis- 
faction of the predominant partner. 

This obligation he undertakes, but properly to under- 
‘stand how he discharges it we must supplement what we 

415 
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read in the Ethics by the fuller analyses and explanations. 
contained in his other works.7° 

The ultimate facts of mind are commonly reduced by 
modern psychologists to thoughts, feelings, and actions.. 
Aristotle’s analysis excluded feelings as a direct factor,. 
but he arrived at much the same result by a different 
road. Life and mind as found in human beings is pre- 
sented by him in ultimate analysis as thought and self- 
motion. Thought takes two forms; (a) theoretic, whose 

subject matter is things which are necessarily what they 
are; and (0) practical, dealing with things which may be 

in more ways than one. So far as conduct is concerned,. 
(a) may be put out of account, for all conduct is a case 
of self-motion, and theoretic thought produces no move-. 

ment whatever; thought which influences conduct is. 
exclusively practical thought.7* 

As there can be no conduct without bodily movement,. 

to inquire into the cause of conduct is to inquire into the- 
the cause of bodily movement. Its causes appear at first 
sight to be many: sensible perception, imagination, 
practical intelligence, wish, appetite, moral choice—any of 
these are capable of initiating a movement of the body, 

but they can all be reduced to the two which together: 
constitute moral choice, namely practical intelligence 
(vovc) and desire (épeétc).72 But on closer examination it 

70 De Anima iii. 9-10, 482, a 15-433, b 81; De Motu 

Animal. 6-7, 700, b 4—701, b 32. 

7 vowg 6 ved twog Aoyiduevocg Kai 6 mpakride. De: 

Anima iii. 10. 433,414. Practical thought is therefore- 
not confined to man. De Anima ii. 3. 414, b 16. 

72 4 88 mpoaipecic Kowdy diavoiag Kat dpétEewce. De Motu 

Animal. 700, b 23. aiverar dé ye S60 ravra Kiwovvrra, is 
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Anima iii. 10. 483, a 9. 
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appears that the immediate motive force is not mind in 
any form, but desire, or rather its object, and that mind 

can only be considered as contributing to bodily movement 
in that it presents to consciousness the objects which it 
is the impulse of desire to reach.73 The desire or 

endeavour to reach an object is therefore the ultimate 
cause of animal motion. But what causes the desire? 
It is produced either by the immediate presentation of 
an individual object through one of the senses, in 

which case the object acts as a direct stimulus—its 
primary qualities being in fact brought into actual con- 
tact with the human body” through some intervening 
medium,—or by the mediate presentation of such an object 

by the faculty of imagination ; this latter case, which may 
be called representation, involves mental intuition ; we 
think of an object not actually present to sense but 
which has formerly been so and contemplate it as if 
it were actually present. Sense perception, therefore, 
either direct and immediate or indirect and mediate, 

is that which stimulates desire and calls it into activity. 
The object presented by the senses may be unassociated 
in experience with pleasure or pain, in which case it 

will leave us unmoved, or it may be associated in 
experience with pleasurable sensations, in which case 
desire when roused into activity by the presentation of 
the object causes the body to move towards it, or if 
associated with painful experiences to move from it. 

73 rd OpextiKov yap Kivei Kat dia rouro 4 Stdvoa Kivel Bre 
? y ye 2 x A 2? Big. oe , ot a , > 
apxn avrg gori Td dpexrikdy* Kal 4} pavracia O& Srav Kivy ov 
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Pleasure and pain therefore acting through the medium 

of sense perception cause motion towards something 
regarded as good and away from something regarded 
as bad.7s Although the use of the word “ desire” 

cannot be dispensed with, it is to be remembered that 
it extends as well to a motion of avoidance as to one 
of pursuit.76 

Why pleasure and pain are thus associated with 

objects desirable and good or undesirable and bad, so 
as to attract the animal organism to the one and repel 
it from the other, cannot be otherwise explained than 

by saying that it is part of nature’s economy that 

it should be so—a contrivance, like many others for 
which she is responsible, doubtless designed for the 
best. It is parallel to that other arrangement by virtue 

of which healthy animal function is accompanied by 
pleasure, and imperfect or diseased function by pain. 
It is in any case difficult to see how animal life could 
have been long maintained unless the actions which 
tend to preserve it had been pleasurable and those 
which tend to destroy it painful.77 

This, then, is the theory of animal motion as we find 
it in Aristotle : 

So far we have been considering individual objects 

75 Eort TO HoecOar Kat AvTetoOa rd evepyeiv rH aicOnrucH 

pecdtyte Tpdc TO ayabdy 7} Kakdv, H Toravra. De Anima iii. 
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of sense realised directly or indirectly in consciousness. 

With regard to such objects no propositions can be framed 
which are capable of furnishing’ a rule of conduct; all 
affirmations with regard to them must jake the form, 
“‘ This particular thing which I perceive affects me in this 
or that way; it is sweet, bitter, ugly, ‘beautiful,’ or as 

the case may be.” Many animals, says Aristotle, never 
get beyond this; their impressions, like breath on the 
mirror, pass away immediately after they have been 
received, and not being remembered cannot be collected 
into an experience ; such animals are incapable of rational 
conduct. But man possesses the power of retaining in 
his memory the impressions of sense; many such re- 
membered impressions constitute an experience; when 
an experience rests in the mind, general propositions 
embodying it—‘‘ the one beyond the many” 7’—can be 
framed and the basis of intelligent conduct as well 
as of art and science is laid. The power of doing this 
is the point of difference between rational and irrational 
animals. And by reason of this faculty every adult man 
comes to possess a variety of generalised rules or maxims, 
derived either from his own experience or from the trans- 
mitted experience of others, and which form his beliefs or 
the rational basis of his conduct. Those generalisations 
take the form, ‘‘ All objects of a certain kind have such 
and such qualities; all acts of a certain kind have such 

and such results,” and it is by selecting from his store 
of such maxims or general statements those that bear 
on the particular presentation or representation of sense 
that reasoned conduct becomes possible—the individual 
case is by that means related to the general rule. 
Aristotle thought that this relation always took in 

7 ry tv mapa ra woddd. Post. Anal. ii, 19. 100, 
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practice the syllogistic form. Whether he was right 
in so thinking or not is immaterial to present purposes ; 
it is at all events certain that when we think about 
conduct, when we proceed to justify or impeach it, we 
do so by reference to general propositions and particular 
cases, and that our reasoning is then thrown into the 
form of syllogism. Now why, when sense says “this 
particular thing is pleasant’? and we are consequently 
moved to get it, and reason tells us that all objects 
of that kind are injurious, and we are consequently 
advised to avoid it, do we act on the impulse of sense 
rather than on the authority of reason? It is to be 

remembered that the question arises only with regard 

to those who admit the obligatory force of the general 
rule and who occasionally at least obey it; there are 

some who reject it together, but with them we are not 
concerned; they are not deficient in self-control, they 
are devoid of it. 

Sokrates’ bold statement that no one acts against his 
better judgment except through ignorance, although 
facts may be against it, is not easily answered by those 

who, like Aristotle himself, insist on the supremacy of 
reason and call it the ruling faculty. Aristotle escapes 

the difficulty by maintaining that when the ordinary 
man, the man not wholly vicious, finds himself in the 
presence of physical desire urging him to act and of 

reason forbidding him to act, he does obey reason but 
that he obeys another reason. He selects from his 

stock of general rules or maxims of conduct some one 
which fits his wishes and will justify his action with- 
out in terms contradicting the reason which stands in his 
way. He wants to drink wine, but he has been told 
that he ought not to take it. He bethinks himself, how- 
ever, that wine is valuable as a stimulant; he remem- 
bers to have read somewhere that ‘‘a good sherris sack 

hath a twofold operation ; it ascends me into the brain ; 
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drives me there all the foolish and dull and crudy vapours 
which environ it; makes it apprehensive, quick, for- 
getive,” and he has little difficulty in persuading himself 
that for some of these purposes it will bé good for him. 
He can plead a kind of reason to justify his indulgence, 
one which is no real answer but which is sufficient for 
the purpose of self-debate.79 

The experience of most people will convince them 
that this is a true account of the mode in which they 
justify to themselves an action of which their better 
judgment disapproves. So far as we know, Aristotle 
was the first to formulate this explanation, and it is 
not the least valuable of his many contributions to 
moral philosophy. Unfortunately he has deprived his 
explanation of much of its value by insisting that 
the phenomenon of irresolution is, strictly speaking, 
limited to the cases to which the words self-restraint 
and confirmed self-indulgence apply. In this, as in 
other instances, he has done his theory an injustice by 
his desire to fall in with the usage of popular language. 
He tells us that we do not call those who act contrary 
to their reason with respect to pleasures unrelated to 
bodily needs, irresolute, and that therefore the words 
resolute and irresolute should not be used in any other 
case without qualifying words.8 Just so, in popular 
English language people are called temperate and vir- 
tuous with reference to certain selected instances of 
virtue and temperance. But it is not the business 
of moral philosophers to help the public to spoil useful 
words by giving them a limited and accidental meaning. 

79 cupBatve trod Adyou wwe «Kal ddEne akparevecOa, 
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Any emotions which are followed by pleasure and pain 
may, on Aristotle’s own showing, disturb the balance 
of reason, and his explanation of the manner in which 
a man acts irresolutely in the strict, and as we are 
told the only legitimate sense, applies equally well and 

for the same reasons to action in the metaphorical 
sense. 

As a matter of fact, love, anger, hatred, jealousy, 
fear, pity are responsible for bad conduct as really, 

and perhaps on the whole as often, as the lower appetites, 
and they operate in exactly the same way as in the 

normal case. Take the case of pity, for example, a 
commendable feeling in itself,—reason tells us that it 
is wrong to give money to street beggars; the feeling 

of compassion excited by a case of apparent distress 
suggests that sufferings ought to be relieved, and we 
accordingly gratify a pure emotion by pleading a reason 
which does not justify our action. Or take the case 
of love; there is perhaps no single passion which more 
effectually ‘‘steals away the senses even of close 
thinkers,” ®* none certainly in which more, and more 

ingenious reasons can be found for proving black to 
be white. Whenever pleasure or pain are present, 
which means whenever any emotions are aroused, we 

are liable to act against our better judgment, and 
nothing is gained by making verbal distinctions between 
cases which equally fall under the same rule. 

Aristotle devotes a chapter to the feeling of anger. 
What he says is puzzling, and not to be reconciled 
with the explanation of irresolution given in the third 
chapter.22 He argues that to be unable to control 
anger is less reprehensible than to be unable to control 

81 fr exAape voov mika wep ppovedvtwy. Tl. 14. 217. 
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the feelings arising from the sense of touch, because 
an angry man infers, often wrongly, that some slight 

or insult is intended and therefore acts ‘‘in a sense” 
under the guidance of reason, whilst “he man who 

acts under the impulse of desire does not. If the text 
is genuine Aristotle must have forgotten his explanation, 
given three chapters above, of why we act contrary to 
reason. Aspasius explains the inconsistency by saying 
that anger is really moved by reason, whilst desire makes 
mistakes and flies in the face of obvious reason, and 

Heliodorus follows on the same lines,3 but there is 

no hint of this distinction in the text. If the answer 
given in the third chapter to Sokrates is correct, it is 
as true of desire as of anger that ‘it hears reason 
but mistakes it.’ Nor is it the fact that anger is more a 
matter of constitutional tendency than the feelings which 
prompt errors in the pleasures of bodily sense, unless 
we are to deny, which Aristotle does not, that there 
is such a thing as an hereditary or constitutional pre- 
disposition towards them. His main contention is in 
substance true; people who give way to immediate 
anger are not so much blamed as those who yield to 
sensual self-indulgence, not because one is more a 
matter of constitutional tendency than the other, but 
because the one is felt to be a lower and more purely 
animal form of misconduct and more generally injurious 
in its effects on life and character than the other. 

Something may be said in support of the Sokratic 
paradox on grounds not alluded to by Aristotle in this 

book. Conduct is very largely regulated—perhaps in 
the long run, as Sokrates once argued, wholly regulated 
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—by the balance of pleasure and pain. Now if we knew 
in the Sokratic sense—i.e. knew for certain—that in- 

dulgence in a given pleasure would be followed by pains 
greater in amount than the pleasure itself; if, ‘‘like an 
expert weighman, we could add up the pleasures and 
pains, the near and the distant, and set one against the 
ether in the balance,” ® it is at least arguable that 

reason would always carry the day against emotion 
and appetite. It is certain that many a man is kept 
sober by the fear of a headache, and honest because he 

believes honesty to be the best policy or dislikes the 
idea of going to prison, and if indulgence in wine always 
produced the one, and dishonesty never answered and 
was invariably detected and punished, most people would 
probably be sober and honest. If it be said that those 

who act on such motives are neither sober nor honest, 
that does not invalidate Sokrates’ statement that reason 

is the ruling power. Then there is the question of 
perspective, alluded to in the passage just quoted from 
Plato and very clearly stated by Aristotle himself. 

A present pleasure subtends a larger visual angle 
than a distant one. This fact lends powerful assist- 
ance to desire in its contest with reason. ‘‘ Reason 

looking to the future bids us refrain; desire looking 
to the present bids us enjoy; for the immediate 
pleasure seems absolutely pleasant and good because we 

do not see the future.’®5 We take the risk of results 
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being uncertain what will happen, and this uncertainty 
is due to our want of knowledge. If we were per- 
fectly sure what the future would bring forth, and 

if we had the metric art enabling us to ascertain 
accurately whether pleasure or pain preponderated, what 
Sokrates said might turn out, after all, not to be far 

from the truth. 
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PLEASURE and pain exercise such an important and in- 
deed preponderating influence on conduct, their analysis 
is so difficult and so many questions have been raised 
as to their proper place in a well-ordered life, that we 
expect to find them fully treated by Aristotle. And 

he has in fact treated them with considerable elaboration 
and from many points of view, examining: and criti- 
cising the opinions of his predecessors, discussing them 
in their bearings on the ordinary and ideal life, and 

putting forward an original theory of his own as to 
their nature and manner of operation. The chapters 
containing these discussions are among the most 
difficult in the Ethics, and they are not made easier 
by the fact that they are not consecutive but have to 
be looked for in two places, in the last four chapters 
of the seventh and in the first five chapters of the tenth 
books. 

This division has naturally led to doubts as to the 
authenticity of one or other of the two sections, and 
if we had any good reason to suppose the Ethics 
as we have it to be a treatise written by Aristotle in 
the way that a modern book is written, we should have 
to make our choice between the chapters of the seventh 
and those of the tenth books, and our choice would 

probably fall on the latter. But we are not driven to 
make any such choice. So far as we can judge ‘our 
Ethics” is not a book written or edited for publication. 

429 
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Its repetitions, its want of systematic arrangement in 

points of detail, and the carelessness with which much of 
it is written are against such a supposition. Its ground- 

work would appear to be notes of lectures delivered 
by Aristotle at different times and to different persons, 
part of which bear internal evidence of having been 
expanded and carefully copied out by their author, 

whilst other parts are much the looser in their com- 
position, little more indeed than notes, which may be due 

either to Aristotle himself or to members of his school. 
These several portions seem afterwards to have been 
thrown together so as to exhibit Aristotle’s ethical teach- 
ing in a form as complete and connected as the materials 
allowed. Assuming the framer of this corpus to have had 
before him the chapters on pleasure which we now find 
in the seventh and tenth books, knowing or believing 
them to contain the substance of what Aristotle said 
when lecturing on the subject, he would not venture to 

exclude either set of chapters on the ground of some 
difference in the point of view or of some repetition. 
He would be guided by his own judgment as to where 
he put them, and it is difficult to see what better 
place could have been found for them than the one in 
which they are actually found. 

In the first ten chapters of the seventh book Aristotle 

discusses, in the manner already pointed out, the 
question how it comes about that men so frequently 
act contrary to their better judgment, and he concludes 
that the reason is that appetite or physical desire gets 
the better of them. But this raises the question, how 
comes physical desire to have the power attributed to it? 

In the section of the Ethics before us several answers are 
given to this question; the natural tendency to seek 
pleasure as a good and to avoid pain as an evil; the 
remedial effect of pleasure as a medicine for pain in 
general, and in men of certain temperament, in parti- 
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cular—physiological reasons which Aristotle considers will 
account for the strong hold which pleasure has and for 
the aberrations caused by it. 

The discussion on pleasure and pain which we find 
at the end of the seventh book is relevant to these points 
—more relevant than the corresponding discussion on the 
subject which is found in the first five chapters of book 
ten. Those chapters, on the other hand, are directly 
connected with the discussion of happiness regarded as 
the end of human conduct which immediately follows 
them. There were those who thought a man might 
be happy: without pleasure, or even under conditions of 
extreme physical suffering. (1158, b 19.) Against this 
view Aristotle contends that pleasure is an incident in all 
life and a necessary incident in the happy life, and his 

analysis of pleasure in the tenth book is directed.to.show 
why this must be so. 

Assuming, therefore, the two discussions on pleasure 
and pain to embody Aristotle’s views, one being 
indispensable as part of the analysis of conduct and the. 
other as completing the notion of its end, it will be best 
to take the discussions in the order in which they are 
actually found, although the treatment overlaps, and 
although each contains some portions which are only 
strictly relevant to the other. 
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A. The Theory of Pleasure and Pain as stated in the 

Seventh Book. 

Book VII., CHartEeR 11.—The political philosopher 
or statesman is bound, Aristotle says, to consider the 

question of pleasure and pain. His object is to induce 
that conduct which will make a good citizen. He finds 
that the single acts which produce character are all 
more or less influenced by the desire to obtain pleasure 

and avoid pain; he finds also, that the end of conduct, 
namely happiness—which consciously or unconsciously 

is pursued by every one—is implicated with the notion 
of pleasure. This being so, pleasure must be a good 
—possibly even the highest good, and pain, its contrary, 
bad. Now this conclusion on which Aristotle’s ethical 
system may be said to rest was categorically denied by 
many thinkers. There were those who; like Antisthenes 
the Cynic, considered that no pleasure was good either in 
itself or in its consequences,? whilst Speusippus and the 

old Academy impartially condemned both pleasure and 
pain alike, regarding each of them as evil inasmuch as 

each was opposed to a middle state of quiescence or 
apathy which they regarded as good. 

Plato did not go so far as his followers. He dis- 

2 The opinion of Antisthenes is known to us only from 
fragments preserved by Diogenes Laertius, Stobseus, and 
other writers. Judging from these, although he de- 

nounced pleasure in no measured terms (uavefnv paddov 
} jo8einv), yet he admitted that pleasure was a good when 
it followed labour, although pleasure preceding labour was 
bad (jSovdce rag pera Tove mévove SwwKTéov, adr’ ody TAC 

mpo twv mévwv). The reference in the text of the Ethics 
seems nevertheless to be to him. 
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tinguished impure pleasures, 7.e. those preceded by a 
want and therefore tainted by an accompaniment of pain, 
from pure pleasures not so preceded and accompanied. 
Although the view taken by him in different dialogues, 
notably in the Phedrus and Philebus, is not consistent, he 
appears on the whole to have thought a combination 
of intelligence and pleasure to be a high and real 

good although not the highest, and pleasure by itself 
to be nothing substantial or permanent, not to be a good 
at all, The condemnation of pleasure by Speusippus 3 
and the old Academy followed logically from Plato’s 
own views of the nature of pleasure, for he held it 
not to be a positive quality but a mere relation to pain, 
the restoration of the sentient subject from a state 
contrary to nature to a state in accordance with 
nature; being therefore a merely transitional process, 
nothing permanent, or really existent, but only a 
movement or progress towards existence and reality, it 
stood condemned by the fundamental assumptions of 
Platonism.4 

It was necessary for Aristotle to clear the ground 
by examining these views. The formal way in which 
the argument against pleasure was put by the Platonists 
was this: ‘‘ All pleasure is a conscious process of transi- 
tion towards a state of nature (yéveoie cic pba aicOnrh), 
now a process is generically different from an end; 
pleasure is therefore not an end, and consequently not 
@ good.” 

3 See 1153, b 4 for Speusippus’ argument against 
the proposition that the contrary of what is to be 
avoided, in so far as it is to be avoided and is bad, is 

good, 
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CHAPTER 12.—But this argument, observes Aristotle, 
does not prove pleasure not to be a good, even granting 

that it is a process to an end. ‘‘For there are two 
kinds of ‘good—good relative and good absolute; and 
although pleasure may not be absolutely good because 
it is not final, it may yet be relatively good as being 
something conducive to that which is final.”s A man 
suffers from an ailment accompanied by feverish 

symptoms; his doctors, desiring to cure him, think it 

necessary as a first step to reduce his temperature, 
and give him medicine which has that effect; the medi- 
cine is good, not absolutely, for it does not cure the 

malady, but relatively, for it removes an obstacle to the 
cure. 
“But not only is there the distinction between 

absolute and relative goods, there is the important 
distinction between good regarded as function or as 
condition. Function is no doubt better than condition; 
still processes which, like pleasure, tend to establish 

a physical condition have a secondary value—they lead 
up to a condition from which function may or will 
result, they may therefore be called accidentally good.® 
If it be urged that this ‘does not apply to pleasure 

considered as a reparative process (as with the impure 
pleasures which are preceded by want and pain) because 

a physical state which is under repair cannot act, it 
may be replied that even such states carry on business 
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as usual during repairs with such portions of the premises 

as are not under repair.’’7 
Pleasure, therefore, even if limited, as the Platonic 

argument limits it, to those pleasures whieh result from 

the satisfaction of a want, is relatively, accidentally, 

conditionally good. ‘It cannot, however, in truth be 
so limited, for there are pleasures which have nothing 
to do with the satisfaction of wants, which are preceded 
by no pains and which Plato himself has called in the 
Philebus ‘unmixed pleasures,’® as for example the 
pleasures of speculative thought. ‘‘ These pleasures: 
are not processes or the accompaniments of processes, 
they are purely and exclusively functional; they are 
ends and not movements to an end; they arise from 
the exercise of our powers and not from any process 
of gaining them.2 But even if we confine ourselves, 
as Platonists invite us to do, to bodily pleasures ex- 
clusively, it would be truer to say that pleasure is ‘the 
unimpeded exercise of a natural state’ (in technical 
language, the normal exercise of a function) than to 
describe it as a conscious process towards such a state.” 7° 

“ Pain, on the other hand, is bad; partly bad in itself 

and without qualification, partly bad in so far as it inter- 
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feres in some way or other with the exercise of power; 1" 

but if pain be bad, pleasure, its contrary, must be 
good.” 

“But,” continues Aristotle, ‘not only is pleasure ‘a 
good,’ some pleasures may well be ‘the good.’ For 
what is happiness but the active exercise either of all our 
powers or some of them? If this exercise has free play,%3 

there is some pleasure which can be identified with the 

Summum Bonum; nor does the consideration that there 
are many bad pleasures weaken this conclusion, which is 
in accordance with the universal and reasonable belief 
that the happy life must be a pleasant one. There 

is also the observed fact that all animals seek pleasure, 
and this is some evidence that pleasure is ‘in a way’ 
the best of all things.” ™ 

‘“We need not require men and the lower animals 
to seek for the same pleasure—no one state is best 
for all—the argument is satisfied if they agree in seeking 
pleasure of some kind or other; nor are we even bound 

to assume that the pleasures which they seek or imagine 
themselves to seek are the real object of their aim. 

Unconsciously perhaps they do pursue the same, for 
all organisms, animal and vegetal alike, tend to re- 
produce their kind and to become immortal in their 

offspring, and this natural impulse (which as it aims 

at immortality may be called divine) is not improbably 
the one universal pleasure which organised beings of 
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every order consciously or unconsciously strive to 

attain.” 15 

CHAPTER 14.—The general truth abové stated that 
pleasure is ‘‘ a good” and perhaps ‘“‘the good” is obscured 
by the fact that in the language and experience of most 
people pleasure means the bodily pleasures, the pleasures 

of sense. Now what is the reason that so large a part 
of mankind think only of the pleasures of sense and 
scarcely know any others? ‘‘It is worth while,” Aristotle 
says, ‘‘to examine this, for to see the cause of error often 
helps one to the truth. The reason is a physiological 
one—‘ The living being is ever suffering’;*® pain is 
the universal law of life; the vital functions, even when 

perfectly normal, cannot act without pain. In the case 
of those functions which are continuous, such as 

sight, hearing, or the processes of growth, we are 
-not conscious of the pain because it is always present, 
but in certain circumstances we do become conscious of 
it. For instance, persons of a warm and passionate tem- 
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perament are in a constant state of bodily irritation ;?7 
the period of active growth in the young body 

produces restlessness and feverish excitement like that 
of wine.'® Accident, disease, constitutional infirmity 

all produce severe pain, and then there are the pangs 
of hunger and thirst and the discomfort of fatigue all 
calling for regular alleviation. Physical pain in various 
forms and degrees being always with us, mankind have 
sought the remedy of physical. pleasure ; severe suffering 
calls for powerful doses of the antidote, but men have 

not been careful to proportion the medicine to the 
disease, but having got into the way of taking the 

remedy, find at last that they cannot do without it, 
and become drunkards. of pleasure by constantly tasting 
it.19 This is the reason why the pleasures of sense seem 

to so many people to be the highest pleasures ;—to the 
mass of mankind, indeed, they are the only pleasures 
they know. Nature has so ordered things that a 
negative state is painful ; 2° she abhors a vacuum. In 
the effort to avoid the discomfort of apathy men fly to 
pleasure, abuse the remedy and become incorrigibly bad.” 

“ But this is true,” continues Aristotle, ‘“‘ only of those 

pleasures which are preceded by pain — the -mixed 
pleasures of which Plato speaks. There are essentially 

natural pleasures, not remedial, and you cannot have too 
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much of them because they are connected with conditions 
wholly good, and when you cannot have too much of a. 
good thing you cannot have too much of the pleasure 

which results from it.” 2% ® 
“Tt is true that even these pure pleasures do not persist, 

but this is owing to the imperfection of human nature. 
If, instead of being mortal and composite, our bodies 
were simple and immortal like those of the Gods, we 
should live without any longings, irritation or pain, and 
our pleasures would be permanent.22 The poet has 
truly said ‘change is pleasant’ but it is owing to our 
physical imperfection that this is so.” 23 

It is by physiological considerations of this kind that 
Aristotle accounts for the hold that the pleasures of 
sense have on man, and for the misuse of the word 

“pleasure ’’ which in popular language is confined to the 
gratification of appetite. It explains why men act con- 
trary to their better judgment and lose command of 
themselves to the point of acting habitually and without 
compunction in a way of which their cool judgment 
disapproves. That difficulty cannot be removed either 
by denying the facts, as Sokrates did, or by drawing 
distinctions between science and opinion as was done by 
Plato. The reason lies deeper and is to be found in 
the physical constitution of man which makes pleasure 
a necessity of life; only the few can resist the voice 
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of the Siren, and those few require to be bound by the 
strong fetters of law and early and continuous discipline, 
just as Odysseus was obliged to be tied to the mast.74 

Such, translated into modern language, is the theory of 
pleasure as we read it in the last four chapters of the 

seventh book. It is to be remarked that Aristotle’s 
treatment of the subject is to a great extent dialectical 
and controversial; he wishes in the first place to show 
how wrong his dear friends of the Academy were in their 

definition of pleasure, and what a partial view they took 

of it. His own definition accordingly takes the form of 
an amendment of theirs rather than of an independent 
description. ‘‘It is not,” he says, ‘‘a good way of putting 

it to say that pleasure is a felt process; we had better 
call it ‘the activity of a physical state,’ and read the 
word ‘unimpeded’ for the word ‘ felt.’’’25 We shall see 
that when Aristotle comes to describe pleasure in the 
tenth book he calls it, not an activity but an incident or 
accompaniment of an activity, something which perfects 
it; either description will do, although the latter best 
brings out his meaning. The word ‘‘energy”’ (activity, 
function) involves the notion of movement, is indeed, 

as Aristotle himself tells us, chiefly derived from that 
notion ;26 in a general way energy may be called “a 
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movement”; as opposed to ‘“‘ power” it means either 

the movement which brings a thing to a state of 
perfection or the state of perfection to which it is 
brought.27, In intimating his dissent in Book VII. from 
the Platonic view of pleasure as ‘(a movement which 
produces a normal state,” and in order to emphasise 
his dissent therefrom, Aristotle uses the word ‘‘ energy” 
in the sense of “‘a state of perfection’; in Book X., where 

a dialectical reason is not uppermost, he calls it “ that 
which completes a state ”—a movement which brings our 
energies to perfection; either meaning is justified by his 
technical use of the word energy.?8 
When we pass from the critical to the constructive 

portions of these chapters, when Aristotle comes to 
investigate the reason of the error into which the 
Platonists and others had been led in looking at 
pleasure as the mere satisfaction of a want, we pass 
from logical and psychological distinctions into the field 
of physiology and pathology. Here Aristotle is not 
content to examine the phenomena of pleasure and 

pain as they affect mankind alone; he sees that the 
influence of these feelings will be operative on all sentient 
beings. All living organisms are moved by pleasure and 

pain, not necessarily by the same pleasures or the same 
pains, not necessarily by those which they consciously 
realise and admit, yet still perhaps by the same, for all 
things have by nature “‘something of the divine.” 

Aristotle seems here to refer to the powerful instinct of 

27 Met. viii. 6. 1048, b 8. 

28 In the De Anima pleasure is identified with energy, 
To HoecOai tor evepyetv aicOnrixy piecdrnte mpdc rd ayablov 

i xaxév, y Towra. 431, a 10. This shows how little 
reliance can be placed on the difference in the formule 
of the seventh and tenth books as a test of authenticity. 
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reproduction—the creation of another self—which he 

elsewhere calls the most natural work of living things 

and which he attributes to their desire to have a share, 
if possible, in immortality.29 

We see then that Aristotle’s view, under which physi- 
cal pleasure is regarded as a motive force leading 

a normal or healthy state, is sharply distinguished from 
that held by Plato and his school under which it was 
regarded as a curative or restorative process only ; 

always preceded by a sense of pain,3°-—a mere relation, 
nothing positive, but only the satisfaction of a want. 
This is true only of bodily pleasures, and only partially 
true even of them. For the pleasure attendant on a 
perfect state of health, seen especially in the young, 

where the sense of vitality causes them to leap 

“and fetch mad bounds 

Which is the hot condition of their blood,”’ 

as an outlet for their superfluous energy, is a positive 
feeling having no relation to precedent pain. In the 

period of youth and growth animals are drunk with 
the pleasure of living.3t Indeed pleasure is so far from 

being a negative state that a negative state is to many 
persons constitutionally painful; and in fact, if we 
may believe the physiologists, who tell us that suffering 

is the law of life, a negative state does not really exist. 
No vital processes according to these authorities—not 

29 Yawe Kal SiwKovow ovy’ tv olovra ov tw av paiev, 

GAAG THY aiThy. Tavra yap pbou Eye te Setov. 1153, 
b 31. 

3° Phileb. 31 D. 538 C. 

3t éy piv tH vedryte Oca Thy avEnow Gorsp of olvwpévor 

Sidkevrat. 1154, b 9. 
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even the exercise of the senses of sight and hearing, 

not the growth of a tissue nor the circulation of the 
blood, can be carried on without pain. We do not 
notice it, but that is only because eit is always 

there.32 
But inasmuch as no prevalent opinion is wholly 

wrong, that view of pleasure which regards it as the 

satisfaction of a want, although inadequate as an explan- 
ation of all the phenomena, is so far true that it does 
account for that class of pleasures under whose influence 
men become intemperate and in some cases incorrigibly 
wicked.33 

Painless pleasures however, the pure pleasures of 
Plato’s Philebus, may be safely indulged in, for these are 
natural and essential, admitting no excess; they are to 
be carefully distinguished from the pleasures which are 
preceded by a sense of want and pain, and which are 
“accidental” and not essential. Natural pleasures are 
those which help the action of a sound and healthy 
physical structure. 

One reason why these merely accidental, remedial 
pleasures are so much sought after has already been 
given; it is because they kill pain. But there is another 
reason, which is that they are invariably associated with 
the essential pleasures which accompany normal function. 

Whenever repair is going on, the healthy function of 
that portion of the structure or organ which remains 
sound must be assumed. A tissue or organ altogether 
destroyed cannot function; the process of cure implies 
the action of a portion of the structure which 

32 asl yao movel td Cyov, Warep Kal of guotoAddyor 

paprupovat, TO dpav, Td akovev pPackovrec eivat AvTNpdv’ GAN 
Hon svviPec éopév, we paciv. 1154, b 7. 

33 1154, b 15. 
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remains sound, and this action of itself gives rise to 
pleasure.34 

We see, then, how composite is our physical structure, 

one part may be acting quite naturally, whilst another 
part is acting contrary to nature; one part is healthy 
and another part diseased; they seem to pull different 
ways, and hence that want of simplicity and continuity, 
that change from pleasure to pain, and pain to pleasure 
which is observable in organic action. We have here 
a physical explanation of the problem of divided will. 
Men desire to do one thing, and do another thing 

because their physical constitution is not simple and 
homogeneous but twofold and heterogeneous, and the 
current of life does not flow smoothly and uninter- 

ruptedly. Hence, bad men are easily moved from their 
purpose, they are in unstable equilibrium and at odds 
with themselves—their constitution requires change; 
it is neither simple nor good.35 

B. The Theory of Pleasure as stated in Book X. 

If now we pass to the tenth book we find that there 

are few points mentioned in the seventh which are not 
touched, some more lightly and some in fuller detail, and 

with additional or different illustrations and arguments, 
but we also find pleasure presented under a new aspect ; 

not as something necessary to organic life, or as 
something which accounts for the aberrations caused 

34 Ste yap cuuPatvea iatpebecOar rod tropévovTog Hyde 
mpatrovrog 71, dia TOUTO HOD Soxet civar. 1154, b 18. 

35 Worep yap dvOpwroc ciperaBodrog 6 movnpdc, Kat 

pooig 1 Seouévn peraBoAje* ov yap at ove émeKhe. 

1154, b 29. 
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by the gratification of the senses, but as something 
without which a full life would be impossible. This 
is strictly relevant to the theory of happiness under its 
two aspects with which the treatise closgs, happiness as 
the end of purely human conduct, and happiness as the 
consummation of the ideal life. The points both of 
agreement and difference presented by the two accounts 
are what may be looked for in the case of a man 
speaking at different times upon a subject which his 
context leads him to regard from different points of 
view. 

After an interesting introduction, an excellent example 
of literary style proving that Aristotle could write when he 
chose, he proceeds in Chapter 2 to state and examine the 
arguments of Eudoxus in favour of the proposition that 
happiness is the chief good. These arguments derive 
their weight, he says, rather from the high character of 
the author than from their intrinsic merits: 

Pleasure is the highest good, said Hudoxus— 

1. Because it is the universal object of pursuit, and 
because that which all men think to be good and 

which all animals, including man, try to obtain, 
must be ‘the good;’’ 36 

2. Because all sentient beings avoid its contrary, pain ; 
3. Because it is choice-worthy for its own sake alone ; 

if you feel pleasure no one asks you, ‘‘Why do you 
want to be pleased ? ”’ 37 

4, Because, if added to any other good, it enhances the 
value of that good. 

36 76 Oy mavr’ ent radTs pépecfar pnvbev we Tact TovTO 
” uv Q ays ad ? 06 ‘ e , > OF ? x 
dptsrov dv—rd dt wacw ayabdv, kal ob Tavr’ epierat, rayaldov 

eivat. 1172, b 12. 

37 ovdéva yap trepwrav Tivoc Evexa foera. 1172, b 22. 
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Aristotle does not dissent from Eudoxus’ first and 
principal reason, nor could he consistently do so, for he 

had already, in the first chapter of the Ethics, admitted 
its validity; ‘‘ men have rightly defined ‘ the good,’”’ he 

says, “as that which all things aim at.” 38 
The second and third reasons are passed over in silence ; 

yet the third reason deserved some remark, for the 
attribute claimed in it for pleasure, namely that it is 
sought for its own sake and not for the sake of anything 

else, is one which Aristotle had declared, in nearly the 

same words, to be characteristic of the highest good.39 

Aristotle confines himself to the fourth reason; 

“pleasure must be the chief good because if added to 
any other good it enhances it”; truly observing that 
this only shows pleasure to be a good, not the chief good, 
for that by the chief good we mean something which 
we choose irrespective of anything else, and quoting with 
approval Plato’s argument in the Philebus to this effect.4° 
Eudoxus’ assertion of the absolute supremacy of pleasure 
having thus been, as regards three of his four arguments, 

allowed to go by default, Aristotle proceeds to address 
himself to a wholly different question: is pleasure, not the 
good buta good? ‘‘ What,’ he asks, ‘‘ has this property of 

3 kakwe amephvavro rayabdv, ov ravr’ ipiera. 1094, a 2. 

39 rehedrepov 82 Aéyouev, 70 Kal’ airs Swwxrdv tov 8 
trepov Kal TO pndérore OL GAO aiperov Twv (kal) Kal” abra Kal 
&v abrd aiperov. 1097, a 80. 

4° Zouce 82) obrd¢ ye 6 Adyoc*rHv ayabov adray arrogaivey, 

kal obdéy padXov érepov. 1172, b 26. Cf. Plato, Phileb. 

60H. ratra d Aéye Kai TwEept ppovincewe, ci Tic dvev Taone 

Hoovig Kal Tie Bpayurarne déEaur’ av ppdvnow Exe paddov 

ht mera Tiwwy hoover, } wacac Woovac xwple ppovncewe paddAov 

7 pera ppovijsewc av twwoe; TIPQ. ovk tori, & Vwxparec, 

aad’ oddév Set rabTd ye woAAKIC éwepwrav. 
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being incapable of addition and at the same time of being 
universally shared? Those who insist that what everything 

aims at is not good, perhaps talk nonsense. For what every- 
body thinks, we assert to be.” 4" The point, already disposed 
of in Book VII.,42 is re-examined and discussed with 

great ingenuity and elaboration and at considerable length. 
Aristotle had already said “that the fact that men and 
brutes alike follow pleasure is some evidence of its being in 
a way that which is best.” 43 He here uses the very same 
argument in support of the conclusion that pleasure is, 
not that which is best but that which is good, which is 
something like making a hole for the cat and another for 

the kitten. 
Nothing more clearly shows the hold which verbal and 

metaphysical distinctions had gained in the Greek schools 
than the fact that in a practical treatise like the Ethics 
it should have been thought necessary to argue the matter 
at all. A definition of “good” which excludes an object 
which everybody tries to attain, by whatever academical 
considerations it may be justified, is certainly not 
supported by the facts of experience, and if, as Aristotle 
had said a few pages before,44 arguments which are to 

41 ri obv gor TolovTov, ov Kal TpsLC KOLWWVOUMEY 5 TOLOUTOY 
‘ by ~ - e ° > - i > > 6d sn 7 » yap emidnreirar’ of & éviorapevor we ovK ayabdv ov mayT 

[wee x BOs rE a AY “ Ny - ~ o> , éplerar, pn ovdiv Aéyovow. a yap Tact Soxe, Tavr’ civai 
gapev. 1172, b 4. 

> s 
42 avayKn ovv rHy Hoovny ayabdy tt iva. 11538, b 4. 

\ x cA >) e x , A ? tA +, 43 kal 70 Swwkew 8 amavra cat Snpia kal avOpwrove thy 
nO AY at ~ a , A. 0 > 7 

Hooviy onusidy Te Tov sival Twe TO aptorov aiTyv. 1153, 
b 25. 

44 c ‘ x ~ * ~ At} x - ad Ad of yap Tept Twv ev roic waBect Kal raic mpdEeor Adyor 
frrév eiot TisTOl THY Epywv" Grav ovv Stapwvwot Toig KaTa 
THY alaOnow, Katappovodpevor Kal raAdnSic mpocavaipovory. 
1172, a 34. 
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influence life must harmonise with men’s actions, there 

would seem to be little hope of persuading people not to 
try to get what every one is observed to be diligently 
engaged in getting. Aristotle, however, thought that it 
would never do to allow an adversary’s challenge to pass 
unanswered, and he accordingly deals with the various 
points raised. 

The opponents of Eudoxus—Speusippus and the 
Academy—denied in the first place that it followed from 
the universal pursuit of pleasure by all animals, rational 
and irrational alike, that pleasure was a good. ‘‘ There 
would be something in this, replies Aristotle, if the 

pursuit was confined to irrational animals, but. if rational 
animals do it, what is the force of the argument? And 
possibly, even in the lower animals, there is a natural 

impulse which they cannot resist which causes them to 
aim at their proper good.” 45 

It had next been urged that it does not follow 
that because pain is bad, pleasure is good: they may 
both be bad as opposed to a state which is between 
the two, and yet good, like the mean in conduct. 
Aristotle’s answer to that is a practical one; ‘if both 
are bad both would be avoided, but this is not the 

case.” 46 

CHAPTER 3.—‘‘ Then it is argued 47 that the good is 
definite and pleasure is not, for it is sometimes more, 
sometimes less; ‘‘ but,’ replies Aristotle, ‘‘if by pleasure 

45 et wiv yap Ta avdyra opéyerat adrov, jv av te To Agydpe- 
vov, & O& kal Ta Ppdvysa, THC AéyouY av TL; Towe SF Kal ev 

~ id y A 3 + ~ Nn > Lg ral a 

roic pabdoig Forte Te puorkdv ayabbv kpeitrov 7) Kal? avrd, d 
eplerat Tov oiketov ayafov. 1178, a 2. 

46 1173, a 10. 

47 1178, a 15. 
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is meant a state, namely the state of ‘being pleased,’ 4° 
the argument proves too much, for were it valid, the 
moral virtues would not be good, inasmuch as they are 
states, and there are degrees in justice and courage ; if, 
however, the conclusion be drawn from considering the 
nature of pleasure itself,49 the distinction between pure 
and impure pleasures is lost sight of; there is nothing 
indefinite in pure pleasure. In fact, it is erroneous to 
say that even a definite thing cannot admit of degrees ; 
health is definite enough, but look at health in different 
people, or even in the same person at different times, and 
you will see that there is sometimes more health and 

sometimes less.”’ 5° 
To appreciate this reason it must be remembered that 

health was considered as an external something or formal 
cause impressed on the material cause, body, by the doctor, 
the efficient cause. It corresponds to the engraved figure 
on a signet ring, the impression of which is received by 
the wax. This figure may be larger or smaller, more or 
less defined in different impressions according to circum- 
stances, and so the perfect balance or proportion in the 
bodily functions which we call health may vary in 
quantity and degree in individual cases without ceasing 

to be definite in any given case. 
“The Platonic argument against pleasure derived 

from its being, as alleged, a motion and a becoming 
is next dealt with from a point of view different from 
that taken in the seventh book. If a motion, it must 

48 ci piv dx rou HoecOa Touro kpivovow. 1178, a 17. 

49 et 83 rac HSovaic, wi wor’ ov Aéyover TH aitiov, av wow 

ai piv apeyetc ai St pexraf. 1173, a 22. See Plato, Phileb. 

46 B sqq. 52C. 
5° cat rh kwAdve, cabdmrep bylea wptopévn ovoa Séxerae Td 

padAov Kal iirrov, ovTw Kai THY Hooviy; 11738, a 23. 

29 
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admit degrees of speed—absolute, uniform motion being 
out of the question in the world in which we live. 

But although we may pass into a state of pleasure 
quickly, just as we may get suddenly angry, the state 

of pleasure itself admits of no movement;5* and if 
pleasure is a becoming, it would be resolved on its 

dissolution into the elements from which it arose, but 
the destruction of that from which pleasure springs is 

pain, which can scarcely be thought to be one of the 
elements of pleasure.s? Nor can pleasure be con- 

sidered to be the filling up of a void,53 although no doubt 
it arises during the process; this opinion comes from 
considering the pleasures of eating and drinking which 
are preceded by a sense of want, and omitting to consider 

the pleasures of intellect, hearing and sight, which have 
no such antecedent.” 

Against those who adduce disreputable pleasures in 
support of the argument that pleasure is not good, it is 

enough to reply that only disreputable people are pleased 
by them,5+ although it may be also fairly added that the 
harm lies, not in the pleasures themselves but in their 

sources; and that pleasures differ specifically according 
as their sources are bad or good.s5 And there are many 
things which we care about although no pleasure results, 
such as sight, memory, knowledge. ‘‘It is clear, there- 

fore,” Aristotle concludes, ‘“‘that pleasure is not the 

St peraPadAv piv ovv cic Tv HOoviy raxéwe Kal Bpadéweg 

tor, evépyew 8? kar’ avriy ovk Fort Taxéwe. 1178, b 2. 

52 yéveoic te mac Gv ckn; SoKsi yap ovK ék TOV TUXdvTOC 

rd TuXOv yévecOa, GAN 2 ob yiverat, ie rovTo SiaddecOat * 

kal ov yéveoic 1 OovN, TOuTov 7 Abn Popa. 1173, b 4. 

53 1173, b 7 sqq. 

54 11738, b 20. 

55 1178, b 26, 
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chief good, and that every pleasure is not desirable; 
moreover that there are some pleasures desirable in 
themselves, differing either specifically or in their 

sources.” 56 ° 

The whole of the preceding discussion has been 
directed against the opinion of Speusippus and the 
Academy that pleasure is not good ;—Eudoxus’ assertion 
that it is the chief good is nowhere seriously challenged ; 
it is surprising, therefore, to find Aristotle summing 
up his results by saying that ‘it seems to be clear 
that pleasure is not the chief good nor wholly desirable, 
although some pleasures are so.” Such a conclusion 
lends colour to a remark which is sometimes made that 
when Aristotle says a thing is clear you may be sure 
there is some obscurity. 

After this destructive criticism Aristotle proceeds to 
inquire ‘‘ what kind of thing pleasure is?” 57 It is nota 
movement or process. Movement of every kind requires 
time; its specific character is to be incomplete at any 
given moment of time.5® But pleasure does not require 
time, and its specific character is to be complete at any 
given moment.s9 ‘There are, in fact,’’ Aristotle con- 

tinues, ‘‘ many states of consciousness from which the 

56 rt piv ovv ovre rayaldv 1) 100v7) odTE Taca aiperh OHAOV 
Zouev elvat, kal Ore clot tivec aiperal Kal avrac Siapépoven ry 

dda jag’ ov. 1174, a8. 
57 ri 8 goriv h roto’ 7. 1174, a 18. 

38 obk torw tv drwovv xpdvy GBew Kivyow TeActav TO 
eloet, GAN’ elrep, év r@ GmavTt. 1174, a 27. 

59 rig HOovig O ev StwodY ypdvy TéAELOv 7d eldog. 1174, 

b5. 1d yap tv rey viv GAov 7. «1174, b 9. 
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idea of time is absent. Sight, for instance, is instanta- 
neous; the act of vision is a whole, complete in itself 
and incapable of being divided into moments, nothing 
precedes it and nothing follows; it is like a mathema- 
tical point. You may have successive acts of vision, 
and the relation between them may be expressed in 
terms of time, but each single act is a complete pre- 
sentment ; just as present time, ‘the now,’ is a 

complete individual presentment. Pleasure is in this 
respect exactly like sight; it is a whole, complete at 
the moment it is experienced, and you cannot fix upon 
any instant of it and say that it will be more complete 

in the next instant.e This is one characteristic of 
pleasure; to be one complete, instantaneous whole. A 
second characteristic is that it accompanies every sensa- 
tion, as well as every exercise of mind and of theorising 
intelligence. Pleasure is in proportion to the com- 
pleteness with which the function is exercised, and the 
completeness of the function is determined by its rela- 
tion to its best object, assuming the function to be 
in a healthy state. When these conditions are present 
‘pleasure completes the function.’ But pleasure is not 
related to functional excellence in the way in which 

sensation is related to its appropriate object, nor as health 

6 oy yap mavrwy raira Aéyerar, GAA pepioTwV Kal pH} 

édwv. 1174, b 11. 

61 ovo? yap dpacede tort yéveoic OVSE oTLypHIG OVSE povddoc 

ovee ToUTwY OvHiv Kivnate OvdE yévEate * OVSE OH HOovHe. 1174, 

b 12. 

62 6dov yap 7 tori, kai Kar’ ovdéva ypdvov AGPor Tie dv 

Hoovny ic él TAslw xpdvov ywvouévng TeAKwAhoerar rd Eldog. 

1174, a 17. ov8? yap dpacewde tore yéveore ovdé oTLyping over 
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dArov yap tt. 1154, b 12, 
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is related to a healthy body. Pleasure does not cause 
functional excellence; it follows it, as a good complexion 

follows health.” 63 

The process of sensation as conceivéd by Aristotle 
and stated in the second chapter of his book on 
Psychology + consists in the immaterial form of the 
object of sense being impressed on the sensorium by 
the intermediation of the special organ of sense. This 
process, which in modern language would be called 
perception, involves motion, or the exercise of power, 
and it only arises when the powers of perceiving and 
being perceived possessed by the subject and object re- 
spectively are called into exercise by their conjunction. 
Aristotle illustrates it by reference to what happens when 
a doctor cures his patient. The doctor’s purpose is to 
bring health to the patient; he is the agent by whose 
action health, the formal cause of the cure, is induced 

on the patient. A condition of health is followed 
by certain indicative signs; by the hue and bloom of 
the complexion and by a feeling of vigour and elasticity. 

Now pleasure follows our sensations in a way analogous 
to that in which the marks of health follow the condition 
of health ; it is ‘a supervening end”’; it is no part of 
any process, nor does it arise whilst any process is being 
carried on,—the Academy are quite wrong, says Aristotle, 
in supposing that it does—it springs up when the pro- 

63 kara macav yap alcOnciv éorw Hoovn, duolwe 88 Kai 

Siavorav cat Oewpiav, iSlorn § 4 reAsorarn, teAeordrn & 

H Tov ev Exovrog mpoc TO crovdoadraroy THY bm’ adTiv’ 

reAnot Of Tih tvépyeav 4 Hoovh. 1174, b 20. reAuor 

8? mv evépyeav 7) dou} ovx we ic evurapxovea, 

av\N we éemcywopuevdv tt réXoc, olov Toicg akualoic Opa. 

1174, b 31. 

64 De Anima ili. 2. 425, b 12 sqq. 
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cess is finished, and in that sense it may be said to 

complete it.6s 
“This being so, the pleasure will of course vary with 

the excellence of the process of which it is the result. 
When, and so long as, everything is as it should be, 
when sense and its object, when mind and its object 
harmonise and correlate, the feeling will be most 
intense.” 6 

It is no objection to say that on this theory the normal 
exercise of our senses would keep us in a constant state 
of pleasure; the activity of our senses, following a law 
governing everything human, cannot go on continuously 

at the same level; attention flags, the impressions become 
blunter, we feel tired and the pleasure consequently fades 

away.°7 
What is true of sensuous activity is equally true of 

intellectual activity in its various forms. Knowledge of 
different orders is the result of a relation between different 

objects of knowledge and the corresponding parts of the 
mind.66 ‘Whenever a due relation between subject and 

65 reXevot OF THY évépyetav 7 OOVT OVK we H EELc evuTTap- 

xovoa, arr we emiydpevdv te Tédog, oiov Toig axualoe H 
pa. 1174, b 81. 

66 fwe dv obv 76 re vonrov  aicOnrov 7% olov Okt Kal 7d 
- nn 6 ~ wv Bb] ~ 9 , e ay Pag ‘ 
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b 33. 
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object is established pleasure arises, and it varies in 
degree in proportion to the completeness of the relation 

established. 
“* Pleasure, therefore, completes function, but it does not 

complete it in the way that perception is completed by 
the establishment of a relation between the organ of sense 
and its object, nor in the way in which a cure is completed 
by the doctor impressing the form of health on the 
patient. ‘To complete’ is used in these illustrations in 
the sense that efficient formal and material causes com- 
bine to produce a given end; but when we say that 
pleasure completes function we mean that it arises, 

necessarily indeed, but as something extraneous to 

function, springing up on the conclusion of a process in 

which it has no part.‘ 
“Pleasure and life are therefore inseparably connected ; 

in the absence of the functions constituting life there can 
be no pleasure, and each one of those functions is 
completed by the pleasure which finishes it. With good 
reason, therefore, do men pursue pleasure, for it is the 

completion of life.”’ 7° 
‘“‘ We can thus explain the difference between different 

kinds of pleasure, and answer the objection of those who 

point to inferior or bad pleasures as proving pleasure 
itself not to be a good; there is a specific difference 
between functions; those of the mind are not like those 

of the body, the function or proper work of one animal 

69 ob rév airév 82 rpdzov Te HOovn TeAEot Kal TO 
2 va y c ” NY - ” 7] ye” 

aicOyrév re cat 4 aicOnotc, orovdata dvra, Wotep ov 
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1174, b 23. 
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differs from that of another, the resulting pleasures must 
therefore differ im specie.7 

The proposition that pleasures arising from the exercise 
of different functions are specifically different is supported 
by two considerations. 

“The pleasure ‘proper’ to a function—i.e. arising with- 
out more on the mere exercise of it, increases the action 

of that function. Thus people who like geometry become 
better geometricians and understand the propositions 
better.72, But inconsistent pleasures impede function 
almost as much as pain would do, for if a barrel 

organ happens to be playing in the street, the mathe- 
matician is unable to attend to his mathematics because 
the pleasure of listening to the music destroys the 
pleasure of working out the problem.73 So too (this is a 
negative instance) people who eat apples and oranges in 
a theatre generally do it when the acting is bad.74 It is 
a curious fact that different pleasures have the same 
effect as proper pains, although they act differently.” 75 

‘Tf a man dislikes writing or arithmetic he will be a 
bad penman or accountant, not because his attention is 
diverted, but because it is not applied. Some pleasures 
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therefore are higher, some lower in the scale of purity and 
dignity, and those which follow on imperfect, deranged or 

diseased functions will even be bad. But these last can- 
not be properly taken into account, for that conduct which 

is ‘good,’ as measured by the standard of the ‘good man,’ 
in other words the man who best expresses the prevailing 
sentiments of his time, must always be appealed to, 
and only those pleasures of which he approves can be 
admitted.’’76 

Such in brief outline is the view of pleasure developed 
in the tenth book, fuller and perhaps more in the spirit of 
Aristotle than the one which we find in the seventh 
book. The following are the chief differences between 
the two. In the earlier book the subject is treated from 
first to last in a critical spirit, and more for the purpose of 
clearing the ground of misconceptions and false analogies 
than of elaborating a formal theory, the positive teaching 
coming in incidentally; in the later book, although criti- 
cism is not absent, it plays a relatively unimportant part. . 

In Book VII. pleasure is looked at as the normal function 
of a state—the result of general health; the special organs 

of sense are not alluded to; in Book X. the illustrations 
are taken from the special organs of sense; it is on these 
analogies rather than on that of the body generally that 

the argument is there founded. 
Prominence is given in the seventh book to the bodily 

pleasures as being the cause of the aberration of conduct 
described in the earlier part of that book, and the fact that 

7% Soxei 8 2v Grace role rowbroe eivat TO paivdpevov Ty 
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pleasure is a remedy for pain and that the abuse of the 
remedy leads to moral vice is insisted on;77 neither of 

these points are taken in the tenth book, because pleasure 
is there regarded as a complement of happiness and not 
as an explanation of misconduct. 

The language in which pleasure is described in Book X. 
(it cannot be called a definition), ‘‘ something which 
completes and stimulates function,” is more accurate than 
that in Book VII., where it is called “the unimpeded 
exercise of a normal state,” although it may be noted that 
the latter is put forward tentatively and merely as an 
amendment of the Academic definition.7? The subject of 
pain is more discussed in the earlier than in the later book. 

If, neglecting points of difference, we endeavour to 
collect Aristotle’s views as expressed in the two books and 

regard them as a whole, they appear to be more scientific 
and founded on a wider induction of facts than any of the 
theories current in his time, so far as we know them. 
Plato in the Philebus warns his readers against looking to 
the lower animals for evidence on pleasure. Aristotle, 
as might be expected from a comparative biologist, brings 
animals of every order, and indeed all organic life, within 
the scope of his inquiry. His theory is no doubt defective, 

partly owing to imperfect anatomical and physiological 
knowledge for which he cannot be blamed, but partly also 
to his own analysis of the motives of human conduct. 

We call pleasure and pain “feelings,” and consider them 

to be the immediate cause of the greatest part of conduct, 
and if the past history of the race be taken into consider- 

ation, of all conduct. Aristotle did not think them to 

77 dua Tavra axdAacror kal pabrAor ylvovra. 1154, b 14. 
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be feelings, but something consequent on feelings. ‘‘I call 
feelings,” he says, ‘‘such things as desire, anger, fear, con- 
fidence, joy, affection, hatred, longing, envy, pity—in a 

word, states which are followed by pleasume and pain.” 79 

The word ‘‘ feeling,” in fact, in Aristotle’s usage usually 
preserves its Greek etymological meaning of a passive 
state, and indicates that the subject of it has been acted 
upon or modified ; hence it is not a power, but the result 

of the action of a power, and moral conduct is said by 
him to be implicated with it, not affected by it as by an 

efficient cause.8° 
Aristotle’s analysis of the motives of conduct thus 

excludes feeling as a direct contributory cause. Intuition 
and desire are the two elements which determine action,®* 

and feelings cannot be brought under either. Therefore, 

instead of saying that pleasure and pain cause men to 
act in such and such a way, he says that they assist the 
motives which cause them to act—they stimulate thought 
and heighten desire, and because men cannot but choose 
the one and avoid the other they have a powerful in- 

fluence on life. 
As regards ethical theory it matters kttle whether 
pleasure and pain act directly or indirectly, but it makes 
considerable difference in psychological analysis. 

Aristotle’s conception of the nature and influence of 
pleasure is by no means confined to mankind. His 
general proposition is, ‘‘ Every function has its proper 
pleasure.” 82 He looks at the matter as a physiologist 

79 1105, b 21. 
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under the relation of organ and function, and consequently 
wherever this relation exists, that is to say throughout 
the whole range of organic life, pleasure must be found 

accompanying and stimulating functional activity ; just 
as every living thing has its own proper end or work, 
so it has its own proper pleasure helping that work. 
Pleasure and life are in truth so closely connected that 
they cannot be dissociated; life is nothing else than 
the sum of our functional activity, and every component 

activity is completed by its proper pleasure.83 Aristotle’s 
theory may be generalised in this formula, “ Life assumes 
a relation between pleasure and feelings of such a kind 

that actions are stimulated and heightened by pleasure, 

and weakened and depressed by pain.” If, instead of 
actions, he had said ‘“‘ beneficial actions’’ he would have 
been near to what is now considered the truth. Here, 

as often, he was misled by his teleology. 
He says, on the whole, little about pain, and what he 

does say is incomplete and scarcely satisfactory. It is 
an evil, we are told, both positive in itself, and negative 

as interfering with the normal exercise of bodily function. 
But he looks at it, not exclusively, but too much from 

its negative side; if pleasure is good, then pain must be 
bad; if pleasure increases energy, pain must diminish it, 
and his attention is mainly directed to those pains which 
arise from the deficient action of some structure or organ, 
“ pains of want’’—hunger, thirst, and the like—nothing is 
said about the equally important class of pains which arise 
expressly from excessive action. But the pains resulting 
from excess of vital action, from too great nervous 
activity or overtaxed function of any kind, cannot be put 
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out of the account. Aristotle would have expressed him- 
self more correctly and completely if he had treated pain 
not merely as the result of a physical want, but as the 
result of any wide departure from a normak physical state 
whether in excess or in defect. He here missed an ex- 
cellent argument in favour of his doctrine of the Mean. 
‘Look at our bodily organs,” he might have said—“ if 
their action is deficient, we have pain of one kind ; if their 

action Is excessive, we have pain of another kind; when it 
is neither too much nor too little we have pleasure.” He 
insists on mental pleasures, but he is silent as to mental 
pains. But pains of this order—worries, anxieties, 
disappointments, the tortures of remorse, of baulked 
passion, such sufferings as Priam underwent, and the 
thousand and one miseries which we create for ourselves 
by thinking—play a much more important part in life 
than physical pain. And as to physical pain, although he 
is aware that it accompanies certain abnormal states of 
body, he nowhere suggests that it is a danger signal 
without whose warning animal life could hardly have 
been maintained. He tells us why animals seek pleasure, 
but he does not tell us why they avoid pain, although the 
latter question is from every point of view as important 
as the former one. 

Plato insisted on the distinction between those pleasures 
which are preceded by pain or discomfort and those which 
are not, and the intellectual pleasures were assumed by 
him to belong to the latter class and were therefore called 
“pure.” Aristotle adopted this view. That such pleasures 
are not immediately preceded by pain is true—but that 
they are not preceded by pain can scarcely be said with 
truth. An accomplished chemist or astronomer doubtless 
derives satisfaction of a high order from the pursuit of 
his science—but he was not born accomplished. Before 
he arrives at the stage of knowledge which yields him 
satisfaction, a tedious and disagreeable apprenticeship has 
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to be undergone—a state of antecedent pain. When 

a man knows Greek well enough to read Homer or Plato 
with facility he enjoys a “ pure’ pleasure, but before he 
can do so he has to learn the Greek grammar—a 
disagreeable process at the best, and not infrequently 

attended with acute physical suffering. Pleasures of 
every kind, pure and impure, have to be paid for in coin 
of some denomination ; some are cheaper and others more 
expensive, but none are got for nothing. 

Aristotle puts, but dismisses as not of immediate im- 
portance, the question whether we desire life for the sake 
of pleasure or pleasure for the sake of life.8+ It is not 
so certain as some ancient and modern authorities have 
assumed, how he would have answered this question if 
he had gone into it. If it were open to dissociate the 
two and consider each as an end capable of being 
independently pursued, as Plato does in the Philebus, 
doubtless Aristotle would have pronounced for life. But, 
as he points out in the immediate context, this is not 
possible, the two being indissolubly bound together.85 On 
his own statements the matter stands in this way: ‘“‘ Life 
is nothing more than the sum of our functions; we 
consciously live only so far as we are conscious of 
exercising our powers, and that exercise involves pleasure 
as an incident, not as an accident.’’ If this be true, would 
Aristotle or can any one doubt, that what we desire is 
the pleasure of living and not the act of living. Put 
it the other way; suppose Aristotle’s physiologists to 
have been literally correct in saying that life is a state of 
suffering; suppose all vital functions to be accompanied 

84 adrepov O2 dia THY HOovny To Ziv aipotueba 7 dua TO Civ 
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by disagreeable or painful sensations; if men were per- 
petual dyspeptics, if every beat of the heart gave pain, 
and if we could not think without severe headache, would 

any one desire to live? As likely as not Ayistotle would 
have answered this question as he answered a somewhat 

similar one by saying, ‘people who talk in this way, 
whether they know it or not, talk nonsense.’’ 86 

Aristotle’s reference to the opinion of the physiologists 

who maintained that suffering is the law of life deserves 
attention as an early sample of that pessimism which has 
found modern expression in Schopenhauer and also in 
Kant. When Schopenhauer says that “ unless suffering 
is the direct and immediate object of life our existence 
must entirely fail of its aim,” and when Kant tells us that 
‘‘Man is urged by a necessity of his nature to go out 
of the present as a state of pain in order to find in the 
future one less irksome,” and that ‘“‘ Man finds himself 
in a never ceasing pain,’ we recognise the spirit and 
almost the words of the physiologists referred to by 
Aristotle. On this view, pain is the positive and pleasure 
the negative force in life. But Aristotle was not a 
pessimist. Looking at pleasure and pain from the 
physiological point of view, his conclusion appears to be 
this: ‘‘Those bodily pleasures are good and may be 
indulged in which accompany the normal exercise of our 

physical organs, and the pains which are contrary to 
these should be avoided ; looking at the matter ethically, 
he concludes that the pleasures of which the good man 
approves, that is moderate pleasures, are good.” 87 The 
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opinion of the good man will be formed by education 
directed by the political philosopher, ‘“‘for he is the 
architect of the end with reference to which we call things 
simply bad or good.88 His opinion, necessarily a varying 
opinion, will determine the rightness of those pleasures 
which are independent of physical life; for the others 

the ultimate test of rightness is whether they assist 
the normal exercise of vital function or not; if they do 

the resulting pleasures are good, and if otherwise, bad. 

On the whole Aristotle has come near to indicating 
the way in which pleasure and pain influence conduct, 

without following it up. Had he been aware of the 
vast period of time during which these feelings have 
operated and had he fully appreciated the extent to which 
tendencies once acquired are transmitted from generation 
to generation, it is likely that he would have spoken 
in stronger language than he does on the negative 
influence of pain and the positive influence of pleasure, 
and he might have perceived more fully than he appears 
to have done why actions of one kind are thought to be 
pleasurable and actions of another kind painful. 

His theory as it stands succeeds in accounting for the 
influence of these feelings on conduct without incurring 
criticism by making them its final end. If any one were 
to call him an hedonist he would say, ‘‘I do not suggest 
that any one should act for the sake of pleasure; con- 
duct ought to be determined by considerations into which 
pleasure and pain do not directly enter. Act under 
the rules and for the ends I have laid down; you 
will find pleasure to be the consequence, but it is an 
external consequence and must be regarded as such, 
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even though it may be certain to follow. And remember 
that although pleasure follows and completes function, 

it only does so when there is a proper relation between 
sensation and thought and their respectiye objects. If 

you indulge immoderately in the pleasures of sense, 
physical pain will sooner or later be the consequence ; if 
you expend your mental powers on frivolous or mis- 
chievous pursuits you will not be doing your work in 
life, and you will not obtain either the highest happiness 
which results from the exercise of the best part of your 
mind, nor that lower degree which every man may attain 
by moral action.” 

30 
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ARISTOTLE treats the subject of friendship very fully, 
devoting to it no less than two of the ten books of 
the Ethics—one fifth of the entire work. Nor can we 
wonder at the large space allotted to it in view of the 
ethical and political importance of the subject and of 
the wide meaning given by him to the word—a meaning 
larger than is sanctioned by modern usage, at least in 
our own language. Every association, in Aristotle’s view 
gives rise to some form of friendship. The mere fact 
of men agreeing to unite for a given object, great or 
small, creates an identity of interest in the associates 
for the furtherance of that object, and its joint prose- 

cution involves some form of friendship.1 The members 
of a cricket club, of a missionary society, of a trades 

union or of a state are necessarily friends, quoad the 
purpose for which they unite, for they all agree to 
promote it. So, too, kinsmen and comrades are friends, 
but for a different reason—not because their association 
depends on agreement, but because it is created by 
circumstances.2 Almost every tie of sympathy between 
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men arising from their joint prosecution of a definite 

purpose, or from their being brought into relation with 

one another for an indefinite purpose or for no purpose 
at all, constitutes ‘‘a friendship” in the wide Aristotelian 
sense of the word. These feelings do not, however, 
spring up at random; they arise in a certain order, and 
Aristotle traces their genesis in the following manner. 

There is, (1) the pairing instinct—an impulse common 
to man and other animals, given by nature for a good 
end, viz., the continuance of the species, and giving rise 

to a special form of friendship between those who are 
so brought together. 

There is, (2) the family feeling, a development of the 
sexual relation, wider in extent but less powerful in 

degree, friendship of blood—the feeling which unites 
parents and offspring and kinsmen in their various 
degrees. 

There is, (3) the social feeling, producing a friendship 

between persons not related by blood, but who are brought 
together either by agreement between themselves or by 
circumstances; clubmen, comrades, fellow-citizens, men 

following like occupations, having like tastes or pursuits 
or associated by the accident of neighbourhood or travel. 
Every association, natural, casual, or deliberate, may give 
rise to friendship of a kind, and the word expresses a 
feeling which tends to spring up whenever human beings 

are brought together, however slender or temporary 

may be the tie. But its fullest expression is only found, 
according to Aristotle, in the case of political association, 

and in that specific form of it known as the State. It 
is here that its real importance comes out; it is the 

bond which holds society together, more important in 
this respect than the great social virtue of justice itself, 
for if men are friends there is no need for justice, equi- 
table dealing superseding it, but no amount of justice 
would enable men to dispense with friendship or even 
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to live tolerably without it.3 Lastly, (4) it is an indis- 
pensable condition of the happy life. 

Aristotle notices that the word friendship is used by 
poets and physicists in a wider and deaper sense than 
the one he assigns to it4—Euripidés speaking of.“ the 
parched earth yearning for the rain, and the heavens 

loving to discharge themselves in rain upon the earth,” 
whilst Empedoklés and Herakleitus had used the words 
‘‘friendship”” and ‘‘strife’” to describe atomic and 
physical attraction and repulsion. These usages Aristotle 
puts aside as irrelevant; he confines himself to cases 
in which human beings and human feelings are con- 
cerned.s So viewed, friendship has a value which cannot 
be over-estimated ; it is not only necessary to life, it 
ennobles it; it is one of the things which make life 
worth living; a joy in wealth, a help in poverty; ‘‘it 
keeps the young from error; it comforts and ministers 
to the aged and supplies the deficiencies of their failing 
strength, whilst to those in the prime of life it increases 
their powers of action and makes them more capable 
of worthy deeds. ‘‘ When two go together,’ as Homer 
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says, ‘‘they are better able both to observe and to 
act.’’ 6 

The fact that friendship is necessary to life indicates 
that it is one of nature’s devices for preserving it. Just 
as Aristotle derived courage from the spirited element 

in man—a quality given to him and to other animals 
by nature for self-protection—so he finds the origin of 

friendship in those instincts, sexual and parental, which 
lead animals to pair and afterward to protect their young. 
He points out, not indeed in the Ethics but elsewhere,7 
how with the development of life and intelligence this 
instinct expands; ceasing in the lower animals at the 
birth of the offspring, whilst those higher in the scale 
of intelligence watch over their young for longer and 

still longer periods, until in man and some other quadru- 
peds parental care extends to full maturity and takes 
the form of intercourse and friendship.® 

This rudimentary friendship, as it may be called, is 
developed and made more persistent as the home passes 
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into the clan, the clan into the village, and the village 
into the city. Friendship is thus in its origin a pure 
feeling, and a feeling it remains throughout the whole 
course of its history, although in its highest form it is 
so little liable to change that it becomes ‘‘like a habit.”’ 9 
Being nevertheless essentially a feeling and not a habit, 
and belonging to the emotional ?° and not to the rational 
part of our nature, Aristotle does not class it amongst 
the virtues of conduct properly so called. It is ‘‘a kind 
of virtue or something that goes along with virtue,’ ™ 
nor does the doctrine of the mean apply to it. It is 
true that there is a social quality called friendship, one 
of those numerous cases of the same word being used 
in different senses—which is one of the virtues of conduct 
and to which the doctrine of the mean applies, namely, 
the habit of making oneself pleasant in society without 
either overcomplaisance or too great plainness of speech. 
This quality, already described in the fourth book, is 
there distinguished from friendship properly so called 
on the express ground that feeling and affection do not 
enter into it as they do into friendship.’ 
With this virtue we have nothing to do here. Feeling 

and affection are the chief ingredients of true friendship, 
and in some shape or other enter into all. 
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TEXT. 

CHaPTER 2.—Aristotle opens the formal treatment of his 
subject in this chapter by first ascertaining the objects of 
the feeling of friendship, 7.e. the things which we are said 
to be fond of. These are generalised into things which are 

either good, pleasant or useful. Excluding our liking for 
inanimate objects, our feeling towards which is purely 
selfish,—for we like wine and wish it to be good, but 
that is in order that we may drink it—and confining our- 

selves to instances which are not merely self-regarding, a 
distinction is to be made between the cases in which 

the object of our feeling is aware of it and the cases in 
which he is not. We may wish well to a man we have 
never seen, as to the commander of an Antarctic Expedi- 

tion, or to a man we have seen but do not know, as 
to a popular actor, but as these persons are unaware 
of our feeling, it cannot be called friendship. Friendship 
can only arise when each party is aware of the existence 

of a kindly feeling in the other. That kindly feeling 

must take the shape of wishing good to the other for 
his own sake. ‘‘ Reciprocal well-wishing for good be- 
tween persons each of whom is aware that the feeling 
exists in the other,” constitutes friendship. 13 

The three objects of our liking, things good, pleasant 
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or useful, may be generalised into two—the good or 
the pleasant;'+ these are ultimate ends incapable of 
further analysis, for what is profitable is only profitable 

as a means of obtaining them. It is, me@reover, to be 

noticed that when we talk of the “good” as an object 
of liking, we use the word in a relative and not an absolute 
sense; what a man likes is that which appears to him 

good, not necessarily that which really is so. 

CHAPTER 3.—Pleasure, profit and goodness are, how- 
ever, objects specifically distinct, and the friendships 
grounded on them are therefore specifically distinct.7s 
Aristotle proceeds to point out the differences involved in 
these distinctions. In the case of friendships founded on 

pleasure or profit it is not the persons themselves who 
are liked, but that which the persons supply, pleasure 
or advantage as the case may be. They may therefore 
be called accidental friendships, for the capacity of 

being agreeable or useful is a separable accident of 
character. It follows that when the object ceases for 
any reason to be agreeable or useful the friendship ceases. 
Aristotle remarks that it is characteristic of elderly 
persons to form useful friendships, and that only rarely 
do they associate for the mere sake of pleasure, and 
that when they do so it is in expectation of some col- 
lateral advantage ;17 the young, on the other hand, make 
friends for pleasure and chiefly for the pleasure of the 

4 gidnta av cin rayabdy re Kal 7d Hod We TéAy. 1155, 

b 20. 

15 Siagéper O& Ta’Ta aAAHAwWY eldet* Kal ai piAqoere dpa kal 

ai pita. 1156, a 6. 

16 1156, a 16. 

7 emi tocovrov yap cio HoEic ep Scov éAdmldac Exovow 

ayaov. 1156, a 29. 
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moment; they are like lovers, passion guides them; 

they become devoted all at once, and cool as rapidly, 
frequently changing their mood in the course of a single 
day, but when the feeling is upon them they wish to 
be always together, differing in this respect from the 
old, who do not care to see much of one another.*8 There 

remains as an object of friendship ‘‘ the good” as dis- 
tinguished from the merely pleasant or profitable, meaning 
by good, relative not absolute good, as has been said. 

A friendship based on this ground, although less lable 
to interruption than those described, may be broken in 
various ways. Two people strike up a friendship because 

they sympathise with one another, say in philanthropic, 
charitable, or intellectual pursuits, undeniably good objects 

and well fitted to be the basis of a worthy friendship. 
But they may be deceived; what seemed pure philan- 
thropy may be only a desire for reputation or profit 
under the veil of benevolence, and what seemed love 

of knowledge for its own sake may be only a pretence 
put forward for social or other reasons. Even if the 
qualities are genuine to begin with, they may be altered 
or effaced by time or circumstance. And so in one 

way or another, either by persons being deceived, or 
by their deceiving themselves, or by the action of various 

causes, it often happens that a friendship founded on 
“good” grounds—grounds morally commendable and 
full of promise—may be weakened and broken. Aristotle 
discusses in a later chapter how we ought to act when 
these changes occur.9 Friendship founded on good 
character of an ordinary type, although better and more 

18 cuynpepebe O8 Kal ovZiv ovror (the young) PodAovra. 

1156, b 4. ob wavy & 0: rovodrax (the old) od8% cuZiar per’ 

addfAwy * eviore yap ovo ciaty Hosic. 1156, a 27. 

19 Eth. 9. 3. 1165, a 36. 
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likely to last than that of which pleasure or profit is 
the ground, is therefore, no less than human happiness 
itself, open to the changes and chances of life. It 
follows that friendship, if it is to be complete in the 
Aristotelian sense of the word, that is fully developed 
in all its parts with reference to its specific excellence,?° 
must be between those whose characters are complete, 
who are like one another in being fully good and, friend- 
ship being reciprocal, who alike desire each other’s highest 
good.2t This friendship will be as permanent as the 
best moral character itself, and each friend will be, 

without any qualification whatever, both good, pleasant, 
and profitable to himself and to his friend. 

“In perfect friendship, then, the incidents of affection 

and permanence just spoken of will be found in the 
friends—for in perfect friendship both are alike; the 
other incidents too, namely absolute goodness and 

absolute pleasure, which are the highest objects of all 
virtue, will also be present.” 22 

This is an ideal relationship; everything is there—un- 
selfish desire for another’s happiness, the pleasure which 
is derived from one’s own good conduct and from 
observing the good conduct of others, a mutual help in 
good works, and not least, the fact that the relation 

is permanent. 

20 fkacrov yap Tére TéAgov Kal ovoia waca rére Tedela 
oe A * a ~ i ¥ > Lill X\ > re , ray kara rd eidoc Tie oikelag aperig pnBiv edXeimy pdprov 
Tov kara piow peyeBovc. Met. iv. 16. 1021, b 21. 

21 redsia 8 éoTlvy » Tov ayaDov girla Kal Kar’ aperiD 
épotwy* ovror yap tayaa ouotwe PBotdrovra aAAHAOC 7 
ayaQoi. 1156, b 7. 

22 rauTy Ot wav Umdpye Ta siphueva Kal abrobc’ rabry 
, a 4 \ ‘ x ia ‘ e AG > OG Ss eQer if ~ 

yap Spoor’ Kal ra NOT, TO TE aTAGE ayabdy Kal 700, dwAGS 
zoriv, uaAwora O& Taura pinta. 1156, b 21. 
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Such friendships are necessarily rare, for the number 
of really good men is strictly limited, and moreover 
they require time for their establishment; you must 
know a man well, and you cannot know him well 

until you have eaten the proverbial quantity of salt 
with him.23 But once formed they are not easily 

severed. 

CHapPteR 4.—The friendship of men of full virtue is 
therefore complete, not only in respect of time but in 
respect of the equivalence of good which each friend 

receives from the other; if the return is not identical it 
is at all events similar, and it extends to every subject in 
which friends have a right to receive benefit from each 
other.?4 

Friendships based on pleasure and utility are only 

semblances of real friendship; they are never so lasting, 
but they last longest where the return is the same in 
kind and where it proceeds from the same source. A 

friendship in which each gets pleasure of the same kind 
from the other is more permanent than one in which 

pleasure is repaid by utility, and more permanent than 

one in which pleasure of one kind is returned by pleasure 
of different kind. For instance, two persons whose 
common bond is the fact that they are agreeable com- 

panions are more likely to remain friends than a couple 
of lovers, where devotion and attention on one side is 

repaid by the satisfaction of gazing on the beloved object. 
“‘ Perhaps she ceases to be beautiful; perhaps you cease 

23 kara tiv wapoytiay ovK Foti sidjoat aAAtAouc ply 

rove Aeyouévove GAac cuvadadwoa. 1156, b 26. 
24 kal kata mavra tavTa yiverar Kal Guo Exarépy map’ 

éxarépov, dzep Osi Toic piAog bwapyew. 1156, b 34. 
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to think her so, and then, goodbye to the friend- 

ship.” 25 
If, however, affection is based, as it sometimes is, on 

character and disposition, the above remark does not 
apply; between so-called lovers, the least satisfactory 
and permanent bond is that in which a specifically 
different return is made—fortune or social position on 
one side and what pretends to be feeling on the other. 
This is a mere bargain. There is this further distinction 
between true friendships and friendships based on 
pleasure or utility: the former is only possible between 
the good, whereas bad and good or bad and bad may be 
united in the latter. 

Beyond this, friendship based on good personal 
character is distinguished from the other forms by being 
secure against the attacks of calumny.* Strictly speak- 
ing, it is the only form of friendship worthy of the 
name, but as a concession to popular language the other 
kinds must be included. Inasmuch, however, as they 

are not founded on the essentials of character, it is rare 

to find the same persons united on the grounds both 
of utility and agreeability. Good men, indeed, find both 
profit and pleasure in one another; these incidents 

naturally flowing from genuine goodness, but pleasure 
and profit being only accidents in the friendships founded 
on them are not often found conjoined.27 

25 ob yap él Toig avrotc Hoovrat ovroL, aAN 6 piv pov 

exelvov, 6 O2 Ospamevdmevoc U7) TOU épactov * Anyobone ot THE 

pag éviore kai 1) pita Afrye. 1157, a 6. 

2% udvn Trav ayabav girla adiaBAnrée zorw. 1157, 

a 20. 
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CuarTeR 5.—Although friendship is not, strictly speak- 
ing, a moral virtue, we find in it a distinction analogous 
to that which is characteristic of the moral virtues— 
the distinction between a state and the function of a 
state. Brave or temperate men have not always the 
opportunity of being brave or temperate, and similarly, 
friends cannot always act as friends, although the friendly 
disposition is there; absence or separation prevents its. 
‘manifestation, and sometimes, as the proverb says, dis- 

solves friendship altogether,2® so important is constant 
exercise to the maintenance of any power. This reminds 
us of another distinction between true friendship and its 

imitations. 

CuapTeR 6.—The great test of friendship is the ability 
to live together ; old people, and it is among the old as a 
rule that utility friendships prevail, take little pleasure in 
one another’s society ; when they meet it is for the sake 
of some advantage, and they may have a large circle of 

friends and know none of them intimately ; but complete 
friendship cannot have many objects—it is like love, and 
you cannot be in love with many persons at the same 
time ; ‘‘complete friendship points to perfection.” 29 

Those whose friendship is based on pleasure on the 

28 ‘““rodAac Oy pirdiac ampoonyopia SéAvoev.” 1157, b 18. 

ampoonyopia, “impossibility of approach.” Neighbour- 
hood, on the other hand, is next door to friendship— 
“‘Vicinitas, Quod ego in propinqua parte amicitie puto.” 
Ter. Heaut. i. 1. 4. 

29 woAXoic © siva pidov Kara tiv TeAslav piAtay ovK 

évdéxeral, Wamrep ovd tpav ToAAWY da (Lore yap Umep[30Ag). 
1158, a 10. ‘Non ubique twepf3oAy nimium significat, 

sed etiam summum et perfectum alicujus rei modum. 
Bonitz, Index, 792, a 4. 
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other hand (young people chiefly), cannot see too much 
of.one another whilst the fit is on, but it seldom lasts. 
On the whole the friendship of pleasure is of a higher 
kind than that of utility, it is more liberal and has not 
the commercial taint.3° The good man, and he alone, 

is both useful and agreeable as a friend, but he can hardly 
form a friendship with any one who is greatly his social 
superior unless, indeed, the social superior is morally 
inferior ; it is only by a relation in which one friend is in 
some way better than the other that a proportionate return 
can be made and the equality which is characteristic of 
friendship created.31 

The friendships above described are, like regulative 
justice, founded on the assumption of equality in the 
persons ; 3? in perfect friendships the friends are really 
equal, and each gets from each a return of like and equal 
kind; in the imperfect friendships the parties are supposed 
to be equal, but the return, although equal in amount 
is different in kind (avoyoesdje), pleasure being exchanged 
for the profit or the reverse. 

3° waddov yap év rabracc rd eAsvPépiov’ 4 S Sa 7d 
Xphoov ayopaiwy. 1158, a 20. 

3! tmepéxovre ov ylverat 6 Towovro¢ [6 arovdaiog] Pidoc, 

zay po} kat TH aperp Urspéxnrat’ ci 8? py, ovK ioaZer avadroyov 

bmepexdpevoc. 1158, a 34. Rather a fine-drawn reason, 
and inconsistent with the distinction in the next chapter, 
but it follows as a consequence from the assumption of 
perfect reciprocity in the highest kind of friendship. 
Aristotle occasionally argues in the matters of human 
nature as if he were proving a theorem in geometry. 
See some of his deductions from the formule of justice. 

32 siat 8 ovv ai sipnmévac giria tv iodrnm* Ta yap 
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1158, b 1. 
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CHAPTER 7.—But there is another variety of friend- 
ship in which one of the parties is superior (rd kal’ 
Urepoxhv),33 corresponding to the semblance of justice 
found in despotic and parental relations, where the status 
of the parties is so different that true justice has no 
place ; friendship between father and son, husband and 

wife, ruler and ruled are of this kind. Here an equal 
return is neither given nor expected, and the superior must 
consequently receive something either greater in amount 
or more valuable in kind if the benefit is to be equalised, 
and equality is of the essence of friendship. The 
analogy of justice has been referred to, but it must be 
remembered that equality holds a very different place 
in justice and friendship. In distributive justice, where 
inequality of the parties is assumed, equality is arrived 
at by considering in the first place the merit of the 
parties; the amount of the return is secondary,35 being, 
in fact, determined by their merit according to the formula 
A:B:: c¢:d, where A, B, are the persons and c, d, the 

amounts. But in friendship ‘“‘how much” is the first 
consideration and desert the second; the formula is 
c:d::A:B; it is the amount to be received and not 

the merit of the parties which is the determining factor.3 
Where the friends are equal, pleasure is exchanged against 
profit and the amount is balanced by the value of the thing 
exchanged, personal merit not being calculated or allowed 
for; where the friends are unequal and where personal 

33 1158, b 11. 
34 Grav yap kar’ akiav H gfAnowe ylvnra, rére yiverai Two 

isdrng, 6 On Tie piAlag eivar doxet. 1158, b 27. 

35 iy piv rotg SuKalore isov zpwrwe Td Kar aélav, rd & 
kara wéaov Sevtépwe. 1158, b 30. 

36 év 8 ry pila Td piv Kata wécov Tpwrwe, Td SE Kart’ 
abiav Sevrépwc. 1158, b 31. 
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merits must therefore come in, it may come in to the 
extent of making friendship impossible, and indeed of 
convincing the parties that it is so ; 37 in distributive justice 
where the parties are also unequal, the extent of the 
inequality does not destroy justice. 

The line where friendship becomes impossible owing 
to disparity is not easily traced; enough if the principle 
be established. 

CHarreR 8.—Most people think it better to receive 
friendship than to give it—they think they gain repu- 
tation by being recipients, and flatterers pander to the 
feeling 3° by pretending to be inferior friends. It is like 
the case of being honoured. Honour is sought for its 
incidental advantages; there are those who like to be 
well thought of by wealthy and powerful people, for they 
think they will get something out of them, others desire 
the good opinion of the virtuous and learned, for the 
connection is talked about and it confirms their own good 
opinion of themselves.39 This view proceeds from vanity 
and selfishness, and is unlike friendship. Friendship 
consists in the active exercise of a good disposition 
towards others, and not in the passive acceptance of 
marks of friendship from others. The wholly unselfish 
love of mothers for their children indicates the true view 
of the matter. The characteristic excellence of friendship 

37 OyAov 0, dv woAD SudoTnua yévntar apeTig 4} Kaxiag 7 

svmopiac i Tivo GAXov" ov yap zu pidou sioty add odd’ 

a&ioverw. 1158, b 33. 

38 yrepexduevoc yap pido 6 KéAak, 7} mpooTotetrar ToLOVTOG 
kat paddoyv giAciv 7 piArcioOa. 1159, a 14. 

39 BeBarwoa rH oixelay OdEav épievras TEpt abTwY" yaipovet 
84, drt siotv ayafot morsbovtes TH TwY AEydvTwY kpicel. 
1159, a 22. 
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therefore consists in the active manifestation of friendly 
feeling, and when this is duly reciprocated an enduring 

friendship is the result.4¢ Men of bad character are 
incapable of lasting friendship; regulations based on 

pleasure and profit continue so long as the ground of the 
relation lasts, but no longer. 

CHAPTER 9.—With the ninth chapter commences the 
second and most important part of the discussion. 
Hitherto, friendship has been considered, defined, and 

its various forms distinguished, from the individual point 

of view, as a relation subsisting between A and B, C and 
D, without reference to the particular mode in which 
these units may happen to be associated. Aristotle 
now examines friendship under the conditions to which 
different kinds of association give rise, tracing its history 
from the simpler to the more complex of these associations 
and pointing out the differences involved in each. His 
final object is to determine the value of friendship as 

a political institution, and its bearing on the life of com- 
plete or ideal happiness. 

‘In every kind of association the associates or partners 
have something in common. This ‘common something’ 
so far as it extends, be it less or more, involves and 

requires both justice and friendship as concomitants. If 

the association be slight and transitory there will not be 
much recourse to justice, and friendship will be super- 
ficial; if intimate and lasting, as between members of 

one family or fellow-citizens, both justice and friendship 

4° padXov 8: Tij¢ pirlacg ovdone ev TH piAciv, Kal TwV grdo- 

dirwv trawoupivwr, pirwv aperh Td piAdcty Eouxev, Gor’ iv oic 

rovro ylvera kar’ a&lav ovror pdvimor pidoe kTA. 1159, a 33. 
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will be called forth in a higher degree and they will be 
co-extensive.t This intimate connection between justice 
and friendship depends upon the fact that associations 
of every kind are but parts of that association or great 
Leviathan, the body politic; and inasmuch as the 
body politic was originally constituted and continues to 
exist, for the sake of utility, its parts, whether units 

or aggregates, share this general purpose and are 
maintained for the sake of something which ministers 
either to the advantages, necessities, or pleasures of life.42 

‘* Such being the end of political and other associations, 
both justice and friendship are necessarily called into 
play in them, for whenever profit or advantage is involved 
people will be found who try to get too much, and 
justice is therefore required to adjust, correct or distribute 
fairly. Nor will justice always suffice for the intricate 
questions that frequently arise: friendship, taking a 
broader and less technical view than justice can do, and 
corresponding in this respect to equity,43 must be called 
in aid to modify or supplement equal rights. But more 
than this, and irrespective of any questions of law or 
equity, the closer and more lasting any association is 
the greater will be the scope afforded by it to justice and 
friendship. Friendship and justice are therefore co- 

41 abécoba O& wépuxey Gua TH piAiq Kal Td Sikaov, wo év 
Toic aurote bvra kal tw icov Oifkovra. 1160, a 7. 

42 ai 8& Kotwwviat waca popiote ézolkact Tig woAtTiKhG* 

auuropevovrac yap emi tive auppépovtTi, Kal mopilduevoi 
re Tov sic Tov Blov' Kal m ToduTiKy O& Kowwvia TOU cUpgé- 
povrog xapw Soxet cai 2& apyxiicg cuvedOeiv xal drapévew. 
1160,a 8. Utility, and neither “needs” nor ‘‘the good 
life,” is here indicated as the origin and end of the state. 
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extensive with associations of all kinds, and co-intensive 
with the strength of the bond uniting them. The objects 
of the political association are, however, wider than 
those of any of its parts; it embraces the whole of life, 

and not content with endeavouring to supply what is 
presently useful, provides relaxation and amusement as 

well, not forgetting to render due honour to the gods. 
Ancient festivals and assemblies coincided with the 
times of gathering in of crops; they could make thank- 
offerings, and moreover had leisure for meeting.” 4 

CHAPTER 10.—‘‘ It becomes necessary, therefore, to say 

something of the various forms which political union 
takes, for it will be found that justice and friendship are 

present in varying degrees in each form. 
‘The constitutional forms of government are ites in 

number, standing in respect of goodness in the following 
order :—first comes monarchy, then aristocracy, and lastly 

timocracy. There are also three unconstitutional or 
deviation forms standing in an inverse order; first (and 

44 ob yap Tov mapdvrog cuudépovrog H TodcTiKy epierat, 

GAN sic amavta tov Blov, Suciag re mowovvTec Kal epi 

ravtac cuvddouc, TYLdg Te GrovemovTEg TOIg Yeoig, kal avroic 

avaraicee roptZovrec pe? jOovac. 1160, a 21. Aristotle 

gives in a few words the reasons for fixing the dates of 
religious festivals and common meetings; ai yap apyaiat 
Svatae ai sivodor paivovrar yivecOa pera tag TOV KapTOV 

ovykomidac oiov amapxai* padtcra yap év robrorg éoxdAaCov 
roic Kaipoic. 1160, a 25. But the religious calendar of 

the ancient world consecrated the seasons at which field 

work began as well as those at which it ended. The 
Christian Church, wisely desiring to interfere as little as 
possible with the accustomed holy days, adapted its 
festivals to theirs. 
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worst) is despotism, then (less bad) oligarchy, and finally 
(least bad) democracy. Look at these six forms with 

respect to the justice contained in them. The king 
considers the interests of his subjects exclusively, for 
if he is a real king and not a titular one like the King 
Archon at Athens, he is under no temptation to look 
after his own interests, the theory of absolutism being 
that the monarch is self-sufficing and better furnished 
with all goods than any one else.45 

“In monarchy, therefore, there is something like 
political justice; it cannot strictly be called political 
Justice, because, as was pointed out in the sixth chapter 
of the fifth book, political justice involves the notion 
of legal obligation,4® and the king is under no legal 
obligation ; he is the shepherd of his flock, as Homer 

called Agamemnon, and if he cares for his flock and not 
for himself he exhibits a quality superior to any form 
of political justice. Monarchy is, therefore, the best 
form of constitution; it follows that despotism, which 
is the exact contrary,47 is the worst. The theory of 
despotism is that the despot may do as he likes, and 
he likes to manage everything for his own interest. 
This conduct is outside political justice, for it is outside 
law, but it is as much worse than any form of political 
injustice as monarchy is better than any form of political 
justice ; if compared with monarchy, which is the best 
constitutional form, it will appear more evidently the 
worst than if it were compared with timocracy which 

45 ov yap tore Baciisde 6 pH adbrapyn¢e Kal mace ToI¢ 

ayaboic vrepéxwv. 1160, b 3. 
46 Fore yap Sixaov oi¢ kai vdépo¢g mpoc avrobc. 1184, 

a 30. 

47 4 8 tupavvic 2 evavriag rabry’ rd yap EauT@ ayabdv 
Sudxer. 1160, b 7. 
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is the worst of the constitutional forms, for‘ corruptio 

optimi pessima.’ 48 
“The principle of aristocracy is the rule of the best, or, 

to put it in another way, the rule for the best interests 
of the community ;49 the deviation to oligarchy arises 
when merit is disregarded and the rulers assign places 
of profit to themselves, and magistracies are made 
perpetual, and all this for the purpose of enriching 

the ruling class. This is contrary to the first principles 

of political justice. 
“Timocracy, the worst of the regular or constitutional 

forms, recognises, however imperfectly, the maxim of 
political justice that power should be proportionate to 
merit—for at all events it makes the citizens whose rate- 
able property is the same equal.s° Of all the uncon- 
stitutional forms democracy is the best; for it varies but 

little from timocracy.’”’ The manner of its variation 
Aristotle does not here point out. 

“The household furnishes us with a parallel to the 
above forms of government. The relation in which 
a father stands to his sons is a quasi constitutional 
government of the monarchic type; we cannot strictly 
speak of justice here, because the sons, so long as they 
live at home, are so closely identified with their father 
that he can no more be unjust to them than to 

48 cal pavepwrepov emi rabrng Gre xepiorn’ KaKtorov O& 

7d évdvriov rp BeArisrw. “It is more plain looking to 
this (i.e. monarchy) than to timocracy, that it is the 

worst.” rt = with reference to. 1160, b 8. 
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himself ; 5 still he can care for them, and this is some- 
thing like justice—in Persia, by the way, fathers treat 
their sons like slaves.s? The relation of master and 
slave is like a despotism, for the master’s benefit is 
exclusively regarded, rightly so in this case, wrongly 
in the Persian example, for you expect a different 
principle of government when the things governed are 
different.53 

“The relation of husband and wife resembles aristocracy ; 

the husband rules because he is the better of the two— 
in his own province be it understood—for he hands over 
to his wife the management of things which are fit for 
a woman to do.5¢ When the husband takes everything 
into his own hands, this form of domestic government 
degenerates into oligarchy, for he does it because he 
wants to be master, not because he can do better than 

his wife.ss When, as sometimes happens, the wife is 
an heiress and so has the upper hand, there is a kind 
of oligarchy, for it is wealth and not merit that gives 
her power. 

‘The relation of brothers to one another resembles 
timocracy, for they are equal, unless indeed there is 
great disparity of years, when fraternal friendship is 

St rd O2 Kripa Kal TO Tékvov, Ewe av 9 whALKoY Kal ywpioOy, 

@orep pépog avrov, avrov 8 ovdsitc mpoapetrar Aamrev. 
5. 6. 1184, b 10. 
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hardly possible; the democratic variation occurs in badly 

regulated households where no hand is kept on the 
children and every one does as he likes.” 56 

CHAPTER 11.—‘‘ Of the normal or constitutional forms 
two, namely kingship and aristocracy, are, like distributive 
justice, founded on the assumption of inequality between 
rulers and ruled; the third or timocratic form, like 
regulative justice, assumes equality between the members 

of the state. Similarly, in family life the relations of 
father and son, husband and wife, are between unequals, 

like the forms of government which they resemble. 
Brothers, like their analogue the citizens of a timocratic 
state, stand to one another on the footing of equality. 
All the above constitutional forms, as also the family 
relations resembling them, are founded on principles of 
justice, and friendship is possible within the limits and 
to the extent of the justice they respectively contain.s7 

“In the deviation forms of despotism, oligarchy and 
democracy, inasmuch as there is a wider departure from 
justice so there is less, room for friendship; in despotism 
indeed as being the worst form we can hardly say there 
is any; in democracy as being the best there is more. 
Friendship assumes a common interest which certainly 

does not exist when the ruler is a despot who regards 
himself alone. Nor can there be either friendship or 

justice between master and slave, for the slave possesses 
no rights, being merely an instrument in his master’s 
hands. Still, the slave differs from other instruments 
in that, although he possesses no rights, he is capable of 

56 ty aig acbevic 6 apxwy Kal ixdotw tEovoia. 1161, 

a 8. 

57 Kal? Exadotny S& TwY TOATEwY giria paivera ip Scov 

«ai 7d Sixamov. 1161, a 10. 
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possessing them and friendship is therefore hypotheti- 
cally possible.’’ 58 , 

CHAPTER 12.—“ Every friendship tlftrefore implies 
some form of association, but we must distinguish the 
ties which bind members of the same family and comrades 
from unions of the political, tribal, and other cognate 

forms which appear to rest on compact of some kind. 
The family ties arise independently of agreement, and 
will all be found to depend on the natural relationship 
of parents and offspring. A friendship so arising is 
stronger than one based on compact; there is more 
of a personal feeling in it, and from the nature of 
the case it is to some extent lasting. Parents, especially 
mothers, love their children so soon as they are born, 
and children when they begin to take notice love their 
parents. The friendship of brothers, again, springs from 
their being of the same stock; individually they are 

distinct, but their common origin makes them in a 
sense the same.59 
“The friendship of cousins and other relations is 

derived from the same source, namely from the fact 
that they have a common ancestor, hence the strength 
of this friendship is in inverse proportion to the dis- 
tance from the common ancestor.®© 

58 @ uev ovv SovdAog, ovk Fort piAia Tpdc aiTov, 9 8 avOpw- 
moc’ Soxei yap eival rt Stkaov wavti avOpwrw mpd¢ wavra 
Tov Suva, i 5 H Ohkng* Kai giria Oh PEvov KoLwwvicae vduou Kal cuvOiKne* Kal pidia 8H, 
xaQ’ Scov avOpwroc. 1161, b 5. 

59 siot 84 ravrd mic Kal év Smypyuévorc. 1161, b 32. 

60 aveyuol O& Kal of Aourol auyyeveic ek TObTwWY suUveKel- 
wyTa’ tT yap avd THY ad’Tov siva. yivovrar © of piv 

3 i4 1? ? a seed he nx , A oixedrepot of 8° aAXortpidrepor TH cbveyyuc i} wéppw Tov 

apxnyov civa. 1162, a1. 
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“The friendship of husband and wife rests on other 
considerations; it is nature’s own bond, and in order 

of time is the origin of all associations, the political one 
included. Man is a marrying animal rather than a 

political animal, by so much as the home is both prior to, 
and more necessary than, the state." The natural in- 
stinct which brings men and women together has for its 
object the continuance of the species, and is common 
to all animals; in the inferior animals it is confined to 
that object, but in mankind the advantage of division 
of labour for their common benefit is also a reason 
for the union. It is therefore a utility friendship as 

well as a natural tie; it is also a friendship of pleasure. 
In some cases (as when both happen to be good) the 
pleasure may arise from the contemplation of each 
other’s excellences. This tends to the permanence 
of the friendship, moral virtue being a habit. Having. 
children is also a bond which holds married couples 
together. How a man should live with his wife is a 
complex question which cannot be answered more 
definitely than by saying that it is the same question 
as how it is just that he should live with her.’ 

CHAPTER 13.—In the last two chapters of this book 
Aristotle examines the reason of the differences which 
arise between friends, and gives hints for avoiding 

them. 

There are, as was pointed out at the beginning of the 
book, three kinds of friendship and two classes of friends, 

6 avOpwroc yap TH pba auvovaatixoy paddov  mwoXr- 

ruxdv, dow mpdrepov Kat avayKaidrepov oixia wéAswc. 1162, 
a 17. 

62 76 88 THC Pwriov avdpi mpoc yuvatka ovdév Erepov 

paivera CnreioOar fj wwe Sixaov. 1162, a 29. 
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and of these two classes one is between those who 
are or are assumed to be equal and the other between 
those who are unequal. In this chapter he deals with 
the former, and in the final chapter *with the latter 

class. 

“Now as to equals: the rules which should govern 
these friendships are analogous to those of regulative 
justice where the parties are also assumed to be 
equal. 

“Friendship between equals may be founded on any 
one of the three motives of goodness, pleasure, or profit. 
Those who are united by the bond of goodness do not 
quarrel; the object of each is to get as much good 
as he can from his friend, and he is only too willing to 
give as good as he gets. 
“Nor do those who unite for the sake of pleasure 

come to differences as a general rule, for if they lke 
each other well enough to see much of one another, they 
have what they want—pleasant society. If they do 
not care for each other enough for this, they have the 
remedy in their own hands. A man looks ridiculous 
for quarrelling with his friend for not being agreeable 
when he has nothing to do but to cut him.% 

“Tt is in the class of utility friendships that misunder- 
standings mostly arise, and hence some nice questions 
present themselves. Friendship for profit being on a 
purely business footing has the incidents of a business 
transaction, of which one of the most common is that 

neither party thinks he has done as well as he ought to 

63 of piv yap Oe aperqv piror dvreg cb Spay adAndrove 

mpoSupovvrar—mpoc tovro 8 amAAwpévwy odK Eorw eyKAN- 
Hara ove: paxa. 1162, b 6. 

64 yedoiog & Gv gaivoiro Kal 6 zyxadav Ty py TépTovTt, 
sev wy cuvnpspsbav. 1162, b 14. 
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do, and complains accordingly. For instance, the 

arrangements between friends whose connection is of 
the mercenary kind are sometimes definite and sometimes 
rest on understanding or good feeling, like the distinction 
between legal and equitable obligations in law. In each 
case there is room for dispute. Take the case of a formal 
legal obligation.. A lends money to his friend B, and it 
is agreed that he shall receive it back with interest at a 
fixed rate and date. There is no doubt about the terms, 

but the borrower thinks it would be friendly in the 

lender to give him time.$s 
“Or take the case of a moral or equitable obligation 

where nothing is fixed®:—A advances money to his 
friend B, on no definite terms, but A expects to get his 
money back either with or without interest; whilst B 
treats it as a gift. A will naturally complain, for he 
entered into the transaction (as he thought) on the foot- 

ing of being paid, with or without interest, and B seeks to 
close it on the footing of not paying.67 The proper course 
in such a case is plain; the borrower ought to pay if he 
can; if he cannot, the lender should not insist. 

‘Before entering into transactions of the above kind it 
is therefore very necessary for the person obliged to 
consider to what kind of man and on what terms he 
is putting himself under obligation, in order that he 

65 SjAov © év rabry TO SpetAnpa KodK audiAroyov, Prrscov dt 

TH avaBoAny Exe. 1162, b 28. 

66 HOH odK emi pytoic, GAN we giAw Swpera. 1162, 

b 31. 
67 coutZecBar 82 akioi rd toov 4} wAgov, We ov SedwKde AAA 

Xphoac’ ovk dpoiwe O2 cuvadddEac cat duadvdpevoc eyxadéoet. 

1162, b 32. 

68 Kal duoAoyioa 0’ av duvapevog arodwoev * aduvarouvra 

& 08 6 dove HEiwoev av. | 1163, a 6. 
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may make up his mind whether he will stand to the 
terms or not.69 
‘The question is sometimes raised whether a benefit 

should be measured by the needs of the person who 
receives it, or by its value to the man who confers it. 

The receiver is apt to minimise the value—the other 
side to exaggerate it; the lender will say that he incon- 

venienced himself by what he did, that the money 
could not have been got elsewhere, that he had not. 
got it by him and had to borrow it, and ran considerable 
risk in so doing. The true measure is to be ascertained 
by looking to the advantage gained by the receiving 
party; he is the person who has been benefited; the 
assistance is worth what it is worth to him, and of course 

he must pay an equivalent, or even more if he wishes 
to do the correct thing.” 7° 

69 tv apyy & émioxerréov bp ov evepyeretrar Kat emt Tin, 
brwe emi robrore bropévyn wh. 1163, a 8. 

7° rocabry ov yeyévntat  emexovpla Scov ovToc wpéAnTaL, 

kai amocoréoy oy airy Scov émnipero, 7} Kal wiiov’ Kaddiov 

yap. 1163, a 19. In discussing commercial values in 
Book V. Chapter 5 (see page 293 ante) Aristotle had said 
that they are determined by demand, and he says here, 

in discussing friendly values, that they depend on the 
wants of the person obliged. In both cases he has 
omitted to notice the element of supply. The value of 
commodities (including money) is regulated by supply 
and demand, and the value of a friendly obligation 
depends on the same factors. A loan of £50 may be 
worth twice that sum to a poor man in pressing want, 
but the friend may not be in the least inconvenienced by 
making the advance. Neither honourable nor any other 
considerations require the borrower in such a case to 
return £100 to the man who has obliged him. 
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CuaprerR 14.—‘‘ Turning now to the friendship between 

unequals, the class in which the return is adjusted 
on the principles applicable to distributive justice, the 
differences which arise are of this kind: the superior 

appeals to the established rule in partnerships where 
the capital is contributed in unequal shares, namely 
that the profit received should be proportionate to the 

capital brought in;7! the inferior argues, not unreason- 
ably, that a friendship by which nothing is gained is 
not worth having. Each, says Aristotle, is right, each 

ought to be a gainer by the friendship, but not of 
the same thing. The gain of the superior should be 
in the form of honour; that of the inferior in the form 

of assistance rendered to him.72 This is the rule of 
justice in political affairs; if a man contributes more 
than his share to the public interest or welfare he is 
publicly honoured; each side gains a different thing. 
The public, however, do not expect to pay in money 

as well as in honour, for no one stands having the worst 
of it all round.73 

“In friendship, be it noted, the rule of ‘return in 

proportion to merit’ cannot always be followed, as in 
the case where honour is rendered to the gods or to 

parents against benefits received; here, no return can 
be adequate ; enough if we do what we can.” 74 

7 otovrar yap, KkaOdwep tv xpnuatwv Kowwvia mAsiov 

AapPavovew of cupPadrAduevor wAsiov, obrw Oeiv kal év TH 
guriga. 1163, a 30. 

72 rig piv yap aperic Kal Tie Evepysotac H TYuH yépac, Tie 

© évdelag émxoupta rd képdoc. 1163, b 3. 

73 ty maot yap To EAaTTOv ovdsic Uropéver. 1168, b 9. 
74 ro Suvaroy yap 1 pirla tminrei, ob Td Kar’ aklav. 1163, 

b 15. The same rule governs the relation of philo- 
sophical teacher and student. See 1164, b 2 and p. 14. 



BOOK Ix 

THe ninth book is less carefully put together than 
the eighth, the arrangement of which shows great 
skill, and there is some repetition in the first chapter, 
although a new turn is given to the rule of ‘“ payment 
by results” by the reference to Protagoras and the 
hit at the Sophists. The questions of casuistry dis- 
cussed in the second chapter are ingenious, but they 
have little value except to a confessor, and he will find 
more complete manuals elsewhere. The chief interest 
of the book begins with the fourth chapter, where the 
question between egoism and altruism is broached, to 
be continued in the eighth chapter, and in the criticism 
in the sixth chapter of the doctrine of unanimity as a 
political solvent and panacea. 

The chapter on self-love is finely conceived and 
expressed; we see here (as in some other chapters of 
the ninth book) a side of Aristotle’s character which 

he does not often turn to the reader. The rest of 
the book serves the purpose of completing the doctrine 
of friendship much in the way that the latter part of 
Book VI. completes the doctrine of prudence or the latter 
part of Book V. that of justice. 

32 497 



TEXT 

CuapteR 1.—‘‘ The friendships in which different 
things are exchanged, as in the case of a wealthy patron 
and his satellites, or a lover and his mistress, are purely 
business transactions, like the exchange of commodities, 
and the principle of return in proportion to what is done 
applies to both equally. But there is an important prac- 
tical difference; the tradesman or manufacturer has a 

fixed standard by which the value of the commodity sup- 
plied can be ascertained ; friends have not. Hence there 
is always a liability to misunderstanding ; circumstances 
change—the humble friend is not so useful, nor the object 
of affection so agreeable as before; the return of the 
patron or lover naturally diminishes; hence disappoint- 
ment and quarrels. The same result takes place when, 
owing to the absence of a definite bargain, the return is 
not what was expected—for not to get what you want 
is practically equivalent to getting nothing.75 But who 

ought to fix what is a fair remuneration for services 
rendered ; the one who renders or the one who receives ? 

Protagoras used to ask his pupils to say how much 
they thought his teaching worth and he would accept 
their estimate ; but it is better, as Hesiod advises, always 

75 Suovov yap To pndey yivecOat, drav ob épierat my TYYX ary. 

1164, a 14. 
498 
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to have things down in black and white.7? Teachers 
who, like the Sophists, insist on being paid in advance, 

(probably because no one who had attended their lectures 
would think of paying afterwards), and then do not 
fulfil their promises, are deservedly complained of ;77 but 
if a man puts down his money of his own accord he 
can say nothing. Knowledge, however, is a precious 
commodity and not to be measured by money; let the 
learner pay what he can. In cases which do not fall 
within this rule, but where some return is due and 

is expected, both justice and necessity require that 
the receiver should fix it.7 This is the rule even in 
an ordinary contract of sale where the price is not 
fixed, and in some countries when the amount is disputed 
such contracts cannot be enforced, upon the principle 
that if you choose to trust a man you must take the 
consequences.79 As a general rule, those who have a 

a? ‘pabdc & avépi. -~ ? Q 

% ty roie rotobroe & iviowg apéoxet 7d ‘ 

1164, a 26. 

77 of St mpoAauPavovrec 7d aypopiov, éira pndiy ToLovvTEC 
by ipacav ekdrwo ev 2yxAhpace yivovrat,—roiro 8 tows 
moiv of cogicrai avayxaZovra: Sia Td pndéva Gv Sodvat 
apyvpiov wv iicravra, 1164, a 27. 29. 

78 1164, b 6. 

79 tmaxov 7 sict vduor TV éxovciwy cuuBodaiwy Sixac pi 

iva, we Sov, @ intorevos, OtadvOqvat mpd¢ TovTov KaDdmep 
Exowwvyncev. 1164, b 18. The voluntary transactions 
which Aristotle here tells us were not enforceable by action 
in some places are defined in 5. 2. 1131, a 3 as contracts 

of purchase and sale, loan, pledge, hire of goods, deposit 
and hire of service. It is at first sight difficult to suppose 
that in any society other than the most primitive, there 
should have been no machinery for enforcing such con- 
tracts as these where the price was not fixed beforehand, 
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thing and those who want it value it very differently, 

but it is the buyer’s estimate which must prevail both 
as a matter of business and of fair dealing; the estimate 
should, however, be made before and not after the buyer 

has got what he wants.” 

CHaprTER 2.—‘‘How far a man’s duty to his father 

or his friend ought to lead him, whether affection or 
efficiency, justice or friendship should prevail, may be 
made a question. Aristotle lays down some general 
rules: ‘Be just before you are generous,’ 8° ‘ Blood is 
thicker than water.’ When questions arise between 

for in many cases it is impossible to so fixit. But we 
must remember that the sanction of religion was then 

frequently invoked with effect where no one now 
would think of appealing to it. Many a Greek firmly 
believed 

“‘haud impunitum quondam fore, si dubitaret 
depositum retinere,” 

and reliance on this belief among a highly super- 
stitious people, as the Greeks were and are, was in 
practice probably as effective, and certainly less expensive, 
than an action at law. Then we should not forget that 
there are many contractual obligations which even in 

our own country and times are not enforceable, such as 
gaming or wagering contracts, or contracts entered into 

for purposes which are considered to be against public 
policy or morals. Debts irrecoverable by legal process 
are debts of honour, and debts of honour are quite as 
often paid as any other kinds of debts. 

80 rae piv evepyectac avramodorioy we emt To méAV paddov 

i xapioréoy éraipoc. 1164, b 31. 
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your relatives, clansmen and fellow-citizens and other 
people, the relationship, moral worth or the fact of the 
benefit should enter as an element, but not as a deter- 

minant, into your conduct.8 ° 
“But these general rules are subject to exceptions 

arising either from questions of degree, moral duty, or 
the necessities of the case,82 and all that can be said is 
to repeat the warning so often before given that reason- 
ings in matters of conduct can never be more definite 
than their subject matter.’’ 83 

The examples given by Aristotle of the difficulties 
arising in the application of this general rule are dia- 
lectical and ingenious; some are taken from Plato, 
and we can well imagine that they were discussed in 
the schools with as much relish and to as little purpose 
as in a modern debating society. The following is an 
example:—A has been ransomed from brigands by B, 
who is a mere acquaintance or stranger; A’s father 
happens also to have been carried off by brigands ; 
B is at large. Ought A to ransom his father, or to 
repay B, it being assumed that he cannot do both? 
The answer adjudged correct is that he should ransom 
his father.84 

Again; sometimes a benefit. rendered should not be 

81 kai ouyyevéor 82 Kal gudérate Kai woAXirate Kal roi¢ 

Aowroig Gmaciw asi weparéov TO oikstov amovéusw, Kal 
suykpivey ra ixdéoroig Urdpxovta Kar oikeOrnTa Kal aperiy 
ii xpnow. 1165, a 30. 

82 wodAde Kal mavroiag Exe Siapopac Kai peyéSe Kal 
puxpdryte kal Ty Kadw kal avayxaly. 1164, b 28. 

83 Sep obv ToAAdKiC Elpyral, of Tept Ta TAOn Kal wpazec 

Adyor Spolwe Exovar 7d dpiopévov roig wept & siow. 1165, 
a 12. 

84 1165, al. 
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returned, as when A, knowing B to be an honourable 

man, recommends him for an appointment or renders 
him some similar service; B has reason to suppose A 

to be a bad character; in that case B should not 

return the service rendered. On a like principle it is 
sometimes justifiable not to lend money to a man who 
has obliged you with a loan, for the latter may have 
been pretty sure you would pay; but you may have 

good reason to doubt whether you will get your money 
back, you are therefore not dealing on equal terms.%s 

These questions and others of the same kind furnish 
a useful exercise in mental gymnastics, and help to 
bring home the ‘variety and complexity of the motives 
which bear upon conduct, but in practice they must be 
settled, not by books or rules, but by each one’s own 
sense, with the assistance, if need be, of a judicious friend. 

CHAPTER 3.—‘‘ Coming to matters more immediately 
connected with friendship, we may ask in what cases 
are we justified in ceasing to be friends where circum- 

' stances have changed or our friends are no longer the 
same? When pleasure or profit is the avowed or under- 
stood reason of the relationship and the reason ceases, 
it is natural enough that there should be a break, but 
sometimes there is a misunderstanding; you make 
friends with a man because you think he will be agree- 
able or useful, he on the other hand imagines you 
admire him for his character: the question here is, who 
made the mistake? If you have led him to believe 
that your friendship was due to an appreciation of his 

moral qualities, and then you drop him because he is 
not amusing, he may well complain. But if he is self- 

85 6 piv yap oiduevoc Kometa0ar 2ddvecer emexet Svti, 8 8 

ovk éAmiZet kopuctoOae wapa wovnpov. 1165, a 8. 
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deceived he must blame himself.” 8 Such cases con- 
stantly arise; nothing is more common than for men 
(we may add ‘‘and women”) to misunderstand the 
reasons for which their society is sought. ‘‘A different 
case May arise; you make friends with a person believ- 
ing him to be good; he turns out badly and you cannot 
help seeing it ; 87 are you to continue your friendship ? 
You cannot, it would be wrong; but it does not follow 

that you should break with him at once—at least not 

in all cases. If you have reason to think that by con- 
tinuing your friendship you can reclaim him, it is 
your duty to doso. Any marked change of character, 
to speak generally, justifies the dissolution of a friendship. 
Sometimes the change is relative and not absolute, as 
may be seen in the case of boyish friendships. Origi- 
nally there was a complete sympathy of tastes and 
pursuits, and the two boys were close friends. But one 
of them developes into a superior man and the other 
remains where he originally was, a child in mind; % 
how can they continue to be friends? their tastes 
differ, they are not in sympathy even in character; 
they could not live together, which as has been said is 
the test of friendship. Their friendship must cease; 
still they owe one another something and must concede 
something for the sake of the old friendship; they can 
never be quite strangers.’’ 89 . 

86 gray piv ovv diapevaOy tic kai broAaBy PircioBar Sia Td 
HYoc, undsv Tovovrov éxsivou mparrovroc, ~avTov airipr’ av. 

1165, b 8. 
87 yévnrar St poxSnpdc Kat doxy—1165, b 18. 

88 si 3 piv Suapévor thy Cravolav waic, 6 8 avip ein oloc 

kpartatoc. 1165, b 26. 
89 roi yevouévorc amoveunréov tt Oia Tiv Tpoyevouévny 

piriav. 1165, b 34. 
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CHAPTER 4.—We now come to the psychology of the 

subject. If we ask what are the marks of friendship, we 
find various points insisted upon. ‘Some define a friend 
as (1) one who desires good things, or what he imagines 
to be such, for his friend for that friend’s sake, and who 

carries his desire into act;9° others say (2) that he will 
wish his friend to live, wishing it disinterestedly, for the 
friend’s sake and not his own,* as mothers do for their 

children ; others again point out (8) that friends must 
have common tastes and wish to live together ; 92 lastly, 

(4) sympathy is insisted upon 93—a very characteristic mark 
of a mother’s feeling. Now every one of these marks are 
found in the relation in which a man—a good man, of 
course, for he is always the test—stands towards himself. 
Such aman desires (1) what is good and what he conceives 
to be good for his own sake, and acts accordingly—in say- 
ing ‘for himself,’ his real self, or highest function, his 
reason is meant;% the good man desires also (2) that 

he should continue to live, and especially that his 

intellectual faculties should be preserved ;95 then, (8) a 

good man is completely and entirely at one with himself 
and is his own best companion ; he has pleasant memories 

9° rBéact tov ido Tov BovAdsuevoy Kai mparrovra rayaba 
i Ta patvdueva exetvov Evexa. 1166, a 3. 

91 i} rov BovAsduevoy siva kal Ziv Tov Pirov avrov yapw. 

1166, a 4. 

92 réy ouvdiayovra Kai ravTa aipoipsvov. 1166, a 7. 
93 tov cuvadyorra kal ovvyxaipovra Tp pidky. 1166, a 7. 

ra “ € ~ > A a ‘\ la s va 
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(rov yap ayalov rayabov Staoveiv) wai éavrov Evexa (rov 
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of the past, happy hopes for the future, and a storehouse 

of elevated thoughts for the present;96 lastly, (4) the 
sympathy so characteristic of friendship is a very special 
attribute of the good man in his relatiom to himself, for 
he is never at odds, the same things always please and 
displease him and he has no regrets.97 Now it is just 
because the good man has these personal and distinctive 
attributes, and because a friend is only another self, that 

friendship itself is defined by the marks above enumer- 
ated, and that friendship in its highest form9® is considered 
to be a copy of a good man’s feelings towards himself; 
we may say that such a man’s relations to his neighbour 
‘proceed from,’ as well as that they are ‘ defined by,’ 
his relation to himself.99 It is sometimes considered that 
this is true, not only of the standard good man but of the 
inferior natures who constitute the majority of mankind, 
although no one supposes it true of the wholly bad. But 
we cannot agree that it is true even of the inferior 
majority, for they possess none of the joint attributes 
of the good man and the good friend. In the first place, 
instead of desiring for themselves what appears good they 
choose pleasures which they know to be bad; °° next, so 
far from desiring to live, they often fly from life and 

9% cuvdiayev ze 6 TolovTog éauvTM PobAErar’ HOkwE yap 

ard Tout’ TwY Te yap Tempaypévwn emitepTEic ai pvipat, Kat 
Tov pedAdvtwv ATidec ayabai—xai Dewpnuatwr 8 sdropet rH 

Stavola. 1166, a 28. 

97 ouvadyei Te Kal cuvpderat wdALoT éavTw. 1166, a 27. 
98 4 brepBoAn Tie piAlac TH TpdG avrov Guotovra. 1166, 

bl. trepBoA;h=“ the highest form.” Bonitz, Index, s.v. 
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commit suicide ; 1°" nor can they bear their own company, 

for when they are alone, so far from enjoying pleasing 
hopes and memories they think of the evils which have 
happened to them, and expect them to happen again ; 

they therefore seek companionship in order to forget ; 192 
moreover, their nature is in a state of revolution—they 
are at variance with themselves, one part of them is 

grieved because something is wanting, another part is 
happy because it is present—they pull different ways, 

as if they would tear asunder.'°3 
“Lower natures, therefore, cannot be friendly either to 

themselves or to others. This is a truly pitiable condition, 
and it should warn us to shun evil and try with all our 

might to be good in order that we may be friends both to 

ourselves and others.’ 94 

This is an excellent chapter both in thought and 
expression, although the argument requires some re- 

arrangement in order to do full justice to it. Aristotle 
had Plato’s Republic, and particularly the ninth book, 
in his mind when he wrote it, and here and there, and 

noticeably in the last sentences, some of the fervour of 

Or debryouor TO Cv Kal avaipovow é~avrobc. 1166, b 13. 

102 dyamyuvnoKkovrat yao woAAwy Kal dvoyepwv, Kat Torah’ py Xepiv, 
er tr , 9 c x ” — ee PY 4 » 
Erepa zAmiGovor, kal Eavrode dvrec, pel Erépwv 9 Svtec em- 

AavOdvovra. 1166, b 15. 

103 gracidZe yap avTov 1 uxh, kar TO piv Oia woxInpiav 
adyel arexduevdv tivwv, ro 8 Hderat, Kat 7d piv Sevpo ro 8 

exeioe EAxee Worsp Suaotwvra. 1166, b 19. 
104 st 82) TO O¥TWC Eye Alav Zorlv GOALOV, deveréoy rhv x ’ " 

pox Onpiav Starerapévwe Kat weppartov émenKy sivat’ ovrw yap 

kal mode éaurdv pirixwe Gv Exo kal Erepy ptroe yévorro. 

1166, b 26. 
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the Platonic Sokrates may be recognised. He assumes, 
for the purpose of working out his parallel, a soul divided 
into parts and the consequent possibility of a man con- 

tending with himself, not literally bat by way of 
metaphorical illustration. It will be remembered that in 
discussing the question whether a man can be unjust to 
himself, in Book V. Chapter 11, the same assumption was. 
made and with the same limitation (xara perapopav 8? cat 
épordrnta Eotw ovK a’r@ Tpo¢ avToy Sikatov dAAG TwY avTOD 
risiv. 1138, b 5). Aristotle did not admit as a physcho- 
logical fact that there were parts of the soul capable, as 
independent agencies, of warring with one another, or 
acting justly or unjustly towards one another, but for the 
purpose of illustration the metaphor is useful. In this 
chapter Aristotle makes reason the true and only self.t95 

The argument comes to this, that love for one’s 
neighbour is based on a rational self-love, or as Aristotle 
more strongly expresses it, is derived from it; in order 
to love your neighbour you must first love yourself: he 
assumes that self-love is prior both in order of time and 
of importance to love for others. Butler, in his sermon 
on Benevolence, takes the same view. Commenting on 
the text, ‘‘ Love your neighbour as yourself,” he says, ‘‘ If 
the words ‘ as thyself’ are to be understood of an equality 
of affection, it would not be attended with those conse- 
quences which perhaps may be thought to follow from it. 
Suppose a person to have the same settled regard to 
others as to himself—that in any deliberate scheme or 
pursuit he took their interests into the account in the 
same degree as his own, so far as equality of affection 

105 [rd Seavonrixdv] Sep Exacrog civar doce’. 1166, a 17; 
ef. x. 7. 1178, a 5. 7d yap oixetov Exdoty Ty pice: KparisTov 

Mey 4 2 Lees . 5 > , Sof AY kal Oucrdv tore sxaoty’ cat dvOpdrw dy 6 cata 
tov vouvv Biog, ciwep TovTO waArLtoTa dvOpwroc. 
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would produce this—yet he would in fact, and ought to 
be, much more taken up and employed about himself and 
his own concerns than {about others and their interests. 
Both our nature and condition in this world require that 
each particular man should make particular provision for 
himself, and the inquiry what proportion benevolence 
should have to self-love when brought down to practice 

will be, what is a competent care and provision for 
ourselves ? *” 106 

Aristotle’s argument starts from a different point and 
pursues a course different from Butler’s, but its result is 
the same. To live and seek our own good (as Butler 
puts it, ‘‘to be taken up about ourselves and our own 
concerns’’) is, says Aristotle, a condition precedent to 

desiring and compassing the good of others; our duty to 
our neighbour is a copy of our duty to ourselves, and the 
less fully we live our own life the less completely will our 
duties to others be discharged. 

CHAPTER 5.—Aristotle now breaks off from the line of 
thought he had been pursuing in order to complete his 
analysis of benevolence or well-wishing.7 He had already 
distinguished it from friendship, by observing that the 
feeling may exist between two people without the know- 
ledge of either ; here he distinguishes it from fondness or 
affection.7°8 

106 Butler, Serm. ii. 156. 
107 1155, b 31 sqq. 

108 The word ¢fAnoic is used by Aristotle in the Ethics 

in various senses ; it is a feeling (7a0e ¥ouwev. 1157, b 28) 

an action (omen [= tpa&a] touwev. 1168, a 19); it has 
intensity and desire, and requires an acquaintanceship 
of some duration (1166, b 33); it is not merely wishing 
well to a person (1166, b 32) nor being a friend to him 
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This is not irrelevant, for if well-wishing does not rise 
to the level of fondness, which is a feeling inferior to 
friendship, @ fortiori it cannot be friendship. ‘Now in 
saying that you are fond of any one you imply an intensity 
of feeling which does not enter into the conception of 
benevolence ;1°9 more than this, fondness requires that. 

you should appreciate a person’s character, which takes. 
time, and that you should be ready to act with him; 
but you may become well-disposed to a person suddenly, 
as to an athlete whose prowess you admire, though you 
would not choose him as an associate or care to join 
him in a contest. Well-wishing is, in fact, a sudden 

and superficial liking.%° It may be called, metaphori- 
cally speaking, ‘an idle friendship,’ but with time and 
acquaintanceship it is capable of ripening into real 
friendship ;*"* real friendship, observe, and not that 

which is based on grounds of pleasure or profit—motives. 

(1157, b 28). But it is also used in another sense, for 
we are said to have it of lifeless objects, as of wine 
(1155, b 28), and it is co-extensive with all the three 

grounds of friendship (ra giAnra. 1156, a 6). All these 
various senses are found in our own language. We say 
that a man is fond of good wine; that he is fond of 

pleasure, fond of being useful or of doing good; we dis- 
tinguish being fond of a person from being in love, but 
the word implies feeling and even strong feeling. Fond- 
ness is the nearest English equivalent of gidnovc. 

109 ob yap exer [1 ebvora] Siaraow odd Spek, rH prhon 
tavr axoAob0a. 1166, b 33. 

10 gpooraiwe evvor yivovrar Kal émutodaiwe otépyovow. 

1167, a 2. 

UI peragtpwv pain tic av avrny apyny sivar piriav, xpovl- 

Zouévnv 82 cat cic cuvhSeav agdoupévny yivecOa pid{Lav.. 

1167, a 10. 
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with which well-wishing has no concern. To speak 
generally, then, benevolence or well-wishing is grounded 

on certain good qualities of a man, on his beauty of person 
or character, or his courage, as in the case of athletes.” 2 

In the course of this chapter Aristotle makes an 
observation by the way which is true and worth repeating. 
“* Love,” he says, ‘‘ like friendship, begins in the pleasure 
derived from sight; you cannot be in love unless you 
have been first attracted by personal beauty” (he might 

have said ‘or what you consider to be such”), ‘‘and the 
test of being in love is longing for the absent object and 
desiring its company.” 173 

CHAPTER 6.—‘‘To be of one mind with a person (6uévora) 
is a mark of friendship, but this does not mean agreeing 
with him in opinion (6uodogia) on any subject that may 
be named; two astronomers, for instance, may agree 
on a question relating to the stars, but this is no mark 
of friendship. The agreement must be on something 
relating to life, to matters of conduct, matters, too, of 

importance, and in which each side has an interest. 
Such an agreement is found between really good men 
who are at one both with themselves and others, being, 

so to speak, on the same plane ; ?*5 such men will agree in 
what is right and expedient, and they will endeavour to 

112 8dwe 8 cbvora Oe aperiy Kal emietkedy twa yiverat, Srav 

Tw pavy kadrde Tig 7} avdpsiog H Te TOLOVTOY KaDaep Kal émi 

TeV ayovuorov eiropev. 1167, a 18. 
113 wy yap mpono0elc ry idia ovdeic ipGg, 6 SE yalpwv rH 

eldet ovdev paddov pq, add’ Grav Kal amdvra 7005 Kai Tig 
mapovotac émiOuug. 1167, a 6. 

114 qepl Ta mpaxtra—ra sic rov Biov hxovra—ra év peyéOe 

xal ivOoxdpeva aupoiv vmapyew ij macw. 1167, a 28-b 4. 
115 irl Twv avtwy Gvrec, we eitetv. 1167, b 6. 
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join in doing it. Inferior natures cannot agree except to 
a small extent; ‘‘each tries to get more than his share of 

advantage and less than his share of trouble and expense, 

in these matters studying his own intergst and looking 
sharply after his neighbour and hindering him; if they 

are not on the watch the common interest suffers.™ 
“ Agreement of opinion has been called political friend- 

ship, and so it is, but with the reservation already made.t7 
It is not enough that the members of a state should agree 
—they must agree on practical and important matters 
affecting the community at large, and they must be 
prepared to give effect to their opinion ; "8 as for example, 
if it should happen to be a question whether magistracies 
are to be elective or not, or whether an offensive alliance 

is to be contracted with another state. But when 
Eteoclés and Polyneikés in the Phenisse agreed that 
there should be a despotism, but quarrelled who the despot 
should be, that is only a half agreement; they agree to 
the same thing but not to the same person; it is not 
political friendship.79 But an agreement between the 
people and the better classes that there should be an 
aristocracy satisfies all the conditions—it is complete, it 
affects everybody and is on a subject of high political 

concern.” 

116 iaurw © Exaoroc PBovAdpevoc ravra [ra wPéApa] Tov 
nmédag eeraZe cal kwAber* py yap TnpobvTwy Td Kowdv awdA- 

Avra. 1167, b 18. The idea is that of a partnership 

where the partners cannot trust one another. 
17 rodurixh On prrdla palverar H 6udvora, KaOamep Kai Aéyerat. 

1167, b 2. 

118 1167, a 26. 
™ grav © éxdrepoc éavrov PobAnra, Wowep oi ev Taic 

Powlscac, sraciaZovow" ov yap zotw Spovoriv Td avro 

éxdrspov ivvosiv Odfore, AAG 7O tv TH adr@. 1167, a 32. 
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In this chapter Aristotle dissociates himself from the 
views of the Platonic Sokrates in the Republic on the 
political value of unanimity. It is laid down in that 
dialogue, with great emphasis, that “if in any political 
community people can be got to agree in opinion on 

matters of property—if they can be brought to say ‘mine’ 
and ‘not mine’ with regard to the same things at the 
same time, such a political community may be considered 
to be managed in the best way.” 12° Aristotle maintains 
that such unanimity is not enough; it does not cover a 
sufficiently wide field; important as questions of property 
undoubtedly are, there are matters more important still 
and of more general interest to the community. 

CHAPTER 7.—“‘ It is strange, but nevertheless true, that 
those who confer benefits are usually more friendly to 
those whom they oblige than the recipients are to their 
benefactors. Most people account for this by the analogy 
of debtor and creditor, and they say that just as creditors 
have an interest in their debtor’s safety, whilst debtors 

desire non-existence for their creditors,!2* so benefactors 
are anxious that those whom they have obliged should 

120 gy rive wOAEL WAEioTOL emt TO avTO KaTa TavTA éyoUL 
Td “‘ zudv” Kal Td ‘ovdK éudv,” abrn aptara Suorkeizar. Plato, 

Repub. 462 C. ; 
121 Bobdovrat pr} eivae ol¢ dpeiAovow. 1167, b 21; «e., 

debtors wish their creditors ‘‘not to be”’; creditors, on 

the other hand, wish their debtors not only to be, but 

also to be well. The whole passage reads thus: xafazep 
ovv imi rwv Savelwy of piv dpetAovrec BobAovrar pj elvae oic 

agetrovor, of 82 Saveloavrec Kat éxmeAovvTat THe TOV dpet- 

Advtwy swrnpiac, ovTw Kal Tode edepysThcavrac BobAccBat 

eivar rove maOdvrag we Komoupévove Tac Xaptrac, Toig & ovK 

elvat émyuedic 76 avrarodovvar. 1167, b 20. 
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not only exist, but also be safe and sound, as this would 
give them a better chance of getting some favour in 
exchange ; the obligees, on the contrary, have no interest 
in making any return, and therefore no wish that those 

should live who might claim it.” 
“ Epicharmus would probably say that this is to look 

at the matter in a bad light, but it is human nature 
all the same, for the generality of mankind are apt 
to forget, and to prefer getting to giving.22 The real 
reason lies deeper; the illustration of debtor and creditor 
is misleading, for creditors do not care about their debtors 
as such—their interest in them is only for what they 
expect to obtain, whereas the feeling of a benefactor is 
pure affection; he likes those whom he has benefited, 

even if he thinks that nothing will ever come of it. The 
real analogy is that of a workman and his work; every 
one likes his own works better than his works would 
like him, if they were capable of feeling. Look at the 
poets and the absurd affection they have for their 
productions ; 123 they love them as if they were their 
children. The case of a benefactor is precisely similar ; 
the benefit he has conferred is his work: he likes it better 
than his work likes him.174 The reason of this curious 
preference is that ‘‘ every one desires life, that life is 
activity and that man is in a sense identified with the 
results of his activities; loving life, he therefore loves 

that which his activity produces—in other words, his 

122 "Emtyapuoc piv ovv tay’ av pain ravta Aéyew adrovc¢ 
&« movnpov Oewpévouc, toe O? avOpwr@’ apyvfhpoves yap 

of TwoAAol, Kal padAov eb wacyev 7} roty edlevrar. 1167, 

b 25. 

123 UrepayaTwot yap ouToL Ta Oikeia Tomara. 1168, a1. 
124 76 yap cy TeTOVOdc Epyov oTly a’TwY" ToUTO Oy ayaTwoL 

HadXAov i 76 Epyov Tov woihoavra. 1168, a 3. 

33 
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work. And this is in accordance with the course of 
nature; what is meant by ‘a work’ is a ‘potentiality 
realised.’125 Add to this that a benefactor’s actions have 

a beauty which gives him pleasure, whereas the person 
benefited sees no beauty in what is done for him; if he 

sees anything at all it is profit. Now good works are 

lasting, whereas that which is merely profitable soon 
passes away; the remembrance, too, of what is morally 

good gives pleasure, which cannot be said, or not to the 
same extent, of what is profitable. Lastly, every one 
prizes that which it has given them trouble to get, as is 
testified by the case of those who make their money as 
compared with those who inherit it, and by the case of 
mothers who love their children more than their fathers 
do, for their birth has cost them more and they are more 
sure that they are their own; this is also true of 

benefactors.” 126 

CHAPTER 8.—‘‘A question has been raised as to self- 
love. Ought a man to love himself more than his 
neighbour? People blame those who do so and call them 

selfish as a term of reproach, and in fact a bad man always 
acts with himself in view and the worse he is the more he 

125 rovrov 5 aitiov drt 70 eivat Tacw aiperov Kat piAntév, 
2 cy De > , ~ ne ‘ \ , 5) ays [9 
éopiv évepyela (r@ Civ yap Kal mpdrrev), evepyeta Of 6 

” wv . 
rouhsag TO Epyov Eott Two" atépye Oy TO Epyov, SidTe Kal 70 

o he ot Bo a Z 2 8 Z ~ 
siva’ rovro O& puondv' 6 yap zor Suvapet, ToUTO 

of ~ 

tvepyela TO Epyov pnviec. dua O& Kal rp piv edepyéiry 
N . sos ~ ¢ , 2» oF ~ ~ Os 2 : 

kadov TO kKaTa THY mpakw, WOTE XALPELV EV | TOUTO, ™T]@ oe mabdvrtt g 

ovedy Kaddv év TH Spdcavrt, GAN’ Elrep cuugépov. 1168, a 5. 
126 The view that it gives a man more pleasure to 

confer a benefit than to receive one is very well and 
amusingly illustrated in Labiche’s excellent comedy 
‘‘Lie voyage de M. Perrichon.” 

Sar 
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does it, and for this reason he is adversely criticised as 

being one who does nothing unselfishly.27 As to the 
point in question, it is urged on one hand that a good man 
acts for the sake of what is right and thisen proportion 
to his goodness, putting himself aside and looking to his 

friends. It is said, on the other hand, that you should 

most greatly love your greatest friend, that the greatest 
friend is the one who desires the good of the object of his 
affection for that object’s mere sake, even if no one should 
know it, and that this is just what a man does for himself ; 
for that, as has been shown, all friendly feeling towards 

others have a self-regarding origin,?28 and that the proverbs. 
in common use prove it. Observed facts do not square 
with these opposite statements, naturally enough. No 
wonder, then, that it is a question which argument should 
prevail, as there is evidence on both sides.29 Perhaps 

the matter may be cleared up if we consider in what sense 
each side uses the word ‘selfish.’ Those who use it in 
a bad sense mean that a man gives himself the larger 
share of wealth, honour, and bodily pleasure, these being 

the usual objects of desire and the things that men 
contend for.*3° But those who are grasping about things 
such as these are vulgarly gratifying the irrational side 
of their nature, and are justly blamed as selfish. That. 
this is what is popularly meant by selfishness is plain, for 
were a man always and seriously to try to be just, tem- 
perate, and in other respects to conduct himself well; 
were he always to endeavour to get for himself things 

127 §rt ovdev ad ~avrov mparra. 1168, a 33. 
128 ” a a >? > BA LA Lal ~ x = x A ~. eipntae yap Ori an’ avrov mavra Ta piiika Kal Tpd¢ TOdC 

adAove Sijxe. 1168, b 5. 

29 amopeirat On eikdrwe Torépoig xpewy EreoOa, augotv 
éxdvrow 76 miotdv. 1168, b 11. 

73° ra mepyaxnta. 1168, b 19. 
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really good, no one would think of calling him selfish.73t 

But such a man is in fact more selfish than the other, for 

he is apportioning to himself the very best; he is 
gratifying the highest part of his nature and subordinating 
himself wholly to it. Now just as in a state or any other 

whole made up of parts the highest or governing part 
really constitutes that state or whole, so in man :*32 if any 

one therefore seeks to gratify his governing part, he is 
gratifying himself and is therefore selfish, but selfish in a 
very different sense from that which is blamed; differing 
to the whole extent that living according to reason differs 
from living according to passion, and that desiring what 

is right differs from desiring what is merely expedient. 
It follows that those who are earnest in doing what is 
right win universal acceptance and praise; for if every 

one acted so, then public life would be as it ought to 
be, and in private life too each one would get the greatest 
good, if it be true that good conduct has the incidents 

claimed for it.133 The good man therefore ought to be 
selfish, for he will advantage both himself and others; not 

so the bad man, for he will injure himself as well as his 

neighbour.'34 All practical intelligence chooses what is 

131 gel TO KaAOY EauT@ TwepTooiro. 1168, b 27. 
132 Womep O& Kal TOALC TO KUPLWTAaTOY paALOT Elvat SoKEl Kal 

arav &dXo cbatnpa, ovTw kat GvOpwroc. 1168, b 31. Aristotle 

identifies the excellence of any ‘“‘system’”’ or organic 
compound with the excellence of its leading or specially 
distinctive, part—ro xupiwrarov, rd yap oiksiov éxdoTy TH 
boa kpariorov tori ixaoty. 1178, a 5. 

133 rov tv Te Bly Kadov Kayabav of mparrovTeg dpSHc¢ 
éahPoro yivovra. 1099, a 5. 

134 Wore Tov piv ayabov Set pidavrov iva: (Kal yap avroc 

évioerat TA Kaa TPATTWY, Kal Tove GdAOUC woEAHoEL), TOV OF 

poxSnpov ov dei. 1169, a 11. 
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best for its possessor, and the good man obeys such 
intelligence."35 Of the really good man it may be said 
with truth that there are many things which he will do 
for his friends and country, even should hé die in doing 
them: he will abandon wealth and honour and all the 
goods that men contend for, in order to win for himself 
that which is really worth having;136 he will prefer 
intense pleasure for a short time to moderate enjoyment. 

long protracted, and would sooner perform one con- 
spicuously good deed than many small ones. And this 
is true of those who die for others: they choose for 
themselves a single great good. Such men are ready to 
lavish their wealth in order that their friends may receive 
more—their friend has the material benefit but they have 
the real one, they therefore give themselves the greater of 

the two goods. So as to honours and offices; the man 
we are speaking of will give up everything to his friend. 
he may possibly even yield to him the opportunity of 
doing good actions on the ground that it is better to be 
the cause of a friend’s good deeds than to be himself the 
doer of them.737 This is the sense in which a man 
ought to be selfish; in the ordinary sense he should 

not be so.” 

CHAPTER 9.—‘‘It is questioned whether the happy man 
wants friends or not; it is said that as he is self-sufficing 
they will be useless; it is urged against this that it is 

135 mac yap vovg aipetrar ro PéATLGTOV EauTY, 6 O emiEKTS 

meBapxe ty vy. 1169, a 17. 

136 rpohceral Ta Xphuara Kat Tyude kal GAwe Ta TEpiaynTa 

ayaba, wepirovobpevoc EavTw TO Kaddv. 1169, a 20. 

137 éydexerar Of kal mpatec TH PiAw mpotecOal, Kal eivae 

KadNov Tov abrov mpaka 7d airiov TH pilw yevéoOa. 1169, 

a 32. 
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the true function of a friend in his capacity of a second 
self to provide what a man cannot otherwise get, and as 

the poet says— 

‘What need of friends when fortune makes us blest ? ’ 138 

But it certainly seems an anomaly to assign to the 
happy man other goods and to deprive him of friendship 

which is the greatest of all. Moreover, a good and there- 
fore happy man requires some objects of his benevolence, 
and friends are very specially the proper objects. This 
raises the further question, ‘Are friends more wanted 
in prosperity or in adversity?’ To some extent they 

are wanted in both cases, for in the latter we require 
to be helped and in the former some one to help. To 
revert to the original point :—we can hardly make the 
happy man a hermit;139 no one would choose to enjoy 
all good things by himself, man being naturally a social 

being.4° Now as the happy man possesses goods he 
must possess friends, and friends of merit; it is not 

enough that he should live in the society of strangers 
or chance acquaintances. All this goes to show that 
friends are necessary to the happy man. What then 
is the value of the statement that friends are not essential 
to happiness? 4 Is it not this? The ordinary idea of 
a friend is that he is some one useful or agreeable, and 

as the happy man certainly does not require the former, 

138 “ gray & 6 Saipwy eb bide, 7h Sei pidwv 5” 

139 Gromov © iawe Kal TO LovwTHY ToL Tov paxapiov. 1169, 

b 16, cf. 1097, b 9. 
14° ovdeic yap EAo’ av Kal’ abrév ta Tav7 Exew ayaba* 

moNTiKov yap 6 avOpwroe Kal cuiv wepuxde. 1169, b 17. 

141 ri ovv Aéyouaw of TpwroL, Kal TH aANDedovew; 1169, 
b 22. 
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nor indeed the latter, except to a small extent, they 
infer that he does not require any friends. But this 
point is not tenable. Happiness, as has already been 
pointed out, is a function,—a part of, ourselves, not 
something outside which we may possess or not, like a 
piece of property.742 Now if so, and if the actions of 
a good man are good and pleasureable—pleasures, too, 
essentially his own,™43 if moreover we can watch the 

operation of a function better in others than in ourselves 
—it follows that the actions of virtuous friends as 
exhibited in their conduct will give pleasure to a good 
man; the good man, in fact, gets pleasure both ways— 
he has the pleasure consequent on his own activity and 
the pleasure of observing that activity in others. The 
happy man, therefore, requires friends. There is a farther 
reason. It is thought that the happy man ought to 
have a happy life; but such a life is difficult for one 
who lives alone; by himself he can hardly work con- 
tinuously, it is easier to do so in conjunction with and in 
reference to others.44 Add to this that, as Theognis has 
said, living with good men is an exercise in virtue.™45 If 
we look to ultimate reasons, we see that a virtuous friend 

is in the nature of things something that a good man 
would choose. For animal life is defined by the power 
of sensation, human life by the power of sensation and 
intelligence, and inasmuch as a power is always referred 
to its function—function being the dominant factor— 

142 4 yap evdamovia évipyed tic tot, ) 0 evépyea dmAov 
dre yiverar kal ovK bwapyxe Wore krnua tt. 1169, b 29; cf. 

1099, a 16. 
143 Zort Of Kal TO OlKEloy TwY HoLwy. 1169, b 33. 

44 we Erfowy Kal mpdoc GAAove. 1170, a 6. 
145 t 8 n , om” , ~ ? ~ 2 ~ i 45 yivoiro 8 av kal aoxyolc Tic Tie apeTig ek Tov aca 

roic ayaboic, Sawep Kai Cioyvic g@now. 1170, 211. 7 p Y 
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human life may be considered as the exercise of the 

functions of sensation and intelligence.46 Now, life is 
in itself good and pleasure-giving; it will therefore be 
so to the good man, to whom all natural goods are good. 
If this be so, and if the exercise of our various functions 

of sense and intelligence, in other words, if the fact of 
our existence involves the consciousness of it ; 147 and if, 

as has been said, existence is an object of choice, and 
especially to the good man, and if such a man is to his 
friend as he is to himself, then he must needs desire his 

friend to live for the same reasons, or nearly so, as he 

desires to live himself. He ought therefore to have the 
consciousness of his friend’s existence together with the 
consciousness of his own, and this he will get by living 
with him and by intellectual companionship and con- 

versation ; for when we talk of men living together we 
do not mean that they are eating in the same field 
like cattle. To sum up this argument; if, as has been 

shown, mere existence is an object of desire to the good 
man, and if the existence of a friend is much the same as 

his own existence, a friend is one of the things that a 
man who is to be happy will choose to have; but a thing 

which he will choose to have he ought to have, otherwise 
he will be deficient in something.” 148 

46 ro 82 Civ dpiZovra rote Cyoe Suvape aicPhoewe, 

avOperoe 8 aicbicewe 4} vohoewe* 4 88 Sbvamic ele rhv 

evéipyetay avaryerat, Td 88 Kbpiov ev TH evepyéta * Zoxe OH 7d Ziv p i evepyeeg i 
sivat kuptwe 76 aicbavecOa H voetv. 1170,a16. (4 = cal.) 
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CHapTER 10.—‘‘ Ought we, then, to have a large circle 

of friends, or does what has been well said of a guest- 
friend apply, ‘some but not many’? ‘The maxim 
certainly applies to friendships formeds with a view to- 
usefulness, for to return the services of a great number 
of friends is both troublesome and practically impossible. 
A larger number than suffice for the purposes of private 

life are superfluous for the requirements of higher life.49 
As to friends for pleasure, a few are enough—they are like 
seasoning in our food. But what of good friends? Can 
we assign a limit here as we can to the citizens of a 
state? Ten men will not make a state, and if there 

were a hundred thousand it would cease to be a state.t5> 
‘How much?’ is not a thing that you can lay your 
finger on; it is whatever lies between certain bound- 
aries.t5t In the case of friends, then, there is a proper 
number defined in this way and perhaps best by saying’ 
that it is as many as we can manage to live with. 
Obviously we cannot do that with a large number of 
persons. One reason is that the friends must be mutual 
friends if they are all to live together, and this would 

be difficult in the case of many. Another reason is. 
that appropriate sympathy would become difficult, for 
it would probably happen that you would have to rejoice 
with one and grieve with another at the same time. 
Possibly the true rule will be not to seek to have as 
many friends as possible, but only so many as suffice 
for the intimate life of friendship. It is as impossible 

149 of wAsiouc O14 TwV TpdC TOV OikElov Biov ikavwv TEplepyor 
kai tumddior poe TO KaAwe Sv. 1170, b 26. 

15° obre yap x Séca avOpwmrwy yévour av wéALC, odT’ &k Séka 
pupiadwy tre wédue doriv. 1170, b 31. 
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to have a deep friendship for many as to be in love 
with more than one. For love is an exaggerated friend- 

ship and has only one object; on the same principle a 

deep friendship has few objects. Experience shows 
this to be the case. Look at the friendship of comrades ; 
the celebrated ones are all between two.1s2 
“Men with a large circle of acquaintance who know 

everybody are friends of nobody, except in a social 
sense ;753 they are called * pleasant fellows.’ In this 

sense it is possible to have a large circle of friends without 
being insincere; you may be quite genuine. But you 

cannot have a disinterested friendship based on character 
for a large number of people.” 

CHAPTER 11.—‘‘ We revert to the question asked but 

not answered above; do we want friends most in pros- 
perity or in adversity? They are sought in both cases, 
for the unfortunate require assistance and the prosperous 
require some one whom they can live with and benefit; 
in adversity friends are more necessary, and therefore 

those who are useful are sought in that case, but it 
is a higher thing to have them in prosperity, and for 

this reason men seek out those who are morally good 

152 obdt yap évdéxecOar Sdteev Gv wodAoic eivac gidov 
opdcpa. dudmep ov & pay mAEdvWY* UrepoA} yap TIC elvat 
Podvrgra pirtac, rovro 82 tpdc Eva" Kai 7d apdcpa Oy mpoc 

oAlyoug. obrw O Exe Force itl TOY TpayyaTwY" ov yivovrat 
yap piror Todo Kata rH sraipixyy pirlav, ai S tuvodpevar 
év Ouoi Aéyovra. 1171, a 10; 138. 
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in which a man was said in the last chapter to be woX- 
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as being those whom they prefer to benefit and live 
with. Both in prosperity and in adversity the mere 
presence of friends gives pleasure ;—our troubles are 
lightened by their sympathy—whether in the sense of 

helping us to bear a burden, or whether their presence 
and the consciousness of their sympathy relieves our 
pains, may be a question.15¢ But their presence has a 
mixed effect; merely to see your friends gives pleasure, 
and helps you not to grieve if you are in trouble, but 
then it is painful to feel that some one else is pained 
by your distress. Hence those of a manly disposition 
take care not to let their friends share their sorrow, 

unless indeed the relief obtained is greater than the 
pain given; certainly they will not allow fellow-mourners 
to come near them, not being in the habit of mourning 
themselves. Effeminate men and weak women like to 
have people to groan with, but we should always imitate 
the best. In prosperity, however, the presence of friends 
makes society pleasanter and gives you the agreeable 
consciousness of their pleasure at your good fortune. 
The rule, then, is ‘Be forward in calling friends to your 
side when you are prosperous but refrain when you 
are in trouble ; share your miseries as little as possible.’ 155 
But friends ought to be summoned when they can render 
great services at small personal trouble; on the other 
hand it is proper to go heartily and uncalled for to 

154 Eoti-yap kal 1) Tapovata aiTy TwWY pirwy Hosta Kal év Talc 
> x2 ~ , o , x © 4 evruxtac kal év Taig dvotuxiac* KoupiZovrar yap ot Aumdu- 

, ~ x nN 2 iA L 
Mevor cuvaryotvtwy Trav gidwy. oid Kav amophouiv TIC 

wérepov @omsp Bapove peraAauBavovowv, i TovTO piv ov, 7) 
tapovoia 8 airway deta ovaa Kal } Evvoia Tov cuvadyeiv 

tAdrrw tiv AbwHv Tot. 1171, a 27. 
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the side of the unfortunate. If you can assist one with 
whom all things are going well, be eager to do so, 
but hold back if you are likely to get a benefit; it is 
not an honourable thing to desire to be helped. Still 
you must be careful when rejecting advances not to 
be thought disagreeable ; it is a thing which sometimes 
happens.'5° In all cases, therefore, the presence of friends 

seems desirable.” 

CHAPTER 12.—‘‘Can we not say then, that as with 
lovers what they like best is to gaze on one another, 

preferring as they do the exercise of this sense as the 
very essence and origin of love to all others, so with 

friends what they most desire is to be together? Friend- 
ship is something which you have in common and a 
man is related to his friend as he is related to himself; 
and as, relatively to himself, the consciousness of his 

own existence is the chief thing, it must be the chief 
thing in reference to his friend, and this consciousness 
being realised in living together a common life will 
naturally be desired.s7 And that which seems to each 

one to be existence—that for the’ sake of which they 
desire to live, is the thing they wish to spend their time 
in doing with their friends. Some like to drink together, 
some to gamble, others to join in athletic exercises, or 
in sport or philosophical pursuits. The result is that 
the goodness of the good and the badness of the vicious 
is increased by association, for men’s characters are 
moulded by those in whose society they take pleasure. 

‘Good things come from the good’ as the saying is.”, 

156 Sdéav 8 andlac 2v T@ dwwAciaBat iswe svAaPnréov * éviore 

yap cusPatve. 1171, b 25. 
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REMARKS 

Moc has been written on friendship, but nothing so 
fully and so well as in these two books of the Ethics. 

Aristotle has treated the subject from various points 
of view,—tracing the growth of the feeling from the 
instinct which unites the two sexes, through the house- 
hold, the village, the clan, into the State; analysing 
the feeling itself and showing the various forms it takes 
when directed to the different ends of goodness, pleasure 
and utility ; dwelling at length on its influence on cha- 
racter and especially on the character of the good man, 
and discussing with much acuteness some of the hard 
cases which so frequently arise from the conflict of 
duties in the complicated affairs of life. Although the 
subject as a whole is treated in a somewhat disjointed 
fashion and in parts carelessly written in the text we 
possess, Aristotle’s object is throughout clearly visible. 
It is, first, to show the importance of friendship as a 
factor in the formation of good conduct, next to show 
its value as the tie which unites the members of the 
state, and finally to show its place and value as an 
ingredient of happiness. 
What is friendship? Aristotle was in some difficulty 

in answering this question. He felt, as every one does, 
that it is conduct of a very high order, but he could 
hardly say in so many words that it was a virtue, because 
he had already defined virtue in terms which expressly 
exclude friendship. Friendship is a feeling. “I call 
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feelings,” says Aristotle, ‘“‘such things as desire, anger, 
fear, confidence, envy, joy, friendship.” 58 But good 

conduct is a habit, and habits and feelings are different 
functions of mind. Nor does it either come into being 

or develope in the way in which the virtues of conduct 
do; the latter grow out of an accumulation of single 
acts, and they are increased, like the artistic faculty, 
by practice ; 59 whereas friendship begins, like love, from 

the sensation of sight,*© and its increase is due to acquaint- 
ance and familiarity, not to a repetition of the sensations 
which originally produced it. Nor does friendship accom- 
modate itself to the doctrine of the mean, so essential a 

part of the definition of good conduct. Friendly feeling 
is not half-way between affection and dislike, and if it 
were, you could not say without qualification that either 
extreme is bad. Nor are affection, friendship and aver- 
sion generically connected. You may dislike, and even 
hate a person, for reasons, none of which are the same, 

or even of the same kind, as those for which you like 

some one else. Moreover the identity of thought and 
feeling which is found in pure and perfect friendship, 
and which is grounded on the singleness of aim in the 
character of the friends, makes it impossible for it to be 
a mean state, unless indeed (which Aristotle denies) a 
man is capable of hating himself. And yet, definition 
or no definition, Aristotle could not deny friendship to 
be a virtue; he therefore compromises matters by saying 

“ that it is ‘a kind of virtue.” 1 

158 1105, b 21. 
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‘Friendship as conceived by Aristotle, in its perfect 
form, as existing between two men of complete virtue 
(and it is only in this form that its true character can 
be judged) is an emotion which stimulgtes the conduct 
of each by a kind of moral induction, the goodness of 
one friend re-acting on the other with the result that 
both become better than either could have become singly. 
In the less perfect forms which constitute all but a 

small minority of cases it is a help to action ; it supplies 
motives and material aids, it gives counsel and advice, 

but it is not, either in its perfect or imperfect shape, 
a mode of conduct; it is a motive of conduct, a feeling 
which produces conduct, and without which either 
nothing, or nothing so effective, would be done. To 

conduct yourself in a friendly way is to do acts in 
themselves good under the impulse of a desire to benefit 
another, which acts but for that desire would never 

have been done at all. It stands to conduct as pleasure 
stands to happiness, it increases and completes it.16 

Aristotle’s psychological analysis takes in general too 
little account of feeling as a direct determinant of conduct. 
Desire, or appetency (épetcc), which he brackets with 
practical reason as together making up the motive of 
action, is not the same thing as feeling (wa0oc), for desire 
reaches forward to the future, whereas feeling is a present 
state of consciousness. But in these books he does some- 
thing to remedy this defect by insisting on the value of 
friendship which is, in its essence, developed and sus- 
tained feeling. 

It must be confessed, however, that from his own point 

of view—that of a writer seeking how the citizens of 
a state are to be made good, and how the unity of the 

162 reXecoi—ouvabee tHv ivépyaav. 1174, b 31; 1175, 

a 30. 
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state is to be secured, Aristotle’s description of perfect 
friendship is the least satisfactory part of his treatment 
of the subject. He postulates in that description two 
men of complete and equal virtue, each deriving pleasure 
from seeing his own excellences reflected in the excel- 
lences of his friend or other self, each unselfishly 

desiring the good of the other for the other’s own 
sake, each liking the other for what the other really 
is, without any regard to collateral advantages, and 

each getting from each the same amount of good as 
he gives.%63 Nor is this all; self-effacement is carried 

to such a point that the friends are supposed capable 
of allowing one another to be good rather than of being 

good themselves.' Aristotle understates the case when 

he says that such friendships are rare; it is safe to 
say that they are never met with; did they exist, moral 
action would be brought to a deadlock. 

It may be said that this picture of perfect friendship 
is an ideal and must not be criticised for want of actu- 

ality. But impossible ideals are out of place in a treatise 
which, as we are so often reminded, is a practical one. 

Aristotle’s criticism of Plato’s ideal good is applicable 
to his own ideal friendship—‘ it is something which men 
can neither get nor could use if they got it.” "65 To this 
it may perhaps be replied that the value of ideals does 
not depend on their applicability, but that they are 
useful as indicating the mark at which we should aim 
although we recognise our inability to reach it. There 

763 1156, b 7-383; 1170, b 5 sqq. 
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may be imaginative and enthusiastic natures who are 
stimulated to action in this way, just as there are persons 
who believe a thing because it is impossible to believe 
it, but the majority of mankind will not exert themselves. 
without a fair prospect of success, and if they think 
a thing to be beyond their powers they will not put 
forth their powers to get it. It may be added that the 
self-sacrifice, not to say self-effacement, of Aristotle’s 

complete friendship is inconsistent with his own view 
of a complete life, which consists in the full exercise 
of all the functions (including, of course, the purely self- 
regarding ones) and which is accompanied by the enjoy- 
ment of the pleasures (which must equally include the 
selfish ones) which accompany function. His picture 
therefore assumes conditions which do not exist in the 
world around us, and which, did they exist, would in 

no short time lead to the extinction of the human race; 

for if mankind could be persuaded to be unselfish to 
the point of yielding to others the exercise of the virtues 
of conduct instead of themselves exercising those virtues, 
nothing would be done; each would urge his neighbour 
to be good instead of being good himself, and life, which 
is a perpetual struggle against adverse influences, would 
come to an end. 

“Tt is not a random impulse, but a natural impulse, 
which makes a man a friend to himself.” 166 A man must 
live before he can help others to live, and under present 
circumstances if he is to live at all he must do many things 
and get many things at the expense of others. To love 
your neighbour as yourself in the literal sense of the words 

166 uh yap ov patny tiv moog abrov abrocg Exe giAlav 

fxasroc, aA’ Fort ToUTO puoxdv. Arist. Polit. ii. 5; 1263, 
a 41. 
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is not a possible rule of action; to love your neighbour 
more than yourself, which in Aristotle’s view is the su- 
preme virtue of friendship, is a phrase and nothing more ; 
it does not correspond to anything we actually believe 
or do. A sense of the difficulties involved in this theory 
led Aristotle to point out that love for one’s neighbour 
in fact proceeds from love for one’s self,?67 or, as he 

otherwise expressed it, that love for others in its highest 

form is a likeness or imitation of self-love in its highest 
form, all the marks by which true friendship is known 
being found in the feelings which a good man experiences 
towards himself ;6° which is as much as to say that 
egoism in order of time must precede altruism. This 
is a proposition which Aristotle, who found the origin 
of friendship in the sexual instinct and traced its history 
therefrom through the family to the state, would 
have no difficulty in maintaining. The priority of the 
chronological order is not, however, the reason he gives. 
He relies on the statement that a friend is a second 
self, and being so, that a man stands to his second 
self as he stands to his first self. Therefore, inasmuch 

as he wishes his first self to live, as he desires good for 
it, takes pleasure in its society and so on, he must 
desire all these things for his second self.%69 A man’s 
own virtuous character is thus assumed as a condition 
precedent to friendship, and as such a character cannot 

be produced or thought of without the performance of 

167 ra gituxa S2 Ta Tpd¢ Tove wédac, Kal ol¢ ai pirta 
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self-regarding acts, egoism takes precedence of altruism 
in order of conception as well as in order of time. 

The statement that the marks of friendship towards 
others are derived from those marks in ga man’s self, 
and the inferences which this statement involves, go 
far to curtail the extreme and impracticable lengths 
to which the doctrine of unselfishness had been pushed 
in the theory of ideal friendship. Aristotle was not 

the man to forget for long the fact that ‘‘moral obliga- 
tions can extend no further than natural possibilities.” 17° 
He says that equity is of the nature of friendship; 
if he had said that friendship is of the nature of equity 
he would have kept within natural possibilities and he 
would have put up a standard of conduct difficult enough 
to satisfy any reasonable advocate of the ideal; this is 
probably what he really means. 

The relation between justice and friendship indicated 
in the fifth book is worked out in the eighth and ninth 

books in some detail, although in a way not easily fol- 
lowed, the reader being left to look up the points of 
resemblance and to note the points of difference by 
collecting the scattered references to the subject in 
the text. 

Their first similarity is that they both refer to others ; 
they arise and can only arise when two or more persons 
are in some way associated. But given such association 
both are necessarily present so far as the objects of 
the association extend, but no farther. If nine men com- 
bine to win a boat race (cupmAocixy Kotwwvia) justice 
requires that there should be no shirking, that each man 
shall do his fair share of work, otherwise the others 
will have to do more than their fair share, which would 
be unequal and therefore unjust. But justice does not 

170 Butler, Serm. xii. p. 157. 
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require them to pay their tradesmen, that being outside 
the object of the association. So the members of the 

crew must know one another, ‘“‘in a way,” and become 

friends ‘‘in a way,” %.e.; so far as is necessary to enable 

them to get on together and avoid irritation and disputes 
which would interfere with training and prevent effective 
co-operation. But they are not required to be friends 
outside these limits; they need not be socially agreeable 
or intellectually interesting. Even if the association be 
for a professedly immoral object it cannot be promoted 
without justice and friendship. Even pirates are bound 
to take some of the ten commandments with them when 

they put out to sea.!7! 
So, too, in a commercial partnership there must be 

both friendship and justice limited and determined 
by its scope, and if the partners quarrel or behave 
unfairly to one another to the extent of interfering with 
the objects of the association, it will be right on these 
grounds to dissolve the partnership. 

But not only are friendship and justice co-extensive, 
they are also co-intensive; the closer the union, the 
greater the obligation to be just, it being considered 
worse to swindle a friend than a stranger, and more 

reprehensible to refuse to help your brother than to 
decline to subscribe to a local charity.172 
Now what is true of all minor associations is true 

of that great association ‘“‘The State’’ of which they are 

171 “ Thou concludest like the sanctimonious pirate that 
went to sea with the Ten Commandments, but scraped 
one out of the table, ‘Thou shalt not steal.’ Ay, that 
he razed.” Shak., M. for M.i. 2. 8. 
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but parts, and whose existence depends on its satisfying 
the common needs and interests of the community. 

Nor is this all: Aristotle had already pointed out 
(V. 6) that justice takes various forms;*-that of dis- 
tributive justice, applicable to those who are free and 
unequal, in merit, and a kind of justice resembling this 

and found in the relations of master and slave, father and 
son, husband and wife. Distributive justice endeavours to 
effect an equality between the members of the community 
by apportioning rewards to merit, but in the relations 
of father and son, master and slave, this cannot be 

done, because the son up to a certain age, and the slave 
always, have no merits, being merely a part of the 
father’s or master’s possessions; still there is some 
justice even here, for it is wrong for a father to treat 
his sons as slaves, and even a slave is a member of 

the family community and a sharer in some of its 
privileges.:73 Every kind of common life therefore assumes 
justice of some kind as a basis. In the case of husband 
and wife, although equality does not exist, there is 
an approach to it, and just arrangements as to the 
respective rights and duties of a husband and wife 
are possible to a greater extent than in the cases of slaves 
or children. Now friendship takes corresponding forms, 
varying with the status of those who come within it; 
there is the friendship of equals to which the rules 
of regulative justice apply, and there is the friendship 
of those who are admittedly unequal in respect of their 

73 1160, a 8. 
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position, merits, and power to help. In the latter case 
the equality which friendship requires is obtained by 
the application of a rule which, like that of distributive 
justice, is based on the assumption of inequality, and 
the rule is that the better or more useful friend should be 

liked more than he is expected to like.174 And as by a 
metaphor a man may be said to be unjust to himself. 

(see page 319) when his desires overpower his reason, by 

a like metaphor he may be a friend to himself. 

However impossible it may be to bring complete 
friendship within the doctrine of the mean, the incomplete 
forms which constitute practically the whole of the cases 
in which friendship is actually found are thus shown 

to be cases of equality, and if so, to be a ‘‘ kind of mean” 
like justice itself.175 This is one reason why the similarity 
of justice and friendship is insisted upon. But Aristotle’s 
main purpose was to bring out the political value of 
friendship by showing how much it has in common 

with the essentially political virtue of justice. In one 
important respect, at least, namely as a bond of union 

between the members of the state, it is more valuable 

than justice itself.276 

Plato had sought to secure the unity of his state 
by socialistic arrangements with regard to property. 

If self-interest could be got out of the way, so that 
all or nearly all the citizens could say ‘‘ mine” and 
“not mine” at the same time with reference to the same 
objects, the constitution of that state would be, so Plato 

174 1158, b 25. : 
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thought, perfect.t77 Such, at least, is the doctrine of 
the Republic. But Aristotle remarks that unanimity 
with regard to property does not go far enough. The 
agreement must be on more weighty subjects than pro- 
perty, on important questions of public policy. It is not 
enough for everybody to agree to say ‘‘mine’’ and “ not 
mine” with regard to the consolidated fund or the 

unearned increment of the land. Unanimity, if it is to 
serve as a bond of union at all, must be on consti- 

tutional questions, on state alliances, on matters of high 
policy as well: Shall the great public offices be thrown 
open to women? Shall we enter into an offensive 
alliance with Japan?*'7® And even on these subjects 
you must go into detail. If you determine to appoint a 
committee or to send an embassy you must name the 
members. The brothers in the ‘‘ Phoenician Women” 

were quite agreed that a strong personal government was. 
best for Thebes, but they differed as to who should be the 
person, and this was the whole crux of the question.179 

The political value of unanimity is not, therefore, so: 
great as Plato supposed. The elimination of selfish 
interests among the rulers by a system of communism 
(even supposing it to be practically possible, which 
Aristotle doubted) would not produce agreement among 
them on many subjects upon which it is essential for 

177 gy grieve On WOAEL TAEioTOL éwl TO a’TO KaTa TadTa TOTO 

Aéyovor, 76 Zudv Kat Td ovK eudv, abTn dpicta Stometra. 
Plato, Repub. 462 C. 

178 wept ra mpakra, kal To’Twy wept Ta év peyéDer—oiov ai 
méXsc, drav Tac Soxy Tag apxac aiperac eival, 7) ocumpayew 

Aaxedamovioe, 1167, a 28. 
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them to beat one. They might all sing ‘‘ mine” and “‘ not 
mine” in unison, but unison is not harmony; some 
might favour an Athenian empire, others might prefer 
a little Athens within the limits of Attica. But these 
large questions are precisely those on which citizens” 
ought to be agreed. 

There are ..two other objections to assuming unity 

as the end of the state: one is that it is retrograde—by 

so doing you tend to bring back the state to the level 
of the family,:8° and the other is that the true end of 
the state is completeness and not unanimity. But even 
if the best political interests could be secured by elimina- 
ting purely selfish and personal interests, friendship, 
and not unanimity, would be most effective for the 
purpose. Make your citizens friends, and you will weld 
them together more securely than any system of com- 
munism can do. 

Friendship therefore includes everything that Plato’s 
unanimity was designed to secure, and more besides; it 
ensures not only justice but equity; it makes the citizens 
agree on policy as well as on property, and beyond all this 
it creates a unity of sentiment as well as an agreement of 
opinion. To make men friendly and not to make them 
unanimous is in Aristotle’s opinion the true goal of states- 
manship. 

A description of the various forms of government does 
not at first sight seem relevant to a treatise on friend- 
ship. But Aristotle wished to bring out the parallelism 
of the two by showing that the unselfishness charac- 
teristic of the highest friendship is also characteristic of 
the best government; that in that best government 
not only bare justice but something better than bare 

180 zpoiovea Kal yiwouévn pia paddov ove® médic Forat. 
Polit. u.2; 1261, a17. 
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justice would be found, as in friendship. The best state 
is monarchy; it is best because the ruler thinks only 
of the interests of his subjects. The test here applied is 
an ethical one; that applied by Platosin the dialogue 
called the “The Statesman ”’ is a purely intellectual one. 
The “right polity” of Plato is one in which you find fully 
instructed statesmen at the head ; the art of government 

is based on scientific principles.18* This is Carlyle’s advice, 
“‘Find in any country the ablest man that exists there : 
raise him to the supreme place and loyally reverence him ; 
you have a perfect government for that country.” *82 Plato 
and Carlyle did not realise as fully as Aristotle did the 
difficulty of finding the scientifically instructed ruler ; and 
they forgot that even for him there are no axioms at once 
sufficiently true and sufficiently specific to serve as guides 
in the complicated and ever changing circumstances which 
confront the practical statesman. Politicians are of course 
obliged to appear to act on principle, otherwise they 
would not get the ear of the public, but when they explain 
their principles they usually content themselves with 
stating generalisations of doubtful and limited application, 
maxims which possibly represent their personal views but 
which they would find it difficult to support by any 
induction from experience or to deduce from any generally 
admitted or provable data. 

To us who are accustomed to think of states extending 
over enormous areas, with millions of inhabitants fre- 
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quently differing in race, language, habits and religion, it 
seems strange to talk of friendship as a force in politics. 

But to Aristotle, Russia, China or our own Indian empire 
would not have appeared to be states at all. To him 
the type of a state, or at least of a good state, is a 
city with a definite territory of limited extent, with a 
population ‘“‘large enough to satisfy its own needs and 
not too large to be easily within view.” 783 Under these 
conditions, and where, as in most Greek cities, people 
lived largely in public and were constantly meeting in 

the market, the law courts, the Assembly and at religious 

festivals, acquaintance and even friendship between the 
limited class of citizens would not be impossible. There 
is another point in Aristotle’s treatment of friendship 
which strikes the modern reader. It is strictly confined to 

men. Friendship between women, or between a man and 
a woman, is never alluded to. Yet such friendships must 
have existed in Greek life notwithstanding the seclusion 
in which women lived and their inferiority in intellectual 
attainments to the men. If a modern reader is inclined 

to quarrel with a view of friendship which takes no 
account of feelings which always and everywhere play a 
considerable part in life, he must remember the limited 

scope of the Ethics. It is not a treatise on universal 
conduct; it is a treatise on the conduct proper for 
the citizen of a Greek state. From citizenship in such a 
state women were excluded, and in Aristotle’s opinion 
rightly so. He did not share Plato’s views as to the 
expediency of allowing them to participate in the rights 
and obligations of citizenship. In taking this view 
of the subject, Aristotle was supported by Greek and 

183 ovrdc¢ tort TéAEWE Spo apiotoc, H peylotn TOU TAHIOUC 

UrepBoAn mpd¢ abrapyeav wig evotvorroc. Polit. iv. (vii.) 
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especially by Athenian sentiment. Friendship between 
men was the only friendship worthy of the name, and it 
was not only a common and highly approved feeling, but 
was consecrated by celebrated hereic examples—ai 
tpvobpmevar prfac—and in historic times by the ever memor- 

able case of Harmodius and Aristogeiton. 
Reviewing Aristotle’s treatment of friendship as a 

whole, it is seen to be a highly instructive and, with some 
limitations, complete view of the growth and value of the 
feeling both in its social and political aspects. Friendship 
is first recognised as an instinct which is a sine qud non 
of the higher forms of animal life—the maternal instinct 
—involving the self-sacrifice of the female parent for the 
time, frequently considerable, during which the progeny 
lives at her expense. Aristotle repeatedly and pointedly 
refers to this salf-sacrifice, and-it is evident that he had 

fully grasped its biological meaning. The maternal or 
parental instinct passes insensibly into the feeling of 
family affection, promoted by the intimate association of 
father, mother and children in the home and by the 
various ties of interest and interdependence which such 
association creates. This is the second stage in the 
history of friendship. With the union of families into 
village communities and of these into still larger social 
ageregates the family feeling widens, ceases to be purely 
domestic and takes the form of mutual support in which 
the members of a community contribute in various ways 
to each other’s welfare and protection. Through these 
gradations there arises in the city state the complex feel- 
ing called by Aristotle distinctively, friendship, based on 
sympathy of tastes and pursuits, from which the notion 
of material aid is frequently absent, and taking its highest 
form in the bond which unites the members of the state 
with a view to that full and complete life which is its end. . 

This is the chronological and genetic order of the 
production of friendship, the point of view of ‘‘ watching 
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things as they are growing” ‘84 and one which is always 
‘present to Aristotle’s mind, not only in his professedly 

biological works but in his Politics, Psychology, Ethics 

and elsewhere. 
But this, although the most fruitful, is not the only 

method he employs. Frequently, instead of beginning at 

the beginning he begins at the end. When an organism 
like an animal or a state has arrived at its full develop- 

ment, the complete or developed form may be taken as a 
starting point from which inferences respecting the use 
and value of the parts can be drawn. The organs of 
a body or the members of a state discharge their functions 
with reference to the body or the state and not to them- 

selves, in accordance with the plain intentions of nature. 
Hence such a whole is said to be ‘naturally prior to” 
its parts, and the rule is ‘‘the last in order of production 
is the first in order of nature.’’ 185 
Now in Aristotle’s treatment of ‘‘ complete ” friendship 

we have an example of his procedure when he takes what 
he calls the natural order. Having arrived by the genetic 
method at the fully developed form of friendship, he infers 

therefrom that friends will or ought to act in such and 
such a way, just as he would infer the functions of 
an organic body from considering it in its fully matured 
form and observing in what relation the parts stand to the 
body and to themselves. But this mode of inquiry, which 
is beset with many pitfalls even when you have before you 

a concrete and visible whole which can be observed, is 

unreliable in the case of a notional whole like perfect 

184 ra mpaypara gudmeva PAerev. Polit. ii. 1; 1252, a 24. 
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friendship which is never met with and cannot be observed. 
And therefore, whilst Aristotle’s history of friendship in 
general is instructive, and his treatment of the imperfect 
forms of which he had examples before his eyes vigorous 
and acute, his picture of perfect friendship is unreal, 
resembling a geometrical drawing rather than a study 
from life, and the inferences as to conduct which he 

deduces from it are doubtful and uncertified. Aristotle 
seems to have felt his subject. He writes more expan- 

sively than is usual with him. As a rule, his economy 
of words is such that he seems to be dictating a telegram, 
but in these books there are chapters which are almost 
eloquent.186 

186 See Book VIII. c. 1.; Book IX. cc. 7. 8. 9. 10.11. 

and 12. 
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CHAPTER XI 

Book X. « 

(1172, a 19—1181, b 28). 

HAPPINESS 
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Kuplat éloly at KAT apEeTHY évépyerat TNC Evoalmoviac, al 

8 évavriat rov évavriov. Arist. E. N. i. 1100, b 9. 

Let it be allowed, though virtue or moral rectitude 
does indeed consist in affection to and pursuit of what 
is right and good as such; yet that when we sit down 
in a cool hour, we can neither justify to ourselves this 
or any other pursuit till we are convinced that it will 
be for our happiness or at least not contrary to it. 

Butler, Sermon on Love for one’s 

Neighbour, p. 145. 

Capacity of every kind sufficient for the requirement, 
conduces to happiness immediately and remotely— 
immediately by the pleasure accompanying the normal 
exercise of each power that is up to its work, and 
remotely by the pleasures which are furthered by the 
ends achieved. 

Herbert Spencer, Ethics i. 189. 





In the concluding chapters of the tenth book Aristotle 
resumes the subject of happiness already outlined in 
the first book, but from a somewhat different point of 
view and with wider practical applications than had 
been necessary in the opening of the treatises It 
had there been laid down that the distinctive excellence 
of man, the highest performance of the functions special 
to him as such, in other words ‘‘his work,’ consisted 

in the active exercise of his rational powers. Further 
analysis had shown these rational powers to be of two 
kinds, corresponding to generically distinct classes of 
objects; one kind, distinguished as wisdom, operating 
in the field of necessary matter and drawing exact 
conclusions by the process of mediate inference from 
immediate and highly generalised data; the other kind, 
under the name of prudence, working in the field of 
contingent matter, and by the same process of mediate 
influence drawing probable conclusions from premisses 
true only for the most part. These two faculties were 
shown to have distinct ends. The end of prudence 
being to deliberate rightly on what is good and expedient 
for man, not in this or that circumstance or transaction, 

but generally and as conducive to a good life,? the end of 

1 mepryeypagSw piv ovv tayalov rabry’ Sei yap tows 
UroTuT@oar TpwToV, ei Uorepov avaypapa. i. 7. 1098, 

a 20. 
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wisdom being absolute truth,—truth arrived at by pro- 
cesses which admit of no error from principles which 
admit of no question. As wisdom is the highest function 
of man’s highest faculty, its exercise, in accordance with 
the teleological law that the end of a thing is what is 
special to a thing3 and with the biological law that the 
highest speciality is the exercise of the highest function,4 
is the final cause of man’s existence or happiness in the 
best and full sense of the word; the subordinate faculty 

of prudence having for its end happiness in a lower sense, 
that resulting from conduct performed under its guidance. 

To examine and discuss perfect happiness was not 
necessary for Aristotle’s purpose in the earlier books, 
where he was considering moral conduct only, and he 
therefore expressly reserved the consideration of it for 
a future time and place.5 In fulfilment of this promise 
he now takes it up. 

But the Ethics being a practical work Aristotle could 
not conclude without pointing out how the subordinate 
happiness resulting from good conduct can in fact be 
attained; by what means, that is, the citizens of any 

state can be induced to do what they ought to do 
in order to make them happy; and this leads to the 
highly instructive chapter on education with which the 
treatise closes. 

3 7d 8 iid gore Td EKdaTOU Tig yévecewo TéAOc. De Gen. 

Animal. 736, b 4. 
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TEXT 

Book X., CHAPTER 7.—Aristotle prefaces the descrip- 
tion of ideal happiness by some remarks on happiness in 
general. Plato, in the Philebus, had put the question, 
“What is the supreme good?” in the following terms : 
“What is that habit or tendency of mind which will 
insure to all men a happy life?’’® Aristotle points out: 
that happiness is not a habit at all, but an activity 7—. 
a habit in motion, not one at rest.8 If happiness 
were a habit, state, or condition only, then one who, 

like Endymion, spends his life in sleep might be 
called happy—a proposition which. no one would agree 
to. It is, moreover, one of those energies or activities. 

which are exercised for their own sake and not for the 

6 SOQ dioporoynowpeSa cai ré8e. TIPQ. ro roiov; SQ. Qe: 
viv qyuov exarepoc tw puyine cal Sidbeow aropalvay tia 

émixeiphoee THY Suvapévny avOpwroe Tract Tov Biov evdatiyova 

maptxav. Plato, Phileb. 11 D. 
7 elrouev Oy Ort ovK Eorw FErc. 1176, a 33. See 1098, 

b 31. See p. 71. 

8 The difference between habit and activity, between a 
state and the function of a state, was not marked by 
Plato, who uses the same word for both. It was first. 

marked by Aristotle, and it constitutes one of the im- 
portant improvements in philosophical language for which 
we are indebted to him. 

547 
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sake of their results. Good conduct belongs to this 
class of activities, and so does amusement; art does 

not. Itis true that in the arts mental energy sometimes 
of a high order is exercised, as in making a chronometer 
or writing a music score. But chronometers are made 
that they may be used, and music is written that it may 
be played, and but for these results no one would either 

-yoake clocks or compose music. But it is different with 
_ regard to good conduct; we should choose to be just, 

brave, and temperate merely for the sake of being so, 
although it is true that we accidentally compass other 
ends as well.9 

‘But if happiness is the active exercise of our powers 
for the sake of exercising them, what are we to say about 
amusement? Many men, especially men who are looked 
up to, wealthy and powerful persons,'° occupy their 
leisure in pure amusements, make it the principal object 
of their existence, and are contented to do so, not looking 

for any result beyond that afforded by amusement itself, 
and even making sacrifices of money and health for the 
purpose. Common opinion calls a life so spent ‘happy’; 
now life is divided between work and leisure, and if a 
man chooses to make amusement his work and other 
things his leisure, can we say that he is not happy ? 

especially when we remember that his life satisfies the 
conditions just laid down for happiness. 

‘ Aristotle is at some pains to discuss this view of the 
matter. It is not reasonable, he remarks, to take so 

9 «a? avrac & cisiv aiperal ag’ bv pndiy emilnreira Tapa 

tiv tvépyeav* rovavra 8 ivat SoKovow ai Kar’ aperny mpakac ’ 

ta yap Kada Kal orovdaia Tpatray Tw Ov avra aipermv. 1176, 
b 6. 

10 rwv evdarmoviZouévwy of woAAdt. 1176, b 12. 

™ amocxoAdcovow. 1176, b 17.. 
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much trouble and to submit to so much hardship for 
the sake of amusement; moreover, the ‘earnest’ or 

‘serious’ man '?—here identified by a play on words 
with the good man—does not approve ; 18 it be granted 
that each man’s bent determines his choice, his choice 

ought to agree with the choice of the serious man, and 

such a@ man certainly prefers virtuous action to amuse- 
ment. Then, any one can amuse himself, even a slave 
can be as good at games as the best freeman, but no one 
admits that a slave can be happy. Gamesand amusement 
are only really useful as relaxations; Anacharis well 
observed, ‘ We play that we may work’; and this seems 
to be right.*3 Amusements rightly considered are not 
an end in themselves, although those who indulge in 
them may think so, and happiness cannot be found in 
them, although diversion and relaxation may.” 

The chapter is noticeable both as showing the care 
with which Aristotle meets a view which does not seem 
to deserve so much attention as he gives to it, and also 
because it indicates his opinion of the place of amusement 
in life. Man cannot always be working; he requires 
rest; and games and the relaxation of social intercourse 
are the best form of rest. or this reason, in the eighth 
chapter of the fourth book he discusses how people ought 
to comport themselves when they are spending their time 
on these objects. But in our amusements we should not 
lose sight of their object, which is relaxation. To take 
amusement seriously, to spend toil and trouble on it, 

2 § orovoatoc. 1176, b 25. 
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thereby unfitting ourselves for real work, is to mistake 
its end and is foolish and childish.™4 

CHAPTER 8.—The two conditions of happiness in 
general, that it is a habit and one to be exercised for 
its own sake, having been laid down in the manner just 
described, we come to the consideration of supreme or 
ideal happiness. This must be the function of man’s 
highest powers, which have already been said to be 
abstract thought.ts Aristotle proceeds to show how all 
‘the conditions which are considered to attach to happi- 

ness in general belong specially and emphatically to the 
exercise of the theorising intellect. ‘‘It is not only the 
highest function, but it admits of more continuous 
exertion 6 than any other activity either of mind or 
body; next, the pleasure which is universally considered 
to be an ingredient in happiness is greater, purer, and 
more permanent here than elsewhere; '7 thirdly, the 

14 grovoaZev Of Kal Twoveiy Tadiac Xap HAOov patverat 

«at Alay radxdv. 1176, b 82. 
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relates of himself that on one occasion he spent 
eighteen consecutive hours in continuous abstract 
thought. 
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quality of self-sufficiency so often referred to is in a 
marked way the attribute of the life of abstract thought.® 
Even philosophers, like other people, must live, but they 

require and are content with less than public or business 
men, who cannot help spending money and whose in- 
clinations lead them to do it. The necessaries of life 
are needed equally by both, although perhaps a man of 
the world takes a more liberal view of what is strictly 
necessary than a philosopher, but as to the necessaries 
of action there is a striking difference between them.’9 
A man cannot be generous without money, nor brave 
without something to contend with, nor just without 
somebody to be just to; admitting the moral value of 
good intentions, it is impossible to know what a man’s 

intentions are 2° unless he has the opportunity of proving 
them in action, and this requires something external to 
himself.” 

“Then there is this further point of superiority: in the 
virtues of practical life we compass something, more 
or less, beyond the exercise of the virtuous habits; we 

are just for the sake of being just, no doubt, but we also 

possession of knowledge gives more pleasure than its 
acquisition, is very questionable. It is opposed to his 
principle of the superiority of activity to power, state or 

condition, and also to common experience. Butler is 
right in saying that it is in getting knowledge, and not 
in having it that true pleasure consists. 
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hope to redress an injury or punish a criminal.2* Abstract 
thought has no ulterior end. Add to all this that happi- 
ness is enjoyed in leisure and that it is for the sake 
of leisure that we work, and we see how superior in 
every respect the life of speculation must be; it is the 

most serious of all occupations, it looks to no results 

beyond its own exercise, it has its peculiar and satisfying 
pleasures, it is self-sufficient and capable of as much 
untiring prosecution as anything human can be; 2? it 
is in short, if we give it a life long enough for its full 

exercise, complete happiness. A life so spent may indeed 
be said to be beyond the lot of man, for it is not so 
far forth as he is man that he lives it, but in so far 

as he has in him some spark of the divine; by as much 

as such an attribute differs from the attributes of mere 
human nature, by so much will the purely intellectual 
life differ from that of mere moral conduct. We ought 
not, therefore, to follow the advice of those who bid us, 

being mortal, to have mortal thoughts; on the contrary, 
so far as in us lies we should strive to be immortal 
and to live a life consonant to that which is best and 
highest in us.23 What has been formerly said may be 
repeated now :—‘that which is by nature most charac- 
teristic of man is both best and happiest for him.’ 2+ 
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A life of abstract thought fulfils this condition best, and 
is therefore the happiest.” 25 

Aristotle’s good sense and general knowledge pre- 
served him from the exaggerations of those who, agreeing 
with him in admitting the superiority of a contemplative 
to an active life, consider that seclusion, poverty, and 

self-denial to the point of asceticism are necessary to it. 
“A man must be well,” he says, ‘‘ he must have proper 
food, and whatever else is necessary to comfort, together 
with a moderate amount of external goods.”’ He can live 
the higher life if he is moderately furnished with what 
civilised man requires. More than this hurts rather than 
helps. For the philosopher is, after all, a man. 

“Tf further argument be needed we shall find it in the 
common assumptions as to the life of the Gods. No one 
supposes them to be just, brave or temperate,?° yet 
every one believes them to live and therefore to put 
forth energy of some kind or other.27_ Now of the three 
forms of human activity open to a living being, conduct, 
production, thought, conduct is excluded by what has 
just been said; a fortiort production is excluded—the 
notion of the Gods making anything is absurd—and 
this leaves thought as their only remaining function.7® 

25 cai ry avOpway 8} 6 Kara Tov vouv Piog, Eiep TOvTO 

partora avOpwmoc. 1178, a 6. 

26 mpdtac S2 molac amoveipar ypewv adroic; wérepa Tac 
Sxatac; 4 yeAoior pavovvrat suvadAdrrovrec Kai Tapaxara- 

Ohxac atrocddvtec Kai boa roavra; 1178, b 10, 

27 adda phy Civ ye wavreg UreiAngacw kai évepyeiv dpa. 

1178, b 18. 

28 r@ Oy Covre Tov mparrav apaipoupévor, Ere S? waddov 

rov mote, ri Aetrerar TARY Sewpia; Wore) TOU Oeov évépyaa, 

paxapidrnre Stapépovaa, Dewpnrixn Gv ein. 1178, b 20. We 

see how completely the Homeric anthropomorphism had 
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Man’s life will therefore be happy in so far as it resembles 
this, the divine activity—happy too, we may suppose, 

in the regard and friendly sympathy which the Gods 
are likely to bestow on those who do their duty and 

live a life like theirs,—assuming always, as is not im- 
probable, that they have any concern with man and his 

affairs.22 On the other hand, life spent in the sphere 
of probability and in discharging the duties which 
society, business, and public affairs exact, can be called 
happy only in a secondary sense.3° For the exercise of 
the moral virtues requires the co-operation of others in 
& great variety of ways; we are brought into relation 
with our neighbours in our dealings with them, in the 
services we render, in what we do to them and what 

we endure at their hands.3' Actions of this kind are 

been put aside by educated men. Aristotle thinks the 
exercise of the moral virtues unworthy of the Gods; 
Homer does not hesitate to ascribe to them moral vices ; 
Aristotle treats it as an impossible supposition that the 
Gods should produce anything; in Homer artistic skill 
is attributed to them, and in the case of Athené and 
Hephestus is a characteristic attribute. See next note. 

29 si yap Tic erméAua Twv avOpwrer Urb TwV Sewv yiveral, 
orep Soxet. 1779, a 24. But compare what Achilles said 
to Priam as to the attitude of the Gods to mankind,— 

de yap éwexAwoavro Seot SeAoior Bporoiae 

Zwew axyvupévore* adrol Sé 7 axhoeec ict. 

Tl. 24. 525. 
30 Seurépwe 8.6 Kara Thy GAAnv aperhv. 1178, a 9, 

3% Sikaca yap Kal avopeia Kat ra GAXa ra Kara Tae GAAac 

aperag mpdcg addfhdovce mparrousy tv cuvaddAdyyact «Kal 
xpstaic Kat mpaceot mavrotac ty te role wabeaw Statnpovvrec 

To Tpérov ExdoTrw" ravra & iva patverar wavra avOpwmxa. 
1178, a 11. 
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largely determined by our physical constitution and have 
much in common with the passions; the intellectual 
faculty of prudence itself is closely bound up with what 
we call ‘ good conduct,’ and naturally s8, since its pre- 
misses are derived from the subject matter of conduct 
and the standard of good conduct itself is given by it.32 
The principles from which prudence starts being impli- 
cated with our feelings, must belong to the composite 
man; the excellence of the composite man is therefore 
of the earth, earthy, and so must his life and happiness 
be. The happiness of thought is a thing apart.’ 33 

Aristotle’s conclusion with regard to happiness con- | 
sidered, not as an end of conduct, but as the highest 

good attainable by man—as the thing which alone satis- 
fies the definition given in the beginning of the Ethics, is 
thus stated: ‘So far, then, as the exercise of pure specu- 
lation extends, so far will happiness extend ; in proportion 
as we can say of a man that he has this faculty, to 
that extent we may call him happy—not conditionally 
or by accident, but strictly in proportion to his exercise 
of his theoretic power. So that happiness is a kind 
of speculation.”’ 34 

32 Za 88 kal cuuPaive awd TOV owparog Soxel, Kal woAAG 
suvykewoOat roig waBeow 7 TOU NOove aperh. ovvéCevcrar dF 

kal 4 ppdvyoig ry TOU HOove apery, Kai abrn TH Ppoviast, cirep 

ai uiv' tie ppovhaewe apyal kata rac HOuKcde iow aperdc, Td 

& dp0dv rov Meenas Thy gpdvnow. 1178, a 14. 

33 ouvnprnuévat 0° adras Kal Toc waDEot wept TH obvOerov av 

alev* cai 6 Biog dy 6 Kata tabrag Kai 7) svoamovia. 1 O& TOU 

vou kexwpiopévn. 1178, 2 19. 
34 ig’ Scov Oy Siareiver 4} Oewpla, Kai 7 svoaovia, kat oic 

eadota imapye TO Oewpsiv, cai evdammoveiv, ov KaTa cuppe- 

PBukd¢ adda kara tiv Oswpiav—bor ely av 7 evoamovia Dewpla 

ac. 1178, b 28. 
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CHAPTER 9.—The ninth and last chapter of this book is 
an Appendix to the Ethics and a connecting link between 
that work and the Politics. ‘‘It is not enough, Aristotle 
observes, to know the nature of good conduct by doctrinal 

exposition ; teaching has its place, and a highly useful 
although limited one; it can predispose and stimulate 
young men of liberal dispositions to do what they should ; 
given a character with a natural tendency in the right 

direction it can inspire its possessor with a love of virtue.3s 
But with regard to the mass of mankind it is power- 
less; fear and punishment are the only teachers they will 
listen to,3° as they have no taste for true pleasure and 
no conception of nobility of character; 37 in their case 
we must be content if under the influence of favourable 
surroundings they may become even partially good. 

“The mind of such hearers must therefore be cultivated 
by teaching and reasoning (natural goodness cannot. 

be relied on) to take pleasure and to feel pain in right 
objects, just as the ground is prepared for the seed. And 
inasmuch as it is disagreeable to the majority of men 
to live self-restained lives, education, and especially the 

35 HOd¢ 7 evyevic Kal we aAnOwe Prdkadroy Toijoa av 

karoxwxyuov ék tie apernc. 1179, b 8. 

36 Athené in the Kumenides advises her people to rely 
on these inducements to orderly conduct, for ‘‘ who will 

keep within the law,” she says, ‘‘ who has nothing to 
fear?’ Moral suasion is not to be trusted; 

kat pu TO Sevov wav méAEwe FEw Badrgiv. ue 
tle yap Sedorkwe pndév Evducoe Bporor ; 

Aaschy. Eum. 698. 

37 tov Oé KaAdov Kal we adnIue¢ HOdéoe Ovd Evvoray Exovaw, 

G@yevorot Ovrec. 1179, b 15. 
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education of the young, must be entrusted to the law; 

the law should prescribe their diet and mode of life 
from their early years: and even this is not enough, 
the discipline must be continued throughout middle age 
and on to the close of life.’’ 38 

“There are some who think, continues Aristotle, that 

it is the duty of the legislator not only to exhort and 
encourage the good but to take sharp punitive measures 

with the bad, and to banish those who are incorrigible.29 
If this be so, our future citizen, if he is to be worth 

anything, must in the first place be trained in good 
habits at the outset ; then he should be compelled to live 
in circumstances and under regulations which will carry 
out his early training, and this in such a way that 
whether he likes it or not it will be impossible for him 
to go wrong.4° 

“This requires a scientifically organised moral education 
of a coercive kind—in a word, state training under 
the authority of law. Law alone has the requisite 
force behind it,—we must of course assume intelligent 
laws of a practical kind 4 framed by statesmen who know 
their psychology; the ordinary father of a family does 
not know enough, nor are the rules of family life suffi- 
ciently rigid for moral training ;—children, like every- 
body else, resent a personal opposition to their wishes, 

38 oi ixavdv 8 lowe véove dvtac Tpopig Kal emmedsiag 
tuxeiv dpbijc, GAN zredh Kal avdpwSévrag Set tmirnOebetv adra 

kat 20(ZecOa, cat epi ravra Scotus? av vdopwy, kat drwe dy 
wept wavra Tov Biov. 1180, a 1. 

39 1180, a 5 sqq. 
4 ry toduevoy ayaldy rpagivar Kadwg Sei Kal 2O.cPjvar, 

a otrwe tv émirndcbuaow émekéoe Ziv Kal pt’ axovra phe 

‘Ekovra TpaTTaw 7a pavrAa. 1180, a 14. 

4t Adyoe awd Twvog Ppovfhcewe Kal vov. 1180, a 21. 
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even when it is for their good, but no such feeling is 

aroused by the action of public law.4? 
“Unfortunately most states (Lacedemon and a few 

others excepted) do not conceive the training of citizens 
to be a part of their function; they allow each man 
to bring up his family as he chooses, like the Cyclops 
in the Odyssey. State education is, however, the best.43 

Where state education is impracticable, home training 
must take its place as a second best.44 To make this 
effective, however, the father of the family must consider 

himself in the light of a legislator; he must act on 
general rules, remembering that parental advice and 
domestic habits correspond to public law and state 
training. And there are advantages in home education 

which go far to counterbalance its defects: in the first 
place you start on the common ground of natural affection 
and obedience,45 a feeling which does not exist in the 
case of law; next the father of a family can do what. 
no law can do—he can adapt his teaching and discipline 
to the particular case; but to do this effectively he must, 

not be a mere empiric; he should have that general 
knowledge of his subject which we expect in a doctor 

42 kal Tov piv avipwrwv éxPaipovar rode tvavtioupévoue 
taic dpuatc, Kav dpIw¢ abrd Spwow" 6 8? vdpoe ovK Eorw 

éraxsne Tatrwy To émeKéc. 1180, a 22. The respect of 

good citizens for law is strikingly illustrated in Plato’s 
Krito, 50 A. See page 573 post, note 67. 

43 kpariorov piv ovv Td yévecBar Kowny emédeav Kak 
épOhiv. 1180, a 29. 

44 xowy & apeAoupivwv Exdoty Od&euv av mpoohkev roi¢ 

ogeripare réxvoig Kat pido. sig aperiv cupadAEcBa. 1180, 

a 30. 

45 mpovmapxova yap orfpyovtec cai edreBeic rH pboe- 
1180, b 6. 
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or other expert 4¢—he must take the legislator’s point of 
view. Specialists are all very well, but they must have 

general and scientific knowledge also, and the father of 
the family is an educational specialist of a kind.” 47 

“The course of the preceding remarks leads to this = 
how can a man acquire the law-making faculty which 
is 80 necessary whether education is undertaken by the 
state or by private persons? To whom is he to go. 
for information on this point? If we are to be guided 
by the analogy of other arts and sciences we should 
refer him to the political expert, especially as conduct 
falls within the competence of political science.48 But: 
there is a difference between politicians and other experts.. 
In other matters of professional skill the teacher is. 
also a practitioner—doctors, for example, and painters— 
but the teacher in politics is a Professor who takes. 
no part in affairs, whilst practical politicians who do, 
rely on natural ability and experience rather than on 
grounds of reason ; they neither speak nor write on politics. 
nor impart their own accomplishments to their children. 
or friends, which would be a much better thing for 
them to do than making speeches in the courts or in 

48 eaxpiSovcba oy dd&eev av paddAov 7rd Kal” fKacrov 
idiae Tie emyseAslacg ywomévnc’ paddov yap Tov mpocpédpov- 
tuyyavea fcaorog. aA’ ewpednOein piv dprora Kal ey Kal 
iarpdc Kal yupvaorig Kal Tac GAXoe 6 xaddov cidée. 1180,. 

b 11. Compare what is said in Book V. c. 10, page 314,. 
on the inability of law to adapt measures to special cir-- 

cumstances. 
47 raxa 88 7H Bovdopévy Ot emuedsiac BeAriovg Tour, cire 

médXove éir’ 'ddLyouc, vouoSeriKp Teparéov yévecOa, si did. 
vonwv ayaboi yévoyus? av. 1180, b 23. 

48 4 xabdmep imi Tov GAAwy, Tapa Tov TodUTEKaY; pOpLoV: 

yap 2dxe tHe woAuTeKAg civat. 1118, b 29. Cf. 1194, b 10.. 
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the Assembly.49 ‘‘I repeat,” continues Aristotle, ‘ what 
I have already said as to the incompetence of these 
Professors to teach the art of politics, and especially that 
important branch of it which we are now considering— 
the art of legislation; they neither know their subject 
from the practical nor yet from the theoretic side, in fact 
they do not know what their subject is, or they would not 

have maintained it to be the same as rhetoric or even 

worse, nor would they have thought it easy to legislate 
by making a selection of the best laws, forgetting that 
the selection itself constitutes the whole difficulty of 
the case!s°  Throughly to judge a work of art you 
must know, not only whether the product is good or 
bad, but the nature of the processes which produced 
it. Any one can tell how a dish tastes, but only the 
cook knows how it is made. Now we are dealing with 
law-making; laws are the products of the political art, 

and to suppose that a man can know how a law should be 
made by reading other laws is as if we were to suppose 
that a man can become a doctor by reading a collection 
of prescriptions or be able to cook a dinner by reading 

a cookery book.st It follows that a collection of laws 

49 ra 8: woXurixa erayyéAXovrat uiv diddckev of sogioral, 

mparre © avrwy ovdeic, GAN’ of wodrevduevor, of SdEEEv av 
Suvaper tive ToUTO wparrey Kal gurrepia, uaANOY 7H Stavoig, ove 
yap ypapovtec ovre Aéyovreg Tepl THY ToLobTwY gaivovTaL 

, Z 7. x 4 ’ , 
kairot KaAALov iv iowe, } Adyouc SiKaviKove Te Kal Snunyopt- 

Aobe. 1180, b 35. 
€ z -~ 

5° 9vd’ Gv movro padioy Eivat To vouobericat cuvayaydvre 

Toug EVOoKyovvTag THY véuwy* ekAéEacAa yap civae rovc 
tae 2 a vos x > Xr Ay 4 v4 Ny Q 

apistouc, Womsp ove? rv ékAoyiv ovcav cuvécewe Kal 7d 

kpivat 6p0ee¢ péyiorov. 1181, a 15. 

5ST of O& vduor THe woXuTiKNe Epyolc zolkacw' TwE Ob kK 
* oe 

Tobrwy vouoberiKde yévorr’ av tic, } Tove aplorouc Kpivat; ov 
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and constitutions may be useful, but only to those who 
are properly prepared for the task of legislation by scien- 
tific and practical knowledge; those who are not so 
furnished will be unable to form any correct judgment 
from such a collection, unless by mere chance, although 

their wits may be sharpened by the study.” 52 
‘*Inasmuch, however, as former writers,” Aristotle con- 

cludes, ‘‘ have not investigated this question of law-making, 
it will perhaps be well for us to undertake it together 
with that of the forms of Governments in order that 
our philosophy relating to man may as far as possible 
be completed. First of all, then, we will endeavour to 

follow up anything our predecessors have said to the 
purpose on any part of this subject; next from the 
collection of Constitutions we will consider what preserves 
and what destroys states in general or in particular 
instances, and why some states are well and others 
ill-governed. By this means we may possibly better 
come to see both what kind of constitution is the best, 

and under what form of constitution laws and customs 
each state may be well ordered.” 53 

yap gaivovra: ovs iarpixol & Twv cvyypaypatwv yivecBar. 
1181, a 23. 

52 lowe ody Kai TOY VOuwY Kal THY ToAITElwY ai cUVvaywyat 
totic piv Suvapévorc Oewpiioat kai kpivat te Kaw 7 Tovvavtioy 

kat rota roloe apudrre evypyor av dn’ Toic © dvev Eewe 

Ta TotavTa Sieélover TO piv Kpivar Kadwc ovK av brapxo1, & 

po} dpa abréparay, evouverw@repor 8 sig ravta tax’ Gv yévowwro. 
1181, b 6. 

53 mapadurdvTwv ovv THY TpOTipwY avEpEsTHTOY TO TEpt THC 
vouobectac, avrove imoxépecBar wadrov BéATiOv Towe, Kat 
SAwe 87 wept worirelac, Smwe kic Séivamy % wept Ta avOpdTEa 

piroaogia reAewOj. mpwrov wey oby El Te Kara pépog elpnrat 

Kade bird rev mpoyevectépw Trepadapev ered Oety, cira tk TOV 
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ouvnypévwr Tore Oewpica Ta Twoia o&er kat POeipa rac 

woAuc Kal Ta TOIa ékdotac THY ToALTEwY, Kai Sia Tivae airtac 

at piv Kadee al 8 rovvavriov woAitebovra. DewpnPebrwv yap 

tobrwy Tax’ av paddov cvvidomev Kai rola woXrela apiorn, 

kal wae ExaoTn TaxSeioa, Kal riot vduorg Kal EOE yowpuévn. 

1181, b 12. 



REMARKS 

ARISTOTLE’S theory of happiness may be stated in the 
following propositions :— 

1. Happiness is the end or final cause of man’s being ; 
it consists in his doing the work which he was specially 
intended by nature to do. 

2. This end or work may be ascertained by finding out 
the special faculty of man. To do this we must not add 
up his various faculties and look at the resulting total; 
we must have regard only to that one by which he is 
distinguished from all other animals; his happiness will 
be found in the exercise of that particular faculty. 

3. The distinctive characteristic human faculty is the 
power of mediate reasoning, which power owing to the 
twofold division of the rational part of the soul, takes the 
form of inference either from necessary or from possible 
or probable data. 

4. There are, therefore, two kinds of happiness resulting 
from the exercise of two distinct characteristic rational 

powers, and corresponding to these powers in the order of 
their relative importance. 

5. The highest happiness qualified as “that which 
belongs to man, but not gud man,” results from and corre- 

sponds to the exercise of speculative reason, whose faculty 
is wisdom and whose result is science or ‘‘ knowledge of 
the cause”; this result is arrived at by demonstration 
from principles which are immediately and intuitively 
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apprehended, undemonstrable, universal, essential, and 
commensurate with the conclusions drawn from them ; 
the secondary happiness qualified as ‘‘ human” results 
from and corresponds to the exercise of deliberative 
reason whose faculty is prudence and whose result is 
practical truth, arrived at by reasoning from possible 
or probable premisses and never mere certain than the 
data from which it is derived. 

This view of happiness which forms the coping-stone 
of the Ethics fits in with and is based on principles estab- 
lished in Aristotle’s Psychology, Logic, Physics and Meta- 
physics. Complete or not, it is part of a connected body 
of truth which he conceived himself to have demonstrated 

in the course of his encyclopaedic studies and writings. 
Although Aristotle’s purpose was in the main practical 

—designed to show men how they might become happy 
according to their opportunities and capacities, it can 
scarcely be doubted that one of his objects was the 
reconcilation of the long standing quarrel between 

philosophy and active life insisted upon with such a 
variety of illustration by Plato in the Republic, the 
Gorgias, the Protagoras, the Thestetus and elsewhere. 
Philosophy in the person of Sokrates is represented. 

by Plato as dissenting altogether from the current views 
of justice, truth, happiness, and the like. In the Gorgias 

Sokrates proclaims his complete isolation in the strongest. 
terms, saying that he believes himself to be one of the 
very few men at Athens, not to say the only one, who 
understands and can practise the true political art—an. 
art which it may be observed includes conduct.5¢ 

54 oiuat per’ OAiywv AOnvaiwy, iva my elmw pdovos, 
emrysioay TH we aANnSw¢ TodiTiKG Téxvy Kal mpaTTeW Ta 

moira pdvog Tav viv. Gorg. 521 D. paprupioovct 
col, éav piv BotAy, Nuxiag 6 Nexnpdrov kal of adeApol per” 
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As the result of this independence he says that he 
expects ridicule and ill-usage at the hands of his fellow- 
citizens, and that he must look to the judgment of Minos, 
facus, and Rhadamanthus in the aftesworld to redress 

the hardships and injustices of the present. Now this 
view of the incompatibility between the higher and 
the ordinary life was one with which Aristotle did not 
agree and which he set himself to controvert. There 
is no decrepancy, in his opinion, between the highest life 
which we can attain to—the one most nearly approaching 
to what we must presume to be the life of the Gods, and 
one passed in the discharge of the ordinary duties of home 
and of citizenship. Abstract knowledge, the proper func- 
tion of the theorising intellect, is doubtless the only subject 
in which a philosopher can be expected to interest him- 
self, and in it he can find so much true pleasure as is 

attainable in a world in which chance, necessity, and 
the refractory nature of matter have to be reckoned with ; 
but he is not therefore compelled to stand aloof and 
apart; he may still live in the world, mix with his fellows, 

and conform by his own choice to the social and ethical 
standards which he finds around him.s5 

The man who is not a philosopher and who has neither 
the desire nor the capacity for the highest mental pursuits 
will be happy if he conducts himself well. Good conduct 
is an end in itself and has an independent value. In 

avrov, wy of Tpimovec of Epetng Eatwréc ciow tv TH Atovualy, 

2av te BobAy Apioroxparne 6 BKeAX{ov, ov av éarly év IvBoi 
tovTo TO Kaddv avaOnua, dav re BotrAy H TlepuKAgove SAN 

oixia 7 GAAn ovyyévea, Huta av BovAy rwv éevOade eKxAé- 
Eacba. arXN tye cot sic Hv ovk duoroyw. Gorg. 
472 A-B. 

55 9 8 avOpwrdc tort kal mwAsioot ovGH aipeirar Ta Kara THY 

apernv mparrav. 1178, b 5. 
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saying this, Aristotle does not lay down any absolute 
standard, objective or subjective, of what is right, nor 
does he appeal to any sense of duty, moral obligation 
or other rule applicable to all times and places. The 
obligation which he recognises is the creature of 
custom, of education and of habitual obedience to law. 

Such moral discipline admits of wide varieties in the 
mode of handling, just as medical treatment does. 
Practical intelligence givés the rule; “ethical right is 
determined by prudence,’ 56 and prudence takes its 
colour from the social medium in which it is generated 

and developed. 
This was a view widely held, and Aristotle thought that 

it had reason on its side. ‘‘In the sphere of morals, 
in matters of justice, holiness and the contrary,” says 
Sokrates in the Thestetus, ‘‘there are those who boldly 
maintain that there is no natural or essential basis, but 

that what is generally believed is true when and so long 
as it is believed.’’s7 

Such a belief undoubtedly prevailed and still prevails, 
and Aristotle held it although Sokrates and Plato did not. 
As a matter of fact the man who conforms to the moral 
standard of his time and country and lives a good life 
according to that standard counts himself and is accounted 
by others good, and happy so far as goodness can make 
him so. Aristotle finds a philosophical justification for 

56 Ww i¢ * ~ vA ? ‘ AS A > s " 
clrep ai piv Tie ppovicewc apyal xara rac HOtKde siow 

aperac, TO 8 Op0ov trav 7OuKwv Kara Th gpdvynow. 1178, 

a 17. 

57 GAN’ ékei ob éyw, ev ToI¢g Sicalorg Kai ddixore Kal dolore 
% , 2~—s 3 , . > yw A er 

kal dvootoic, 20édovow ioxupiZecOar we ovK tore boa atrav 
vos > Fs © -~ AA. LS x ~ 06. - ’ 

ovdey ovctav éavTov Exov, add TO Kowy SdEav TovTo yiyverat 

arnbic rére, Srav Sd&y Kal Scov av doxp xpdvov. Plato, 
Thest. 172 B. 
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this common belief in his theory of the function and end 
of prudence or deliberative intelligence. It was therefore 
not necessary, he thought, for a man of high ideals who 
desired a rule of conduct to assume the yncompromising 
attitude of a social dissenter, and to live a martyr life in 
this world trusting to the judgment on appeal of Minos, 
Rhadamanthus, and Macus in the next. He would be 

able to justify his acquiescence in what the city thinks 5* on 
a definite principle—namely that of acting in conformity 
to the dictates of practical reason. But Aristotle not 
only wished to bring philosophy into line with common 
sense; he also wished, as he so often does, to harmonise 

divergent current opinions by bringing them within the 
scope of a general conception or scientific point of view. 
He held to the opinion that there must be a kernel 
of truth in whatever is believed either by the ignorant. | 
many or the wise few. He found on the subject of 
happiness many such beliefs—some of them popular, 
some backed only by the opinion of eminent teachers. 
and accredited authorities past and present—Solon, 
Simonides, Protagoras, Prodicus, Eudoxus and others, 

—as for instance, the belief that happiness consisted in 
a life of pleasure; that wealth or honour could procure: 
it; that a good man might be happy even under extreme 
misfortune or physical suffering; that happiness was an. 
apathy or state of quietness, or that it could only be found 
in the contemplation of absolute Being in the world 
of forms. There is something, he considered, in each. 

of these aspects of the case; each calls attention to some 

58 The historical Sokrates is said by Xenophon to have 
accepted this rule; 7 re yap [via vépw wéAEwe avaipet 

moovvrag svos3m@co av oly, DwKxparnc te ovTw Kat 

avréc éwolee kal rove MAXove wapyve. Xen. Commen. 

i. 3. 1. 
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attribute of happiness or to some ingredient in it of 
which account should be taken, and he accordingly 
reduces them to order by a psychological analysis supple- 

mented by a teleological theory. 
By this means Aristotle found room for all views 

deserving consideration. His theory of good conduct 
developed in the preceding books, with its resulting 
pleasure, embraced that amount of truth which was 

contained in the practical and popular view of life; it 
showed why those who act under the guidance of 
prudence are happy; it is because they are making the 

best use of the highest rational faculty which can operate 
in that particular sphere; theirs is a “happiness for man” 

regarded as a being made up of hopes, fears, desires and 

passions, living and working in a field in which necessity, 
chance and nature modify or control his own initiative. 
His theory of absolute happiness, on the other hand, 
corresponds to those higher impulses which lead an 
exceptional man out of himself and the world around him 

into the region of pure thought, where he can live a life 
such as the Gods may be supposed to live, fettered only 
by the necessity of satisfying indispensable physical wants 
and performing the duties which citizenship and society 
exact of every man. This life—in the world but not of 
it—was as near as Aristotle’s temperament permitted 
him to come to the épuowore Oep—‘‘ likeness to God,” a 
condition to be attained, according to Plato, only by 
escaping from the world below into the region of absolute 
existence and pure form.59 Aristotle thought that the view 
of a happiness only realisable by flying from existing condi- 
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tions and contemplating real Being by the light of the Idea 
of Good, wanted actuality; it was not within the range 
of man’s power—it was not mpaxrov or KryTov avOpery. 

He accordingly provided an alternative in,a life devoted 
to pure science as defined in the Posterior Analytics. 
Readers of that work will admit that a man’s taste for 
abstract knowledge must be very pronounced if it cannot 
be satisfied by the subjects, studied by the methods there 
indicated. Happiness for the majority of mankind is more 
easily compassed. Given favourable conditions—for every 

one has to ask something of Nature and Fortune—a 
statesman with a free hand can so mould the character of 
his citizens, of all at least who are not incapacitated by 
natural deffects, misteaching or ignoble pursuits, that 
they may either be persuaded or compelled to live the life 
that will make them happy. This is the life for the mass 
of mankind, and it constitutes for them the end of 

conduct.© 
It is natural, many will consider it inevitable, to ask how 

far, if at all, is the Aristotelian ideal of the supremely 
happy life of practical value to us? It can hardly stand 
side by side with the Christian ideal, although there are 
some striking points of similarity between them. In both, 
many are called but few are chosen; in both, the life to be 

compassed is one higher than the life of the world,—in 
Aristotle’s language it is one ‘‘ which a man will live, not 
so far forth as he is a man, but by virtue of some divine 
element implanted in him’; Aristotle, no less than 
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the Christian teacher, exhorts his hearers ‘‘to be as 
immortal as possible and in all things to aim at living 
according to that which is best in him; in both the 
ideal is expressly modelled on a godlike life; it is in 
both one in which human hopes and fears and the 
exercise of human virtues find a place, subordinate 

according to Aristotle, and only rendered necessary by the 
fact that the perfectly happy man is still a man. In 
the Aristotelian as in the Christian teaching the exemplar 

is to be found in the skies, but brought down to earth and 
modified by the necessity of living and acting under 

material conditions. 
But the differences are quite as strongly marked as the 

agreements. Poverty, humility, meekness, self-discipline, 
love for mankind in general, forgiveness of injuries and 

a readiness to return good for evil, find no place in 

Aristotle’s picture, and would indeed have been considered 

as inconsistent with the character of a free man in a 
Greek State. Both the happy and the happiest man are 
conceived by Aristotle as living vigorous lives in the 
exercise of all their powers physical as well as mental. 
They have to hold their place in the world, not by sub- 
mission, if that were possible, but by claiming their due 
and maintaining it, if necessary, by force. 

Religion apart, in the modern view the highest intel- 
lectual life has a wider scope than that assigned to it by 
Aristotle. The external conditions which favour it are 
indeed the same—good conduct, moderate means and the 
help of others, but we do not limit either its subject matter 
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or thefaculties employed within the bounds within which the 
Greek thinker confined them. To him deductive reasoning 
from assumed universal and immediate principles seemed 

to be the highest exercise of the mind. Nowsuch assump- 
tion is made now, either in theory or practice. Many, 
perhaps most, of the best modern intellects are more 

engaged in establishing principles than in reasoning from 
them. And there are many fields in which men of the 
highest powers are now content to work which Aristotle 
would have thought beneath the notice of any one who 
aimed at exercising his mind in the best way. These, 
however, are details. Aristotle's theory in principle 
amounts to this: if you want to live a life in which you 
get the most pleasure with the least pain, in which you 
will find the most continuous and absorbing occupation, 
in which you will be as little as possible dependent on 
others for your enjoyment and in which you will be least 
open to the attacks of fortune— 

“‘the whips and scorns of time 
The oppressor’s wrong, the proud man’s contumely, 
The pangs of despised love, the law’s delay ’— 

you must live a student’s life. And it is by no means 
certain that he is not right. The monks who spent a 
placid if somewhat colourless existence in copying manu- 
scripts, or the scholars who give their years to collating 
them, might each make out a very good case in respect of 
the balance of pleasure and pain; and the same may be 
probably said for those who devote themselves to scientific 
research or to the higher walks of literature. Men whose 
circumstances or temperament force them into active life 
must be content with a more precarious happiness, if the 
Aristotelian tests are to be admitted. The rewards of a 
political life are doubtless great: it is pleasant to com- 
mand the applause of listening Senates and to read your 
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speeches in the newspapers, but as Aristotle says, this 
life seems somewhat superficial; the life of the suc- 
cessful physician, surgeon, or lawyer, one half of which 
is spent in laborious preparation for a future in which the 
pressure of work barely leaves him time to live, would 
have been considered by Aristotle as neither complete, 

self-sufficient, nor tolerable. 

The last chapter of the book points out the means by 
which practical effect is to be given to the object of 

making men happy. ‘That happiness is to be gained by 
good conduct only, is here considered to be sufficiently 
proven.. Aristotle assumes, therefore, that the object of 
the legislator will be to make men good. This, he says, is 

the intention of every legislator, and those who do not carry 
it out go wrong.65 He assumed, moreover, that it was 
within the competence of the statesman to do this. He 
considered the citizen body to be modifiable to almost any 
extent by law and public training. When we remember 
how small was the population even of Athens, as com- 
pared with the States of which we are accustomed to 
think, that its citizens lived much in common, that they 
were brought into frequent contact with one another, that 
there was but little public religious dissent and much 
respect for law, this assumption of the power of the legis- 
lator to create a common type of character will not appear 
entirely unfounded, especially as the State was supposed 
to be both able and willing to expel all those who obsti- 
nately refused to submit to its regulations. Nor should it be 
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forgotten that Aristotle had before him the example of 
Lacedemon in which the experiment had been tried, and 
with signal success, during a longer period of time than 
the constitutional history of any other Greek State 
extended over. Lacedemon was to the political theorists 
of the fourth century what England was to the political 
theorists of the eighteenth century—a constitution with a 
brilliant record going far into the past which had escaped 
or surmounted the revolutions which had overthrown the 
Governments of so many other States ; and in Lacedemon 

a rigorous discipline moulded the character of her citizens 
from childhood to the grave. If any doubts could exist 

as to the power of law and custom, here was an answer to 
those doubts. Aristotle assumed moreover, probably on 
the same grounds, that this public discipline would be 
freely acquiesced in. ‘‘ Men dislike opposition to their 
inclinations,’ he says, ‘‘ when the opposition comes from 
other men, even if it be for their good; but the law 

enjoining what is right rouses no such resentment.” 6 
That a citizen living under the protection of the law and 
availing himself of the law when it happens to suit his 
interest or inclination, should consider himself morally 
justified, and should even be justified by others, in 
breaking any particular law which he happens to dislike, 
was a view of the case which had not occurred to 
Aristotle.§7 
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was, moreover, extremely wide. 2+ 0™ 
subjects as war and eee diplon® action rae 

protection of life and property fall hin it, bu 

ing also, including the determinati of the subjects ” 
be taught and the right to say¥ far amy given 
person was to be allowed to learn!€™- If we add to 
these duties the regulation of dai life, moral traming 
and the inculcation of reverence the Gods whom 
the city honoured, it will be seen \at Aristotle’s states- 

man came to his task armed wh powers and under 
responsibilities which no moder: Government possesses 

or would wish to possess. ; 
How he was to be fitted t+ perform it we are not 

definitely told. Aristotle does not require the laborious 
training of thirty-five year which Plato thought 
necessary for the rulers of his model Republic, but, like 
Plato, he requires a mixture of theory and practice. An 
educated medical man, he says, in addition to a special 
knowledge of his own department ought to have a 
general knowledge of the anatomy, physiology, and 
pathology of the whole body; the law maker, like the 

medical practitioner whom he so much resembles, must 
know the sciences relating to man and must have a 
sufficient acquaintance with psychology together with 
practical training in public affairs. ‘Law is, or oni 
the product of scientific knowledge backed by practica 

intelligence. Aristotle did not at all believe in the 
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popular method of teaching men how to make laws. He 
had a poor opinion of the Professors who, like Gorgias, 
Protagoras, and others, undertook to teach politics; 

he says plainly that they neither ungerstood their 

subject nor its application;® he thinks a practical 
man with a general education, assisted by a collection 
of laws and constitutions, would arrive at better results 
by independent study. 

The end which a legislator so equipped ought to 
have in view is State Education, meaning by that the 
formation of character; not knowledge for its own sake 
or the art of making money and getting on in life, 
but the creation of law-abiding citizens who would listen 
to reason and conduct themselves well. Aristotle was 
anxious to rescue education from the errors and incon- 
sistencies of home and private teaching carried out on 
no principle, and to put in its place definite public 
discipline and training intelligently conducted and 
directed to the one end of making men happy by making 

them good. For this, however, he did not rely exclusively 
on the influence of law; he relied greatly on the social 
atmosphere—the general opinion of right and wrong 
generated by the traditions and circumstances of the 
community—an influence in many cases more powerful 
than positive law. We need not look far to see that 
there are many people who have no hesitation in break- 
@ positive law, whom no consideration would induce to 
do what is contrary to “‘ good form.” 

Aristotle’s conception of the end of the State and 
of the means by which it might be attained was in 
general agreement with that of Plato, but his theoretical 
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assumptions are not the same and he works out the details 
differently. Both these eminent men were at one 
in their distrust of the political methods of their time 
and in their contempt of rhetoric as an instrument 

in politics; both wished to reform the legislature by 
substituting educated intelligence for mere empiricism, 

and both thought that such a reform might result in a 
system of public education by which men might be made 
better and happier than before. Whether we agree 
with them or not in thinking this possible we cannot but 
approve their effort to lift politics out of the region of 
partisan recrimination and rhetorical debate and to indi- 
cate a definite end of statesmanship. 

The problem of public education, the difficulties 
of which both acknowledge, is a much more perplexing 
question for the modern statesman than it was for them, 
owing to the greater complexity of society and the 
multiplication of conflicting aims and opinions resulting 
therefrom. Aristotle could count on practical unanimity 
as to the ultimate object which the state should have 
in view in training its citizens. It was no other than the 
end of conduct, and every one, he tells us, gentle and 

simple alike, agreed that this is happiness and that 
happiness meant living well and conducting yourself 
well.69 

The difficulties he foresaw were practical ones: how 
to prepare the minds of the young so as to make them 
easily receptive of the lessons of prudence and ex- 

perience ;7° how to enforce the discipline necessary 
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for the formation of good habits; how to educate the 
lawmakers. But the question of morals is now com- 
plicated with the question of religion and the modern 

statesman finds no agreement as to the nd to which 
education should be directed, whilst his other practical 
difficulties. have certainly not diminished. Any attempt 

on his part to direct public education to the formation of 
character is met by the objection that character depends 
on religious (or non-religious) convictions, and that as 

there is no agreement on the subject public money must not 
be applied to it. Education therefore, so far as the State 
is concerned, takes with us the form of supplying miscel- 
laneous information to the young and leaving them to pick 
up what conduct they can by the way.7? This may be worth 
doing or it may not, but it is not education in any sense in 
which the word was understood either by Plato or Aristotle. 

The scope of Aristotle’s inquiry in the Ethics is thus 
limited by the State. He does not look exclusively to 
the happiness of the individual, nor does he look to the 
happiness of everybody ; he is neither an Epicurean nor 
a Benthamite. He adopts that middle course which is so 
congenial to his philosophical temperament. “Assuming,” 
he says, ‘‘that the happiness of a single citizen is the 
same thing as the happiness of the city, yet the latter is 
both on a larger scale and more complete than the 
former, and is therefore a nobler and more ideal end.”’ 72 
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Nor is this assumption in his opinion unwarranted, for 
in that large department of conduct over which prudence 
presides, ‘‘ perhaps it is not possible for a man to look 
after his own interests without regarding the interests 
of his family and his city as well.” 73 

The city state, then, is a field wide enough for the 
energies of the statesman who takes even the highest 
view of his responsibilities and duties, whilst the single 
citizen in furthering his own happiness cannot but 
promote that of the community of which he forms part. 
Beyond this Aristotle does not go. Universal happiness, 
the greatest happiness of the greatest number, is an 

object which he does not even look at, much less propose 
as one to be kept in view; it lies far beyond the horizon 
of practical politics, it being equally doubtful what the 

greatest number is and what is the greatest happiness 
suited to that number. An end of conduct satisfactory 
to Athenians, Persians, Phoenicians, and the barbarians 

of the shores of the Black Sea, and also attainable by 

them, would be of such comprehensive generality as to 
be useless as an object of endeavour to anybody. 

. The general principle on which Aristotle’s theory of 
happiness is based as distinguished from its applications 
—the value of work and the superiority of an existence 
in which powers are exercised to one in which they 
are only possessed—is, however, co-extensive with the 

field of organic life, and so far as mankind are con- 
cerned this truth, by no means universally realised either 
then or now, but persistently enforced in the Ethics, is 
probably his most valuable single contribution to the 

theory of conduct. 
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virtue of, depends on the political 

constitution 136 and n. 87. 
cleverness (devérnc), defined 366; 

distinguished from prudence 367. 

chance (riyn) and art, friends 347; 
one of the four causes of change 

158 n. 31. 

Christian and Aristotelian ideals 

compared 569. 
cognition, psychological law of, 

27-8 and n. 16; mode of, 348 
and n. 17. 

comedy, A.’s criticism of the old 

267. 
complaisant man (dpeckoc) the, 

blameable 259-60. 
compromise, A.’s tendency to 43. 

Comte, A., power of continuous 

thought 550 n. 16. 

conduct (zpaétc),in relation to other 

operations of mind 17. 55; praise 
and blame the tests of, 18 ; objec- 

tive standard of, 29 ; A.’s standard 

of, variable 19. 58; Plato’s 

standard of, 19. 566; happiness 
the highest good realisable by, 
94. 47; A.’s theory of, postu- 

lates social union 21; involves 
explanation of animal motion 32. 
416; formed by habit 31. 116; 

A.’s proof of this 118 n. 50; the 
formal cause of, 38; the efficient 

cause of, 177; bodily movement 

necessary to, 416 ; inquiry into,a 

a part of political science 47; 
people who conduct themselves 
well get what is worth getting in 
life 86 and n. 78; no peremp- 

tory canon applicable fio, 58. 112. 
221. 566; not a natural gift 99; 

not the result of teaching 101; 
good, defined 105; determined 

by pleasure and pain 115; dis- 

tinguished from art 116; involves 
movement in space 175; the 

immediate cause of, 177 ; various 

kinds of good, separately existent 
193; not always influenced by 
ultimate ends 207; language as 

to, governed by facts rather than 
reason 220; practical ethics con- 
fined to usual standards of, 221; 
all kinds of, not examined by A. 

230; but all kinds of, in some 

degree good or bad 259; value of 
right, in private life and society 

258; good,how far a natural attri- 
bute 367; imperfect, see chapter 

viii.; good, in lower animals 
368. 876 n. 104; ordinary, the 

result of conflict between reason 

and desire 386. 

constitutional forms of  govern- 

ment, stated and described 486 
sqq. 

constitutions, A.’s collection of, 561. 

contemplative life, the, described 

550. 
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contracts, voluntary, enumerated 
283; measure of damages on 

breach of, 289; of sale, not en- 
forceable at law in some places 
499 and n. 79. 

control, see self-control. 

conversation as a form of relaxation 
265. 

corrective justice (dtopOwrixiy 
ixatov), see regulative justice. 

courage (dvdpeia) defined 202. 205; 
why prominence given to, 188. 
191; various definitions of, in 
Plato 200. 214; five varieties of, 
208 sqq. 213; metaphorical uses 
of the word 201 ; moral, 203. 205 ; 

not knowledge 211. 
cowardice, not so bad as self- 

indulgence 222. 
Cratylus, Plato’s association with, 

87; criticism of Herakleitus by, 

89 and n. 84. 
Cretan legislators 107. 
criminal offence, (see Wrongs). 
custom, power of, 304; law a fixed 

general 322; influence of, relied 

on in education 43; justice in 
the sense of conformity to, 322. 

currency, A.’s just views on, 327. 
829; see Wealth, value of the 
precious metals as, 329. 

D 

Dante, on usury, 49, n. 2, 189. 

dead, the, in what sense happy 

78. Homeric view of the con- 
dition of the, assumed by A. 54. 

debts of honour 500 n. 79. 
deavérne (cleverness), characteristics 

of, 366. 
deliberation (Goddevorc), what are 

the proper objects of, 158; process 

of, illustrated; defined 160 and 

n. 37. 

vil 

Delphi, ingenious ironmongers of, 

25. 
democracy, the best of the uncon- 

stitutional forms of government 
488; analogu® of, in family life 
490. 

desire (dpekic, see appetition), real 

and apparent objects of, 167; 
the object of, the immediate 
cause of bodily movement 416- 
17; natural and human, are the 

subjects of self-control 406; worse 

than anger 404. 
despotism, the worst form of 

government 487. 
determinism, 181 and n. 77. 
Dionysius 251-2 and n. 59. 
distributive justice (d:aveynrixoy 

Sixatov) 282; reciprocal propor- 
tion the rule in, 285, 286, 293 ; 
the objects of, may be equal or 
unequal 284; the common fund 
which is the subject of, described 
288 ; observations on the rule in, 

325. 
distrust of oneself an evil, 252. 

documents, filing in public offices 

61 n. 24. 

E 

Eclecticism, difficulties of, 560. 

education, public, necessary for the 
formation of character 43. 556. 

574. 575; home, a second best 
558; professorial teaching use- 
lessfor,575; difficulties of public, 
576; modern view of public, 577. 

efficient cause of conduct, 417. 

egoism precedes altruism in order 
of conception and of time 530. 

Egyptian art, size distinctive of, 

244 n. 46. 
ends, proximate and final, 23. 47; 

the end identified with the good 
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48; the final, the sovereign good 
56; ultimate, do not always influ- 

ence conduct 207 ; political science 

determines the final, of human 

action 56. 57. 380; the biological 
law that the end of an organism 
is the end of its special function 

25. 516. 546; H. Spencer's 

criticism of A.’s doctrine 83; 

Bacon’s criticism 49. 

Endymion 547. 

energy (évipyea), the notion of, 
derived from that of motion 440 

and n. 26, 441; superiority of, to 
power 578, 

Epicharmus 513. 

érornpn, (science) defined 347. 
émtreiveey—avievae 842 n. 15. 

equality, one of the two senses of 

Justice 279. 322; how arrived 
at 322-3 sqq; characteristic of 
friendship 481 and n. 382. 

equity, described 314-17; corrects 
the defects of law 315; equity 

and law both called just 314; 
practical difficulty in application 
of, 317. 

ethics, the Nicomachxan, how put 

together 16 ; the first systematic 
work on morals 16; not written 

for publication 429. 

ethics, scope of the science of, 57; 
difficulties arising from subject 

matter of, 57; its conclusions 

probable only 58; its standard 

variable 19. 59. 186. 188-9 ; praise 

and blame the tests of ethical 
conduct 18; “the ethical right ” 
not intuitively perceived 1385; 
general method of 893-4. 

eiBovria, described 858; defined 

360. 

Eudoxus, arguments of, in favour 
of pleasure 445. 

INDEX 

Buripides 181 n. 79, 148. 355 and 

n. 52; 471. 
evolution, expressions pointing to 

doctrine of, 41 and n. 35. 

exchange, depends on the principle 
of reciprocal proportion 293. 

excellence (dpery), general and 

special meaning of, 83; moral, 

the result of habituation 101. 

110; etymology of word 110; of 
two kinds, intellectual and moral 
110; moral, evidenced by pleasure 

and pain 114; a kind of mean 

120. 
experience, the courage of, 210. 

extravagance (dowria) described 

232; better than stinginess 235. 

extremes, opposed to one another 
and to the mean 125; objective 

and subjective 126; no medium 
in 134. 

F 

Family life, conduct in, 258; fur- 

nishes a parallel to forms of 
government 488; the ties of, 
stronger than other kinds of 

friendship 491; the rules of, not 
rigid enough for the best educa- 

tion 557 ; advantages of, 558. 
father and son, relation between, 

a kind of monarchical govern- 

ment 488. 

fear, things causing, the subject 

matter of courage 200; its re- 

lation to courage 202; fear and 

punishment the only teachers 

the mass of mankind listen to 
556 and n. 36. 

feelings (aa6n) one of the five kinds 

of quality 98; one of the three 

kinds of mental phenomena 117; 

states followed by pleasure and 

pain 117; too little account 
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taken of, by A. as direct deter- 

minants of conduct 527; dis- 
tinguished from desires 527. 

festivals, ancient, on what the 
time of holding, depends 486 and 
n. 44, 

fine art, Greek appreciation of, 216. 
final causes, A. and Lord Bacon 

on, 48. 

friendliness :(g:Aia) 229 and n. 1; 
is friendship minus affection 260 
and n. 82. 

friendship (¢:Aia), difficulty of bring- 
ing it within the rule of the 
mean 37. 473. 526; distinguished 

from friendliness 473; a feeling 
525; a kind of virtue 473. 526; 
hardly a habit 478; moral and 
political importance of, 469; 

wide meaning of term 469; 
genesis of, 470-72; the three 
objects of, 474; accidental, 475; 

perfect, 477-9 ; the three regular 

forms assume equality in the 
persons 481 and n. 31; forms of, 

founded on inequality 482; dis- 
tinction between equality in, 
and in justice 482; connection 

between, and justice varies with 
the degree of association 484 ; 
justice and, vary in the various 
forms of political union 486; 

between equals governed by the 
rules of regulative justice 493; 

between unequals adjusted on the 
principles of distributive justice 
496; the rule of “return in pro- 
portion to merit’ not always 
followed 496; when different 
things are exchanged in, the rules 
of commercial transactions ap- 
ply 498; such rules inapplicable 
between teacher and pupil 14. 
499; misunderstanding com- 

monest in utility friendships 
498 ; the benefits of, measured by 

their value to the recipient 495 
and n. 70; when the tie of, may 

be severed 502 ; the psychology 
of, 504; agreement in opinion 

not friendship 510; how far such 
agreement is political friendship 
511; the unselfishness of perfect, 

517; remarks on A.’s perfect, 

527-9; comprehensive treatment 
of the subject by A. 525; a 

motive, not a mode of action 527 ; 

how many friends and in what 
circumstances requisite 521; 

the goal of statesmanship 536 ; 
general review of A.’s treatment 

of, 525-41. 

function (ivipyea), contrasted with 
state or condition (8c) 434; 

determines the value of the 

organ 25. 
functional excellence, happiness 

defined in terms of, 82. 

G 
Gain and loss, use of these words 

in determining equality 217. 
289; application of these terms 

by A. to regulative justice 287 
and n. 86; inapplicability of 

rule either to wrongs 287 or to 
contracts 289. 

genesis of conduct 93 sqq. 
genetic method of A. 188 and n. 4; 

539-40. 
games, value of, 549. 
generosity (édsvOepidryc) described 

231 (and see liberality). 
generous man, the, does not beg 

234. 
Gods, the life of the, described 

558; Homeric anthropomor- 

phism rejected by A. 553 n. 28. 
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good, the, the object of universal 

endeavour 55; inquiry into the, 
a part of political science 57; 
Plato’s ideal theory of, 62 sqq.; 

characteristics of, 67; the truly, 
andapparently, 162; absolute and 

relative goods 163, 484; good as 
a state and as the activity of a 

state 434; is pleasure a, 436; is 

pleasure the, 486-7. See Hap- 

piness. 

good conduct, whether, to be 

counted in estimating political 

merit 323 n. 134. 

good counsel (ciPovdia) described 
and defined 358 sqq. and n. 
57. 

Gorgias, discussion on natural and 
conventional justice in the, 327. 

(See Plato’s dialogues). 
government, identified with the 

state 25; 88-4; 516; constitu- 

tional forms of, and departures 
therefrom described 486 sqq. 

great-minded man, the, see mag- 
nanimity. 

Greek art, size an element in, 244 

and n. 46; appreciation of, by 

the Greeks themselves 216. 
Greek citizen, the, a shareholder 

in the state 282; the fund in 
which he shares 283. 

growth and nutrition, the simplest 
forms of life 336. 

H 

Habit (£tc), one of the five Quali- 

ties 98; distinguished from ten- 
dency 98: distinguished from 

capacity 278; how acquired 101; 

conduct a, not a natural endow- 

“ment 99; distinction between, 

and capacity first clearly marked 
by A. 547 n. 8. 

happiness (ciSaipovia), the end of 

conduct 28. 59 and of all forms 
of human activity 54, 68 and n. 

41; is a kind of excellence 71; 
short definition of, 52; how 

ascertained 25 ; complete and in- 

complete 85, 545; different views 

of, 49. 59; only realisable in a 

political community 42; A.’s 
method of inquiry in ascertain- 

ing, 43; the ontological view of, 

50. 51; St. Thomas Aquinas on, 

58 and n. 6; defined 69; a func- 

tion and not merely-a state 71. 

547; human, depends on good 

conduct 73 and n. 69; remarks 

on A.’s definition 81; perfect, 
28-9. 550. 555 ; human, 28. 554; 

remarks on: A.’s theory of, 563; 

564-7; universal, not within 
purview of A.’s Ethics 21 sqq. 

577-8; A.’s view of, limited by 

the city-state 578. 

hard cases as to conduct 501 

Harris, James, definition of happi- 

ness 52 n. 5. 

harshness (yaXerdrne) 258. 

health, how conceived by A. 449. 

453; signs of, 453. 

eliodorus’ explanation of natural 
justice 301 and n. 77. 

Herakleitus reproved by Cratylus 

89; more difficult to contend 
with pleasure than anger accord- 

ing to, 115; Plato’s relation to, 

87. 
Hesiod quoted 60. 

Hippocrates considered hopeless 
cases not proper for medical 
treatment 242. 

Homer, on craving for food 191; 

A.’s reference to the political 

constitutions described by, 160; 

anthropomorphism of, 553 n. 28 ; 

1 
1 
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view of after-world in, 54; refer- 
ences to, 127-8. 185. 191. 203. 

209. 245-6. 263. 325. 406. 440. 
honour, the end of the political 

life 60; the greatest of external 
goods 242; a somewhat super- 

ficial end of conduct 61. 572; 

conduct with regard to, described 
242, 253; is the supreme object 
of the great-minded man 243 
and n. 43. 

household, the, a parallel to the six 

forms of government 488; a 

stage in the genesis of friendship 
470 

Hugo, Victor, on sobriety in poetry 

140. 
husband and wife, friendship be- 
-tween, 492; how they should 
live together 492. 

hypothesis, one of the ultimate 

propositions of demonstration 
357 n. 56. 

I 

Ideals, impossible, out of place in 
ethics 528; Plato’s ideal theory 
of the good examined by A. 

62. 
ideas, Plato’s, said to correspond to 

laws of nature 41-2; the idea of 

the good 62. 
ignorance, of principle (dayvodv) 

and of fact (6:’ dyvoav) distin- 

guished 151; how far acts done 
in, are voluntary 151-4; when 

acts done in, excusable and 

when not 169; reprehensible, 

the same as positive knowledge 
806; what is the nature of the, 

which causes misconduct 388; 

Sokrates’ statement that mis- 
conduct is the result of, exam- 

ined 398. 

immortality, the, of the personal 
soul not held by A. 84. ; 

individual interests involve family 

and public interests 578. 
inference, power of drawing medi- 

ate, peculiar to man 26. 
injustice (and see justice) whether 

the giver or the receiver of an 
unequal share is guilty of ? 310. 

311; can a man voluntarily do, 

to himself? 308-10; can he 

suffer an, to himself? 808-10; 

some people like to have, done 

to them, 310. 
intellect, the two aspects of, prac- 

tical and theoretic 333. 345. 349; 
wisdom and prudence correspond 
to these aspects 338-9 and n. 12, 

351. 356. 
intellectual virtue, see Chapter 

vii. , 
intemperance (dxohacia), misuse of 

word 189; the, of asceticism 

wrong 220; see self-restraint. 
intuition (voic), defined 349-50; 

explained by A. by the metaphor 
of touch 881; scientific, what 
propositions are apprehended by, 
856 and n. 56; practical, what 
apprehended by, 356 and n. 56; 
meaning of in moder psycho- 
logy 382. 

involuntary, the (7d dkodorov), de- 
fined 147 (see voluntary and 
non-voluntary); various senses of, 

147. 154 and n. 21, 173; trans- 

actions, one of the two subjects 
penny justice 283; enu- 
merated 288-4; how regulative 
justice corrects wrongs arising 
from 287; observations on the 
rule 287-8. 

irony, “pretending to know less 
than you know, especially on 
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familiar subjects,” 123 n. 62; 

Sokratic, 264; judicial 265. (See 
self-depreciation.) 

irresolution (see want of self-con- 
trol), discussed by A. in one of 
its aspects only 391; combined 
with folly a virtue 397; explana- 
tion of the difficulties arising 
from, 898-401; incompatible 
with prudence 413. 

J 

Jourdain, on 8. Thomas Aquinas’ 

acceptance of the peripatetic 
doctrine, 53 n. 6. 

judgment, a man of sound, why 

not master of himself? 387; 

social judgments conditioned by 
facts 20. 

Justice, elaborate treatment of, by 

A. 278; the political virtue par 

excellence 273, hence civil jus- 

tice the object of A.’s inquiry 
297; difficulty of applying the 
doctrine of the mean to, 36. 274. 

295. 320; Plato’s account of, 

274-5; an equivocal term 279; 

various senses of, reducible to 
two—(a) general good conduct, 

(®) special sense of ‘ fairness” 
279-81; two divisions of, in 

special sense, ¢.e., distributive, | 
and regulative or corrective 282; 

regulative or corrective deals 

either with contracts or wrongs 
283-4; geometric proportion 

gives the rule in distributive, 

285 ; arithmetic proportion gives 

the ruleinregulative or corrective, 

287 ; inapplicability of the latter 

rule 287; subjective aspect of, 
gnored in both rules 325-6; 

Pythagorean rule suits neither 

INDEX 

of A.’s divisions of, 291; formal 

definition of, 296 ; domestic, 299; 

domestic and civil, distin- 

guished 297. 300. 319; natural, 
defined, 800 and distinguished 

from conventional 300-1 ; obser- 
vations on this division 302-5; 

distinctions to be observed in 

application of rules of geometric 
and arithmetic proportion 305-8; 

can a man act unjustly to him- 
self? 308. 317-19; is a man who 

gives himself less than his due 

unjust? 310; justice neither a 

science nor an art but a moral 
virtue 313; distinction between, 

and equity 314; description of 
equity 315; Plato’s metaphorical 

sense of, in the Republic 319-20; 
Remarks on A.’s account of, 
321-9; cases which do not fall 

under A.’s rules of, 3824; diffi- 
culties in application of rules 

324-5 ; relation of, to friendship 
428. 531; justice and friendship 
vary with the kind and degree of 
association 484-6, 491; applica- 
tion of rules of, to friendship 

between equals 493 and unequals 
496; the highest kind of, is of 

the nature of friendship 485 
n. 43. 

K 

Kant, criticism of A.’s rule of the 
mean 132-3. 

caraBaddsiy, special use of, 61. 

Kelts, fearlessness of the, not cour- 
age 205. 

kind, differences of, in conduct, 
produced by differences of degree 
2538. 

king, the, Archon at Athens a 

titular king 487. (See monarchy.) 
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knowledge, the relativity of, as- 
serted by A. 165; Protagoras’ 
doctrine of, 164; Plato's ques- 
tion as to, in the Charmides 166 
n. 58; knowledge distinguished 
from capacity 278; various 
meanings of, 388; possessed 
and commanded, distinguished 
389; possession of, more plea- 

surable than acquisition 550 n. 
17; Butler’s contrary opinion 
550 n. 17. 

L 

Labiche, E. 514 n. 126. 

Lacedemonian, legislators 107; 
success of their system of 
legislation 573; permanence of 
Lacedemonian constitution 573. 

law (see custom), the product of 
scientific knowledge backed by 
practical intelligence 574; just 
rule must be legal rule 299; the 
common weal the object of, 279; 
is the expression of good conduct 
280; alone to be relied on for 

public education 557; how the 
law-making faculty may be ac- 

quired 559; A. assumes that 
citizens will obey the, 578; is, a 

system of police ? 298 and n. 67; 
is the, of nature the law of the 
stronger? 327. 

legislation, the true end of, accord- 
ing to Burke 44, and A. 575. 

legislators, how made 559. 

Lesbian builders, the leaden rule 
of the, 315. 

liberality defined 232; a popular 

virtue 233; depends on proper 
proportion between income and 
expenditure 233. 

life (4vxn) (see psychology), the 

various functions of 96; history 

xiii 

of, explained 95; rational and 

irrational division of, 97. 108. 
335; subdivisions of rational, 
843; the efficient cause of organic 

activity 335% the realisation of 
the potentiality of matter 336; 
the various manifestations of, 
enumerated 337; suffering the 
law of, 487; is the sum of our 
functional activities 455; pleasure 

completes life 455. 

love (¢iAqoc), arises from the 
attraction of physical beauty 
510; is a feeling not a habit, is 
exaggerated friendship 522. 

Lykeum, A.’s school in the, 13; 

rivalry between the, and the 
Academy 13-14; subjects taught 
in the, 15. 

M 

Magnanimity (weyadopvyia) de- 
scribed 242-8; honour the object 
of the magnanimous man 243 
and n. 48; the social defects of, 
246; Aspasius’ observations on, 
247 n. 51; the character drawn 

from heroic chieftains 250; J. A. 

Stewart on, 249 n. 53; Zell and 
Michelet on, 251 n. 59; not a 
successful portrait 251. 

magnificence (weyadompémeta), ‘ the 

esthetics of conduct in society” 
241; defined 237 ; requires artistic 

taste 287; the proper objects of, 
238; proper objects of, 241; 
improper objects of, 242. 

man, ratiocination the charac- 
teristic faculty of, 26; the work 
of, 51; his happiness found in 
the exercise of his special faculty 
69; two forms of this special 
faculty 82 of which one only is 

strictly special 82; imperfection 
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of physical structure of, 489; a 
marrying animal rather than a 

political animal 492; how a, 
should live with his wife, a 

difficult question 492. 
maternal affection, unselfishness of, 

gives the true view of friendship 

483; strength and permanence 

of the feeling 491; the instinct 
of, increases with the develop- 

ment of animal life 472 and n. 7. 

matter, necessary and contingent, 
reasoned upon by different 
faculties of mind 27. 97. 388. 

545. 563-4. 
mean, the doctrine of the, 30. 103. 

113; Kant’s criticism of, 37. 132; 

observations on this criticism 

132-8; Plato’s contempt for the 
doctrine 131 and n. 81; practical 
value of the doctrine 134; no, in 
extremes 37-8, 121. 134; argu- 

ment in favour of, from nature 

103; from physiology 103; from 
art 104; in conduct a personal 

and variable standard determines 
the mean 135.341; prudence the 
rational faculty employed infixing 

this standard 341; practical rules 

for arriving at the, 127. 
mechanical life, a, inconsistent with 

good conduct 251 and n. 56. 
medical art (see health) ; the, does 

not trouble itself with hopeless 
cases 242; treats the individual 

only 65; not the mistress of 

health 371; mode in which it 
induces health 453; not to be 
learned by reading prescriptions 

560. 
mensuration, the science and art of, 

determines the choice on which 

happiness depends 377 and nn. 

106. 107. 

metaphysics, criticism of the Pla. 

tonic idea in A.’s, 7; history of 

Plato’s ideal theory in A.’s, 87; 

anecdote of Cratylus in A.’s, 89 

and n. 84. 
method of ethical inquiry 393-4; 

genetic, 188. 
mind (see.life, psychology), rational 

and irrational parts of, 97; A.’s 

description of,in theEthics 372-3 ; 

A.’s scientific description of, 94; 

cannot by itself cause movement 
345; ultimate facts of, 416; 
feelings not considered by A. an 

ultimate fact of, 416. 

mistake, defined 307. 
modesty (aidwe, see shame), a feeling 

rather than a habit 124. 268; 

proper to youth 288; hypotheti- 

cally good 269; hardly a virtue 
268; meaning of, in Homer 204 

n. 45. 
monastic life, cannot be a good 

life 43. 
monarchy, one of the constitu- 

tional forms of government 486 
political justice how far present 

in, 487; assumes inequality in 

the members of the state 490. 

money (see wealth), defined 293; 
conventional measure of value 

298. 294; value of, as a medium 

of exchange 295; correctness of 

A.’s views as to nature of, 295; 
included in notion of wealth 231 ; 

Aspasius on, 231 n. 3. 
money getting, the negative side of 

liberality 233 ; a negative process 

234; Bacon’s opinion on, 234 n. 

18. 
morals and art, distinction between 

102. 348. 
moral action, practical intuition 

and desire the efficient cause of. 
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33. 40. 845. 415. 
motion.) 

moral character, modern definition 
of, 40. 

moral choice (zpoaipecic), ‘ truth 

in correspondence with right 

desire” 33.35; described 154-6; 

implies freedom to act 145 and n. 

2; executory and advisory in- 
gredients in, 834; not “ Will” 35; 

a better test of conduct than 
acts 154; not wish, nor opinion 
155; practical intuition and 
appetition unite to produce 157. 
3845; illustrated 178; what 

determines the value of the 
object of, 179. 

moral courage not courage 203. 
moral responsibility 167-9 ; 170 and 

n. 61; 179. 181. 

motion (kivnowc), must have a 

definite limit 32; what causes 

animal 82; inquiry into cause 
of animal, is inquiry into cause 
of conduct 416; theory of animal, 
stated by A. 417-18. 

(See animal 

N 

Nature, A.’s conception of, 42; tries 
to do her best 24; does not seek 
to effect small economies 25; 

laws of, not conceived by Plato 
or A. 41-2; assents tc moral 

goodness 99; arranges our bodily 
organs with a view to the mean 

104 and n. 28. 
natural virtue 99. 368. 375. 
negative states painful 438. 
neighbour, love for one’s, based on 

self-love 504. 
neighbourhood, next door to friend- 

ship 480 n. 28. 
non-voluntary conduct defined 147. 

173; discussed 152-3. 

38 
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voug (intuition), two senses of, 356 

n. 56; scientific, defined 849-50 ; 
practical 356 n. 56, 381. 

nutrition 336-7. 
* 

0 
Obstinate man, the (6 idcoyrdpwr), 

distinguished from the resolute 
man 412. 

oligarchy, a deviation from aris- 
tocracy 488; described 488. 

Olympic games, who are crowned 
at the, 71. 

Olympic victor called “‘ Man” 402. 
one, the, beyond the many 88. 

419; the, affirmed of the many 

88. 
ontology (see Metaphysics). 
opinion, true, in practice equivalent 

to knowledge 398. 

organ, one, one function 25. 

organic compound, the excellence 

of, identified with that of its 
distinctive part 516 n. 132. 

Speke (see appetency, desire). 
Spoc 341 n. 14; meanings of, 356 

n. 56. 
“ought” the, in morals, how 

arrived at 254 n. 64. 

P 

Pain (see pleasure), an evil 435; 
some physiologists say that vital 

processes cannot be carried on 
without, 442-8; change from, to 
pleasure an incident of organic 
action 444; Eudoxus on, 445; 

impedes function 456; not a 

feeling but consequent on a feel- 
ing 117 and n. 48. 459; A.’s 
account of, incomplete 460-1; 

some intellectual pleasures are 
preceded by, 461. 

paralysis 387. 
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payment, by results 14; illustrated 
by Protagoras’ practice in teach- 
ing 498; danger of making, in 
advance 498. 

perception (atc@norc), distinguished 
from prudence 356 and n. 56; 

a natural gift 363; stimulates 
desire 417; the medium through 

which pleasure and pain act 418. 

Pericles on value of fine art 217. 

pessimism 463. 

Phalaris 386. 
physiology, psychology cannot be 

studied apart from, 94; com- 

parative, importance of, in A.’s 

philosophy 94-5 ; method of, con- 

trasted with that of anatomy 373. 
Pindar on the power of custom 304. 

Plato’s dialogues referred to: Char- 
mides 166 n. 53; Gorgias 323 

n. 185, 327. 342 n. 15, 564; 
Kriton 573 n. 67. Hippias 

minor 278. Laches 209 n. 61; 

213; 199-200. Laws 323 n. 134. 

Menon 73 n. 49. Phedon 342 

n. 15. Phedrus 26 n. 15. 

Philebus 435 n. 8; 547 n. 6. 

Protagoras 200; 377. Republic 
200; 274; 820; 512. States- 

man 587. Theetetus 164; 564. 
Plato’s contributions to theory of 
conduct 17; on the incapacity 

of lower animals to generalise 
26 n. 15; his ideas said to corre- 
spond to laws of nature 41, 66; 

A.’s criticism of his theory of the 

absolute good 62-6; genesis of 
his theory of ideas 87; A.’s 

counter theory 88; on true 

education 114; his protest 
against moderation as the rule 

in conduct, 181 and n. 81; on 

usury 189; on the relativity of 

knowledge 166 and n. 53; on the 

unity of the virtues 195; various 

meanings of courage in, 200-2. 

214; on the fine arts 217; on 

the art of mensuration 377; on 

pleasure 482 sqq.; his theory of 

pleasure criticised by A. 434-5; 

on unanimity as a political end 
512 and n. 120; this theory 

criticised by A. 5385-6; the ques- 
tion of supreme good as stated 
by, 547 and n. 6; the quarrel 

between philosophy and active 
life as stated by, reconciled by 
A. 564 and n. 54. 

Pleasure (see pain), what is, 451; 

pleasure (and pain) the final 
causes of animal motion 33; 

enters into the ideal life 71; (and 

pain) evidence of our habits 114; 
conduct determined by, and pain 
115; ethics and politics to be 
treated with reference to, and 

pain 115-16; (and pain) the 

penultimate ends of conduct 

160; (and pain) in relation to 
resolution and irresolution 401- 

3. 422; natural and unnatural 
403-4; ethical importance of 
429. Explanation of the two 

discussions on, 429; reason of 

the separate treatment 431. 

Antisthenes on, 482 and n. 2; 

condemned by Speusippus and 
the old Academy 482-8; theory 

of, in book vii. 482. 440; theory of, 

book x. 444.451. 455. def. 485. 452. 

453. Platonist view of, examined 
433. 448-9; unmixed ——s 

435; possibly ‘“‘the good” 436; 

physiological explanation of the 
identification of, with pleasures of 

sense 437. 489; phenomena of, 
examined by A. with reference to 

sentient beings 441; identified 
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with energy 441 and n. 28. 
Eudoxus on, 445; not a move- 
ment or process but a complete 
instantaneous whole 451-2; a 

supervening end 453; completes 
function 455 ;inseparable from life 
455 ; ——-s of specific functions 
specifically different 465; not a 

movement or process nor the 
satisfaction of a want 450. 451. 
General remarks on A.’s theory 
of, 457. 

poets, the exaggeration of, 268; 
their absurd affection for their 
own works 513. 

political community, the excellence 
of, summed up in its government 
83-4; the field of conduct 21. 
572. 470. 

political courage 209 
politics, the architectonic science 

47,56; happiness the end of, 54; 
division of, into regulative and 
practical 354; the above divi- 
sion corresponds to two kinds 
of prudence 354-5; the art of, 
cannot be taught by professors 
575; a practical man with a 
general education a better poli- 
tician than a professor 575. 

Polygnotus 252 n. 59. 
dpdynorc 34, 349 and n. 34. 353-4-6 

545. 
poverty, the relief of, not an object 

of the very rich man, 242. 
power in action superior to endu- 

rance 224, : 
practical and theorising intelligence 

345 and n. 21. 
practical syllogism (see syllogistic 

inference). 
praise and blame the tests of con- 

duct 18-19. 
pride, proper, described 253-5, 

xvii 

principle (apyn) 148. (See cause.) 
private life and society, conduct in, 

described 258-67. 
mpoaipeore examined 154-7; defined 

845-6. (ee moral choice.) 
probability, the guide of life, 29 
proper spirit (apadérnc) 255-6. 

proportion, geometric, gives the 
rule in distributive justice 285-6 ; 
arithmetic, in regulative justice 
287. 

Protagoras, the discussion on the 
unity of virtue in the dialogue 
195. 369 n. 91; his promises 
to his pupils 101; his dictum 
‘homo mensura” examined by 

A. 164; his rule in taking fees 498. 
prudence (¢pdvyorc), defined 34. 

349; not a science or an art 348. 

355, but a faculty of means 34. 
374, 379; practical hints on, 30. 
127; dependent on empirical 
rules 853; has to do with the 
ultimate facts of perception 
given by practical intuition 356 
and n, 56; directory 360; criti- 

cal 361; the utility of, discussed 
364-5 ; an essential condition of 

good conduct 368. 413 as being 
a property common to every 
kind of it 196-7 and n. 27. 368-70 
nn. 91-2; distinguished from 

cleverness 367 sqq. and from 
irresolution 413; ethical right- 

ness determined by, 566; re- 
marks on A.’s description of, 

377-81. 
psychology (see life, mind, soul), 

A.’s, described 93-7. 38-40; 108. 

343. 
physiology 489. 442. 
public education 43. 557-61. 
public office, filing documents in 

61 n. 24, 
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Pythagoreans, view of, that justice 
is retaliation 290; their arrange- 
ment of goods and evils 63 and 

n, 29, 
punishment, true theory of, 288 

and n. 40; imperfection of A.’s 

view of, 287-9. 

Q 
Qualities (sodrnrec) enumerated 

and described 97-8. 
quantitative differences between 

Virtue and Vice 37 sqq. 132-4. 
quick temper (épy:Adrnc) described 

257. 

R 

Rassow, on the intellectual virtues 

339 n. 12. 

raillery 266. 
ratiocination the special charac- 

teristic of man 26, 69. 

reason, the supremacy of, asserted 

by A. 388, 415; problem of the 
conflict between, and desire 385— 

71; how explained 388-90. 398. 

420; regarded by A. in one aspect 

only 391. 
regulative justice (dtopOwrixdy 

dixacoy) 283; assumes universal 

equality 284; arithmetic propor- 
tion the rule in, 287; difficulty 
of applying this rule 287. 289; 

inapplicability of Pythagorean 

rule to, 291. 
relaxation a necessity of life 265 ; 

conversation a form of, 265. 

Republic of Plato, description of 
justice in, 275, is metaphorical 

only 319. 320 and n. 128 gives 

no help in practice 275 and is 

not formally discussed by A. 276. 
representation and taxation did not 

go together in Athens 282, 

INDEX 

resolution (see self - command) 
Ch. 8 passim. 

responsibility, moral, the question 
of, examined by A. 167-71; 
cannot be directly proved 180; 

reasons in favour of, 180-1. 
retaliation, Pythagorean rule of, 

not applicable either to distribu- 
tive or regulative justice 291. 

right, ethical, (and wrong) vary 

with the political constitution 187 
rights of property not arising from 

contract not mentioned by A. 
284, 

riches, what is the best use that 
can be made of, 241. 

Romantic and classical art 140. 
rules or maxims of conduct, how 

arrived at 419. 

8 

Science (émorhpn), defined 347; 
principles of, how gained 349-50. 

secrecy, advantage of the habit of, 

262. 
selfishness, right and wrong kinds 

of, described 514-17. 

self-control (ympdrea) 387; various 
statements as to, 394; true 

meaning of, how limited 411; 
doctrine of the mean applicable 

to, 412; strong and weak forms 

of, 208-9; want of, combined 
with folly, paradox hence arising 

397 ; reasons for the place of the 

discussion on, 392; A.’s explana- 
tion of, 420; his explanation how 
limited 421. 

——depreciation (cipoveia) 128 n. 

62; Sokratic, 264; judicial, 265; 

sometimes graceful 265. 

—esteem (swagger, xavydrne), de- 

scribed 252; foolish not vicious 

252, 
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self-indulgence '(éeodacia), how 
limited 217-18. 406; a greater 
fault than cowardice 222, 

—love, the origin of love for 
one’s neighbour 504. 507; Butler 

on, 507-81; analysed and de- 
scribed 514-17, 

——restraint (cwppocdvn, temper- 

ance), reason for the prominence 
given to, 188, 189, 190-1 ; various 

senses of, distinguished 214; 
defined 215. 

sensation (alc@yotc), the process of, 
how conceived by A. 458. 

sense (civeorc), meaning of, 360-1. 

servile life, a, inconsistent with 

moral goodness, 250. 251 and n. 
56. 

shame  (aidwe) 
modesty). 

size essential to beauty 244 and n. 
46. 

slavery, justified by A. and Plato 
138. 

slave, the, an instrument merely 
490; neither friendship nor jus- 
tice strictly possible between, 

and his master 490; cannot be 
virtuous, 250. 251 and n. 56. 

sobriety in art, Victor Hugo on, 
140. 

Sokrates, the importance of his 
contributions to the science of 
conduct 17. 87; considered the 
virtues to be knowledge 369; 
and want of self-control to be 
due to ignorance 388. 395; how 
far this thesis true 423-4. 

Solon’s saying ‘‘Call no man 
happy until he is dead” examined 
75-9. 

sogia (wisdom), examined and de- 

fined 351-2. (See Chapter VII. 
passim.) 

124, 268 (see 

xix 

Sophists, incompetence of the, to 

teach the art of politics 575; 
their fees for teaching 14; 
jealousy of the, by the established 
schools 14. @ 

soul (see life). 
speculation, the exercise of pure, 

conterminous with happiness 555 
Spencer, Herbert, criticism of A.’s 

definition of happiness 83; im- 
mediate and remote conditions 
of happiness according to, 548. 

Speusippus, 64; S. and the old 
Academy condemned pleasure 
105 n. 51. 482-3. 

State, the city-state the field for 
the application of A.’s ethical 
principles 21 sqq.; this field 
wide enough 578; utility and 
not needs or the good life in- 

dicated as the end of the, 485 
n. 42; the end of, according to 
Burke 44; to A. 575; modern 

views and difficulties of, 577. 
statesman, the, must be something 

of a psychologist 107; must 
consider the question of pleasure 
and pain 482; large powers 

attributed to, by A. 22; how to 

be fitted for his task 574; must 
have in view the formation of 
character 575; how the problem 
of education presents itself to 
ancient and modern, 576-7. 

steadfastness (xaprepia) 394. 
Stewart, J. A., 40 n. 33; 41 n. 34-6; 

on the indivisibility of the virtues 
of conduct 193 n. 18; on A.’s 

character of the magnanimous 
man, 249 n. 53. 

stinginess (dveevOepia) described, 

236. 
style of A. 6. 8. 445. 541. 
suicide, condemned 318, 
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surliness (SvoxoXta) 260. 
ovveote (sense) 360. 

syllogistic inference, A.’s assump- 
tion that conductis accompanied 
by a process of, 391; application 
of, to conduct 419-20; power of 
reasoning by, special to man 26.69. 

system, the excellence of a, identi- 
fied with that of its special or 

governing part 82. 516 and n. 

182; the special part of a, stands 

for the whole 82. 

T 

Tact, social 269. 

taste, description and function of 

this sense 219. 

taxation and representation 282, 

teleology (see ends), 

teleological law, the, of A. 546 and 

n, 3. 
temper, the habit of keeping one’s, 

described 255-6; quick, 257; 

bitter, 257; harsh, 258; the man 

who keeps his, should be capable 

of anger 256. 
temperance (sw¢poctvy), misuse of 

this word 187 n. 2. (See self- 
restraint.) 

tendency, defined and distinguished 
from habit 98. 

réxvny (art) defined 347. 
Thales 352. 

Theognis quoted 519. 
thought (d:avoia), 859 and n. 60. 

thoughtfulness, described 361; its 
relation to equity 361, and 

prudence 362; a gift of nature 

varying with age 863. ' 
timocracy, the worst of the three 

constitutional forms of govern- 

ment 388 recognises the principle 

of power in proportion to merit 

488; relation of brothers re- 

INDEX 

sembles, 489; like regulative 
justice assumes equality 490. 

touch, the most general of the 
senses 336; peculiar to animals 

336-7; extensive range of, 218; 

taste a kind of, 219; the proper 
subject of self-control 220. 

truth, the five modes in which the 
mind arrives at, in affirmation 

and negation 346; moral, de- 

fined 261; intellectual and moral, 

connected 3863; a quality of 

things 27. 
truthfulness, the social quality of, 

128; described 261-3; the habit 

defined 261 n. 85. 

U 

Under-enjoyment, no word for the 
intemperance of, 220. 

unjust acts, doing, distinguished 
from injustice 311. 

unanimity -(spévora), described 510 ; 

a kind of political friendship 511 ; 
not the same as agreement in 

opinion (podofia) 510; A.’s dis- 

sent from Plato’s view of the 

political value of, 512; observa- 

tions on the Platonic view 584-6. 

unity not the end of the state, 534 

sqq. 
unity of the virtues not the doctrine 

of A.’s Ethics 193-8. 
unselfishness, extreme lengths of, 

in A.’s perfect friendship 529-31. 
brapxyeyr 370 n. 92. 
usury, A. and Dante on, 49 n. 2, 

A., Bacon, and Dante on, 139. 

vV 

Verification, method of, largely 
used by A. in the Ethics 35. 

vice (caxia), the direct contrary of 

virtue 385; brutal, rare 386, 
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virtue (dpern), general and special 
meaning of the word 83; the unity 
of the virtues not taught by A. 
193-8. 381; dialectical discussion 
as to unity of the, 369 and n. 91, 
870 n. 92; natural, 367. 375; 
intellectual, see Chapter VII.; 
prudence necessary to habitual, 
868; not always pleasant, 206; 
heroic and godlike, rare 386. 

3938. (See conduct.) 
voluntary actions (ré éxodo.ov), see 

involuntary actions), defined 154; 

described 147-54; both bad and 

good conduct voluntary 171; dis- 
tinction between voluntary, in- 
voluntary, and non - voluntary 
acts 173; the distinction be- 

tween voluntary and involuntary 
acts also applies to justice 306; | 
voluntary transactions defined 
283; in some places not enforc- 

able at law 499 and n. 79. 
vulgar ostentation 239. 242. 

w 

War, the field for the exercise of 
courage 203; peace the object 
of, 208; has an elevating effect 

on character 204. 
wealth, A.’s definition of, 231; 

Aspasius’ amendment of this 
definition 231 n. 8; right con- 

duct with regard to, includes 
getting and spending, but chiefly 
spending 282; value of, depends 
on proper giving 233; remarks 
on A.’s treatment of the subject 

of, 240. 
will, the, meaning of in A. 159 n. 

85 and 172 n. 68; no recognised 

word in A. for, 172 and n. 68; 
not the same as moral choice 35 ; 
not clearly distinguished from 

xxi 

wish, 173; freedom of the, as- 
sumed by A. 39. 178; the question 
of free-will and determinism not 

raised in the Greek schools in 
A.’s time 1%. 

willing and wishing distinguished 
147; confusion between, in 
Plato’s Gorgias 149 and n. 
11. 

wisdom (co¢ia), described 851; de- 
fined 852 ; how far useful, 364-5 ; 
superior to prudence, 365; the 
highest function of man’s special 
excellence, 546. 

wish (GovAnowc), described 161; the 

object of, is either “‘the good” or 

the “‘seeming good’? 162; how 
this object may be apprehended 
177; the real object of the seem- 
ing good 166-7. 

wishing and willing (see willing). 
wit (etrpamedia), described 265. 
words, to be coined for the sake of 

clearness 128. 
work, a, ‘a potentiality realised ”’ 

514; of man 54. 

working-man, the, not a moral 
agent 233 n. 8; 250-1 n. 56. 

wrongs, unpremeditated (dducnpara), 
described 3807; premeditated 

(uwox@npiat), described 308 ; arising 
from negligence not enumerated 

by A. 284; may one accidentally 
suffer, without being wronged ? 

309. 
Xx 

Xenocrates, President of the Aca- 

demy 13. 
Y 

Young, the, why they may become 
mathematicians 355. 

Z 

Zell. 251 n. 57. 
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